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Hon	Senior	Lecturer,	University	of	Edinburgh	University		
NRS	Career	Clinican	Scientist	Fellow	
	
On	behalf	of	BASK	
	
Points	to	make	for	the	Appraisal	of	ACI	
	


1. I	have	attached	a	DRAFT	copy	of	the	UK	Articular	Cartilage	Consensus	
Paper.	This	has	been	drafted	by	the	designated	surgeons	and	is	in	
circulation	for	comments	and	ratification	by	the	other	signaturies.	Please	
note	that	this	is	NOT	the	final	copy	for	submission	and	may	be	amended	
prior	to	submission.	It	is	submitted	to	NICE	in	academic	confidence	of	no	
further	circulation.	We	anticipate	submission	to	The	Bone	and	Joint	
Journal	at	the	end	of	September	with	an	early	publication	date	request.	I	
concur	with	the	paper	consensus	statements	
	


2. Key	new	references	that	should	be	taken	into	account	for	this	appraisal:		
	
Long‐term	Results	of	Autologous	Chondrocyte	Implantation	in	the	Knee	
for	Chronic	Chrondral	and	Osteochondral	Defects.	
Biant	LC,	Bentley	G,	Vijayan	S,	Skinner	JA,	Carrington	RW.	
Am	J	Sports	Med.	2014	Jul	7.	pii:	0363546514539345.	[Epub	ahead	of	
print]	
Autologous	chondrocyte	implantation	in	the	patella:	a	multicenter	
experience.	
Gomoll	AH,	Gillogly	SD,	Cole	BJ,	Farr	J,	Arnold	R,	Hussey	K,	Minas	T.	
Am	J	Sports	Med.	2014	May;42(5):1074‐81.	doi:	
10.1177/0363546514523927.	Epub	2014	Mar	4.	
The	John	Insall	Award:	A	minimum	10‐year	outcome	study	of	autologous	
chondrocyte	implantation.	
Minas	T,	Von	Keudell	A,	Bryant	T,	Gomoll	AH.	
Clin	Orthop	Relat	Res.	2014	Jan;472(1):41‐51.		
Autologous	chondrocyte	implantation	for	joint	preservation	in	patients	
with	early	osteoarthritis.	
Minas	T,	Gomoll	AH,	Solhpour	S,	Rosenberger	R,	Probst	C,	Bryant	T.	
Clin	Orthop	Relat	Res.	2010	Jan;468(1):147‐57.	doi:	10.1007/s11999‐
009‐0998‐0.	Epub	2009	Aug	4.	
Increased	failure	rate	of	autologous	chondrocyte	implantation	after	
previous	treatment	with	marrow	stimulation	techniques.	
Minas	T,	Gomoll	AH,	Rosenberger	R,	Royce	RO,	Bryant	T.	
Am	J	Sports	Med.	2009	May;37(5):902‐8.	doi:	
10.1177/0363546508330137.	Epub	2009	Mar	4.	


	







	
	
Minimum	ten‐year	results	of	a	prospective	randomised	study	of	
autologous	chondrocyte	implantation	versus	mosaicplasty	for	
symptomatic	articular	cartilage	lesions	of	the	knee.	
Bentley	G,	Biant	LC,	Vijayan	S,	Macmull	S,	Skinner	JA,	Carrington	RW.	
J	Bone	Joint	Surg	Br.	2012	Apr;94(4):504‐9.	doi:	10.1302/0301‐
620X.94B4.27495.	
Matrix‐Applied	Characterized	Autologous	Cultured	Chondrocytes	Versus	
Microfracture:	Two‐Year	Follow‐up	of	a	Prospective	Randomized	Trial.	
Saris	D,	Price	A,	Widuchowski	W,	Bertrand‐Marchand	M,	Caron	J,	Drogset	
JO,	Emans	P,	Podskubka	A,	Tsuchida	A,	Kili	S,	Levine	D,	Brittberg	M;	on	
behalf	of	the	SUMMIT	study	group.	Am	J	Sports	Med.	2014	Apr	
8;42(6):1384‐1394.	[Epub	ahead	of	print]	
	


3. Consider	Lutianov	et	al	J	Theor	Biol	2011:289;136‐150	
	


4. When	referring	to	size	of	the	defect	in	terms	of	treatment	options,	it	is	
important	to	consider	the	size	of	the	defect	in	relation	to	size	of	the	knee.	
A	2cm	diameter	defect	may	be	almost	a	half	condyle	width	in	a	small	knee	


	
5. With	regard	to	comparators:	osteotomy	and	total	knee	replacement	are	


not	comparators.	Only	microfracture	and	mosaicplasty	are	surgical	
comparators	


	
6. The	majority	of	RCTs	are	on	condyle	defects	as	there	are	easier	to	recruit	


as	a	standard	group.	Patella	evidence	is	emerging	in	cohort	studies.	The	
Biant	2014	study	in	Am	J	Sp	Med	did	a	subgroup	analysis	of	patella	lesions	
and	found	them	to	be	performing	equally	as	well	as	condyle	defects.	Early	
series	by	Brittberg	suggest	that	patella	lesions	improved	significantly,	but	
not	quite	to	the	same	degree	as	condyle	lesions.	Mosaicplasty	and	
microfracture	perform	poorly	on	the	patella	


	
	
	
	


	








Autologous chondrocyte implantation for repairing 


symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee  


Introduction 


Chondral defects in the knee are very common. Although they can occur at any age, they are 
rare in paediatric patients but tend to be seen with increasing frequency from the teenage 
years onwards. In younger patients they often occur as a consequence of trauma. They are not 
unusual following patellar dislocation, for example. The condition of osteochondritis 
dissecans in which there is separation of an osteochondral fragment from the knee joint 
surface, usually from the medial femoral condyle is another relatively common cause in 
younger patients. In middle aged patients chondral defects are most often associated with a 
degenerative process in the joint and can be considered a pathological process that in a 
proportion of patients will progress to symptomatic osteoarthritis of the knee. 


Articular cartilage has very limited healing capacity. Loss of the normal hyaline articular 
cartilage is usually a permanent event – the joint can heal the defect, but with fibrocartilage 
which is an inferior joint surface without the specialised biomechanical and biological 
characteristics of healthy hyaline articular cartilage. Chondral lesions may be asymptomatic, 
particularly if small and if the area of the surface is away from a main weight-bearing part of 
the joint. In general, larger lesions on the main weight-bearing surfaces are more likely to be 
associated with painful symptoms. In general they cause activity related pain, sometimes 
associated with other mechanical symptoms such as swelling, crepitus and locking.  


In patients with troublesome pain which does not respond to non-operative therapy there are a 
number of treatment modalities available. Until 20 years ago the options were limited – 
microfracture, realignment osteotomy or some form of arthroplasty were the only choices. 
Mosaicplasty and autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) were developed in the late 
1990s and have attracted a lot of scientific and clinical interest as alternative surgical 
modalities. Realignment osteotomies and arthroplasty are really only appropriate for 
advanced chondral deterioration with osteoarthritic change established in the knee. Neither 
procedure would be appropriate for a smaller symptomatic chondral lesion in a knee with 
normal alignment.  


The main options for more localised symptomatic chondral lesions are therefore 
microfracture, mosaicplasty or ACI. For technical reasons the chondral lesions accessible to 
these techniques are either on the femoral condyles or in the patellofemoral joint. The limited 
access to the medial and lateral tibial plateau renders most defects in those locations 
unsuitable for these treatment modalities. Microfracture has two main advantages: it is cheap 
and technically straightforward to perform. Of the three treatment options it has been the 
most widespread in clinical practice for these reasons, but also because it has been available 
for much longer. Mosaicplasty is a technically more demanding procedure to perform but 
most experienced knee arthroscopic surgeons could be easily trained to carry out the 
procedure. It can usually be performed arthroscopically, except for lesions in the 







patellofemoral joint where for technical reasons to do with access an arthrotomy of the joint 
is often required. The procedure is more expensive than microfracture although the difference 
is small. The defect size is also limited by the need to harvest donor articular cartilage and the 
more of these required the greater the chance of donor site morbidity.  


ACI is the technique which has excited the greatest academic interest but it also the technique 
that has been used least frequently. It involves an initial procedure to harvest chondrocytes 
and a subsequent procedure to reimplant them usually undertaken about 6 weeks later. It is 
the most expensive of the three options. The surgical complexity of the procedure, 
particularly when it was first introduced and the cost are two reasons that account for the 
limited use of the technique in clinical practice. 


Natural history of chondral lesions 


The natural history of chondral lesions in the knee is not well-established. These lesions are 
common incidental findings in arthroscopic knee surgery undertaken for other indications. 
The presence of a chondral lesion is therefore not invariably associated with pain. Some of 
these can be considered as an early stage in the development of generalised osteoarthritis of 
the knee. However chondral lesions are very common whereas the requirement for total knee 
joint replacement is not so it is difficult to predict which chondral lesions would progress to 
the point of symptomatic arthritis requiring knee arthroplasty. It is also well-recognised that 
symptomatic chondral lesions can become asymptomatic for reasons that are uncertain. 


Clinical trials 


Clinical trials comparing the 3 surgical modalities above have appeared regularly in the last 
decade. Most have compared some form of ACI to microfracture. Trials featuring 
mosaicplasty have been fewer. No trial has been conducted comparing one of the treatment 
modalities to nonoperative treatment. This is a problem because the assumption has been that 
nonoperative treatment is inferior to doing something operatively, which may not be the case. 


Since the last NICE document evaluating ACI in 2005 there is therefore a better evidence 
base to inform the decision making process regarding the use of ACI in clinical practice. A 
broad interpretation of the literature is as follows. ACI and mosaicplasty are associated with 
better clinical results than microfracture. Both ACI and mosaicplasty are effective in 
relieving pain in the majority of patients. ACI appears to have a modest advantage over 
mosaicplasty with a modest improvement in the success rate and long term survival. 


Randomised trials are always a challenge to design and complete with adequate patient 
numbers and duration of follow-up. The difficulties involved are abundantly clear in the 
published trials in this area. The list of criticisms is a long one but some of the main points to 
make are: 


  


1. There is no trial using a nonoperative treatment arm or a “sham” surgery arm. 
2. The patient numbers in the trials are small. 







3. The follow-up is short in many studies. 
4. The main outcome measures used in many trials are the IKDC score, the Lysholm 


score, the Tegner knee score and Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome score.  
5. These are clinical outcome questionnaires and some were designed mainly for 


evaluation of knee ligament injury and surgical reconstruction. They are obviously not 
intended to assess the quality of a regenerated joint surface.  


6. There is no reliable way of determining the quality of the articular cartilage generated 
by the surgical interventions. 


7. The techniques of ACI have evolved over the past decade and the various generations 
of the method may not be comparable with each other.  


8. Although there appears to be an advantage for ACI over microfracture some trials did 
not demonstrate superiority. 


9. Inclusion criteria were very variable and in some trials very non-specific. 


Economic analysis 


Clearly the cost of ACI greatly exceeds other therapies. On the basis of the trials there have 
been efforts to justify the cost of the ACI procedure. However, these economic analyses make 
some significant assumptions. It is generally assumed that chondral lesions will progress to 
osteoarthritis and knee joint replacement, and there will be a significant requirement for 
revision knee replacement. As noted above the natural history of chondral lesions is 
uncertain, but the majority do not progress to osteoarthritis significant enough to necessitate 
knee replacement surgery. The incidence of total knee replacement in the UK population is 
0.1% and chondral defects in the knee are a good deal more common than this. It has to be 
assumed therefore that the majority of chondral lesions do not progress to osteoarthritis 
severe enough to warrant knee replacement surgery. Another assumption is that a knee joint 
replacement will inevitably require revision surgery. The actual requirement for revision knee 
replacement is modest and only 15% of all primary knee arthroplasties are subsequently 
revised. 


Current position 


All 3 modalities seem to be clinically effective but the exact role for each is still not clear. A 
trial with a nonoperative arm or a sham surgery arm with longer term follow-up would be 
useful in defining the natural history of chondral defects and whether any of the treatments is 
superior to doing nothing. Mosaicplasty is cheap and relatively effective for small defects. 
ACI may be superior to the other treatment methods but larger trials with modern techniques 
are required to validate this conclusion. It is of course considerably more expensive and any 
further trials should incorporate a health economic analysis to demonstrate whether ACI is a 
cost-effective treatment. 


   


 


 








Personal	statement	
	
I	would	support	the	technology	of	ACI,	it	is	an	established	treatment	with	an	
excellent	safety	record.	The	literature	supports	ACI	for	the	right	indication	and	it	
is	a	technology	that	is	required	in	the	UK	as	we	are	currently	restricted	in	our	
methods	of	treatment.	
	
The	ATMP	regulation	has	resulted	in	a	significant	rise	in	the	cost	of	cell	
therapies,	which	will	potentially	have	an	impact	on	local	budgets.	The	recent	
socioeconomic	data	would	support	the	use	of	ACI	despite	these	increased	costs.	
The	ageing	population	is	more	active	and	consequently	there	is	a	need	to	try	and	
delay	early	joint	replacement	surgery	due	to	the	inevitable	and	costly	revision	
surgery	that	will	result.	
	
I	would	support	the	centralization	of	the	therapy	in	order	to	ensure	its	most	
effective	use.	With	limited	centers	commissioned,	a	better	price	can	be	
negotiated	based	on	volume,	improving	the	health	economics	further	and	
limiting	the	financial	exposure	of	commissioning	groups.	
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1 Guidance


This guidance replaces 'Autologous cartilage transplantation for full thickness cartilage
defects in knee joints' (NICE Technology Appraisal Guidance 16) issued in December 2000.


For details, see 'About this guidance'.


1.1 Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) is not recommended for the
treatment of articular cartilage defects of the knee joint except in the context of
ongoing or new clinical studies that are designed to generate robust and
relevant outcome data, including the measurement of health-related quality of
life and long-term follow-up. Patients should be fully informed of the
uncertainties about the long-term effectiveness and the potential adverse
effects of this procedure.
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2 Clinical need and practice


2.1 Articular (hyaline) cartilage, which is composed mainly of water and a
collagenous extracellular matrix, provides a smooth and resilient surface at the
ends of bones, allowing virtually frictionless movement within the knee joint. It
also acts as a shock absorber, cushioning the bone from forces of more than
five times the body's weight. The cellular component of hyaline cartilage is the
chondrocyte, which is responsible for the production and maintenance of the
matrix. Cartilage lacks blood and nerve supplies, and it has a limited potential
for self-repair.


2.2 Cartilage damage in the knee can be caused directly by injury, often as a result
of sporting activity, or spontaneously (a condition called osteochondritis
dissecans). Softening of the kneecap cartilage (a condition called
chondromalacia patellae) may be caused by trauma, overuse, parts being out
of alignment, or muscle weakness, and most often occurs in young adults.
Loss of cartilage alone is referred to as chondral damage, whereas loss of
bone and cartilage is known as osteochondral damage. Osteochondral
damage occurs more commonly in adolescents; it appears that the plane of
weakness in this age group lies in the bone rather than at the junction of the
cartilage and the bone. Symptoms associated with the loss of hyaline cartilage
include knee pain, knee swelling, knee locking (that is, the knee becomes
stuck in one position) and giving way of the knee joint. Ultimately, mechanical
damage to the joint surface can lead to osteoarthritis.


2.3 Neither the prevalence nor the incidence of hyaline cartilage damage in knee
joints is definitively known. Cartilage defects arise from direct injuries or
indirectly, appearing immediately or many months or years after the primary
insult. It has been estimated that, in the UK, 10,000 patients each year may
suffer cartilage damage warranting repair.


2.4 There is no uniform approach to managing hyaline cartilage defects in the
knee. There are two main categories of procedures: those intended primarily to
achieve symptomatic relief and those that also attempt to re-establish the
articular surface. Interventions that aim to re-establish the articular surface
include ACI, marrow stimulation techniques (such as abrasion arthroplasty,
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drilling and microfracture) and mosaicplasty (also known as osteochondral
transplantation). Other treatment options include knee washout (lavage) with or
without debridement.


2.5 The mosaicplasty technique involves removing cylinders of normal cartilage
and bone (approximately 4.5 mm diameter) from 'non-weight-bearing' areas of
an affected knee and placing them into areas of defective cartilage.
Microfracture involves breaching the sub-chondral bone to cause bleeding, and
this results in the formation of a blood clot. The clot creates the necessary
conditions for a viable population of marrow stem cells to build new tissue
within the lesion.


2.6 The impact of treating chondral defects with the interventions described above
can be assessed histologically and also by means of a variety of symptom and
function rating systems. A histological success is considered to occur when the
result includes mainly hyaline cartilage.
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3 The technology


3.1 Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI – formerly referred to as autologous
cartilage transplantation or ACT) is an approach that has been used to treat
defined, symptomatic knee cartilage defects (see Section 2.2). The aim of this
treatment is to enable the regeneration of hyaline or hyaline-like cartilage,
thereby restoring normal joint function. ACI is not used where there is joint
instability that cannot be corrected simultaneously or where there is existing
osteoarthritis.


3.2 ACI comprises a series of procedures. First, chondrocytes are harvested
arthroscopically from the edge of the affected knee joint. The cells are cultured
for a few weeks to expand the cell population (by a factor of about 50). Then,
in a second surgical procedure, the cultured chondrocytes are implanted into
areas denuded of cartilage by disease or injury. Each damaged area is
carefully debrided and covered with a periosteal tissue flap or a porcine
collagen membrane, beneath which the autologous cells are injected. In a
modification of the treatment, extracted autologous chondrocytes are cultured
within a collagen matrix, which is then implanted (matrix-guided ACI). It has
been argued that matrix-guided ACI has a number of advantages including
allowing the second surgical procedure to be performed by a limited approach
or by arthroscopic implantation.


3.3 Recorded adverse effects associated with ACI include joint locking, infections,
extension deficit and periosteal hypertrophy where a periosteal cover is used.


3.4 The use of ACI requires special training. Four commercial agencies (Genzyme
Ltd UK and Ireland, BBraun/TeTec AG, Geistlich Biomaterials and Verigen UK
Ltd) provide services to support ACI in the UK. The actual cost of these
services may vary according to the number of procedures performed. In
addition to cell culturing, the cost includes shipping and the training of
appropriate hospital staff. In-house methods for chondrocyte culture have been
developed and are in use at The Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Orthopaedic &
District NHS Trust (RJAH) in Oswestry.
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3.5 Taking note that the acquisition cost may vary according to local agreements,
the prices of the ACI services provided by the commercial agencies above are
as follows:


Genzyme Ltd UK and Ireland – £4000 to £5000


BBraun/TeTec AG – £4000


Verigen UK Ltd – £3200


Geistlich Biomaterials – £3500.


The RJAH indicated that the cost of its in-house cell culture service was around
£2000 per patient.
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4 Evidence and interpretation


The Appraisal Committee (Appendix A) considered evidence from a number of sources
(Appendix B).


4.1 Clinical effectiveness


4.1.1 The Assessment Group identified five published randomised/quasi-randomised
controlled trials. Two trials compared ACI with mosaicplasty and two with
microfracture. The final trial compared two different variants of ACI and hence
was not discussed further by the Assessment Group. The Assessment Group
also sought data on long-term outcomes from case series studies for ACI, for
other treatments and for the natural history of the condition. When the original
guidance was produced (December 2000), data from completed randomised
controlled clinical trials were not available.


Controlled trial evidence – ACI compared with mosaicplasty


4.1.2 In one study (n = 40) all patients treated with ACI had the cartilage defect
covered with a periosteal flap. Eleven of the 40 patients (28%) had previously
undergone surgery. Treatment was allocated alternately rather than randomly
(an allocation procedure subject to bias). It was found that patients recruited to
the ACI group (n = 20) scored statistically significantly lower (poorer) on a
scale that measures symptoms and function (Lysholm score) than patients
allocated to mosaicplasty. A re-analysis of the Lysholm scores from this study,
however, found no difference between the two groups if mean change in score
was examined rather than absolute score at the end of the study (the
preoperative Lysholm score was lower for ACI). There was no statistically
significant difference between the treatments when assessed by the other two
scoring methods (the Meyers and Tegner scales).


4.1.3 Eight biopsies were taken from six patients in the ACI group and five biopsies
were taken in the mosaicplasty group. No details were reported of how patients
were selected for biopsy. In the ACI group, the regenerated tissue consisted
mostly of fibrocartilage, although localised areas of hyaline-like cartilage could
be detected in deeper layers. In the mosaicplasty group a gap remained at the
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site of the transplantation in all five specimens, and analysis found no
histological differences between the osteochondral transplants and the
surrounding original cartilage.


4.1.4 It was reported that 60% of both groups developed complications within
24 months after surgery. Seven patients in each treatment group had
complications that required further surgery. These included: occasional locking
of the joint and adhesions; partial rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament;
postoperative haemarthrosis; and extension deficit. Five patients in each
treatment group had complications that did not require further surgery. One
patient, who reported as having no complications after ACI, had an
arthroscopy 24 months after ACI to check for meniscopathy.


4.1.5 In the second trial (n = 100), consecutive patients were randomised to have
mosaicplasty or ACI, although no details were provided of the allocation
methods used. Fifty-eight patients were recruited into the ACI group but only
42 were recruited into the comparator arm. While the majority of the ACI-
treated patients had the defect sealed with a porcine collagen membrane, for
six patients a periosteal cover was used. All but six patients had undergone
previous surgical interventions (excluding arthroscopy). The mean number of
previous operations was 1.5 (0–4).


4.1.6 The trial found a greater improvement in a measure of knee function and
symptoms (the modified Cincinnati rating system) in the ACI group compared
with the mosaicplasty group at 1 year. This difference was statistically
significant (p = 0.002 calculated by the Committee using a Chi-square test for
trend). The number of patients treated with ACI whose cartilage function was
rated as excellent or good on the Cincinnati score was 51/58 (88%). This
compared with 29/42 (69%) patients following mosaicplasty. Of the 19 patients
who underwent biopsy following ACI at 1 year, seven were found to have
normal hyaline cartilage, seven mixed hyaline and fibrocartilage, and five
fibrocartilage, albeit well-bonded to bone. One of the ACI grafts that showed
mixed hyaline and fibrocartilage at 1 year had hyaline cartilage alone at the
2-year biopsy. It was not clear how patients were selected for repeat
arthroscopy. The number of patients having biopsy after mosaicplasty was not
stated and results were only reported for seven patients whose functional
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outcome was rated as poor. Complications were reported but not by treatment
group.


Controlled trial evidence – ACI compared with microfracture


4.1.7 In one trial (n = 80) the defect was sealed with a periosteal flap. Most patients
(94%) had previously had knee surgery. Eligible patients were randomised into
the two groups during arthroscopy using sealed envelopes (40 patients per
group). The study found that for both types of intervention there was a
statistically significant improvement in Lysholm scores and a statistically
significant reduction in pain from baseline. There was no statistically significant
difference between treatments when assessed at 1 or 2 years. After 2 years,
78% of patients who had had ACI experienced less pain compared with 75%
after microfracture. Microfracture, however, resulted in improved scores on the
physical component of the Short Form-36 (SF-36) compared with ACI at
2 years (p < 0.005) but patients who were randomised to the microfracture
group had lower scores at baseline. After adjusting for preoperative scores
(method not given), microfracture still resulted in statistically significantly
improved SF-36 physical component scores compared with ACI.


4.1.8 A 'second-look' arthroscopy was undertaken 2 years after surgery in
32 patients treated with ACI and 35 treated with microfracture. No difference
was found between ACI and microfracture as assessed by mean scores on the
International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) macroscopic evaluation.
Following biopsy there was no statistically significant difference between ACI
and microfracture with regard to the frequency with which hyaline and
fibrocartilage repair tissue were found, but the number of specimens may not
have been sufficiently large to detect a statistically significant difference.


4.1.9 There were few patients for whom treatment was considered to have failed
(ACI: 2/40 [5%] at 6 and 18 months compared with microfracture: 1/40 [3%] at
15 months). All patients for whom treatment was considered to have failed
underwent another cartilage treatment. Arthroscopic debridement was
performed in ten (25%) ACI-treated and four (10%) microfracture-treated
patients. In ACI-treated patients, shaving was done mainly because of
symptomatic tissue hypertrophy. Among microfracture-treated patients, one
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patient underwent manipulation and operative release, and three patients
underwent minor debridement.


4.1.10 In the second trial of ACI and microfracture (n = 66; 41 ACI, 25 microfracture),
extracted autologous chondrocytes were cultured within a collagen matrix,
which was then used for implantation (matrix-guided ACI). It was not reported
whether patients had undergone previous surgery. Patients were allocated into
the two treatment groups by means of block randomisation methods. The
published results from this study reported outcomes for only 19 patients at
1 year and five patients at 2 years.


4.1.11 Although the published version of this study reported that improvements (as
assessed by a variety of rating scores) at 1 year were greater in the ACI group
versus the microfracture group, no significance levels were reported. The ICRS
classification of the defect was found to have improved in both groups, but with
no statistically significant differences between them. The abstract of the same
study, published with updated data, indicated that results were now available
for a period of at least 2 years in 19 patients (10 ACI; 9 microfracture) and for a
period of 1 year in 45 patients (27 ACI; 18 microfracture). There were
statistically significant differences in two of the three knee-specific rating
scores used (Lysholm and Meyers) at 2 years; however, no statistically
significant difference was found in ICRS score.


Subgroup analyses


4.1.12 In two of the trials discussed above (one comparing ACI with mosaicplasty and
one comparing ACI with microfracture), a number of subgroup analyses were
undertaken but these were not defined a priori. They should be viewed
therefore with appropriate caution. Briefly, these analyses related to defect size
and location, age and other factors. Notably, it is suggested that the relative
advantage of microfracture over ACI in the larger ACI–microfracture trial may
exist only for small lesions.
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Long-term outcomes


4.1.13 The Assessment Group examined observational studies for longer-term
outcomes after ACI, microfracture and mosaicplasty. It also sought to assess
the long-term impact of leaving chondral defects untreated.


4.1.14 Three accounts of a Swedish longer-term case series for ACI were identified
describing outcomes for up to 11 years after surgery. Participant numbers
ranged from 58 to 101, and ACI was performed for moderate to large full-
thickness chondral defects of the knee or for osteochondritis dissecans. Good
or excellent results were observed in between 82% and 92% of patients.


4.1.15 One account, which included 101 ACI-treated patients with a follow-up of
2–9 years, reported a total of 52 adverse events. These included: superficial
wound infections; postoperative fever; postoperative haematomas; intra-
articular adhesions; periosteal hypertrophy; and graft failure. The two later
accounts, one with 5–11 years' follow-up (n = 61) and another with 2–10 years'
follow-up (n = 58), reported that graft failures occurred in 16% and 3% of
patients, respectively.


4.1.16 Evidence from natural history studies suggests that sometimes outcomes can
be satisfactory in the absence of any directed surgical treatment. One study
examined the natural progression of isolated osteochondral defects in the
femoral condyle in 15 knees (12 patients) over an average of 109 months
(minimum follow-up 4 years). Patients were aged 9–49 years and follow-up
was 54–282 months. Lysholm scoring and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scans were used to assess the patients. At follow-up, children (younger than
age 18 years) had a higher Lysholm score compared with adults (77.1 for
children versus 49.9 for adults), although the Mann-Whitney test was
inconclusive. MRI scans showed that the lesion had healed in six of seven
knees of children, but it had healed in only two of eight knees of adults, with
the remaining six knees showing signs of osteoarthritis.


4.1.17 Similar findings were also reported for other natural history studies discussed
in the Assessment Report. However, in one study involving 28 young athletes
with chondral damage, loss of joint space (suggesting developing
osteoarthritis) was observed at follow-up (14 years) in 16 patients. This was
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despite 22 patients having 'good' to 'excellent' function at follow-up. In addition,
the Assessment Group noted that the originally unaffected knees showed less
early osteoarthritis compared with the knees with the known lesions, but 10 out
of 28 knees showed radiographic evidence of osteoarthritis.


Clinical-effectiveness summary


4.1.18 In summary, these trials provide inconsistent evidence of the clinical
effectiveness of ACI. The studies were heterogeneous in terms of the patients
recruited, the ACI technique used and the measures used to assess outcome.
In addition, comparative trial follow-up was limited to 1–2 years. The longer-
term case series showed similar benefits under most modes of treatment.
There is no trial comparing ACI (or any of the other interventions in the studies
described above) with conservative management.


4.2 Cost effectiveness


4.2.1 The literature search undertaken by the Assessment Group identified a
number of published economic studies of ACI, although the available data
appeared limited. In addition, Verigen UK Ltd submitted unpublished cost-
effectiveness data in confidence. The Assessment Group undertook some
illustrative modelling, comparing ACI with mosaicplasty and microfracture for
patients previously treated with lavage and debridement.


4.2.2 The Assessment Group identified a case series study of 57 patients, which
compared the 10-year costs before and after ACI. It also identified a modelling
evaluation, which aimed to assess the cost effectiveness of ACI relative to
mosaicplasty and microfracture, the outcome being years free of knee
replacement. However, neither study reported outcomes as incremental cost
per quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) and both were undertaken in a non-UK
context.


4.2.3 A US case series study assessed 44 ACI patients preoperatively, and at
12 and 24 months follow-up. The SF-36 was used to assess health-related
quality of life. Five of the eight SF-36 dimensions showed statistically
significant improvements. In the original paper, these results were converted to
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a QALY gain but the method used was not stated. The quality of life increment
from ACI amounted to 0.11 and it was assumed that this gain would be
maintained for 40 years. However, the study did not compare ACI with other
management strategies.


Modelling by the Assessment Group


4.2.4 The Assessment Group undertook some illustrative modelling of the cost
effectiveness of ACI. All the modelling was deterministic. The Group argued
that there was insufficient evidence to produce a robust cost per QALY
estimate for ACI.


4.2.5 The Assessment Group therefore provided some modelling of the cost
effectiveness of ACI in three increasingly speculative stages:


short term: the application of health-related quality of life improvements at 2 years,
coupled with the immediate treatment costs, and a projection forward to 10 years of
these quality of life gains


medium term: as for the above, but modified by the 10-year success rates reported
in the case series


long term: modelling of the long-term effectiveness of treatment with an assumption
that only hyaline cartilage development prevents osteoarthritis and prevents the
need to offer total knee replacements to some or all patients.


4.2.6 The starting point for all the modelling was patients who had received a
diagnosis and initial wash out and debridement. Because these initial costs
were common to all patients, they were not included within the modelling.
Treatment costs were obtained from Aberdeen Royal Infirmary and
Southampton General Hospital; these included the costs of surgery, days as
an in-patient, and follow-up physiotherapy. The costs of cell culture in ACI were
taken from the Verigen UK Ltd submission. The costs of complications were
not included in the modelling.


4.2.7 In the case of the short-term modelling, the Assessment Group applied a
health-related quality of life increment of 0.1 for all treatments based on the
original 2001 Health Technology Assessment (HTA) monograph on autologous
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cartilage transplantation. In this instance, the analysis was simply one of cost
minimisation. Because microfracture was the least costly treatment, it
dominated all the others.


4.2.8 For the medium-term modelling, the success rates of 85%, 80% and 88% for
ACI, microfracture and mosaicplasty, respectively, were applied to patients
over a 10-year period, with only those judged to be successes receiving the
quality of life gains. The modelling did not adjust the data to take into account
the possibility that there could be different times to the best result and earlier
declines (if there are declines) with some treatments compared with others.


4.2.9 As in the short-term modelling, if a common health-related quality of life
increment (0.1) results from all treatments, the slightly higher success rate with
ACI over microfracture would not be sufficient to justify the additional cost
within a 10-year time horizon. However, under these assumptions,
mosaicplasty dominates ACI.


4.2.10 In the long-term model, the Assessment Group explored the cost effectiveness
of ACI versus mosaicplasty and microfracture over a 50-year time horizon.
This model took into account avoidance of knee replacements as well as gains
in health-related quality of life. In the base-case analysis it was assumed that
only a repair consisting of complete or near-complete hyaline cartilage would
prevent the onset of osteoarthritis and the need for a total knee replacement.
The analysis implied that the full ACI procedure would be undertaken
arthroscopically. The data presented below is based on a discount rate of 1.5%
for health benefits and 6% for costs.


4.2.11 Microfracture compared with debridement alone was found to be extremely
cost effective, mainly because of the apparent ineffectiveness of debridement.
Mosaicplasty was dominated by the less costly option of microfracture.


4.2.12 The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of moving from debridement to
microfracture was £1060 per QALY, assuming that all those offered a knee
replacement accepted, and £1340 per QALY if only half accepted a total knee
replacement. The ICER of ACI versus microfracture was estimated to be
£3200 per QALY, assuming that all those offered a knee replacement
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accepted, and £3650 per QALY if only half accepted a total knee replacement.
Mosaicplasty was dominated in both scenarios.


4.2.13 The Assessment Group undertook a number of separate sensitivity analyses
on the long-term model. One such analysis examined the impact of applying
the success rates and biopsy data from the larger of the two studies comparing
ACI and microfracture described above. The cost effectiveness of ACI relative
to microfracture worsened under this scenario.


Cost-effectiveness summary


4.2.14 As noted above, the data on the relative effectiveness of ACI compared with
microfracture and the still relatively experimental mosaicplasty technique are
inconsistent. Furthermore, there is a lack of long-term follow-up, and the
quality of life gain from treating with ACI compared with other alternatives
remains unclear.


4.3 Consideration of the evidence


4.3.1 The Committee reviewed the data available on the clinical and cost
effectiveness of ACI, having considered evidence on the nature of the
condition and the value placed on the benefits of ACI by people who have
undergone the procedure, those who represent them, and clinical experts. It
was also mindful of the need to take account of the effective use of NHS
resources.


4.3.2 The Committee carefully considered new evidence from controlled trials that
has become available since the publication of the original guidance. It was not,
however, persuaded that the new data establish the effectiveness of the
technology.


4.3.3 The Committee noted that the cost-effectiveness information, including the
modelling undertaken by the Assessment Group, was highly speculative
because of the limited data available, particularly in view of the lack of long-
term data. Consequently, the Committee agreed that any conclusions about
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the relative cost effectiveness of ACI versus treatment alternatives still require
better effectiveness data than are currently available.


4.3.4 The Committee noted that the trial data provided inconsistent evidence of the
benefits of ACI and the trials had a follow-up of only 1 to 2 years in a condition
where long-term outcomes are critical. There is no evidence currently available
that allows a determination of the absolute benefit of ACI (or indeed of
microfracture or mosaicplasty) over conservative treatment. The Committee
further noted the trial histological evidence. The findings on the quality of the
cartilage produced – and the influence of this cartilage on functional outcomes
in the medium to long term – were unclear. Health-related quality of life data on
patients who undergo ACI and other procedures, including knee replacement,
were also considered inadequate.


4.3.5 The Committee agreed that because the clinical effectiveness of ACI is
uncertain, it should only be performed within the context of ongoing or new
clinical studies that are designed to generate robust and relevant outcome
data, including the measurement of health-related quality of life. This would
normally be by randomised controlled trials, although it might sometimes be
reasonable to evaluate refractory cases with well-designed observational
studies. In addition, the Committee emphasised the importance of collecting
long-term data to address whether ACI reduced the need for long-term joint
replacement and to assess long-term adverse effects. Consequently, it was of
the strong opinion that participants in these clinical studies should be entered
into registries for collecting information on long-term outcomes (including
adverse effects) for both ACI and comparator interventions.


4.3.6 The Committee also identified the need for better information on patient
characteristics (such as lesion size) and treatment protocols; this may be
important in determining outcomes after treatment with ACI. The Committee
agreed that further trials and long-term follow-up data would be crucial in
clarifying whether there are particular benefits for certain patient subgroups.
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5 Recommendations for further research


5.1 As discussed in Section 4, evidence on the benefits of ACI compared with
other treatments is lacking. Key issues relate to medium- to long-term
outcomes and the durability of different types of chondral repair. ACI and other
chondral resurfacing techniques are rapidly evolving and there is a lack of
evidence on the relative effectiveness of different approaches.


5.2 Research is currently being undertaken in a variety of areas and includes a
number of randomised controlled trials. A Medical Research Council (MRC)-
funded randomised trial (ACTIVE) has recently started, which aims to examine
the benefits of two forms of ACI (periosteal- and collagen-covered ACI) versus
alternative interventions (for example, microfracture and mosaicplasty) in
previously treated patients. A second UK-based multi-centre randomised
controlled trial is in progress, comparing ACI with matrix-guided ACI. A third
ongoing randomised controlled trial is TIGACT 01, comparing ACI with
microfracture in the repair of difficult-to-treat cartilage defects of the knee joint.
It is planned that this study will provide yearly follow-up over a 5-year period. A
fourth ongoing trial is a multi-centre, prospective, longitudinal within-patient
evaluation of the effectiveness of periosteal-covered ACl compared with non-
ACI surgical treatment for articular cartilage defects of the knee in patients who
have previously undergone surgery (the STAR study). This study is being
carried out in line with Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulatory
requirements for Genzyme Ltd UK and Ireland's ACI product. The FDA also
required Genzyme to undertake a post-marketing registry-based analysis. In
addition, a German study is under way evaluating the efficacy of a specific
rehabilitation programme following treatment with matrix-guided ACI compared
with conventional aftercare.


5.3 Further research is needed to compare chondrocyte implantation techniques,
mosaicplasty and microfracture with conservative treatment such as intensive
physiotherapy. Further information is also needed on the relationship between
histological or radiological outcomes and the avoidance of osteoarthritis and
impairments in health-related quality of life. The impact of chondral resurfacing
on the need for knee replacement should also be investigated.
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5.4 Research is needed to identify the most appropriate measure of functional
outcome following surgical and non-surgical intervention, and to relate this to a
generic measure of health-related quality of life.


5.5 Systematic collection of information on long-term outcomes is needed for all
patients treated with ACI, for example through the development of national
registries.
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6 Implications for the NHS


6.1 The net budget impact on NHS expenditure in England and Wales will depend
on the number of patients in, and funding arrangements for, the clinical studies
recommended in Section 1.1. The Institute expects there to be some NHS
expenditure on this technology.
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7 Implementation and audit


7.1 NHS hospitals and clinicians who care for people who have articular cartilage
defects of the knee joint should review their current practice and policies to
take account of the guidance set out in Section 1.


7.2 ACI should be performed only within the context of ongoing or new clinical
studies that are designed to generate robust and relevant outcome data.
Patients should be fully informed of the uncertainties about the long-term
effectiveness and the potential adverse effects of this procedure.
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8 Related guidance


8.1 This guidance is a review of:


National Institute for Clinical Excellence (2000) Guidance on the use of autologous
cartilage transplantation for full thickness cartilage defects in knee joints. NICE
Technology Appraisal Guidance No. 16. London: National Institute for Clinical
Excellence.
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9 Review of guidance


9.1 The review date for a technology appraisal refers to the month and year in
which the Guidance Executive will consider whether the technology should be
reviewed. This decision will be taken in the light of information gathered by the
Institute, and in consultation with consultees and commentators.


9.2 The guidance on this technology will be considered for review in May 2008.


Andrew Dillon
Chief Executive
May 2005
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Appendix A. Appraisal Committee members and NICE
project team


A. Appraisal Committee members


NOTE The Appraisal Committee is a standing advisory committee of the Institute. Its members
are appointed for a 3-year term. A list of the Committee members who took part in the
discussions for this appraisal appears below. The Appraisal Committee meets three times a
month except in December, when there are no meetings. The committee is split into three
branches. In order to ensure consistency, the chair of each branch is also a member of a branch
of which he is not chair. Each branch considers its own list of technologies and ongoing topics
are not moved between the branches.


Committee members are asked to declare any interests in the technology to be appraised. If it is
considered there is a conflict of interest, the member is excluded from participating further in that
appraisal.


The minutes of each Appraisal Committee meeting, which include the names of the members
who attended and their declarations of interests, are posted on the NICE website.


Ms Julie Acred
Chief Executive, Derby Hospitals, Southern Derbyshire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust


Dr Darren Ashcroft
Senior Clinical Lecturer, School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of
Manchester


Professor David Barnett
Professor of Clinical Pharmacology, University of Leicester


Dr Peter Barry
Consultant in Paediatric Intensive Care, Leicester Royal Infirmary


Mr Brian Buckley
Vice Chairman, InContact
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Statistician, Institute of General Practice & Primary Care, Sheffield


Dr Mark Chakravarty
Head of Government Affairs and NHS Policy, Procter and Gamble Pharmaceuticals (UK) Ltd,
Egham, Surrey


Dr Peter I Clark
Consultant Medical Oncologist, Clatterbridge Centre for Oncology, Wirral, Merseyside


Ms Donna Covey
Chief Executive, National Asthma Campaign


Dr Mike Davies
Consultant Physician, University Department of Medicine & Metabolism, Manchester Royal
Infirmary


Professor Jack Dowie
Health Economist, London School of Hygiene


Professor Gary A Ford (Vice Chair)
Professor of Pharmacology of Old Age/Consultant Physician, Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals
NHS Trust


Dr Fergus Gleeson
Consultant Radiologist, The Churchill Hospital, Oxford


Ms Sally Gooch
Director of Nursing, Mid Essex Hospital Services Trust


Professor Trisha Greenhalgh
Professor of Primary Health Care, University College London


Miss Linda Hands
Clinical Reader in Surgery, University of Oxford
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Professor of Psychiatry and Clinical Pharmacology, Institute of Psychiatry, London


Ms Joy Leavesley
Senior Clinical Governance Manager, Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Trust


Ms Rachel Lewis
Staff Nurse (Nephrology), Hull Royal Infirmary


Professor Jonathan Michaels
Professor of Vascular Surgery, University of Sheffield


Dr Ruairidh Milne
Senior Lecturer in Public Health, National Coordinating Centre for Health Technology
Assessment, University of Southampton


Dr Neil Milner
General Medical Practitioner, Sheffield


Dr Rubin Minhas
General Practitioner with a Special Interest in Coronary Heart Disease, Primary Care CHD Lead,
Medway PCT & Swale PCT


Mr Richard Devereaux-Phillips
Public Affairs Manager, Medtronic Ltd


Professor Mark Sculpher
Professor of Health Economics, Centre for Health Economics, University of York


Dr Ken Stein
Senior Lecturer, Peninsula Technology Assessment Group (PenTAG), University of Exeter


Professor Andrew Stevens (Chair)
Professor of Public Health, University of Birmingham
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Chief Executive, Harrogate Health Care NHS Trust


B. NICE Project Team


Each appraisal of a technology is assigned to a Health Technology Analyst and a Technology
Appraisal Project Manager within the Institute.


Mr Francis Ruiz
Technical Lead, NICE project team


Dr Sarah Cumbers
Project Manager, NICE project team
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Appendix B. Sources of evidence considered by the
Committee


A. The Assessment Report for this appraisal was prepared by Health Technology Assessment
Group, University of Aberdeen:


Clar C, Cummins E, McIntyre, L, et al. Clinical and cost-effectiveness of autologous chondrocyte
implantation for cartilage defects in knee joints. August 2004.


B. The following organisations accepted the invitation to participate in this appraisal. They were
invited to make submissions and comment on the draft scope, Assessment Report and the
Appraisal Consultation Document (ACD). Consultee organisations are provided with the
opportunity to appeal against the Final Appraisal Determination.


I) Manufacturer/sponsors:


BBraun Medical Ltd/TeTec AG


Geistlich Biomaterials[1]


Genzyme Ltd UK and Ireland


Oscell (in-house service of the Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Orthopaedic and District
Hospital NHS Trust)


Verigen UK Ltd


II) Professional/specialist and patient/carer groups:


Arthritis & Musculoskeletal Alliance (ARMA)


Arthritis Care


Arthritis Research Campaign


Bracknell PCT


British Association of Day Surgery
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British Institute of Musculoskeletal Medicine


British Society for Rheumatology


Chartered Society for Physiotherapy


Royal Association for Disability & Rehabilitation


Royal College of Nursing


Royal College of Surgeons


III) Commentator organisations (without the right of appeal):


Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Orthopaedic and District Hospital NHS Trust


Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital (Stanmore)


NHS Confederation


NHS Purchasing and Supplies Agency


NHS Quality Improvement Scotland


C. The following individuals were selected from clinical expert and patient advocate nominations
from the professional/specialist and patient/carer groups. They participated in the Appraisal
Committee discussions and provided evidence to inform the Appraisal Committee's deliberations.
They gave their expert personal view on autologous chondrocyte implantation by attending the
initial Committee discussion and/or providing written evidence to the Committee. They were also
invited to comment on the ACD.


Professor George Bentley, Professor of Orthopaedics, Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital


Mr Steve Goldsworthy, patient expert


Ms Jackie Lane, patient expert


Susan Brady, patient expert


[1] Geistlich Biomaterials was added to the list of consultees during the ACD consultation phase.
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Changes after publication


March 2014: minor maintenance


March 2012: minor maintenance
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About this guidance


NICE technology appraisal guidance is about the use of new and existing medicines and
treatments in the NHS in England and Wales.


This guidance replaces 'Autologous cartilage transplantation for full thickness cartilage defects in
knee joints' (NICE Technology Appraisal Guidance 16) issued in December 2000.


The Institute reviews each piece of guidance it issues.


The review and re-appraisal of the use of autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) for the
treatment of cartilage defects in knee joints has resulted in modifications to the guidance.
Specifically:


the recommendation that ACI should not be used for routine primary treatment has been
expanded to include all treatment levels


the recommendation on the use of ACI in clinical trials has been revised to recommend that
all patients receiving ACI should be enrolled in ongoing or new clinical studies


a recommendation has been made that patients should be fully informed of the uncertainties
about the long-term effectiveness and the potential adverse effects of this procedure.


We have produced a summary of this guidance for patients and carers. Tools to help you put the
guidance into practice and information about the evidence it is based on are also available.


Your responsibility


This guidance represents the views of NICE and was arrived at after careful consideration of the
evidence available. Healthcare professionals are expected to take it fully into account when
exercising their clinical judgement. However, the guidance does not override the individual
responsibility of healthcare professionals to make decisions appropriate to the circumstances of
the individual patient, in consultation with the patient and/or guardian or carer.


Implementation of this guidance is the responsibility of local commissioners and/or providers.
Commissioners and providers are reminded that it is their responsibility to implement the
guidance, in their local context, in light of their duties to avoid unlawful discrimination and to have
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regard to promoting equality of opportunity. Nothing in this guidance should be interpreted in a
way which would be inconsistent with compliance with those duties.


Copyright


© National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence 2005. All rights reserved. NICE copyright
material can be downloaded for private research and study, and may be reproduced for
educational and not-for-profit purposes. No reproduction by or for commercial organisations, or
for commercial purposes, is allowed without the written permission of NICE.
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Scientific summary 
Background 


The surfaces of the bones in the knee are covered with articular cartilage, a rubbery-like substance 


that is very smooth, allowing frictionless movement in the joint, and acting as a shock absorber. The 


cells that form the cartilage are called chondrocytes. Natural cartilage is called hyaline cartilage. 


 


Articular cartilage has very little capacity for self-repair, so damage may be permanent. Various 


methods have been used to try to repair cartilage defects in the past, usually aiming to replace the 


damaged cartilage using bone marrow cells including stem cells, which then form a tissue called 


fibrocartilage. The commonest way of doing this is called microfracture. Small holes are drilled 


through the bone underlying the damaged area to allow the marrow cells to fill the defect. 


Microfracture (MF) is a useful procedure that has benefitted many people, but the fibrocartilage 


formed is less durable than natural hyaline cartilage, and repairs wear out over the years. 


Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) is a two-stage procedure which aims to replace the 


damaged cartilage with hyaline cartilage. In the first stage, a small piece of articular cartilage is taken 


from the knee, and the cartilage producing cells, known as chondrocytes are cultured in the 


laboratory, until there are millions of cells. These cells are then implanted into the damaged area. 


 


The methods of ACI have been evolving. In the first generation of ACI (ACI-P – p for periosteum), 


the cultured cells were implanted into the defect, as a liquid suspension, and then covered with a cap 


made from periosteum – the tough fibrous tissue that covers bones. This required a procedure to 


harvest the periosteum, which caused some discomfort to the patient afterwards.  


 


In second generation ACI, the periosteal cover was replaced by a collagen cover (ACI-C for short), 


but the cells were still in liquid suspension, and the cover still had to be stitched in place. 


One development in ACI has been “characterisation”, a process in which the cells with the best ability 


to form hyaline cartilage are selected during culture. 


 


In the third generation of ACI, the cells are seeded or loaded into a collagen membrane, rather than 


being in a liquid suspension with a cap. The membrane is then implanted into the defect. This is 


usually referred to as MACI. We use ACI without suffix or prefix to cover all forms.  


 


Decision problem 


The scope from NICE for this appraisal mentions three forms of ACI; 
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- The ChondroCelect ACI system from TiGenix, in which the cultured cells are combined with 


a biodegradable collagenI/III patch. This is a form of characterised chondrocyte implantation 


(CCI).  


- The Matrix ACI system (MACI – short for “matrix applied characterised autologous cultured 


chondrocyte implant”) now marketed by Vericel.  MACI is often used as a generic term so we 


will use MACI® when referring to the Vericel product. 


-  ACI wherein the cells are cultured in hospital or research laboratories, such as the Robert 


Jones and Agnes Hunt (RJAH) Hospital in Oswestry, termed “traditional ACI” in the NICE 


scope. This appears to be the only NHS facility that currently cultures cells for use in ACI. 


Traditional ACI is used under hospital exemptions from the advanced therapy medicinal 


products regulations. 


 


The main comparator is microfracture. We assumed that conservative, non-surgical treatments such 


as physiotherapy would be tried first, and so would not be a comparator, in line with 


the****************************************************************************


******************************************************************************


******* ****************************************************** 


 


Clinical effectiveness 


We first carried out a review of existing systematic reviews, focusing on those that assessed the 


comparative effectiveness of various forms of ACI and microfracture. We then searched for recent 


trials, focusing on those that used the most recent forms of ACI. 


 


The outcome measures used in ACI studies include; 


• the Lysholm score which assesses function and symptoms on a scale of 0 to 100 


• the Tegner score which grades activity level on a scale from 0, disability due to knee 


problems, to 10, ability to take part in competitive sports at national level 


• the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) assesses pain, symptoms, 


activities of daily living, sport and recreational activities, on a scale of 0 to 100. 


The reviews were mostly inconclusive on the choice between ACI and microfracture, for reasons that 


include poor quality of primary studies, the hetereogeneities of patients recruited, ACI methods used, 


and outcome measures, variations in previous surgery, and short follow-up periods. 


 


Four RCTs published since the last appraisal provided evidence on the efficacy of ACI in patients 


with symptomatic cartilage defects in the knee. Two studies, one by Basad and colleagues with 60 


patients, and the SUMMIT trial by Saris and colleagues with 144 patients, compared MACI® (both 
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Genzyme) against MF. The TIG/ACT/01/2000 trial (hereafter TIG/ACI trial) with 118 patients 


compared ACI-P with characterised chondrocytes against MF. The ACTIVE trial 


**********************************************************************************


*********************************************************************************


**********************************. Three studies were of good quality while the remaining 


one had to be rated as poor mainly due to inadequate reporting.  


 


Patients were followed up for two years in both MACI® studies. The primary outcome measures in the 


trial by Basad and colleagues were Tegner and Lysholm scores. Lysholm scores improved in both 


MACI® and MF groups from baseline to 12 months (MACI 52 at baseline, 95 at 12 months vs. MF 55 


at baseline, 81 at 12 months), but the improvement was maintained to 24 months only in the MACI® 


group (92 vs. 69, p=0.005). Tegner scores improved from baseline in both groups but more so in the 


MACI® group (MACI level 2 to level 4 vs. MF level 2 to level 3; p=0.004). 


 


In the SUMMIT trial the main outcomes were change in KOOS pain score and function from baseline 


to year 2.  The mean improvements in KOOS pain score and KOOS function score from baseline to 


end of follow up were statistically significantly greater in the MACI® group than in the MF group. 


Similarly, the proportion of responders was significantly higher in the former with more non-


responders in the latter. Factors that predicted positive response to MACI® were male gender, a 


median age of <34.5 years, presence of a single lesion which occurred due to acute trauma, history of 


only one previous surgical procedure, symptoms for >3 years and lesion of size >4 cm2 located on the 


femoral condyle. Two patients in the MF group and none in the MACI group failed treatment. More 


patients in the MF group reported adverse events, most frequently arthralgia.  


 


In the TIG/ACT trial of ChondroCelect, patients were followed up for 5 years. The primary outcome 


measure was change in overall KOOS score from baseline at 36 months and 60 months. There was 


improvement in the overall KOOS score at 60 months with both treatments. The difference between 


the two was not statistically significant. Patients with onset of symptoms <3 years duration had better 


improvement with ACI-P. Seven patients in the ACI-P group and ten patients in the MF group failed 


treatment. More patients in the ACI-P group experienced at least one adverse event but they were 


mild to moderate in intensity. The most commonly reported adverse event was arthralgia.  


 


The ACTIVE trial compared ACI (including ACI-P, ACI-C, and MACI) against standard treatments 


(MF, abrasion, drilling, mosaicplasty). The primary outcome measure was Lysholm assessor 


score. ****************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************
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**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


*******************************  


 


A number of studies suggest that ACI done in patients who have had previous microfracture is less 


successful than if it is done as first repair, because microfracture damages the subchondral bone. 


 


Cost-effectiveness 


 


Review of previous economic studies 


We carried out a systematic review of existing economic evaluations of the use of ACI, MF and 


mosaicplasty for repairing symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee.  A broad search was 


done in Medline, Embase, NHS EED and Web of Science, for studies published since the last HTA 


review in 2005. 


 


Studies were considered relevant if they were full economic analyses (including economic models) on 


the use of ACI, MF and mosaicplasty for repairing symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee.  


We checked 272 abstracts and found 6 relevant articles (including two technology assessment 


reports).  All articles had shortcomings, most notably the lack of long-term clinical follow-up data and 


the lack of good quality of life data (utility data). 


 


Review of submissions received 


We also reviewed the submissions from Swedish Orphan Biovitrum on ChondroCelect, from Aastrom 


Biosciences on MACI®, and from OsCell, including unpublished data from the ACTIVE trial. 


 


Swedish Orphan Biovitrum AB developed a de novo Markov economic model – only the written 


assessment was given to the ERG and no electronic model was provided to support this written 


assessment. Their modelling assumed that microfracture was the comparator, that if the first repair 


fails patients can have a second repair but only with MF, and that the main driver was time to failure 


of the first repair.  They used data from the TIG/ACT trial.  Their key assumptions were that fewer 


patients who had ACI needed second repairs and that they had a longer duration of success, thereby 


postponing the need for knee replacement. Their base case ICER was about £9,000 per QALY. 


 


Aastrom did not provide any cost-effectiveness analyses due to the recent purchase of the MACI® 


product from Sanofi but did provide a budget impact/costing forecast.  They explored two scenarios, 
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one with MACI® or ACI as first procedure, and the other with MF. Based on data on failure rates 


from the SUMMIT trial, they estimated that there would be cost-savings from using MACI® due to 


the lower need for further repairs. 


 


The Oswestry group provided a prospective cost-effectiveness analysis for the ACTIVE trial but did 


not provide an economic model.  This analysis used quality of life (EQ-5D-3L) data based on up to 8 


years of follow-up. It assumed a cost for cells of only £4125, based on production by 


OsCell****************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


*************. It is not clear how the reported EQ-5D results were converted to 


QALYs. **************************************************************************


*************************************************. 


 


New modelling 


We constructed a lifetime Markov model, starting with a cohort of people aged 33 years with 


symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee who required either an ACI or MF.  The main 


comparison was between ACI and MF, and the analysis considered the need for subsequent events 


including further repairs and later knee replacements.  Most patients (87.5%) did not need a second 


repair. We created two scenarios to allow direct comparisons: in scenario 1, all second repairs were 


ACI and in scenario 2, all second repairs were MF.  Secondary analyses considered other options, 


including ACI after prior MF. 


 


For the base-case analysis, for the knee repairs we used data mainly from the TIG/ACT trial of 


ChondroCelect and the SUMMIT trial of MACI®, both of which compared ACI with microfracture.  


For knee replacement, we used data from published literature.   


 


The results indicated that ACI is more cost-effective than MF as a first repair, and that if a second 


repair is needed this should also be ACI.  The base-case discounted ICER for ACI compared to MF 


was just over £14,000 per QALY for scenario 1 and was just under £16,000 per QALY for scenario 2.   


 


Results from the different sensitivity analyses were in line with the base-case results.  ICERs ranged 


from £2,779 (scenario 1) or £3,016 (scenario 2) for a 75% cell cost reduction to £25,992 (scenario 1) 


or £27,388 (scenario 2) for a 10 year time horizon.  We carried out further analyses using utility data 


from the ACTIVE trial, using costs of both commercially produced cells and OsCell 


ones.  ****************************************************************************


****************************************************************************  
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The key drivers in the base case were the cost of cells for ACI and the relative durations of benefit 


from ACI and MF.  After the first few years (varying amongst studies) ACI was more beneficial 


(more gain in QALYs) and led to cost savings to the NHS (fewer people in need of a second repair or 


of a TKR, and first TKR postponed reducing the need for second TKR). 


 


Limitations in the economic analyses included uncertainties with long-term progression rates and 


quality of life (utility) data.  However, longer-term data from the ACTIVE trial will provide useful 


information in the future.   


 


Strengths and limitations in evidence 


We now have longer term follow-up than was available for previous appraisals, and data from several 


new trials. In particular, the ACTIVE trial has data on some patients to 8 years and will eventually 


have 10 years of follow-up on all. The TIG/ACT trial has five years of follow-up. However the two 


trials of MACI® against microfracture have currently only two years of follow-up. The limitations are 


that the technology is evolving, and the longest term data come from versions of ACI which are 


superseded. For example, the TIG/ACT trial used ACI with a periosteal cap, as did the early years of 


the ACTIVE trial. ACI-P requires more follow-up procedures and hence incurs extra costs compared 


to ACI-C. The ChondoCelect cells are now used in a MACI procedure. 


Most, but not all, studies suggest that ACI is more effective if used soon after the cartilage injury.  


Our modelling using Oswestry utilities gave a different conclusion to the Oswestry analysis for 


reasons which cannot entirely be explained by the different assumptions about costs of cells. 


 


We used a cell cost of £16,000 in line with published prices, but we are aware of discounted prices 


which seem to vary by time and place. We have addressed this by sensitivity analysis. 


 


Conclusions 


The evidence base for ACI has improved since the last appraisal by NICE. In most analyses, the 


ICERs for ACI compared to microfracture appear to be within a range usually considered acceptable.  
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 Chapter 1 1


1.1 History 
 


The first appraisal of ACI was in 2000, after which NICE issued TA 16 (December 2000)1 


wherein the guidance stated that; 


1.1 Autologous cartilage transplantation is not currently recommended for routine primary 


treatment of articular cartilage defects of the knee joint in the NHS. 


1.2 ACT should only be performed as part of a properly structured trial which wherever 


possible is randomized and adequately powered.” 


 


This decision was made because there was then no evidence from randomized controlled trials 


(RCTs). The available evidence came from 17 case series of different interventions, and NICE 


concluded that; 


 “Assessment of the evidence on clinical efficacy is confounded by a number of factors 


including variations in patient characteristics, concomitant surgery and use of multiple 


interventions. With one exception, all studies reported an improvement in patient status, usually 


over a follow-up period of less than 2 years.” 


 


These studies are summarised in the report by Jobanputra and colleagues.2 The studies lacked 


control groups, without which it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of procedures, relative to 


natural history or alternative treatments. 


 


The guidance was reviewed in 2005, supported by a report by Clar et al.3 The guidance issued as 


TA89 stated that 


“Autologous chondrocyte implantation is not recommended for the treatment of articular 


cartilage defects of the knee joint except in the context of ongoing or new clinical studies that 


are designed to generate robust and relevant outcome data, including the measurement of 


health-related quality of life and long-term follow-up.” 


 


The terminology had changed. The initial term of autologous cartilage transplantation had been 


replaced by ‘autologous chondrocyte implantation’ (ACI), which is more correct for two reasons. 


First, the small group of cells removed is multiplied before being put in, so transplantation is not 


correct because what goes back in was not what came out. Second, what is implanted is cells 


(chondrocytes) rather than cartilage, which takes time to develop.  
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The evidence base had improved by 2005, with four RCTs, two comparing ACI with mosaicplasty,4, 


5 and two comparing it with microfracture.6, 7 The duration of follow-up was still short.  At two 


years, there appeared to be little difference between ACI and mosaicplasty or microfracture. In the 


absence of long-term data, it was not possible to produce reliable costs per QALY. 


 


This report is written to support the third NICE appraisal of ACI in the knee. 


1.2 Background 
Articular cartilage covers the ends of the bones, and the inner surface of the patella, in the knee joint. 


It should not be confused with the meniscal cartilages that are cushions of cartilage between the bones 


– when people talk of “cartilage problems” in the knee, they often mean the meniscal cartilage. 


Normal hyaline cartilage is a rubber-like substance that is normally very smooth, promoting smooth 


frictionless movements of the joints and also acting as a shock absorber. It is formed mainly of a 


protein called type 2 collagen. Under the articular cartilage are the bones of the knee – femur in thigh, 


tibia below the knee and the patella or knee-cap. 


 


Cartilage has no blood vessels and has very limited ability to repair itself. Epidemiological studies 


show a relationship between knee injury and later development of osteoarthritis. In some people, 


this will lead in the long-term to a need for a knee replacement with an artificial joint.  


 


Loss of articular cartilage is referred to as a chondral defect, and loss of cartilage and bone as an 


osteochondral defect.  


 


Cartilage damage can be caused directly from injury, by various types of arthritis, or 


spontaneously in a condition called osteochondritis dissecans (OCD). Cartilage damage may also 


arise because of knee instability or abnormal loading, for example secondary to a ligament injury 
8 or damaged meniscal cartilages.9 Serious obesity may also affect knee cartilage.10 Conversely, 


physical activity without injury may be protective.11  


 


In young people the most common cause of hyaline cartilage damage is sporting injuries. Aroen 


and colleagues reported the causes of injury in patients having knee arthroscopy in Norway over 


a 6-month period.12  Injuries occurred in sport in 55%, in the home in 15%, at work in 12% and 


in road traffic accidents in 5%. In 13% the cause was unknown. 
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It should be noted that cartilage defects without any underlying bone involvement may not cause 


pain – there are no nerves in cartilage. The source of pain in knees with damaged cartilage is 


poorly understood but may come from many sources including ligaments, the joint capsule and 


the underlying bone.13 So results from series of symptomatic patients may not be entirely 


representative of all people with cartilage damage. The commonest symptom is pain, with others 


being temporary locking of the knee in one position, and swelling. Pain and disability from 


symptomatic cartilage lesions has been shown to be as significant in magnitude as that from 


severe arthritis of the knee.14  


 


The International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) has a scoring system for grading the severity 


of cartilage damage15; 


Grade 1: soft indentation and/or superficial cracks 


Grade 2: small cracks or lesion extending down to under half of cartilage depth 


Grade 3: deep cracks or gaps of over 50% of cartilage depth 


Grade 4: cracks through the total thickness of cartilage down to the underlying bone 


Grade 5: defects of the full thickness of cartilage involving the sub-chondral bone 


 


Grading has to be done by arthroscopic examination. 


 


1.3 Interventions 


1.3.1 Lavage and debridement. 
In lavage, the arthroscope (a sort of fibreoptic telescope) is inserted into the knee and saline is poured 


in through a cannula. This is usually done under general anaesthesia on a day case basis. The saline 


washes out loose debris through the cannula. It is also thought to wash out compounds that cause 


inflammation. 


 


Debridement is done under arthroscopic vision and is the removal of damaged cartilage or bone. 


Debridement and lavage are often done at the same time. 


 


The evidence for effectiveness is sparse and mixed. One three-armed RCT of lavage alone, lavage 


plus debridement and a sham arm reported no difference at 2 years.16 Another by Hubbard had 


methodological weaknesses, but reported that debridement and lavage was better than lavage alone.17 


The NICE intervention procedures guidance (IPG230) noted uncertainty about the efficacy of the 


procedure.18 
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1.3.2 ACI 
Cartilage cells are called chondrocytes. In autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI), a small piece 


of cartilage is removed from the knee, and the chondrocytes are grown in the laboratory until they 


number millions. They are then put on to the damaged area of articular cartilage as a patch. The hope 


is that this patch will repair the damaged area and form a new layer of natural articular cartilage, 


called hyaline cartilage. 


 


ACI has been used for many years (since at least 198719) and the procedure has evolved over time. 


The Dutch Orthopaedic Association has provided a useful summary of developments.20 In the first 


generation of ACI, the cultured chondrocytes were placed in the defect, in liquid form, and then 


covered with a cap made from periosteum – ACI-P.  This led to problems with pain in the immediate 


post-operative period, and a need for further procedures to remove overgrowth in the graft, as 


described in Box 1. 


 
Box 1. Clinical features of ACI-P 


The periosteal patch was traditionally harvested via a 3-4cm incision on the subcutaneous border of 


the proximal medial tibia. Careful dissection is performed to develop a plane between the 


periosteum (outer lining of bone) and overlying fat and fascia (outer lining of muscle). A slightly 


oversized patch is then harvested with a sharp surgical blade. This procedure takes approximately 


30 minutes to perform and patients suffer from additional pain and swelling post operatively. 


Potential complications include surgical site infection, and haematoma formation at the harvest site. 


If an infection does occur they are treated with a one-week course of oral antibiotics. 


 


The most common complications at site of implantation are graft overgrowth (hypertrophy) and 


scarring (arthrofibrosis) following this procedure. Overgrowth typically occurs between 3-6 months 


after the operation and results from abrasion of the patch against internal structures in the knee. 


This can occur in up to 50% of cases, with a significant proportion requiring further keyhole 


surgery to debride (“shave off”) the excess tissue from the surface of the patch.21 Furthermore, 


suturing the patch may damage the native surrounding cartilage, as sutures are passed through 


normal healthy cartilage to ensure a watertight seal for the chondrocytes. 


Contributed by Mr A Sprowson, orthopaedic surgeon. 


 


The second generation of ACI used a collagen cap (ACI-C) instead of the periosteal one, but still used 


cells in a liquid. Gomoll and colleagues compared two cohorts, one which had a periosteal patch 


(ACI-P) and one which had a collagen cap (ACI-C).22 The re-operation rates were 26% and 5% 


respectively.  ACI-P is now little used in the UK, but is still used in the USA, where none of the 
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membranes or scaffolds used in second generation ACI have yet been approved by the FDA except 


for in trials.23  


 


In the third generation of ACI, the chondrocyte cells are loaded or embedded, or “seeded”, on to a 


porcine collagen membrane ACT-C (autologous chondrocyte transplantation seeded collagen 


membrane) or matrix (MACI – matrix induced chondrocyte implantation), with a patch cut to fit. 


These patches can be implanted by a less invasive form of surgery, by arthroscopy or mini-


arthrotomy, requiring less surgical time than ACI-C.24 (Arthrotomy = opening of a joint). 


ChondroCelect cells are now used in this way, with cells being loaded into the membrane by the 


surgeon. 


 


The membrane used in MACI is composed of type I/III collagen, with a rough side wherein the 


chondrocytes are seeded and a smooth side which faces into the joint cavity.24 The membrane is tough 


enough to be cut to shape or stitched in place, though it is more often glued in place.24 The membrane 


is bio-degradable. The term “scaffold” is often used instead of membrane. However the membrane 


needs careful handling to minimize chondrocyte death during implantation.25 


 


Another development, which can apply to both second and third generation ACI, has been that only 


selected chondrocytes are used – this is called characterized chondrocyte implantation or CCI.  Cells 


most likely to produce hyaline cartilage with predominantly type II collagen, rather than a less 


resilient cartilage called fibro-cartilage which produces mainly type I collagen26, are identified during 


CCI by using a panel of biomarkers, including collagen.  Tigenix used six biomarkers and Genzyme-


Sanofi also used additional assays in CCI.27  


 


Box 2 summarises the generations of ACI. (NB different authors use “second generation” in different 


ways.) It is worth noting that graft hypertrophy can occur with second and third generation ACI. 


Niethammer and colleagues28 reported graft hypertrophy on MRI in 11 of 44 patients who had MACI 


(Novocart) and in the ACTIVE trial (Oswestry submission table 


8) *******************************************************************************


** 
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Box 2. The evolution of ACI 


First generation ACI-P. Liquid suspension of cultured chondrocyte cells placed in the 


defect covered with a cap made from periosteum. 


Second generation ACI-C. Liquid suspension of cells placed in the defect and covered with 


a collagen cap.  


Third generation The cultured cells are seeded on to a membrane or “scaffold” as in 


MACI (matrix associated chondrocyte implantation).  


Characterized 


chondrocytes 


Not all chondrocytes are equally good at producing cartilage. Some are 


more “chondrogenic” (cartilage-producing) than others. The most useful 


can be selected and are known as “characterized”. 


Fourth generation Newer developments include the implantation not of cells that will form 


cartilage, but of tissue-engineered cartilage grown from autologous 


chondrocytes in collagen gel in the laboratory. 


 


Harris carried out a systematic review of failures and complications after ACI and reported that failure 


rates were higher with first generation ACI-P than with second-generation ACI-C.29  


 


The Medical Services Advisory Committee (MSAC) report concluded that the ideal application of 


ACI would be in a full thickness chondral defect surrounded by health cartilage in an otherwise 


healthy knee.30 


 


1.3.3 Microfracture 
The main alternative method of repair is called microfracture, in which small holes are drilled through 


the surface of the bone in the area of damaged cartilage.  This allows bleeding from the bone marrow, 


and the blood carries stem cells into the area where the damaged cartilage has been debrided. These 


cells form scar cartilage called fibrocartilage, composed of type 1 collagen. This is regarded as being 


inferior to hyaline cartilage, being less hard-wearing and it is not expected to last as long.31 


 


Microfracture may be combined with the insertion of a collagen membrane to cover the microfracture 


clot, known as augmented microfracture.  


 


Microfracture can be done arthroscopically (i.e. without opening the knee joint) and could be done at 


the same time as washing out a knee joint and stabilizing loose tissue (debridement and lavage). 


A search of the NICE website found no guidance on microfracture. 
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1.3.4 Mosaicplasty 
Another method, which is now much less common, is mosaicplasty (sometimes called OATS – 


osteochondral autograft transfer system) involves transplanting small sections of cartilage and 


underlying bone from a less weight-bearing part of the knee into the damaged area. The pieces are in 


little cylinder shapes and once transplanted, have an appearance not unlike a mosaic – hence the 


name. Mosaicplasty can only be used for small areas of damage (less than 4 cm2) because the 


transplanted sections have to come from elsewhere in the knee, usually the trochlea. (In some 


countries, allograft cadaver donor tissue is used, but this does not appear to happen in the UK.)  


 


Mosaicplasty was reviewed by NICE through the Interventional Procedures Programme.32 The 


guidance is reproduced in Box 3. It was dated March 2006 so may now be out of date. 


 
Box 3. NICE Guidance 


Guidance 


1.1 Current evidence suggests that there are no major safety concerns associated with mosaicplasty 
for knee cartilage defects. There is some evidence of short-term efficacy, but data on long-term 
efficacy are inadequate. In view of the uncertainties about the efficacy of the procedure, it should 
not be used without special arrangements for consent and audit or research. 


1.2 Clinicians wishing to undertake mosaicplasty for knee cartilage defects should take the 
following actions. 


• Inform the clinical governance leads in their Trusts. 


• Ensure that patients understand the uncertainty about the procedure's efficacy and the options 
for alternative treatments. They should provide them with clear written information. In 
addition, use of the Institute's information for the public is recommended. 


• Audit and review clinical outcomes of all patients having mosaicplasty for knee cartilage 
defects. The Institute may review the procedure upon publication of further evidence.  


 


Mosaicplasty appears to be little used now. In the ACTIVE trial33 (described in detail in chapter 4) of 


ACI versus standard methods such as microfracture and  mosaicplasty, few surgeons chose 


mosaicplasty. 


 


1.3.5 Conservative management 
Another option is no surgical treatment. Three case series 34-36 reported high levels of return to 


activities after cartilage injuries after 14 year, 9 years and 9 years respectively. Messner and 



http://www.nice.org.uk/Guidance/IPG162
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Maletius reported a case series of young athletes (mean age 25, range 14-38) who had no 


treatment. 14 years later, most (21 out of 28) had returned to activity and 22 had excellent or 


good function.34 However despite lack of symptoms, most showed radiological changes 


suggestive of early osteoarthritis. 


******************************************************************************


************************************************************************ ******


********************************************************* 


 


1.4 Decision problem. 
The scope from NICE for this appraisal mentions three forms of ACI; 


- The ChondroCelect ACI system from TiGenix, in which the cultured cells are combined with 


a biodegradable collagenI/III patch. This is a form of characterised chondrocyte implantation 


(CCI). ChondroCelect received European marketing authorisation in October 2009.37 It is 


marketed by Swedish Orphan Biovitrum. Production is being taken over by Pharmacell.38  


- The Matrix ACI system (MACI® – short for “matrix applied characterised autologous 


cultured chondrocyte implant”) from Sanofi.  The matrix refers to a collagen membrane with 


the chondrocytes. The Sanofi MACI was approved in Europe in June 2103.39 This product is 


now being marketed by Aastrom Biosciences who are changing their name to Vericel. MACI 


is used both to refer to third generation ACI, and as a trade name. When referring to the trade 


name, we will use MACI®. 


-  ACI wherein the cells are cultured in hospital or research laboratories, such as the RJAH 


Hospital in Oswestry, termed “traditional ACI” in the NICE scope. This appears to be the 


only NHS facility that currently cultures cells for use in ACI. Traditional ACI is used under 


hospital exemptions from the advanced therapy medicinal products regulations. 


 


ACI is much more expensive than microfracture. The Australian Medical Service Advisory 


Committee estimated the cost of ACI to be about 10 times that of MF.30  


 


The first decision to be made by NICE is whether ACI, in some or all of its forms, is clinically 


effective and cost-effective, and should now be used in routine NHS care. Both ChondroCelect and 


Vericel MACI® have marketing authorisations, with slightly different indications.  (Box 4). 


 


Box 4. Licences for Chondrocelct and Verigen MACI® 


ChondroCelect has a UK marketing authorisation for the “repair of single symptomatic cartilage 
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defects of the femoral condyle of the knee (International Cartilage Repair Society [ICRS] grade III 


or IV) in adults”. The randomised controlled trial that supported the marketing authorisation for 


Chondrocelect included patients with lesions between 1-5cm².37 


Vericel MACI® has a marketing authorisation for “the repair of symptomatic, full-thickness 


cartilage defects of the knee (grade III and IV of the Modified Outerbridge Scale) of 3-20 cm2 in 


skeletally mature adult patients.39 


 


It is not clear from the EMA website whether ChondroCelect is approved for lesions smaller than 


1cm2.  


 


The final scope for this appraisal did not consider sequencing of different technologies for the repair 


of cartilage defects, but the place of ACI in the treatment pathway needs to be examined. Should the 


much less expensive microfracture (MF) be tried first, with ACI reserved for MF failures? Or are the 


best results with ACI achieved if it is the first treatment for chondral defects?  


 


There may also be a question about how soon cartilage defects should be treated. In a randomised trial 


of ACI versus microfracture, outcomes were better in those treated within three years of symptom 


onset compared to those with longer duration.40 


 


Mithoefer and colleagues have also reported better results with ACI sooner after injury, in football 


players.26 Harris and colleagues also concluded that results were better in patients with shorter 


duration of symptoms and fewer prior procedures.41 


 


So there may be a case for recommending earlier ACI. 


 


Patient group. 
The patient group, as stated in the final scope from NICE, is “adults with a symptomatic cartilage 


defect (chondral defect) but without advanced osteoarthritis”. The chondral defects can be on the 


femur, tibia or patella. ACI is used in other joints, but such use is outwith the scope of this appraisal. 


 


No age restriction is given in the scope from NICE, but in past trials, patients had a mean age of 32, 


range 16 to 49, with about 60% men. In most cases, the cartilage damage was due to injury, usually 


from sport.  
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Following a UK Cartilage Consensus meeting in March 2104, a draft document with consensus 


statements has been circulated for comment, including to members of the British Association for 


Surgery of the Knee (BASK). The points most relevant to this appraisal are summarised in Box 5. 


The contents are academic in confidence meantime and there may be changes in the final version. 


 


Box 5. Consensus statements from UK Cartilage Consensus meeting March 2014 


 


• *****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


*****************************************************************************


**************** 


 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


*************.  
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 Chapter 2.  Clinical effectiveness.   2
This chapter has two sections. Firstly, we review some recent reviews on ACI and comparators, to 


give some general background. In this section, we provide information on most forms of ACI, and 


how they compare with microfracture. We do this partly because the evidence on the technologies 


identified in the NICE scope is limited, both in terms of number of trials and duration of follow-up.  


There is a problem with evidence which is not unusual with non-pharmacological therapies; 


- We need long-term follow-up 


- The technologies are evolving 


- By the time we get long-term follow-up from a study, the technology may have been 


superseded. 


This is unlike the situation in drug appraisals where the drug molecule does not usually change over 


time. 


Secondly, we give an account of two recent trials of MACI®. 


2.1 Systematic reviews 
The characteristics and quality assessment of the reviews are reported in Appendix VI.  


 


Inclusion criteria 


Type of studies 


• We looked first for systematic reviews comparing relative effectiveness of ACI (any 


generation) and microfracture.  


Type of participants 


• Adults with symptomatic articular cartilage defects.  


Type of interventions 


• ACI for chondral defects in the knee only. All forms of ACI were considered. 


Type of comparators 


• The main interest was microfracture but no restrictions were applied 


Type of outcomes 


The outcomes of interest, as in the NICE scope, were pain and other symptom,knee function including 


long-term function, rates of retreatment, activity levels, such as return to work or sport, avoidance of 


osteoarthritis and knee replacement, adverse effects of treatment and health-related quality of life. 


 


Searches for Systematic Reviews 
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Databases searched for systematic reviews published between 2004 and June 2014 were the Cochrane 


Database of Systematic Reviews, Medline and Embase. The websites of European Medicines 


Association, the US Food and Drug Administration and the CRD HTA database were also searched 


for Health Technology Assessments and other reports. 


 


Detailed search strategies are outlined in Appendix II. 


 


Study selection 


Study selection was made independently by two reviewers (NW/CC/PR). Discrepancies were 


resolved by discussion. There was no need for discussion with a third reviewer. 


 


We selected recent reviews that provide comparative effectiveness data for ACI versus another 


comparator, but some reviews on other topics such as rehabilitation were also useful. 


 


Data extraction strategy 


Data was extracted by one reviewer (CC) and checked by a second (RC) using a standardised data 


extraction form. Discrepancies were resolved by discussion. There was no need for discussion with a 


third reviewer. 


 


Quality assessment strategy 


The quality of the reviews was assessed by one reviewer (CC/RC), and checked by a second reviewer 


(RC/CC).  Any disagreements were resolved by consensus. There was no need for discussion with a 


third reviewer. The following quality criteria were used for assessing systematic reviews: 


 


• Inclusion criteria described 


• Details of literature search given (and adequate 


• Study selection described (and adequate) 


• Data extraction described (and adequate) 


• Study quality assessment described (and adequate) 


• Study flow shown 


• Study characteristics of individual studies described 


• Quality of individual studies given 


• Results of individual studies shown 


• Statistical analysis appropriate 


OVERALL QUALITY: high (≤1 of the criteria are not met) / medium (2-4 of the criteria are not met) 


/ low (≥5 of the criteria are not met) 
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Methods of analysis/synthesis 


Results were summarised narratively and in tables. 


 


2.1.1 Results 
 


Twelve relevant systematic reviews were included. One of these (Vasiliadis 2010A)42 was associated 


with a Cochrane review (Vasiliadis 2010B)43 but the former provides an update with more trials and is 


used here.  The majority of reviews was rated as at least medium quality, with three reviews being 


rated as low quality (Goyal 2013A44 and Goyal 2013B45, Naveen 201246), six reviews rated as 


medium quality (Bekkers 200947, Kon 200948, Magnussen 200849, Mithöfer 200950, Nakamura 200951, 


Negrin 201352) and three reviews rated as high quality (Harris 201041, Vasiliadis 201042, Vavken 


201053). The quality assessment of the reviews is reported in Appendix III. 


 


Table 30 in Appendix V shows the primary intervention studies included in the reviews. Several 


reviews treated separate publications from the same study, or of subgroups of a study, as separate 


studies. We therefore checked the original studies and in the table we have grouped all reports from 


each study together. The tables describing the characteristics of the reviews also record publications 


from the same study.  


 


The 12 reviews included 27 papers from 19 studies. Eleven of the studies were randomised trials 


(RCTs), and eight were comparative cohort studies or non-randomised / quasi-randomised trials. 


None of the primary studies were included in all of the reviews. Of the included primary studies, one 


compared collagen-based ACI with periosteum-based ACI, four compared ACI with MACI, one 


compared open with arthroscopic ACI, three compared ACI with mosaicplasty, eight compared ACI 


with microfracture, and one each with bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cell therapy and with 


abrasion.  


 


Characteristics of included reviews 


 


Table 31 in Appendix VI shows the characteristics and quality of the included reviews. The reviews 


originated in various countries worldwide. None of the author teams appear to have had any specific 


conflicts of interest. 


 


Objectives 
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Most studies sought to compare the effectiveness of ACI with that of other surgical treatments. Half 


of the reviews were very broad in their inclusion of comparators (Bekkers 200947, Harris 2010 41, 


Nakamura 200946, Naveen 201246, Vasiliadis 201042, Vavken 201053), while others were more 


specific, e.g. comparing different generations of ACI (Goyal 2013A44) or focusing on MACI (Kon 


200948), and comparing with microfracture (Goyal 2013B45, Negrin 201352) or osteochondral 


autograft transfer (Magnussen 200849). One review focused on the effects of articular cartilage repair 


on athletic participation (Mithöfer 200950). 


 


Inclusion criteria 


 


Study design. The reviews included various types of study designs. They ranged from studies with 


very broad inclusion criteria (any type of primary study (Kon 200948); RCT and prospective and 


retrospective studies with or without a control group (Mithöfer 200950); RCTs, prospective 


comparative studies and case series (Nakamura 2009 51) to studies only including level I and level II 


evidence / controlled trials or controlled prospective observational studies (Goyal 2013 A44 and B45, 


Harris 201041, Magnussen 200849, Negrin 201352), and studies only including RCTs or quasi-RCTs 


(Bekkers 200947,Vasiliadis 201042, Vavken 201053). Naveen 201246 stated that they would only 


include RCTs, but among the actual studies included were CCTs and comparative cohort studies. A 


few specified minimum follow-up times (6 months (Vavken 201053), 12 months (Harris 201041, 


Magnussen 200849, Mithöfer 200950, Negrin 201352)) and minimum number of participants 


(Magnussen 200849). 


 


Participants. Inclusion criteria for participants were not given by all reviews. Some only generally 


referred to ‘cartilage defects of the knee’, in others the criteria were more specific, requiring full 


thickness cartilage defects of the knee (Outerbridge grades III and IV) (Harris 201041, Magnussen 


200849, Mithöfer 200950, Negrin 201352, Vasiliadis 201042) and in some cases also specifying 


anatomical location (femur, patella, trochlea) (Mithöfer 200950, Negrin 201352, Vasiliadis 201042). An 


age range was only specified by Vasiliadis 201042 (15 to 55 years). 


 


Interventions. For most reviews, the index intervention was ACI. In two reviews the focus was on 


MACI / newer methods of ACI (Goyal 2013A44, Kon 200948). Magnussen 200849 also include 


osteochondral autograft transfer among the index interventions. In another review the index 


intervention was microfracture (Goyal 2013B45) and the authors only reported outcomes for 


microfracture, so the review is listed in the tables but will not be considered in the results section. 


Comparators were not always explicitly stated, but included microfracture only (Goyal 2013B45, 


Negrin 201352), microfracture or osteochondral autograft transplantation (Bekkers 200947), another 


ACI method (Goyal 2013A44), any cartilage repair technique or another generation of ACI or open 
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versus arthroscopic ACI (Harris 201041), any other method (or placebo) (Magnussen 200849, Naveen 


201246, Vasiliadis 201042, Vavken 201053), any other method or no comparator (Kon 200948, Mithöfer 


200950, Nakamura 200951). 


 


Outcomes. Often reviews did not explicitly specify outcome measures in their inclusion criteria. 


Whether specified or not, the focus was generally on (validated) clinical outcomes. Mithöfer 200950 


specifically focused on outcomes related to athletic activity. Many reviews also included information 


on the quality of the repair tissue and on complications.  


 


Included studies 


 


The reviews included between three and 13 comparative studies of individual populations relevant to 


this review (i.e. studies not including ACI or without a comparison group were not counted), with data 


on total numbers of patients ranging from around 200 to over 1000 participants. Individual study 


populations ranged between 19 and 231 participants. 


 


As indicated above, 11 of the 19 comparative studies included were RCTs and eight were comparative 


cohort studies or non-randomised / quasi-randomised trials. Follow-up was between 6.5 months and 


7.5 years (most reviews included studies with at least a year’s follow-up). Many of the reviews 


commented on the quality of the studies, which overall was generally medium to low. Reasons 


included small sample sizes, inadequate durations of follow-up, lack of allocation concealment, and 


not enough information on method of randomisation, losses to follow-up and blinding of assessment 


scoring. Harris (2010) reported that in their 13 included studies, quality was better in the later ones, 


but no studies were considered good or excellent – seven were scored as fair and six as poor. The 


origin of the included studies was generally not reported and only one review mentioned financial 


conflicts of interest of primary studies (Harris 201041]. 


 


Where reported, the mean age of participants was between 26.4 and 40.4 years, between 47 and 80% 


were men, and mean lesion size was between 1.9 and 6.4 cm2. Lesion sites were mainly the femoral 


condyles, but sites such as the patella, trochlea, and lateral tibia were also included. Both traumatic 


and non-traumatic lesions were included. Many of the participants had had previous surgery. Duration 


of symptoms before the intervention ranged between 1.5 and 10 years.  


 


Table 1 shows the studies included in the reviews. 
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Table 1. Autologous chondrocyte implantation: Primary comparative studies in reviews 


ACI-C vs ACI-P 


RCT 


Gooding 200621 


ACI vs MACI 


RCTs 


Bartlett 200554 MACI Verigen vs ACI-C 


Zeifang 201055MACI vs ACI-P 


Comparative cohort 


Erggelet 201056 
MACI(Bioseed) vs ACI-P 


Niemeyer 200857 ACI-p vs ACI-c vs MACI (but each done by a different surgeon) 


Open vs arthroscopic ACI 


Comparative cohort / CCT 


Ferruzzi 200858 MACI, open vs arthroscopic  


ACI vs mosaicplasty 


RCT 


Bentley 20034 ACI-P 


Dozin 200559 ACI-P  


CCT 


Horas 200060 ACI-P (Described as RCT but inadequate randomisation method - alternation) 
 


Horas 20035 ACI-P 


It is not clear whether the patients in Horas 2000 are included in Horas 2003. 


ACI vs microfracture 


RCT 


Basad 20047 This is presumably a preliminary report of the trial and patients reported in the first 
paper are expected to be included in the second report, Basad 201061  
Bachmann 200462  


This trial used MACI  


Crawford 201263 MACI (Neocart) 


Knutsen 20046 and Knutsen 200764  ACI-P 


Lim 201265 ACI-P 


Saris 200866RCT  ACI-P with CCI 


Saris 200967  


Vanlauwe 201140  


Van Assche 200968 (Both Van Assche references involve the same subgroup of patients from the 
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Saris RCT) 
Van Assche 201069   


Comparative cohort 


Kon 2009A70 MACI Hyalograft 


Kon 201171 MACI Hyalograft 


Minas 200972  Case series on effect of previous MF 


ACI vs BMSC 


Comparative cohort 


Nejadnik 201073  


ACI vs abrasionplasty 


RCT 


Visna 200474 MACI fibrin glue 


 


Gooding and colleagues compared first generation ACI-P with second generation ACI-C, and found 


them similar in terms of repair quality, but with ACI-P requiring more subsequent procedures.21 They 


concluded that ACI-C should be used and that ACI-P should be discontinued. 


 


One trial by Bartlett and colleagues compared ACI-C and MACI (Verigen).54 Both gave good results 


but MACI appeared slightly better, though most results were not statistically significant. (There were 


44 patients in one group and 47 in the other.) The advantages of MACI were reported to be no need 


for suturing, a shorter procedure, and a smaller incision. The proportions with good or excellent 


results were 72% with MAC and 59% with ACI-C.  


 


Four studies compared ACI (mostly ACI-P) with MACI , one compared open with arthroscopic ACI, 


three compared ACI with mosaicplasty, eight compared ACI-P with microfracture, and one each with 


bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cell therapy and with abrasion. Clinical outcomes were 


measured using a wide range of different instruments. In some studies biopsies were also taken and 


histological outcomes reported. 


 


Results and conclusions of reviews 


The reviews generally agreed that studies were heterogeneous and had various quality limitations (as 


outlined above). The detailed results and the conclusions of the included reviews are in Table 32 and 


Table 33 in Appendix VII. 


 


Clinical results. Improvements from clinical baseline scores were found regardless of treatment. One 


review suggested a small superiority of ACI (nine studies ACI-P, two ACI-C) compared to 


microfracture but not mosaicplasty [Harris 201041], but this review did not comment on the 
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heterogeneity of results. Their forest plot comparing microfracture and ACI showed three studies 


(Basad 20047 and Basad 201061 with MACI®; Saris 200866 and Saris 200967 with ChondroCelect; Kon 


200970, MACI with Hyalograft) with better results with ACI, and one study (Knutsen 2004 and 20076, 


64, with ACI-P ) reporting better results with MF. It was noted that the results in Knutsen showed an 


advantage for MF at 2 years but not at 5 years. Harris and colleagues concluded that MF showed an 


initial advantage which was then lost over time.41 They also concluded that there was a trend for ACI 


to show better outcomes then MF, but that lack of long-term data meant that no definite verdict could 


be reached. Harris et al also commented on problems in interpretation due to the number of additional 


procedures undertaken in some studies, mainly meniscectomy and cruciate ligament repair. 


 


Vakven et al 201053 compared ACI (5 ACI-P, one MACI, one fibrin glue) with mosaicplasty and 


microfracture, and were similarly cautious, mentioning “a general trend for higher quality of repair 


tissue after ACI, suggesting better long-term results when compared to microfracture and 


osteochondral grafts” especially in higher quality studies, but concluded that “no clear 


recommendation can be deducted”.  


 


Various reviews, including Vavken 201053, questioned whether any small but significant differences 


seen in clinical outcomes were of real clinical importance. Significant differences between different 


generations of ACI were generally not seen. The delay in reaching maximal functional improvement 


(i.e. with respect to return to sports) may be slightly longer with ACI than with other interventions but 


overall long term durability may be greater with ACI.  


 


Quality of repair tissue. The evidence suggested that ACI (all forms) may have a more durable repair 


tissue than microfracture (e.g. more hyaline-like cartilage).  


 


Complications. Most notably, periosteum-based ACI was associated with a high rate of graft 


hypertrophy (over 20%) compared to only 3% with ACI-C (Harris 201141). Failure rates showed a 


reduction over the ACI generations: ACI-P 7.7%; ACI-C 1.5%; and 0.83% in all-arthroscopic second 


generation ACI. Unplanned re-operation rates ranged from 27% with ACI-P to 1.4% in second 


generation ACI. Harris and colleagues found too few studies of third generation ACI to report failure 


rates. 


 


Modifying factors. Overall, outcomes tended to be better for younger patients (<30/35 years), more 


active patients, patients with shorter symptom duration, and patients who had not had a previous 


failed surgical intervention. Results also tended to be better for smaller lesions overall, whereas ACI 


produced better results than microfracture in larger lesions (and its effect was largely independent of 


lesion size). 
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Recommendations for practice. Only five reviews made clear practice recommendations. Two of 


these (Vasiliadis 201042, Vavken 201053) stated that the evidence was insufficient to recommend ACI 


over any other methods. The other three reviews agreed that microfracture was the first line treatment 


for smaller lesions (<1 to 2 cm2) and that ACI was indicated for larger lesions (>2 cm2). The opinion 


about mosaicplasty was divided, with one review noting that its usefulness may be limited by donor 


site morbidity (Harris 201041). 


 


The MSAC report30 also reviewed previous reviews and noted that most had been inconclusive, for 


reasons including; 


• problems with the quality of the trials and other studies 


• heterogeneity of patients recruited and of ACI and MACI techniques used 


• variations in ages of recruits and size of defects 


• variations in previous surgery 


• multiple scoring systems and lack of standard outcomes 


• safety data not reported as comprehensively 


 


2.1.2 ACI after previous microfracture 
Microfracture (MF) is much less expensive than ACI, and effective in the short term in most cases. It 


might therefore be suggested that MF should be tried first, and ACI used when it failed. 


 


However, there is evidence that prior MF makes ACI less effective, because of a higher failure rate. 


This may be related to damage to the subchondral bone. Minas and colleagues72 compared two 


cohorts of patients who had ACI-P, one group (111 patients) having had previous marrow stimulation 


procedures (MF, drilling or abrasion arthroplasty, all based on repair of the chondral defect by 


development of fibrocartilage from a blood clot) and the other (214) not. The groups were similar in 


age, duration and size of cartilage defect, duration of follow-up, concomitant procedures such as 


osteotomy or ligament repair, and size of repaired areas.  


 


Failure was defined as persistence or recurrence of symptoms, or the need for a repeat procedure, or 


for knee replacement. The failure rate in those who had ACI as first procedure was 8% (17/214), but 


was 26% (29/111) in those who had had previous marrow procedures, and 20% in those who had had 


MF (but numbers small 5/20). 


 


Minas and colleagues also report a subgroup of 15 patients who had more than one chondral defect 


(35 defects in total) about half of which had been treated by marrow stimulation and half not, with all 
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then receiving ACI.72 The failure rate was 2/18 in the previously untreated lesions and 16/17 of the 


previously treated ones. 


 


If ACI is less effective after prior MF, there are implications for the interpretation of results from 


some of the trials. For example, the Stanmore ACI trial results were in patients who had had an 


average of 1.5 previous repair procedures.75 Only 6 patients had not had a previous repair procedure 


so they could not compare results in those with/without previous surgery. Similarly in a case series in 


patients with long duration cartilage defects, those who had had previous procedures such as MF, had 


29% (21/72) failure of ACI compared to a 19% (6/32) failure rate on those having primary ACI.76 


Failure was defined as requiring re-operation, somewhat stricter than in the Minas study. 


 


One of the largest series of patients having ACI was reported by Nawaz and colleagues from 


Stanmore, where 1000 patients had ACI (519 with MACI, rest ACI-C and some ACI-P) from 1998 to 


2008.77 In 827 patients with full follow-up data (mean follow-up 6.2 years), graft survival was 78% at 


five years and 51% at 10 years. Failure of the graft was 4.7 times as likely in the 34% who had had 


previous procedures (microfracture, mosaicplasty and drilling – numbers of each not given). 


 


Pestka and colleagues reported a case series wherein 28 patients had MACI after previous 


microfracture and a matched 28 had MACI as first procedure.78 Failure was much commoner in the 


previous MF group (7/28) than in the MACI as first procedure group (1/28). 


 


There are two implications for this review. Firstly, results seen in past trials wherein ACI was being 


used as a salvage procedure in patients with long-standing lesions and who had had previous 


procedures, may under-estimate the benefits of ACI used as first procedure in patients with chondral 


defects of more recent origin. Secondly, a case could be made that ACI should be used as the primary 


procedure. 


 


2.1.3 Other reviews 
Mithoefer and colleagues carried out a systematic review of outcomes of microfracture, including 28 


studies with 3122 patients, mean follow-up 41 months, with 1524 patients having follow-up of > 5 


years.79 They noted good results in short-term functioning, but with need for further surgery 


increasing after 2 years, with rates of up to 31% by 5 years. Only 5 studies provided data beyond 5 


years, of which one was an RCT and four were case series. At 6-7 years, most (67% to 86%) patients 


had improved knee functioning compared to baseline.  
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Several reviews examined factors that might predict success or failure. Behery and colleagues80 


reviewed 12 case series with 270 knees and found that none of age, gender, duration of symptoms and 


lesion size significantly predicted outcomes. They noted successful use of ACI in patients over age 50 


in three studies. They concluded that the lack of association with lesion size made ACI preferable to 


microfracture in larger lesions. Another review from the same group81 looked at factors which might 


influence the choice of repair method, and concluded that microfracture was less effective in larger 


lesions, when larger was defined (in different studies) as being greater than 2cm2 to 4cm2. 


 


Chalmers and colleagues set out to systematically review activity-based outcomes (Tegner, Lysholm, 


KOOS, IKDC and the physical activity component of SF-36) after MF, ACI and mosaicplasty.82 They 


found only five studies that reported return to sporting activity. Return was faster after microfracture 


than ACI, but beyond two years, activity scores deteriorated after MF but remained stable after ACI, 


though there was variation amongst sports. They noted the lack of long-term data on effects on later 


osteoarthritis. 


 


2.1.4 Mosaicplasty 
Early results from the Stanmore trial (Bentley et al4) showed good or excellent results in 88% after 


ACI-P or ACI-C compared to 69% after mosaicplasty, and the results at a minimum of 10 years 


follow-up showed that repairs failed in 55% (23/42) of the mosaicplasty group and 17% (10/58) in the 


ACI group. For ACI, the patients in this trial were a difficult group, having a mean duration of 


symptoms of 7.2 years and an average of 1.5 previous procedures (excluding arthroscopy). 


The Stanmore trial was omitted from the review by Harris et al 201041 which only had two studies of 


mosaicplasty, both favouring ACI but with very wide confidence limits which overlapped with no 


difference. 


 


The review by Vasiliadis et al42 identified three trials of mosaicplasty against ACI, two against ACI-P 


and one (Bentley4) with both ACI-P and ACI-C. They reported that one trial (Horas 20035) favoured 


mosaicplasty but another (Dozin 200559) found no difference. 


 


Vavken et al, reviewing the same studies reported that the Horas trial showed no difference in clinical 


scores.53 


*Bekkers and colleagues concluded that single plug mosaicplasty was the best option for small (less 


than 1 cm2 osteochondral lesions).47 


 


The Medical Services Advisory Committee concluded that mosaicplasty should probably not be a 


comparator to MACI on the grounds of very low use in Australia.30 
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2.2 Trials 


2.2.1 Methods 


Inclusion and exclusion criteria 


Inclusion criteria 


Type of studies 


• Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) comparing second and third generation ACI and 


following patients for at least two years. 


• Observational studies with at least 50 participants and follow-up of over three years were also 


considered, for results in routine care, adverse events, and costs.  


Type of participants 


• Adults with a symptomatic cartilage defect (chondral defect) but without advanced 


osteoarthritis were included. The chondral defects can be on the femur, tibia or patella 


• The NICE scope did not report age restriction however, we included studies comparing 


interventions of interest in patients aged 18 years and over. 


Type of interventions 


• ACI for chondral defects in the knee only. (ACI has also been used in shoulder, elbow, ankle 


and hip problems.) The forms of ACI considered were 


 The ChondroCelect ACI, referred to by TiGenix as characterised chondrocyte 


implantation (CCI). 


 The Matrix ACI system (MACI®) from Sanofi.   


 “Traditional ACI” the term used by NICE to describe ACI provided in the UK by 


hospitals that using cells produced by non-commercial units, for their own use or for 


use in trials. 


Type of comparators 


• Microfracture is the main comparator. Mosaicplasty is now in limited use, for small defects 


only. Osteochondral grafts from cadavers can be used but are not to any significant volume in 


the UK and were not considered.  


Type of outcomes 


The outcomes considered, as also mentioned in the NICE scope, were as follows 


• pain 


• knee function including long-term function 


• rates of retreatment 
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• activity levels, such as return to work or sport 


• avoidance of osteoarthritis, and knee replacement 


• adverse effects of treatment 


• health-related quality of life. 


 


Box 6 summarises some of the outcomes used in ACI studies 


 
Box 6. Outcomes used in cartilage repair studies. 


The Lysholm score Range of 0 to 100 (best), based on patient 


responses on 8 aspects: pain, limping, locking, 


stair-climbing, need for supports, instability, 


swelling and squatting. 


The Tegner score A level of activity measure from best 10, with 


ability to take part in competitive sports at a 


very high level, to worst 0, disabled. 


The Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome 


Score (KOOS) 


Assesses pain, symptoms, activities of daily 


living, sport and recreational activities, and 


knee-related quality of life, with scores of 0 


(worst) to 100 (best). 


Cincinnati knee score Based on symptoms (pain, swelling) and 


function (walking, climbing stairs, running) 


with a score of 0 (worst) to 10. Variants include 


a sports rating from 0 to 100 points. 


The International Cartilage Repair Society 


(ICRS) 


This assesses quality of tissue repair rather than 


patient reported outcomes. It could be argued 


that the quality of tissue repair might be useful 


for extrapolating from short-term histological 


results to long-term osteoarthritis and need for 


knee replacement, but there is far from perfect 


correlation between symptoms and the degree of 


OA. 


International Knee Documentation Committee 


(IKDC) 


Range   0 (worst) to 100 (best), based on 


function, symptoms, and range of motion. The 


version “IKDC Subjective” is so-called because 


it is completed by patients. 
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Howard and colleagues carried out a high quality systematic review to compare the various patient 


reported outcome measures used in assessing the effects of ACI.83 They included 42 studies, grading 


quality of studies with the Coleman Methodology Score. They concluded that the Lysholm and IKDC 


were the most responsive to change (i.e. showing larger effect sizes), but that IKDC and KOOS-


Sports might reflect long-term outcomes better. They noted that the Cincinnati knee score also 


appeared satisfactory but based on few studies that there were several versions of this score, and many 


studies were excluded because the authors failed to state which version was used. 


 


Exclusion criteria 


• We did not include trials of ACI-P in this section on the grounds that it had been replaced by 


third generation ACI, but it should be noted that most long-term outcomes are from studies of 


1st generation ACI. 


 


Search strategy 


The databases searched for primary studies on clinical effectiveness published between 2010 and June 


2014 were the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, Medline, Embase and the Web of 


Science. 


Also the inclusion lists of recent systematic reviews were checked and additional searches were done 
for ongoing or recently completed studies.  
 


Auto-alerts in Medline and Embase were run for the duration of the review to ensure that newly 


published studies were identified. 


 


Detailed search strategies are outlined in Appendix II 


 


Identification of studies 


Two independent reviewers (NW/PR) screened titles and abstract of the results retrieved against the 


inclusion criteria. Those studies meeting the inclusion criteria were retrieved in full and checked for 


final inclusion by two reviewers (NW/PR) independently. There was no need for discussions with a 


third reviewer. 


 


Data extraction strategy 


The data extraction template used by Harris and colleagues was used and adapted for this review.29 


One reviewer (DS/RC) extracted data which was checked by a second reviewer (RC/DS).  
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Quality assessment strategy 


The quality of the studies was assessed using the modified Coleman methodology score.29 There are 


15 items in total namely inclusion criteria, power, alpha error, sample size, randomization, follow-up, 


patient analysis, blinding, similarity in treatment, treatment description, group comparability, outcome 


assessment, description of rehabilitation protocol, clinical effect measurement and number of patients 


to treat. A study could be rated as ‘excellent’ if the total score is between 85 and 100, rated as ‘good’ 


for scores between 70 and 84, rated as ‘fair’ with scores between 55 and 69 and finally categorised as 


‘poor’ for scores of <55. 


 


The quality of the study was assessed by one reviewer (DS/RC) and checked by a second reviewer 


(RC/DS). 


 


2.2.2 Results 
A total of 1672 records were retrieved by the searches. The title and abstracts were screened for 


inclusion and exclusion. Based on titles and abstracts, 104 records were considered possible 


inclusions and full texts of these were obtained. Out of 104 articles, two RCTs were included as 


definite inclusions and the remaining 102 articles (which included the 12 systematic reviews included 


above) were excluded. The reasons for exclusion of 26 studies retained for final discussion by both 


reviewers is given in Table 2.  (One of the excluded studies, reported in Saris 200866 and 200967 and 


Vanlauwe 201140, is described in the next chapter.) 


 
Table 2. Reason for exclusion of studies 


First author and year Reason for exclusion 


Bartlett 2005 84 Technique includes bone graft 


Bartlett 2005 54 ACI (1st generation) v MACI. 1 year follow up 


Bentley 2003 4 ACI (1st generation) 


Bentley 2012 75 ACI (1st generation) 


Benthien 2011 85 Not a systematic review – no details of 


individual studies are given 


Cole 2011 86 Not a form of ACI we are including (Cartilage 


Autograft Implantation System (CAIS)) 


Crawford 2012 63 Not a form of ACI we are including (NeoCart) 


Dozin 2005 59 ACI-P 


Ebert 2010 87 Comparing rehabilitation approaches after 


MACI 


Ebert 2012 88 Comparing rehabilitation approaches after 
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MACI 


Edwards 2013 89 Comparing rehabilitation approaches after 


MACI 


Harris 2010 90 Only includes one RCT that is not on ACI 


Knutsen 2004 6 Old RCT of ACI-P 


Knutsen 2007 64 5-year results from above trial. ACI-P 


Lim 2012 65 ACI-P 


Panseri 2012 91 Osteochondral defects. 


Rodriguez-Merchant 2012 92 Short narrative review 


Ruano-Ravina 2006 93 Too old  


Saris 2008 and 2009 66, 67 ACI-P 


Trinh 2013 94 About osteotomies not ACI  


Toonstra 2013 95 Case series, only 20 patients, no controls. 


United Healthcare 2013 96 Not based on a systematic review. 


Van Assche 2010 69 ACI-P 


Van Assche 2009 68 ACI-P 


Ziefang 2009 55 ACI-P vs MACI and small numbers. 


 


MACI® versus MF 


Two studies, Basad et al 201061; Saris et al 201497, compared MACI® against MF in patients with a 


symptomatic cartilage defect in the knee. 


 


Basad et al 2010 


This RCT compared MACI®, a third generation ACI (then a Genzyme product) against MF in patients 


with symptomatic cartilage defects. Patients in the trial came from one centre (the principal author’s 


clinic in Germany) between 2000 and 2005. 


 


Quality assessment 


Using the modified Coleman methodology score, the study scored a total of 45 suggesting that the 


quality of the study is poor, though this is partly due to failure to report items, so the study scored ‘0’ 


points for those items. The enrolment rate was not reported, losing a maximum of 9 points. The power 


of the study (maximum score of 6) was not reported and it was not clear whether blinding of 


outcomes assessment (maximum score of 6) was done. There was no information available on effect 


size (maximum 6), relative risk reduction (maximum 6) and absolute risk reduction (maximum 6). 


There were some baseline differences between the two groups, so the study scored 6 out of a possible 
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9. The study also lost points on the number of patients retained at the end of follow-up – 86.4% 


completed the two year follow-up period thereby scoring 4 points instead of a maximum 6.  


 


Patient characteristics 


Basad and colleagues included 60 patients aged ≥18 and ≤50 years with a single symptomatic 


chondral lesion of femur or patella of size between 4 and 10 cm2; 40 received MACI® and 20 MF. The 


mean ages of patients in the MACI® group were 33 years and 37.5 years in the MF group. The mean 


BMI of patients in the MACI® was slightly lower compared to those in the MF group (25.3 vs. 27.3 


kg/m2). Previous surgery, if any, was not reported.  Most defects in both groups were condylar (73% 


in MACI® and 80% in MF), with the remaining lesions being in patellar-trochlear region (28% in 


MACI and 20% in MF). Most patients were male (63% in MACI and 85% in MF). Patients in the 


MACI group had had symptoms for 2.2 years and those in the MF group for 2.5 years.  


 


Details of intervention and comparators 


Patients in the intervention group received MACI®.  The published paper states that the original 


protocol of the study had three interventions including two MACI groups and one MF group. In the 


two MACI groups, two different collagen matrices (supplied from two different manufacturing sites – 


name not reported) were used. The two matrices were considered identical in all aspects so the two 


MACI groups were combined in the analysis.  


 


Arthroscopy was done in all patients to assess their eligibility for the study (mainly isolated defect >4 


cm2). Patients in the MACI group had a sample from healthy cartilage sent for cell culture. Patients 


allocated to the MF group received treatment in one procedure.  The MACI group returned four to six 


weeks later to have the chondrocyte seeded collagen scaffold implanted into the defect, cell side down 


facing the subchondral bone, sealed with a thin layer of fibrin sealant.  


 


Patients in both groups could also receive treatment for other concomitant lesions of cartilage or 


meniscus. All patients underwent a post-surgery rehabilitation programme. Those in the MF group 


received the rehabilitation programme recommended by Steadman and colleagues which included 6 


weeks of partial weight bearing with 10 kg weight on crutches, continuous passive motion and 


physiotherapy. After six weeks, patients were allowed to gradually progress into full weight-bearing.  


The rehabilitation programme in the MACI group was slightly different. All patients had a plaster cast 


for 2 days after surgery in order to prevent graft delamination. Then, for the next 8 weeks, the 


programme included continuous passive motion, physiotherapy and partial weight-bearing with 10 kg 


weight on crutches.  


All patients also received low-molecular heparin each day during the partial weight bearing phase to 


prevent deep vein thrombosis. 
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Duration of follow-up 


Patients were followed up for two years.  


 


Outcomes: 


The primary outcome measures included the Tegner, Lysholm and ICRS scores. The Tegner score is 


related to activity levels of an individual, whereas the Lysholm score is related to pain, stability, gait 


and clinical symptoms. The primary outcomes were measured at 8 to 12 weeks, 22 to 26 weeks and 


50-54 weeks after surgery. One week after surgery, MRI scans were done in patients to see if there 


was delamination and graft hypertrophy. The efficacy population was defined as patients completing 


at least six months of follow-up while completers were defined as those completing two years of 


follow-up. The definition of failure was not given.  


 


Results 


56 patients (39 in MACI and 17 in MF) completed at least six months of follow-up period and 48 


patients (33 in MACI and 15 in MF) completed two years of follow-up. There was one early failure in 


the MF group but time was not reported. Two patients in the MF group (one pregnancy, and one who 


had mosaicplasty) and one patient in the MACI group dropped out of the study  


 


There was improvement in the mean Lysholm score in both groups at year 1. The improvement in the 


MACI group persisted up to year 2 (52 at baseline, 95 at 12 months, 92 at 24 months) but it declined 


in the MF group after 12 months (55 at baseline, 81 at 12 months, 69 at 24 months). The improvement 


in Lysholm score from baseline to follow-up was statistically significant in both groups (p<0.0001).  


 


The improvement in the median Tegner score from baseline was greater in the MACI group than in 


the MF group. The Tegner score in the MACI group improved from level 2 to level 4 at 12 months, 


and remained at the same level at 24 months. The Tegner score in the MF group improved from level 


2 to level 3 at 12 months, which was maintained at 24 months. The improvement from baseline to end 


of follow-up was statistically significant in both groups (p<0.0001) but the improvement was 


statistically significantly greater in the MACI group than in the MF (p=0.04).  


 


None of the patients had treatment-related adverse events (TEAEs). Some patients had issues with 


irritation during increased weight-bearing, treated with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs 


(NSAIDs) and by returning to partial weight-bearing for a week. In the MACI group, one patient had 


persistent pain after 12 months and had arthroscopy at which even and firmly regenerated cartilage 


repair was seen. The patient had persistent subchondral oedema. To relieve oedema, bone grafting 


was done.  
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Comments 


The Basad group has had long experience with ACI so their results may be better than might be seen 


in routine care. Patients were treated with fairly short duration of symptoms, which may improve 


outcomes after ACI. 


 


Saris et al 2014 (SUMMIT trial) 


This was a prospective, open-label, parallel-group, multicentre (16 European sites), RCT comparing 


Genzyme MACI® against MF.  


 


Quality assessment 


Using the modified Coleman methodology score, the study scored a total of 72 suggesting that the 


quality of the study is good. Information on blinding of outcomes assessment was not fully reported. 


There was no information on effect size, relative risk reduction and absolute risk reduction. 


 


Patient characteristics 


Patients aged between 18 and 55 years with one or more symptomatic cartilage defects, Outerbridge 


grade III or IV focal defects of size ≥3 cm2 on medial or lateral femoral condyle and/or trochlea and 


with a moderate to severe Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS). There were 72 


patients in each group.  Most patients were male (62% in MACI, 67% in MF).  Patients in the MACI 


group were slightly older than in the MF group (35 vs. 33 years). Mean BMIs were similar (26 


kg/m2). 90% of patients in the MACI and almost 84% in the MF had undergone previous knee 


surgery. The most common prior procedures included diagnostic arthroscopy (50.3%), marrow 


stimulation techniques (in MACI group, microfracture 19%, drilling 11%), debridement of the lesion 


(26.3%) and loose body removal (23.2%). Patients in the MACI group had had knee symptoms for 


longer than those in the MF group (mean of 5.8 years, range 0.05 to 28 years, vs. mean 3.7, range 0.1 


to 15.4 years). The mean defect size of the lesions was similar across the group (4.9 cm2 in MACI and 


4.7cm2 in MF).  Most defects in both group were on the medial femoral condyle (75% in MACI, 74% 


in MF) followed by the lateral femoral condyle (18% in MACI, 21% in MF) and trochlea (7% in 


MACI, 6% in MF). No tibial defects were reported. 


 


Details of intervention and comparators 


All patients underwent arthroscopy at baseline to examine their cartilage lesion and surrounding 


tissues.  A small biopsy of cartilage (~ 200 mg) was taken from a non-weight bearing healthy area of 


the femoral condyle in all patients before randomisation, done using an interactive voice response 


system and computer-generated randomization system. Those randomised to MF had it immediately. 


The technique recommended by Steadman and colleagues was followed, which included debridement 
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and drilling multiple holes of centres 3-4 mm apart and 4 mm deep in the subchondral bone. Biopsies 


from patients receiving MF were preserved in case they later require MACI treatment.  The MACI 


group had implantation of the cells 4 to 8 weeks after biopsy, by mini-arthrotomy.  The MACI 


implant was trimmed to the size of the cartilage defect and implanted securely using a thin layer of 


fibrin sealant.   


 


After surgery, both groups underwent the same rehabilitation programme but individualised for 


patients. This was a 4 phase programme recommended by Steadman and colleagues.98  


 


Duration of follow-up 


Patients were followed up for two years. At the end of the follow-up, arthroscopy was performed to 


assess the condition of the knee. 


 


Outcomes 


The primary outcome measures were changes in KOOS pain score and function (sports and 


recreational activities subscore) from baseline to year 2. Other outcome measures included 


histological evaluation of structural repair biopsy specimens, as measured by the microscopic ICRS II 


Overall assessment; MRI assessment of the degree of defect fill, as measured by the scale of the 


Whole Organ MRI Score (WORMS: 0% to 25%, 26% to 50%, 51% to 75%, 76% to 100%) 


 


In the study, a responder was defined as ‘having at least a 10-point improvement in both the KOOS 


pain and function subscales, whereas anyone not meeting both criteria was regarded as a 


nonresponder’. 


 


Failure was defined as ‘at any time after week 24, ….. a patient and physician global assessment 


result that was the same or worse than at baseline, a <10% improvement in the KOOS pain subscale, 


physician-diagnosed failure ruling out all potential causes, and the physician deciding that surgical 


retreatment was needed’. Those diagnosed as failures by physicians were further assessed by an 


independent treatment failure evaluation committee, who decided whether those cases were failures.  


 


Adverse events were defined as ‘any undesirable physical, psychological, or behavioural effect 


experienced by a patient, independent of treatment relatedness’. The definitions given in the Medical 


Dictionary for Regulatory Activities were used to categorise severity of adverse events.  


 


Results 
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144 patients were included in the study, 72 in each group. 95% (137/144) patients completed the two 


year follow-up period. None of the patients in the MACI® group discontinued treatment due to lack of 


efficacy whereas three patients in the MF group discontinued study because of lack of efficacy.  


 


The mean change in KOOS pain score from baseline to two years was significantly greater in the 


MACI group than in the MF group (45.5 vs. 35.5, difference between groups 11.76, p=0.001). The 


change in the KOOS function score from baseline to two years was also significantly greater in the 


MACI group (46 vs. 36.1, difference between groups 11.41, p<0.001). Saris et al (2014) reported that 


the improvement in the KOOS pain and pain score in the MACI over MF was observed at 36 weeks 


and maintained throughout the study period.  


 


The proportion of responders was significantly greater in the MACI group than in the MF group 


(87.5% vs. 68.1%, p=0.016) with more non-responders in the MF group (31.9% vs. 12.5%). Subgroup 


analyses found that more patients responded after MACI than after MF if patients had the following 


characteristics: male with a median age of <34.5 years, only one lesion, lesions results as a result of 


acute trauma, history of one previous surgery, symptoms for >3 years (symptomatic response in those 


with under 3 years duration 82% with MACI and 69% with MF; over 3 years 92% and 67%) and if 


size of lesions were >4 cm2 and located on the medial femoral condyle. However, there were no 


statistically significant differences in response rates whether patients had or had not had previous 


cartilage surgery.     


 
Table 3. Response rates after prior cartilage procedures 


 MACI® MF 


Prior cartilage surgery   


No surgery 90% 74.2% 


1 previous repair 87% 67.9% 


>1 previous repair 84.2% 53.9% 


 
 
In patients with larger lesions, ACI was reported to be more successful, 97% responders for MACI 


versus 77% for MF. 


 


The improvements in other domains (activities of daily living, knee-related quality of life, other 


symptoms) of the KOOS subscales were also statistically significantly greater with the MACI than 


with the MF. The mean differences between the two groups were; 
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• for the domain, activities of daily living, difference 12.01 (mean change of 43.7 with MACI 


from baseline to two years; 33.2 with MF) at two years, estimated mean difference 12.01, 


p<0.001 


• for knee-related quality of life (mean change of 37.4 from baseline with MACI from baseline, 


30.l with MF), estimated mean difference 8.98, p=0.029 


• for other symptoms (mean change of 35.4 with MACI from baseline, 27.8 with MF), 


estimated mean difference 11.61, p<0.001 


 


At two years follow-up, the modified Cincinnati Knee score was significantly greater with MACI than 


with MF (1.05, p=0.002). The International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) score also 


showed favourable results for MACI (mean change from baseline with MACI 32.8 vs. MF 29.5), 


however, the difference between the two was not statistically significant (p=0.069). 


 


Comparison of treatment failure rates between treatment groups was not conducted because of the 


small number of failures - only two patients in the MFX and none in the MACI group. 


 


At two years follow-up, 116 patients (60 in MACI, 56 in MF) underwent second-look arthroscopy and 


biopsy. There was good structural tissue repair with both treatments, and the repair was similar to the 


surrounding healthy cartilage. The mean ICRS II overall assessment scores of the two treatments were 


similar (63.8 with MACI, 62.3 with MF, difference of 1.52, p=0.717). The proportion of patients with 


overall assessment scores of normal or nearly normal (grade I/II) was greater in the MACI group than 


in the MF group (76% vs. 60%). 


 


134 and 139 patients underwent MRI evaluation at year 1 and year 2 respectively. At year 1, the 


improvement was similar but at year 2, more patients in the MACI group had a defect fill of >50% of 


the defect depth than those in the MF group (83% vs. 77%).  


 


More patients in the MF group complained of treatment related adverse events than in the MACI 


group (83.3% vs. 76.4%), the intensities of which were mild to moderate. The most commonly 


reported AE was arthralgia (57.6% overall - 51.4% MACI, 63.9% MF).  Other events included back 


pain (11.1% MACI, 9.7% MF), joint swelling (9.7% MACI, 5.6% MF), joint effusion (6.9% MACI, 


5.6% MF), pyrexia (5.6% MACI, 2.8% MF), cartilage injury (4.2% MACI, 12.5% MF), procedural 


pain (4.2% MACI, 5.6% MF), ligament sprain (2.8% MACI, 5.6% MF). One patient (1.4%) in each 


group discontinued treatment due to AEs. More patients in the MF group had serious AEs than in the 


MACI group (26.4% vs. 15.3%) such as treatment failure, cartilage injury and arthralgia.  
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Similar proportions of patients in the two groups underwent at least one subsequent surgical 


procedure (8.3% in MACI and 9.7% in MF). Two patients in the MACI group and none in the MF 


group underwent two subsequent surgical procedures. It has been reported that increasing age (not 


clear at what age) significantly decreased the likelihood of undergoing further procedures (p=0.038).  


 


 Comments 


Two factors will have reduced the chance of improvement – the long duration of symptoms before 


ACI (5.8 years), and the high proportion (37%) that had had previous surgery (not counting 


arthroscopy). 


 


2.3 Summary of EMA EPAR report 
The EMA made a positive recommendation on MACI® (manufactured by Genzyme Europe but then 


owned by Sanofi) on 25th of April 2013. MACI® has been recommended for the ‘repair of 


symptomatic, full-thickness cartilage defects of the knee of 3-20 cm2 in skeletally matured adult 


patients’.39 The product is available as an implantation matrix consisting of cultured chondrocyte cells 


on a membrane (500,000 to 1 million cells per cm2).  


 


The clinical evidence on MACI® came from the SUMMIT trial97 (described above) which reported 


that MACI® was better than MF in treating  symptomatic cartilage defects of the knee with size of the 


lesions ranging between 3 and 20 cm2.  


 


The EMA made a positive recommendation on ChondroCelect (TiGenix) on 25 June 2009.37 


ChondroCelect was recommended for the ‘treatment of repair of single symptomatic cartilage defects 


of the femoral condyle of the knee (International Cartilage repair Society [ICRS] grade III or IV) in 


adults.’  


 


The clinical evidence on ChondroCelect came from study TIG/ACT/01/2000 (described in detail in 


Chapter 4 – Vanlauwe et al 201140), a phase III, randomised, multicentre trial comparing 


ChondroCelect against MF in patients with a single symptomatic cartilage lesions of the femoral 


condyles of the knee. At the time of appraisal, results from 12, 18 and 36 months were available but 


we now have the five year results from Vanlauwe et al 2011.40  


 


Discussion and conclusions on clinical effectiveness: see end of Chapter 4. 
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 Chapter 3 - Systematic review of existing economic studies for 3


ACI   
 


3.1 Introduction 
The objective of this chapter was to conduct a systematic review of existing economic evaluations 


(including any model-based economic evaluations) of the use of autologous chondrocyte 


implantation, microfracture and mosaicplasty for repairing symptomatic articular cartilage defects of 


the knee.  We searched the literature since the last HTA review3 for economic evaluations including 


any existing models, to help inform our economic modelling.  


 


3.2 Methods 
The systematic search used: Medline OVID (2004 to 6 July 2014), Embase OVID (2004 to 6 July 


2014), NHS Economic Evaluation Database (issue 2 of 4, April 2014) and the Web of Science Core 


Collection (2004 to 6 July 2014).  Weekly auto-alerts were set-up in OVID Medline and Embase for 


any new studies added to the database subsequent to July 2014.  The search terms included economic 


and quality of life (QoL) terms cross referenced with chondrocyte implantation terms.  The search 


was limited to studies published since the searches were done for the last HTA review3; that is, from 


the year 2004.  The search was also limited to studies published in English Language and Humans.  


Details of the search strategies are provided in Appendix VIII. 


 


Two reviewers (HM and PR) independently reviewed titles and abstracts to identify potentially 


relevant papers.  Consensus was achieved by discussion, but where consensus was not agreed, a third 


reviewer (NW) reviewed the abstracts to reach agreement. Abstracts were considered relevant to this 


review if they were a full economic analysis (including any economic models) on the use of 


autologous chondrocyte implantation, microfracture and mosaicplasty for repairing symptomatic 


articular cartilage defects of the knee.  Abstracts which provide useful information for the economic 


model (such as costs, utilities and transition probabilities) were retained but not included in this 


review.   


 


We obtained the full-text articles of potentially relevant abstracts.  The reference lists of retrieved 


articles were checked for potentially relevant papers that met the inclusion criteria.  A data extraction 
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form was developed to capture the main characteristics and economic factors.  We critically appraised 


full economic evaluations against the framework for quality assessment of economic evaluation 


studies developed by the consolidated health economic evaluation reporting standards (CHEERS) 


group.99 If the studies contained an economic model, they were further assessed against a framework 


for the quality assessment of decision analytic modelling adapted from Philips et al.100  


3.3 Results 
The searches identified 272 potentially relevant citations published since 2004.  After reviewing the 


abstracts, 4 studies remained including the HTA review by Clar et al 3(2005) [Derrett et al, 2005101; 


Gerlier et al, 2010102; Samuelson et al, 2012103].  A further two articles were identified from the 


clinical effectiveness searches [MSAC, 201030; Koerber et al, 2013104].  In total, six articles were 


retained for data extraction.  Figure 1 depicts a flow diagram of the abstracts identified and number of 


studies included. 
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Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram for cost-effectiveness studies 


 


Of the six publications, two of the publications have been summarised (see below).  The Clar et al3 


study is based on previous work by some of the authors of the current report and the MSAC report 


published in 201030 only compared the costs as the Committee assumed that the clinical effectiveness 


for the different interventions were identical. 


 


The HTA review by Clar and colleagues3 compared ACI with microfracture and mosaicplasty and the 


authors attempted to calculate reliable costs per QALY; however, they felt this was not possible due 


to the absence of data which was required.  For example, quality of life data was limited to around 2 


years; and no long-term studies (i.e. 20-30 years) were available on the incidence of osteoarthritis and 


the need for total knee replacement (TKR).  The short-term modelling (quality of life improvements at 


2 years) found that the gain from ACI versus microfracture would have to be between 70-100% 


Potential abstracts after removal of 
duplicates: n = 272 


Abstracts which did not meet the 
inclusion criteria: n = 268 


 


Potential abstracts identified from 
electronic searches: 
Medline (n = 197)  
Embase (n = 165) 
NHS EED (n = 2) 


Web of Science (n= 72) 
 


Total abstracts = 436 


Full text articles included in this 
systematic review: n = 6 


Potential full text articles retrieved: 
n = 4 


Articles identified from the clinical 
effectiveness searches: n = 2 
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greater over two years for the cost per QALY for ACI compared with MF to be within the £20-30k 


threshold.  For the medium-term modelling (using 10 year success rates), the authors found that if the 


quality of life gains were to be maintained for the next 10 years, than for ACI relative to microfracture 


the quality of life gain would only have to be between 10-20% greater to justify the additional cost of 


the intervention and to be cost-effective within the £20-30k threshold.  For the longer-term modelling 


there may be a need to offer some (or all) patients TKR, so a 50 year time horizon was considered 


appropriate.  The authors found that for this scenario mosaicplasty was dominated, and moving from 


microfracture to ACI was associated with an ICER between £3,500 to £5,500 (cells were assumed to 


cost only £3,200).  Overall, the authors concluded that there was insufficient evidence at the moment 


to say that ACI was cost-effective compared with microfracture or mosaicplasty. 


 
The MSAC report published in 201030 compared the costs of MACI/ACI with mosaicplasty and 


microfracture in patients aged between 15 and 55 years suffering from a focal defect in an otherwise 


normal knee.  In the absence of conclusive effectiveness data, the Committee assumed that the clinical 


effectiveness for all the different interventions were identical and a cost-minimisation analysis was 


conducted.  Resource use was determined by an Advisory Panel and the costs of the different 


procedures were obtained from various sources, e.g. the cost of autologous chondrocyte 


transplantation was obtained from the prosthesis price list.  The authors assumed that assessment costs 


and rehabilitation costs were identical so were not included in the comparison.  The price year (and 


time horizon) was not explicitly stated for the different resource use items, except for the prostheses 


(August 2010).  The cost analysis found that the total costs of MACI/ACI (biopsy and grafting) 


procedure were significantly higher per knee than either mosaicplasty and microfracture ($14,083 vs. 


$2,639 and $1,405, respectively).  The main cost difference between the procedures was that 


MACI/ACI required the cost of the chondrocyte cell culture and Tisseel sealant ($11,780).  The 


Committee felt that the conclusions which can be drawn from this review were limited by the quantity 


and the quality of evidence.   


 


The updated MSAC report published in 201230 concluded that MACI was superior to microfracture 


(and mosaicplasty) with respect to less need for subsequent surgery and also in terms of clinical 


outcomes; therefore a costing analysis was no longer sufficient and a cost-effectiveness/cost-utility 


analysis was required.  A proposed model structure for the economic evaluation was presented using a 


decision tree with a Markov process, along with information on resource use and costs.  They stated 


utility values would be obtained from the literature.  However, no results of the cost-effectiveness 


analysis were presented. 


 


Of the remaining four published peer-reviewed journal articles which are summarised in Table 1: one 


study was a cross-sectional retrospective study (Derrett et al101) and the other three studies were 
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decision analytical modelling studies (Gerlier et al102; Samuelson et al103; Koerber et al104).  The 


retrospective study was conducted in the UK, and the other three studies were based on literature and 


some trial data from Belgium, Germany and the USA.  Three studies assessed the cost-effectiveness 


of ACI compared with other interventions: mosaicplasty (Derrett et al 101); microfracture (Gerlier et al 
102); mosaicplasty and microfracture with different versions of ACI (ACI-C, ACI-P and MACI) 


(Koerber et al104); Samuelson et al103 compared ACI-C with ACI-P to see whether it was more cost-


effective.  


 


The patient populations varied.  The retrospective study by Derrett et al101 was based on 95 patients, 


of whom 53 patients received ACI, 20 patients received mosaicplasty and 22 patients were on the 


waiting list for ACI.  The patients who received ACI were slightly younger than those who had 


received mosaicplasty (31.9 years vs. 34.9 years; p = 0.17) and more men received ACI (53% men vs. 


47% women) compared with mosaicplasty (45% men vs. 55% women).  The three economic models 


were based on clinical data and data from the literature. Gerlier et al102 compared adult patients who 


were less than 50 years of age (a mean age of 35 years at model entry) with symptomatic cartilage 


lesions of the femoral condyles who had not yet developed osteoarthritis and the key efficacy data 


came from the TIG/ACI trial.  


Samuelson et al 103 compared adult patients with a mean age of 30 years with a focal chondral injury 


which satisfied the conditions for an ACI repair.  


The model by Koerber et al104 was said to be based on the model by Gerlier et al102. In their 


supplementary file they stated that the study population was patients aged 32 years with symptomatic, 


isolated cartilage defects and no contra indication.  None of the economic models specified the 


number of hypothetical patients used for the modelling. 


 


The time horizon for any study should be long enough to capture all the benefits that would accrue 


from the different interventions.  The follow-up length in the studies varied.  The Derrett et al101 study 


was based on follow-up data for two years. The economic model by Gerlier et al102 used two time 


horizons: a short-term time horizon of 5 years to take into account knee pain and mobility after the 


initial intervention (this information was obtained from a 5 year RCT which compared ACI with 


ChondroCelect (CC) and microfracture) and a long-term time horizon of 40 years to take into account 


the development of osteoarthritis after 15 years and the need for a total knee replacement after 20 


years.  Samuelson et al103 based their model on 10-year time horizon which corresponded with the 


longest term evidence which was available in the literature. Koerber et al104 stated that on the basis of 


the German life expectancy of the patients in the model the timeframe was set to 47 years.  Although 


the authors did not explicitly state the cycle length – from the information provided this can be 


deduced as one year.  Both Gerlier et al102 and Samuelson et al103 did not report the cycle length which 
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was used in the model and none of the three studies applied a half-cycle correction to the economic 


models.  


 


Study perspective is crucial to the economic evaluation as it will determine whether the appropriate 


resource use and costs have been collected, calculated and reported.  Only two studies explicitly stated 


the viewpoint for the economic analysis: Gerlier et al102 conducted the study from the perspective of 


the global healthcare payer; whereas Koerber et al104 conducted their study from the viewpoint of the 


German statutory health insurance.  All four studies conducted a cost-utility analysis where the final 


outcomes were reported as quality-adjusted life years (QALYs).  In addition, the study by Derrett et 


al101 used a range of outcome measures to compare the groups after surgery.  The post-operative group 


consisted of patients who received either ACI or mosaicplasty who were compared with the ACI 


waiting list group.  Outcome measures these included: 


• the Cincinnati knee rating scale which assesses 11 components including subjective 


symptoms such as pain and swelling and functional activity level such as walking and 


climbing stairs scores – these scores were higher in the combined surgery group than the 


waiting list group;  


• the Pain Disability Index which helps patients measure the degree their daily lives are 


disrupted by pain - the authors found that patients in the combined surgery group had less 


pain than the waiting list group (p=0.09); and  


• the generic health-related quality of life - EQ-5D-3L measure. Patients in the combined group 


had statistically significantly higher EQ-5D scores than the waiting list group (0.61 vs. 0.41; 


p=0.03).  The EQ-5D measure was used to calculate the quality-adjusted life years.   


 


The study by Gerlier et al102 used data from the SF-36 measure to calculate QALYs (this information 


was collected over a period of 60 months after randomisation from an RCT); in addition they also 


used the Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) which evaluates 5 key dimensions – 


pain, symptoms, activities of daily living, sport and recreation function and knee-related quality of 


life.  Samuelson et al103 obtained utility values from the literature to calculate QALYs, although they 


did not specifically state which instrument or what method was used to estimate these utility values 


which were used in the model.  In addition, some studies used in the model had used the Lysholm 


knee score (this measure contains eight domains with a higher score indicating a better outcome) to 


estimate the utility values.  Koerber et al104 obtained from the literature (no information sources were 


provided) and were based on the following: utility after treatment pain free (high functionality), utility 


with low functionality of the knee (medium functionality) and utility before knee prosthesis with 


strong pain (low functionality) [Koerber et al104]. 
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Derrett et al101 provided a comprehensive breakdown of resource use and costs which were collected 


for the economic evaluation.  These included secondary-care resource use related to each procedure 


which was collected from patients’ electronic and medical records from the time-point of the first pre-


operative outpatient appointment to 2 years post-operatively.  In addition, they also stated price year 


for which the costing was undertaken (year 2003-2004).  The resource use and costs of the surgical 


procedures and the follow-up costs after initial interventions which were used in the model have been 


comprehensively listed by Gerlier et al102  This included information detailing the length of stay for 


each procedure and follow-up stage and also stating the price year for the economic analysis (year 


2008).  Both Samuelson et al103 and Koerber et al104 provided resource use and cost information, 


however it was not as detailed as the two earlier studies.  For example, for the different procedures the 


components were not individually listed and the price years for which the economic analysis was not 


explicitly stated – therefore researchers cannot use these unit costs for their own studies or to conduct 


a cost comparison with their own or with other studies.   


 


All three economic models performed discounting using both 3% for costs and outcomes, except for 


Gerlier et al102  who used 1.5% for outcomes.  Derrett and colleagues101 in their two-year retrospective 


study did not conduct discounting stating “that costs tended to occur in the first year, making 


discounting unnecessary….the exact timing of post-operative benefit accrual was unknown”  (Derrett 


et al101).  Discounting is important in cost-effectiveness analyses as it  converts future costs into 


present values, thereby allowing comparisons between costs and benefits that occur at different times.  


This is especially important for different interventions where costs usually occur in the current time 


period, whilst benefits are usually not evident until some point in the future; hence, discounting 


should have been undertaken by Derrett and colleagues101 because the study length was greater than 


one year. 


 


The results and the conclusions offered by each study differed: Derrett et al 101 found that the average 


cost was higher for ACI compared with mosaicplasty (£10,600 vs. £7,948 in 2003/04 


prices).Outcomes in terms of EQ-5D were better for the ACI group compared with mosaicplasty (0.64 


vs. 0.47), this difference was not statistically significant.  Overall, the incremental cost-effectiveness 


ratio (ICER) for providing ACI relative to mosaicplasty was £16,349.  


 


 Gerlier and colleagues102   found that the mean costs of ChondroCelect ACI were higher compared 


with microfracture (€29,808 vs. €9,006 in 2008 prices), but the overall mean QALYs were also higher 


for the ACI group (21.08 vs. 19.79).  The authors found that the probability of ACI being cost-


effective was approximately 80% if the payer has a willingness to pay €22,000 per QALY.  The cost 


per QALY gained for ACI over microfracture was €16,229.   
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Samuelson and colleagues103  found that the total costs of ACI-C were slightly higher than ACI-P – a 


difference of $188 ($66,940 vs. $66,752); however, there was some conflicting evidence when they 


later say that ACI-C was less expensive by $941.  The earlier figure we presume relates to the initial 


cost difference and the latter figure must be after the model was run for 10 years – however, this was 


not explicitly stated.  Also, no further information or breakdown was provided by the authors to show 


how these costs were obtained or calculated.  Individual QALY means were not reported over the 10-


year period, except the authors stated that ACI-C was more effective by 0.07 QALYs.  The authors 


calculated a cost per QALY for each of the two different ACI interventions by dividing the cost of the 


intervention by the QALY to get a cost per QALY; however, this was not an incremental cost. Also, 


we could not work backwards to find out what these individual costs and QALYs where for each 


intervention.  From the information gleamed from the paper, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio 


should have been reported as the cost per QALY gained of ACI-C relative to ACI-P is $13,443 


($941/0.07).  


 


Koerber et al104 reported mean costs and QALYs for each intervention separately; the costs ranging 


from €13,445 (microfracture) to €21,204 (MACI) and QALYs ranging from 19.47 (mosaicplasty) to 


19.80 (MACI).  The cost per QALY gained was worked out for each intervention in relation to 


microfracture, the authors found that mosaicplasty was dominated by microfracture (microfracture 


was cheaper and more effective).  Whereas the cost per QALY gained ranged from €40,523 for ACI-


C to €56,370 for ACI-P both in relation to microfracture. 


 


Sensitivity analyses are important in economic analyses as they deal with uncertainty around key 


parameters and assumptions made in the model and help confirm the robustness of the results.   All 


four studies conducted some sort of sensitivity analyses ranging from the most simplistic one-way 


sensitivity analyses (Derrett et al101) to the more sophisticated probabilistic analyses (Gerlier et al, .102; 


Koerber et al104). 


 


All four peer-reviewed journal articles had some methodological shortcomings.  For example, the 


study by Derrett et al101 which was a retrospective, cross-sectional study, patients were not randomly 


assigned to treatment groups and follow-up was for only 2 years.  The perspective of the economic 


analysis was not stated and both costs and benefits were not discounted; only one sensitivity analysis 


was carried out which looked at the lowering the costs of the ACI (where the ICER decreased 


slightly), and there were no pre-operative utility scores for both groups (therefore utility values from a 


waiting list group were used). Gerlier et al102 felt that there were not enough data on the probability 


and time to occurrence for specific events such as TKR which meant that a Markov model could not 


be developed.  Another key limitation was the lack of long-term clinical follow-up data which could 


be used in the model; however, one of the strengths of the study was the use of the data from the RCT 
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to help populate the model.  The limitations in the study by Samuelson et al103  are most notably the 


inability to calculate the ICER (cost per QALY gained of ACI-C relative to ACI-P) accurately, short 


follow-up (10 years), perspective of the economic analysis was not stated, lack of trial data  and the 


model relied heavily on assumptions and data from different studies in the literature, lack of data on 


the quality of life i.e. the authors assumed utility values after both ACI-C and ACI-P were the same, 


as where the failure rates.  Koerber et al104 did not explicitly evaluate ACI, but merely used ACI as an 


example to explain early evaluation and value-based pricing of regenerative medical technologies; 


although they did provide a supplementary file with some of the model inputs.  


 


The quality of the reporting of the economic analyses by the four articles was assessed using the 27 


point CHEERS checklist (Husereau et al99). Koerber et al did not identify the study as an economic 


evaluation in the title nor did it provide a structured abstract (Koerber et al104) (see Appendix IX B1).  


Only two studies reported the viewpoint of the economic analysis (Gerlier et al102  Koerber et al104). 


Samuelson et al103 did not describe all the comparators fully.  The choice of health outcomes was well 


reported by all four studies; in terms of analytical methods and study parameters these were best 


reported by Derrett et al101  and Gerlier et al102.  The article by Gerlier and colleagues102 was the most 


comprehensively completed in terms of economic analysis using the CHEERS checklist: 18 of the 27 


statements (66.7%) were a yes, 4 statements (14.8%) were partially completed, two statements (7.4%) 


were not completed and three statements (11.1%) did not apply.  The least comprehensive article in 


terms of the economic analysis was the article by Koerber et al104  in which their study resulted in yes 


only to 7 of the 27 statements (25.9%), 8 statements were partially completed (29.6%), five statements 


were not completed (18.5%) and 3 statements did not apply (11.1%). 


 


Using the adapted Phillips et al100 32-point checklist to critical appraise the economic models, overall 


the four articles adequately reported: the objective of the model evaluation, the structure of the model, 


the type of model for the decision problem, the methods and assumptions to extrapolate short-term 


results into final outcomes, and the costs used in the model (see Appendix IX B2).  The models did 


not provide clear justification if any feasible options were excluded, the cycle length was not 


explicitly stated in any of the studies, the choice of baseline data was not justified, none of the 


methods used expert opinion and neither did any of the models apply a half-cycle correction and its 


omission was not justified.  Again, the article by Gerlier and colleagues102 was the most 


comprehensive analysis when using Philips et al100 checklist to critique the article: 21 of the 32 


statements (65.7%) were a yes, 5 statements (15.6%) were partially completed, and six statements 


(18.8%) were not completed.  The article by Samuelson et al103  was not as comprehensively 


completed in terms of the economic model: only 8 of the 32 statements were a yes (25.0%), 10 


statements (31.3%) were only partially completed and 9 statements were not completed (28.1%).  
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We also note an Austrian HTA report by Kunzl and colleagues from the Ludwig Boltzmann 


Gesellschaft HTA unit which commented that Austria was one of the few countries that funded 


ACI.105 However the LBG HTA report concluded that in 2009 there was a lack of evidence that ACI 


was more clinically effective than the other options. No cost-effectiveness analysis was performed. 


3.4 Discussion 
The cost-effectiveness search highlighted six studies which had been published since 2004; these 


studies were classed as full economic evaluations on the use of ACI, microfracture and mosaicplasty 


for repairing symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee.  These studies included two 


technology assessment reports – one from the UK (Clar and colleagues3) and one from Australia 


(MSAC30).  In addition, there was one cross-sectional study from the UK and three economic 


modelling studies (one each from Belgium, Germany and the USA).   


 


All the articles had shortcomings.  The main limitations are summarised below: 


• All models (including the Clar et al 3 study) were decision models and no models were 


Markov-type models.  A Markov model is more appropriate than a decision model due to the 


nature and progression of the disease and because articular cartilage defects can evolve over 


time.    


• There was a lack of long-term clinical follow-up data and any studies with trial data were 


only for short periods (i.e. 2 years).  The model would ideally need two time horizons: a 


short-term model (i.e. 3 years) to look at the short-term benefits of ACI and its comparators 


and a long-term model (i.e. 40 years) to look at the longer-term benefits of ACI and its 


comparators and the need for total knee replacement. 


• The models didn’t take into account all the various health states that a patient with 


symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee can progress through over time.   


• As all the economic models were decision models, transition probabilities were not reported.  


These probabilities are important for Markov models as it shows the direction and speed of 


transitions between the different health states. 


• There was also a lack of good quality of life data in each of the studies and different 


instruments and methods which were used in estimating utilities/QALYs were not always 


reported.  Good quality of life data is important to show the benefits which evolve over time 


from ACI and its comparators. 


• Finally, not all resource use, costs and price years were reported.  Good resource use and cost 


data are important as technologies are always evolving and accurate costings are needed to 


make comparisons with other treatments/interventions.   
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Table 4. Study characteristics 


Author  


Publication year 


Country 


Aims, study design and 


patient group 


Economic evaluation type, 


model, perspective & 


currency and price year 


Costs and outcomes Results 


Derrett et al  


2005101 


Country: UK 


 


Aim: To assess costs and 


health status outcomes after 


ACI and mosaicplasty 


 


Study design: Cross-sectional 


retrospective study 


 


Patient group and numbers: 


- 53 ACI recipients 
- 20 mosaicplasty recipients 
- 22 ACI waiting list (ACI 


WL) recipients 
 


Mean age (% male): 


- ACI: 31.9 (53%) 
- Mosaicplasty: 34.9 (45%) 
- ACI WL: n/a (59%) 


Type: Cost-utility analysis 


 


Model: None 


 


Perspective: Not stated 


 


Currency and price year:  


UK £ - 2003-2004 prices 


 


Time horizon: 2 years 


 


Discounting: None 


Resource use and costs: 


Operations/treatments, 


arthroscopies, inpatient stay, 


day case and outpatient visits, 


MRI scans, histology and x-


rays 


 


Outcomes:  


- Modified Cincinnati Knee 
Rating System 


- Pain Disability Index 
- EQ-5D-3L used to 


calculate QALYs 
 


Sensitivity analyses: One-way 


Outcomes - EQ-5D means: 


- ACI = 0.64  
- Mosaicplasty = 0.47 


 


Costs:  


- ACI = £10,600 
- Mosaicplasty = £7,948 


 


ICER: 


- £16,349 cost per QALY 


Gerlier et al 


2010102 


Country: Belgium 


Aim: To assess the cost-


effectiveness of ACI with 


ChondroCelect (CC) compared 


with microfracture. 


Type: Cost-utility analysis 


 


Model: Decision tree 


 


Resource use and costs: 


Reimbursed drugs,  medical 


procedures including ACI with 


CC and microfracture, 


Outcomes - QALY means: 


- CC = 21.08 
- Microfracture = 19.79 


 


Costs:  
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Study design: Decision tree 


model 


 


Patient group: 


Adult patients < 50 years of 


age with symptomatic cartilage 


lesions of the femoral condyles 


who had not developed 


osteoarthritis 


Perspective: Global healthcare 


payer (public payer 


reimbursement plus possible 


patient co-payment) 


 


Currency and price year:  


Euro’s € - 2008 prices 


 


Time horizon: 5 and 40 years 


 


Discounting:  


Costs - 3%; Effects - 1.5% 


consultations, hospitalisations 


and follow-up 


 


Outcomes:  


- Knee injury and 
Osteoarthritis Outcome 
Score (KOOS)  


- SF-36 collected from an 
RCT used to calculate 
QALYs 


 


Sensitivity analyses:  


One-way, two-way and 


probabilistic 


- CC = €29,808 
- Microfracture = €9,006 


 


ICER: 


- €16,229 cost per QALY 


Samuelson et al 


2012103 


Country: USA 


Aim: To assess the cost-


effectiveness of ACI-C vs. 


ACI-P 


 


Study design: Decision tree 


model 


 


Patient group: 


Adult patients (30 years of 


age) with a focal chondral 


injury which satisfies the 


Type: Cost-utility analysis 


 


Model: Decision tree 


 


Perspective: Not stated 


 


Currency and price year:  


US$ - price year not stated 


 


Time horizon: 10 years 


 


Resource use and costs: Initial 


consultation, follow-up visits, 


surgical costs, ACI, physical 


therapy, medical equipment 


 


Outcomes:  


- Lysholm knee score 
- Utility values from 


literature used to calculate 
QALYs 


 


Sensitivity analyses: 


Outcomes: 


- ACI-C = not stated 
- ACI-P = not stated 


 


Costs (total):  


- ACI-C = $66,940 
- ACI-P = $66,752 


 


ICER: 


- Not calculated 
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conditions for ACI repair Discounting: 


Costs – 3%; Effects – 3% 


Threshold  


Koerber et al 


2013104 


Country: Germany 


Aim: To assess cost-


effectiveness of mosaicplasty, 


ACI-P, ACI-C, MACI 


compared with microfracture 


 


Study design: Decision tree 


model 


 


Patient group: 


Patients aged 32 years with 


symptomatic, isolated cartilage 


defects and no contra 


indication. 


Type: Cost-utility analysis 


 


Model: Decision tree 


 


Perspective: German statutory 


health insurance 


 


Currency and price year:  


Euros € - price year not stated 


 


Time horizon: 47 years 


 


Discounting: 


Costs – 3%; Effects – 3% 


Resource use and costs: 


Surgical treatments, inpatient 


stays, outpatient visits, 


arthroscopy, revisions, GP 


visits, imaging, physiotherapy 


and medications 


 


Outcomes:  


- Utility values from 
literature used to calculate 
QALYs 


 


Sensitivity analyses: 


Probabilistic 


Outcomes - QALY means: 


- Microfracture = 19.66 
- Mosaicplasty = 19.47 
- ACI-P = 19.76 
- ACI-C = 19.79 
- MACI = 19.80 


 


Costs:  


- Microfracture = €13,445 
- Mosaicplasty = €17,774 
- ACI-P = €19,082 
- ACI-C = €18,713 
- MACI = €21,204 


 


ICER:  


Cost per QALY gained in 


relation to Microfracture 


- Mosaicplasty is dominated 
by microfracture 


- ACI-P = €56,370 per 
QALY gained 


- ACI-C = €40,523 per 
QALY gained 


- MACI = €55,421 per 
QALY gained 
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 Chapter 4. Commentary on submissions by manufacturers 4


and by the Oswestry group including data from the ACTIVE 


trial  
 


4.1 ChondroCelect 
The submission on ChondroCelect was prepared by Swedish Orphan Biovitrum AB on behalf of 


Tigenix. ChondroCelect was developed by TiGenix, a cell therapy development company based in 


Belgium. (www.tigenix.com). It was approved by EMA in 2009, and the commercial launch in 


Europe was in 2010. The first country to approve reimbursement was Belgium in 2011, followed by 


The Netherlands in 2012. ChondroCelect was licensed to be marketed in Europe by Swedish Orphan 


Biovitrum (Stockholm) in 2014.  


 


The submission starts with a concise and accurate account of cartilage structure and defects, and 


treatment options. It then goes on to present evidence of clinical effectiveness from four sources; 


• The randomised controlled trial TIG/ACT/01/2000. (TIG is short for Tigenix) 


• A “compassionate use” case series. 


• A “non-interventional” study – a registry based cohort from routine care in Belgium and the 


Netherlands where ACI is funded, with 153 patients reaching 6 months or more of follow-up. 


• The Belgian reimbursement scheme. 


The submission notes the evolution of ACI over time. The TIG/ACT trial used the Brittberg technique 


using a periosteal flap (ACI-P). The compassionate case series used the same technique but with a 


collagen membrane (ACI-C). The manufacturer notes that current ACI mostly uses a cell-loading 


technique. The cells are loaded into the membrane by the surgeon. 


 


As explained earlier, we regard ACI-P as obsolete because it requires more theatre time and has more 


subsequent costs (shaving of hypertrophy) but no clinical advantage.54 However we give details of the 


TIG/ACT trial below. It was a good quality trial but results may now be better, with ACI-C. We also 


give an account of the compassionate use case series and the other sources. 


 


The product used in both trial and case series had “characterised” chondrocytes. 


 



http://www.tigenix.com/
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4.1.1 Trial data: ACI-P versus MF – TIG/ACT/01/2000 
 


This trial compared ACI-P with characterized chondrocyte implantation (CCI) against MF in patients 


with symptomatic cartilage defects of the femoral condyles. The 5-year results are reported by 


Vanlauwe et al 2011.40 Other papers from this study include Saris 200866 and Saris 2009.67 The former 


provides 12 and 18 month follow-up results and the latter has 36 month follow-up results. 


 


Patient characteristics 


Patients were aged between 18 and 50 years with a single symptomatic cartilage lesion (ICRS grade 


III or IV) of size between 1 and 5 cm2 in the femoral condyles of the knee and gave consent to follow 


a strict rehabilitation protocol.  


 


118 patients were randomised, 57 to the ACI-P CCI group and 61 to the MF group. Six of the ACI 


patients were withdrawn because of failed chondrocyte expansion (n=1) or negative ChondroCelect 


(CC) score (n=5), (CC score helps predict whether the cells can grow into stable hyaline cartilage in 


vivo) so only 51 patients were included in the analysis. Details of baseline characteristics of these 


patients are from previous studies – Saris et al 2008/2009.66, 67 The mean ages of patients were similar 


in both groups (33.9 years).  Most patients were male (61% in ACI and 67% in MF). Mean weights 


were similar (78.3 kg in ACI, 80.6kg in MF, BMI not reported). Median durations of symptoms were 


similar (1.97 years in ACI, 1.57 in MF).  37% in ACI and 21% in MF had had more than two previous 


knee procedures.  In the ACI group, five had had previous microfracture, three had had subchondral 


drilling, and one had had abrasion arthroplasty. Only 12% of patients in ACI and 23% in MF groups 


had no history of previous knee surgery, including arthroscopy. At baseline arthroscopy, 98% of 


patients in ACI and 97% in MF had a single cartilage lesion, mostly grade IV lesions. Mean sizes of 


defects after debridement were 2.6 cm2 in ACI and 2.4 cm2 in MF.  


 


More information is available in the paper by Vanlauwe and colleagues 40. Patients in each group 


were categorised into re-intervention (RIG) or no re-intervention groups (NRIG) based on whether 


they underwent re-intervention on the index lesion during the study period. Seven patients in the ACI 


group and 10 patients in the MF group underwent re-intervention on their index lesion mainly because 


of recurring pain. In the ACI group, 5% patients in the NRIG group and none in the RIG group had 


BMI of >30 kg/m2.  


 


Details of intervention and comparators 


Details of intervention and comparators were given in Saris et al 2008/2009. All patients underwent 


baseline arthroscopy to assess eligibility to participate in the study.  Patients in the MF group were 


treated following a technique recommended by Steadman and colleagues98 and those allocated to the 
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ACI group were treated following the method recommended by Brittberg and colleagues.19   Patients 


allocated to ACI group had cells implanted about 27 days after initial arthroscopy, secured beneath a 


periosteal flap.  


 


Patients from both groups underwent an identical rehabilitation programme. In the first two weeks 


after surgery, patients were not allowed to bear any weight on their operated knee. After this, they 


were allowed to bear weight of up to 10-15 kg in the third week and in the fourth to sixth weeks the 


weight was increased up to 15-30 kg. Then, the weight was increased progressively as long as patients 


could tolerate it. For the first eight weeks, all patients wore an unloader brace.  


 


Duration of follow-up 


Patients were followed up for 60 months 


 


Outcomes 


At 12 months, cartilage biopsies were collected via arthroscopy from the middle of the repaired tissue 


for histopathological analysis. The primary outcome measure was change in overall KOOS score from 


baseline at 36 months and 60 months. Other outcomes included adverse events, changes from baseline 


in different KOOS domains, and analysis of overall KOOS after adjusting for the baseline covariates 


overall KOOS, age, associated lesions and lesion location. Exploratory analysis was undertaken 


according to the time since onset of symptoms (<3 years or ≥3 years) and age (<35 years vs. ≥35 


years). 


 


Treatment failure was defined as ‘a reintervention affecting more than 20% of the index lesion’. Time 


to treatment failure was defined as ‘the time between the end of the surgical procedure and the date of 


failure or reintervention’. All treated patients were included in the efficacy and safety population.  


 


Results 


KOOS results were available from 43 patients in the ACI group and 45 patients in the MF group at 


both 36 and 60 months. (To recap, an increase in KOOS score indicates improvement. A score of 100 


indicates no symptoms, a score of 0 is worst possible.) 
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Table 5. Mean change in overall KOOS score and subscales* from baseline at 60 months 


 60 months (total group) 


 ACI (SE) MF (SE) Difference 


(95% CI, p 


value) 


Overall KOOS 21.17 


(2.88) 


14.07 


(2.54) 


7.10 (-0.52 to 


14.73; p=0.068) 


Activities of 


daily living 


16.42 


(2.97) 


11.35  


(2.62) 


5.07 (-2.79 to 


12.94; p=0.203) 


Pain 19.04 


(3.17) 


13.27 


(2.74) 


5.77 (-2.55 to 


14.09; p=0.172) 


Symptoms/stiff


ness 


17.70 


(2.82) 


10.90 


(2.52) 


6.81 (-0.70 to 


14.32; p=0.075) 


Quality of life 32.12 


(4.30) 


21.23 


(3.87) 


10.89 (-0.59 to 


22.38; p=0.062) 


Function, sports 


and recreational 


activities 


32.50 


(5.88) 


22.98 


(5.69) 


9.52 (-6.87 to 


25.90; p=0.250) 


*All sub-scales range from 0 to 100 


At 60 months follow-up, the overall KOOS score and its subdomains improved in both treatment 


groups (Table 6). The difference between the two groups was not statistically significant (7.10 95% 


CI -0.52 to 14.73; p=0.068). In both treatment groups, the improvement in mean KOOS score started 


as early as six months and was maintained up to 60 months follow-up (Table 6). 


 
Table 6. Mean change in overall KOOS score from baseline 


Time-point ACI MF 


Baseline 56.30 59.53 


 Change from baseline Change from baseline 


6 months 14.27 13.18 


12 months 16.96 13.54 


18 months 18.45 15.5 


24 months 19.38 13.09 


30 months 20.71 15.16 


36 months 21.35 14.72 


60 months 21.17 14.07 
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In the subgroup analysis according to the duration of onset of symptoms, the mean improvement in 


KOOS score was greater in the ACI group than MF in patients with onset of symptoms <3 years 


duration (25.96 (SE 3.45) vs. 15.28 (SE 3.17); difference: 10.69 (95% CI 1.30 to 20.07, p=0.026)). 


There was no significant different in the mean KOOS score between the groups in patients with onset 


of symptoms >3 years duration (ACI: 13.09 (SE 4.78) vs. MF: 17.02 (SE 4.50); p=0.554).  


 


Subgroup analysis by age found no statistical difference between the treatment groups (younger age 


patients <35 years: ACI 22.4 (SE 3.70) vs. MF 16.59 (SE 3.55); p=0.262; patient aged 35 years and 


more: ACI 19.61 (SE 4.51) vs. MF 15.16 (SE 4.01); p=0.465). 


 


Seven patients (13.7%) in the CCI group and ten patients (16.4%) in the MF failed the treatment and 


had to undergo revision surgery on the index lesion. Most of the failures in the MF group occurred in 


the first three years while those in the ACI group occurred in the fourth year or later. The Kaplan 


Meier (KM) figure (Figure 3 in the published paper) depicting time to failure has been reproduced 


below (Figure 2).  


 
Figure 2. Time to failure (reproduced from the published study) 


 


The number of failures was lower in male patients than in female patients (ACI: 6/19 females vs. 1/32 


males; RR 4.21 95% CI 1.03 to 17.57; MF: 7/20 females vs. 3/41 males; RR 4.78 95% CI 1.49 to 


15.62). 


 


Radiographic results of 49 patients taken at baseline and at 60 months were available. The Kellgren-


Lawrence score, which is a method of grading severity of knee osteoarthritis, showed no difference 


between the two treatment groups at 60 months.  
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More patients in the ACI group experienced at least one related AE than those in the MF group (82% 


vs. 62%) during the five years. The AEs were mild to moderate in intensity. The most common AE 


reported was arthralgia (75% ACI vs. 62% MF in first 3 years; 36-60 months – ACI 14% vs. 4% MF). 


Other AEs included joint swelling (22% in ACI and 7% in the MF group in first three years; from 36-


60 months 0% in CCI and 2% in MF group), joint effusion (12% in ACI vs. 2% in MF between 36 


and 60 months). None of the effusions were categorised as severe.  


 


There were three AEs classed as serious in the ACI group considered related to treatment; one deep 


vein thrombosis, one arthralgia and one tendinitis.  


 


At the end of the follow-up, most of the AEs had disappeared but there were 3/37 cases and 1/40 


cases of effusion in ACI group and MF respectively.  


 


Commentary 


Better results were seen with ACI in patients with shorter duration (< 3 years) of chondral defects. 


 


4.1.2 Case series. 
The baseline characteristics of patients in the case series were more varied in some ways than in the 


RCT, as shown in Table 7. 


 


Table 7. Comparison of baseline characteristics trial and case series patients 


 RCT Case series 


Age mean (range) 34 (18-50) 34 (range not given) 


Male % 64% 57% 


Duration of injury Median 1.57 yrs, range 0-18  


Site Femoral condyles Medial condyle 43%, patella 


19%, lateral condyle 15%, 


trochlea 9%,  condyle 


unspecified 7% 


Previous procedures   88% in ACI group, with 37% 


having had 2 or more, “in 


particular marrow stimulation” 


Not reported 


BMI > 30 10% . 


Mean BMI  25 


Mean weight 81kg  
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Inclusions Symptomatic single lesion of 


femoral condyles. Between 1 


and 5 cm2 in size. 


No predefined entry criteria. 


Exclusions Significant knee abnormalities, 


patellar lesions, OA, previous 


mosaicplasty, MFX in previous 


year 


Active infection at biopsy site, 


significant OA, drug allergies 


Size of lesion 1-5 cm2 3.5 cm2 (0.2 – 20) 


 


The outcomes in the compassionate use case series were the Clinical Global Impression measures of 


improvement (CGI-I) and efficacy (CGI-E). CGI-I measures change from baseline (no change, 


improvement, worsening). CGI-E has 4 points: very good, moderate, slight, no change or worse. 


Results were divided into short-term follow-up (under 18 months, mean 9 months, which is too short 


for best outcome) and longer term (> 18 months, mean 27 months) but figures in each group are not 


given. 


 


Note that these scales are reported by the surgeon not the patient. The CGI-I results were reported as 


showing good outcomes (much improved or very much improved) in 68%, with serious worsening in 


only 2%. The CGI-E results showed 38% with very good results, 36% with moderate improvement, 


12% with slight improvement, and 11% unchanged or worse. (From table 10, page 30 – results total 


97 not 100%) 


 


The submission reports that no differences were seen by duration of follow-up (< 18 months vs >18 


months), site of lesion (patella versus condyles) or size of lesion (small vs large, not defined). Patients 


with single lesions did better than those with multiple ones, but only significantly so in CGI-I results 


(improved 86% vs. 77%). Results in multiple lesions were good. 


 


The commonest adverse event was knee pain (24%) and 54% had no AEs. As expected with the ACI-


C method, few patients (2%) developed cartilage hypertrophy. 


 


4.1.3 Registry cohort. 
Details from this cohort are sparse (pages 32 – 34) and only about half the cohort (153 of 308) have 6 


months or more of follow-up. The mean age of 32 (range 15- 50) is similar to RCT and compassionate 


use case series. The only benefit reported is an increase in KOOS, at up to 36 months, but numbers at 


each follow-up period are not given. Adverse event data comprise 5 (table 12) or 6 (text below, page 


33) treatment failures, and two DVTs amongst a total of 17 serious AEs (but no denominator given). 
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Treatment failure was defined as the need for a re-intervention for more than 20% of the treated area, 


associated with symptoms.  The summary states that no new AEs were reported in the registry cohort. 


 


4.1.4 Belgian reimbursement scheme 
Little information is reported from this source. Two procedures failed within 12 months and another 2 


failed between 12 and 24 months, in 254 patients. Only 51 patients had reached 3 years of follow-up. 


The data  show an increase in numbers treated, from 51 in the first year (May 2011 – April 2012), 93 


in the second and 110 in the third, possibly suggesting levelling off in numbers. The population of 


Belgium is 11.2 million, so the 3rd year rate is about 10 per million per year. The equivalent numbers 


per year in England would be 540, and in Wales 30. 


 


The ChondroCelect submission(page 34) argues, with some justification (see chapter 2 of this report), 


that ACI is more successful as primary procedure than in patients who have had previous MF. The 


Minas study72 is cited in support of the assertion.  


 


4.1.5 Cost-effectiveness.  
HRQoL was measured using the SF-36 questionnaire which was administered at the following time 


points: 18, 24, 30, 36, 48 and 60 months post procedure.  At 36 months SF-36 scores were slightly 


better for ACI.  However, the submission did not provide a total score for the SF-36 scores.  


 


Introduction and model structure 


The economic analysis by the manufacturers used a de novo Markov model to assess the cost-


effectiveness of ACI in relation to MF from an NHS and Personal Social Services (PSS) perspective.  


Both costs and outcomes were discounted at a rate of 3.5% per annum in line with NICE guidelines.  


Only the written assessment was provided to ERG.  The model used is simpler than the Warwick one 


but is regarded as fit for purpose. 


 


Microfracture was considered to be the only relevant comparator for ACI and other comparators such 


as mosaicplasty were not considered for this analysis – this is a reasonable assumption.  The 


submission states that mosaicplasty is little used and “not recommended by NICE”. The last assertion 


is not quite correct. The NICE Interventional Procedures Guidance (2006)32, which is concerned only 


with safety and efficacy (not cost-effectiveness), states that there were no major safety concerns, and 


mentions; “some evidence of short-term efficacy but data on long-term efficacy inadequate.”  


Evidence of benefit came from an RCT with only one year of follow-up, in which ACI was better, and 


from case series with 2 or 3 years follow-up. NICE recommended that mosaicplasty should be used 
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only with “special arrangements for consent and audit or research”. So it is correct to say that NICE 


has not recommended mosaicplasty in routine care. 


 


The model is similar to the Warwick assessment group model where patients enter the model at the 


time they receive the procedure (ACI or MF).  However, there are differences between the Warwick 


model and this submission: the cycle length used in the submission model is 1 month, whereas the 


Warwick model used a cycle length of one year.   The average age of patients receiving a procedure in 


the submission model is 33 years and the model has time horizon of 75 years – on this basis the model 


assumes that patients can live up to an average age of 108 years (however, they did state by this point 


>99.9% of patients will have died).  The model is separated by gender, but we know that there is no 


difference is the success or failure of the two different procedures if lesions are comparable.106  


 


The model structure is logical and similar to the Warwick model as it allows both temporary and 


permanent successes.  If either MF or ACI fail, the patient has debridement to remove the damaged 


tissue and can go on to receive another repair, but this second repair is MF only.  Otherwise the 


patient may choose not to have a repair and are offered conservative pain relief treatment only.  If this 


second repair (MF) fails, the patient will receive debridement and pain relief only.   


 


Patients who receive best supportive care, may deteriorate and are assessed for a TKR.  The 


submission model assumes that a patient can only receive up to a maximum of three TKRs.  The 


modelling uses time to treatment failure as the outcome that drives the ICERs, using 5-year data from 


the TGC/ACI RCT and the compassionate use case series. Delaying treatment failure leads to 


postponement of TKR costs. If the second TKR fails then the patient receives just analgesics.  The 


following is unclear from the submission model: 


• The average age that a patient will require a TKR 


• As evidence has shown, some patients may receive more than two TKRs. 


• Also, the first knee replacement can either be partial or a total KR. As described later, this 


affects the costs of the second replacement. 


Finally, the model assumes that patients can die at any stage from all-cause mortality, and there is a 


low risk of mortality from undergoing a TKR or a TKR revision.  


 


Model inputs 


1. Efficacy of first treatment 


The model uses time to treatment failure (TTF) as a proxy measure of treatment efficacy (i.e. when a 


new procedure for the same defect was required).  This information on time to treatment failure (i.e. 


transition probability for moving from primary treatment success to treatment failure) was obtained 
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from Kaplan-Meier plots as reported in the Vanlauwe et al article.40  This article reported that ACI 


was better than MF and that patients in the ACI group waited longer before needing a further 


procedure due to the longer benefits.  This is a reasonable assumption for the model. 


 


Four different scenarios were used for the TTF after the observed data: Scenarios 1 to 3 assumed no 


ACI benefit after the observed data, or after 10 or 20 years, at which point then the benefit of MF is 


applied to the patient cohort. Scenario 4 used the line of best fit for the entire model duration.  For all 


scenarios (as shown in the figures 16 to 19), ACI was better than MF; again these scenarios seem 


plausible.   


 


Another four different scenarios were also used for treatment failure using observational ACI data (to 


take into account a normal clinical setting rather than a trial setting).  The observed failure rates for 


ACI were 0.79%, 1.39% and 0.00% in years 1, 2 and 3 respectively.  A weighted average failure was 


calculated as 0.89% and this was applied.  Scenarios 1 to 3 assumed no ACI benefit after the observed 


data, or after 10 or 20 years, and in scenario 4 it was assumed that the average ACI benefit was 


maintained.   


 


2. Subsequent treatment 


The submission model in the base-case analysis assumed, based on clinical advice, that when ACI 


fails that 90% of the patients will receive MF and when MF fails that only 5% of patients receive 


another MF.  As the manufacturers said this latter value is too low (these values are set to 50% in the 


sensitivity analysis).  The submission did not explicitly state the reasons why patients who receive a 


first MF are less likely to receive second MF compared to patients who receive a ACI first. 


 


Two papers from the TIG/ACT/01/2000 trial reported failure rates for subsequent MF: Vanlauwe et al 
40 reported MF failure rate of 16.4% at 5 years (converted monthly rate 0.30%) and Saris et al67 


reported MF failure rate as 11.5% at 3 years (converted monthly rate 0.34%).  The latter value was 


used in the sensitivity analysis.  The submission assumed based on clinical advice that a second MF 


following a first MF would be half as effective i.e. twice the failure rate. 


 


Two studies which reported failure rates for debridement were used for best supportive care (BSC) 


following initial and subsequent treatment failure in the analysis: Forster et al107 reported a failure rate 


of 20.0% at 1 year (converted monthly rate was 1.84%) and Bernard et al108 reported a failure rate of 


18.0% at 5 years (converted monthly rate was 0.33%).  The latter value was used in the sensitivity 


analysis.  There is a typo on page 44 and should read – “… applying the lower failure rate (0.33% per 


month)…” instead of (1.84% per month).  Failure of BSC leads to knee replacement. 
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For TKR, based on expert clinical advice the submission model assumed that 95% of the cohort 


would be suitable for a TKR and that a TKR is expected to last for 10 to 20 years (a midpoint of 15 


years was used in the base-case submission model and was converted into a monthly transition 


probability).  For those patients that need a TKR revision, the model assumed that there was a slightly 


higher failure rate than the first TKR and the first TKR will only last for 10 years - these are plausible 


assumptions for this patient group.   


 


3. Mortality 


The manufacturers used Office of National Statistics data for all-cause mortality (split by age and 


gender) and for the base-case TKR mortality data was based on a figure reported on the NHS Choices 


website 109 (1.6%).  A paper by Mahomed et al110 was used for TKR mortality (0.7% for initial TKR 


and 1.1% for a revision TKR) in a sensitivity analysis.  As the NHS Choices website did not report a 


mortality rate for TKR revision the submission model assumed that this value would be 2.5% (i.e. 


based on Mahomed et al110 a 57.1% increased risk).  This is a reasonable assumption, as this is a 


longer operation, patients are older and rehabilitation might be slower.  


 


4. Costs 


The costs for the different procedures, rehabilitation, TKR, TKR revisions and pain relief were 


obtained from UK sources, literature and the HTA report by Clar et al3.  The cost of procedures 


included the costs of surgery, inpatient stays and physiotherapy follow-up.  The submission stated that 


cost of TKR could not be identified from the NHS reference costs so they used information from the 


previous HTA report3 (whereas the Warwick model uses an NHS reference cost for TKR).  The costs 


which have been inflated from the previous HTA report by Clar et al3 are underestimated as the wrong 


base-case year was used: the submission model should have used the year 2003/04 prices instead of 


2005/06 prices. The inflation multiplier will have been 1.286 instead of 1.200.  For example, the cost 


for MF as an inpatient procedure should be £3,020 instead of £2,818.  The submission reports that 


“All costs are updated to 2014 using the latest Hospital & Community Health Services (HCHS) 


index” – when in fact the prices are uplifted to year 2012/2013.  We have not amended any of the 


costs below, as this would mean the total costs and ICER value would be different. However, we 


believe that the magnitude and direction of the costs differences will not change substantially.  


 


The cost of ACI included the cost of the product including two-way courier and development of cell 


culture (£16,000) plus the cost of arthroscopy and cell harvest (procedure 1 - £722.45) and arthrotomy 


conducted in an outpatient setting (procedure 2 - £109.65).  However, the cost for implantation of the 


cells is an under-estimate since the procedure would be done as a day-case not an outpatient visit.  


The total cost of ACI was £16832.10.  Adjustment of the cost of the second procedure gives a total 


cost of ACI of £16832 + £722 = £17554.  The submission model also included the cost of a TKR 
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assessment which included a GP assessment and cost of an outpatient appointment (£146.65) whether 


the patient went onto to receive a TKR or not.  The cost for TKR and TKR revision (£6,500.85 and 


£12,093.24, respectively) – look plausible.   


*The submission model also included the cost of rehabilitation after ACI, MF and TKR in line with 


the Warwick model.  However, the cost used by the manufacturers is lower than the cost used in the 


Warwick model (£42.47 vs. £256.00).  In addition, the submission model also included the cost of 


pain relief medication – which consisted of paracetamol (this cost was not included as the patients 


would have purchased this over the counter) and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).  


The manufacturers estimated a weighted average cost for NSAID per month as £9.79.  This cost is 


negligible and has not been included as a cost in the Warwick model.   


 


The model also included a cost for patients who were classed as “unresolved patients”.  This cost was 


estimated at £384.43 per year which included the cost of GP visits, treatment visits, medications, 


outpatient visits, physiotherapist, prescribed aids (not specified but presumably walking aids), 


complementary (not specified) and other therapies.  This total cost was based on patients with lower 


limb osteoarthritis – however, for some patients this cost may be an over-estimate as some of these 


patients may just have pain relief medication and choose to put up with the pain.  


 


The different cost values were varied in the sensitivity analysis. 


5. *Health-related quality of life 


The submission states that there is lack of utility data in patients with a knee cartilage defect.  Utility 


scores were based upon on analysis of the SF-36 questionnaires which were collected up to 60 months 


post-surgery as reported in Gerlier et al102 in Table II.  These are plausible utility values.  The 


submission model also accounted for the decreasing utility over time by using age-related UK 


population EQ-5D weights as reported by Kind et al.111  The model assumed that after successful ACI 


and MF, patients would have the same benefits, and the utility value used after surgery was 0.8170. 


The model does not specifically state how long this benefit lasts, we can only assume it is five years 


in line with the Gerlier et al102 paper.  This does not take into account that after MF the utility value 


will stay at this value for a few years but is likely to decline later, eventually to the pre-surgery value 


as these patients are most likely to require another repair.   Values were varied in the sensitivity 


analysis. 


 


6. Adverse events 


Adverse events were not included as the manufacturers stated that there were no key differences 


between the two treatment arms. 


 


Model results 
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The total cost of ACI was £22,586. The total cost of MF was £13,547.  This means that the 


incremental costs are £8,890 and £9,129 respectively and not £8,801 and £8,801 as noted in the 


submission report.  Total QALYs gained for ACI compared with MF were 1.29. The corresponding 


ICER for ACI compared with MF was £7,077 per QALY (and not £6,997). The main cost drivers 


were the cost of the cells and the fact that fewer people needed further repair or TKR with ACI 


compared with microfracture.  The model also highlighted that further QALYs are gained by ACI 


patients when they received a subsequent MF (4.15 more QALYs when looking at QALY results 


disaggregated by health state), compared to MF patients when they received a subsequent MF (as 


these patients will fail more quickly).  


 


The sensitivity analyses found that the ICERs for the different efficacy scenarios and the subsequent 


treatment efficacy scenarios as listed earlier were consistent with the base-case analysis; that is, 


although ACI was more expensive it was also more effective.  For the subsequent treatment scenario 


in the base-case analysis, the use of subsequent MF after ACI was 90%, but only 5% had a second MF 


after the first MF (i.e. only a small proportion of patients would receive a second MF).  In the 


sensitivity analysis this value was changed so that 50% would have a second MF after both ACI and 


MF.  The resulting ICER was nearly £25,000.  This is due to more people having a MF and the QALY 


gain being lower (0.46 vs. 1.29). 


 


The ICER was also sensitive to the model time horizon.  For example, if a 5-year time horizon was 


used i.e. 5 years the resulting ICER was approximately £290,000.   This was due to the majority of 


costs of ACI being incurred upfront i.e. in the first few years and the benefits from ACI  not being 


seen till later i.e. fewer people moving to an unresolved state and fewer people in need of a TKR.  The 


model only became cost-effective when the model was run for 20 years (ICER approx. £22,000).  The 


ICER was robust to other scenarios which were tested such as different utility values, TKR mortality 


and discounting.  The probabilistic sensitivity analysis results were similar to the deterministic with 


ACI probably the most cost-effective around the £6k to £7k range (i.e. a 98.8% chance of being cost-


effective).  


 


Overall the model assumptions and results look plausible.  


4.2 Aastrom Biosciences submission 
Aastrom have now changed their name to Vericel Corporation. 


The submission from Aastrom was based mainly on the SUMMIT trial including the extension study 


up to 3 years (it will in time produce 5-year data).  The SUMMIT trial was described in detail in 


chapter 2. 
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Data from the Basad study were also presented. 


The submission states that an indirect comparison of MACI® and ACI was performed, using 


microfracture as the common comparator, but this is illustrated by two separate forest plots, one 


showing the SUMMIT results for MACI® versus MF and the other showing the Saris results for ACI 


versus MF. Some relative risks for SUMMIT versus Saris are then presented but the underlying 


methods and calculations are not provided. However results were similar and confidence intervals 


overlapped with 1. So no claim for clinical effectiveness superiority of MACI® over ACI is made. 


Data on ACI versus mosaicplasty are presented, and used to argue, reasonably, that MACI is superior 


to mosaicplasty. (page 92) 


 


Aastrom argue that the main comparator is microfracture, particularly as the lesion sizes considered in 


the submission (3 to 20 cm2) are too large for mosaicplasty. 


 


4.2.1 Cost-effectiveness 
The submission by Aastrom Biosciences did not provide any cost-effectiveness analyses due to the 


recent purchase of the MACI® product by Vericel from Sanofi.  Cost-effectiveness evidence was 


presented in the MSAC submission30 and the manufacturers aimed to adapt this. However, this was 


not possible due to time constraints, so only a budget impact/costing forecast model was provided. 


 


The budget impact model estimated by Aastrom indicated that 9,549 patients in England and Wales 


were eligible for cartilage repair in 2013.  Of these 9,549 patients as indicated by the NICE scope, 500 


of them will be eligible for MACI or an ACI in year 5.  The manufacturers assumed that there would 


be an equal split of the use of MACI and ACI.   The rest of the eligible patients would receive 


microfracture, though the reasons for not offering ACI are not explained.  Based on data from 3 


studies [Minas 200972; Nawaz 201477; Vijayan 2014112] the manufacturers reasonably assumed that re-


operations after microfracture do not have the same success rate as primary MACIs or ACIs. 


 


List prices were used for the costs for ACI (£18,300) and MACI® (£16,226 excluding VAT).  The 


cost of microfracture was £2,464 which was obtained from the NHS reference costs.113  Cost of 


theatre, surgery for implantation of MACI/ACI was assumed to be the same as the cost of 


microfracture  though our clinical opinion is that MF usually requires an inpatient stay (because of 


pain) whereas ACI is usually a day case procedure. The Aastrom assumption may therefore slightly 


disadvantage MACI®. The submission states that (page 157) that patients have one procedure. It is not 


clear whether this means that they would only have one MACI, or whether it is an error by not 


accounting for both arthroscopy and harvesting, and later implantation.  The manufacturers assumed 
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that the cost of MACI/ACI reoperation would be £16,226.  The cost of initial MF with MACI/ACI as 


second repair at an average cost of £17,623 also seems appropriate. This extra differential cost 


approximates to 3.5 extra rehabilitation visits.  The cost of rehabilitation was £376, which was 


obtained from the Unit Costs of Health and Social Care [Curtis, 2013114].  This cost was based on a 


community based physiotherapist where rehabilitation was 6 to 8 sessions, each session lasting 30 


minutes.  Alternative rehabilitation costs could have been obtained from the NHS reference costs.  


The budget impact model did not take into account any outpatient visits and any inpatient stays for 


MACI/ACI.   


 


Three-year probabilities for MACI reoperation and MF reoperation were obtained from the SUMMIT 


trial data97 and these were converted to annual probabilities: 0.005 and 0.014, respectively.  The 


annual probability for MACI was also assumed for the ACI reoperation, which seems a reasonable 


assumption.  The Saris 200967 data provided alternative three year probabilities for reoperation – these 


were converted to annual probabilities: 0.010 for ACI/MACI reoperation and 0.040 for MF 


reoperation.  The manufacturers assumed that if MACI/ACI failed then a reoperation would be either 


MACI/ACI; however, if MF failed than a reoperation would be MACI/ACI. 


 


The budget impact model explored two scenarios: one scenario with MACI/ACI as first line treatment 


and the other scenario without MACI/ACI (with MF only).  Using failure rates based on the SUMMIT 


data97 there were total cost savings from using MACI/ACI ranging from approx. £5.9 million in year 1 


to £8.3 million in year 5 – this was due to the lower reoperation rate and the expectation that 500 


procedures (of the approximate 10,000 procedures) were either MACI/ACI.  There is a typo on page 


157 and this should read “…the impact if MACI/ACI amounts to £5.9m rising to £8.3m in year 5” 


instead of “…the impact if MACI/ACI amounts to £3.7m rising to £8.3m in year 5”.  The submission 


also included a budget impact model using the higher failure rates from Saris (2009).67  There were 


further total cost savings although lower than the cost savings when the SUMMIT trial97 failure rates 


were used - using MACI/ACI the cost savings ranged from approx. £5.8 million in year 1 to £7.8 


million in year 5 – these lower cost savings were due to the need for more reoperations after MF.  In 


conclusion. The cost calculations provided by Aastrom Biosciences seem reasonable and plausible. 


 


4.3 Submission by Oswestry 
 


The Oswestry submission was received by Warwick on 16th September. It includes interim data from 


the ACTIVE trial, which has about 5 years to run.  
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4.3.1 The ACTIVE trial 
The ACTIVE trial is a MRC-funded multicentre randomized controlled trial of ACI against standard 


treatment which could include debridement, abrasion, drilling, MF, mosaicplasty or bone graft 


(according to surgeon’s discretion) in 390 patients (195 in each group) with a symptomatic chondral 


defect(s) on the medial or lateral femoral condyle or trochlea/patella who have failed previous 


treatment and who were also considered suitable for ACI/MACI.33  


 


Patients were recruited from 29 centres. Some centres recruited very few patients. The RJAH Hospital 


in Oswestry recruited 87 patients (22%). Six centres recruited between 20 and 29 patients, and another 


six recruited between 10 and 19. The other 16 centres recruited under 10 patients each. 


 


There were two sub-randomisations, the first (n=99) to compare use of periosteum against collagen 


caps, and the second (n=9) to compare two types of MACI – MACI and Chondron.  


 


Quality assessment 


Using the modified Coleman methodology score, the study scored a total of 73 suggesting that the 


quality is good. Some information was not available in the submission, but was available in the 


protocol. There was no information on relative risk reduction, absolute risk reduction or number 


needed to treat. 


 


The cells used came from two sources. In the Oswestry centre, the locally produced cells were used, 


but in all other centres, commercially produced cells (all from Genzyme?) were used. So ACTIVE is a 


trial of “traditional ACI” only in the Oswestry centre. 


 


The first primary outcome was to have been time to cessation of benefit, but this proved difficult to 


measure, and the second primary outcome, Lysholm assessor outcome score, was used. (The 


submission uses the phrase “independently assessed”.) Other outcome measures included patient-


assessed Lysholm score, Cincinatti knee score, IKDC score and EQ-5D.  


 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************
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**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


************* 


 


In the clinical effectiveness section, results are given for up to 5 years of follow-up. However later 


data are used in the cost-effectiveness section.**Over the five year 


period, ***************************************************************************


*******************************with failure defined broadly, including presence of 


symptoms*************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


***. 


 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


*******************************************************  


 


The Lysholm score assessed by 


investigators ***********************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


****************************** 


 


As part of secondary outcomes, patients were also asked to state their rating of operation at all follow-


up points with responses ranging from extremely pleased to much worse. 
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Table 8. Patients responses 


 *************************************** 


********** *** ******** 


****** *** *** 


******* ** ** 


******* ** ** 


******* ** ** 


******* ** ** 


* 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**************************************  


 


 *********************************************************************************


*********************************** Not all of the listed SAEs look serious. ************* 


***************************************************  The treatment related SAEs 


were *****************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********  


 


There 


was******************************************************************************


******************************** 
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4.3.2 REACT study 
In addition to the ACTIVE trial, the submission provides results from a cohort 


of *******************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


*********************************  


 


The REACT investigators state that MRI is probably the best non-invasive method to correlate 


clinical outcome with the graft appearance on MRI, but that MRI does not give a good guide to graft 


histology or predict future events.  


 


The authors state ACI-C with Chondro-Gide is better than ACI-P as the former leads to repair of the 


defect with better quality tissue. For this, the submission included evidence from a study (McCarthy 


and Roberts115) comparing the two in 88 Oswestry patients – 55 treated with ACI-P and 33 patients 


with ACI-C. These patients are presumably a subset of the REACT group.    


 


4.3.3 Cost-effectiveness 
The cost-effectiveness analysis by Oswestry was based on the ACTIVE trial data, but using cell costs 


from Oswestry only. The cells used in other ACTIVE sites came mainly from Genzyme.  The 
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submission provided the costs of ACI and the different comparators. The benefits were in terms of 


quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) which were estimated from the EQ-5D-3L.   


 


The total costs and incremental costs with and without the market forces factor (MFF) provided in the 


submission have been summarised in Table 1 below (MFF estimates the unavoidable cost differences 


of providing healthcare). Within Payment by Results (PbR), the MFF directly funds providers for the 


relative level of unavoidable costs they face.  Each NHS Trust receives an individual MFF value used 


to establish the level of unavoidable costs they face relative to each other.  Accounting for 


unavoidable costs ensures a level basis across the country to provide equal amounts of healthcare per 


pound.  So in terms of PbR income this would equal the activity multiply by its tariff price and this is 


then multiplied by the MFF value.  All costs are in 2014/2015 prices in UK pounds sterling.  The 


second stage for ACI includes the cost of the cells. Production of cells in Oswestry cost £4125 per 


patient. The submission stated that the incremental cost of ACI over TKR was £3,746 and the 


incremental cost of ACI over microfracture, osteotomy or mosaicplasty was ******. 


 
Table 9. Costs of ACI and its comparators by Oswestry 


Procedure Costs (2014/15 


prices) 


Costs including 


MFF 


Incremental costs of ACI over 


the comparator (including 


MFF) 


Intervention - ACI 


• First stage 
• Second stage 


 


Total cost of ACI 


 


£2,398 


£6,876 


£9,274 


 


- 


- 


£9,565 


 


- 


- 


- 


Comparators 


Total knee replacement 


Microfracture 


Osteotomy 


Mosaicplasty 


 


£5,642 


£2,396 


£2,396 


£2,396 


 


£5,819 


£2,471 


£2,471 


£2,471 


 


******. 


£3,746 


£3,746 


£3,746 


 


For the ACI procedure they stated that costs included operations, hospital stays, the cells and any 


further implants.  However, for the comparators it was not stated what the costs included.   The TKR 


cost is line with NHS reference costs (2012/2013) where the cost is £5,676 [NHS reference costs 


2012/2013.113]  The costs only included the direct costs of the procedures.  No information in the 


submission was provided on any further outpatient or rehabilitation visits.  The submission also stated 


that further data had been collected using patient diaries on patient and societal costs such as any out-


of-pocket expenses and time off work, but were not available in time for this submission. 
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**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************  


 


Numbers of patients and EQ-5D at each year are reported in their Table 20, and data for later years 


are reproduced in our Table 2. 


*Table 10. EQ-5D scores in ACTIVE trial 


 ************ ******* 


 ******************* ********** ******************* ********** 


******* ** ***** *** ***** 


******* ** ***** ** ***** 


******* ** ***** ** ***** 


******* ** ***** ** ***** 


******* * ***** * ***** 


 


 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************
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**********************************************************************************


********************************************************************************** 


 


The main criticism is that the QALYs were not reported individually for the different control 


procedures, most likely due to the small numbers. If QALYs were reported separately for the 


individual control procedures, this would have allowed a rank comparison and any options which are 


dominated (or extended dominated) to be excluded from the incremental analysis (this information as 


we found later was presented in Table 22 in the Appendix).  Additionally, the Oswestry submission 


stated on page 21 “….it is recognised that the EQ-5D, which the calculation of the QALY is based on, 


is a crude assessment tool”.  No data on any attempt at mapping to generate utilities to enable QALY 


calculation are provided, for example, from the primary outcome measure - the Lysholm self-


assessment scale to the EQ-5D index. 


 


In the base case, both groups were treated as homogenous, but due to differences in the treatments for 


the control group and cell sources for the ACI group, further analyses tested for heterogeneity in each 


group.  For the control groups (microfracture, microfracture plus collagen membrane and 


mosaicplasty), the data from the ACTIVE trial suggested little difference in the EQ-5D scores 


(presented in a graph).  The data in the graph showed that mosaicplasty patients had a faster recovery, 


but due to the small number of patients the conclusion should be treated with caution, and they 


probably had smaller lesions.  For the ACI group, as the cells came from different sources, the 


submission included a regression analysis to see whether cell origin might affect their benefit.  The 


regression analysis provided a negative value from which the authors concluded that “ACI patients 


treated outside Oswestry are unlikely to have more benefit from ACI”.  


 


The submission lacks clarity in places. Section 7.2 states that the QALYs were derived from the EQ-


5D data, but the numbers of patients in Table II (EQ-5D) and Table III (QALYs) are rather different 


with more in Table II – for example at 2 years, Control group 147 in Table II versus 115 in Table III. 


It is not clear how the EQ-5D differences are converted into cumulative QALYs.  


 


The absolute values for EQ-5D from the ACTIVE data often show little difference as shown in Table 


10 above, but changes from baseline EQ-5D (Table 11) show a more consistent advantage for ACI. 
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Table 11. Increases in EQ-5D from baseline, derived from OsCell Table 2 


 ************* *** 


****** ***** ***** 


******* ***** ***** 


******* ***** ***** 


******* ***** ***** 


******* ***** ***** 


******* ***** ***** 


******* ***** ***** 


******* ***** ***** 


 


4.4 Discussion – clinical effectiveness 
The four main trials described in this review all show some superiority of various forms of ACI over 


microfracture, but in different timescales and to different degrees. The Basad and SUMMIT trials 


show clear differences in favour of MACI by two years in Lysholm and KOOS scores respectively. 


SUMMIT found no significant difference in EQ-5D VAS changes – both groups improved by 17 at 2 


years. The TIG/ACT trial shows superiority overall by 3 years. The ACTIVE trial (in which ACI was 


a mixture of ACI-P, ACI-C and MACI) showed no benefit in most outcome measures at 5 years, but 


some separation in EQ-5D after that. With the exception of EQ-5D, results are only available to five 


years in an interim analysis provided for the NICE appraisal. ACTIVE will continue to 10-year 


follow-up. 


 


The trials are summarised in Table 12.  
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Table 12. Comparison of all the included trials in the report 


Study ID Interven
tions 


% with 
previous 
procedu
res 


Duration 
of 
symptoms 
(mean) 


Age 
(mean) 


Duration of 
follow-up 


Results 


Basad et 
al 2010 
 
 


MACI 
(n=40) 
vs. MF 
(n=20) 
Single 
surgeon. 
Defects 
4-10cm2 


Not 
reported 


MACI: 2.2. 
years 
 
MF: 2.5 
years 


MACI: 33 
years 
 
MF: 37.5 
years 


2 years Failure: 1 in MF (time NR) 
Lysholm score: improvement at 
year 1; persisted to year 2 in MACI 
(52 baseline, 95 1 year and 92 24 
months) but declined in MF (55 
baseline, 81 1 year, 69 3 years); 
MACI vs. MF: p=0.005 
Tegner score: improvement 
statistically significant from baseline 
to end of f/u in both groups 
(p<0.0001). Improvement more in 
MACI than in MF but not 
statistically significant (p=.04) 


Saris et 
al 2014 
(SUMMI
T trial) 


MACI 
(n=72) 
vs. MF 
(n=72) 


MACI: 
90% 
MF: 
84% 


MACI: 5.8 
years 
(range 0.5 
to 28 
years); 
MF: 3.7 
years 
(range 0.1 
to 15.4 
years) 


MACI: 35 
years 
MF: 33 
years 


2 years Change in KOOS pain score from 
baseline to 2 years: MACI 45.5 vs. 
MF 35.5, p=0.001 
Change in KOOS function score 
from baseline to 2 years: MACI 46 
vs. MF 36.1, p<0.001 
% of responders: MACI 87.5% vs. 
MF 68.1%, p=0.016 
Modified Cincinnati knee score: 
greater in MACI than in MF 
(difference 1.05, p=0.002) 
International Knee 
Documentation Committee 
(IKDC) score: MACI 32.8 vs. 29.5 
MF, p=0.069 
 
Failures: MACI none vs. MF one 


Vanlauw
e et al 
2011 
[Saris et 
al 
2008/200
9] 


CCI 
(n=57) 
vs. MF 
(n=61) 


CCI: 
88% 
MF: 
77% 


CCI: 1.97 
years 
MF: 1.57 
years 


33.9 years 
both 
groups 


5 years At 5 years, overall KOOS score 
and its subdomains: Improved in 
both treatments, difference 7.10 
95% CI -0.52 to 14.73, p=0.068 
 
Subgroup analysis: 
KOOS score greater in CCI than in 
MF in patients with onset of 
symptoms <3 years (25.96 SE 3.45 
vs. 15.28 SE 3.17, p=0.026). 
Difference not significant in those 
with onset of symptoms >3 years. 
 
Failure: CCI 7 patients (13.7%), 
MF 10 (16.4%) patients 
Most failures in MF occurred in first 
3 years while those in CCI group in 
the fourth year or later. Failure more 
common in males than in females 
(CCI: 6/19 females vs. 1/32 males; 
MF: 7/20 vs. 3/41) 


ACTIVE 
trial 


ACI 
(n=195) 
Standard 


*******
*******
*******


NR ACI: **** 
years 
Standard 


5 years Failure: ACI 39%; standard: 36% 
by five years 
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Study ID Interven
tions 


% with 
previous 
procedu
res 


Duration 
of 
symptoms 
(mean) 


Age 
(mean) 


Duration of 
follow-up 


Results 


treatment 
(n=195) 


****.* treatment: 
**** years 


Lysholm score assessed by 
investigators: ************* at 
the end of first 4 years but at the 
fifth year 
score ************************
*****************************
*****************************
*****************  
 
Lysholm score assessed by 
patients: 
no ***************************
*****************************
*****************************
************** 
 
Cincinnati 
score: ************************
*****************************
***************************** 
 
Mean IKDC knee rating 
score*************************
*************************** 


 


Previous repairs 


As reported earlier, in case series, previous microfracture appears to reduce the success of ACI. The 


trials reviewed above do not contribute much evidence on this. Basad did not give details of previous 


surgery. In TIG/ACT only a few (8/57) of the ACI group had had previous microfracture. In 


SUMMIT 32% of the MACI® group had had previous repair attempts with microfracture but this 


appeared to have little effect on response rates (no prior repairs 90% response, more than one, 84%). 


In ACTIVE almost half had a previous repair procedure but results are not given separately for them. 


Several factors need to be considered in interpreting the evidence. Firstly, we are somewhat reliant on 


subgroup analysis. Secondly, those who have had previous surgery may be older than those going 


straight to ACI, and chondrocyte viability declines with age. Thirdly, some of the older trials had few 


patients who had not had prior surgery. Lastly, and most importantly, the evidence does not suggest 


that ACI is not worthwhile after prior microfracture, but only that it is not as successful. Hence there 


is no reason not to try ACI. 


 


Duration of symptoms 


In SUMMIT, responses rates were similar at 2 years – 82% for those with symptoms for less than 3 


years, 92% in those with longer durations. Basad did not report results by prior duration but his 


MACI® patients had a mean duration of symptoms of only 2.2 years. The ACTIVE trial did not report 


durations. The main evidence comes from the TIG/ACT 5 year data where only those with duration of 
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symptoms under three years showed a significant difference between ACI and MF. Improvements in 


KOOS scores at 5 years were 26 for the ACI group versus 15 for the MF group (p = 0.026).  For the 


subgroup with over 3 years’ duration, KOOS improvements were 13 for ACI and 17 for MF (NS). 


This might suggest that ACI is of less value, relative to MF, in patients with longer duration. 


 


Previous studies have shown improvements with ACI after long duration of symptoms. In the trial by 


Bentley and colleagues75, most patients receiving ACI had excellent Cincinnati scores results despite a 


mean duration of symptoms of 7.2 years. In the trial of ACI-C versus MACI by Bartlett and 


colleagues54, 59% of the ACI-C group and 72% of the MACI group had good or excellent Cincinnati 


scores despite duration of symptoms of approximately 10 and 7 years respectively. In another study 


from Stanmore by Biant and colleagues76, of a cohort of 104 ACI patients followed for at least 10 


years, 66% had excellent or good Cincinnati scores despite an average duration of symptoms before 


AC of 7.8 years. 


 


ACI-C or MACI? 


In a very large cohort of 827 patients with mean duration of follow-up 6.2 years, Nawaz and 


colleagues77 reported better results with MACI compared to ACI-P or ACI-C, though this was 


probably due to different durations, since the ACI groups came from an earlier period and so had 


more time for knee status to decline. The RCT of ACI-C versus MACI by Bartlett and colleagues54 


found no difference at one year. 


 


In practice, ACI has evolved and most use is now expected to be MACI, with characterised 


chondrocytes. 


 


Predicting success 


Nawaz and colleagues77 summarised the results from their very large cohort study thus: 


Analysis of the influence of individual factors showed that degenerative change and previous 


procedures played a key negative role in long-term graft survival. Our study suggests that the 


‘‘ideal’’ candidate for autologous chondrocyte implantation is a younger individual with a single 


lesion on the trochlea or the lateral femoral condyle, with no previous procedures or evidence of 


degenerative changes. This ‘‘ideal’’ patient group had a survival rate of nearly 80% compared with 


50% for the entire cohort at twelve years, with grafts in medial and lateral femoral condyle defects 


having survival rates of 74% and 87%, respectively, at ten years. 


 


Survival of repairs. 


The two-year differences between MF and ACI or MACI arise mainly because symptom scores reach 


a plateau sooner after MF than after ACI.  Saris (2009)67 reported (from graph) that a KOOS plateau 
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was reached with MF by 12 to 18 months, whereas improvements continued after ChondroCelect 


ACI-P. The SUMMIT investigators showed a plateau before 12 months with MF but not till 18 


months with MACI®.97  


 


In the TIG/ACT trial, Saris et al67 reported that (from graph, so approximate) that about 7% of MF 


repairs had failed by 20 months and 11.5% by 36 months (but based on only 7 failures in the MF 


group). The longer term results reported by Vanlauwe et al40 showed the plateau in the KOOS score in 


the MF group from 12 months to 60 months whereas the ChondroCelect group with duration of 


symptoms < 3 years at surgery, reached a plateau at 36 months. The CC group with >3 year showed 


no difference from MF with an early plateau and lines almost overlapping. 


 


Basad61 reported that the Lysholm score in the MF group improved from 55 at baseline to 81 at 12 


months but then declined to 69 at 24 months. The MACI group had a baseline score of 55, improving 


to 95 at 12 months, maintained to 92 at 24 months. 


 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


********************************************** 


 


Bhosale and colleagues from Oswestry116 report results at an average of 5 years (range about 3 to 9 


years) amongst 80 patients, all but four having had ACI-P. The median baseline Lysholm score was 


54 which improved to a median of 78 at 12 months post-op. Of the 80, 65 improved and scores at 15 


months were maintained for up to 9 years. They also reported that higher age, female gender, and 


larger defect size were associated with greater benefit but none of these associations were statistically 


significant. They concluded that a good result at 15 months is durable. 
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 Chapter 5 – The cost-effectiveness of autologous chondrocyte 5


implantation  


5.1 Introduction 
The first aim of this analysis is to determine whether autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) is 


cost-effective compared to the current standard treatment of microfracture (MF) as primary treatment 


for patients with symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee.   We use ACI as a generic term 


to cover all relevant forms of ACI. 


 


After the first procedure, patients may have a number of outcomes: 


• Permanent success, more likely with ACI than MF; 


• Temporary success followed by a second attempt at repair, or at a longer interval, knee 


replacement; 


• Failure followed by another repair; 


• Failure, but the patient may decide against another repair and treat symptoms with analgesics, 


perhaps because they got some relief from the first repair.  He/she would probably develop 


OA, and might have a knee replacement in later life, ideally not till over 55. 


 


Second repairs could be ACI or microfracture.  


 


A simplified diagram of the repair options are shown in Figure 3.  The simplifications are two-fold. 


Firstly, “success” may not be permanent, especially in the case of MF.  Secondly, this figure does not 


show longer term sequelae such as OA and need for knee replacement.  This is shown in the detailed 


model diagram later.  We distinguish repairs, ACI and MF, from replacements such as partial or total 


knee arthroplasties (PKR and TKR). 


 


In Figure 3, scenario 1 (top) shows that all second repairs are ACI and scenario 2 (bottom) shows all 


second repairs are MF. This is to allow a direct comparison between ACI and MF as first procedure. 


In practice if a second repair is needed, the choice may vary according to what the first repair was – 


we deal with other possible sequences later. 
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Figure 3. Patient pathways for ACI or MF – scenario 1 (above), scenario 2 (below) 
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This chapter describes the structure of the model, the parameters used within the model (transition 


probabilities, resource use, costs and utilities), the assumptions made, the different scenarios which 


have been evaluated, the base-case results and the sensitivity analyses undertaken. 


 


5.2 Model structure 
A Markov (state-transition) model was developed in Microsoft Excel.  A Markov model was 


considered the most appropriate as we wanted to determine whether ACI would postpone or avoid 


knee replacement in the longer term.  The economic model reflects the different clinical pathways for 


patients with symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee.  We have used information from the 


systematic review of cost-effectiveness studies for ACI: most notably Clar et al3 and Gerlier et al102 
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and this has been supplemented by information from expert clinical opinion in order to develop the 


clinical pathways. 


 


In practice, some patients who would be considered for ACI should that be approved, will have had a 


previous procedure, most often microfracture, but this is covered in the set of sequences below.  For 


those who do need a second repair, we considered both ACI and MF in the sequences within the 


model.  We have assumed that patients will have a maximum of two repairs and combinations could 


be as follows: 


1. ACI (ACI): patients receive ACI as a primary repair and if they require a second repair this 


will also be an ACI. 


2. MF (MF): patients receive MF as a primary repair and if they require a second repair this will 


also be a MF. 


3. ACI (MF): patients receive ACI as a primary repair and if they require a second repair this 


will be a MF. 


4. MF (ACI): patients receive MF as a primary repair and if they require a second repair this will 


be an ACI. 


 


Clinical pathways 


Figure 4 shows the detailed clinical pathway for people receiving treatment for symptomatic articular 


cartilage defects of the knee.   
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Figure 4. Clinical pathways for patients with articular cartilage defects of the knee joint 
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Knee repairs 


The starting point for the model is the primary repair which could either be ACI or microfracture.  


After the primary repairs, patients can then either move to the successful primary repair health state or 


to the failure of primary repair health state.  Successful can be permanent - the first repair works and 


they do not require a second repair.  So they can stay in the successful primary repair health state until 


they die.  Or success can be temporary (the patient has no symptoms for years but after a while the 


repair fails), so the patient then moves to the failure of primary repair health state.  They can then 


have a second repair, or they can either choose not to have another repair (no further repair health 


state), and rely on analgesics to relieve symptoms – that is, the patient chooses to accept the pain and 


treat it rather than have another attempt at repair, though later he/she may have a knee replacement. 


 


The second repair could be either ACI or microfracture.  Based on clinical opinion, we have assumed 


that patients will have a maximum of two repairs.  Once the patient has had a second repair they can 


then either move to the successful second repair health state or to the failure of second repair health 


state.  The successful second repair can be permanent (similar to the successful primary repair), and 


patients stay in this health state until they die.  Or it could be a temporary success, so then the patient 


later moves to the failure of second repair health state.  We are assuming that patients whose second 


repair fails do not have another repair and they move to the no further repair health state. 


 


Patients who move to the no further repair health state after failure of repair, can choose not to have 


another repair procedure and accept the pain, taking analgesics as required (that is, they can stay in 


this health state), until they reach the knee replacement age range, when their options are knee 


replacement or continued symptomatic treatment.  Those who choose not to have a further repair may 


have had partial relief from symptoms, so we rate their utility as better than the baseline one. 


 


Knee replacements 


We assume for simplicity that patients over the age of 55 cannot have an ACI, but only have a knee 


replacement or symptomatic care.  This is line with the MSAC report which indicated that MACI/ACI 


was not indicated for patients older than 55 years.30  The first knee replacement can be either a partial 


(unicompartmental) knee replacement (PKR) or total knee replacement (TKR).  According to 


statistics from the National Joint Registry, the average ages of patients having a PKR and TKR are 64 


and 70 years of age, respectively.117 However, we know that patients being considered for ACI are a 


lot younger than the general population (average age early thirties), so that if the repair fails, they are 


more likely to have a knee replacement at an earlier age.  In line with expert clinical advice, we are 


assuming that patients can have one or more knee replacements.  The first may succeed for life.  If 


not, they can have another replacement, or choose not to have another replacement.  The first knee 
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replacement could either be PKR or a TKR, but we have assumed that all subsequent replacements 


will be TKRs.   


 


A patient can move to first knee replacement from either a temporarily successful primary repair 


health state, a temporarily successful second repair health state or from the no further repair health 


state when they reach the knee replacement age range.  The first knee replacement can be a success, 


so the patient moves to the successful first knee replacement health state, or the replacement can fail 


over time, so they move to the failure of first knee replacement health state.  The first knee 


replacement can be a permanent success until they die, or a temporary success because the knee 


replacement fails over time, so they move to the failure of first knee replacement health state, from 


which patients can choose to have another knee replacement or to have no further knee replacement 


(so move to the no further knee replacement health state). 


 


The second knee replacement can be a permanent success (till death) or it could be a temporary 


success, and patients move to the failure of further knee replacement health state, from which they can 


choose to have no further knee replacement (but use symptomatic treatment) and or to have another 


(3rd) knee replacement.  Based on clinical opinion, we have assumed that patients can have more than 


two knee replacements.  Patients who move to the no further knee replacement health state, choose 


not to have another knee replacement and stay in this health state until they die. 


 


Deaths 


Patients can move to death from any of the repair and replacement health states  due to all-cause 


mortality, or because of the rare mortality associated with PKR or TKR (such as deep vein thrombosis 


and pulmonary embolism).  The latter becomes more relevant in later stages because replacing 


previous knee replacements requires more extensive procedures.  


 


Markov model structure 


The Markov model structure is shown in Figure 5.  In line with the clinical pathway shown in Figure 


4, the model shows the different health states and events which can take place.  The different events 


health states for the model are shown by the ovals.  The model shows all the transitions that can 


happen between the different health states by the direction of the arrows.  The little loop arrows in the 


left hand corner of the ovals (recurring arrow) means that a patient can stay in that health state for 


more than one cycle, and perhaps indefinitely (until they die).  The dashed line indicates that at 55 


years of age, the patient can choose to have a knee replacement (total or partial).  Transition 


probabilities i.e. the rate of progression from one health state to another (or for staying in the same 


health state) were identified from the literature. 
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Figure 5. Markov model structure for patients with articular cartilage defects of the knee joint 
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Base-case analysis 


Many people with cartilage injury are young and involved in sports, and this is where most of the 


injuries occur.  We have not differentiated by gender as evidence shows that there is no difference in 


the success or failure of the two different procedures (ACI and MF) if lesions are comparable.106 For 


the base-case analysis, we have adopted a lifetime horizon (i.e. patients can live to 100 years) with a 


cycle length for the model set at one year and transitions between each health state occurring at the 


end of each cycle.  A cycle length of one year is reasonable, given the time it takes patients to recover 


from surgery.  A hypothetical cohort of a 1,000 patients with symptomatic articular cartilage defects 


of the knee with a starting age of 33 years is followed from their first repair.  The analysis is 


conducted from the perspective of the NHS and personal social services (PSS).  All costs are in 


pounds sterling (£) in 2012/2013 prices.  Health outcomes were measured in quality-adjusted life 


years (QALYs).  Results are expressed as incremental cost per QALY gained.  An annual discount 


rate of 3.5% is applied to both costs and outcomes. 


 


5.3 Model inputs 


5.3.1 Transition probabilities 
For the base-case analysis, annual transition probabilities were based on data derived from the 


literature and in consultation with clinical experts.  For the primary and second repairs, for both ACI 


and microfracture these transition probabilities were based on success rates for ACI compared with 


MF, and these probabilities came from two main studies: Saris et al67 and Saris et al97  


 


Figure 6 shows a flowchart with the proportion of people achieving success or failure with each 


repair.  The timing of knee replacement after one of the repair health states was based on data from 


the RCT of ACI and MF by Knutsen et al64.  Transition probabilities for success and failure for 


patients who needed knee replacements or knee replacement revisions were derived from two studies: 


Gerlier et al102 and Dong and Buxton.118 Appendix XI details the literature used and the assumptions 


made for deriving these probabilities and Table 34, Table 35 and Table 36*show the transition 


probabilities which have been used in the base-case analysis.  
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Figure 6. Proportion of patients achieving success/failure with ACI or MF at 36 months 
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5.3.2 Utilities 
There are very few studies reporting health state utility values for patients with symptomatic articular 


cartilage defects of the knee.  The main studies reporting utility values have been summarised in 


Chapter 3. (Clar et al3, Derrett et al101, and Gerlier et al102)  In the previous HTA report, the pre-


operative quality of life value was taken to be 0.80 and for those that had successful knee repair there 


was a utility gain of 0.10 (utility score for successful knee repair was 0.90) and for those where the 


knee repair failed the utility value remained at the pre-operative value (utility score for knee repair 


failure was 0.80). (Clar et al3)  Derrett and colleagues used the EQ-5D-3L to elicit utility scores and 


the ACI waiting list group had a pre-surgery utility score of 0.41.  After surgery, the EQ-5D-3L mean 


score for the ACI group was 0.64 and for mosaicplasty was 0.47, a utility gain of 0.23 and 0.06, 


respectively.   


 


For our model we have used utility values for knee repairs from the study by Gerlier et al who 


compared ACI with MF using data from the TIG/ACT ChondroCelect trial.  They used a short-term 


model with a time horizon of 5 years to take into account knee pain and mobility after the initial 


intervention (quality of life information was obtained from a 5 year RCT using the SF-36 


questionnaire) and also a long-term model with a time horizon of 40 years to take into account the 


development of osteoarthritis after 15 years and the need for a total knee replacement after 20 years.  


We used two other studies to supplement utility values for knee replacement.  The first study is by 


Dong and Buxton118 who developed a Markov model to compare the cost-effectiveness of TKR using 


computer assisted surgery with that of TKR using a conventional manual method in the absence of 


formal clinical trial evidence.  The second study is by Jansson and Granath119 who analysed EQ-5D 


data before and after knee arthroplasty.  


 


Table 13 shows the base-case mean utility values used in the model.  For the repairs these values were 


all obtained from the paper by Gerlier and colleagues who used the SF-36 and the KOOS measures to 


estimate utility scores.  The mean utility value for patients before they have a primary repair (before 


ACI or MF) was 0.654 – this utility value was based on the initial value before the intervention.  For 


those patients who had an ACI as a first repair and moved to the successful primary repair health 


state, we assumed that the patients mean utility value after surgery for the first year would be 0.760 


(this value was based on year one post-intervention regardless of the outcome and takes into account 


the long-rehab period and abstinence from active pursuits) [Gerlier et al, 2010], and if they remain in 


this health state in subsequent years, their utility value would remain constant at 0.817.  This latter 


value was based on patients who had clinical success for five years after the intervention [Gerlier et 


al, 2010].  For those patients who had an MF as a first repair and moved to the successful primary 


repair health state, we assumed that the patients mean utility value after surgery for the first year 
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would be 0.760 (this value was based on year one post-intervention regardless of the outcome) 


[Gerlier et al, 2010].  For years two to four after MF this mean utility value would increase to 0.817.  


This reflects the quite long rehabilitation required in the first year after the procedures, and the time 


taken for the cartilage to be replaced.  For years 5 and onwards for patients who stay in this same 


health state, we have assumed that utility would fall to the same as pre-surgery (mean utility value is 


0.654*****************************************************************************


**************************************************************** 


 


For those patients who require a second repair, the mean utility value was 0.654 – this value was 


based on the utility value before the intervention [Gerlier et al, 2010].  For those requiring a second 


repair there are four possible sequences: ACI (ACI), ACI (MF), MF (ACI) and MF (MF).   


Utilities for patients having a second successful ACI after the first ACI were assumed to be the same 


as those who had a successful ACI as a first repair.  Utilities for patients having a successful MF after 


an initial ACI that failed were assumed to be the same as those who had a successful MF as a first 


repair and moved to the successful primary repair health state.   


 


Patients who have a successful ACI after an initial MF move to the successful second repair health 


state.  However, as noted in Chapter 2, ACI is less effective in patients who have had prior MF, so for 


years 4 and 5 we have used the average of two utility values from Gerlier et al (2010): based on year 1 


post-intervention (utility value = 0.760) and clinical success after five years after the intervention 


(utility value = 0.817) – so the mean utility value for ACI after MF was 0.789.  Utilities for patients 


having a successful second MF after a failed initial MF and who moved to the successful second 


repair health state were assumed to be the same as those who had a successful  MF as a first repair.   


 


For patients who moved to the no further repair health state the mean utility value was 0.691 – this 


value was based on patients who had not a successful result five years after surgery [Gerlier et al, 


2010] but we have assumed that those who choose to have no further repair may have had some 


benefit from the first repair, and so do not go back as far as the original baseline utility. 


 


Mean utility values are the same for knee replacements after ACI or MF.  Before the first knee 


replacement procedure, patients who received a TKR and PKR are assumed to have the same utility 


value = 0.615.  This value was based on an average of two utility values: 1) the EQ-5D index score at 


baseline pre-operatively for knee arthroplasty (value = 0.51) [Jansson and Granath, 2011] and 2) an 


estimated value for TKR operation for knee problem (value = 0.72) [Dong and Buxton, 2006].  For 


patients who move to the successful first knee replacement health state (TKR or PKR), a utility value 


of 0.780 was also obtained from Dong and Buxton (2006).  This utility value was estimated from the 


generic Knee Society Score scale and was applied to the Markov health state for normal health after 
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primary TKR.  We have also assumed that if patients move to the successful further TKR health state 


they will have the same utility value as if it was a first TKR.  For those patients for whom TKR has 


failed and need a further TKR, the utility value was 0.557 based on the failed TKR/revision health 


state from Gerlier et al (2010).  Finally, for those patients who move to the no further replacement 


health state this value (mean = 0.691) was also from Gerlier et al (2010) and was based on patients 


who had no clinical success five years after surgery (in line with patients who move to the no further 


repair health state).  
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Table 13. Base-case mean utility values used in the economic model 


 First repair ACI First repair MF Source 
Repairs 
Before primary repair 0.654 Gerlier et al (2010) 
Successful primary  
1st year 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
5 years + 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.654 


 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 


Before second repair 0.654 Gerlier et al (2010) 
Choose not to have a second 
repair 


0.691* Gerlier et al (2010) 


Second repair ACI MF ACI MF  
Successful second 
1st year 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
5 years + 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.654 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.789 
0.789 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.654 


 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 


No further repair 0.691 Gerlier et al (2010) 
Replacements 
Before first KR (TKR) 0.615 Dong & Buxton (2006) and Jansson & Granath 


(2011) 
Before first KR (PKR) 0.615 Dong & Buxton (2006) and Jansson & Granath 


(2011) 
Successful first KR - TKR 0.780 Dong & Buxton (2006)  
Successful first KR - PKR 0.780 Dong & Buxton (2006)  
Before further TKR 0.557 Gerlier et al (2010) 
Successful further TKR 0.780 Dong & Buxton (2006)  
No further TKR 0.691 Gerlier et al (2010) 
* Some patients decide not to have another repair attempt after unsuccessful first repair. We have assumed that they had some benefit and do not go back to their baseline utility.  
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5.3.3 Resource use and costs 
Costs for the different procedures (ACI, MF, PKR/TKR, TKR revisions) and for outpatient visits and 


rehabilitation are shown in Table 14.  We have used national reference costs where possible [NHS 


references costs, 2013113] supplemented by the previous HTA report on cartilage defects in knee joints 


[Clar et al, 2005].  All unit costs are presented in pounds sterling (£) in 2012/13 prices.   


 
Table 14. Base-case mean costs in £ sterling used in the economic model 


Procedure Information Unit cost (£) Source 
ChondroCelect 
and MACI 


Product including courier services 
and development of cell culture 


16,000 UK price for ChondroCelect 


Procedure 1 – arthroscopy and cell 
harvest 


710* Clar et al (2005) 


Procedure 2 – arthrotomy (day 
case) 


1,030* Clar et al (2005) 


Total cost  17,740  
Microfracture Procedure (inpatient) 3,020* Clar et al (2005) 
First TKR 
(PKR or TKR) 


HRG code: HB21C – major knee 
procedures for non-trauma, 
category 2, without complications 


5,676 NHS reference costs (2013) 


Further TKR Second TKR 12,959* Clar et al (2005) 
Outpatient 
visit 


HRG code: WF01A – non-admitted 
face-to-face consultant led 
outpatient attendance  


102 NHS reference costs (2013) 


Rehabilitation HRG code: REHABL2 – 
rehabilitation for joint replacement 


256 NHS reference costs (2013) 


* Cost inflated to 2012/13 prices using the HCHS index [Curtis, 2013] 


 


The cost of the ACI (ChondroCelect and MACI) includes the costs associated with cell development, 


including the ACI kit, staff time and transporting the cells to and from the laboratory.  ACI involves 


two procedures, the arthroscopic cell harvest and the re-implantation during arthrotomy.  We assumed 


both would be done as day cases.  Based on consultation with clinical experts, we have also included 


the costs of six outpatient visits and three rehabilitation visits in the first year (see Table 15).   


 


The cost of MF procedure (including an inpatient stay) was obtained from Clar et al (2005) and the 


cost has been updated to 2012/2013 prices using the Hospital and Community Health Services 


(HCHS) index [Curtis, 2013114].  The inpatient stay is required because unlike after ACI, the patients 


can have considerable pain after MF because of the drilling into bone.  Over the course of the year, 


the patient would also have three outpatient visits and three rehabilitation visits and these costs have 


been added for this health state (based on information from the clinical experts –Table 15).   


 


The cost for a first knee replacement was obtained from the NHS reference costs [NHS reference 


costs, 2013113]; and we have assumed that it could be either a total knee replacement or a partial knee 
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replacement.  After a TKR, a subsequent TKR is almost double the cost, because it is technically 


more difficult [Clar et al, 2005].  After a partial knee replacement, a second knee replacement would 


be a TKR, and we have assumed that this would cost £5,676.  If they required any more subsequent 


knee replacements (all of which would be TKRs) then these would cost £12,959.  Based on 


consultation with clinical experts, in the first year after KR, we have included the cost of two 


outpatient visits (see Table 15).   


 


Resource use information including inpatient stays, outpatient visits and rehabilitation visits for each 


of the three procedures were based on expert clinical opinion and are shown in Table 15.  Unit costs 


were obtained from the NHS reference costs (see Table 14) [NHS reference costs, 2013113]. 


 
Table 15. Base-case resource use for economic model 


Components (over 
a year) 


Procedure Source 
ACI MF TKR 


Inpatient days 0 1# 4.5# Expert clinical opinion 
Outpatient visits 6 3 2 Expert clinical opinion 
Rehabilitation visits 3 3 0 Expert clinical opinion 
# The cost of inpatient stay has been included in the cost for the different procedures 


 


We have assumed that there will be no further costs after year 1 once patients enter the successful 


health states (successful primary repair, successful second repair, successful first knee replacement, 


and successful further knee replacement), as patients incur costs such as outpatient or rehabilitation 


visits during the first year of either a knee repair or a knee replacement.  In addition, for the no further 


repair health state or the no further knee replacement health state, we have not added any costs for the 


analgesics based on advice from our clinical experts, as these costs are negligible and these patients 


are not followed up routinely and it is up to the GP to refer the patient back to the hospital for a knee 


repair or a knee replacement. 


 


5.3.4 Complications 
Adverse events have not been included as there were no important differences between the two 


treatment arms. 


 


5.3.5 Mortality 
Age-specific mortality rates used in the economic model were based on the UK general population 


lifetime tables from the Office of National Statistics (ONS) [ONS, 2014120].  Using the ONS data, the 


average probability of death for men and women were combined.  As the cohort ages, mortality rates 


generally increase throughout the time horizon in the model.  On this basis, in the model patients from 


any health state can move to the dead health state.  Patients undergoing a knee replacement are subject 
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to a mortality risk during surgery.  To reflect this higher mortality, rates were obtained from a study 


by Mahomed et al110 as reported in Gerlier et al.102  For those patients undergoing a TKR and a TKR 


revision, the mortality rates were reported as 0.7% and 1.1% respectively.110  


 


5.4 Measuring cost-effectiveness 
The base-case analysis assessed the cost-effectiveness of ACI compared with MF.  We calculated for 


a cohort of patients the expected quality-adjusted survival based on their likelihood of surviving each 


cycle, their expected health state utility value, and their expected costs.  We have adopted a lifetime 


horizon from a starting age of 33 years.  The analysis is conducted from the perspective of the UK 


NHS and personal social services (PSS).  Costs are expressed in 2012-2013 pounds sterling.  The 


main outcome of interest was the quality-adjusted life year (QALY).  The different sequences of 


procedures were ranked in order of increasing cost.  We eliminated any categories for which another 


category was cheaper and more effective (simple dominance).  If there was a linear combination of 


two other categories which were more costly and less effective, these were eliminated (extended 


dominance).  For the remaining options, we reported the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios 


(ICERs), measured as cost per QALY gained.  Discount rates of 3.5% were applied to both future 


costs and benefits, as costs and benefits accrued in the future are valued less than those accrued today. 


 


Sensitivity analysis assesses the uncertainty in parameter inputs used in the Markov model and to 


check whether the results obtained are robust.  We present both deterministic and probabilistic results.  


For the deterministic analysis, we identified the key factors driving the cost-effectiveness.  For the 


probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA), to reflect the amount and pattern of the variation, the analysis 


attributes probability distributions randomly around specified parameters with simulations, which are 


repeated to generate ICERs.  The PSA was undertaken using 1,000 simulations.  We used the gamma 


distribution for costs and the beta distribution for utility values and transition probabilities.121 As the 


values for costs, utilities and transition probabilities used in the model were means or weighted 


averages an assumption was made for the standard error in order to calculate the alpha and beta values 


which are required for the PSA.  For example, we have assumed the standard error to be 0.1 of the 


mean value [Fox et al122; Drummond et al,123].  These bootstrapped simulations obtained from the 


PSA were used to construct cost-effectiveness acceptability curves (CEACs), to illustrate the effect of 


sampling uncertainty, in which individual model parameters were sampled from the appropriate 


probability distribution.  CEACs were presented to indicate the probability of a procedure being cost-


effective using a willingness to pay threshold from £0 to £60,000. 
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5.5 Scenario and sensitivity analyses 
Several scenario and sensitivity analyses were conducted by altering base-case inputs to the model.   


 


SA1. In the base-case analysis, the cost of cells for ChondroCelect and MACI procedures were 


£16,000.  We are aware that confidential discounts are provided to the NHS by manufacturers.  So in 


the sensitivity analysis we have varied this figure by reducing the costs by 25%, 50% and 75% - so 


that the cost of cells are £12,000, £8,000 and £4,000 respectively.  Note that the cost of cell 


production in Oswestry is £4,125 per patient. 


 


SA2. In the base-case analysis, a lifetime horizon was chosen with the starting age of 33 years for the 


cohort.  In the sensitivity analysis we have varied the time horizon (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 years) to see 


how this affects the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.  


 


SA3. In the base-case analysis, according to clinical advice we costed MF as an inpatient procedure 


(£3,020).  However, we know that sometimes this procedure is done as day case.  In the sensitivity 


analysis we have assumed that MF is done as a day case procedure and the associated cost is £1,034. 


 


SA4. In the base-case analysis, the success rates for MF were based on existing evidence.  However, 


there are new types of MF procedures and these could have better success rates.  We have no evidence 


for this, but in a ‘what if’ sensitivity analysis we have checked what would happen to ICERs if the 


success rates for MF could increase by 20% and 40%. The effect are to increase duration of benefit 


after MF. 


 


SA5. In the base-case analysis the starting age for the cohort was 33 years.  In the sensitivity analysis 


the starting age is changed to 45 years (patients are nearer to the knee replacement age) to see how 


this affects the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. 


 


SA6. In the base-case analysis we used utility values from the paper by Gerlier et al102 who compared 


ACI with MF.  In this sensitivity analysis we have used utility values which are from the ACTIVE 


trial (Oswestry submission). 


 


5.6 Results 
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We present here the cost-effectiveness deterministic and probabilistic results for ACI compared with 


MF.  


 


5.6.1 Base-case cost-effectiveness results 
1,000 patients entered the model with a starting age of 33 years.  For the primary repair these patients 


can receive either an ACI or MF, and if these patients require a second repair it could either be an ACI 


or MF.  Many will not require a second repair, but the cost-effectiveness of the primary repair 


depends partly on the costs of subsequent interventions required or avoided so we need to consider the 


sequence options. 


 


Table 16 shows the base-case deterministic and probabilistic cost-effectiveness results for the lifetime 


horizon for the two different scenarios.  For scenario 1, if patients required a second repair this would 


be an ACI and for scenario 2 if patients required a second repair this would be MF (see Figure 3).  


After MF, 11.9% of patients required a second procedure and after ACI, 3.9% of patients required a 


second repair.  Looking at the discounted deterministic results, for scenario 1, ACI cost £14,524 more 


than MF, but generated more 1.6273 more QALYs than MF.  The cost per QALY gained for ACI 


compared with MF was £8,925.  For scenario 2, ACI again was more costly (incremental cost = 


£14,921) but generated more QALYs (1.5245) and the resulting cost per QALY gained was £9,788.  


For both scenarios, ACI as a first repair was more cost-effective than MF as a first repair.  These 


results were of similar magnitudes and directions for both the undiscounted deterministic results and 


the probabilistic results.  


 
**Table 16. Base-case deterministic and probabilistic cost-effectiveness results (by scenario) 


Procedure Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic - undiscounted 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 8,028 34.1648 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 22,252 35.7922 14,524 1.6273 8,925 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 6,234 34.1259 - - - 
ACI (MF) 21,155 35.6504 14,921 1.5245 9,788 
Deterministic - discounted 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,607 17.0284 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,921 18.0228 14,314 0.9944 14,395 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 5,015 17.0033 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,892 17.9570 14,877 0.9537 15,598 
Probabilistic - discounted 
Scenario 1  
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MF (ACI) 6,624 16.9878 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,838 18.0343 14,214 1.0466 13,581 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 5,030 16.9654 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,809 17.9490 14,779 0.9836 15,026 
*One of the key cost drivers was the cost of the cells for the ACI procedure, but over the lifetime 


horizon, there are QALYs gained from using ACI, and there are cost savings to the NHS later due to 


fewer people needing a second repair, fewer people in need of a TKR, and fewer people moving to the 


no further repair/replacement health states (in which the utility is lower).  


*Figure 7 presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the base-case results for scenarios 1 


and 2, respectively.  For scenario 1, if the decision maker was willing to pay £14,000, the probability 


that both ACI and MF were cost-effective was approximately 50%; however, if the decision maker 


was willing to pay £20,000, ACI was probably 59% more likely to be cost-effective than MF (see 


Figure 7a).  These results were similar for scenario 2, if the decision maker was willing to pay 


£20,000, the probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF was 56% (see Figure 7b). 
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Figure 7. a) Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve - base case results: scenario 1; b) Cost-effectiveness acceptability 
curve - base case results: scenario 2 


Table 17 shows the base-case deterministic and probabilistic cost-effectiveness results for the lifetime 


horizon, ranked by the least costly sequence (option).  For the discounted deterministic results MF 


(MF) was the least costly option and had the fewest QALYs, whereas ACI (ACI) was the most 


expensive option but generated more QALYs.  The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio between the 


two initial MF options: MF (ACI) vs MF (MF) was nearly £63,500; this is because doing ACI after 


MF is less successful for reasons explained in Chapter 2.  The ICER between ACI (MF) and MF 


(ACI) was just over £14,000; doing ACI first is more cost-effective.  The ICER between the two 


initial ACI options: ACI (ACI) vs ACI (MF) was just under £16,000; even if the first ACI fails, there 


is good enough chance of a second ACI succeeding to make the ICER for a repeat ACI quite 


reasonable.  So initial ACI appears more cost-effective than initial MF and for those that need a 
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second repair after the first ACI, this should be another ACI.  These results were of similar 


magnitudes and directions for the probabilistic results and also for the undiscounted deterministic 


results.   


 
Table 17. Base-case deterministic and probabilistic cost-effectiveness results 


Procedure Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison Incrementa
l costs £ 


Incrementa
l QALYs 


ICER £ 
(cost per 
QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic - undiscounted 
MF (MF) 6,234 34.1259 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 8,028 34.1648 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,795 0.0389 46,111 


ACI (MF) 21,155 35.6504 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,127 1.4856 8,836 


ACI (ACI) 22,252 35.7922 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,397 0.1418 9,856 


Deterministic - discounted 
MF (MF) 5,015 17.0033 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,607 17.0284 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,592 0.0251* 63,450 


ACI (MF) 19,892 17.9570 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,285 0.9287 14,306 


ACI (ACI) 20,921 18.0228 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,029 0.0658 15,648 


Probabilistic - discounted 
MF (MF) 5,030 16.9654 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,624 16.9878 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,595 0.0223* 71,476 


ACI (MF) 19,809 17.9490 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,185 0.9613 13,716 


ACI (ACI) 20,838 18.0343 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,029 0.0853 12,059 


* As the incremental QALYs are near zero, the ICER can fluctuate widely 
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Figure 8. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve – base-case results: all sequences 


 


Figure 8 presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for the base-case results for all sequences.  


The graph shows that for amounts below £14,000 then MF (MF) appears cost-effective compared to 


the other three options.  At a willingness to pay of £16,000, there is not much difference between the 


four options.  However, if the decision maker is willing to pay £18,000 or more for a QALY, than 


ACI as a first procedure (either ACI (ACI) or ACI (MF)) is probably more cost-effective than MF 


(either MF (ACI) or MF (MF)) as a first procedure.   
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5.6.2 Scenario and sensitivity analysis cost-effectiveness results 
This section highlights the results from the different sensitivity analyses which were undertaken.   


 


a) SA 1. Cell cost reduction 
In the base-case analysis, the cost of cells for ChondroCelect and MACI procedures was taken to be 


£16,000.  We know that there are confidential discounts provided to the NHS by manufacturers.  In 


this sensitivity analysis we have varied this figure by reducing the cell costs by 25% (£12,000), 50% 


(£8,000) and 75% (£4,000).  The last figure may seem very low but it is similar to the cost provided in 


the Oswestry submission, for cells produced in an NHS facility.   


 


Table 18 shows the results when the cost of cells is reduced.  When there was a reduction in cell costs 


(for all three cost reductions), even though ACI was more costly than MF, there were more QALYs 


gained with ACI than MF.  For a 25% cell cost reduction, the deterministic cost per QALY gain ratio 


for ACI compared with MF was £10,523 for scenario 1 and £11,404 for scenario 2. The cost per 


QALY gain ratio for a 50% cell cost reduction for ACI compared with MF was £6,651 (scenario 1) 


and £7,210 (scenario 2) and the resulting figures for a 75% reduction was £2,779 (scenario 1) and 


£3,016 (scenario 2).  With the reduction in cell costs, the cost-effectiveness of ACI improved relative 


to MF. Hence, the cost of cells was a key driver for the cost-effectiveness.  These results were of 


similar magnitudes and directions for the probabilistic results.  


 
Table 18. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results (by scenario) – cell cost reduction 


Procedure Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – 25% reduction 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,183 17.0284 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 16,647 18.0228 10,464 0.9944 10,523 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 5,015 17.0033 - - - 
ACI (MF) 15,892 17.9570 10,877 0.9537 11,404 
Probabilistic – 25% reduction 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,183 17.0305 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 16,637 18.0497 10,454 1.0192 10,258 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 5,009 17.0086 - - - 
ACI (MF) 15,880 17.9502 10,871 0.9416 11,545 
Deterministic – 50% reduction 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 5,760 17.0284 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 12,373 18.0228 6,614 0.9944 6,651 
Scenario 2 
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MF (MF) 5,015 17.0033 - - - 
ACI (MF) 11,892 17.9570 6,877 0.9537 7,210 
Probabilistic – 50% reduction 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 5,770 17.0250 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 12,362 18.0100 6,592 0.9850 6,693 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 5,020 16.9907 - - - 
ACI (MF) 11,876 17.9123 6,856 0.9216 7,439 
Deterministic – 75% reduction 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 5,336 17.0284 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 8,100 18.0228 2,763 0.9944 2,779 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 5,015 17.0033 - - - 
ACI (MF) 7,892 17.9570 2,877 0.9537 3,016 
Probabilistic – 75% reduction 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 5,346 16.9755 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 8,083 18.0442 2,737 1.0687 2,561 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 5,023 16.9546 - - - 
ACI (MF) 7,878 17.9253 2,854 0.9707 2,940 
 


Figure 9a to Figure 9f present the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the sensitivity analysis 


for cell cost reductions for scenarios 1 and 2.  For a 25% cell cost reduction – for scenario 1, if the 


decision maker was willing to pay £20,000, the probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF 


was 65% (see Figure 9a) and for scenario 2, the probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF 


was 58%  (see Figure 9b).  For a 50% cell cost reduction – for scenario 1, if the decision maker was 


willing to pay £20,000, the probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF was 67% (see 


Figure 9c) and for scenario 2, the probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF was 64% (see 


Figure 9d).  For a 75% cell cost reduction – for scenario 1, if the decision maker was willing to pay 


£20,000, there was a 71% probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF (see Figure 9e) and 


for scenario 2, there was a 70% probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF (see Figure 9f).  


The graphs indicate that  reductions in cell costs improves the cost-effectiveness of ACI compare to 


MF.   
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a: CEAC – 25% cell cost reduction: scenario 1 b: CEAC – 25% cell cost reduction: scenario 2 


  
c: CEAC – 50% cell cost reduction: scenario 1 d: CEAC – 50% cell cost reduction: scenario 2 
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e: CEAC – 75% cell cost reduction: scenario 1 f: CEAC – 75% cell cost reduction: scenario 2 
Figure 9. CEAC – cost reductions 
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Table 19. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results - cell cost reduction 


Procedure Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Comparison Incremental costs £ Incremental QALYs ICER £ (cost per 
QALY gained) 


Deterministic – 25% reduction 
MF (MF) 5,015 17.0033 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,183 17.0284 MF (ACI) v MF (MF) 1,168 0.0251* 46,564 
ACI (MF) 15,892 17.9570 ACI (MF) v MF (ACI) 9,709 0.9287 10,455 
ACI (ACI) 16,647 18.0228 ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF) 755 0.0658* 11,483 
Probabilistic - 25% reduction 
MF (MF) 5,009 17.0086 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,183 17.0305 MF (ACI) v MF (MF) 1,174 0.0219* 53,619 
ACI (MF) 15,880 17.9502 ACI (MF) v MF (ACI) 9,697 0.9197 10,453 
ACI (ACI) 16,637 18.0497 ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF) 758 0.0994* 7,618 
Deterministic – 50% reduction 
MF (MF) 5,015 17.0033 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 5,760 17.0284 MF (ACI) v MF (MF) 744 0.0251* 29,678 
ACI (MF) 11,892 17.9570 ACI (MF) v MF (ACI) 6,132 0.9287 6,603 
ACI (ACI) 12,373 18.0228 ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF) 481 0.0658* 7,319 
Probabilistic - 50% reduction 
MF (MF) 5,020 16.9907 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 5,770 17.0250 MF (ACI) v MF (MF) 750 0.0343* 21,869 
ACI (MF) 11,876 17.9123 ACI (MF) v MF (ACI) 6,106 0.8873 6,881 
ACI (ACI) 12,362 18.0100 ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF) 486 0.0977* 4,979 
Deterministic – 75% reduction 
MF (MF) 5,015 17.0033 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 5,336 17.0284 MF (ACI) v MF (MF) 321 0.0251* 12,792 
ACI (MF) 7,892 17.9570 ACI (MF) v MF (ACI) 2,556 0.9287 2,752 
ACI (ACI) 8,100 18.0228 ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF) 207 0.0658* 3,155 
Probabilistic - 75% reduction 
MF (MF) 5,023 16.9546 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 5,346 16.9755 MF (ACI) v MF (MF) 322 0.0209* 15,430 
ACI (MF) 7,878 17.9253 ACI (MF) v MF (ACI) 2,532 0.9498 2,666 
ACI (ACI) 8,083 18.0442 ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF) 205 0.1189* 1,725 
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* As the incremental QALYs are near zero, the ICER can fluctuate widely 


 


Table 19 shows the deterministic and probabilistic cost-effectiveness results for the lifetime horizon for cell cost reduction and results were ranked by least 


costly option.  When the cost of cells was reduced by 25%, 50% and 75% these results were in line with the base-case cost-effectiveness results.  That is, for 


the discounted deterministic results MF (MF) was the least costly option and had the fewest QALYs, whereas ACI (ACI) was the most expensive option but 


generated more QALYs.  The deterministic incremental cost-effectiveness ratio between the two MF options: MF (ACI) vs MF (MF) was nearly £47,000; the 


ICER between ACI (MF) and MF (ACI) was just over £10,000; and the ICER between the two ACI options: ACI (ACI) vs ACI (MF) was just under £12,000 


when there was a 25% reduction in costs.  These ICER figures are £30,000, £6,500, and £7,300 respectively when there was a 50% reduction in costs and the 


corresponding figures are £13,000, £2,700, and £3,500 respectively when there was a 75% reduction in costs.  For all cell cost reduction scenarios, both the 


deterministic and probabilistic results indicate that ACI as a first procedure was more cost-effective than MF as a first procedure and from these results, again 


we see that the cost of cells is a key driver of the cost-effectiveness estimates. 


 


Figure 10 (a to c) presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the sensitivity analysis results for the cell cost reduction.  The graphs clearly show 


that if the decision maker is willing to pay £20,000 then the probability that ACI (ACI) is more cost-effective than the other 3 comparisons is 32% for a 50% 


reduction in the costs of cells (although there is not much difference if MF was the second repair after the ACI) and 38% for a 75% reduction in the costs of 


cells.  Whereas, if the decision maker pays £30,000 for a 25% reduction in the cost of cells then the probability that ACI (ACI) is more cost-effective than the 


other 3 comparisons is 34%.  This suggests that ACI as first procedure is more cost-effective than MF as first procedure. 
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a: CEAC – 25% cell cost reduction b: CEAC – 50% cell cost reduction 


 


 


c: CEAC – 75% cell cost reduction  
Figure 10. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves – cell cost reduction
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b) SA 2. Changing the time horizon 
In the base-case analysis, a lifetime horizon was chosen with the starting age 33 years for the cohort.  


In this sensitivity analysis we have varied the time horizon (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 years) to see how 


this affects the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.  Table 20 shows the sensitivity cost-effectiveness 


results for the different time horizons.  For all time horizons, even though ACI was more costly than 


MF, there were more QALYs gained with ACI than MF.  For the 10 year time horizon, the 


deterministic cost per QALY gain ratio for ACI compared with MF was £25,992 for scenario 1 and 


£27,388 for scenario 2.  The cost per QALY gained for the two scenarios ranged from: £17k to £18k 


for a 20 year time horizon; £15k to £16k for the 30 year and 40 year time horizons; and £14k to £16k 


for the 50 year time horizon.  For both scenarios, ACI as a first repair was more-cost-effective than 


MF as a first repair, the longer the time horizon.  These results were of similar magnitudes and 


directions for the probabilistic results. 


 
Table 20. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results (by scenario) – changing the time horizon 


Procedure Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – 10 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 5,983 7.3030 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,082 7.8454 14,098 0.5424 25,992 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,498 7.2906 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,329 7.8321 14,831 0.5415 27,388 
Probabilistic – 10 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 5,989 7.2950 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,075 7.8501 14,086 0.5550 25,379 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,505 7.2845 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,326 7.8270 14,821 0.5425 27,320 
Deterministic – 20 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,104 11.2812 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,340 12.1040 14,286 0.8228 17,301 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,524 11.2587 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,384 12.0654 14,860 0.8067 18,421 
Probabilistic – 20 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,098 11.2630 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,359 12.1136 14,261 0.8506 16,766 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,526 11.2362 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,414 12.0625 14,888 0.8263 18,019 
Deterministic – 30 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
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MF (ACI) 6,329 13.9997 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,614 14.9318 14,285 0.9321 15,326 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,739 13.9750 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,609 14.8774 14,871 0.9024 16,480 
Probabilistic – 30 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,326 14.0117 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,642 14.9494 14,316 0.9377 15,267 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,728 13.9748 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,628 14.8754 14,900 0.9006 16,545 
Deterministic – 40 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,492 15.7604 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,798 16.7368 14,306 0.9764 14,652 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,901 15.7354 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,775 16.6747 14,875 0.9393 15,836 
Probabilistic – 40 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,494 15.7558 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,763 16.7219 14,269 0.9662 14,768 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,900 15.7279 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,376 16.6504 14,837 0.9225 16,083 
Deterministic – 50 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,579 16.7164 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,891 17.7078 14,313 0.9914 14,437 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,987 16.6913 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,864 17.6427 14,876 0.9514 15,636 
Probabilistic – 50 year time horizon 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,557 16.7119 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,841 17.6964 14,284 0.9845 14,509 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,974 16.6777 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,820 17.6182 14,845 0.9405 15,785 
 


Figure 11 (a to j) presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the sensitivity analysis for the 


different time horizons for scenarios 1 and 2.  For the 10 year time horizon – for scenario 1, if the 


decision maker was willing to pay £20,000, the probability that MF was more cost-effective than ACI 


was 62% (see Figure 11a) and for scenario 2, MF was 645 more likely to be cost-effective than ACI 


(see Figure 11b).  ACI became more cost-effective than MF when the decision maker was willing to 


pay approximately £26,000 for scenario 1 and £28,000 for scenario 2.  For all other time horizons, the 


probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF was approximately 55% for both scenarios 
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when the decision maker was willing to pay £20,000.  The results highlighted that for the longer time 


horizons, ACI as a first repair was more cost-effective than MF as a first repair.
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a: CEAC – 10 year time horizon: scenario 1 b: CEAC – 10 year time horizon: scenario 2 


  
c: CEAC – 20 year time horizon: scenario 1 d: CEAC – 20 year time horizon: scenario 2 
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e: CEAC – 30 year time horizon: scenario 1 f: CEAC – 30 year time horizon: scenario 2 


  
g: CEAC – 40 year time horizon: scenario 1 h: CEAC – 40 year time horizon: scenario 2 
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i: CEAC – 50 year time horizon: scenario 1 j: CEAC – 50 year time horizon: scenario 2 
Figure 11. CEAC – different time horizons 
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Table 21 shows the deterministic and probabilistic cost-effectiveness results for the different time 


horizons and results were ranked by the least costly option.  When comparing the two initial MF 


options: MF (MF) vs. MF (ACI) the deterministic ICER for a 10 year time horizon was over £120,000 


For the same time period the deterministic ICER for the two initial ACI options: ACI (ACI) vs ACI 


(MF) was approximately half of this at £57,000.  For the two initial ACI options, the deterministic 


ICER falls to just under £25,000 for a 20 year time horizon; and for the 30 year time horizon the 


ICER is just under £19,000.  For both the 40 and 50 year time horizons (for the two initial ACI 


options), the deterministic ICER is very similar to the base-case ICER.  The clear reason why the 


shorter time horizons are not cost-effective is due to the costs of ACI occurring at the start of the 


model and the benefits appearing much later, especially in terms of the reduced need for total knee 


replacements and fewer people going to the no further repair or no further knee replacement health 


states (where the utility is lower).  


 
Table 21. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results – changing the time horizon 


Procedure Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – 10 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,498 7.2906 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 5,983 7.3030 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,485 0.0124* 120,252 


ACI (MF) 19,329 7.8321 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,346 0.5292 25,220 


ACI (ACI) 20,082 7.8454 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


753 0.0132* 56,816 


Probabilistic - 10 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,505 7.2845 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 5,989 7.2950 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,484 0.0105* 140,705 


ACI (MF) 19,326 7.8270 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,337 0.5319 25,072 


ACI (ACI) 20,075 7.8501 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


749 0.0231* 32,448 


Deterministic – 20 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,524 11.2587 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,104 11.2812 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,580 0.0225* 70,152 


ACI (MF) 19,384 12.0654 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,280 0.7842 16,935 


ACI (ACI) 20,340 12.1040 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


955 0.0386* 24,742 


Probabilistic - 20 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,526 11.2362 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,098 11.2630 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,572 0.0268* 58,704 


ACI (MF) 19,414 12.0625 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,317 0.7995 16,656 
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ACI (ACI) 20,359 12.1136 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


944 0.0511* 18,486 


Deterministic – 30 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,739 13.9750 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,329 13.9997 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,590 0.0247* 64,495 


ACI (MF) 19,609 14.8774 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,280 0.8777 15,131 


ACI (ACI) 20,614 14.9318 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,005 0.0544* 18,472 


Probabilistic - 30 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,728 13.9748 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,326 14.0117 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,598 0.0369* 43,334 


ACI (MF) 19,628 14.8754 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,302 0.8637 15,401 


ACI (ACI) 20,642 14.9494 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,014 0.0740* 13,705 


Deterministic – 40 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,901 15.7354 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,492 15.7604 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,591 0.0250* 63,579 


ACI (MF) 19,775 16.6747 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,284 0.9143 14,529 


ACI (ACI) 20,798 16.7368 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,022 0.0621* 16,466 


Probabilistic - 40 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,900 15.7279 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,494 15.7558 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,594 0.0276* 57,810 


ACI (MF) 19,736 16.6504 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,243 0.8946 14,803 


ACI (ACI) 20,763 16.7219 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,026 0.0716* 14,336 


Deterministic – 50 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,987 16.6913 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,579 16.7164 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,592 0.0251* 63,458 


ACI (MF) 19,864 17.6427 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,285 0.9263 14,341 


ACI (ACI) 20,891 17.7078 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,028 0.0651* 15,793 


Probabilistic - 50 year time horizon 
MF (MF) 4,974 16.6777 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,557 16.7119 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,583 0.0341* 46,395 


ACI (MF) 19,820 17.6182 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,262 0.9063 14,633 


ACI (ACI) 20,841 17.6964 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,022 0.0782* 13,073 


* As the incremental QALYs are near zero, the ICER can fluctuate widely 
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Figure 12 (a to e) presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the sensitivity analysis 


results for the different time horizons.  The graphs suggest that for the 10 year time horizon, MF (MF) 


is the most cost-effective option if the decision maker is willing to pay £30,000 per QALY; over 


£36,000 the most cost-effective option is ACI as a first repair and if a second repair is this could either 


be ACI or MF.  For the 20 year time horizon, MF (MF) appears the most cost-effective option if the 


decision maker is willing to pay £22,000 per QALY; over £26,000 per QALY the most cost-effective 


option is ACI (ACI); ACI as a first repair and if a second repair is needed this should also be ACI.  As 


the time horizon increases ACI (ACI) - ACI as a first repair and if a second repair is needed this 


should also be an ACI, is probably more cost-effective than the other 3 sequences: so for example, if 


the decision maker is willing to pay £24,000, then the probability that ACI (ACI) is more cost-


effective for both the 30 and 40 year time horizons is 28% and the probability that ACI (ACI) is more 


cost-effective for the 50 year time horizon is 29%. 
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a: CEAC – 10 year time horizon b: CEAC – 20 year time horizon 
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c: CEAC – 30 year time horizon d: CEAC – 40 year time horizon 


 


 


e: CEAC – 50 year time horizon  
Figure 12. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves – changing the time horizon
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c) SA 3. MF done as a day case procedure 


In the base-case analysis, according to clinical advice we have used a cost for MF as an inpatient 


procedure (£3,020); however, we know that sometimes this procedure is done as day case.  In the 


sensitivity analysis we have assumed that MF is done as a day case procedure at a cost of £1,034.  


Table 22 shows the sensitivity cost-effectiveness results for MF as a day case procedure.  The costs 


for MF have fallen but the QALY gain does not change.  Hence, ACI as a first repair is still the most 


cost-effective procedure compared with MF as a first repair with an ICER of just over £16,000 


(scenario 1) and just under £18,000 (scenario 2). 
*Table 22. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results (by scenario) – MF procedure as a day case surgery and not as an 
inpatient 


Procedure Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic  
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 4,621 17.0284 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,921 18.0228 16,300 0.9944 16,391 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF)  2,819  17.0033 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,756 17.9570 16,937 0.9537 17,758 
Probabilistic  
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 4,620 17.0412 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,951 17.9975 16,332 0.9563 17,078 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 2,811 17.0137 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,788 17.9065 16,977 0.8928 19,017 
*Figure 13 (a and b) presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for MF as a day case 


procedure for scenarios 1 and 2, respectively.  For scenario 1, if the decision maker was willing to pay 


£20,000, the probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF was 55% (see Figure 13a) and the 


probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF was 52% (see Figure 13b). 
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a: CEAC – MF as a day case: scenario 1 


 
b: CEAC – MF as a day case: scenario 2 
Figure 13. CEAC - MF as a day case 


Table 23 presents the deterministic and probabilistic cost-effectiveness results.  Compared with the 


base-case analysis, even though the costs for MF have fallen, there is no change in the QALYs.  


The ICERs between the different options were in line with the base-case results and initial ACI 


appears more cost-effective than initial MF and for those that need a second repair after the first ACI, 


this should be another ACI.   


 
**Table 23. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results – MF procedure as a day case surgery and not as an inpatient 


Procedure Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic  
MF (MF) 2,819 17.0033 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 4,621 17.0284 MF (ACI) v MF 1,802 0.0251* 71,832 
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(MF) 
ACI (MF) 19,756 17.9570 ACI (MF) v MF 


(ACI) 
15,135 0.9287 16,298 


ACI (ACI) 20,921 18.0228 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,165 0.0658* 17,715 


Probabilistic  
MF (MF) 2,811 17.0137 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 4,620 17.0412 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,809 0.0275* 65,784 


ACI (MF) 19,788 17.9065 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


15,169 0.8653 17,531 


ACI (ACI) 20,951 17.9975 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,163 0.0910* 12,777 


* As the incremental QALYs are near zero, the ICER can fluctuate widely 


 


 
Figure 14. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves – MF as a day case procedure*Figure 14 presents 


the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve and the graph highlights that if the decision maker is willing 


to pay less than £22,000 then MF (MF) is the most cost-effective option. If willing to pay more than 


£24,000, then ACI (MF) is the most cost-effective option – that is, the first repair should be ACI and 


if a second repair is needed this should be MF due to the lower costs (even though having an ACI as a 


second repair generates more QALYs). 


d) *SA 4. Improving the success rates of MF 
In this sensitivity analysis we have conducted a ‘what if’ scenario where we have assumed that the 


duration of success for MF increases: a) by 20% and b) by 40%.  Table 24 shows the sensitivity cost-


effectiveness results by scenario for the increase in the duration of success for MF.  ACI was still 


more costly than MF, there were more QALYs gained with ACI than MF; even though there was a 


slight fall in the incremental QALYs gained compared with the base-case results, this was not enough 


to change the ICERs.  For both scenarios, ACI as a first repair was more-cost-effective than MF as a 


first repair.  These results were of similar magnitudes and directions for the probabilistic results. 
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Table 24. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results (by scenario) – improving the success rates of MF 


Procedure Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – 20% increase in success rates 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,392 17.0756 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,921 18.0228 14,529 0.9472 15,338 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,969 17.0607 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,892 17.9639 14,923 0.9033 16,521 
Probabilistic - 20% increase in success rates 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,387 17.0546 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,895 18.0271 14,509 0.9725 14,919 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,954 17.0403 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,856 17.9429 14,901 0.9027 16,508 
Deterministic – 40% increase in success rates 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 5,698 17.0787 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,921 18.0228 15,223 0.9441 16,125 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,820 17.0758 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,892 17.9741 15,072 0.8983 16,778 
Probabilistic - 40% increase in success rates 
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 5,682 17.0535 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 20,975 18.0331 15,292 0.9796 15,611 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 4,803 17.0520 - - - 
ACI (MF) 19,939 17.9887 15,136 0.9367 16,159 
*Figure 15a and Figure 15d presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the sensitivity 


analysis for the increase in the duration of success for MF for scenarios 1 and 2.  For a 20% increase 


in the duration of success for MF – for scenario 1, if the decision maker was willing to pay £20,000, 


the probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF was 58% (see Figure 15a) and for scenario 


2, the probability that ACI was more cost-effective than MF was 56% (see Figure 15b).  For a 40% 


increase in the duration of success for MF – these probability figures were 57% (see Figure 15c) and 


55% (see Figure 15d), respectively. 
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a: CEAC – 20% increase in MF success rate: scenario 1 b: CEAC – 20% increase in MF success rate: scenario 2 


  
c: CEAC – 40% increase in MF success rate: scenario 1 d: CEAC – 40% increase in MF success rate: scenario 2 
Figure 15. CEAC –increase in MF success rate
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Table 25. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results – improving the success rates of MF 


Procedure Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – 20% increase in success rates 
MF (MF) 4,969 17.0607 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,392 17.0756 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,423 0.0149* 95,618 


ACI (MF) 19,892 17.9639 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,500 0.8884 15,196 


ACI (ACI) 20,921 18.0228 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,029 0.0589* 17,480 


Probabilistic  - 20% increase in success rates 
MF (MF) 4,954 17.0403 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,387 17.0546 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,433 0.0144* 99,812 


ACI (MF) 19,856 17.9429 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


13,469 0.8883 15,162 


ACI (ACI) 20,895 18.0271 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,040 0.0842* 12,356 


Deterministic – 40% increase in success rates 
MF (MF) 4,820 17.0758 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 5,698 17.0787 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
878 0.0029* 301,260 


ACI (MF) 19,892 17.9741 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


14,194 0.8954 15,852 


ACI (ACI) 20,921 18.0228 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,029 0.0487* 21,130 


Probabilistic  - 40% increase in success rates 
MF (MF) 4,803 17.0520 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 5,682 17.0535 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
880 0.0015* 592,407 


ACI (MF) 19,939 17.9887 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


14,256 0.9352 15,244 


ACI (ACI) 20,975 18.0331 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


1,036 0.0443* 23,356 


* As the incremental QALYs are near zero, the ICER can fluctuate widely 


 


Table 25 presents the deterministic and probabilistic cost-effectiveness results.  The costs of MF have 


fallen slightly and also the QALYs for MF have increased.  ACI (ACI) has an ICER of just under 


£18,000 (for a 20% increase in the duration of success rate for MF) and over £21,000 (for a 40% 


increase in the duration of success rate for MF).  Note that for the 40% increase in the duration of the 


MF success, the difference in incremental QALYs between the two initial MF options is very small 


and hence the ICERs will fluctuate widely. 


*Figure 16 (a to b) presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the sensitivity analysis 


results for the ‘what if’ scenario if the duration of success of MF was to increase by 20% and 40%, 


respectively.  For a 20% increase in the MF success rate, the graph suggests that if the decision maker 


is willing to pay £20,000 then there is not much difference in the four options; however, if the 
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decision maker is willing to pay £22,000 or more than ACI as a first repair is more cost-effective than 


MF as a first repair.  For a 40% increase in the MF success rate, the graph indicates that if the decision 


maker is willing to pay £20,000 then ACI as a first repair (ACI (ACI) or ACI (MF)) is more cost-


effective than MF (approximately 32-33% probability that it is more cost-effective).   


 


 
a: Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves – increase in MF success rate by 20% 


 
b: Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves – increase in MF success rate by 40% 
Figure 16. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves – increase in MF success rate 


Note that MF only becomes cost-effective if the duration of benefit is much longer. 
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e) SA 5. Starting age of cohort is 45 years 
In the base-case analysis the starting age for the cohort was 33 years.  In this sensitivity analysis the 


starting age is changed to 45 years (patients are nearer to the knee replacement age) to see how this 


affects the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.  Table 26 presents the deterministic and probabilistic 


cost-effectiveness results by scenario.  Even though the model is starting at a later age (45 years), the 


results are very similar to the base-case with ACI as a first repair being cost-effective compared with 


MF as a first repair. 


 
Table 26. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results (by scenario) – starting age for cohort is 45 years 


Procedure Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic  
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,422 15.0445 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 16,784 16.0327 10,362 0.9882 10,486 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 5,267 15.0187 - - - 
ACI (MF) 16,116 15.9766 10,849 0.9579 11,326 
Probabilistic  
Scenario 1  
MF (ACI) 6,441 15.0833 - - - 
ACI (ACI) 16,724 16.0377 10,283 0.9544 10,755 
Scenario 2 
MF (MF) 5,281 14.9900 - - - 
ACI (MF) 16,053 15.9562 10,772 0.9962 11,149 
 


Figure 17 (a and b) presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves for the sensitivity analysis 


with a starting age of 45 years for the cohort for scenarios 1 and 2.  For scenarios 1 and 2, if the 


decision maker was willing to pay £20,000, the probability that ACI was cost-effective relative to MF 


was 64%.   
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a: CEAC – starting age is 45 years: scenario 1 


 
b: CEAC – starting age is 45 years: scenario 2 
Figure 17. CEAC – starting age is 45 years 


*Table 27 shows the deterministic and probabilistic cost-effectiveness results with a starting age of 45 


years for the cohort and results were ranked by the least costly option.  Results were similar to the 


base-case results and ACI (ACI) remained the most cost-effective procedure.  
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Table 27. Sensitivity cost-effectiveness results – starting age for cohort is 45 years 


Procedure Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic  
MF (MF) 5,267 15.0187 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,422 15.0445 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,155 0.0258* 44,747 


ACI (MF) 16,116 15.9766 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


9,695 0.9321 10,401 


ACI (ACI) 16,784 16.0327 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


667 0.0561* 11,898 


Probabilistic  
MF (MF) 5,281 14.9900 - - - - 
MF (ACI) 6,441 15.0833 MF (ACI) v MF 


(MF) 
1,160 0.0933* 12,439 


ACI (MF) 16,053 15.9562 ACI (MF) v MF 
(ACI) 


9,612 0.8729 11,012 


ACI (ACI) 16,724 16.0377 ACI (ACI) v ACI 
(MF) 


671 0.0815* 8,241 


* As the incremental QALYs are near zero, the ICER can fluctuate widely 


*Figure 18 presents the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for a starting age of 45 years for the 


cohort.  If the decision maker is willing to pay £20,000 per QALY, then either ACI (ACI) or ACI 


(MF) are the most cost-effective options. 


 


 
Figure 18. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves – starting age of cohort is 45 years 
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**********************************************************************************


**************************************************************** 


5.7 Discussion 
For the base-case analysis, a hypothetical cohort of 1,000 patients with cartilage knee defects with a 


starting age of 33 years was followed over a lifetime horizon.  The cycle length for the model was set 


to 1 year.  The analysis was conducted from the perspective of the NHS and PSS.  Data for the 


transition probabilities, mortality rates, and utilities were obtained from the literature.  Health 


outcomes were measured in quality-adjusted life years.  The majority of unit costs were obtained from 


the NHS reference costs database and all costs are in pounds sterling (£) in 2012/2013 prices.  Results 


were compared in two different ways for ACI and MF: 


• Firstly, we used two scenarios: - scenario 1 with all second repairs ACI and scenario 2 with 


all second repairs MF. 


• Secondly, all four options were ranked in order of increasing costs and any options 


(sequences) which were more expensive and less effective were excluded (simple 


dominance).   


Results are expressed as incremental cost per QALY gained.  An annual discount rate of 3.5% was 


applied to both costs and QALYs.  We ran the model deterministically and probabilistically with 


1,000 iterations.  We undertook various sensitivity analyses.  These bootstrapped iterations were used 


to construct the cost-effectiveness acceptability curves.  The CEACs were presented using a 


willingness to pay threshold from £0 to £60,000. 


 


5.7.1 Methods and summary of findings 
For the base-case analysis, for the discounted deterministic results MF was the least costly option but 


had fewer QALYs, whereas ACI was the most expensive option but generated more QALYs.   


For scenario 1, the cost per QALY gained for ACI compared with MF was £8,925 and for scenario 2, 


the cost per QALY gained £9,788.   These results were confirmed by the CEACs: so if the decision 


maker is willing to pay £20,000 for a QALY, ACI is 56%-59% more likely to be cost-effective than 


MF. For both scenarios, ACI as a first repair appeared more cost-effective than MF as a first repair.   


 


When looking at the different sequences (options), the initial ACI appears more cost-effective than 


initial MF and for those that need a second repair after the first ACI, this should also be another ACI.  


For the different sequences, the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for the base-case results 


confirmed these results and showed that if the decision maker is willing to pay £18,000 or more for a 


QALY than ACI as a first procedure is more cost-effective than MF as a first procedure.   
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We found that the key cost driver was the cost of the cells for the ACI procedure, but over the time 


horizon, ACI is more beneficial (more gain in QALYs) and cost saving to the NHS (less people in 


need of a second repair or of a TKR). 


 


A number of sensitivity analyses were undertaken to determine the cost-effectiveness of various 


options and the majority of results were in line with the base-case analysis.   However, we found that 


the model was sensitive to the cost of cells - we know that these are not the true costs as the NHS 


receive confidential discounts from the manufacturers.  This means that with the cell cost reduction 


ACI (ACI) is likely to be even more cost-effective than the base-case cost per QALY ratio which was 


presented.  We also found that the model was sensitive to the time horizon, with a shorter time 


horizon - 10 years – the cost per QALY for the two initial ACI options rose to around £26,000, due to 


the costs of the ACI procedure occurring at the start and the benefits of ACI not being realised until 


much later, such as the reduced need for TKRs.  When the time horizon was longer, the model results 


were in line with the base-case results.  The sensitivity analyses conducted using Oswestry data found 


ACI not cost-effective compared with MF and mainly due to the lower utility value in the fourth year 


for ACI compared with MF.  However, for reasons explained in Chapter 4 – there are a number of 


confounding factors that influence these utility values. 


 


5.7.2 Strengths and limitations 
The Markov model considers patients having a maximum of two knee repairs (any combination of 


MF and ACI) if they choose to, if the first repair fails and unlike other models the patients can have 


more than two knee revisions.  


 


However, the model does have a number of limitations.  Firstly, the length of follow-up we found in 


the trials published in the literature was too short and hence, there is no long-term data on the success 


and failure rates (including long-term benefits and adverse events) for each of these procedures and 


what the average age is for these patients when a TKR/PKR is required.  However, results from the 


long-term ACTIVE trial (comparing ACI/MACI with standard treatments) and the TOPKAT trial 


(comparing total knee replacement with partial knee replacement)124 will provide useful information 


with which to populate our economic model, although results will not be available until 2017 and 


2019, respectively.  


 


Secondly, due to the short follow up, we also found that there were no long-term data on utility values 


associated with each of these procedures.  We have had to rely heavily on the literature and on a few 


studies in particular, such as Gerlier et al102.   Also, we found no studies that mapped any of the 
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clinical measures such as Lysholm score or the KOOS score to either the EQ-5D or SF-6D to generate 


utility values, which would have been helpful in our model.   


 


Thirdly, we relied on our clinical experts to provide us with information on the average number of 


resources used (e.g. outpatient and rehabilitation visits) over the course of the year for these patients.   


 


Fourthly, we did not take into account any costs for the analgesics based on advice from our clinical 


experts, as these costs are negligible and would not have altered the base-case cost per QALY.  Also, 


not all the costs obtained were from the NHS reference costs.  We used the previous HTA report by 


Clar et al3 who obtained costs from Aberdeen/Southampton hospitals to populate their economic 


model.  Although these costs were inflated to 2012/2013 prices using the Hospital and Community 


Health Services (HCHS) index,114 to get a more accurate picture of these costs it would have been 


better to have carried out “bottom-up costing”.     


 


Fifthly, the model has not taken into account any private patient costs such as time off work and loss 


of pay (productivity) – this population who have either an ACI or MF is a young cohort and it will 


primarily have an effect on their own costs.  In line with this, it would have been interesting to know 


how long it would take this population cohort to return to normal activities after each of these 


procedures (return to work or return to sports). 


 


Finally, we did not include any adverse events as there were no key differences between the two 


treatment arms. 
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 Chapter 6 Discussion   6
 


Statement of principal findings 


• ACI has evolved since the last review by NICE in 2005, and key features now are 


selection of the chondrocytes most likely to produce good quality repairs 


(“characterization”) and the use of chondrocytes seeded into membranes or scaffolds, 


rather than a liquid suspension of cells being secured under a periosteal or collagen cap. 


• ACI is an effective way of treating defects in articular cartilage, giving good results in 


over 80% of patients. If results are good at two years, benefit is generally sustained for 


up to 10 years. A very large UK cohort showed graft survivals of 78% at 5 years and 


51% at 10 years. 


• The main comparator, microfracture, is also effective, but in a smaller proportion, and 


appears to be less 


durable. *****************************************************************


*************************************** 


• Our economic modelling found that ACI appeared to be cost-effective compared to 


microfracture, with a key driver being duration of benefit and likely avoidance or 


postponement of a second repair or of knee replacement.  MF was less costly but provided 


fewer QALYs.   


• Total costs were influenced by the proportion needing a second repair, and by the method 


used for second repairs. If all second repairs were by ACI, the cost per QALY gained for 


initial ACI compared with initial MF was £8,925. If all second repairs were by MF, the cost 


per QALY gained was £9,788.   These results were confirmed by the CEACs: so if the 


decision maker is willing to pay £20,000 for a QALY, ACI is 56%-59% more likely to be 


cost-effective than MF.  For both scenarios, ACI as a first repair was more cost-effective than 


MF as a first repair.   


**************************************************************************


**************************************************************************


************************************************ 


Strengths and weakness of evidence 


• At the last appraisal, there was no long-term data from trials. The evidence base has also 


evolved with data on longer term follow-up both from trials and cohort studies. However 


the longest term data comes from older generations of ACI, and recruits to such studies 


had often had several prior attempts at repair which appears to reduce the effectiveness 


of ACI. 
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• Because of short follow-up of the MACI trials, there is a lack of long-term utility data. 


• The TIG/ACT trial of ChondroCelect used ACI-P which has now been superseded by 


ACI-C or MACI. ChondroCelect cells are now used in a MACI procedure wherein the 


cells are loaded on to a membrane by the surgeon. 


• ************************************************************************


************************************************************************


********************************There is a general problem when long-term 


results are needed but the technology continues to evolve. Data on long-term results 


comes mainly from first generation ACI. 


• Utilities vary considerably amongst studies. For example, baseline utility before repair 


ranges from 0.41 (Derret et al101) to ************** (ACTIVE33, MF and ACI groups 


respectively) to 0.654 (Gerlier et al 102). 


Asymptomatic lesions.  


******************************************************************************


***********************************************************************. Many 


will become asymptomatic and will no longer quality for ACI according to the NICE scope. 


However, their cartilage defect will not recover spontaneously, and they are likely to develop 


OA in later years. Should they be considered for ACI? 


 


The Dutch Orthopaedic Association recommends treatment of asymptomatic ICRS grade 5 


lesions.20 


 


Osteoarthritis 


The NICE scope excludes people with “advanced osteoarthritis”. Osteoarthritis can be defined as 


generalised degenerative change affecting both sides of an articulation. ACI is used for isolated 


cartilage defects. There can be isolated defects on both surfaces (“kissing lesions”) which could be 


considered for ACI if the rest of the joint is in good order, but our searches have found only trials in 


single defects. There is sparse evidence on the use of ACI in knees with osteophytes (which are a 


response to degenerative change). It is possible that ACI may have a place in early OA with focal 


damage. Minas and colleagues125 carried out ACI-P in 153 patients with an average age of 38. Five 


years after ACI, 92% of patients had good function, and only 8% had had TKR. 


 


Niemeyer and colleagues reported a case series of MACI (CartiGro cells and Chondro-Gide collagen 


membrane) in which some patients had early OA.57 Their results were not as good as those in patients 
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without OA, but 73% (11/15) of them had improved function (increase in 10 points or more in IKDC) 


at 24 months. 


 


The trials described in detail in this report provide little data on the value of ACI in OA. In the 


ACTIVE and Basad trials, patients with OA were excluded. In the SUMMIT trial, patients with 


Kellgren-Lawrence grade 3 or 4 OA were excluded, which implies that some patients with early OA 


(grade 2 has definite osteophytes and possible joint space narrowing) could have been included. 


However no details for such a sub-group are given in the results. In the TIG/ACT trial, patients with 


advanced OA (as defined by Radiographic Atlas OA grade 2 – 3) were excluded.  


 


A systematic review of cartilage repair in early OA by de Windt et al126 found evidence of benefit in 


those having various forms of ACI, ranging from ACI-P to MACI. Early OA was defined in different 


ways in the nine case series, and de Windt and colleagues described the studies as being of “generally 


low methodological quality”. Nevertheless they reported that outcomes to 9 years were good, 


suggested that ACI in early OA might be used to postpone TKR, but recommended an RCT. 


There may therefore be a place for ACI in early osteoarthritis but the evidence base is much 


weaker than for purely chondral lesions. 


 


Body mass index 


Jaiswal and colleagues from Stanmore reported a lack of benefit from ACI or MACI in patients 


with BMI over 30, though this was based on small numbers in the high BMI group.127  Their data 


came from the trial of MACI versus ACI. In 53 patients with BMI under 25kg/m2 82% of 


patients had a good or excellent result. In the overweight group (BMI 25-30) 49% (22 of 45) had 


a good or excellent result, whereas only one of 18 patients with BMI over 30 had a good result. 


Mithoefer et al also reported worse outcomes in those with BMI over 30.79 Behery et al reported 


no correlation but had data on only 8 patients.80 


Data in the effect of high BMI on outcomes of cartilage repair is sparse. Jaiswal and colleagues 


reported that their literature review found few previous studies.127 In most studies, mean BMIs 


were well below 30, perhaps because cartilage injuries occur largely in people active in sports. 


Jaiswal used the term “obese” but some sportsmen with high BMIs may be lean but very 


muscular. 


Similar findings have been reported for microfracture by Asik and colleagues with better results 


in those with BMI less than 25.128 


 


Research needs 
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Recommendations for research made in the systematic reviews. 


Some of the recommendations made in the reviews are now out of date. Other recommendations 


include: 


• High quality clinical trials are needed, fulfilling the following criteria: 


o Multicentre, adequate sample size with long term follow-up (preferably five to ten years) 


o Patients in trials should be stratified based on body mass index, defect location, post-


debridement defect size and previous cartilage repair 


o Transparent patient enrolment with clearly stated inclusion and exclusion criteria 


o Proper independently performed randomisation techniques 


o No concurrent surgical interventions (anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction, realignment 


osteotomy, meniscal surgery, etc.); consistent surgical technique 


o Use of validated, responsive, and reliable patient-oriented outcome measures; clear reporting 


of data with a statement of both clinical relevance and significance; use of independent 


assessors 


o Further information is needed on the relationship between clinical, histological and 


radiological outcomes, and the most appropriate measure of functional outcomes that relate to 


a generic measure of health-related quality of life 


• Cohort studies of long term effects (>10 years) are needed 


• Research is needed to explain lack of return to sports by some patients 


• Prospective long term studies are needed to determine if articular cartilage repair in athletes can 


influence the high incidence of osteoarthritis associated with high impact sports 


• More studies should be done on the maturation process of finally formed repair tissue and  on 


appropriate rehabilitation programmes for the different techniques 


 


Fourth generation ACI 


There are several lines of investigation.  


 


Mesenchymal cells 


It has been suggested that mesenchymal stem cells from bone marrow can be used as an 


alternative to ACI and that their reproduction is less affected by age. (For reviews see Nakamura 


et al129 and Perera et al130) 


 


A review of scaffold-based repair by Filardo and colleagues131 mentions another option, using 


mesenchymal stem cells and a degradable scaffold, covered with fibrin.132  
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The ASCOT trial will compare repairs with chondrocytes and bone marrow mesenchymal stem 


cells, and with the combination of both.133  


 


INSTRUCT 


This appears to be a one-stage procedure mixing chondrocytes and bone marrow cells, without 


cell culture. Cells from a biopsy of cartilage are mixed with bone marrow cells, then seeded into a 


porous scaffold which is then implanted into the defect. Evidence comes from a poster by 


Hendriks and colleagues.134 So far only 37 patients had reached 12-month follow-up, of whom 


72% had hyaline cartilage on biopsy. 


 


Cartilage implantation 


The development here is that instead of implanting cultured chondrocytes into the defect, the 


autologous chondrocytes are used to grow new cartilage in the laboratory which is then 


implanted.135  


 


Gell-type ACI 


Gell-type ACI appears to be a new variant without using membrane or periosteum, but using 


cells held in place with fibrin. Choi and colleagues report a case series with 98 patients.136 There 


do not appear to have been RCs against standard ACI. 


 


Single stage procedures 
Cole and colleagues report an RCT with 29 patients, comparing MF (9 patients) with a cartilage 


autograft implantation system (CAIS) in which chondrocytes are not sent for culture.86 Instead, 


hyaline cartilage is harvested in similar amount as for traditional ACI, but then minced and 


attached to a biodegradable scaffold with fibrin glue, in a single operation. Results at 24 months 


showed some advantages for the CAIS group, with IKDC score 83 for CAIS and 60 for MF, and 


KOOS scores also better. 


 


Other cells 


Mizuno et al report that ear cartilage cells can be used, at least in dogs.137  


 


New forms of microfracture 


Filardo and colleagues report 5 case series of autologous matrix-induced chondrogenesis which 


combines microfracture with a collagen matrix to stabilise the blood clot.131 Long-term results are 


not yet available. 
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*Siclari and colleagues used a combination of microfracture and a cell-free hyaluronan cap that had 


been immersed in autologous plasma in 52 patients.138 At 2 years, KOOS results showed good 


improvement. Biopsies were taken from four patients and showed hyaline or hyaline-like repair tissue. 


 


Metal or plastic patches for knees 


These were excluded by NICE as comparators, but sound sufficiently promising to be used in trials. 


They may not be suitable for younger patients but might be an option for the 40-60 subgroup, perhaps 


in order to postpone knee replacement. 


 


The HemiCap is used for re-surfacing localize damage in femoral condyles, and is described by the 


manufacturer as a “contoured articular resurfacing implant”, and as “bridging the gap between 


biological therapies and TKR”. The evidence base seems to consist of a few case series with no RCTs. 


It is produced by Arthrosurface®.139 


• Patello Femoral HemiCAP®140 


• UniCAP®141   


• HemiCAP® Classic142   


The BioPoly™ RS Knee System143 is CE marked for sale in the EU. It is a hyaluronic and polythene 


implant for repairing the joint surface. 


 


The Episealer (Episurf, Sockholm144 comes in two forms, for femoral condyle and trochlea and is 


described as a small metallic button with implants tailored for each patient. It was due to be launched 


on 2013/14. 


 


These products are said to allow rapid return to activities, unlike the long rehab required after ACI. A 


recent study reported that some sportspeople who had had ACI or MF followed by a long period of 


rehabilitation, did not regain full quadriceps power in 33% of individuals after MF and 26% after 


ACI.145 Another reported good results after ACI-P with 26 of 33 patients have good or excellent 


results at 10 years, but also noted that patients did not return to full pre-injury activity levels.146 This 


may be partly due to the long lay-off during the rehabilitation process. However those who return to 


previous activity too early have poorer outcomes than those who wait at least 12 months.147  


 


Conclusion 


 


The evidence base for ACI has improved since the last appraisal by NICE. In most analyses, the 


ICERs for ACI compared to microfracture appear to be within a range usually considered acceptable.  
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 Appendices 8


Appendix I. Flow diagram systematic review 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 20. PRISMA study flow diagram for searches for systematic reviews 
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Appendix II. Search strategies for systematic review and primary studies 
Searches for Systematic Reviews and Assessment Reports 


Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews : Issue 6 of 12, June 2014 


(autologous chondrocyte* near/3 (implant* or transplant*))  


 


Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to June 17, 2014  


1. exp Chondrocytes/tr [Transplantation] 
2. exp Cartilage, Articular/tr [Transplantation] 
3. exp Transplantation, Autologous/ 
4. (MACI or MACT or chondrocelect or ACI).tw. 
5. (chondrocyte* adj4 (implant* or transplant* or matrix or characteri*)).tw. 
6. (autologous adj3 (implant* or transplant* or chondrocyte* or cartilage)).tw. 
7. (cartilage* adj2 (transplant* or implant*)).tw. 
8. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 
9. (systematic review or meta-analysis).tw. 
10. meta-analysis.pt. 
11. "cochrane database of systematic reviews".jn. 
12. 9 or 10 or 11 
13. 8 and 12 
14. limit 13 to yr="2004 -Current" 
15. knee*.af. 
16. 14 and 15 
 


Embase 1980 to June 17, 2014  


1. exp *chondrocyte implantation/ 
2. (MACI or MACT or chondrocelect or ACI).tw. 
3. (chondrocyte* adj4 (implant* or transplant* or matrix or characteri*)).tw. 
4. (autologous adj3 (implant* or transplant* or chondrocyte* or cartilage)).tw. 
5. (cartilage* adj2 (transplant* or implant*)).tw. 
6. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 
7. knee*.af. 
8. 6 and 7 
9. limit 8 to yr="2004 -Current" 
10. (systematic review or meta-analysis).tw. 
11. 9 and 10 
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Health Technology and other assessment reports 


Searched the website of the CRD HTA database at  


http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/CRDWeb/HomePage.asp and the European Medicines Association 


(EMA), the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 


 


  



http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/CRDWeb/HomePage.asp
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Searches for primary studies for clinical effectiveness 
 
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, Issue 6 of 12, June, 2014 


(autologous chondrocyte* near/3 (implant* or transplant*))  


 


Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to June 17, 2014   
1. exp Chondrocytes/tr [Transplantation] 
2. exp Cartilage, Articular/tr [Transplantation] 
3. exp Transplantation, Autologous/ 
4. (MACI or MACT or chondrocelect or ACI).tw. 
5. (chondrocyte* adj4 (implant* or transplant* or matrix or characteri*)).tw. 
6. (autologous adj3 (implant* or transplant* or chondrocyte* or cartilage)).tw. 
7. (cartilage* adj2 (transplant* or implant*)).tw. 
8. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 
9. Knee/ or knee*.mp. 
10. 8 and 9 
11. limit 10 to yr="2010 -Current" 
12. Animals/ 
13. Humans/ 
14. 12 not 13 
15. 11 not 14 
 


Embase 1947 to 2014 June 17  
1. exp *chondrocyte implantation/ 
2. (MACI or MACT or chondrocelect or ACI).tw. 
3. (chondrocyte* adj4 (implant* or transplant* or matrix or characteri*)).tw. 
4. (autologous adj3 (implant* or transplant* or chondrocyte* or cartilage)).tw. 
5. (cartilage* adj2 (transplant* or implant*)).tw. 
6. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 
7. exp knee/ 
8. knee*.tw. 
9. 7 or 8 
10. 6 and 9 
11. limit 10 to yr="2010 -Current" 
12. (rat or rats or pig or pigs or porcine or mice or murine or mouse or sheep or rabbit* or canine or 
dog*).ti. 
13. 11 not 12 
*Web of Science Core Collection: 2010-June 2014 
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 TITLE: (("autologous chondrocyte" or "autologous cartilage") and (implant* or transplant*)) AND 


TOPIC: (knee*)  


TITLE: (MACI or MACT or ACI or condrocelect or "characteri* chondrocyte*") AND TOPIC: 


(knee*)  


 


Additional searches for other literature 


Societies with meetings abstracts available online  


• ISAKOS: International Society of Arthroscopy Knee Surgery & Orthopaedic Sports Medicine 
Biennial Congress 2013 https://www.isakos.com/ 


• AAOS: American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons annual 
meeting http://www.aaos.org/Annual   


• ORS: Orthopaedic Research Society from 1999 to 2014 http://www.ors.org/abstract-search/ 
• AOSSM: American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine 2013 Annual 


Meeting  http://www.sportsmed.org/ 
• British Association for the Surgery of the Knee 2013 


abstracts http://professional.baskonline.com/content/BASKCurrent.aspx 


Searches for Guidelines 


NHS Evidence http://www.evidence.nhs.uk/  


British Orthopaedic Association http://www.boa.ac.uk/ 
British Association for the Surgery of the Knee http://www.baskonline.com/ 


 


Ongoing or recently completed studies searched on October 3rd, 20104  


1. ClinicalTrials.gov http://clinicaltrials.gov/ 
2. WHO (World Health Organization) Clinical Trials Registry Platform Search 


Portal  http://apps.who.int/trialsearch/Default.aspx 
3. Current Controlled Trials http://www.controlled-trials.com/ 
4. UK Clinical Trials Gateway  http://www.ukctg.nihr.ac.uk/default.aspx 
5. EU Clinical Trials Register website https://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu/ 
6. UK Clinical Research Network Study Portfolio http://public.ukcrn.org.uk/search/ 
7. EUDRACT  European Clinical Trials Database https://eudract.ema.europa.eu/ 


 


Additional searches 


In addition, the inclusion lists of recent systematic reviews were checked and experts contacted for 


unpublished data. 


In addition, the reference lists of recent relevant systematic reviews will be checked and experts will 
be contacted for unpublished data. 
 


Auto-alerts in Medline and Embase were run for the duration of the review to ensure that newly 


published  studies were identified. 



https://www.isakos.com/

http://www.aaos.org/Annual

http://www.ors.org/abstract-search/

http://www.sportsmed.org/

http://professional.baskonline.com/content/BASKCurrent.aspx

http://www.evidence.nhs.uk/search?q=knee

http://www.boa.ac.uk/

http://www.baskonline.com/

http://clinicaltrials.gov/

http://apps.who.int/trialsearch/Default.aspx

http://www.controlled-trials.com/

http://www.ukctg.nihr.ac.uk/default.aspx

https://www.clinicaltrialsregister.eu/

http://public.ukcrn.org.uk/search/

https://eudract.ema.europa.eu/
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Appendix III. Quality assessment of reviews 
 


Methodology and quality 


 


The majority of reviews was rated as at least medium quality, with three reviews being rated as low 


quality [Goyal 2013 A44 and B45, Naveen 201246], six reviews rated as medium quality [Bekkers 


200947, Kon 200948, Magnussen 200849, Mithöfer 200950, Nakamura 200951, Negrin 20135] and three 


reviews rated as high quality [Harris 201041, Vasiliadis 201042, Vavken 201053].  


 


Ten of the 12 studies had an adequate description of inclusion criteria, two [Goyal 2013 A and B] had 


no adequate description of participants and outcome measures. Only one review was rated as having a 


fully adequate search strategy [Harris 2010]; search limitations included: only PubMed/Medline used 


[Goyal 2013 A and B, Nakamura 2009], English studies only included [Goyal 2013 A and B, Kon 


2009, Magnussen 2008, Mithöfer 2009, Nakamura 2009], limited search terms (limited description or 


only few terms used) [Goyal 2013 A and B, Nakamura 2009, Naveen 2012, Negrin 2013, Vavken 


2010], no additional searches mentioned [Bekker 2009, Goyal 2013 A and B, Nakamura 2009, 


Naveen 2012, Negrin 2013].  


 


Study selection was only adequately described by four reviews [Harris 2010, Nakamura 2009, Negrin 


2013, Vasiliadis 2010]; where described, selection was done by independent reviewers. Study flow 


was adequately shown (or described) by seven reviews [Goyal 2013A and B, Harris 2010, Magnussen 


2008, Naveen 2012, Negrin 2013, Vavken 2010]. Quality assessment was adequately described by 


eight reviews [Bekkers 2009, Harris 2010, Kon 2009, Mithöfer 2009, Nakamura 2009, Negrin 2013, 


Vasiliadis 2010, Vavken 2010]; quality assessment tools included the Cochrane risk of bias tool 


[Bekkers 2009, Negrin 2013, Vasiliadis 2010], the Coleman Methodology Score (modified in some 


cases) [Bekkers 2009, Harris 2010, Kon 2009, Magnussen 2008, Mithöfer 2009], the Delphi list 


[Harris 2010], the rating system of the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery plus Cochrane criteria 


[Nakamura 2009], a quality scale for observational studies by Deeks [Negrin 2013], and an unnamed 


list of quality items [Vavken 2010]. One review used quality as a basis for further selection [Bekkers 


2009]. Items for data extraction were listed by eight reviews [Bekkers 2009, Harris 2010, Kon 2009, 


Magnussen 2008, Mithöfer 2009, Naveen 2012, Vasiliadis 2010, Vavken 2010], data extraction was 


done in duplicate by independent reviewers in five reviews [Kon 2009, Nakamura 2009, Negrin 2013, 


Vasiliadis 2010, Vavken 2010]. Most reviews did not include a meta-analysis and data were 


summarised in text and tables. A meta-analysis was included in the review by Negrin 2013 and the 
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Cochrane review by Vasiliadis 2010. Some reviews looked for patient characteristics related to 


treatment outcome. 


 


All studies described the characteristics of included studies at least to some extent – but a number of 


reviews did not give details of the quality of individual studies [Goyal 2013A and B, Kon 2009, 


Negrin 2013]. All reviews showed the results of individual studies – but this was sometimes limited 


and numerical data were not always reported.  
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Appendix IV. PRISMA study flow diagram 
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title and abstract level  


(n = 1077) 


Duplicate records 
removed 
(n = 448) 


Additional records identified 
through other sources 


(n = 2) 


Records identified (total before 
deduplication) 


(n = 1672) 


Records excluded at 
title and abstract 


level  
(n = 43) 
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Appendix V. Autologous chondrocyte implantation 


 


BMSC: bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cell; C-ACI: collagen-based ACI; P-ACI: periosteum-based 


ACI; MACI: matrix-assisted autologous chondrocyte implantation 


 


 
Table 30. Primary prospective comparative studies in reviews and from extra searches [this table shows publications 
belonging together and referring to the same study population] 
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mosaicplasty 
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Horas 2000601  


Horas 2003 5  


             


ACI vs 


microfracture 


             


RCT              


Basad 20047  


Basad 201061  


Bachmann 


200462  


             


Crawford 


201263  


             


Knutsen 20046   


Knutsen 200764  


             


Lim 201265               


Saris 200866 


RCT 


Saris 200967  


Vanlauwe 


201140  


Van Assche 


200968 Van 


Assche 201069   


             


                                                      
1 Described as RCT but inadequate randomisation method (alternation) 
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cohort 


             


Kon 2009A70 


Am J Sports 


Med 37: 33  


             


Kon 201171               


Minas 200972               


ACI vs BMSC              


Comparative 


cohort 


             


Nejadnik 2010 
73  


             


ACI vs 


abrasionplasty 


             


RCT              
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Appendix VI. Characteristics of systematic reviews 


Table 31. Characteristics and quality of systematic reviews 


Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


Bekkers 200947 


 


Focus: to identify 


parameters for valid 


treatment selection in 


the repair of articular 


cartilage lesions of 


the knee 


Funding: not 


reported, but stated 


that the authors have 


no conflicts of 


interest 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: prospective 


randomised and quasi-


randomised trials 


Participants: focal cartilage 


lesions of the knee 


Intervention: comparison of 


at least two of ACI, 


microfracture or 


osteochondral autologous 


transplantation 


Outcomes: not specified 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


PubMed, Embase, Cochrane 


Library CENTRAL; date of 


search: August 25 2009; 


keywords indicated; 


limitations: PubMed limited 


by title and abstract, articles 


in English, German, French 


or Dutch; additional 


searches: none 


Study selection: based on 


titles and abstracts, but not 


stated how many reviewers 


were involved 


Quality assessment: done by 


2 independent reviewers, 


based on Cochrane risk of 


bias tool and Coleman 


Methodology Score; quality 


used as a basis for further 


Number of included trials: 


4 (3 including ACI, only 


these are considered here) 


Number of participants: 


298 


TRIALS 


Design: RCTs 


Follow-up: 19 months to 5 


years 


Quality: only level of 


evidence 1b included; 1/3 


studies had some selection, 


detection and reporting bias; 


Coleman score 74 to 94  


Origin: NR 


Funding: NR 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: 30.9 to 33.9 years 


Sex: 57 to 80% men 


Defect size: mean 2.4 to 5.1 


cm2 


Duration of symptoms: NR 


Other: n=2 femoral 


condyles; n=1 53% medial 


femur, 25% patella, 18% 


lateral femur, 3% trochlea, 


1% lateral tibia 


INTERVENTIONS 


n=2 ACI, n=1 characterised 


chondrocyte implantation; 


n=1 mosaicplasty, n=2 


microfracture 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical outcomes (modified 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes  


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


partly, no additional 


searches 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


no 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study flow shown: 


partly, in the text 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 


Quality of individual 


studies given: yes 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: yes 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: medium  
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


selection 


Data extraction: items 


extracted listed 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: text and 


tables 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: looked for 


indicators of treatment 


selection / patient profile 


Cincinnati, KOOS, 


Lysholm, VAS, Tegner), 


SF-36, ICRS macroscopic 


grading, histology 


Goyal 2013A44 


 


Focus: to examine 


the level I and level II 


evidence for newer 


generations of ACI 


versus first generation 


ACI and to establish 


if the newer 


generations have 


overcome the 


limitations of first 


generation ACI 


Funding: not 


reported, but stated 


that the authors have 


no conflicts of 


interest 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: phase I or II 


RCTs, systematic reviews / 


meta-analyses, prospective 


cohort studies 


Participants: no criteria 


specified 


Intervention: comparison of 


newer methods of ACI 


(suspended cultured 


chondrocytes with covering 


of collagen membrane; 


procedures delivering ACI 


using cell carriers or cell-


seeded scaffolds) 


Outcomes: no criteria 


specified 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


PubMed; date of search: Nov 


2012; keywords listed 


(partially), including 


restriction by study type; 


limitations: past 10 years, 


English language; additional 


searches: not specified  


Study selection: methods not 


Number of included trials: 


7 (4 studies comparing 


interventions; 1 study 


comparing younger and 


older patients; 2 studies of 


rehabilitation); only first 4 


studies considered here 


Number of participants: 


comparative intervention 


studies: 180 (only reported 


for 3 of 4 studies, range 21 


to 91 per study (n=3)) 


TRIALS 


Design: comparative 


intervention studies: 3 


RCTs, 1 cost-effectiveness 


study 


Follow-up: 1 to 2 years  


Quality: not reported; 2 


trials referred to as level I 


and 2 as level II evidence 


Origin: NR 


Funding: NR 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: mean age 29.3 to 33.7 


years (reported by 3 RCTs) 


Defect size: mean 4.1 to 6 


cm2 (reported by 3 RCTs) 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


partially described; 


inadequate 


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


partially described; 


inadequate 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


not described; 


inadequate 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


not described; 


inadequate 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


not described; 


inadequate 


Study flow shown: 


yes 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes, but 


limited 


Quality of individual 
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


stated; flowchart shown 


Quality assessment: no 


quality assessment reported 


Data extraction: methods 


not stated 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: text  


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: none; comparisons 


described individually 


No further details reported 


INTERVENTIONS 


periosteum-based ACI 


versus collagen-based ACI 


(n=2), periosteum-based 


ACI versus MACI (n=1), 


collagen-based ACI versus 


MACI (n=1) 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical and activity scores, 


cost-effectiveness, quality of 


life, MRI results 


studies given: no 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes, 


but limited 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: NA 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: low 


Goyal 2013B45 


 


Focus: to examine 


the level I and level II 


evidence for 


microfracture 


techniques for 


cartilage repair 


Funding: not 


reported, but stated 


that the authors have 


no conflicts of 


interest 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: phase I or II 


RCTs, systematic reviews / 


meta-analyses, prospective 


cohort studies 


Participants: no criteria 


specified 


Intervention: microfracture / 


marrow stimulation 


techniques 


Outcomes: no criteria 


specified 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


PubMed; date of search: Nov 


2012; keywords listed 


(partially), including 


restriction by study type; 


limitations: past 10 years, 


English language; additional 


searches: not specified  


Study selection: methods not 


stated; flowchart shown 


Quality assessment: no 


quality assessment reported 


Number of included trials: 


15 (11 studies comparing 


with ACI, only these are 


considered here – counts 


separate papers as separate 


studies, probably just 6 


separate study populations) 


Number of participants: 6 


separate ACI study 


populations: 449 (range 41 


to 118 per study) 


TRIALS 


Design: study types not 


clearly reported (n=4 RCTs, 


n=2 comparative cohort) 


Follow-up: 1.5 to 7.5 years  


Quality: not reported; 5/11 


studies referred to as level I 


and 5/11 as level II evidence 


Origin: not reported 


Funding: not reported 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: mean age 26.5 to 37.5 


years (one study only 


reported range 18 to 45 


years) 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


partially described; 


inadequate 


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


partially described; 


inadequate 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


not described; 


inadequate 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


not described; 


inadequate 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


not described; 


inadequate 


Study flow shown: 


yes 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


Data extraction: methods 


not stated 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: text and 


tables 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: none; comparisons 


described individually 


Sex: unclear, only reported 


for microfracture group, 


more men than women 


Defect size: mean 1.9 to 2.8 


cm2 (2 studies only reported 


ranges 2 to 10 and 4 to 10 


cm2) 


Duration of symptoms: 1.6 


to 3 years (reported by 3 


studies) 


INTERVENTIONS 


ACI (n=1), characterised 


chondrocytes (n=2), MACI 


(n=1), scaffold-based ACI 


(n=2), periosteum-based 


ACI (n=1);  all versus 


microfracture 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical and activity scores, 


histology 


Quality of individual 


studies given: no 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: NA 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: low 


Harris 201041 


 


Focus: effect of ACI 


versus other cartilage 


procedures on clinical 


outcomes, MRI, 


arthroscopic 


assessment, 


durability; effect of 


different generations 


of ACI and of patient- 


and defect-specific 


parameters 


Funding: no specific 


funding 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: level I and II 


evidence (RCTs with >80% 


FU; RCTs with <80% FU, 


prospective cohort studies); 


minimum duration of FU 12 


months 


Participants: participants 


with Outerbridge/ICRS 


Grade-III or IV focal 


cartilage defects of the knee 


Intervention: (1) 


comparison of any generation 


ACI with any cartilage repair 


or restoration technique, (2) 


comparison of any generation 


ACI with a different 


generation of ACI, (3) 


Number of included trials: 


13 (but really just 10 distinct 


trial populations) 


Number of participants: 


917 (700 distinct 


participants) 


TRIALS 


Design: n=6 level I, n=7 


level II evidence (n=7 


RCTs, n=3 CCT / 


comparative cohort) 


Follow-up: 1 to 5 years 


Quality: mean Coleman 


methodology score 54/100 


(range 36 to 64), (n=7 fair, 


n=6 poor) 


Origin: not reported 


Funding: 4 studies declared 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes  


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


partly; inadequate 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study flow shown: 


yes 
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


evaluation of both 


arthroscopic and open 


arthrotomy ACI 


Outcomes: validated clinical 


outcome measures 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


Medline, Embase, Cinahl, 


PubMed, SPORTDiscus, 


Cochrane Library Systematic 


Reviews; date of search: 


latest search Feb 2010; 


keywords listed; limitations: 


no relevant limitations; 


additional searches: 


bibliographies of reviewed 


papers  


Study selection: independent 


search and selection by 4 


reviewers, agreement by 


discussion or in case of 


persistent disagreement by 


the senior author 


Quality assessment: yes, 


Delphi list and modification 


of the Coleman methodology 


score 


Data extraction: details of 


extracted outcomes reported, 


but no details of 


methodology 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: tables and 


text; effect sizes calculated 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: data presented by 


comparator 


a financial conflict of 


interest 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: mean age 28.7 to 34.2 


years 


Sex: NR 


Defect size: mean 1.9 to 6.2 


cm2 


Duration of symptoms: 


1.75 to 8.6 years 


Other: full thickness 


(100%) and isolated single 


defects (80 to 100%); 


median 88.5% (0 to 100%) 


had had previous surgery 


(reported by 10 studies) 


INTERVENTIONS 


n=604 ACI (497 distinct), 


n=271 microfracture (161 


distinct), n=42 


osteochondral autograft; 


ACI: n=4 open ACI 2nd 


generation (MACI), n=2 


open periosteum cover 


characterised chondrocyte 


implantation 


(ChondroCelect), n=7 open 


periosteum cover ACI, n=2 


arthroscopic ACI 2nd 


generation (Hyalograft C), 


n=2 open collagen 


membrane ACI 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical outcomes 


(Lysholm, Tegner, KOOS, 


ICRS, IKDC, modified 


Cincinnati), SF-36, 


histology / histomorphology 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes  


Quality of individual 


studies given: yes  


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes  


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: yes 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: high  
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


Kon 200948 


 


Focus: to summarise 


all studies related to 


the clinical 


application of MACI 


Funding: not 


reported; stated that 


the authors have no 


potential conflict of 


interest 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: any 


Participants: articular 


cartilage repair of the knee 


Intervention: second 


generation ACI, MACI 


Outcomes: ‘clinical 


information’ 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


Medline, Medline preprints, 


Embase, Cinahl, Life Science 


Citations, British National 


Library of Health, Cochrane 


CENTRAL; date of search: 


Jan 1 1995 to July 1 2008; 


keywords indicated; 


limitations: English 


language; additional 


searches: bibliographies of 


relevant studies and reviews 


Study selection: studies 


selected by 3 independent 


reviewers 


Quality assessment: 


modified Coleman 


Methodology Score 


Data extraction: data 


extracted by 3 independent 


reviewers; items extracted 


listed 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: text and 


tables 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: none 


Number of included trials: 


18 


Number of participants: 


731 (range 8 to 141) 


TRIALS 


Design: n=2 RCTs, n=3 


prospective comparative 


(but 1 of these is an RCT), 


n=11 prospective cohort 


studies or case series, n=2 


retrospective case series 


Follow-up: range 6.5 


months to 5 years, median 2 


years 


Quality: mean modified 


Coleman Methodological 


Score (of 100) 53.1 SD1.5 


(range 33 to 82) 


Origin: NR 


Funding: NR 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: mean age 26.4 to 37.6 


years 


Sex: NR 


Defect size: mean 2.4 to 6.1 


cm2 


Duration of symptoms: NR  


Other: n=334 cases 


traumatic lesions, n=236 


degenerative, n=105 


osteochondritis dissecans, 


n=56 other; 58% on medial 


femoral condyle, 17% 


lateral femoral condyle, 


12% patella, 7% trochlea, 


4% tibial plateau, 2% 


multiple areas; 63% had had 


previous surgery, 41% had 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


yes, but English only 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study flow shown: no 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 


Quality of individual 


studies given: no 


Results of individual 


studies shown: 


individual results 


plotted but studies not 


specified 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: unclear, 


results of comparative 


studies not reported 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: medium  
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


additional surgery 


INTERVENTIONS 


Only reported for ACI: n=9 


Hyalograft C, n=1 BioSeed 


C, n=1 atelocollagen, n=1 


BioCart II, n=4 MACI, n=1 


Cartipatch, n=1 


Chondrograft 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical outcomes (IKDC 


subjective, IKDC objective, 


Lysholm, Cincinnati; 


Tegner, ICRS subjective and 


functional, Stanmore, 


Meyers, VAS scales, 


KOOS), SF-36, EQ-5D 


Magnussen 200849 


 


Focus: to determine 


whether ACI or 


osteochondral 


autograft transfer 


(OAT) results in 


better clinical 


outcomes compared 


with each other or 


with traditional 


abrasive treatment of 


isolated articular 


cartilage defects and 


to assess effects of 


lesion size on 


outcome 


Funding: authors 


have received funding 


from Vanderbilt 


Sports Medicine 


research fund, 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: level I and 


level II studies – prospective 


comparative studies; 


minimum 30 participants, 


minimum FU 1 year 


Participants: articular 


cartilage defects of the knee, 


full thickness lesions 


(Outerbridge Grade III or IV) 


Intervention: operative 


treatment with ACI or 


osteochondral autograft 


transfer compared to another 


method 


Outcomes: any clinical 


outcome measures 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


Medline, Cochrane Register 


of Controlled Trials, Embase, 


Number of included trials: 


6 (5 involving ACI, 1 trial of 


OAT vs microfracture not 


considered here) 


Number of participants: 


361 (studies involving ACI, 


range 40 to 100) 


TRIALS 


Design: n=4 RCTs, n=1 


CCT 


Follow-up: 1 to 2 years 


Quality: quality scores for 


each study not detailed; all 


included studies were 


subject to some degree of 


bias including selection bias, 


transfer bias, detection bias 


Origin: NR 


Funding: NR 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: mean 30.8 to 33.5 


years 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes  


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


yes, but English only 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


no 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


partially 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


partially 


Study flow shown: 


yes, described in the 


text 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


National Institute of 


Arthritis and 


Musculoskeletal Skin 


Diseases and Pfizer 


Scholars Award in 


Epidemiology 


Cinahl; date of search: Jan 1 


1966 to Jan 1 2007; 


keywords listed, restricted by 


study type; limitations: 


English language; additional 


searches: bibliographies of 


included trials 


Study selection: methods not 


stated 


Quality assessment: 


modified Coleman 


methodology score 


Data extraction: 


predesigned form used and 


data extracted listed; no 


further methodology 


described 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: text and 


tables 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: none 


Sex: NR 


Defect size: mean 3.72 to 


6.1 cm2 


Duration of symptoms: 36 


to 102.7 months (reported 


by 3 trials) 


Other: 43 to 100% 


traumatic lesions; 45 to 89% 


medial femoral condyle, 10 


to 18% lateral femoral 


condyle, 0 to 32% patella, 0 


to 13% trochlea, 0 to 8% 


tibial plateau; 1 trial 


reported cointerventions; 


time to full weightbearing 1 


day to 12 weeks 


INTERVENTIONS 


Every trial examined a 


different comparison: C-


ACI vs MACI, P-ACI vs 


microfracture, MACI vs 


abrasion, P-ACI or C-ACI 


vs open OAT, P-ACI vs 


open OAT 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical scoring systems 


(ICRS, VAS, Stanmore, 


Lysholm, IKDP, Tegner, 


Meyers, modified 


Cincinnati), arthroscopy, 


histology 


Quality of individual 


studies given: not 


overall, but quality 


criteria described in 


the text 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: NA 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: medium  


Mithöfer 200950 


 


Focus: to assess the 


effects of articular 


cartilage repair on 


athletic participation 


Funding: NR 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: RCTs, 


prospective and retrospective 


studies with or without a 


control group with FU data 


of ≥2 years; studies with 


macroscopic or histologic 


Number of included trials: 


20 (7 including ACI, with 6 


distinct populations, only 


these are considered here) 


Number of participants: 


535 distinct participants 


TRIALS 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes  


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


yes, but English only 


Study selection 
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


data from second-look 


arthroscopy >12 months after 


surgery; FU >80% 


Participants: athletes with 


articular cartilage lesions 


(International Cartilage 


Repair Society grade III or 


IV chondral or osteochondral 


defects of the knee (femoral 


condyle, tibia, and 


patellofemoral)); ≥20 


participants 


Intervention: articular 


cartilage repair 


Outcomes: sports activity-


related functional outcome 


scores, ability to return to 


sports after surgery, ability to 


continue participation in 


athletic activity over time 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


Medline, Medline preprints, 


Embase, Cinahl, Life Science 


Citations, British National 


Library of Health (incl. 


Cochrane CENTRAL); date 


of search: 1966 to May 31 


2009; keywords indicated; 


limitations: English 


language; additional 


searches: bibliographies of 


relevant studies and reviews; 


meeting abstracts  


Study selection: NR 


Quality assessment: 


modified Coleman 


Design: n=1 RCT, n=1 


comparative cohort, n=2 


cohort without comparison 


group, n=2 case series 


Follow-up: 3 to 5 years 


Quality: Coleman 


Methodology Score 65 to 


100; n=1 level 1 evidence, 


n=3 level 2 evidence, n=2 


level 4 evidence 


Origin: NR 


Funding: NR 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: overall 29 SE6 years; 


ACI 28 SE4 years 


Sex: NR 


Defect size: overall 3.6 


SE0.4 cm2; ACI 5.1 SE0.8 


cm2 


Duration of symptoms: 


overall 21 SE3 months; ACI 


23 SE 3 months 


Other: ACI: lesion type: 


single only 57%, single and 


multiple 43%; traumatic 


only 86%, traumatic and 


degenerative 14; lesion 


location: femorotibial only 


29%, femorotibial and 


patellofemoral 71% 


INTERVENTIONS 


Of 20 studies, n=7 ACI, 


n=12 microfracture, n=5 


OAT, n=1 allograft 


OUTCOMES 


Functional outcomes 


(KOOS, Tegner), return to 


sports  


described/adequate: 


no 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


partly; inadequate 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study flow shown: 


partly in the text 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 


Quality of individual 


studies given: yes 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: yes 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: medium  
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


Methodology Scores 


Data extraction: items 


extracted listed, no details of 


methodology 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: text, tables, 


correlations 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: analysis by 


comparison 


Nakamura 200951 


 


Focus: to determine 


the effectiveness of 


cell-based therapy for 


articular cartilage 


defects of the knee 


Funding: ISAKOS 


Scientific Committee 


(presumably) 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: RCTS, 


prospective comparative 


studies, systematic reviews, 


case series 


Participants: symptomatic 


chondral lesions of the knee 


Intervention: cell-based 


therapies 


Outcomes: no criteria 


specified 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


Medline; date of search: 


1994 to Jan 2009; keywords 


not indicated; limitations: 


English language; additional 


searches: none  


Study selection: independent 


selection by 3 reviewers, 


differences resolved by 


discussion 


Quality assessment: quality 


assessment according to the 


rating system of the Journal 


of Bone and Joint Surgery, 


supplemented by criteria of 


Number of included trials: 


12 (n=10 comparing 


interventions, n=2 regarding 


activity levels / 


rehabilitation), plus 3 


systematic reviews – only 


10 studies comparing 


interventions considered 


here (n=9 with distinct 


populations) 


Number of participants: 


754 in intervention studies 


reported (really 674 distinct 


participants) 


TRIALS 


Design: n=9 RCTs, n=1 


CCT 


Follow-up: 1 to 5 years 


Quality: n=2 RCTs 


classified as level I 


evidence, n=6 RCTs and 


n=1 CCT as level II 


evidence; quality limitations 


included lack of allocation 


concealment, not enough 


information on losses to 


follow-up and blinding 


Origin: NR 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes  


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


partly; inadequate 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


partly; inadequate 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study flow shown: no 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 


Quality of individual 


studies given: yes 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: NA 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: medium  
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


the Cochrane Collaboration 


and Schulz 1995; data 


evaluated by reviewers 


independently, differences 


resolved by discussion 


Data extraction: data 


evaluated by reviewers 


independently, differences 


resolved by discussion 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: text and 


tables 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: data presented by 


comparator 


Funding: NR 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: mean 28.7 to 33.5 


years 


Sex: NR 


Defect size: mean 1.9 to 6 


cm2 


Duration of symptoms: NR 


Other: 36 to 100% 


traumatic lesions; 24  to 


89% medial femoral 


condyle, 8.5 to 23% lateral 


femoral condyle, 0 to 61% 


patella, 0 to 15.2% trochlea, 


0 to 10% lateral tibial 


condyle / tibial plateau 


INTERVENTIONS 


ACI: n=5 P-ACI, n=3 C-


ACI, n=1 characterised ACI, 


n=1 Hyalograft C, n=2 


MACI; n=3 OAT, n=3 


microfracture, n=1 abrasion 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical outcomes (modified 


Cincinnati, Stanmore, ICRS, 


IKDC, KOOS, Lysholm, 


Meyers, Tegner, VAS), SF-


36; histology 


Naveen 201246 


 


Focus: to determine 


the effectiveness of 


ACI when compared 


with other treatment 


modalities  


Funding: no specific 


funding 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: RCTs 


Participants: no criteria 


specified 


Intervention: ACI versus 


other treatment modalities 


(microfracture, mosaicplasty, 


abrasionplasty, bone 


marrow–derived 


mesenchymal stem cell 


Number of included trials: 


17 (but only 13 separate trial 


populations) 


Number of participants: 


1644 (range 21 to 321 per 


study)(number as stated by 


authors, only 1339 distinct 


participants) 


TRIALS 


Design: not specified (n=7 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes  


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


partly; inadequate 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


no 


Data extraction 
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


(BMSC), MACI) for 


cartilage repair in the knee 


Outcomes: clinical outcomes 


and evaluation scores; 


histological outcomes 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


PubMed, Scopus, NICE, 


Cochrane CCTR; date of 


search: up to June 2010; only 


2 keywords searched; 


limitations: none; additional 


searches: none 


Study selection: as per 


inclusion criteria, methods 


not stated (but obviously 


actual inclusion was different 


from inclusion criteria) 


Quality assessment: limited, 


for histological assessments 


reported blinding of 


assessors, attrition and level 


of evidence 


Data extraction: limited, 


brief note on items extracted 


but not methodology 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: text and 


tables 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: ACI versus 


different comparators 


RCTs, n=6 CCT/ 


comparative cohort) 


Follow-up: 12 months to 5 


years 


Quality: classified as level I 


evidence: n=4, level II: n=8, 


level III: n=1, level IV: n=2, 


no classification: n=2 


Origin: not reported 


Funding: not reported 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: not reported 


Sex: 57 to 76% male 


(reported by 14 studies) 


Defect size: mean 1.9 to 6.4 


cm2 


INTERVENTIONS 


ACI versus: mosaicplasty 


n=4, microfracture n=8, 


MACI n=3, BMSC n=1, 


abrasionplasty n=1 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical scores (subjective 


outcome, Lysholm, Tegner, 


Cincinatti, Stanmore, 


Meyers, IHC, ICRS, IKDC, 


Hop test, KOOS, Gillquist), 


quality of life (SF-36), 


histology / MRI 


described/adequate: 


no 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


no 


Study flow shown: 


yes 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 


Quality of individual 


studies given: limited 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: NA 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: low 


Negrin 20135 


 


Focus: to test the 


hypothesis that ACI 


has a better treatment 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: controlled 


clinical trial or controlled 


prospective observational 


study, FU ≥1 year 


Number of included trials: 


6 


Number of participants: 


399 


TRIALS 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes  


Literature search 


described/adequate: 
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


effect than 


microfracture and 


increasing superiority 


over the years (under 


similar patient-


specific and defect-


specific conditions) 


Funding: not 


reported; the authors 


state that they have no 


conflict of interest 


Participants: patients with 


full-thickness cartilage 


defects (Outerbridge grades 


III and IV) on the medial or 


lateral femoral condyle, the 


trochlea, or the patella due to  


acute or repetitive trauma, 


osteonecrosis, or 


osteochondritis dissecans 


Intervention: microfracture 


(without implantation of a 


scaffold or injection of 


substitutes) versus any type 


of ACI 


Outcomes: clinical scores 


(functional capacity) 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


Medline, Embase; Cinahl, 


Cochrane CENTRAL; date 


of search: up to March 31 


2013; only one search term; 


limitations: none; additional 


searches: none 


Study selection: studies 


selected by two independent 


reviewers using standardised 


forms; discrepancies resolved 


by consensus 


Quality assessment: for 


RCTs Cochrane risk of bias 


tool, for observational studies 


criteria proposed by Deeks; 


assessment by two 


independent reviewers, 


discrepancies resolved by 


consensus 


Design: n=4 RCTs, n=2 


comparative cohort 


Follow-up: 1 to 5 (7.5?) 


years 


Quality: NR 


Origin: NR 


Funding: NR 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: mean 25.1 to 40.4 


years 


Sex: NR 


Defect size: mean 2.0 to 4.8 


cm2 


Duration of symptoms: NR 


No other characteristics 


systematically reported 


INTERVENTIONS 


n=1 1st generation ACI, n=4 


2nd generation ACI, n=1 3rd 


generation ACI; all versus 


microfracture 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical outcome (Lysholm, 


IKDC, KOOS), treatment 


failure, histology 


yes, but inadequate 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study flow shown: 


yes 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 


Quality of individual 


studies given: no 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: no, MAs 


show substantial 


heterogeneity which 


was not explored 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: medium  
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


Data extraction: items 


extracted are listed 


Meta-analysis: yes 


Data analysis: SMD 


(random effects model), 


heterogeneity, funnel plot; 


text and tables 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: duration of FU; 


generation of ACI 


Vasiliadis 201042 


 


Focus: to assess the 


effectiveness and 


safety of ACI 


compared to other 


treatment options 


(conservative or 


surgical) for patients 


who require knee 


repair of clinically 


significant, 


symptomatic defects 


of the knee joint 


Funding: NR 


Note: refers to a 2010 


Cochrane review 


which is slightly less 


inclusive (3 of the 


trials included here 


were excluded in the 


Cochrane review (2 


were comparisons of 


different forms of 


ACI, 1 was excluded 


because of the 


heterogeneous patient 


population)) 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: RCTs or 


quasi-randomised trials 


Participants: 15 to 55 years 


with symptomatic cartilage 


defects of the femur or 


patella (in joints free from 


rheumatoid arthritis, 


osteoarthritis) 


Intervention: ACI versus 


any other intervention 


Outcomes: clinical efficacy 


and complications 


 


METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


Cochrane Bone, Joint and 


Muscle Trauma Group 


Specialised Register, 


Cochrane CENTRAL, 


Medline, Embase, 


SPORTDiscus, WHO 


International Trials Registry 


Platform, Current Controlled 


Trials; date of search:  


December 2009; reference 


for search strategy given; 


limitations: none; additional 


Number of included trials: 


9 


Number of participants: 


626 (19 to 118 per study) 


TRIALS 


Design: n=8 RCTs, n=1 


quasi-RCT 


Follow-up: 10 months to 5 


years 


Quality: overall, average to 


low quality; <75% adequate 


sequence generation, <50% 


adequate allocation 


concealment, <75% 


incomplete outcome data 


addressed 


Origin: NR 


Funding: NR 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: mean 29.7 to 35.4 


years 


Sex: 47 to 68% male 


Defect size: mean 1.9 to 6.1 


cm2 


Duration of symptoms: 1.5 


to 10 years 


Other: Location (reported 


by n=7): medial femoral 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes  


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


yes, but no additional 


searches mentioned 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Data extraction 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study flow shown: no 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 


Quality of individual 


studies given: yes 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: yes 


OVERALL 
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


searches: none 


Study selection: 


independently by two 


reviewers, differences 


resolved by discussion 


Quality assessment: 


Cochrane risk of bias tool, 


similarity at baseline; quality 


assessed by two reviewers 


independently, differences 


resolved by discussion 


Data extraction: items 


extracted reported; authors 


contacted for missing 


information; data extracted 


by two reviewers 


independently, differences 


resolved by discussion 


Meta-analysis: no / limited 


for Cochrane review 


Data analysis: text and 


tables 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: none 


condyle 24 to 89%, lateral 


femoral condyle 5 to 25%, 


trochlea 0 to 21%, patella 0 


to 61%, tibial plateau 0 to 


10%, multiple 0 to 13%; 


Aetiology (n=5): trauma 36 


to 92%, osteochondritis 


dissecans 8 to 28%, 


chondromalacia patellae 0 to 


46%, failed previous surgery 


0 to 20%, uncertain 3 to 


31%  


INTERVENTIONS 


ACI n=1, C-ACI n=3, P-


ACI n=5, characterised 


chondrocyte implantation 


n=1, MACI n=1; 


microfracture n=2, 


mosaicplasty n=3, abrasion 


n=1 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical outcomes 


(Lysholm, Tegner, KOOS, 


modified Cincinnati, VAS, 


Mayers, ICRS, Stanmore), 


SF-36, biopsy, IKDC, 


complications 


QUALITY: high  


Vavken 201053 


 


Focus: effectiveness 


of ACI compared to 


other treatments with 


respect to clinical 


outcome and quality 


of repair tissue 


Funding: none; 


authors state that they 


have no conflict of 


INCLUSION CRITERIA 


Study design: controlled 


trials, minimum FU 6 months 


Participants: cartilage 


defects of the knee 


Intervention: ACI (any 


type) versus another cartilage 


repair procedure or placebo 


Outcomes: clinical outcome, 


quality of repair tissue 


 


Number of included trials: 


10 (but really only 7 


independent trials) 


Number of participants: 


441 (range 19 to 118 per 


study) 


TRIALS 


Design: n=6 RCTs, n=1 


quasi-RCT 


Follow-up: 1 to 5 years 


Quality: n=3 level I 


Inclusion criteria 


described/adequate: 


yes  


Literature search 


described/adequate: 


yes, although limited 


search terms 


Study selection 


described/adequate: 


partly 


Data extraction 
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Review Inclusion criteria and 


methodology 


Included studies Quality 


interest METHODOLOGY 


Search strategy: databases: 


PubMed; Embase, Cochrane 


CENTRAL, Cinahl, BioMed; 


date of search: December 


2009; search strategy shown; 


limitations: none; additional 


searches: bibliographies of 


relevant papers 


Study selection: records 


compared against inclusion 


criteria but no further 


methodology reported 


Quality assessment: level of 


evidence determined, quality 


criteria listed¸ independent 


assessment by 2 reviewers 


Data extraction: items 


extracted listed; independent 


extraction by 2 reviewers 


Meta-analysis: no 


Data analysis: text and 


tables 


Subgroup/sensitivity 


analyses: results reported by 


comparator 


evidence, n=4 level II 


evidence, attrition 0 to 28%, 


deficits with respect to 


sample size, randomisation 


procedure, blinding of 


outcome assessment 


Origin: NR 


Funding: NR 


PARTICIPANTS 


Age: NR 


Sex: 57 to 68% male 


Defect size: mean 1.9 to 5.1 


cm2 


Duration of symptoms: NR 


Other: NR 


INTERVENTIONS 


ACI versus n=3 


osteochondral graft transfer, 


n=3 microfracture, n=1 


abrasion 


OUTCOMES 


Clinical outcome 


(subjective, Lysholm, 


Tegner, Meyer, modified 


Cincinnati, Stanmore, 


IKDC, KOOS), SF-36, 


histology, safety 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study quality 


assessment 


described/adequate: 


yes 


Study flow shown: 


yes 


Study characteristics 


of individual studies 


described: yes 


Quality of individual 


studies given: yes 


Results of individual 


studies shown: yes 


Statistical analysis 


appropriate: NA 


OVERALL 


QUALITY: high  


BMSC: bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cell; C-ACI: collagen-based ACI; P-ACI: periosteum-based 


ACI; MACI: matrix-assisted autologous chondrocyte implantation; FU: follow-up; SMD: standardised mean 


difference 
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Appendix VII. Results and conclusions of systematic reviews 


 
Table 32. Results and conclusions of systematic reviews 


Review Outcome N studies Result of meta-analysis / review Comments 


General ACI vs 


other 


    


Mithöfer 2013 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT, 5 non-


RCTs with 


ACI, 20 


studies overall 


Good and excellent results in 82 


SE7% (vs 79 SE 5% for all methods) 


Increase in Tegner activity score was 


seen in 84 SE6% of patients overall, 


the highest average Tegner scores 


were found for ACI; decreasing 


Tegner scores were seen in 6 studies 


after initial increase – 5 after 


microfracture and 1 after OAT, no 


decrease seen with ACI (36 to 60 


months) 


 


 Return to 


sports 


1 RCT, 5 non-


RCTs with 


ACI, 20 


studies overall 


Return to sports 33 to 96% with ACI 


(mean 67 SE17%, versus 73 SE7% for 


all methods) 


Time to return to sports 18 SE4 


months after ACI (range 12 to 36 


months), versus 8 SE1 months after 


microfracture, 7 SE2 months after 


osteochondral autograft 


Return to sports at the pre-injury level 


71 SE12% with ACI (versus 68 SE4% 


overall) 


Continued sports participation at the 


pre-injury level (average FU 50 SE7 


months) 96 SE4% with ACI versus 52 


SE6% with microfracture and 52 


SE21% with osteochondral autograft 


transplantation 
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Review Outcome N studies Result of meta-analysis / review Comments 


 Subgroups 1 RCT, 5 non-


RCTs with 


ACI, 20 


studies overall 


Better results with younger age (<25 


to 30 years) 


Better results with shorter time 


between diagnosis and surgical 


treatment (<12 months) 


Lesion size <2 cm2 associated with 


significantly higher return to sports 


(but no effect of lesion size with ACI) 


In patients treated with ACI: lower 


average number of previous surgeries 


in those who returned to sports; return 


to sports significantly better and time 


to return significantly shorter in 


competitive than recreational athletes 


 


Vasiliadis 2010 Subgroups 4 RCTs 1 RCT (1 year): no significant 


difference by anatomical site but none 


of the patellar lesions had a good 


arthroscopic result 


1 RCT (1 year): patients with previous 


surgical procedures had worse clinical 


outcomes, but correlation not 


statistically significant; longer 


duration of symptoms before surgery 


(C-ACI or MACI) significantly 


correlated to worse clinical outcomes; 


patients <35 years had significantly 


better clinical outcomes  


1 RCT: onset of symptoms <2 years 


before surgery associated with larger 


improvement in KOOS score 


(microfracture and characterised 


chondrocyte implantation, <3 years in 


the latter group) 


1 RCT (2 years): patients <30 and 


more active patients had better results; 


patients with smaller lesions (<4 cm2) 


had better results in the microfracture 


group only (result independent of 


lesion size with P-ACI) 
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Review Outcome N studies Result of meta-analysis / review Comments 


C-ACI vs P-ACI     


Goyal 2013A General 


effectiveness 


1 RCT No statistical difference in results after 


2 years  


outcomes not 


specified; 


actual values 


not reported 


for any of the 


outcomes 


 Retreatment 1 RCT 


1 cost-


effectiveness 


Significant number of patients in P-


ACI group required periosteal 


shaving; high risk of patch 


hypertrophy 


 


 Cost-


effectiveness 


1 cost-


effectiveness 


Both methods cost-effective but C-


ACI slightly more so because of risk 


of hypertrophy with P-ACI 


 


Harris 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT No significant difference in modified 


Cincinnati (2 years) and ICRS AKS 


scores (1 and 2 years) 


 


 Histology 1 RCT No significant difference in 


macroscopic and histologic 


examination at 1 and 2 years but 36% 


in the P-ACI group versus 0% in the 


C-ACI group needed arthroscopic 


knee surgery because of hypertrophy 


at 1 year 


 


Nakamura 2009 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT No significant difference in modified 


Cincinnati and ICRS AKS scores (2 


years) 


 


 Histology 1 RCT Significant number of patients in P-


ACI group required shaving of 


hypertrophied graft 


 


Vasiliadis 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT No significant difference in modified 


Cincinnati score at 2 years (good and 


excellent results in 66.7% with C-ACI 


and 74.3% with P-ACI) 


 


 Histology 1 RCT 81% good to excellent results with P-


ACI and 79% with C-ACI according 


to ICRS evaluation system (1 year, 


p=NS), but biopsies better for C-ACI 


(statistical significance unclear) 
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Review Outcome N studies Result of meta-analysis / review Comments 


 Complications 1 RCT 12/31 (1 year) and 1/9 (2 years) graft 


hypertrophies with P-ACI, 1/35 (2 


years) with C-ACI 


 


General MACI 


and 2nd 


generation ACI 


    


Kon 2009 Clinical 


outcome 


18 studies 


(incl. 2 RCTs, 


3 additional 


comparative 


studies) 


Mean subjective preoperative IKDC 


score ranged from 37.0 to 41.1 and 


improved to 70.2 to 80.2 at 5 years 


(results at earlier time points 73.6 to 


80.6) 


Mean preoperative Lysholm score 


ranged from 46.3 to 57.5 and 


improved to 80.8 at 3 years (results at 


earlier time points 69.7 to 96.7) 


 


 Complications 8 studies n=7 graft hypertrophy (4 for MACI, 2 


for Hyalograft C, 1 for BioSeed), n=4 


joint stiffness (3 for MACI and 1 for 


Hyalograft C), n=1 graft detachment 


for MACI, n=1 synovitis for 


Hyalograft C) 


One study reported n=3 hypertrophy, 


n=3 graft detachments, and n=1 partial 


ossification with atelocollagen 


scaffold (only product used in 


conjunction with a periosteal flap; 


impossible to determine if the 


complication was related to the 


periosteal flap) 


 


ACI vs MACI     


Naveen 2012 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT, 2 


comparative 


cohort 


1 RCT and 1 comparative cohort no 


significant difference in clinical 


outcomes (2 years), 1 comparative 


cohort significantly better clinical 


outcomes for MACI, higher 


complication rate with ACI (4.5 years) 


actual values 


not reported 


for any of the 


outcomes 
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Review Outcome N studies Result of meta-analysis / review Comments 


C-ACI vs MACI     


Goyal 2013A Knee function / 


clinical scores 


1 RCT Improvements in all clinical scores 


with both techniques after 1 year 


actual values 


not reported 


for any of the 


outcomes 


 Arthroscopic / 


histologic 


assessment 


1 RCT No significant difference after 1 year  


Magnussen 2008 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT No significant difference between 


groups in modified Cincinnati, VAS 


and Stanmore scores (1 year) 


 


 Arthroscopic / 


histologic 


assessment 


1 RCT International Cartilage Repair Society 


cartilage repair assessment (CRA, 


12=normal cartilage); CRA 8-12, no 


significant difference (C-ACI 79.2%, 


MACI 66.6%) (1 year) 


Percent with hyalinelike or mixed 


hyaline/fibrocartilage, no significant 


difference (C-ACI 42.9%, MACI 


36.4%) (1 year) 


 


 Subgroups 1 RCT Patients <35 years had better clinical 


outcome (p=0.03) 


 


 Complications 1 RCT C-ACI: 6.8% arthofibrosis, 9.1% 


tissue hypertrophy 


MACI: 6.4% arthofibrosis, 6.4% 


tissue hypertrophy, 2.1% superficial 


wound infection 


 


Nakamura 2009 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT No significant difference between 


groups in modified Cincinnati, VAS, 


ICRS AKS and Stanmore scores (2 


years) 


 


Vasiliadis 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT No significant difference in modified 


Cincinnati score (outcome good or 


excellent in 59.1% after C-ACI, in 


72.3% after MACI, 12 months), no 


significant difference in VAS or 


Stanmore score 
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 Histology 1 RCT 79.2% good to excellent results with 


C-ACI and 66.6% with MACI 


according to ICRS evaluation system 


(1 year, p=NS), with hylinelike or 


mixed hyalinelike repair tissue in 


42.9% with C-ACI and 36.4% with 


MACI 


 


P-ACI vs MACI     


Goyal 2013A Knee function 1 RCT At 2 years, no significant difference 


between groups in IKDC scores and 


Tegner activity scores between 


groups; Lysholm and Gillquist scores 


(function) favoured P-ACI group 


actual values 


not reported 


for most of 


the outcomes 


 Quality of life 1 RCT At 2 years, no significant difference 


between groups in SF36 scores 


 


 MRI cartilage 


repair tissue 


score 


1 RCT At 1 and 2 years, no significant 


difference 


 


Harris 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


2 RCTs No significant difference in clinical 


scores after 1 year (IKDC, Lysholm, 


Tegner, ICRS, modified Cincinnati) 


 


Open vs 


arthroscopic 


ACI 


    


Harris 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


1 comparative 


cohort 


IKDC (objective) results significantly 


better for arthroscopic group at 1 year 


(effect size 0.58 SE0.21) but no 


significant difference at 5 years 


 


ACI vs 


mosaicplasty / 


osteochondral 


autograft 


transfer 
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Bekkers 2009 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT No significant difference in modified 


Cincinnati good-excellent score (>55) 


at 19 months (ACI 88%, mosaicplasty 


69%) 


Significant difference in modified 


Cincinnati good-excellent score (>55) 


at 12 months for medial femur (ACI 


88%, mosaicplasty 73%, p=0.032) but 


not lateral femur or patella 


 


 Macroscopic / 


histologic 


outcome 


1 RCT ICRS macroscopic grading 


significantly better with ACI at 12 


months (excellent-good ACI 82%, 


mosaicplasty 34%, p<0.01) 


Only biopsies from ACI group (n=7 


predominantly hyaline, n=7 mixed 


hyaline and fibrocartilage, n=5 


predominantly fibrocartilage) 


 


Harris 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT, 1 CCT 1 RCT no significant difference in 


Lysholm score after 1 year 


1 CCT Lysholm score significantly 


better after 1 year for mosaicplasty but 


no significant difference at 2 years 


 


Magnussen 2008 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT, 1 CCT 1 RCT no significant difference in 


modified Cincinnati >55 (ACI 88%, 


OAT 69%, p=0.27)(1 year) 


1 CCT significantly better Lysholm 


scores with OAT (P-ACI 67 SD8, 


OAT 74 SD6, p<0.05), no significant 


difference in Tegner or Meyers scores 


(2 years) 
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 Arthroscopic / 


histologic 


assessment 


1 RCT, 1 CCT 1 RCT percent with CRA 8 to 12 


significantly better with ACI (ACI 


82%, OAT 34%, p<0.01); 74% of ACI 


patients with hyalinelike or mixed 


hyaline / fibrocartilagelike (not 


reported for OAT)(1 year) 


1 CCT OAT patients with hyaline 


cartilage not integrated into 


surrounding cartilage; P-ACI 


specimens with mainly fibrocartilage, 


focalised areas or hyalinelike cartilage 


(2 years) 


 


 Subgroups 1 RCT, 1 CCT 1 RCT significantly more with 


modified Cincinnati >55 with ACI of 


patients with femoral condyle lesions 


only (ACI 88%, OAT 74%, p=0.03)(1 


year) 


 


 Complications 1 RCT, 1 CCT 1 RCT 7 poor results, all in OAT 


group (1 year) 


Arthofibrosis ACI 0 to 15%, OAT 7.1 


to 15% (up to 2 years) 


OAT group only: Superficial wound 


infection 2.4 to 5%, deep vein 


thrombosis 2.4%, postoperative 


haemarthrosis (10%) 


 


Nakamura 2009 Clinical 


outcome 


2 RCTs, 1 


CCT 


1 RCT modified Cincinnati 


significantly better for ACI than OAT 


in the medial femoral condyle (19 


months) 


1 RCT no significant difference in 


Lysholm scores, IKDC (36 months); 1 


CCT significantly better Lysholm 


scores with OAT (2 years) 
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Naveen 2012 Clinical 


outcome 


2 RCTs, 1 


CCT 


1 CCT no difference in clinical scores, 


improvement with ACI lagged behind 


improvement with mosaicplasty (2 


years) 


1 RCT 88% good and excellent after 


ACT, 69% after mosaicplasty (p<0.05, 


19 months) 


1 RCT complete recovery in 68% after 


ACI, 88% after mosaicplasty (but 


difference presumably non-significant 


as treatments are considered 


equivalent, 36 months) 


actual values 


not reported 


for any of the 


outcomes 


 Histological 


outcome 


1 RCT, 1 CCT 1 CCT: fibrocartilaginous defect 


filling with ACI, no visible changes in 


tissue after mosaicplasty (24 months) 


1 RCT: 82% good or excellent after 


ACI, 34% after mosaicplasty (19 


months) 


 


Vasiliadis 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


2 RCTs, 1 


CCT 


1 CCT: significantly better recovery 


(Lysholm) with mosaicplasty than P-


ACI (up to 2 years, p=0.012), no 


significant difference in Tegner or 


Meyers score 


1 RCT: no significant difference in 


Lysholm score (10 months) 


1 RCT: no significant overall 


difference between P-ACI / C-ACI 


and mosaicplasty, but ACI 


significantly better for medial femoral 


condyle lesions at 12 months (88% 


good or excellent results vs 74% for 


mosaicplasty, p=0.032) 


 


(Cochrane 


review) 


Satisfactory 


outcome 


2 RCTs, 1 


CCT 


MA showed no significant difference 


(risk ratio 1.02, 95% CI: 0.81, 1.28, 


p=NS), significant heterogeneity 
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 Histology 2 RCTs 1 RCT: 82% good or excellent after 


ACI, 34% after mosaicplasty (12 


months, p<0.01) – fibrous tissue 


between grafts in 4 mosaicplasty 


patients, plugs disintegrated in 3, in 1 


ACI patients with mixed hyaline-


fibrohyaline repair tissue ongoing 


maturation of repair tissue to hyaline-


like tissue was seen 2 years 


postoperatively 


1 RCT: only short term results – 


fibrocartilage in central and superficial 


layers and hyaline cartilage only in 


deep-layer areas 6 months after ACI, 


good quality of cartilage of 


transplanted plugs (but >50% of 


biopsies taken at 3 months) 


 


 Complications 1 CCT No significant differences in 


complication rates 


 


Vavken 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


2 RCTs, 1 


CCT 


1 RCT no significant difference 


1 RCT complete recovery in 68% after 


ACI, 88% after mosaicplasty 


1 RCT 88% good and excellent after 


ACT, 69% after mosaicplasty (p<0.05, 


19 months) 


 


 Histology 2 RCTs 1 RCT fibrocartilagenous filling after 


ACI, no visible changes in tissue after 


OAT (2 years) 


1 RCT: 82% good or excellent after 


ACI, 34% after mosaicplasty (19 


months) 


 


 Complications 1 RCT, 1 CCT 1 RCT: 4 failed treatments with OAT 


1 CCT: gaps between plugs and 


adjacent tissue in all second look 


arthroscopies 
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ACI vs 


microfracture 


    


Bekkers 2009 Clinical 


outcome 


2 RCTs 1 RCT characterised chondrocyte 


implantation versus microfracture no 


significant difference in KOOS score 


at 18 months 


1 RCT ACI versus microfracture no 


significant difference in Lysholm, 


VAS or Tegner scores at 5 years; SF-


36 physical functioning significantly 


better with microfracture at 2 years 


(p=0.01), no significant difference at 5 


years 


 


 Macroscopic / 


histologic 


outcome 


2 RCTs 1 RCT significantly higher 


histomorphometric score with 


characterised chondrocyte 


implantation than with microfracture 


(p=0.003) as well as significantly 


higher histology assessment score 


(p=0.012) 


1 RCT no significant difference in 


ICRS macroscopic grading between 


ACI and microfracture at 2 years; 


histology (n=67): hyaline ACI 19%, 


MF 11%; hyaline/fibrocartilage ACI 


31%, MF 17%; fibrocartilage ACI 


34%, MF 57%; no tissue ACI 16%, 


MF 15% 


 


 Subgroups 1 RCT Better clinical outcomes for both 


groups for age <30 years (p=0.007 at 2 


years and p=0.013 at 5 years) 


Lesions <4 cm2 showed better clinical 


results in the microfracture group 


(p<0.003) 


 


Goyal 2013B Clinical 


outcome 


7 comparative  Numerical data only reported for 


microfracture, no results reported for 


comparison with ACI 
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Harris 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


6 RCTs, 1 


CCT 


Participants in 3/7 studies had 


significantly better clinical scores after 


1 to 5 years with ACI than with 


microfracture (effect sizes for 


Lysholm, Tegner, ICRS, KOOS scores 


0.66 to 1.52); no significant difference 


for the rest of the studies (KOOS, 


Lysholm, SF-36 physical component); 


1 RCT hat significantly better results 


on the SF-36 physical component at 2 


years for microfracture (effect size -


0.65 for ACI) 


 


 Histological 


outcome 


1 RCT 1 RCT had a significant difference in 


histomorphologic and histology score 


in favour of ACI at 1 year 


 


 Durability 2 RCTs, 1 


CCT 


Clinical results for microfracture 


tended to plateau or deteriorate at 


longer follow-ups, while results for 


ACI tended to improve (3 studies); at 


5 years, sports activity remained stable 


in the ACI group but declined in the 


microfracture group (1 CCT) 


 


Magnussen 2008 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT At 2 years, no significant difference in 


Lysholm or VAS scores (2 years) 


SF-36 physical component 


significantly better with microfracture 


(46 SD2 vs P-ACI 42 SD2, p=0.01) 


 


 Arthroscopic / 


histologic 


assessment 


1 RCT At 2 years, no significant difference in 


CRA 


No significant difference in percentage 


with hyalinelike or mixed hyaline / 


fibrocartilagelike (microfracture 29%, 


P-ACI 50%, p=0.08) 
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 Subgroups 1 RCT At 2 years, patients <30 years 


(p=0.007) and patients with Tegner 


scores >4 (p=0.0005) had better SF-36 


scores in both groups; higher SF-36 


scores in microfracture group 


associated with lesions <4 cm2 


(p=0.003) 


 


 Complications 1 RCT P-ACI: 25% tissue hypertrophy 


Microfracture: 7.5% tissue 


hypertrophy, 2.5% arthofibrosis 


 


Mithöfer 2013 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT higher increases in KOOS sports and 


recreation with ACI than 


microfracture 


 


 Histology 1 RCT Significantly better histological 


assessment (p<0.05) and 


histomorphometric 


scores, including higher proteoglycan 


content, higher type II collagen 


content, and more normal chondrocyte 


morphology (p<0.01) after 


characterised ACI compared with 


microfracture at 12-18 months 


 


Nakamura 2009 Clinical 


outcome 


2 RCTs, 1 


CCT 


1 RCT, no significant difference in 


Lysholm, Tegner, VAS scores; SF-36 


physical component significantly 


better with microfracture (2 years); no 


significant difference in any of the 


scores at 5 years 


1 RCTs no significant difference in 


KOOS scores (18 months) 


1 CCT significantly better IKDC 


scores with ACI at 5 years 


 


 Histology 2 RCTs No significant difference in 1 RCT (2 


years), better result for ACI in 1 RCT 


(18 months) 
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Naveen 2012 Clinical 


outcome 


3 RCTs, 2 


comparative 


cohort 


No significant difference in clinical 


scores in 1 RCT and 1 comparative 


cohort (2 to 5 years), ACI better in 1 


RCT and 1 comparative cohort (12 


months to 5 years), 1 RCT no 


significant difference at 18 months but 


ACI significantly better at 36 months 


actual values 


not reported 


for any of the 


outcomes 


 Histological 


outcome 


2 RCTs No significant difference in 1 RCT (2 


years), better result for ACI in 1 RCT 


(18 months) 


 


 Quality of life 


(SF-36) 


2 RCTs No significant difference in 1 RCT (5 


years), better result for microfracture 


in 1 RCT (2 years) 


 


Negrin 2013 Clinical 


outcome 


4 RCTs At 1 year, SMD 1.05 (95% CI: -1.35, 


3.45), p=NS; heterogeneity p<0.0001 


 


  4 RCTs, 1 


comparative 


cohort 


At 2 years, SMD 0.38 (95% CI: -0.13, 


0.90), p=NS; heterogeneity p=0.0008 


 


  2 RCTs, 1 


comparative 


cohort 


At 5 years, SMD 0.28 (95% CI: -0.23, 


0.79), p=NS; heterogeneity p=0.0143 


 


 Subgroups – 


2nd and 3rd 


generation ACI 


3 RCTs At 1 year, SMD 2.22 (95% CI: 1.01, 


3.42), p<0.05; heterogeneity p=0.0003 


 


  3 RCTs, 1 


comparative 


cohort 


At 2 years, SMD 0.56 (95% CI: 0.30, 


0.82), p<0.05; heterogeneity p=NS 


 


  1 RCT, 1 


comparative 


cohort 


At 5 years, SMD 0.51 (95% CI: 0.21, 


0.80), p<0.05; heterogeneity p=NS 


 


 Treatment 


failure 


4 RCTs, 2 


comparative 


cohort 


Overall, 21 treatment failures with 


microfracture versus 16 with ACI 
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 Histology 2 RCTs 1 RCT no significant difference 


between ACI and microfracture, but 


ACI biopsy specimens tended to have 


a more hyalinelike appearance 2 years 


postoperatively 


1 RCT clear morphological superiority 


of cartilaginous tissue after ACI; 


microfracture resulted in significantly 


lower histological scores for type II 


collagen and matrix proteoglycan 


content 


 


Vasiliadis 2010 Clinical 


outcome  


3 RCTs 1 RCT: no significant difference 


between P-ACI and microfracture (5 


years) in Lysholm or Tegner scores or 


VAS, SF-36 significantly better with 


microfracture at 2 years but no 


significant difference at 5 years 


1 RCT: MACI more improvement in 


Lysholm and Tegner scores than 


microfracture but unclear if the 


difference was significant (12 months) 


1 RCT: no significant difference in 


modified KOOS score at 18 months, 


characterised chondrocyte 


implantation slightly better at 36 


months (p=0.05), slower recovery with 


characterised chondrocyte 


implantation, but no significant 


difference in function at 2 years 
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 Histology 2 RCTs 1 RCT (12 months) significantly better 


histomorphogenic score(p=0.003)  and 


better mean histology score (p=0.012) 


with characterised chondrocyte 


implantation than microfracture – 


obvious cartilaginous restoration after 


chondrocyte implantation, repair scar 


tissue after microfracture 


1 RCT 71.4% poor quality repair 


tissue with microfracture vs 50% with 


P-ACI (2 years) but no statistically 


significant difference, no association 


between histological quality and 


clinical outcomes at 2 and 5 years, but 


the worse the image at 2 years, the 


bigger the risk of failure up to 5 years 


(p=0.02) 


 


 Complications 2 RCTs 1 RCT (2 years): 25% debridement 


due to graft hypertrophy with P-ACI, 


10% with microfracture, 23% in each 


group had a failure (1 in each group a 


total arthroplasty) 


1 RCT (3 years): similar complication 


rates with characterised chondrocyte 


implantation and microfracture, 2/57 


failures with characterised 


chondrocyte implantation and 7/61 


with microfracture 


 


Vavken 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


3 RCTs 1 RCT (12 months) significantly better 


results with ACI than microfracture, 1 


RCT no significant difference in 


clinical scores (2 and 5 years), 1 RCT 


no significant difference at 18 months 


but ACI significantly better at 36 


months; 1 RCT SF-36 significantly 


better with microfracture than ACI at 


2 years but not at 5 years 
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 Histology 2 RCTs 1 RCT no significant difference (2 


years), 1 RCT better results for ACI at 


18 months 


 


 Complications 2 RCTs 1 RCT: 9 failures in each group, 25% 


debridement with ACI and 10% with 


microfracture (after 5 years) 


1 RCT: 25% cartilage hypertrophy 


with ACI, 13% with microfracture, 


67% and 59% adverse events with 


ACI and microfracture (9% and 13% 


serious) 


 


ACI vs BMSC     


Naveen 2012 Clinical 


outcome 


1 comparative 


cohort 


Significantly better clinical outcomes 


for BMSC than ACI (2 years)  


actual values 


not reported 


for any of the 


outcomes 


 Histological 


outcome 


1 comparative 


cohort 


Comparison not possible: histological 


results only presented for BMSC, not 


ACI 


 


ACI vs 


abrasionplasty 


    


Naveen 2012 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT Significantly better clinical outcomes 


for ACI (12 months) 


actual values 


not reported 


for any of the 


outcomes 


Magnussen 2008 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT At 1 year, significantly better clinical 


scores in MACI than abrasion group 


(Lysholm MACI 86 SD9, abrasion 74 


SD11 (p=0.001); IKDC MACI 76 


SD13, abrasion 68 SD10 (p<0.05); 


Tegner MACI 5.9 SD0.8, abrasion 4.2 


SD.1 (p<0.01)) 


 


 Histological 


outcome 


1 RCT At 1 year, histology on 4 samples 


(presumably MACI): evidence of 


hyalinelike cartilage; fibroblastlike 


cells in two 


 


 Complications 1 RCT 24% reactive synovitis in MACI group  
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Nakamura 2009 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT At 1 year, significantly better Lysholm 


and IKDC scores with MACI than 


abrasion  


 


Vasiliadis 2010 Clinical 


outcome – 


Lysholm 


scores 


1 RCT ACI significantly better than abrasion 


at 1 year (p<0.001 for improvement in 


Lysholm scores, 72% with ACI vs 


40% with abrasion good or excellent 


results; p<0.01 for difference in 


Tegner score), IKDC subjective score 


also significantly better for ACI 


 


Vavken 2010 Clinical 


outcome 


1 RCT Significantly better clinical outcomes 


for ACI (12 months) 


 


ACI: autologous chondrocyte implantation; AKS: arthroscopic knee surgery; C-ACI: collagen-based ACI; CRA: 


International Cartilage Repair Society cartilage repair 


 
Table 33. Systematic review conclusions 


Study Conclusions Recommendations Comments 


Bekkers 


2009 


Clinical outcomes: All trials 


showed an improvement from 


clinical baseline scores, 


regardless of treatment; lesion 


size, activity level, and patient 


age are factors that should be 


considered in selecting 


treatment of articular cartilage 


lesions of the knee 


Practice: small chondral and 


osteochondral lesions (<1 cm2) 


should preferably be treated by 


microfracture or single-plug 


OAT; for larger lesions (>4 cm2) 


microfracture has been associated 


with limited effectiveness; for 


larger lesions, OAT and ACI are 


both good treatment options 


Research: patients in trials 


should be stratified based on 


body mass index, defect location, 


and post-debridement defect size; 


outcomes should be reported 


after at least 2 years of follow-up 


using biopsy, MRI, and validated 


clinical outcome tools, including 


assessment of activity level 
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Goyal 


2013A  


General: C-ACI is 


marginally more effective 


than P-ACI, with evidence 


limited to a follow-up period 


of 2 years; MACI gives 


comparable results to P-ACI 


or C-ACI (evidence from 


studies with a short duration 


of follow-up with a small 


sample size and medium-


sized defects in a younger age 


group) 


Practice: not reported  


Research: multi-centre RCTs 


with adequate sample size 


needed of second and third 


generation ACI versus first 


generation ACI; cohort studies of 


long term effects (10 years) 


needed 


 


 


Goyal 


2013B 


Only refers to microfracture  Publications 


including the 


same study 


populations 


counted as 


separate studies 
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Harris 


2010 


General: studies were very 


heterogeneous and had 


important quality limitations 


Clinical outcomes: 


Intermediate-term clinical 


outcomes after ACI tended to 


be better than after 


microfracture; difference 


compared to osteochondral 


autograft unclear; no 


significant differences in 


clinical outcomes between 


first and second generation 


ACI 


Histology: ACI may provide 


a more durable repair tissue 


than microfracture  


Modifying factors: outcomes 


tended to be better for 


younger patients (<30/35 


years), more active patients, 


patients with shorter symptom 


duration, and patients who 


had not had a previous failed 


surgical intervention; possibly 


better results for smaller 


lesions and better effects of 


ACI than other techniques for 


larger lesions 


Complications: Graft 


hypertrophy highest with 


ACI-P (22%), lower with 


other methods (4 to 7%); 


reported ‘failure’ rates 


slightly lower with ACI 


(2.8%) than with 


microfracture (3.7%) or 


mosaicplasty (7.1%) 


Practice: ACI may be the best 


option for large defects in young, 


active patients with a short 


duration of symptoms and no 


previous cartilage surgery; 


microfracture is indicated for 


smaller defects in young, active 


patients; osteochondral autograft 


may provide a more rapid 


improvement in terms of clinical 


outcome but is limited by donor 


site morbidity 


Research: higher quality studies 


needed, with the following 


characteristics: proper and 


transparent patient enrolment 


with clearly stated inclusion and 


exclusion criteria; proper 


independently performed 


randomisation techniques; no 


concurrent surgical interventions 


(anterior cruciate ligament 


reconstruction, realignment 


osteotomy, meniscal surgery, 


etc.); consistent surgical 


technique; longer clinical follow-


up with an independent observer; 


use of validated, responsive, and 


reliable outcome measures; clear 


reporting of data with a statement 


of both clinical relevance and 


significance 


 


Publications 


including the 


same study 


populations 


counted as 


separate studies 
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Kon 2009 Clinical outcomes: matrix-


assisted second generation 


ACI is a promising technique 


for the treatment of isolated 


chondral defects; good 


clinical results were reported 


by all products, but follow-


ups were short and quality 


levels of studies low 


Practice: not reported  


Research: high quality long term 


RCTs are needed 


 


 


Magnussen 


2008 


General: follow-up relatively 


short, heterogeneous outcome 


measures 


Clinical outcomes: all trials 


revealed short-term 


improvement in all clinical 


scores with every treatment 


method evaluated (ACI, 


MACI, OAT, microfracture, 


abrasion) 


Practice: microfracture ideal 


first line treatment for small stage 


III or IV articular cartilage 


defects; more complex surgery 


needed for larger lesions (larger 


than 2 to 4 cm2)  


Research: large multicentre trial 


needed comparing ACI, MACI, 


OAT, microfracture, simple 


débridement, and a nonoperative 


control; trial should use validated 


patient-oriented clinical outcome 


measures, e.g. the Knee Injury 


and Osteoarthritis Outcome 


Score, the WOMAC 


Osteoarthritis Index, SF-36 score, 


or the International Knee 


Documentation Committee score, 


with FU at 5 and 10 years 
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Mithöfer 


2009 


Return to sports: return to 


sports was possible in 73% 


overall, with highest return 


rates after osteochondral 


autograft transplantation; time 


to return to sports was 


between 7 and 18 months 


(longest with ACI); initial 


return to sports at the pre-


injury level was possible in 


68% and did not significantly 


vary between surgical 


techniques; continued sports 


participation at the pre-injury 


level was possible in 65%, 


with the best durability after 


ACI; several factors affected 


the ability to return to sport 


after ACI: athlete’s age 


(better at younger age), 


preoperative duration of 


symptoms (better with shorter 


duration) 


Practice: not reported  


Research: systematic research is 


needed to explain lack of return 


to sports and unsustained sports 


participation in some patients; 


prospective long term studies are 


needed to determine if articular 


cartilage repair in athletes can 


influence the high incidence of 


osteoarthritis associated with 


high impact sports 


 


Nakamura 


2009 


General: studies were of 


limited quality; there is 


insufficient evidence from the 


included studies to say 


whether cell-based therapy is 


superior to other treatment 


strategies in articular cartilage 


lesions of the knee 


Practice: not reported  


Research: high quality RCTs 


with long term follow-up are 


needed 


Publications 


including the 


same study 


populations 


counted as 


separate studies 
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Naveen 


2012 


Clinical outcomes: there is 


heterogeneity and 


inconsistency between 


studies; it is unclear to what 


extent any differences 


between treatments in clinical 


outcomes are clinically 


important  


Histology: ACI is associated 


with superior structural 


regeneration of cartilage 


tissue compared to other 


methods (but only reported by 


6/17 studies) 


Practice: not reported  


Research: studies of long term 


effects needed 


 


Stated that non-


RCTs were 


excluded but not 


all of the included 


trials were RCTs; 


publications 


including the 


same study 


populations 


counted as 


separate studies 


Negrin 


2013 


Clinical outcomes: the meta-


analyses (of all forms of ACI 


versus microfracture or only 


2nd and 3rd generation ACI) 


did not reveal any clinically 


relevant superiority of ACI 


over microfracture, results 


converged over time; decision 


making must take patient 


objectives, physical demands, 


and patient- and defect-


specific factors into 


consideration (e.g. 


microfracture has worse 


outcomes with defect sizes >4 


cm2) 


Practice: not reported  


Research: large, well-designed, 


long term multicentre studies 


needed 
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Study Conclusions Recommendations Comments 


Vasiliadis 


2010 


General: studies are of poor 


quality, heterogeneity 


regarding techniques followed 


and populations studied 


Clinical outcomes: body of 


evidence does not suggest 


superiority of ACI over other 


techniques; complication rates 


were comparable between 


interventions except from an 


increased rate of graft 


hypertrophies after P-ACI; 


ACI is an effective treatment 


for full thickness chondral 


defects of the knee, providing 


an improvement of clinical 


outcomes 


Practice: there is insufficient 


evidence to conclude whether 


autologous cartilage implantation 


is superior to other treatment 


strategies for treating full 


thickness articular cartilage 


defects in the knee. 


Research: need for more high 


quality RCTs and for uniformity 


of their reported outcomes; more 


studies should be done on 


maturation process of finally 


formed repair tissue and 


appropriate rehabilitation 


programmes for the different 


techniques; more information and 


research is needed to compare 


chondrocyte techniques with 


conservative treatment such as 


intensive physiotherapy; further 


information is needed on the 


relationship between clinical, 


histological and radiological 


outcomes, and the most 


appropriate measure of functional 


outcomes that relate to a generic 


measure of health-related quality 


of life 
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Study Conclusions Recommendations Comments 


Vavken 


2010 


General: rather low overall 


quality of studies, incl. high 


attrition rates and small 


sample sizes 


Clinical outcomes: some 


evidence for better clinical 


outcomes with ACI compared 


to OAT and equivalent 


outcomes with microfracture 


in studies with higher 


validity; higher quality repair 


tissue with ACI compared to 


other procedures; unclear if 


statistical significance 


corresponds to real clinical 


significance 


Practice: no clear 


recommendation regarding ACI 


versus other treatments possible 


Research: evolution of 


techniques needs to be taken into 


account; further high quality 


studies needed 
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Appendix VIII. Economic search strategies 
 


Medline search strategy (1946 to July 2014) 


1. exp Economics/ 


2. exp "Costs and Cost Analysis"/ 


3. exp Cost-Benefit Analysis/ 


4. Health Status/ 


5. exp "Quality of Life"/ 


6. exp Quality-Adjusted Life Years/ 


7. (pharmacoeconomic* or pharmaco-economic* or economic* or cost*).tw. 


8. (health state* or health status).tw. 


9. (qaly* or ICER* or utilit* or EQ5D or EQ-5D or euroqol or euro-qol or short-form 36 or short form 


36  or SF-36 or SF36 or SF-6D or   SF6D or SF-12 or SF12 or health utilities index or HUI).tw. 


10. (markov or time trade off or TTO or standard gamble or SG or hrql or hrqol or disabilit* or 


disutilit* or net benefit or net-benefit or contingent valuation).tw. 


11. (quality adj2 life).tw. 


12. (decision adj2 model).tw. 


13. (quality of wellbeing or qwb visual analog* scale* or discrete choice experiment* or health* 


year* equivalen* or hyes or hye or 15-D or 15D or (willing* adj2 pay)).tw. 


14. ("resource use" or resource utili?ation or resource$).tw. 


15. (utility* adj2 (value* or index* or health or measure* or estimate*)).tw. 


16. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 


17. exp Chondrocytes/tr [Transplantation] 


18. exp Cartilage, Articular/tr [Transplantation] 


19. exp Transplantation, Autologous/ 


20. (MACI or MACT or chondrocelect or ACI).tw. 


21. (chondrocyte* adj4 (implant* or transplant* or matrix or characteri*)).tw. 


22. (autologous adj3 (implant* or transplant* or chondrocyte* or cartilage)).tw. 


23. (cartilage* adj2 (transplant* or implant*)).tw. 


24. 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 


25. Knee/ or knee*.mp. 


26. 24 and 25 


27. Animals/ 


28. Humans/ 


29. 27 not 28 
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30. 26 not 29 


31. 16 and 30 


32. limit 31 to yr="2004 -Current" 


  


Embase search strategy (1947 to July 2014) 


1. exp health economics/ 


2. exp health status/ 


3. exp "quality of life"/ 


4. exp quality adjusted life year/ 


5. (pharmacoeconomic* or pharmaco-economic* or economic* or cost*).tw. 


6. (health state* or health status).tw. 


7. (qaly* or ICER* or utilit* or EQ5D or EQ-5D or euroqol or euro-qol or short-form 36 or SF-36 or 


SF36 or SF-12 or SF12 or SF36 or SF-6D or SF6D or health utilities index or HUI).tw. 


8. (markov or time trade off or TTO or standard gamble or SG or hrql or hrqol or disabilit* or 


disutilit* or net benefit* or contingent valuation).tw. 


9. (quality adj2 life).tw. 


10. (decision adj2 model).tw. 


11. ("quality of wellbeing" or "quality of well-being" or qwb or visual analog* scale* or discrete 


choice experiment* or health* year* equivalen* or hye* or (willing* adj2 pay)).tw. 


12. resource*.tw. 


13. (utility* adj2 (value* or index* or health or measure* or estimate*)).tw. 


14. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 


15. exp *chondrocyte implantation/ 


16. (MACI or MACT or chondrocelect or ACI).tw. 


17. (chondrocyte* adj4 (implant* or transplant* or matrix or characteri*)).tw. 


18. (autologous adj3 (implant* or transplant* or chondrocyte* or cartilage)).tw. 


19. (cartilage* adj2 (transplant* or implant*)).tw. 


20. 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 


21. exp knee/ 


22. knee*.tw. 


23. 21 or 22 


24. 20 and 23 


25. (rat or rats or pig or pigs or porcine or mice or murine or mouse or sheep or rabbit* or canine or 


dog*).ti. 


26. 24 not 25 


27. 14 and 26 


28. limit 27 to yr="2004 -Current" 
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Search strategy for Web of Science Core Collection (2004 to July 2014) 


TOPIC: (cost* or economic* or qaly* or "quality of life" or E ...More TOPIC: (cost* or economic* or 


qaly* or "quality of life" or EQ-5D or ICER* or utlit* or health stat* or resource* or SF-36 or short 


form* or markov or standard gamble or time trade) AND TITLE: (autologous chondrocyte or 


autologous cartilage or MACI or MACT or chondrocelect) AND TOPIC: (knee*)  


 


Search strategy for NHS Economic Evaluation Database: Issue 2 of 4, April 2014 


Search on '(autologous chondrocyte or autologous cartilage or MACI or MACT or chondrocelect) and 


knee* in Title, Abstract, Keywords in Economic Evaluations' 


 


  



javascript:void(0)
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Appendix IX. Critical appraisal of the economic evaluation studies using 


the CHEERS checklist 
B1. Critical appraisal of the economic evaluation studies using the CHEERS checklist 


CHEERS checklist (Husereau et al, 2013) 
Derrett et 
al (2005) 


Gerlier et 
al (2010) 


Samuelson 
et al (2012) 


Koerber et 
al (2013) 


Title and abstract 
1 Title: Identify the study as an economic evaluation, 
or use more specific terms such as ``cost-
effectiveness analysis``, and describe the 
interventions compared. 


Y* Y Y N 


2 Abstract: Provide a structured summary of 
objectives, methods including study design and 
inputs, results including base case and uncertainty 
analyses, and conclusions. 


Y Y Y N 


Introduction 
3 Background & objectives: Provide an explicit 
statement of the broader context for the study. 
Present the study question and its relevance for 
health policy or practice decisions. 


Y Y Y N 


Methods 
4 Target Population and Subgroups: Describe 
characteristics of the base case population and 
subgroups analysed including why they were chosen. 


Y Y* Y* Y 


5 Setting and Location: State relevant aspects of the 
system(s) in which the decision(s) need(s) to be 
made. 


Y Y* Y* Y* 


6 Study perspective: Describe the perspective of the 
study and relate this to the costs being evaluated. N Y N Y 


7 Comparators: Describe the interventions or 
strategies being compared and state why they were 
chosen. 


Y Y Y* Y 


8 Time Horizon: State the time horizon(s) over 
which costs and consequences are being evaluated 
and say why appropriate. 


Y Y Y Y 


9 Discount Rate: Report the choice of discount 
rate(s) used for costs and outcomes and say why 
appropriate. 


N Y Y Y 


10 Choice of Health Outcomes: Describe what 
outcomes were used as the measure(s) of benefit in 
the evaluation and their relevance for the type of 
analysis performed.  


Y Y Y* Y 


11a Measurement of Effectiveness - Single Study-
Based Estimates: Describe fully the design features 
of the single effectiveness study and why the single 
study was a sufficient source of clinical effectiveness 
data. 


Y N/A N/A N/A 


11b Measurement of Effectiveness - Synthesis-based 
Estimates: Describe fully the methods used for 
identification of included studies and clinical 
effectiveness data synthesis of clinical effectiveness 
data. 


N/A Y Y Y* 


12 Measurement and Valuation of Preference-based 
Outcomes: If applicable, describe the population and 
methods used to elicit preferences for health 


Y Y Y Y* 
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outcomes. 
13a Estimating Resources and Costs - Single Study-
based Economic evaluation: Describe approaches 
used to estimate resource use associated with the 
alternative interventions. Describe primary or 
secondary research methods for valuing each 
resource item in terms of its unit cost. Describe any 
adjustments made to approximate to opportunity 
costs. 


Y N/A N/A N/A 


13b Estimating Resources and Costs - Model-based 
Economic Evaluation: Describe approaches and data 
sources used to estimate resource use associated with 
model health states. Describe primary or secondary 
research methods for valuing each resource item in 
terms of its unit cost. Describe any adjustments made 
to approximate to opportunity costs. 


N/A Y Y Y* 


14 Currency, Price Date and Conversion: Report the 
dates of the estimated resource quantities and unit 
costs. Describe methods for adjusting estimated unit 
costs to the year of reported costs if necessary. 
Describe methods for converting costs into a 
common currency base and the exchange rate. 


Y Y Y* Y* 


15 Choice of Model: Describe and give reasons for 
the specific type of decision-analytic model used. 
Providing a figure to show model structure is 
strongly recommended.  


N/A Y Y* Y* 


16 Assumptions: Describe all structural or other 
assumptions underpinning the decision-analytic 
model.  


N/A Y Y* Y* 


17 Analytic Methods: Describe all analytic methods 
supporting the evaluation. This could include 
methods for dealing with skewed, missing or 
censored data, extrapolation methods, methods for 
pooling data, approaches to validate a model, and 
methods for handling population heterogeneity and 
uncertainty.  


Y Y* N N 


Results 
18 Study parameters: Report the values, ranges, 
references, and if used, probability distributions for 
all parameters. Report reasons or sources for 
distributions used to represent uncertainty where 
appropriate. We strongly recommend the use of a 
table to show the input values.  


Y Y* Y* Y 


19. Incremental costs and outcomes: For each 
intervention, report mean values for the main 
categories of estimated costs and outcomes of 
interest, as well as mean differences between the 
comparator groups. If applicable, report incremental 
cost-effectiveness ratios. 


Y Y N Y 


20a Characterizing Uncertainty - Single study-based 
economic evaluation: Describe the effects of 
sampling uncertainty for the estimated incremental 
cost and incremental effectiveness, parameters 
together with the impact of methodological 
assumptions.  


Y* N/A N/A N/A 


20b Characterizing Uncertainty - Model-based 
economic evaluation: Describe the effects on the 
results of uncertainty for all input parameters, and 
uncertainty related to the structure of the model and 


N/A Y Y Y* 
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assumptions. 
21 Characterizing Heterogeneity: If applicable, 
report differences in costs, outcomes or in cost-
effectiveness that can be explained by variations 
between subgroups of patients with different baseline 
characteristics or other observed variability in effects 
that are not reducible by more information.  


N N N N 


Discussion 
22 Study Findings, Limitations, Generalizability, and 
Current Knowledge: Summarize key study findings 
and describe how they support the conclusions 
reached. Discuss limitations and the generalizability 
of the findings and how the findings fit with current 
knowledge.  


Y Y Y* Y 


Other 
23 Source of Funding: Describe how the study was 
funded and the role of the funder in the 
identification, design, conduct and reporting of the 
analysis. Describe other non-monetary sources of 
support.  


Y Y Y Y 


24 Conflicts of Interest: Describe any potential for 
conflict of interest among study contributors in 
accordance with journal policy. In the absence of a 
journal policy, we recommend authors comply with 
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors’ 
recommendations  


N N Y Y 


Key: Y = yes, No = no, N/A = not applicable and * = partially completed  
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Appendix B2: Critical appraisal of the economic models using an adapted Phillips checklist 


Philips et al (2006) 
Gerlier  
et al (2010) 


Samuelson  
et al (2012) 


Koerber  
et al (2013) 


 STRUCTURE 
1 Is there a clear statement of the decision problem? Y Y N 


2 


Is the objective of the model evaluation and model 
specified and consistent with the stated decision 
problem? 


Y Y Y 


3 Is the primary decision maker specified? Y N Y 
4 Is the perspective of the model stated clearly? Y N Y 


5 
Are the model inputs consistent with the stated 
perspective? Y UN Y 


6 


Is the structure of the model consistent with a 
coherent theory of the health condition under 
evaluation? 


Y Y Y 


7 
Are the sources of the data used to develop the 
structure of the model specified? Y Y* Y* 


8 


Are the structural assumptions reasonable given the 
overall objective, perspective and scope of the 
model? 


Y Y* Y* 


9 
Is there a clear definition of the options under 
evaluation? Y Y* Y 


10 
Have all feasible and practical options been 
evaluated? Y N Y 


11 
Is there justification for the exclusion of feasible 
options? Y* N N 


12 


Is the chosen model type appropriate given the 
decision problem and specified casual relationships 
within the model? 


Y Y Y 


13 
Is the time horizon of the model sufficient to reflect 
all important differences between the options? Y N Y 


14 


Do the disease states (state transition model) or the 
pathways (decision tree model) reflect the 
underlying biological process of the disease in 
question and the impact of interventions? 


Y Y* UN 


15 
Is the cycle length defined and justified in terms of 
the natural history of disease? N N Y* 


DATA 


16 
Are the data identification methods transparent and 
appropriate given the objectives of the model? Y Y* Y* 


17 
Where choices have been made between data 
sources are these justified appropriately? Y Y* UN 


18 
Where expert opinion has been used are the 
methods described and justified? N N N 


19 
Is the choice of baseline data described and 
justified? N N N 


20 
Are transition probabilities calculated 
appropriately? Y* N UN 


21 
Has a half-cycle correction been applied to both 
costs and outcomes? N N N 


22 If not, has the omission been justified? N N N 


23 


Have the methods and assumptions used to 
extrapolate short-term results to final outcomes 
been documented and justified? 


Y Y* Y* 


24 Are the costs incorporated into the model justified? Y Y Y 
25 Has the source for all costs been described? Y Y Y 


26 
Have discount rates been described and justified 
given the target decision maker? Y Y Y 
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27 
Are the utilities incorporated into the model 
appropriate? Y Y Y 


28 Is the source of utility weights referenced? Y Y* Y* 


29 


If data have been incorporated as distributions, has 
the choice of distributions for each parameter been 
described and justified? 


Y* N N 


30 


If data are incorporated as point estimates, are the 
ranges used for sensitivity analysis stated clearly 
and justified? 


Y* Y* Y* 


31 
Has heterogeneity been dealt with by running the 
model separately for different sub-groups? N N N 


32 


Have the results been compared with those of 
previous models and any differences in results 
explained? 


Y* Y* N 


Key: Y = yes, No = no, UN = unclear, N/A = not applicable and * = partially completed 
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Appendix X. Study characteristics of economics studies 
Author  


Publication 


year 


Country 


Aims, study design 


and patient group 


Economic 


evaluation 


type, model, 


perspective & 


currency and 


price year 


Costs and outcomes Results 


Derrett et al  


2005 


Country: 


UK 


 


Aim: To assess 


costs and health 


status outcomes 


after ACI and 


mosaicplasty 


 


Study design: 


Cross-sectional 


retrospective study 


 


Patient group and 


numbers: 


- 53 ACI 
recipients 


- 20 mosaicplasty 
recipients 


- 22 ACI waiting 
list (ACI WL) 
recipients 


 


Mean age (% 


male): 


- ACI: 31.9 
(53%) 


- Mosaicplasty: 
34.9 (45%) 


- ACI WL: n/a 
(59%) 


Type: Cost-


utility analysis 


 


Model: None 


 


Perspective: 


Not stated 


 


Currency and 


price year:  


UK £ - 2003-


2004 prices 


 


Time horizon: 2 


years 


 


Discounting: 


None 


Resource use and 


costs: 


Operations/treatments, 


arthroscopies, inpatient 


stay, day case and 


outpatient visits, MRI 


scans, histology and x-


rays 


 


Outcomes:  


- Modified 
Cincinnati Knee 
Rating System 


- Pain Disability 
Index 


- EQ-5D-3L used to 
calculate QALYs 


 


Sensitivity analyses: 


One-way 


Outcomes - EQ-5D 


means: 


- ACI = 0.64  
- Mosaicplasty = 


0.47 
 


Costs:  


- ACI = £10,600 
- Mosaicplasty = 


£7,948 
 


ICER: 


- £16,349 cost 
per QALY 


Gerlier et al 


2010 


Country: 


Belgium 


Aim: To assess the 


cost-effectiveness 


of ACI with 


ChondroCelect 


Type: Cost-


utility analysis 


 


Model: 


Resource use and 


costs: 


Reimbursed drugs,  


medical procedures 


Outcomes - QALY 


means: 


- CC = 21.08 
- Microfracture = 


19.79 
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(CC) compared 


with microfracture. 


 


Study design: 


Decision tree model 


 


Patient group: 


Adult patients < 50 


years of age with 


symptomatic 


cartilage lesions of 


the femoral 


condyles who had 


not developed 


osteoarthritis 


Decision tree 


 


Perspective: 


Global 


healthcare 


payer (public 


payer 


reimbursement 


plus possible 


patient co-


payment) 


 


Currency and 


price year:  


Euro’s € - 2008 


prices 


 


Time horizon: 5 


and 40 years 


 


Discounting:  


Costs - 3%; 


Effects - 1.5% 


including ACI with CC 


and microfracture, 


consultations, 


hospitalisations and 


follow-up 


 


Outcomes:  


- Knee injury and 
Osteoarthritis 
Outcome Score 
(KOOS)  


- SF-36 collected 
from an RCT used 
to calculate 
QALYs 


 


Sensitivity analyses:  


One-way, two-way and 


probabilistic 


 


Costs:  


- CC = €29,808 
- Microfracture = 


€9,006 
 


ICER: 


- €16,229 cost 
per QALY 


Samuelson 


et al 


2012 


Country: 


USA 


Aim: To assess the 


cost-effectiveness 


of ACI-C vs. ACI-P 


 


Study design: 


Decision tree model 


 


Patient group: 


Adult patients (30 


years of age) with a 


focal chondral 


injury which 


satisfies the 


Type: Cost-


utility analysis 


 


Model: 


Decision tree 


 


Perspective: 


Not stated 


 


Currency and 


price year:  


US$ - price 


year not stated 


Resource use and 


costs: Initial 


consultation, follow-up 


visits, surgical costs, 


ACI, physical therapy, 


medical equipment 


 


Outcomes:  


- Lysholm knee 
score 


- Utility values from 
literature used to 
calculate QALYs 


 


Sensitivity analyses: 


Outcomes: 


- ACI-C = not 
stated 


- ACI-P = not 
stated 


 


Costs (total):  


- ACI-C = 
$66,940 


- ACI-P = 
$66,752 


 


ICER: 


- Not calculated 
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conditions for ACI 


repair 


 


Time horizon: 


10 years 


 


Discounting: 


Costs – 3%; 


Effects – 3% 


Threshold  


Koerber et 


al 


2013 


Country: 


Germany 


Aim: To assess 


cost-effectiveness 


of mosaicplasty, 


ACI-P, ACI-C, 


MACI compared 


with microfracture 


 


Study design: 


Decision tree model 


 


Patient group: 


Patients aged 32 


years with 


symptomatic, 


isolated cartilage 


defects and no 


contra indication. 


Type: Cost-


utility analysis 


 


Model: 


Decision tree 


 


Perspective: 


German 


statutory health 


insurance 


 


Currency and 


price year:  


Euros € - price 


year not stated 


 


Time horizon: 


47 years 


 


Discounting: 


Costs – 3%; 


Effects – 3% 


Resource use and 


costs: Surgical 


treatments, inpatient 


stays, outpatient visits, 


arthroscopy, revisions, 


GP visits, imaging, 


physiotherapy and 


medications 


 


Outcomes:  


- Utility values from 
literature used to 
calculate QALYs 


 


Sensitivity analyses: 


Probabilistic 


Outcomes - QALY 


means: 


- Microfracture = 
19.66 


- Mosaicplasty = 
19.47 


- ACI-P = 19.76 
- ACI-C = 19.79 
- MACI = 19.80 


 


Costs:  


- Microfracture = 
€13,445 


- Mosaicplasty = 
€17,774 


- ACI-P = 
€19,082 


- ACI-C = 
€18,713 


- MACI = 
€21,204 


 


ICER:  


Cost per QALY 


gained in relation 


to Microfracture 


- Mosaicplasty is 
dominated by 
microfracture 


- ACI-P = 
€56,370 per 
QALY gained 


- ACI-C = 
€40,523 per 
QALY gained 


- MACI = 
€55,421 per 
QALY gained 
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Appendix XI. Annual transition probabilities 
This section reports on the sources of the progression rates used in the Markov model.  These 


transition probabilities were derived from the literature and in consultation with clinical experts.   


Most studies presented information in the form of success (progression) rates over a specified time 


period.  These rates were converted to transition probabilities using the formula below, where r is the 


progression rate and t is time:  


ptransition = 1-exp {-rt} 


 


Where progression rates were not available from the literature, we converted the probability of the 


event over a period of time to a constant rate using the formula below: 


r = - [ln(1-P)]/t 


 


Patients receiving an ACI procedure - ACI (ACI) – 20 to 54 years (see Table 34) 


Primary repair 


Progression rates for people who progressed from primary repair to successful primary and to second 


repair were obtained from Saris et al67 These authors provided information on a three-year failure rate 


of 3.9% for people who required re-operation of the same lesion.  The three-year probability was 


obtained and then converted to a one-year transition probability of 0.01317 which was used in the 


model.  They also reported a success rate of 83.0% over a three-year period.  We assumed a three-year 


failure rate of 13.1% for people who had no further repair following the primary repair.  Three-year 


probabilities were obtained for these latter two rates and then converted to one-year transition 


probabilities. 


 


Successful primary 


Progression rates for people who progressed from a successful primary repair to a second repair and 


for those that remain in that health state were based on information from Saris et al.97 These authors 


reported a response rate of 87.5% over a two-year time period for people who had undergone a MACI 


implant.  We assumed that 12.5% of the non-responders will move to the no further repair health state 


and of these 12.5% patients, we assumed that 10% of them will move from the successful primary to 


the second repair health state.  Based on this information the following annual transition probabilities 


were derived: 0.93580, 0.05793 and 0.00627, respectively.  


 


Second repair 


The transitions required here include, people who have undergone a second repair that was successful, 


and people in whom it was unsuccessful, who do not have a further repair.  Saris et al67 reported a 
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three-year success rate for an initial procedure as 83.0%.  Here, we assumed that the success rate in 


the second repair is the same as the success rate in the primary repair, if the second repair is the same 


as the first.  For the people who have no further repair following the second repair, we derived a one-


year transition probability of 0.06022.  Here, we assumed that 17.0% of people will have no further 


repair over a three-year time period.  


 


Successful second 


Progression rates for people who progressed from a successful second repair to no further repair and 


for those that remain in that health state were based on information from Saris et al.97 These authors 


reported a response rate of 87.5% over a two-year time period for people who had undergone a MACI 


implant.  We assumed that 12.5% of people would move from the successful second to the no further 


repair health state.  Based on this information the following annual transition probabilities were 


derived: 0.93541 and 0.06459, respectively.  


 


Patients receiving an MF procedure – MF (MF) – 20 to 54 years (see Table 34)  


Primary repair 


People who received a primary repair can remain in the successful primary repair health state, have a 


second repair, or have no further repair and these values were obtained from Saris et al.67 These 


authors reported that 11.5% of people who had undergone a primary repair required re-operation of 


the same lesions within 36 months.  From this, we derived an annual transition probability of 0.03990 


for those who require a second repair.  The authors also reported that 62.0% of people will have a 


successful primary repair within 36 months.  Taking account of the 62% who have initial success and 


the 11.5% who have a second repair within 3 year leaves 26.5% of the initial MF group that have no 


further repair in the first 3 years.  We derived an annual transition probability of 0.09754 for people 


who receive no further repair.  


 


Successful primary 


Saris et al97 reported on the percentage (68.1%) of people who responded to treatment at 2 years.  We 


assumed that 31.9% of the non-responders will move to the no further repair health state and of these 


31.9% patients, we assumed that 10% of them will move from the successful primary to the second 


repair health state.  Based on this information the following annual transition probabilities were 


derived: 0.82825, 0.15567 and 0.01608 respectively.  


 


Second repair 


Saris and colleagues67 reported a 62.0% success rate for people who had an initial primary repair over 


36 months.  Due to the paucity of information on the success rate for people receiving a second repair, 


we assumed the same percentage success for a second repair as for people who had a primary repair.  
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For the people who have no further repair following the second repair, we derived a one-year 


transition probability of 0.14730.  Here, we assumed that 38.0% of people will have no further repair 


over a three-year time period.  


 


Successful second 


Saris et al97 reported on the percentage (68.1%) of people who responded to treatment at 2 years.  


Here, we assumed that the percentage success for the second repair is the same for people who had a 


successful primary repair.  We assumed 31.9% of people would receive no further repair.  From this, 


we derived an annual transition probability of 0.17477 to represent those people who would receive 


no further repair.  The annual transition probability of 0.82523 was derived to represent people who 


remained in a successful second repair health state.   


 


Patients receiving MF after failed ACI - ACI (MF) – 20 to 54 years (see Table 34)  


We report here the values for MF as a second procedure after ACI as these transition probabilities are 


different to ACI (ACI).  


 


Second repair 


People who had a second repair can have a successful second repair or do not receive a further repair.  


For those people who do not receive a further repair, we obtained this information from Vanlauwe et 


al.40 These authors reported that for 16.4% of people who had the MF procedure following an ACI 


procedure, this procedure failed at five years.  From this, we derived an annual transition probability 


of 0.03519 for people who do not receive a further repair.  We assumed the remainder of the people 


would have a successful MF procedure following an ACI.  From this, we derived an annual transition 


probability from second repair to successful second as 0.96481.  


 


Successful second 


Saris et al97 reported that 68.1% of people responded to treatment at 2 years.  We assumed that the 


percentage success for the second MF is as the first MF.  We assumed 31.9% of people would receive 


no further repair.  From this, we derived an annual transition probability of 0.17477 to represent those 


people who would not receive a further repair.  The annual transition probability of 0.82523 was 


derived to represent people who remained in a successful second repair health state.   


*Patients receiving ACI after failed MF - MF (ACI) – 20 to 54 years (see Table 34)  


We report here the values for ACI as a second procedure after MF as these transition probabilities are 


different to MF (MF).  


 


Second repair 
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People who had a second repair can have a successful second repair.  If the second repair is 


unsuccessful, we assumed that they do not receive a further repair.  For those people who do not 


receive a further repair, we obtained this information from Biant et al.76 These authors reported that 


for 30.9% of people who had the ACI procedure following an MF procedure, this procedure failed at 


ten year follow-up.  From this, we derived an annual transition probability of 0.03629 for people who 


do not receive a further repair.  We assumed the remainder of the people would have a successful ACI 


procedure following a MF.  From this, we derived an annual transition probability from second repair 


to successful second as 0.96371.  


 


Successful second 


Saris et al97 reported that 68.1% of people responded to treatment at 2 years.  We assumed that the 


percentage success for the second repair is the same for people who had a successful primary repair 


(assuming that this repair was MF).  We assumed 31.9% of people would receive no further repair.  


From this, we derived an annual transition probability of 0.17477 to represent those people who 


would not receive a further repair.  The annual transition probability of 0.82523 was derived to 


represent people who remained in a successful second repair health state.   


 


Patients 55+ years - all comparisons (see Table 35)  


We report here only the transition probability values for the comparisons for patients aged 55+ years 


which are different to those for patients aged between 20 and 54 years.  


 


Successful primary, successful second and no further repair  


Information required for people who required a total knee replacement was obtained from Knutsen et 


al.64  These authors reported that at the five-year follow-up, of the 40 patients who received an ACI 


and of the 40 patients who received a MF, nine patients in both groups failed the primary procedure 


and of these 9 patients, only one went on to have TKR (the same failure rate for both ACI and MF).  


For people who require a PKR following a failed primary repair, we assumed that this number would 


be the same as those receiving a TKR.  From this information reported, we derived a one-year 


transition probability of 0.00505 to be used in the model for patients moving to the first TKR and first 


PKR health states from the successful primary, successful second and no further repair health states. 


 


To estimate values for people who remain in the other health states (second repair, successful second 


and no further repair) the percentages for TKR and PKR were removed from the totals (i.e. from the 


success and failure rates) and the annual transition probabilities were re-estimated.   


 


Patients 55+ years - all comparisons (see Table 36)  


First total knee replacement 
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Gerlier and colleagues102 reported information on the percentage success (99%) for people who had a 


total knee replacement.  We assumed this success to be at five years following the initial TKR.  We 


derived a transition probability of 0.99223 for patients moving from a first TKR to a successful first 


TKR.  For the progression rates to further knee replacement, Dong and Buxton118 reported that 


approximately 2% of people who had undergone their first total knee replacement required a total 


revision within 2-5 years.  Here, we assumed 2% of people would require a revision procedure in 3.5 


years.  From this, we derived a one-year transition probability of 0.00576.  We assumed that 1% of 


people would not receive a further knee replacement five-years following their first knee replacement.  


 


First partial knee replacement 


Due to the paucity of progression rates available from the literature for people who received a partial 


knee replacement, we used the percentage success and progression for people who received their first 


total knee replacement.  We assumed a transition probability of 0.99223 for a successful first partial 


knee replacement, 0.00576 for people requiring a revision, and 0.00201 for people who receive no 


further knee replacement.  


 


Successful first total knee replacement 


People who received their primary knee replacement and was successful, we obtained this transition 


probability from Dong and Buxton.  These authors provided information on the one-month probability 


of a successful knee replacement and to remain in normal health after the primary TKR.  This one-


month probability was converted into a one-year transition probability of 0.9737.  Information on the 


progression to further knee replacement from a first knee replacement was obtained from Gerlier et al.  


These authors reported a 15% revision for people requiring further knee replacement, 15 years after 


the first total knee replacement.  From this, we estimated an annual transition probability of 0.01078 


for people requiring further revision.  For people who receive no further knee replacement after the 


initial knee replacement, we derived an annual transition probability based on information on the 


percentage of successful and revision procedures reported in Dong and Buxton118  and Gerlier et al.102 


 


Successful partial knee replacement 


We assumed the transition probabilities for people who had a partial knee replacement to be the same 


for people who had a total knee replacement.  We assumed a one-year transition probability of 


0.97307 for a successful PKR, a probability of 0.01078 for people requiring further revision and 


0.01615 for people who receive no further knee replacement. 


 


Further knee replacement 


Gerlier and colleagues102 reported a 90% success for people who have received a further knee 


replacement.  We assumed this success to be at five years following the further knee replacement.  
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Also we assumed that 10% of people would receive no further knee replacement following the further 


knee replacement.  We derived a transition probability of 0.02085 for people requiring no further knee 


replacements. 


 


Successful further knee replacement 


Gerlier and colleagues (2010) reported a 15% revision rate 15 years after successful total knee 


replacement.  From this we derived a transition probability of 0.01078 for people requiring a further 


knee replacement.  For people who remain in the successful further knee replacement health state 


following further knee replacement, Gerlier and colleagues (2010) reported a 90% success rate and we 


assumed this to be at five years.  We derived an annual transition probability of 0.97307 for people 


remain in this health state.  For people who had a successful further knee replacement and requiring 


no further knee replacement, we assumed this to be the same as a one-year transition probability of 


0.01615 for successful first total knee replacement and requiring no further knee replacements.  
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Table 34. Annual transition probabilities – 20 to 54 years 


From\to Succes


sful 


primar


y 


Second 


repair 


Succes


sful 


second 


No 


furthe


r 


repair 


 Success


ful 


primar


y 


Second 


repair 


Success


ful 


second 


No 


further 


repair 


 ACI (ACI) MF (MF) 


Primary 


repair 


0.9411


0 


0.0131


7 


- 0.0457


3 


0.86256 0.03990 - 0.09754 


Successful 


primary 


0.9358


0 


0.0062


7 


- 0.0579


3 


0.82825 0.01608 - 0.15567 


Second 


repair 


- - 0.9397


8 


0.0602


2 


- - 0.85270 0.14730 


Successful 


second 


- - 0.9354


1 


0.0645


9 


- - 0.82523 0.17477 


No further 


repair 


- - - 1.0000


0 


- - - 1.00000 


 MF (ACI) ACI (MF) 


Primary 


repair 


0.8625


6 


0.0399


0 


- 0.0975


4 


0.94110 0.01317 - 0.04573 


Successful 


primary 


0.8282


5 


0.0160


8 


- 0.1556


7 


0.93580 0.00627 - 0.05793 


Second 


repair 


- - 0.9637


1 


0.0362


9 


- - 0.96481 0.03519 


Successful 


second 


- - 0.8252


3 


0.1747


7 


- - 0.82523 0.17477 


No further 


repair 


- - - 1.0000


0 


- - - 1.00000 
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Table 35. Annual transition probabilities – 55 years + 


From\
to 


Succe
ssful 


prima
ry 


Seco
nd 


repa
ir 


Succe
ssful 
secon


d 


No 
furt
her 
repa


ir 


Firs
t 


TK
R 


Firs
t 


PK
R 


 Succe
ssful 


prima
ry 


Seco
nd 


repa
ir 


Succe
ssful 
secon


d 


No 
furt
her 
repa


ir 


Firs
t 


TK
R 


Firs
t 


PK
R 


 ACI (ACI) MF (MF) 
Succe
ssful 
prima
ry 


0.9518
0 


0.00
376 


- 0.03
434 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


0.8472
6 


0.01
608 


- 0.12
656 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


Secon
d 
repair 


- - 0.9397
8 


0.06
022 


- -  - - 0.8527
0 


0.14
730 


- - 


Succe
ssful 
secon
d 


- - 0.9516
7 


0.03
823 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


 - - 0.8448
9 


0.14
501 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


No 
furthe
r 
repair 


- - - 0.98
990 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


- - - 0.98
990 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


 MF (ACI) ACI (MF) 
Succe
ssful 
prima
ry 


0.8472
6 


0.01
608 


- 0.12
656 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


0.9518
0 


0.00
376 


- 0.03
434 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


Secon
d 
repair 


- - 0.9637
1 


0.03
629 


- -  - - 0.9648
1 


0.03
519 


- - 


Succe
ssful 
secon
d 


- - 0.8448
9 


0.14
501 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


 - - 0.8448
9 


0.14
501 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


No 
furthe
r 
repair 


- - - 0.98
990 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 


- - - 0.98
990 


0.00
505 


0.00
505 
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Table 36. Annual transition probabilities – 55 years + (for all scenarios) 


From\to Successful 
first TKR 


Successful 
first PKR 


Further KR Successful 
further KR 


No further 
KR 


 All comparisons 
First TKR 0.99223 - 0.00576 - 0.00201 
First PKR - 0.99223 0.00576 - 0.00201 
Successful first 
TKR 


0.97307 - 0.01078 - 0.01615 


Successful first 
PKR 


- 0.97307 0.01078 - 0.01615 


Further KR - - - 0.97915 0.02085 
Successful 
further KR 


- - 0.01078 0.97307 0.01615 


No further KR - - - - 1.00000 
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 Cartilage defects - ACI for repairing symptomatic 
articular cartilage defects of the knee [ID686]   


 
Requests for the AG prior to Appraisal Committee Meeting 


 
At pre-meeting telephone conference, the Committee Chair and Lead Team for this 
appraisal decided to request the following: 
 


1. Sensitivity analyses removing the logical inconsistencies in transition 
probabilities, that is, ensuring the probability of a second repair cannot exceed 
that of the first repair, and the probability of MF after ACI cannot be better 
than ACI as a first repair. 
 


With this scenario we have changed the transition probabilities, so we have assumed that the: 
1) Second repair being an ACI after a first repair of MF will be equal to a second repair ACI after 


a first repair of ACI i.e. transition probability changed from 0.96371 to 0.93978. 
2) Second repair being an MF after a first repair of ACI will be equal to a second repair MF after 


a first repair of MF i.e. transition probability changed from 0.96481 to 0.85270.  
 
As we can see from the results below (Tables 1a and 1b), the ICERs are very close to the base‐case 
analysis which was presented. 
 
Table 1a: Removing the logical inconsistencies in transition probabilities by scenario 


Procedure  Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic ‐ discounted 


Scenario 1  


MF (ACI)  6,607  17.0272  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.0228  14,314  0.9956  14,377 


Scenario 2 


MF (MF)  5,015  17.0033  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.9558  14,877  0.9525  15,618 


 
Table 1b: Removing the logical inconsistencies in transition probabilities 


Procedure  Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison  Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic ‐ discounted 


MF (MF)  5,015  17.0033  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


MF (ACI)  6,607  17.0272  MF (ACI) v MF (MF)  1,592  0.0239  66,613 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.9558  ACI (MF) v MF (ACI)  13,285  0.9286  14,306 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.0228  ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF)  1,029  0.0670  15,365 
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2. A rationale for the use of short term data to inform long term outcomes (3 year 


data was used to inform year 1 TMP and 2 year data was used to inform later 
year TMPs). Why was 5 or 8 year data not used? Use of alternative long term 
data (if this is achievable) in a sensitivity analysis. 
 
We used the 3 year progression data from the TIG/ACT trial published in 2009 based on 
patients who either received ACI‐P with Chondrocelect or MF to inform year 1 TMP.  For the 
later years TMPs, we used 2 year progression data from the SUMMIT trial published in 2014 
where patients either received MACI or MF.  This latter publication is more relevant to the 
UK, as ACI‐P has now been superseded by either ACI‐C or MACI; however, only 2 year data is 
currently available; hence the need to supplement this with the publication in 2009.  
However, there was little difference in results between those who respond or not respond 
to either ACI or MF between the two studies. 


 
We didn’t use the data from the ACTIVE trial (i.e. the 5 or 8 year data), even though they 
presented data on additional procedures after either an ACI or a control procedure (see 
Appendix Table 8).  This is because we don’t know at what time point this additional 
procedure took place, except that this time period was more than 5 years. For example, five 
patients had a MF after an ACI, but we don’t know when after the five years the MF took 
place. 


 
3. A graphical summary of the failure rates over time assumed in the AG model 


and a comparison with longer term data reported in the clinical effectiveness 
section (e.g. 5-year and beyond data etc).  


 
In the clinical effectiveness section, the studies providing five years and beyond data are 
TIG/ACT/01/2000 study and compassionate case series. Unfortunately, the latter does not report 
failure rates. The data on the former was available in the three published studies namely Saris et al 
2008, Saris et al 2009 and Vanlauwe et al 2011. The proportions failing the intervention at 12 
months, 36 months and five years are shown in Figure 2, below. Note that failure was defined as a 
decision by the surgeon that another operation was necessary. 
 


  
12 months*  


(Saris et al 2008) 
36 months  


(Saris et al 2009) 
5 years  


(Vanlauwe et al 2011) 


CCI   1.96%  3.90%  13.70% 


MF  10%  11.50%  16.40% 
* Saris et al, 2009 also reported the 12 months data 
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Figure 2. Failure rate (TIG/ACT/01/2000) 


 
 
The failure rate assumed in the AG model at three years is shown in Figure 3, below. Failure is 
defined differently from in TIG‐ACT, based on the SUMMIT trial where success (called “response” in 
the SUMMIT report) was improvement of at least 10 points  in KOOS scales. Here, only the 
proportion of patients failing the primary procedure has been presented. Those who fail this 
intervention will either undergo second repair while some will choose not to undergo another 
procedure. Details are in the AG report.  
 
Figure 3. Failure rate at three years following primary procedure assumed (AG model) 
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4. Utility and failure rate assumptions – the AG applied a utility decrement after 
year 5 in the MF arm (that is, assuming the same benefit after year 5 as 
someone who fails at year 1). Please assess the impact of this assumption in 
more detail by: 
 


We have as requested by NICE carried out a sensitivity analysis assuming that the utility after MF is 
maintained for much longer than in our base case. As expected, this makes MF much more 
competitive. However such an assumption goes against the evidence from primary studies and 
systematic reviews. For example;  


 Harris et al 2010: “While the clinical outcomes of MF tended to either plateau or deteriorate 
over longer time periods, the results of ACI tended to remain stable or improve.” 


 Mithoefer 2009: “In athletes who returned to sports, the ability to continue at the pre‐injury 
level after 3 to 5 years was markedly better after ACI than with MF” 


 Saris 2009: “success at up to 5 years 62% MF, 78% ACI” 


 
I. Scenario where the utility of MF in Year 5 and subsequent years = 0.817 (not 


0.654) 
As we can see from the results below (Tables 2a and 2b), this assumption increases the ICERs by 
approximately £5,000; however, ACI as a first repair is still more cost‐effective than MF as a first 
repair (see Table 2a).   
 
When comparing all four scenarios, if the second repair is an ACI after a first repair of MF, this is 
more costly and slightly less effective than if both repairs are MF; hence MF (ACI) is dominated by 
MF (MF) (see Table 2b). When this scenario is taken out of the equation, ACI as a first repair is still 
more cost‐effective than MF as a first repair (see Table 2b).   
 
Table 2a: Utility value of MF = 0.817 in year 5 and subsequent years by scenario 


Procedure  Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic ‐ discounted 


Scenario 1  


MF (ACI)  6,607  17.3089  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.0228  14,314  0.7139  20,051 


Scenario 2 


MF (MF)  5,015  17.3090  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.9833  14,877  0.6743  22,061 


 
Table 2b: Utility value of MF = 0.817 in year 5 and subsequent years 


Procedure  Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison  Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic ‐ discounted 


MF (MF)  5,015  17.3090  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


MF (ACI)  6,607  17.3089  MF (ACI) v MF (MF)  1,592  ‐0.0001  Dominated 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.9833  ACI (MF) v MF (ACI)  13,285  0.9286  14,306 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.0228  ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF)  1,029  0.0670  15,365 


MF (MF)  5,015  17.3090  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.9833  ACI (MF) v MF (MF)  14,877  0.6743  22,063 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.0228  ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF)  1,029  0.0670  15,365 
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II. Scenarios where the utility of the "choose not to have a second repair" state is 
a mid-point between failure and success (and extremes where it is the same 
as success and the same as failure) 


 
When altering the utility value of those that “choose not to have a second repair” and using a 
midpoint value of 0.7355 the results are similar to the base‐case analysis; that is ACI as a first repair 
is more cost‐effective than MF as a first repair; however, the ICERs values have increased slightly 
(see Tables 3a showing results by scenario analysis and 3b showing results for all four options).  
Table 3a: Utility value for no second repair ‐ midpoint value (0.7355) by scenario 


Procedure  Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – discounted 


Scenario 1  


MF (ACI)  6,607  17.8046  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.5525  14,314  0.7479  19,139 


Scenario 2 


MF (MF)  5,015  17.7820  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (MF)  19,892  18.5011  14,877  0.7191  20,688 


 
Table 3b: Utility value for no second repair ‐ midpoint value (0.7355) 


Procedure  Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison  Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – discounted 


MF (MF)  5,015  17.7820  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


MF (ACI)  6,607  17.8046  MF (ACI) v MF (MF)  1,592  0.0226  70,425 


ACI (MF)  19,892  18.5011  ACI (MF) v MF (ACI)  13,285  0.6965  19,074 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.5525  ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF)  1,029  0.0514  20,020 


 
When altering the utility value of those that “choose not to have a second repair” and using a value 
same as failure (0.654) the results are similar to the base‐case analysis; that is ACI as a first repair is 
more cost‐effective than MF as a first repair; however, the ICERs values have decreased slightly (see 
Tables 4a showing results by scenario analysis and 4b showing results for all four options).  
Table 4a: Utility value for no second repair – same as failure (0.654) by scenario 


Procedure  Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – discounted 


Scenario 1  


MF (ACI)  6,607  16.3829  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  17.5823  14,314  1.1994  11,935 


Scenario 2 


MF (MF)  5,015  16.3558  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.5046  14,877  1.1488  12,949 
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Table 4b: Utility value for no second repair – same as failure (0.654) 


Procedure  Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison  Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – discounted 


MF (MF)  5,015  16.3558  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


MF (ACI)  6,607  16.3829  MF (ACI) v MF (MF)  1,592  0.0271  58,622 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.5046  ACI (MF) v MF (ACI)  13,285  1.1217  11,844 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  17.5823  ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF)  1,029  0.0777  13,243 


 
When altering the utility value of those that “choose not to have a second repair” and using a value 
same as success (0.817) the results are similar to the base‐case analysis; that is ACI as a first repair is 
more cost‐effective than MF as a first repair; however, the ICERs values are not within the cost‐
effectiveness threshold (see Tables 5a showing results by scenario analysis and 5b showing results 
for all four options).   
Table 5a: Utility value for no second repair – same as success (0.817) by scenario 


Procedure  Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic – discounted 


Scenario 1  


MF (ACI)  6,607  19.2264  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  19.5228  14,314  0.2964  48,293 


Scenario 2 


MF (MF)  5,015  19.2083  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (MF)  19,892  19.4977  14,877  0.2894  51,413 


 
Table 5b: Utility value for no second repair – same as success (0.817) 


Procedure  Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison  Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic ‐ discounted 


MF (MF)  5,015  19.2083  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


MF (ACI)  6,607  19.2264  MF (ACI) v MF (MF)  1,592  0.0180  88,182 


ACI (MF)  19,892  19.4977  ACI (MF) v MF (ACI)  13,285  0.2713  48,967 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  19.5228  ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF)  1,029  0.0251  41,002 


 


 
III. Separate scenarios around longer term failure rate beyond year 3 (that is, 


keeping the same utility outlined in (i) but adjusting for differences based on 
higher failure rates applied to MF i.e. 10% higher, 20% higher etc). 


We assume that this request is for a scenario where failure rate is increased but utility is unchanged 
in those who do not fail, since it would be illogical to keep the same mean utility with higher failure 
rates? 
 
As we can see from the results below (Tables 6a and 6b), the ICERs are very close to the base‐case 
analysis which was presented. 
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Table 6a: Long‐term failure of MF increased by 10% by scenario 


Procedure  Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic ‐ discounted 


Scenario 1  


MF (ACI)  6,627  17.2702  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.0228  14,294  0.7526  18,993 


Scenario 2 


MF (MF)  5,020  17.2662  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.9805  14,872  0.7142  20,823 


 
Table 6b: Long‐term failure of MF increased by 10% 


Procedure  Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison  Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic ‐ discounted 


MF (MF)  5,020  17.2662  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


MF (ACI)  6,627  17.2702  MF (ACI) v MF (MF)  1,608  0.0040  403,450 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.9805  ACI (MF) v MF (ACI)  13,265  0.7102  18,677 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.0228  ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF)  1,029  0.0423  24,304 


 
Table 6c: Long‐term failure of MF increased by 20% by scenario 


Procedure  Total mean 
costs £ 


Total mean 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic ‐ discounted 


Scenario 1  


MF (ACI)  6,645  17.2365  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.0228  14,276  0.7863  18,155 


Scenario 2 


MF (MF)  5,024  17.2289  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.9780  14,869  0.7491  19,850 


 
Table 6d: Long‐term failure of MF increased by 20% 


Procedure  Total 
mean 
costs £ 


Total 
mean 
QALYs 


Comparison  Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


Deterministic ‐ discounted 


MF (MF)  5,024  17.2289  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 


MF (ACI)  6,645  17.2365  MF (ACI) v MF (MF)  1,621  0.0075  215,595 


ACI (MF)  19,892  17.9780  ACI (MF) v MF (ACI)  13,247  0.7415  17,864 


ACI (ACI)  20,921  18.0228  ACI (ACI) v ACI (MF)  1,029  0.0448  22,968 
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5. Clarification of the definition of response applied in economic model. 


In our economic model we didn’t use the term response. The model was defined by successes and 
failures. 


 
6. Clarification of the source of cost data used for the first and second 


procedures. Please explain what the data from Clar et al. (2005) is and where 
it comes from and the rationale for the most appropriate one for ACI. 
Background information on the national tariff for day case knee procedures, 
whether HRG codes actually exist, which codes cover these procedures and 
what the cost of these is.  


Costs of ACI 
Table 8 of the PMB reports the costs given in the ChondroCelect submission. The cost for the second 
procedure, during which the cells are implanted, was £109.65, described as “outpatient setting”. 
This was an error. The cost should have been for a day‐case, and has been corrected in the SOBI 
response to the assessment report, using the figure of £1,033.97 as used in the assessment report. 
See Table 1, page 3 of the SOBI document. 


 
The £1,033.97 figure is derived by uplifting the costs in the last assessment report by Clar et al (HTA 
monograph 2005/9/no 47). The costs in that report were derived mainly from Aberdeen Royal 
Infirmary, supplemented with data from Southampton General Hospital, partly because 
mosaicplasty was not done in Aberdeen, and partly to check for variations in costs.  The main 
variation noted was that in Aberdeen, microfracture was an inpatient procedure, whereas in 
Southampton it was a day‐case one.  After allowing for inflation, these costs were similar to those 
used in the first NICE appraisal (TA 16, 2000. Details in HTA 2001/5/11). 


 
The Oswestry submission (section 7.1, page 13) gives a cost of £2,398 for the first ACI procedure and 
£2,396 for microfracture, citing the National Tariff Payment System. (There may be a typo in the 
£2,938 which should perhaps also be £2,936?).  The figure of £2,936 is the cost for HRG HB22C – 
major knee procedure for non‐trauma category 1. This implies a mean inpatient stay of 1.6 days. 
The NTPS day case tariff for minor knee procedure is HB25F, cost £870. 


 
The Assessment Group thinks the day case cost should be used for arthroscopy with harvesting of 
chondrocytes.  


 
7. Explanation for why it is appropriate to use the ACI-P and MACI data in the 


economic model (that is, comments on the comparison of different 
generations of ACI) 


The Warwick model assumes that the outcomes of ACI‐C and MACI are similar. The outcome after 
ACI‐P is similar in terms of cartilage repair but hypertrophy is common and so a re‐operation to 
shave off hypertrophied tissue is often needed. In a review of failures and re‐operations. Harris et al 
(reference 29 in assessment report) found unplanned re‐operation rates of 27% after ACI‐P, 5% after 
ACI‐C and 5% after MACI. For that reason and other reasons (see box 1 of assessment report) ACI‐P 
is now obsolete in the UK. 


 
At one time, it was thought that the periosteal cap acted not just as a cap to protect the cells and 
keep them in place, but that it might also release growth factors that would encourage the 
formation by the cells of hyaline cartilage (Nehrer and Brix 2014 – reference 23 in assessment 
report). A randomised trial by Gooding et al (2006 – reference 21 in AR) showed that there was no 
advantage in terms of Cincinnati scores at two years, but 36% of the ACI‐P group had required 
shaving of grafts because of hypertrophy by 12 months. The greater need for subsequent 
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procedures (by day‐case arthroscopy) after ACI‐P compared to ACI‐C makes it more costly and not 
cost‐effective, as reported in the Samuelson study in the assessment report. 


 
One small (21 patients) trial (Zeifang 2010 – reference 55 in AR) that reported that ACI‐P gave better 
results than MACI, was excluded from this review because the matrix used was not collagen. 


 
The Stanmore group (Bartlett et al – reference 54 in AR) also carried out an RCT of ACI‐C versus 
MACI (the Verigen version). Follow‐up at 12 months showed improvements in Cincinnati scores in 
both groups (17.5 and 19.6, p = 0.32).  Biopsies showed hyaline‐like cartilage or mixed hyaline and 
fibro‐cartilage in 42.9% of the ACI‐C group and 36.4% of the MACI group (difference NS), but they 
were taken in only a proportion of the patients and only at 12 months, before the repairs were fully 
mature. It should also be noted that at the time of the study, ACI was used only in patients in whom 
earlier repair procedures had failed, and patients in this study had had an average of 2.2 prior 
procedures, not including diagnostic arthroscopy, and had long durations of symptoms. Both factors 
are associated with poorer prognosis. 


 
The TIG/ACT trial used characterised chondrocytes. This development is described in the assessment 
report, pages 22 and Box 2. There are no RCTs of ACI with characterised chondrocytes versus ACI 
with uncharacterised chondrocytes. The commercial manufacturers of the products being appraised 
by NICE use characterised chondrocytes, but the OsCell group does not yet do so. In the ACTIVE trial, 
two patients received the Tigenix characterised cells.  


 
Matrix‐ACI can be performed in two ways. In MACIR the cells come pre‐loaded on to the membrane. 
In the other method, the cells are loaded on to the collagen membrane in theatre and given 10 
minutes to adhere before implantation. 


 
8. Comments on the potential importance of subsequent rehabilitation 


Rehabilitation is similar after ACI and microfracture. The rehab programmes in trials such as TIG‐ACT 
and SUMMIT are the same for ACI and MF. It is prolonged and patients are advised not to return to 
previous activities for about 12 months. It is possible that this is a factor in patients who do not have 
an optimal result and who chose not to have a further repair procedure. 
 
Rehabilitation may need to take longer in patient with high BMI in whom progression to full weight‐
bearing may need to take longer (Edwards et al 2014). Pre‐operative weight loss may be advised.  


 
9. Comments on the potential importance of any subgroups, for example, based 


on lesion size, duration of symptoms. 
As noted in the assessment report, several factors are associated with outcomes; 


‐ ACI is reported to be less successful in patients with BMI > 30 (AR page 153) but numbers of 
patients with high BMI in the studies were low, and microfracture is also reported to be less 
successful. 
 


‐ Duration of symptoms <3 years was reported to be associated with better results in some 
but not all studies (for example AR pages 14, 26, 35, 38, 70). Vanlauwe et al 2011 reported 
that results were better with ACI in patients with shorter duration, dividing their patients 
into < 3 years duration and > 3 years duration of symptoms. However, the mean durations in 
these two groups for those randomised to ACI were a very short 0.95 years and a rather long 
8.4 years respectively. The CCI > 3 year duration group differed from the CCI, 3 years 
duration in several ways other than duration (> 3 years first): 53% female vs. 29%; 47% 
abnormal other knee vs. 32%; 100% previous other lesion vs. 79%; acute onset 35% vs. 53%. 
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‐ Size of lesion – the advantage of ACI over MF was greater with larger lesions.  The outcomes 


of ACI do not appear to vary by size of lesion except in very large lesions. Minas reported 
similar results in lesions with areas 1‐5cm2, 5‐10cm2 and 10‐15cm2 with all groups having 
around 75% graft survival at mean 12 years of follow‐up. Lesions with areas > 15cm2 had 
only 38% long‐term survival but results were often good.  In the SUMMIT trial, good 
responses in patients with lesion size > 4cm2 were seen in 95% of ACI cases and 77% of MF 
ones.  
 


‐ ACI was less successful in patients who had had previous repair attempts but still beneficial. 
Evidence for this comes from the early trials of ACI where most patients had long duration of 
symptoms and several previous attempts at repair. 
 


‐ Age over 50‐55 is usually regarded as a contra‐indication to ACI, though in one study 
(Neimeyer 2010), there was no difference in Lysholm score improvements between patients 
under 40 and those 40 to 57 years. 
 


‐ The use of ACI in advanced OA is prohibited by licence. This suggests that ACI could be used 
in early OA and there is some evidence of benefit (see pages 152‐3 of AR). However the 
evidence comes from case series not RCTs. 
 


However, the issue is not whether some factors are associated with better results, but whether any 
factors or combinations thereof could be used to exclude people from having ACI.  
 
One factor used in the NICE scope to exclude people is absence of symptoms. The Dutch guidelines 
recommend ACI in asymptomatic knees with grade 5 defects. (Page 152 of AR) 
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10. A table comparing the utility values from the AG work and the ACTIVE trial  
 
Table 7: Utility values used in the economic model and in the ACTIVE trial sensitivity analysis 


  Our economic model  ACTIVE trial* 


  First repair ACI  First repair MF  First repair ACI  First repair MF 


Repairs   


Before primary repair  0.654  0.519 


Successful primary  
1st year 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
5 years + 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.654 


 
0.645 
0.669 
0.674 
0.647 
0.698 


 
0.627 
0.667 
0.673 
0.674 
0.658 


Before second repair  0.654  0.519 


Choose not to have a 
second repair 


0.691*  0.600 


 


In the absence of data, we assumed that at least some patients choosing not to have a second repair had derived some benefit from the first, and that their 
mean utility was somewhat better than baseline.  
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Table 8: Original values from the ACTIVE trial 


   Control     ACI 


   Obs  Mean  SD  Obs  Mean  SD 


Baseline  187  0.532  0.285  192  0.506  0.276 


3 
month 


155  0.582  0.28  163  0.56  0.252 


6 
month 


155  0.627  0.29  169  0.645  0.262 


1 year  150  0.675  0.279  168  0.636  0.314 


2 year  147  0.667  0.301  165  0.669  0.29 


3 year  140  0.673  0.301  163  0.674  0.294 


4 year  126  0.674  0.302  137  0.647  0.323 


5 year  87  0.618  0.313  102  0.677  0.321 


6 year  75  0.675  0.291  80  0.707  0.312 


7 year  53  0.705  0.268  59  0.735  0.263 


8 year  27  0.647  0.272  29  0.676  0.33 


9 year  5  0.486  0.271  2  0.761  0.05 


 
 


11. A table summarising the efficacy data from all trials and technologies 
Already provided in assessment report. 


 
12. ICER tables with the correct the results take extended dominance into 


consideration 
Extended dominance was not an issue; hence this was not presented in the ICER tables. The only 
time dominance was an issue, was in the sensitivity analysis when we used the ACTIVE trial utility 
values and dominance was take into consideration when the results were presented.  
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Introduction 


Having reviewed the assessment report produced by Warwick Evidence assessment group 


(AG), on most issues Sobi agree with the AG – both in criticisms of the Sobi model and in 


the conclusions drawn. Sobi are pleased to see that both in their review of the Sobi model 


and in the Warwick de novo model, the same conclusion is reached; ChondroCelect® 


represents an effective and cost-effective use of NHS resources.  


This response contains two main sections 


1. Amendments to the Sobi model in response to the criticisms of the AG (where 


appropriate), including revised results 


2. Clarification around where the Sobi model has been misrepresented in the 


Assessment Report 


In this response we have presented two sets of results that incorporate the amendments 


arising from the AG review as Sobi do not agree with two of the potential amendments. All 


amendments are related to cost inputs to the model, as the Assessment Report did not 


challenge clinical model inputs. The Sobi preferred base case incremental cost-effectiveness 


ratio (ICER) is £8,507, and the AG preferred base case ICER is £8,693. Although both these 


ICERs are higher than the original ICER of £6,997, they remain highly cost-effective.  


Unfortunately, the economic model, which was referred to as attached in the Sobi 


submission, was omitted from the final communication in error. Although the missing model 


was not raised by NICE or the AG, the model is provided for the purpose of transparency. 


Sobi accept, however, that it has been provided too late for the AG to perform a factual 


accuracy check, nonetheless the data, calculations and sources included will likely aid the 


AG in revising their own model over time. 
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Amendments made to the Sobi cost-effectiveness model 


The Assessment Report highlights a number of corrections and improvements to the Sobi 


model. These are described in turn, followed by the updated cost-effectiveness results. 


a) Corrections to cost calculations. On page 74 of the Assessment Report, the AG point 


out that unit costs based upon the Clar et al (2005)1 study are underestimated as an 


incorrect base year was used to uplift prices to 2012/13 values. Correctly inflated 


costs are shown in Table 1. Note that some of these costs, denoted by an asterisk, 


have been superseded by additional changes made based upon the AG critique. 


Table 1: Corrected unit costs based upon Clar et al 


Cost item Original cost Corrected cost 


Arthroscopy* £722.45 £774.19 


Microfracture, inpatient £2,817.79 £3,019.60 


Microfracture, day case £964.87 £1,033.97 


Total knee replacement (TKR)* £6,500.85 £6,966.44 


TKR revision £12,093.24 £12,959.34 


Note: * denotes cost items which are superseded by additional changes to the model. 


b) Arthroscopy and arthrotomy unit costs. The AG suggest that a day case procedure 


would be required to perform the second stage of the ChondroCelect procedure 


(page 74 of the Assessment Report). The resulting unit cost used in the Warwick 


model of £1,033.97 has therefore been applied, replacing the initial arthrotomy cost 


of £109.65. The new cost was obtained by inflating the unit cost of £804 reported by 


Clar et al. 


The Warwick model utilises a different arthroscopy unit cost from the Clar et al study 


than the Sobi model. The Warwick model uses the diagnostic arthroscopy cost of 


£552, uplifted to £709.89. We have therefore also applied this cost for the initial 


ChondroCelect arthroscopy. This supersedes the arthroscopy unit cost shown in 


Table 1. 


Subsequent debridement and arthroscopy procedures are assumed to incur the 


arthroscopy ‘with lavage and debridement’ unit cost reported by Clar et al, which is 


the arthroscopy unit cost shown in Table 1.  
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c) Knee replacement unit cost. On page 74 of the Assessment Report, the AG state that 


an NHS reference cost is in fact available for a total knee replacement (TKR) 


procedure. This is the unit cost for TKR applied in their own model. As such, the Sobi 


model has been updated to include the same unit cost: £5,676.13 per TKR 


procedure. This represents the cost of an elective inpatient stay (HRG code HB21C, 


trauma & orthopaedics)2. The revised unit cost supersedes the initial TKR unit cost 


shown in Table 1. 


 


d) Partial knee replacement. On page 72 of the Assessment Report, the AG note that a 


first knee replacement can be either a partial replacement (PKR) or a TKR. The Sobi 


model submitted did not incorporate this possibility, however, we recognised that it 


may have important cost impacts. Therefore the model has been revised to allow a 


PKR as the initial knee replacement.  


 


It appears that the Warwick model assumes an equal likelihood of the first knee 


replacement being a PKR or TKR, and subsequent procedures must be a TKR. We 


have therefore made the same assumptions. These have no impact on the first knee 


replacement cost, which is £5,676.13 irrespective of the procedure. However, 50% of 


patients who require a second knee replacement will have previously received a 


PKR. These patients should therefore only incur the cost of an initial TKR for their 


second procedure (£5,6776.13). The remaining 50% of second replacements will be 


receiving their second TKR, which incurs the higher cost of £12,959.34. Any patients 


receiving the third permissible knee replacement must have had at least one TKR 


previously, and therefore incur the higher procedure cost. 


 


e) Rehabilitation unit cost. The AG state a preference for a different rehabilitation unit 


cost to the Sobi model, with £256 used in the Warwick model compared to £42.47 in 


the Sobi model (page 75 of the Assessment Report). The Warwick cost was obtained 


from NHS reference costs, under the code REHAB2 for joint replacement and 


appears to be more appropriate. We have therefore revised the Sobi model.  


 


f) Pain relief costs. The Warwick model does not incorporate any cost associated with 


pain relief medication, as described on page 75 of the Assessment Report. The Sobi 


model included some pain relief costs, incurred through prescribing non-steroidal 


anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) to 50% of patients requiring pain relieving 
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medication. The cost of NSAIDs is estimated to be £9.79 per month; with a cost of 


£4.90 per month applied in the model, since NSAIDs are assumed to be given in only 


50% of cases. 


 


We maintain that the cost of pain relieving medication is a relevant NHS cost, and 


that it should be incorporated in the model, though do present results with and 


without this cost included. 


 


g) Management of unresolved patients. On page 75 of the Assessment Report, the AG 


assert the unit cost of £384.43 “for some patients … may be an overestimate”. While 


this is undoubtedly true, for some patients this cost may be an underestimate. It is an 


average cost and is therefore used with the acceptance that some patients will incur 


lower costs and others will incur higher costs. Although we have presented results 


with this figure reduced by 25%, we believe the mean cost should be included in the 


base case. 


Table 2 shows the effect of each of the revisions to the Sobi economic model, including also 


the effect of making changes A-E (with which Sobi agree) to make the preferred Sobi base 


case, and all changes (A-G) to make the AG preferred case. For the two preferred cases 


(Sobi and AG), full results are then presented. No individual change makes a substantial 


difference to the ICER. The Sobi preferred base (revisions A to E) produces an ICER of 


£8,507, and the ICER with the AG’s base case settings is £8,693.  


All of the changes made by the AG relate to the costing of the disease, and not to the use of 


clinical data. As such, the quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) remain constant and equal to 


the original submission in each scenario: 16.69 with ChondroCelect, 15.40 with 


microfracture, and 1.29 incremental QALYs. Therefore, these are not shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Revised cost-effectiveness results 


Revisions implemented Treatment Costs ICER 


Original submission 


Microfracture £13,547 


£6,997 ChondroCelect £22,586 


Incremental £9,040 


Revision A: Corrections to cost calculations 


Microfracture £14,432 


£6,637 ChondroCelect £23,007 


Incremental £8,575 


Revision B: Arthroscopy and arthrotomy unit costs 


Microfracture £14,502 


£7,237 ChondroCelect £23,852 


Incremental £9,350 


Revision C: Knee replacement cost 


Microfracture £13,118 


£7,198 ChondroCelect £22,417 


Incremental £9,299 


Revision D: Partial knee replacement 


Microfracture £12,741 


£7,406 ChondroCelect £22,309 


Incremental £9,568 


Revision E: Rehabilitation unit cost 


Microfracture £13,547 


£7,824 ChondroCelect £23,655 


Incremental £10,108 


Revision F: Pain relief costs 


Microfracture £13,401 


£7,064 ChondroCelect £22,527 


Incremental £9,126 


Revision G: Management of unresolved patients 


Microfracture £13,325 


£7,115 ChondroCelect £22,518 


Incremental £9,193 


Revisions A to E: Sobi preferred base case 


Microfracture £13,631 


£8,507 ChondroCelect £24,622 


Incremental £10,991 


Revisions A to G: AG preferred base case 


Microfracture £13,263 


£8,693 ChondroCelect £24,494 


Incremental £11,231 


Key: AG, assessment group; ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; ICER, 
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. 


Full model results are provided below for the Sobi preferred base case, and the AG 


preferred base case. 
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Table 3: Sobi preferred base case, full discounted results 


Model arm 
Total Incremental 


ICER 
Costs LYs QALYs Costs LYs QALYs 


Microfracture £13,631 22.88 15.40         


ChondroCelect £24,622 23.11 16.69 £10,991 0.23 1.29 £8,507 


Key: ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness 


ratio; LYs, life years; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years. 


Table 4: Sobi preferred base case, disaggregated discounted cost results 


Cost item Microfracture ChondroCelect Increment 


Procedure (including rehabilitation) £3,020 £19,024 £16,005 


Failure-related rebate £0 £0 £0 


Secondary treatments (MFx, debridement) £730 £2,124 £1,394 


TKR (inc. assessments & revisions) £8,996 £3,200 -£5,795 


Treatment of unresolved patients £886 £274 -£612 


Total costs £13,631 £24,622 £10,991 


Key: ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; MFx, microfracture; TKR, total knee 


replacement. 


Table 5: AG preferred base case, full discounted results 


Model arm 
Total Incremental 


ICER 
Costs LYs QALYs Costs LYs QALYs 


Microfracture £13,263 22.88 15.40         


ChondroCelect £24,494 23.11 16.69 £11,231 0.23 1.29 £8,693 


Key: ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness 


ratio; LYs, life years; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years. 
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Table 6: AG preferred base case, disaggregated discounted cost results 


Cost item Microfracture ChondroCelect Increment 


Procedure (including rehabilitation) £3,020 £19,024 £16,005 


Failure-related rebate £0 £0 £0 


Secondary treatments (MFx, debridement) £584 £2,064 £1,481 


TKR (inc. assessments & revisions) £8,996 £3,200 -£5,795 


Treatment of unresolved patients £664 £205 -£459 


Total costs £13,263 £24,494 £11,231 


Key: ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; MFx, microfracture; TKR, total knee 


replacement. 


Sensitivity analysis 


In the original submission, the only scenario analysis with a significant impact on the ICER 


was altering the proportion of patients receiving microfracture as their second procedure. 


Using the Sobi preferred base case model, applying the same scenario whereby 50% of 


second-treatment patients on each arm receive a microfracture and 50% receive best 


supportive measures, the ICER is £28,905. This remains within the range typically 


considered cost-effective by NICE. 


However, it is important to note that this scenario is unlikely to represent clinical practice as 


expert advice suggests a second microfracture is highly uncommon. If 100% of second-


treatment patients receive a microfracture, the ICER is £24,941; again cost-effective, 


however, we do not feel this treatment sequencing is realistic. 
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Points of clarification 


A number of points are clarified below. Had the Sobi model not been omitted by mistake, 


many of these clarifications would not have been necessary – responsibility for these 


corrections needing to be made therefore largely rests with Sobi, and is not a criticism of the 


AG. 


Treatment sequencing 


The Assessment Report and Warwick model focus on comparing treatment sequences; for 


example, comparing ChondroCelect followed by microfracture with microfracture followed by 


microfracture. The AG take issue with the Sobi model using subsequent microfracture 


differently between model arms (page 73). However, the use of subsequent microfracture in 


the Sobi model was informed by the opinion of a clinical orthopaedic expert, who advised 


that a second microfracture is much less likely to be effective than the first, and is therefore 


less frequently used. Based upon this advice, patients on the ChondroCelect Sobi model 


arm are more likely to receive a subsequent microfracture compared to patients on the initial 


microfracture model arm. We would therefore assert that the Sobi model produces an 


accurate picture of what would occur in clinical practice, where treatments are unlikely to 


show the same efficacy when used for a second time. 


Additionally, there is limited or no evidence to support a treatment sequencing model (for 


example, the efficacy of ChrondroCelect following prior ChondroCelect). In a previous NICE 


Appraisal, TA 3193, the Committee supported not building a treatment sequence model for 


this reason.  


Furthermore, as noted by the AG, the Sobi model includes sensitivity analysis around the 


proportion of patients receiving a subsequent microfracture procedure to show the impact of 


altering this assumption. 


Utility values used 


On page 75 of the Assessment Report, the same values which were used in the Warwick 


model, the AG queried the implementation of health-related quality of life in the Sobi model. 


To clarify, in the Sobi model the utility weight associated with successful surgery is assumed 


to be maintained while the patient remains in the ‘success’ health state, eroded only by the 
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age-related population weights over time. That is, utility does not gradually decrease to pre-


surgery levels over a given time period.  


Applying utilities that decrease gradually in a Markov model with a number of subsequent 


treatments is inherently difficult due to its memory-less property. Doing so would require the 


time at which individual patients receive their second procedure to be known, and for each 


patient to be tracked to ensure the correct utility is being applied only for the correct patients 


over time. Therefore to retain simplicity, quality of life does not gradually decrease post-


surgery.  


While we recognise that this is a limitation of the analysis, it should be noted that there is no 


reason why the rate of decrease in the utility value over time would differ between the 


ChondroCelect and microfracture model arms. With only a small mortality difference 


between the two arms (due to death in surgery), it is likely that applying a gradual utility 


decline would have only a small impact on the ICER. This is supported by the Warwick 


model, which incorporates such a decline and still estimates ChondroCelect to be cost-


effective.  


Role of gender in the model 


On page 72 of the Assessment Report, the AG describe the Sobi model as being “separated 


by gender”. The reason for this is questioned, as a patient’s gender has no bearing on the 


efficacy of the procedures under consideration, all else equal.  


The proportion of male or female patients does not affect the efficacy of any treatment in the 


model, and as the AG correctly identify, nor should it. Gender only has an effect in the 


background mortality calculations, as the life tables show differential mortality between 


males and females. This should be taken into account when estimating an overall 


background mortality rate, using the gender profile of the anticipated patient population.  


As males have a higher background mortality rate, over time the population profile will 


become increasingly female and the rate will converge towards to the female rate. 
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Number of knee replacements permitted 


On page 72 of the Assessment Report, the AG make the following two statements: “The 


submission model assumes that a patient can only receive up to a maximum of three TKRs.” 


And “If the second TKR fails then the patients receives just analgesics.” 


These statements appear to contradict one-another. We would like to clarify that the first 


statement is correct, in that up to three TKRs are permissible in the Sobi model. This is in 


line with the Warwick model. The second statement appears to be a misunderstanding by 


the AG. Following the failure of a second TKR, patients are assessed for their third 


replacement. If they are determined to be unsuitable, or if this third TKR fails, patients then 


go on to receive pain relieving medication and become unresolved cases.  


The second statement would be correct if it said “If the second TKR revision fails…” as the 


second revision would, in effect, be the third and final TKR.  
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Comments provided to Healthcare Improvement Scotland, by Mr John Keating,  
Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon, Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh 
 


1. I would make some general observations at the outset 
2. The natural history of chondral lesions in the knee is not well-established 
3. Some of these can be considered as an early stage in the development of 


generalised osteoarthritis of the knee.  
4. However chondral lesions are very common whereas the requirement for total 


knee joint replacement is not so it is difficult to predict which chondral lesions 
would progress to the point of symptomatic arthritis requiring knee 
arthroplasty. 


5. The main outcome measures are the Lysholm score, Tegner knee score and 
Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome score.  


6. The first two are really designed for assessment of knee ligament injury.  
7. The Tegner score is a relatively imprecise 10 point score of activity level.  


 
Specific comments 


1. The SUMMIT trial compared use of MACI against microfracture. However 
Genzyme have now been taken over by a North American company and the 
MACI product has been withdrawn from the European market.  


2. The authors review 4 recently published randomised trial comparing 
microfracture with some form of ACI. 


3. Two trials only had a follow-up of 2 years, but showed a modest advantage for 
ACI. 
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4. In the TIG/ACT trial of ChondroCelect versus microfracture the differences at 
5 years were not significant. 


 
1.3 Interventions  
1.3.1 Lavage and debridement. 
I would agree that there is currently little evidence to support the use of this 
intervention for chondral defects in early osteoarthritis of the knee. 
 
1.3.2 ACI 
This section is a useful summary of the development of ACI. 
 
1.3.3 Microfracture 
This section is rather brief and does not reference much literature on the outcome of 
microfracture.  
 
1.3.4 Mosaicplasty 
I would not necessarily agree that mosaicplasty is little used at the present time. For 
many institutions it would be the only available alternative to microfracture since 
there is no general access to ACI. 
 
1.3.5 Conservative management 
The studies quoted indicate that the natural history of many chondral defects may well 
be benign with a low requirement for TKR. The presence of radiographic features of 
OA at longer term follow-up is perhaps not surprising but the probability of 
progression to symptoms severe enough to warrant TKR is almost certainly low.  
 
1.4 Decision problem. 
As far as I am aware, the Matrix ACI system (MACI® – short for “matrix applied 
characterised autologous cultured chondrocyte implant”) from Sanofi is no longer on 
the European market.  
 
2.1 Systematic reviews 
 
The deficiencies of the current literature are well summarised by the various 
reviews quoted. The findings of these reviews suggest that the evidence to 
support ACI is either very weak or simply non-existent.  
 
2.1.2 ACI after previous microfracture 
 
The authors review the literature and conclude that prior procedures are 
associated with a poorer outcome following ACI, particularly microfracture. 
However this may be because patients who have had prior surgeries are a 
different group to those presenting early with limited size chondral defects and 
would do poorly even if ACI was the primary treatment. 
 
2.1.4 Mosaicplasty 
 







The findings in relation to mosaicplasty are somewhat equivocal, with some 
literature showing superiority of ACI, other publications showing no difference 
and some showing an advantage for mosaicplasty.  
 
2.2 Trials  
2.2.1 Methods 
 
This section discusses trials already previously mentioned in the text.  
 
Chapter 3 - Systematic review of existing economic 
studies for ACI 
 
 
The quality of the studies incorporating economic analysis have many compromises 
in terms of design and the robustness of the data presented and models used are open 
to question. The authors state in their discussion microfracture requires an inpatient 
stay, a view with which I would not agree. The Aastrom analysis is very likely to be 
biased since it is produced by the company marketing one of the products.  
 
Chapter 5 – The cost-effectiveness of autologous 
chondrocyte implantation 
 
Chapter 5 – The cost-effectiveness of autologous 
chondrocyte implantation 
 
The authors do not seem to have considered osteotomies around the knee as an option 
for failed ACI. For localised chondral defects who have failed ACI/microfracture in 
younger patients an osteotomy would be a preferable option to an arthroplasty. The 
authors seem to have constructed a very detailed economic model but the problem is 
that it is based on a lot of assumptions and data from trials with very short follow-up 
time periods.  
In particular I am not convinced that we can assume a high volume of these patients 
would progress to knee arthroplasty. Some of the analysis assumes that discounted 
costs for ACI procedures are available. Having negotiated with two of the firms in my 
roles as clinical director I can confirm the discounts offered were modest, and came 
with a lot of conditions in relation to numbers of patients we had  to treat to qualify 
for the discounts.  
 
Chapter 6 Discussion  
Statement of principal findings 
 
Overall, I would agree with most of the conclusions but I think the authors have taken 
a fairly optimistic viewpoint of the evidence. There is some more evidence to support 
the use of ACI based on the most recent trials but in general my interpretation is that 
because of short term follow-up and methodological flaws in trial design that it is by 
no means certain that the technique is beneficial in many patients. It remains very 
expensive and I am unconvinced that even if it is clinically effective in a proportion of 







patients that it is a cost effective treatment. I would agree that ACI requires longer 
term clinical data in particular with more recent innovations to provide better 
evidence of clinical benefit.  
 
 
 
 
 
Comments provided to Healthcare Improvement Scotland by:  Dr Rajan 
Madhok, Glasgow Royal Infirmary 
 
Measurements:  
Several clinical measures of articular defects are available. Different measurements 
have been used in each of the four studies. It would be very helpful to know the 
validity of each and their sensitivity to change. It would also be helpful to know what 
the minimal meaningful change is with each of the measurements.  
 
Natural History;  
Three natural history studies are quoted on page 25. Only one is discussed in detail - 
in this study after 14 years 21 of 28 had returned to activity and 22 had excellent or 
good function. No comment is available that any developed radiological or clinical OA 
.Data from the other two outcome studies would also be helpful to put into context 
the value of ACI  
 
Outcomes: 
One of the outcomes used in the economic model is osteoarthritis requiring a partial 
or total knee replacement. My understanding is that radiological OA (especially MRI 
finding) does not correlate with function or symptoms and that the primary indication 
for a TKR is pain . In the context of the natural history study outlined above it would 
be helpful to know how an accurate number requiring TKR is determined  
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Executive summary 


Please provide an executive summary that summarises the key sections of 


the submission. All statements should be directly relevant to the decision 


problem, be evidence-based when possible and clearly reference the relevant 


section of the submission. The summary should cover the following items. 


Maxtrix applied characterised autologous cultured chondrocytes implantation 


(brandname: MACI® (MACI)) an Advanced Therapy Medicinal Product (ATMP) 


defined as a combined tissue-engineering product (TEP) allows for the repair 


of symptomatic, full-thickness cartilage defects of the knee (grade III to IV on 


the modified Outerbridge Scale) with a defect size of 3-20 cm2, as a result of 


sports injury or trauma, in skeletally mature individuals with a lesion that can 


be due to mild degenerative changes but not severe degeneration. A positive 


opinion of the CHMP was received on 26th April 2013 via the centralised 


procedure. A Marketing Authorisation for the EU was received on 27th June 


2013. 


MACI implant is a cartilage repair procedure in which a patient’s own 


chondrocytes are used to grow new cartilage in the site of an existing cartilage 


defect. Each implant contains matrix applied characterized autologous 


cultured chondrocytes. Each MACI implantation matrix contains 500,000 to 


1,000,000 cells/cm2 on a 14.5 cm2 type I/III collagen membrane, to be 


trimmed by the surgeon to the size and shape of the defect. Using the MACI 


implant procedure, chondrocytes are removed from less-weight-bearing areas 


of the knee during arthroscopy and are expanded and cultured under 


supervision in a laboratory under GMP conditions. The cultured chondrocytes 


are then be uniformly seeded using the proprietary Uniform Loading Unit 


(ULU) onto a collagen scaffold or 'matrix' in the laboratory, which is then 


implanted, cell-side down, to fill the cartilage defect during a second surgery. 


Patients receive only one implant. MACI is technically easier to implant and 


quicker than conventional ACI.  


The main comparator for MACI is microfacture (MF) as this is a proven and 


suitable alternative for all lesion sizes. MF involves the creation of perforations 


3 to 4 mm apart in the subchondral bone to release bone marrow elements, 
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which include stem cells and growth factors, into the lesion, to induce cartilage 


repair. It has been frequently performed in patients since 1984. Due to its 


frequent use, MF has been used as the comparator treatments in most 


comparative studies of newer treatments. Usually MF is not performed in 


lesions large than 12-13 cm2.  


Mosaicplasty, which involves the removal of cylindrical osteochondral plugs 


(cartilage and bone) from less weight-bearing parts of the knee followed by 


transplantation into the damaged area, can also be seen as a possible 


comparator though there is less evidence for this treatment in the published 


literature. Mosaicplasty is most appropriate for lesions between 2 and 4 cm2.  


The key evidence for this submission is provided by the SUMMIT trial and its 


3-year extension study for which 1-year results are now available and 


included in this submission. In addition a small RCT by Basad was also 


identified.  


The SUMMIT trial is a prospective, randomised, open-label, parallel-group, 


multi-centre study, sponsored by Genzyme (Sanofi). The study compared 


MACI implant (N=72) with MF (N=72) in patients aged 18 to 55 with 


Outerbridge Grade III or IV focal cartilage defect ≥3.0 cm2. The co-primary 


outcomes in the trial were change from baseline to Week 104 in knee injury 


and osteoarthritis outcome score (KOOS) pain score and KOOS function 


(sports and recreational activities (SRA) score. The study was followed by a 


three-year extension study. Results from both studies have been included in 


this clinical section of the MACI submission.   


The co-primary efficacy outcome for SUMMIT was change in KOOS Pain and 


Function (SRA) scores from baseline to Week 104. The KOOS is a validated 


instrument with a normalized score that is calculated with 100 indicating no 


symptoms and 0 indicating extreme symptoms. Treatment with MACI implant 


resulted in a significantly greater increase in KOOS Pain and Function scores 


from the baseline level compared with microfracture (p=0.001). The difference 


in mean change in pain score was 11.76 and the mean change in function 


(SRA) score was 11.41. Similar results were also found for the PP analysis. 
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In a subgroup of patients with chondral defects sized <4 cm2, treatment with 


MACI implant resulted in a greater increase in KOOS Pain and Function score 


from the baseline level compared with microfracture. The difference in mean 


change in Pain score was 12.59 and the mean change in Function (SRA) 


score was 10.16. 


Therefore, for the ITT and PP analyses and subpopulation of patients with 


defect size <4 cm2, for the primary efficacy outcome, MACI implant is superior 


to microfracture. MACI implant was also statistically superior to microfracture 


for response rate based on KOOS scores and change in other KOOS domain 


scores 


In terms of safety, in the SUMMIT study, the most frequently reported adverse 


events (AEs) for patients treated with MACI was arthralgia which was lower 


than that of the comparator. Overall, the frequency of other reported common 


AEs, severe AEs and SAEs was low. 


The SF-12 was used to measure health-related quality of life in the SUMMIT 


trial. A summary of the change in SF-12 Physical and Mental Component 


Scores, transformed into z-scores, is presented in Table 18 . From Baseline to 


Week 104, patients in both treatment groups had substantial increases in their 


Physical and Mental Component Scores. There was no significant difference 


between treatment groups in the improvement in the Mental Component 


Score (p=0.523). In contrast, patients who were treated with MACI implant 


experienced significantly greater improvements in their Physical Component 


Score compared with patients treated with microfracture (p=0.001). This result 


underlines the superior improvements in physical well-being achieved by 


treatment with MACI implant. 


For the SUMMIT extension study  


Co primary efficacy outcomes the 1-year, interim results of patients (i.e., Year 


1 of the MACI00809 study) are consistent with the results reported in the 


SUMMIT trial at two years post-study treatment. At Week 156, patients treated 


with MACI continued to show a statistically significant improvement in the Pain 


and Function (SRA) co-primary endpoint compared to patients treated with 


microfracture in the full analysis set (p=0.046). The estimated mean difference 
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between MACI and microfracture in change from baseline to Week 156 was 


8.12 for Pain and 12.57 for Function (SRA). The percentage of patients who 


responded to treatment at Week 156 (had at least a 10-point improvement in 


both Pain and Function [SRA] from baseline) was greater for patients in the 


MACI group (81.54%) compared to the microfracture group (66.67%), and this 


result trended towards statistical significance (p=0.065) 


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


The results at Week 104 for the remaining KOOS subscales showed 


significantly greater improvement from baseline for patients in the MACI 


treatment group were supported by the results at Week 156, as all three of the 


remaining KOOS subscales were significantly greater for patients in the MACI 


group compared to the microfracture group: ADL (p=0.009), QOL (p=0.007), 


and Other Symptoms (p=0.014). These results were further supported by 


statistically significant results at Week 156 for additional patient-reported 


outcome measures included in the study.  


Furthermore, up to Week 156, fewer patients in the MACI group (n=1) have 


been judged to be a treatment failure by the Independent Treatment Failure 


Evaluation Committee compared to the microfracture group (n=3). This 


difference favoured MACI, but did not reach statistical significance due to the 


low incidence of events overall. There was no significant difference between 


the treatment groups in MRI Degree of Defect Fill at Week 156 (p=0.400), 


consistent with the results at Week 104 (p=0.920). A similar proportion of 


patients in both treatment groups evidenced >50% defect fill (MACI: 72.4%, 


microfracture: 74.5%) at Week 156. The treatment groups did not differ 


significantly on other MRI parameters, including graft integration or graft 


hypertrophy. The results for secondary efficacy outcomes assessed at Week 


156 were similar to those assessed at Week 104, illustrating that MACI 


remained superior to microfracture at 3-year follow-up  


The Basad study  compared the clinical outcomes of patients in a German 


clinic with symptomatic cartilage defects treated with MACI (N=40) or 


microfracture (N=20). The study was a 2-year, randomised trial, which 


included patients ≥18 and ≤50 years of age with symptomatic, post-traumatic, 
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single, isolated chondral defects (4–10 cm2). The primary outcome measures 


were the Tegner, Lysholm and ICRS scores. Five-year data are likely to be 


published within the next 12 months however we do not have access to these 


data at this point. Results showed that the difference between baseline and 24 


months post-operatively for both treatment groups was significant for the 


Lysholm, Tegner, patient ICRS and surgeon ICRS scores (P<0.0001). 


However, MACI was significantly more effective over time (24 months versus 


baseline) than MF according to the Lysholm (P = 0.005), Tegner (P = 0.04), 


ICRS patient (P = 0.03) and ICRS surgeon (P = 0.02) scores. There were no 


safety issues related to MACI or MF during the study. Therefore MACI was 


considered superior to MF in the treatment of articular defects over 2 years.  


The clinical data presented in this submission relate to those studies identified 


from a prior systematic literature review conducted for an MSAC submission 


for MACI in Australia in January 2013. This review was supplemented with 


data that were published since, which were identified by Aastrom using a 


focused approach. Though initially planned, due to time constraints related to 


the recent purchase of MACI by Aastrom it was not possible to fully update 


the systematic literature review, nor was it possible to update the indirect 


comparison which was also carried out for the MSAC submission. This 


involved an indirect comparison of the SUMMIT trial 2- year data only as the 


1-yr extension data were not yet available.  


Furthermore, it was also not possible to carry out a cost-effectiveness 


analysis. Cost-effectiveness evidence was presented in the MSAC submission 


in January 2013 and it was the aim to adapt this model to the English and 


Welsh situation, however due to time constraints in terms of the submission 


timelines and the purchase by Aastrom, this was not possible. Therefore, 


there is no economic evidence available for MACI for England and Wales.  


The Australian cost-effectiveness model, which was based on the SUMMIT 


trial concluded that MACI was cost-effective. The submission in Australia 


focussed on lesion sizes between 2-4 cm2. However, MACI was not listed in 


Australia due to a purported lack of evidence on the short-term and long-term 


benefits of (M)ACI versus MF and mosaicplasty though the MSAC did agree 
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in their report “ that MACI and/or ACI may potentially be more effective for 


patients with large chondral lesions (>2cm2), however this was not supported 


by high quality evidence”. However this evidence is now available. In addition 


the target group is lesion sizes between 3 and 20 cm2.  


In terms of budgetary impact, it is expected that a maximum of ~10,000 


patients in the UK will have a cartilage lesion requiring repair.  It is expected 


that ~500 of these will qualify for treatment with MACI or similar technologies. 


Given that there are likely to be two similar treatments available involving 


autologous chondrocyte implantation, we assumed that the market would be 


split equally between these two treatment options and that they would each 


reach 250 units at year 5. This is accompanied by a budgetary impact of 


£8.3m in year 5 if the failure rates for MACI (and ACI) and MF are used from 


the SUMMIT trial and allowing MACI to be used in first-line (as well as ACI 


which has a higher acquisition cost but similar efficacy) versus the current 


situation where it was assumed that MACI and ACI would be used after prior 


failure of MF. If however, failure data are used from the Saris 2009 publication 


the budgetary impact is reduced to £7.8m in year five, indicating that part of 


the acquisition cost of MACI is offset by the superior performed of MACI 


versus MF.  
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Section A – Decision problem 


Manufacturers and sponsors will be requested to submit section A in advance 


of the full submission (for details on timelines, see the NICE document ‘Guide 


to the single technology appraisal (STA) process’ – www.nice.org.uk). A 


(draft) summary of product characteristics (SPC) for pharmaceuticals or 


information for use (IFU) for devices, a (draft) assessment report produced by 


the regulatory authorities (for example, the European Public Assessment 


Report [EPAR]), and a (draft) technical manual for devices should be provided 


(see section 10.1, appendix 1). 


1 Description of technology under assessment  


1.1 Give the brand name, approved name and, when appropriate, 


therapeutic class. For devices, provide details of any different 


versions of the same device. 


Maxtrix applied characterised autologous cultured chondrocytes implantation 


(brandname: MACI® (MACI)) an Advanced Therapy Medicinal Product (ATMP) 


defined as a combined tissue-engineering product (TEP) allows for the repair 


of symptomatic, full-thickness cartilage defects of the knee (grade III to IV on 


the modified Outerbridge Scale) with a defect size of 3-20 cm2, as a result of 


sports injury or trauma, in skeletally mature individuals with a lesion that can 


be due to mild degenerative changes but not severe degeneration. 


1.2 What is the principal mechanism of action of the technology? 


MACI implant is a cartilage repair procedure in which a patient’s own 


chondrocytes are used to grow new cartilage in the site of an existing cartilage 


defect. Each implant contains matrix applied characterized autologous 


cultured chondrocytes. Each MACI implantation matrix contains 500,000 to 


1,000,000 cells/cm2 on a 14.5 cm2 type I/III collagen membrane, to be 


trimmed by the surgeon to the size and shape of the defect. Using the MACI 


implant procedure, chondrocytes are removed from less-weight-bearing areas 


of the knee during arthroscopy and are expanded and cultured under 


supervision in a laboratory under GMP conditions. The cultured chondrocytes 
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are then be uniformly seeded using the proprietary Uniform Loading Unit 


(ULU) onto a collagen scaffold or 'matrix' in the laboratory, which is then 


implanted, cell-side down, to fill the cartilage defect during a second surgery. 


(1;2)  


1.3 Does the technology have a UK marketing authorisation/CE 


marking for the indications detailed in this submission? If so, give 


the date on which authorisation was received. If not, state current 


UK regulatory status, with relevant dates (for example, date of 


application and/or expected approval dates).  


Yes. A positive opinion of the CHMP was received on 26th April 2013 via the 


centralised procedure. A Marketing Authorisation for the EU was received on 


27th June 2013.  


1.4 Describe the main issues discussed by the regulatory organisation 


(preferably by referring to the [draft] assessment report [for 


example, the EPAR]). If appropriate, state any special conditions 


attached to the marketing authorisation (for example, exceptional 


circumstances/conditions to the marketing authorisation).  


The EPAR document was based on the 2- year data from the SUMMIT trial; a 


prospective, randomised, open-label, parallel group multi-centre study 


comparing MACI  (N=72) with microfracture (MF) (N=72) in patients aged 18 


to 55 with Outerbridge Grade III or IV focal cartilage defect ≥3.0 cm2. The co-


primary outcomes in the trial were change from baseline to Week 104 in knee 


injury and osteoarthritis outcome score (KOOS) pain score and KOOS 


function (sports and recreational activities (SRA) score. For MACI to show 


superiority over MFX; a statistically significant difference had to be seen in 


both KOOS Pain and Function (sports and recreation) individually not 


collectively. 


The main issues discussed in the EPAR were the fact that the benefit of MACI 


is not restricted to a particular lesion size and that lesion size does not affect 


treatment effect. The efficacy demonstrated in the clinical studies is supported 


by data from the literature. The studies consistently show a relevant 
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improvement of pain and function of the knee that is persistent over the years. 


In terms of safety, in the SUMMIT study, the most frequently reported adverse 


events (AEs) for patients treated with MACI was arthralgia which was lower 


than that of the comparator. Overall, the frequency of other reported common 


AEs, severe AEs and SAEs was low. Overall, the results of the SUMMIT study 


based on 2-yr data, showed a favourable safety profile for MACI relative to 


microfracture, this despite MACI requiring two surgeries, compared one for 


MF.   


The EPAR mentioned the following important risks related to MACI: 


symptomatic graft hypertrophy or graft delamination (complete or partial, 


possibly leading to loose bodies in the joint or graft failure); or peri-operative 


complications related to surgical intervention of the knee: haemarthrosis, 


arthrofibrosis, localised surgical site inflammation, localised surgical site 


infection or thromboembolic events. It further noted that, many of the risks 


observed with MACI are mostly related to the quality and accuracy of the 


surgical techniques used in administering MACI and to the quality of the 


rehabilitation of the patients. Therefore it is important that patients should 


follow an appropriately controlled, phased rehabilitation programme based on 


the MACI rehabilitation manual.(2) 


The EPAR further made mention of the pediatric use of MACI, ie in individuals 


younger than 18 years of age. A pediatric investigation plan (PIP) was agreed 


with then Sanofi prior to receipt of the Marketing Authorisation. In this 


PIPpatients younger than 18 years of age but who were treated with MACI 


(this means that these individuals had closed growth plates), will be followed 


up for a period of five years for safety.  


Another point that was discussed in the EPAR included the fact that age is not 


a predictor of efficacy for MACI, nor is lesion size, ergo MACI can be used in 


all patients aged between 18 and 55.  


A final aspect that we mentioned was the fact that EMA requested additional 


information on the activity of the implanted chondrocytes. A newly developed 


assay was used to ensure the quality of the batches manufactured, however 


Sanofi/Aastrom have agreed to develop a new potency assay validated 
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against the ability to form stable cartilage as detailed in the risk management 


plan with a due date of December 2016. This was also requested of other ACI 


products (ie. ChondroCelect®).  


 


1.5 What are the (anticipated) indication(s) in the UK? For devices, 


provide the (anticipated) CE marking, including the indication for 


use.  


The indication of MACI is the repair of symptomatic, full-thickness cartilage 


defects of the knee (grade III to IV on the Modified Outerbridge Scale) with a 


defect size of 3-20 cm2 in skeletally mature adults.   


1.6 Please provide details of all completed and ongoing studies from 


which additional evidence is likely to be available in the next 


12 months for the indication being appraised. 


There are no additional studies planned at this moment or on-going at 


Aastrom. However, Dr Basad’s RCT comparing MACI to MFX for which two-


year data has been published, 5-year follow-up data are likely to be published 


during the next 12 months.(3) It is likely that 1yr data from the SUMMIT 


Extension Study (3yr follow up of the SUMMIT cohort) will be presented at 


congresses in 2015 so an abstract may be available before guidance is 


published. 


 


1.7 If the technology has not been launched, please supply the 


anticipated date of availability in the UK. 


MACI was originally launched in the UK in 2000 and was used in both 


England and Wales but was subsequently withdrawn from the market in 31 


Dec 2012 because of a change in the licensing legislation requiring the 


product to go through a full regulatory approval using the centralised 


procedure. Similar products (ChondroCelect®) were obliged to undergo the 


same process. The centralised procedure was started in September 2011 to 


obtain a full marketing authorisation. The Named Patient programme covered  
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the period from 31st Dec 2013 until 27th June 2014 only. Prior to 31st Dec 2013 


MACI was commercially and freely available. Between September 2011 and 


31st December 2012 approximately 60 patients were treated. Following EMA 


approval, the name-patient scheme ceased. No MACI were implanted in 


second half of 2013 as physicians needed to be retrained and accredited 


using the MHRA approved online training programme which took about six 


months. Since January 2014 MACI’s first commercial under the ATMP 


classification was 28th May 2014. The use of MACI is expected to cease 26th 


August 2014 as a consequence of the sale of MACI by Sanofi to Aastrom. 


Aastrom have elected to close the Danish site where MACI is currently being 


produced and to move production to their site in the US. The last patient 


treated with MACI before the temporary suspension is expected to be 20th 


August 2014. It is expected that MACI will be once more available in England 


and Wales in about 12 months’ time, when the US production site is expected 


to be fully operations.  


1.8 Does the technology have regulatory approval outside the UK? If 


so, please provide details. 


Yes MACI has a centralised Europe license from EMA. 


1.9 Is the technology subject to any other form of health technology 


assessment in the UK? If so, what is the timescale for completion? 


There is no other HT assessment on-going at this point in time in the UK. 
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1.10 For pharmaceuticals, please complete the table below. If the unit 


cost of the pharmaceutical is not yet known, provide details of the 


anticipated unit cost, including the range of possible unit costs. 


Table 1 Unit costs of technology being appraised 


Pharmaceutical formulation  Matrix for implantation  


Acquisition cost (excluding VAT) £16,226 


Method of administration Surgery 


Doses  1 per patient  


Dosing frequency 1 per cartilage defect 


Average length of a course of treatment From biopsy to implant: approx. 97% of 
patients are implanted 6 weeks after the 
biopsy 


Average cost of a course of treatment £16,226 + theatre time for biopsy + 
theatre time for surgery + rehab 


Anticipated average interval between 
courses of treatments 


NA 


Anticipated number of repeat courses of 
treatments 


None  


Dose adjustments None 


 


1.11 For devices, please provide the list price and average selling price. 


If the unit cost of the device is not yet known, provide details of the 


anticipated unit cost, including the range of possible unit costs.  


 Not Applicable as MACI is not a device. 


1.12 Are there additional tests or investigations needed for selection, or 


particular administration requirements for this technology? 


No additional costs required, just the standard assessment used by surgeons 


to determine the presence of a cartilage lesion. These entail the following: It is 


expected that prior to the decision to use MACI, or any cartilage 


repair/regeneration technique, the treating physician would carry out tests on 


the affected knee, most likely some form of radiological investigation (probably 


MRI) to confirm that the patient indeed has a cartilage lesion. Furthermore, 


most surgeons will also carry out an arthroscopic confirmation of the damage. 


At this confirmation arthroscopy, if the possibility of using MACI had been 


discussed with the patient, the physicians would also harvest the required 
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cartilage cells using a biopsy at that time, thus removing the need for an 


additional biopsy.   


1.13 Is there a need for monitoring of patients over and above usual 


clinical practice for this technology?  


No  


1.14 What other therapies, if any, are likely to be administered at the 


same time as the intervention as part of a course of treatment? 


There are no other therapies that are likely to be administered as part of the 


course of treatment with the exception of regular analgesics and appropriate 


surgical antibiotic prophylaxis as per local hospital policy.  


Other reconstructive surgery may also be performed, if deemed necessary by 


the surgeon, to correct any malalignment, meniscal or ACL damage. 
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2 Context  


In this background section the manufacturer or sponsor should contextualise 


the evidence relating to the decision problem.  


2.1 Please provide a brief overview of the disease or condition for 


which the technology is being used. Include details of the 


underlying course of the disease. 


Articular (hyaline) cartilage in the knee distributes the load between the femur 


and tibia to avoid high point stresses on load-bearing areas within the knee 


and to provide a low friction-bearing surface, assisted by the synovial fluid. 


After an individual reaches skeletal maturity, their articular cartilage does not 


spontaneously heal or regenerate. Furthermore, hyaline cartilage, constructed 


from type II collagen, does not have a blood, nerve, or lymphatic supply which 


could induce or help mediate an intrinsic repair response.  


Damage can occur due to sports injuries, other trauma, progressive 


mechanical degeneration or osteochondritis dissecans, a joint disorder of 


unknown aetiology, in which cracks form into the articular cartilage. Once 


damaged, cartilage does not heal and therefore injuries involving damage to 


cartilage need to be treated.   


Cartilage defects of the knee occur along a spectrum of size and severity, 


ranging from small, acute non-symptomatic lesions that are often diagnosed 


incidentally at the time of knee arthroscopy, to larger, more chronic often 


symptomatic lesions that cause a reduction in mobility and pain during 


movement. If left untreated, this can be start of the process of degeneration of 


the cartilage and knee joint, which leads to deformities, osteoarthritis, 


continuous pain, catching, locking, and swelling. and the possible need for 


total knee replacement.(2;4)   


Cartilage defects are very disruptive to the individual. The Heir study shows 


that cartilage lesions cause the same degree of disability, pain and loss of 


function in this otherwise healthy population as severe osteoarthritis (OA) 


does in older patients waiting for total knee replacement (TKR). Heir also 
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points out that TKR would be inappropriate in this younger age group. This 


emphasises why effective cartilage repair should be undertaken for the 


health/societal gain for this young population.(5)  


Cartilage defects of the knee are mostly diagnosed via MRI or often 


coincidentally during an arthroscopy in case of meniscal damage. In case a 


preliminary diagnosis has been made via MRI, an arthroscopy will be 


necessary to understand the nature of the lesion. The lesion size is usually 


only confirmed after debridement. To classify the lesions the Outerbridge 


Scale is often used, a grading system for joint cartilage breakdown.(6)  


 Grade 0 - normal 


 Grade I - cartilage with softening and swelling 


 Grade II - a partial-thickness defect with fissures on the surface that do 
not reach subchondral bone or exceed 1.5 cm in diameter 


 Grade III - fissuring to the level of subchondral bone in an area with a 
diameter more than 1.5 cm   


 Grade IV - exposed subchondral bone 


Grades III and IV represent full-thickness cartilage defects of the knee that are 


lesions considered for possible treatment with MACI.  


The exact incidence of symptomatic chondral knee lesions in the overall 


population is unknown. In some large-scale epidemiological studies, cartilage 


injuries were observed in 5-11% of diagnostic knee arthroscopies in 


predominantly young adult populations with knee pain.(2) 


The past two decades have seen the development of several treatment 


modalities for cartilage repair.(7) There are currently three main surgical 


treatments available for cartilage defects. 1) microfracture (MF) which involves 


the creation of perforations 3 to 4 mm apart in the subchondral bone to 


release bone marrow elements, which include stem cells and growth factors, 


into the lesion, to induce cartilage repair. It has been frequently performed in 


patients since 1994. 2) mosaicplasty, which involves the removal of cylindrical 


osteochondral plugs (cartilage and bone) from less weight-bearing parts of the 
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knee followed by transplantation into the damaged area and 3) the 


transplantation of autologous chondrocytes (the cells found in cartilage). The 


chondrocytes are harvested arthroscopically, consequently cultured in vitro 


and then re-implanted in the knee to regenerate hyaline cartilage at the lesion 


site This technique was first reported in 1994 and has been increasingly used 


over time. An evidence review of the published literature of demonstrated that 


matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation is a promising third-


generation cell therapy for the repair of symptomatic, full-thickness articular 


cartilage defects.(8) 


There are no internationally accepted treatment guidelines on how and when 


to treat cartilage lesions. A recent survey involving 242 European orthopaedic 


surgeons revealed a consensus for debridement and/or MF as a first-choice 


treatment for full-thickness cartilage lesions up to 3 cm2, but for the treatment 


of lesions >3 cm2 there was less agreement; where (M)ACI was preferred by 


33.5% of the experts, followed by MF (19.0%), debridement (15%) and with 


lesser frequency osteochondral plug transplantation (9.5%), and several other 


techniques.  Furthermore there are no UK guidelines available although these 


are in development.(2). Most lesions requiring treatment have a size between 


3-20 cm2.(9)  


To measure the extent of the damage as well as the effect the treatment of 


knee injuries a variety of outcome measures can be used. Clinical measures 


include MRI and histology assessment. Patient-reported outcome measures 


include the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS), a 


validated global knee score suitable for comparison of patients with knee 


complaints attributable to different causes, the SF-36 (a generic quality of life 


questionnaire), the 6-minute walk test, active knee range of motion (ROM), 


and pain visual analog scales.(5) The KOOS is a validated instrument and is 


generally considered as the main PRO in cartilage repair and is included in 


most clinical trials. The KOOS consists of 5 subscales; Pain, other Symptoms, 


Function in daily living (ADL), Function in sport and recreation (Sport/Rec) and 


knee related Quality of life (QOL). The previous week is the time period 


considered when answering the questions. Standardized answer options are 
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given using a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 4. A normalized score is 


calculated with 100 indicating no symptoms and 0 indicating extreme 


symptoms. Special scoring instructions are available for subscale. KOOS is 


completed by patients, is easy and quick (10 minutes) to complete.(10-17) 


Whilst there are international rehabilitation guidelines as issued by the 


International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) that apply to rehabilitation after 


articular cartilage damage, providing guidance related to duration and 


exercise regimes. Rehabilitation is a personalized process but general 


required between 3 to 6 months post-intervention to return to functional 


activity (without running and jumping.(18) The rehabilitation programme 


developed following extensive research by Ebert and colleagues specifically 


for the MACI implant, is designed to maximize both the healing process and 


maturation of the MACI implant and to return the patient to as near normal 


function as possible. 


  


After repair, most improvement occurs in the first year; however, maximum 


improvement is often not seen until two to three years post-operatively. (Full) 


Recovery is long because of the physiologic remodeling. Furthermore, the 


speed of this process varies among patients.  


Not all patients will be treated successfully. An 11-yr follow-up study involving 


75 patients treated with MF to repair cartilage damage to the knee (1981-


1991) showed that about 20% of patients who had persistent pain at 3, 5, and 


7 years did not elect to undergo further surgery suggesting that many of the 


unimproved patients chose to live with their disability as opposed to 


undergoing more extensive procedures.(19)   


Furthermore, a systematic review of the literature that identified 15 studies 


that involving MF (six long-term and nine short-term studies), comparing 


clinical outcomes of MF with those of other treatments showed that overall, 


small-sized lesions and younger patients showed good results in the short-


term. However, osteoarthritis and treatment failures were observed later, 


between 5 to 10 years post-operatively leading the authors to conclude that 
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beyond 5 years post-operatively, treatment failure after MF could be expected 


regardless of lesion size.(7) 


There are few studies reporting outcomes of treatment by age, though there is 


some data available indicating that clinical results after MF (for full-thickness 


cartilage lesions in the knee) are age-dependent with better results in patients 


aged 40 and younger.(7;20)  


A study reporting long term (9.8 years) results post intervention, comparing 


MF versus mosaicplasty conclude that there were no significant differences 


between either group in patient-reported outcomes, muscle strength or 


radiological outcome.(21)   


2.2 Please provide the number of patients covered by this particular 


therapeutic indication in the marketing authorisation and also 


including all therapeutic indications for the technology, or for which 


the technology is otherwise indicated, in England and Wales and 


provide the source of the data. 


It is expected that a maximum of ~10,000 patients in the UK will have a 


cartilage lesion requiring repair.(22)  It is expected that ~500 of these will 


qualify for treatment with MACI or similar technologies.(23) 


2.3 Please provide information about the life expectancy of people with 


the disease in England and Wales and provide the source of the 


data. 


The current affliction and treatment do not, in the vast majority of cases, 


increase mortality and therefore it is expected that individuals with cartilage 


defects of the knee and treated with MACI will have a life expectancy in line 


with those of the general population of the same age and gender.  


2.4 Please give details of any relevant NICE guidance or protocols for 


the condition for which the technology is being used. Specify 


whether any specific subgroups were addressed. 
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NICE reviewed autologous chondrocyte implants in the technology appraisals 


[TA89] with a publication date of May 2005, which concluded that “ACI is not 


recommended for treating knee problems caused by damaged articular 


cartilage, unless it is used in studies that are designed to produce good-


quality information about the results of the procedure. These results should 


include measuring any improvement in patients’ quality of life, and the benefits 


and risks of ACI over a long period of time.” And continued to say that “ If ACI 


is offered as part of a clinical study, the doctor should explain that there are 


uncertainties about the long-term benefits of this procedure and the possible 


risks, such as locking of the knee, infections and not being able to fully 


straighten the leg”. This decision was based on the fact NICE was not 


persuaded that the data (including new data made available at the time which 


at times was deemed inconsistent) were sufficient to establish the 


effectiveness of the technology. NICE further noted that the cost-effectiveness 


evidence involved too much uncertainty so that it was not possible to establish 


the ICER with any real certainty, again mainly due to the lack of good 


effectiveness data, especially data establishing long(er)-term effectiveness. 


Furthermore, health-related quality of life data on patients who undergo ACI 


and other procedures, including knee replacement, were also considered 


inadequate. In light of the above, NICE agreed that it would be important to 


obtain evidence on whether ACI reduces the need for long-term joint 


replacement and to assess long-term adverse effects. Better information on 


patient characteristics (such as lesion size) and treatment protocols were also 


mentioned in the assessment report.(24) It further concluded that ACIs could 


be used but only as part of a trial to gather additional information on this 


technology. A related technology, ChondroCelect®, which is a form of 


autologous chondrocyte implantation, only entered the market in 2008/2009.  


2.5 Please present the clinical pathway of care that depicts the context 


of the proposed use of the technology. Explain how the new 


technology may change the existing pathway. If a relevant NICE 


clinical guideline has been published, the response to this question 


should be consistent with the guideline and any differences should 


be explained.  
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There are no internationally accepted treatment guidelines on how and when 


to treat cartilage lesions. A recent survey involving 242 European orthopaedic 


surgeons revealed a consensus for debridement and/or MF as a first-choice 


treatment for full-thickness cartilage lesions up to 3 cm2, but for the treatment 


of lesions >3 cm2 there was less agreement; where (M)ACI was preferred by 


33.5% of the experts, followed by MF (19.0%), debridement (15%) and with 


lesser frequency osteochondral plug transplantation (9.5%), and several other 


techniques.  Furthermore there are no UK guidelines available although these 


are in development.(2) The launch of MACI in England and Wales would 


mean that more patients with defects large or equal to 3cm2 could be treated 


with MACI.  


In terms of the treatment pathway for patients, the introduction of MACI will 


not affect any meaningful change as surgeons will continue to determine the 


most appropriate course of action for cartilage lesions of the knee as before.  


2.6 Please describe any issues relating to current clinical practice, 


including any variations or uncertainty about best practice. 


Currently there is no validated consensus statement in the UK, each centre 


will have their own best clinical practice. There is a consensus paper due out 


signed and approved by more than 30 UK knee surgeons and backed by the 


British Association of Surgery of the Knee (BASK). 


2.7 Please identify the main comparator(s) and justify their selection. 


The main comparator for MACI is microfracture (MF) as this is a proven and 


suitable alternative for all lesion sizes. MF involves the creation of perforations 


3 to 4 mm apart in the subchondral bone to release bone marrow elements, 


which include stem cells and growth factors, into the lesion, to induce cartilage 


repair. It has been frequently performed in patients since 19984. Due to its 


frequent use, MF has been used as the comparator treatments in most 


comparative studies of newer treatments.(7;19-21;25-29) Usually MF is not 


performed in lesions large than 12-13 cm2(19).  
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Mosaicplasty, which involves the removal of cylindrical osteochondral plugs 


(cartilage and bone) from less weight-bearing parts of the knee followed by 


transplantation into the damaged area, can also be seen as a possible 


comparator though there is less evidence for this treatment in the published 


literature. Mosaicplasty is most appropriate for lesions between 2 and 4 


cm2.(21;30;31)   


2.8 Please list therapies that may be prescribed to manage adverse 


reactions associated with the technology being appraised.  


Any adverse events that would occur would be mostly associated with the 


surgery rather than MACI perse. This is clear from the TEAE which show 


mostly surgery related AEs such as joint effusion and joint pain. Therefore the 


adverse events that can be expected are arthralgia and pain and possibly 


surgical site infections, which could occur with any related treatment also.  


2.9 Please identify the main resource use to the NHS associated with 


the technology being appraised. Describe the location of care, staff 


usage, administration costs, monitoring and tests. Provide details of 


data sources used to inform resource estimates and values. 


MACI implantations are generally carried out in centres of excellence. In terms 


of resource use, the main resource use would be for operating theatres, using 


as a day-case for biopsy and an overnight stay for the implantation of MACI. 


The actual duration of the implantation is 1.5hrs using a full theatre. 


Administration costs will involve those related to the routine booking of 


operations and the review of patients and any other extras would be as per 


the license obtained from EMA. No specific monitoring or tests outside of 


those provides as part of routine good medical care. 


2.10 Does the technology require additional infrastructure to be put in 


place?  


The technology does not require an additional infrastructure to be put in place 


but can be managed within the current NHS framework. Given that surgical 


skill is important for treatment success, the use of MACI is most likely to be 
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limited to experienced treatment specialised treatment centres in England and 


Wales such as RNOH Stanmore and RJAH Oswestry. 
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3 Equality  


NICE is committed to promoting equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful 


discrimination and fostering good relations between people with particular 


protected characteristics and others. For further information, please see the 


NICE website 


(www.nice.org.uk/aboutnice/howwework/NICEEqualityScheme.jsp). 


3.1 Identification of equality issues 


3.1.1 Please let us know if you think that this appraisal:   


 could exclude from full consideration any people protected by the 


equality legislation who fall within the patient population for which 


[the treatment(s)] is/are/will be licensed;  


 could lead to recommendations that have a different impact on 


people protected by the equality legislation than on the wider 


population, e.g. by making it more difficult in practice for a specific 


group to access the technology  


 could lead to recommendations that have any adverse impact on 


people with a particular disability or disabilities 


Please provide us with any evidence that would enable the Committee 


to identify and consider such impacts.  


There is no evidence to suggest that the use of MACI is associated with any 


equality issues 


4 Innovation 


4.1.1 Discuss whether and how you consider the technology to be 


innovative in its potential to make a significant and substantial 


impact on health-related benefits, and whether and how the 


technology is a ‘step-change’ in the management of the condition. 
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MACI is a third generation ACI and represents a marked improvement over the first 


two generations of autologous chondrocyte implantations:  


 ACI-P: This first-generation periosteum-covered ACI was developed 


because current techniques, at the time, could not treat the entire 


spectrum of lesions observed, particularly larger defects. Usage was  


limited due to the technical challenges of the surgery, the invasiveness 


of the procedure, cost, and postoperative complications such as 


hypertrophy associated with the periosteal patch.(8)  


 ACI-C: second-generation collagen-covered ACI was deemed an 


improvement on the first generation ACI due to the use of a 


biodegradable collagen membrane cover instead of an autologous 


periosteal cover. Reports of this second-generation cell therapy 


showed clinical improvement similar to that of ACI with fewer 


complications such as hypertrophy. However, an open surgical 


technique with sutures was still required.(8)   


 MACI (Matrix applied characterised autologous chondrocyte 


implantation): A third generation ACI whereby the autologous 


chondrocytes are attached directly only a three-dimensional 


biodegradable collage type I/III biomatrix or scaffold (manufactured 


from porcine peritoneal tissue), that is cut to the size and shape of the 


lesion by the surgeon and is fixed with the use of fibrin glue.  


Furthermore, based on the 2-yr SUMMIT study in which SF-12 data were 


collected, patients treated with MACI  experienced statistically significantly 


greater improvements in their Physical Component Score compared with 


patients treated with MF (difference in mean change =0.51, p=0.001) 


demonstrating that the clinical benefits of MACI are translated into relevant 


HRQoL benefits. (32-34) 


EQ-5D data collected alongside the SUMMIT trial, showed that the mean 


utility score for patients at baseline was 0.481. Patients who responded (10-


point increase on the KOOS Pain and Function scores from baseline) to 


treatment had a mean utility score of 0.833 compared with 0.514 for patients 


who did not respond to treatment. As MACI was numerically superior to MF at 
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156 Weeks in terms of treatment response, MACI also causes more patients 


to have a utility than MF.(32;34)  


Compared to other ACI (such as Oscel and ChondroCelect®) MACI is easier 


to use, as it can be easily cut to size and shape by the surgeon. In addition, 


evidence provided by Barlett has shown that MACI implantations are quicker 


to implant meaning requiring less theatre time than other similar implants.(35)  


4.1.2 Discuss whether and how you consider that the use of the 


technology can result in any potential significant and substantial 


health-related benefits that are unlikely to be included in the quality-


adjusted life year (QALY) calculation.  


Yes it could be expected that returning otherwise healthy individuals to full 


normal activity would have additional health and especially social benefits. 


This would only be demonstrated with good registry data. To this end, a knee 


cartilage registry is being set up by the ICRS led by Dr Biant. Other published 


data comparing patients with osteoarthritis and those with cartilage lesions 


using the KOOS to measure the extent to which quality of life is impaired 


within the working population, showed that patients with cartilage lesions have 


impairments that equal to older patients with osteoarthritis who are expecting 


to undergo total knee replacement. Furthermore, patients with cartilage 


lesions had reduced scores on all of the five KOOS subscales, again similar to 


those seen in patients with osteoarthritis, indicating the extent of the 


impairment on QoL of cartilage lesions in the knee in relatively young 


individuals and the potential gain from returning knee functionality in this 


younger population.(5)   


Please identify the data you have used to make these judgements, to enable 


the Appraisal Committee to take account of these benefits.(5) 
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Statement of the decision problem  


In this section the manufacturer or sponsor should specify the decision 


problem that the submission addresses. The decision problem should be 


derived from the final scope issued by NICE and should state the key 


parameters that the information in the evidence submission will address.  
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 Final scope issued by 
NICE 


Decision problem 
addressed in the 
submission 


Rationale if 
different from 
the scope 


Population  adults with a symptomatic 
cartilage defect (chondral 
defect) but without 
advanced osteoarthritis”. 


The chondral defects can 
be on the femur, tibia or 
patella. 


  


Intervention MACI/ ChondroCelect/ 
Other ACI 


MACI Aastrom do not 
have evidence 
on 
ChondroCelect 


Comparator(s) Microfacture and 
Mosaicplasty, (total knee 
replacement for larger 
lesions only) 


Microfacture and 
Mosaicplasty 


Microfacture and 
Mosaicplasty 


Outcomes Pain; knee function 
including long-term 
function; rates of 
retreatment; activity levels, 
such as return to work or 
sport; avoidance of 
osteoarthritis, and knee 
replacement; adverse 
effects of treatment; health-
related quality of life 


XX XX 


Economic 
analysis 


Desired Not available  Not available due 
to lack of time 
and funds  


Subgroups to 
be considered 


By duration of symptoms 
(<3 yrs and >3 yrs ); Size of 
lesion; Previous surgery 
such as microfracture; 
Cartilage defects 
secondary to mal-
alignment; Non-traumatic 
causes (eg osteochondritis 
dissecans); Patients with 
early OA; Groups by 
aetiology (sports or 
occupational injury) 


NA No evidence 
available on 
some of these 
outcome 
measures  


Special 
considerations, 
including issues 
related to equity 
or equality  


None None None 
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Section B – Clinical and cost effectiveness 


When estimating clinical and cost effectiveness, particular emphasis should 


be given to adhering to the ‘reference case’ (see the NICE document ‘Guide 


to the methods of technology appraisal’ – www.nice.org.uk). Reasons for 


deviating from the reference case should be clearly explained. Particularly 


important features of the reference case include those listed in the table 


below. 


Element of health 
technology 
assessment 


Reference case Section in ‘Guide to 
the methods of 
technology appraisal’ 


Defining the decision 
problem 


The scope developed by NICE  5.2.5 and 5.2.6 


Comparator(s) Therapies routinely used in the 
NHS, including technologies 
regarded as current best practice  


5.2.5 and 5.2.6 


Perspective costs NHS and PSS 5.2.7 to 5.2.10 


Perspective benefits All health effects on individuals 5.2.7 to 5.2.10 


Type of economic 
evaluation 


Cost-effectiveness analysis 5.2.11 and 5.2.12 


Synthesis of 
evidence on 
outcomes 


Based on a systematic review 5.3 


Measure of health 
effects 


QALYs 5.4 


Source of data for 
measurement of 
HRQL 


Reported directly by patients and 
carers 


5.4 


Source of preference 
data for valuation of 
changes in HRQL  


Representative sample of the 
public 


5.4 


Discount rate An annual rate of 3.5% on both 
costs and health effects  


5.6 


Equity weighting An additional QALY has the same 
weight regardless of the other 
characteristics of the individuals 
receiving the health benefit  


5.12 


HRQL, health-related quality of life; NHS, National Health Service; PSS, personal social 
services; QALY(s), quality-adjusted life year(s) 
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5 Clinical evidence 


Manufacturers and sponsors are requested to present clinical evidence for 


their technology in the following sections. This section should be read in 


conjunction with NICE’s ‘Guide to the methods of technology appraisal’, 


sections 3 and 5.3.1 to 5.3.8.  


5.1 Identification of studies 


5.1.1 Describe the strategies used to retrieve relevant clinical data, both 


from the published literature and from unpublished data that may 


be held by the manufacturer or sponsor. The methods used should 


be justified with reference to the decision problem. Sufficient detail 


should be provided to enable the methods to be reproduced, and 


the rationale for any inclusion and exclusion criteria used should be 


provided. Exact details of the search strategy used should be 


provided in section 10.2, appendix 2. 


Due to the very recent purchase of Aastrom from Sanofi, there has not been 


time to carry out a systematic review of the literature, though this was 


originally planned by Sanofi. However, a systematic literature review was 


carried out by Sanofi in 2012 for the submission of MACI to the Australian 


health technology assessment agency PBAC in January 2013. In addition, 


Aastrom/Sanofi have always kept a close eye on published literature in this 


disease area, which is quite contained. Consequently we are confident that all 


relevant data related to MACI have been identified.  


5.2 Study selection  


5.2.1 Describe the inclusion and exclusion selection criteria, language 


restrictions and the study selection process. A justification should 


be provided to ensure that the rationale is transparent. A suggested 


format is provided below. 


A full review of the literature was undertaken in Australia in 2013 in order to 


identify all randomised trials or systematic reviews evaluating the safety and 


efficacy of MACI implant treatment for patients with chondral defects of the 
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knee. The search was not limited by comparator, and so could potentially 


identify any randomised trials or systematic reviews of MACI compared with 


either microfracture or conservative management. The results of this search 


were also used to identify MACI observational studies with durations longer 


than two years.  


To ensure that all relevant studies were identified, a comprehensive search of 


the published literature was conducted. A number of approaches were used to 


search for relevant data. 


 a search of published literature using the electronic database 


EMBASE.com, which allows concurrent searching of EMBASE and 


MEDLINE 


 a search of the Cochrane Library and other health technology 


assessment websites  


 a search of registers of randomised trials (the clinical trials registries of 


the National Institutes of Health and the European Union, and the 


Australian and New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry) 


 a search of the Sponsor’s database for published and unpublished trial 


reports 


The search strategies used are summarised in Section 10.2 Appendix 2.   


All the citations identified in the search were reviewed for eligibility based on 


an examination of the title/abstract, and if included, the full text. Studies 


eligible for inclusion were selected by applying the exclusion criteria in Table 2  


. 
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Table 2  Eligibility criteria used in search strategy 


 Clinical effectiveness 


Exclusion criteria   not a randomised trial or systematic review 


 randomised trial does not contain MACI 


 characteristics of the recruited subjects do not overlap 
with the main indication 


 not fully published study 


 


5.2.2 A flow diagram of the numbers of studies included and excluded at 


each stage should be provided using a validated statement for 


reporting systematic reviews and meta-analyses such as the 


QUOROM statement flow diagram (www.consort-


statement.org/?o=1065). The total number of studies in the 


statement should equal the total number of studies listed in 


section 6.2.4. 


During the MSAC search, a total of 392 unique citations were retrieved, 


including 292 citations from EMBASE.com, 53 citations from the Cochrane 


library, 34 citations from clinical trial registries, 10 citations from HTA 


databases and 3 studies from the Sponsor’s internal database. From this 


search, 18 citations were included; 2 direct randomized trials comparing MACI 


to microfracture in patients with defect size 2-4 cm2, 3 other randomized trials 


including MACI, 8 systematic reviews and 5 long-term studies.  


Since the Australian MSAC submission, information from the first year of the 


open-label, multi-centre, 3-year extension to the SUMMIT study has become 


available and this has also been included in the evidence base, but is not 


shown in Figure 1. In addition, evidence from the Basad (2010)(36) study was 


not included in an Australian MSAC submission but has been included in the 


evidence base here. 


None of the systematic reviews included any MACI implant studies other than 


those already identified in the literature search and consequently, the 


analyses from the systematic reviews will not be presented in the current 


submission. 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of included studies from the MSAC systematic 
review (excluding Basad and SUMMIT extension) 


 
5.2.3 When data from a single RCT have been drawn from more than 


one source (for example, a poster and a published report) and/or 


when trials are linked (for example, an open-label extension to an 


RCT), this should be made clear. 


The SUMMIT(37) trial is a RCT with 2 year follow-up measuring efficacy and 


safety, which also has an additional ongoing 3 year open-label(38) follow up 


study, which will yield 5 year medium term data. To date, only the first year 


data from the 3-year extension study are available.  


Complete list of relevant RCTs 


5.2.4 Provide details of all RCTs that compare the intervention with other 


therapies (including placebo) in the relevant patient group. The list 


must be complete and will be validated by independent searches 


conducted by the Evidence Review Group. This should be 


presented in tabular form. A suggested format is presented below. 
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Table 3. List of included RCTs  


Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Intervention Comparator Population Primary study reference 


MACI00206 
(SUMMIT) (37) 


MACI Microfracture Patients with a chondral 
defect ≥3 cm2 


Saris D, Price A, Widuchowski W et al. (2014) Matrix-Applied 
Characterized Autologous Cultured Chondrocytes Versus 
Microfracture: Two-Year Follow-up of a Prospective 
Randomized Trial. Am J Sports Med 42(6):1384-1394 


MACI00809 
(SUMMIT 
extension 
study)(38) 


MACI Microfracture Patients with a chondral 
defect ≥3 cm2 


An extension protocol for participants of Genzyme-sponsored 
prospective, randomized, open-label, parallel-group, multicenter 
study of matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation 
(MACI® implant) for the treatment of symptomatic articular 
cartilage defects of the femoral condyle including the trochlea 


Basad 2010(39) MACI Microfracture Patients with 
symptomatic, post-
traumatic, single, isolated 
chondral defects (4–10 
cm2) 


Basad E, Ishaque B, Bachmann G et al. Matrix-induced 
autologous chondrocyte implantation versus microfracture in the 
treatment of cartilage defects of the knee: a 2-year randomised 
study. Knee Surg Sports Traumatol Arthrosc: 18:519-527 
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5.2.5 Please highlight which of the RCTs identified above compares the 


intervention directly with the appropriate comparator(s) with 


reference to the decision problem. If there are none, please state 


this. 


The literature search and further review identified two RCTs that compared 


MACI with MF: One was the SUMMIT trial and the other the Basad (2010) 


study.(39) The study by Bachmann (2004)(40) was included in the Australian 


MSAC submission but this abstract provides the results for a sub-group of the 


full cohort presented in Basad (2010). As such, only the Basad (2010) results 


have been included. 


SUMMIT(37) is a prospective, randomised, open-label, parallel-group, multi-


centre study, sponsored by Genzyme (Sanofi). The study compared MACI 


implant (N=72) with MF (N=72) in patients aged 18 to 55 with Outerbridge 


Grade III or IV focal cartilage defect ≥3.0 cm2. The co-primary outcomes in the 


trial were change from baseline to Week 104 in knee injury and osteoarthritis 


outcome score (KOOS) pain score and KOOS function (sports and 


recreational activities (SRA) score. The study was followed by a three-year 


extension study. Results from both studies have been included in this clinical 


section of the MACI submission.  


The study was followed by a three-year extension study (SUMMIT 


extension)(38). Results from the pivotal RCT and the first year of follow-up 


from the three-year extension study have been included in this clinical section 


of the submission.  


Basad et al. (2010)(39) compared the clinical outcomes of patients in a 


German clinic with symptomatic cartilage defects treated with MACI or 


microfracture. The study was a 2-year, randomised trial, which included 


patients ≥18 and ≤50 years of age with symptomatic, post-traumatic, single, 


isolated chondral defects (4–10 cm2). The primary outcome measures were 


the Tegner, Lysholm and ICRS scores. Five-year data are likely to be 


published within the next 12 months however we do not have access to these 


data at this point.  
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5.2.6 When studies identified above have been excluded from further 


discussion, a justification should be provided to ensure that the 


rationale for doing so is transparent. For example, when studies 


have been identified but there is no access to the level of trial data 


required, this should be indicated. 


Two other RCTs were identified which were deemed not directly relevant for 


the current decision problem as they did not include a comparison with MF. 


However, these studies have been included as supportive evidence and are 


described alongside ‘Non-RCT evidence’ in Section 5.2.7 and Section 5.8.  


Table 4  Additional RCTs involving MACI 


Study ID Publications/Clinical study reports Included in 
comparison of 
MACI and 
microfracture 


Included as 
supportive 
evidence 


Bartlett 
2005(35) 


Bartlett W, Skinner JA, Gooding CR, 
et al.: Autologous chondrocyte 
implantation versus matrix-induced 
autologous chondrocyte implantation 
for osteochondral defects of the 
knee. A prospective, randomised 
study. J Bone Jt Surg Ser B 87:640-
645, 2005 


No- study 
compares MACI 
and ACI 


Yes- MACI 
single arm 


Ebert  
2012(18) 


Ebert JR, Fallon M, Zheng MH, 
Wood DJ, and Ackland TR. (2012) A 
randomized trial comparing 
accelerated and traditional 
approaches to postoperative weight-
bearing rehabilitation after matrix-
induced autologous chondrocyte 
implantation: findings at 5 years. The 
American journal of sports medicine 
40:1527-1537. 


No- all patients 
received MACI 
implant and were 
then randomized 
to different 
rehabilitation 
programs 


Yes- both 
MACI arms 


 


List of relevant non-RCTs 


5.2.7 Please provide details of any non-RCTs (for example experimental 


and observational data) that are considered relevant to the decision 


problem and a justification for their inclusion. Full details should be 


provided in section 6.8 and key details should be presented in a 


table; the following is a suggested format. 
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Ten observational or supportive comparative studies were deemed relevant 


as they provide evidence of the medium-term effectiveness and safety of 


MACI implant.   
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Table 5  List of relevant non-RCTs 
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Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Intervention Population Objectives Primary study ref. Justification for 
inclusion 


Bartlett 
2005(35) 


MACI and ACI Patients 15 to 50 
years with chondral 
defects sized ≥1 


 


To compare the clinical, 


arthroscopic and 
histological outcomes of 
osteochondral defects 
in the knee treated by 
ACI-C or MACI in a 
randomised trial. 


Bartlett W, Skinner JA, Gooding CR, et 
al.(2005) Autologous chondrocyte 
implantation versus matrix-induced 
autologous chondrocyte implantation for 
osteochondral defects of the knee. A 
prospective, randomised study. J Bone Jt 
Surg Ser B 87:640-645  


Provides 
supportive 
evidence of MACI 
(vs ACI)  


Behrens 
2006(41) 


MACI Patients aged 18 to 
60 years with 
chondral defects 
sized 0.64 to 17.75 
cm2 


To clarify whether MACI 
proves suitable to treat 
cartilage defects and 
confirms objective and 
subjective clinical 
improvement up to 5 
years after operation 


Behrens P, Bitter T, Kurz B, and Russlies 
M. (2006) Matrix-associated autologous 
chondrocyte transplantation/implantation 
(MACT/MACI)-5-year follow-up. Knee 
13:194-202. 


Provides 
evidence of 
medium-term 
effectiveness and 
safety of MACI 


Ebert  
2011(42) 


MACI Patients aged 18 to 
60 years with 
chondral defects 
sized 1.0 to 9.0 
cm2 


To validate the efficacy 
of MACI as a suitable 
surgical treatment 
option for articular 
cartilage defects in the 
knee 


Ebert JR, Robertson WB, Woodhouse J, 
Fallon M, Zheng MH, Ackland T, and 
Wood DJ. (2011) Clinical and magnetic 
resonance imaging-based outcomes to 5 
years after matrix-induced autologous 
chondrocyte implantation to address 
articular cartilage defects in the knee. The 
American journal of sports medicine 
39:753-763. 


Provides 
evidence of 
medium-term 
effectiveness and 
safety of MACI 


Ebert 
2012(18) 


MACI Patients aged 16 to 
63 years years with 
chondral defect 
sized 0.65 to 10.0 
cm2 


To determine 5-year 
outcomes for MACI 
treated patients using 
two rehabilitation 
programs. 


Ebert JR, Fallon M, Zheng MH et al. 
(2012) A Randomized Trial Comparing 
Accelerated and Traditional Approaches 
to Postoperative Weight bearing 
Rehabilitation After Matrix-Induced 
Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation : 


Provides 
evidence of 
medium-term 
effectiveness and 
safety of MACI 
with two different 
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Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Intervention Population Objectives Primary study ref. Justification for 
inclusion 


Findings at 5 Years. The American 
Journal of Sports Medicine; 40(7) 


rehabilitation 
programs 


Genovese 
2011(43) 


MACI Patients aged 20 to 
50 years with 
chondral defects ≥ 
2 cm2 


To define magnetic 
resonance arthrography 
imaging findings of 
MACI grafts of the knee 
in order to describe 
implant behaviour and 
to compare findings with 
validated clinical scores 
30 and 60 months after 
MACI implant 


Genovese E, Ronga M, Angeretti MG, 
Novario R, Leonardi A, Albrizio M, 
Callegari L, and Fugazzola C. (2010) 
Matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte 
implantation of the knee: mid-term and 
long-term follow-up by MR arthrography. 
Skeletal radiology 40:47-56. 


Provides 
evidence of 
medium-term 
effectiveness and 
safety of MACI 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


MACI Patients aged 19 to 
50 years with 
chondral defects 
sized >2 cm2 


To assess 


clinical and radiological 
outcomes in patients 
treated with the MACI 
procedure for 
symptomatic chondral 
defects of the knee at 5-
year follow-up 


Marlovits S, Aldrian S, Wondrasch B, Zak 
L, Albrecht C, Welsch G, Trattnig S. 
(2012) Clinical and radiological outcomes 
5 years after matrix-induced autologous 
chondrocyte implantation in patients with 
symptomatic, traumatic chondral defects. 
The American journal of sports medicine 
40:2273-2280. 


Provides 
evidence of 
medium-term 
effectiveness and 
safety of MACI 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


MACI 
(Osteochondral 
lesions) 


Patients aged 13 to 
65 years with 
chondral defects 
sized 2.0 to 10.0 
cm2 


To assess the 


suitability of MACI for 
the treatment of isolated 
or multiple localized 
osteochondral defects 
in the knee joint 


Ventura A, Memeo A, Borgo E, Terzaghi 
C, Legnani C, Albisetti W. Repair of 
osteochondral lesions in the knee by 
chondrocyte implantation using the MACI® 
technique. Knee Surg Sports Traumatol 
Arthrosc. 2012 Jan;20(1):121-6. 


Provides 
evidence of 
medium-term 
effectiveness and 
safety of MACI 


Zak 
2012(46) 


MACI Patients aged 18-
55 who met the 


To determine if return to 
sport is possible 5-years 


Zak L; Aldrian S, Wondrasch B (2012) 
Ability to Return to Sports 5 Years After 


5-year evidence 
on the efficacy of 
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Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Intervention Population Objectives Primary study ref. Justification for 
inclusion 


 German Societies 
of Traumatology 
and Orthopaedic 
Surgery regarding 
indications for ACI 


after MACI Matrix-Associated Autologous 
Chondrocyte Transplantation in an 
Average Population of Active Patients. 
The American Journal of Sports Medicine 


MACI 


Vijayan 
2014(47) 


MACI or ACI Patients 18-48 
years with 
symptomatic 
isolated chondral 
or osteochondral 
lesion > 1 cm2 in 
the knee and failed 
ACI or MACI 


To report clinical 
experience after failed 
ACI or MACI 


Vijayan S, Bentley G, Rahman J et al. 
(2014) Revision cartilage cell 
transplantation for failed autologous 
chondrocyte transplantation in chronic 
osteochondral defects of the knee. Bone 
Joint Journal;96-B:54–8. 


Provides 
evidence of 
revisional surgery 
after failed ACI or 
MACI 


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


MACI or ACI Patients aged 14-
56 years with a 
symptomatic 
osteochondral 
defect range, 0.64 
to 2.075 cm   


To evaluate the midterm 
to long-term functional 
outcomes of 827 
patients treated 


with ACI/MACI 


Nawaz SZ, Bentley G, Briggs T et al. 
(2014) Autologous Chondrocyte 
Implantation in the Knee J Bone Joint 
Surg Am; 96:824-830 


Provides medium 
to long-term 
follow-up for 
MACI 
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5.3 Summary of methodology of relevant RCTs 


5.3.1 As a minimum, the summary should include information on the 


RCT(s) under the subheadings listed in this section. Items 2 to 14 


of the CONSORT checklist should be provided, as well as a 


CONSORT flow diagram of patient numbers (www.consort-


statement.org). It is expected that all key aspects of methodology 


will be in the public domain; if a manufacturer or sponsor wishes to 


submit aspects of the methodology in confidence, prior agreement 


must be requested from NICE. When there is more than one RCT, 


the information should be tabulated. 


Methods 


5.3.2 Describe the RCT(s) design (for example, duration, degree and 


method of blinding, and randomisation) and interventions. Include 


details of length of follow-up and timing of assessments. The 


following tables provide a suggested format for when there is more 


than one RCT.  
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Table 6  Comparative summary of methodology of the RCTs 


Trial no.  


(acronym)  


MACI00206 (SUMMIT)(37) MACI00809 (SUMMIT 
extension)(38) 


Basad (2010)(39) 


Location 16 European sites 14 European sites in 7 
countries 


Germany 


Design  Multicentre, Phase III, open-label, parallel-
group RCT  


Open-label extension study Single-centre, RCT 


Duration of study 2 years 3 years  2 years 


Method of randomisation After biopsies, patients were intraoperatively 
randomized, using an interactive voice 
response system and computer-generated 
1:1 randomization scheme 


 NA NR  


Method of blinding (care 
provider, patient and 
outcome assessor) 


Participants and investigators were not 
blinded. Histology and MRI measures were 
evaluated in a blinded fashion by 
independent experts in pathology and 
radiology, respectively 


No blinding NR 


Intervention(s) (n = ) and 
comparator(s) (n = ) 


MACI (N=72) versus microfracture (N=72) MACI (N=65) versus 
microfracture (N=63) 


 MACI (N=39); MF (N=17) 


Primary outcomes 
(including scoring 
methods and timings of 
assessments)  


Change from baseline to Week 104 in KOOS 
pain score and KOOS function (SRA) score 


Change from baseline to 
Week 156 in KOOS pain 
score and KOOS function 
score  


Tegner (activity levels), Lysholm 
(pain, stability, gait, clinical 
symptoms) and ICRS scores, 
measured at 8-12, 22-26 and 50-54 
weeks after surgery 


Secondary outcomes 
(including scoring 
methods and timings of 
assessments) 


Response rate at 104 weeks based on 
KOOS pain and function (SRA) score  


Change from baseline to Week 104 in KOOS 
ADL, QoL and other symptoms. 


Change from baseline to Week 104 in IKDC 


Response rate at Week 156 
based on KOOS pain and 
function (SRA) score  


Change from MACI00206 
baseline to Week 156 in 


MRI scans were taken 1 week post-
operatively to check for delamination 
and graft hypertrophy 


Safety was assessed by the 
continuous monitoring of adverse 
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Change from baseline to Week 104 in SF-12 


Treatment failure rate 


Histology ICRS II at Week 104 


MRI assessment of structural repair at Week 
104 


KOOS pain and function, 
ADL, QoL 


MRI assessment of 
structural repair parameters 
at Week 156 


Change from baseline to in 
IKDC at Week 156 


Change from baseline to 
Week 156 in SF-12 


Treatment failure rate  


event reports 


Duration of follow-up 2 years 1 year 2 years 
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Participants 


5.3.3 Provide details of the eligibility criteria (inclusion and exclusion) for 


the trial. The following table provides a suggested format for the 


eligibility criteria for when there is more than one RCT. Highlight 


any differences between the trials. 


The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the SUMMIT and Basad (2010)(39) 


study are listed below. In the SUMMIT trial, initial inclusion criteria relating to 


the patients’ KOOS score and age were applied at the screening visit. 


Inclusion criteria relating to patients’ cartilage defects and knee health were 


applied during the index arthroscopy.  
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Table 7  Eligibility criteria in the RCTs 


Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  


 At index visit 


MACI00206 
(SUMMIT)(37) 


Provided written informed consent, and was able to read and 
understand the language and content of the study material, 
understand the requirements for follow-up visits and rehabilitation, 
and was willing to provide required information at the scheduled 
evaluations 


Any surgery on the knee joint within 6 months prior 
to Screening (not including diagnostic arthroscopy) 


 Symptomatic focal cartilage defects as defined by KOOS Pain score 
<55 


Symptomatic musculoskeletal conditions in the 
lower limbs that could impede measurement of 
efficacy for the target knee joint 


 Aged ≥18 and ≤55 years In the target knee joint, patient required or had a 
history of a total meniscectomy or meniscal 
allograft, or had a bucket handle tear or displaced 
tear that required a meniscectomy removing >50% 
of the meniscus 


 Agreed to provide a blood sample at the time of cartilage biopsy 
during the index arthroscopy for testing of HIV-1, HIV-2, hepatitis B, 
hepatitis C, and syphilis 


Malalignment requiring an osteotomy to correct 
tibial-femoral or patella-femoral alignment. 
Retinaculum releases were allowed if indicated to 
correct patella maltracking 


  History of osteoarthritis (Kellgren-Lawrence Grade 
3 or 4) in the target knee joint as diagnosed by 
clinically appropriate X-rays obtained at the 
Screening visit or within the previous 12 weeks 


  Concomitant inflammatory disease or other 
condition that affected the joints (e.g., rheumatoid 
arthritis, metabolic bone disease, psoriasis, gout, 
symptomatic chondrocalcinosis) 
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Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  


  History of septic arthritis in the target knee joint 
within 1 year prior to Screening 


  Current malignancy or treatment for malignancy 
within the past 5 years, except non-melanoma skin 
cancer 


  Known history of anaphylaxis to gentamicin or any 
of the products used in the preparation and 
implantation of MACI implant 


  Patients who, in the opinion of the Investigator, had 
significant medical or psychosocial problems that 
warranted exclusion 


  Previous investigational drug or device use within 3 
months prior to Screening 


  Females who were pregnant or lactating at the time 
of Screening 


 At Screening Index Arthroscopy 


 Modified Outerbridge Grade III or IV focal cartilage defect(s) located 
on the femoral condyles, including the trochlea, that allowed 
treatment with the same surgical procedure as determined at 
randomisation. Note: concurrent Outerbridge Grade I and II defects 
were acceptable on the patella or tibia if they remained untreated (or 
were treated with debridement only) at the time of the arthroscopy 
and/or arthrotomy  


Modified Outerbridge Grade III or IV defect(s) 
located on the patella or tibia 


 Cartilage lesions determined by arthroscopy prior to randomisation 
and treatment with at least 1 defect size ≥3.0 cm2 on the femoral 
condyles and/or the trochlea (including osteochondritis dissecans 
lesions that did not require a bone graft) 
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Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  


 Stable knee (i.e., anterior and posterior cruciate ligaments should be 
free of laxity as well as stable and intact). Ligament repair or 
reconstruction procedures were allowed prior to or concurrent with 
arthroscopy and/or arthrotomy 


 


 Intact meniscus or partial meniscus (≥50% of functional meniscus 
remaining). Meniscal repair or resection might be performed either 
staged or concurrent with the cartilage repair procedure provided 
that the surgeon was able to confirm that ≥50% of functional 
meniscus would remain after the corrective meniscal treatment 


 


MACI00809 
(SUMMIT 
extension)(38) 


Received study treatment (MACI implant or microfracture) in the 
MACI00206 study 


None 


 Provided written informed consent  


Basad (2010)(39) Males or females ≥18 and ≤50 Presence of chronic inflammatory 


arthritis 


 Post-traumatic, single, isolated, symptomatic chondral defects 


(4–10 cm2) of the femoral condyle or patella 


Instability of the knee joint 


  Provided written informed consent Prior or planned meniscectomy (≥30% of the 
meniscus 


  BMI >30 


  Varus or valgus abnormality 


  Osteonecrosis, osteoarthritis and chondrocalcinosis 
Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing submissions to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee 
(Version 4.3). Canberra: Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee 
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5.3.4 Describe the patient characteristics at baseline. Highlight any 


differences between study groups. The following table provides a 


suggested format for the presentation of baseline patient 


characteristics for when there is more than one RCT. 


In the SUMMIT trial, patient demographic and disease characteristics at 


baseline were similar across treatment arms (Table 8). In both treatment 


groups, the majority of patients were male, and the mean age was 34.8 years 


in the MACI implant group and 32.9 years in the microfracture group. The 


duration of symptoms was a mean of 5.8yrs for the MACI group and 3.7yrs for 


the microfracture group. The proportion of patients with at least one prior 


orthopaedic knee surgery (target or non-target knee) was comparable for the 


two treatment groups. The median number of days since the last surgery for 


patients in the MACI implant group was more than twice that for patients in the 


MF group. 


In the Basad trial, the MACI group was twice the size of the MF group due to 


the combining of the two MACI groups planned in the original protocol. None 


of the observed differences in baseline characteristics between the MF group 


and the MACI group was significant, except for the difference in symptom 


duration, which was 0.3 years longer in the MF group, which benefitted the 


MACI group as the outcome of repair is generally worse with a longer duration 


of symptoms, though the actual difference, 3-4 months, is not that long.  
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Table 8  Characteristics of participants in the RCTs across randomised 
groups 


Trial no. (acronym) 


Baseline characteristic 


MACI Microfracture 


MACI00206 (SUMMIT)(37) N=72 N=72 


Age (years)   


Median (range) 35.0 (18, 54) 34.0 (18, 54) 


Mean (SD) 34.8 (9.16) 32.9 (8.78) 


Sex, n (%)   


Male 45 (62.5) 48 (66.7) 


Female 27 (37.5) 24 (33.3) 


Race, n (%)   


Caucasian 72 (100) 72 (100) 


Weight (kg)   


Median (range) 83.0 (52.0, 129.0) 84.0 (54.0, 134.0) 


Mean (SD) 82.61 (15.07) 84.20 (15.64) 


Height (cm)   


Median (range) 180.0 (150.0, 198.0) 178.0 (160.0, 199.0) 


Mean (SD) 177.65 (10.35) 178.26 (8.75) 


BMI (kg/cm2)   


Median (range) 25.70 (18.9, 45.2) 26.10 (18.9, 36.3) 


Mean (SD) 26.21 (4.34) 26.44 (4.03) 


Prior orthopaedic knee 
surgery, n (%) 


65 (90.3) 60 (83.3%) 


Days since last surgery   


Median (range) 1476.0 (9, 12582) 685.5 (2, 7370) 


Basad (2010)(36) N=40 N=20 


Gender   


Male, N (%) 25 (63) 17 (85) 


Female, N (%) 15 (38) 3 (15) 


Mean age (years) 33.00  37.50 


Mean BMI kg/m2 (range) 25.3 (20–34) 27.3 (24–35) 


Defect cause (%)*   


Accident 8 (20) 3 (15) 


Sport 19 (48) 8 (40) 


Work 1 (3) 1 (5) 


Daily activities 4 (10) 3 (15) 


Unknown 8 (20) 5 (25) 


Symptom duration (years) 2.2 2.5 


Symptom onset   


Acute (<6 weeks) 14 (35) 6 (30) 


Gradual (>6 weeks) 26 (65) 14 (70) 


Defect location   
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Trial no. (acronym) 


Baseline characteristic 


MACI Microfracture 


Condylar 29 (73) 16 (80) 


Patellar-trochlear 11 (28) 4 (20) 
Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing 
submissions to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee 


 


Outcomes 


5.3.5 Provide details of the outcomes investigated and the measures 


used to assess those outcomes. Indicate which outcomes were 


specified in the trial protocol as primary or secondary, and whether 


they are relevant with reference to the decision problem. This 


should include therapeutic outcomes, as well as patient-related 


outcomes such as assessment of health-related quality of life 


(HRQL), and any arrangements to measure compliance. Data 


provided should be from pre-specified outcomes rather than post-


hoc analyses. When appropriate, also provide evidence of reliability 


or validity, and current status of the measure (such as use within 


UK clinical practice). The following table provides a suggested 


format for presenting primary and secondary outcomes when there 


is more than one RCT. 


The co-primary efficacy endpoint in the SUMMIT study was change in KOOS 


Pain and Function (SRA) scores from baseline to Week 104. The KOOS 


instrument is a widely accepted and validated measure of knee function. The 


KOOS instrument, together with MRI and histological assessment, is 


recommended by the FDA and EMA for the assessment of cartilage repair of 


the knee.(49;50) (49;51)Secondary and tertiary outcomes were response rate 


(defined as number of patients with at least a 10 point improvement in both 


KOOS scores individually (pain and function), change from baseline to 104 


weeks in other KOOS domains (ADL, QOL and other symptoms), IKDC, SF-


12, histology and MRI assessment. Both the IKDC and MRI are commonly 


used assessment measures of symptoms and function, and repair, 


respectively.(52;53)  Outcomes assessed in the SUMMIT extension study 


were similar. 
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In the Basad study(39), the outcome measures were the Tegner (activity 


levels), Lysholm (pain, stability, gait, clinical symptoms) and ICRS scores. 


MRI scans were also taken 1 week post-operatively to check for delamination 


and graft hypertrophy. Safety during the study was assessed by the 


continuous monitoring of adverse event (AE) reports, which included 


description, severity, cause, action(s) taken (if any), outcome and relation (if 


any) to treatment in all patients enrolled. 
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Table 9  Primary and secondary outcomes of the RCTs 


Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Primary 
outcome(s) and 
measures 


Reliability/validity/ 
current use in clinical 
practice 


Secondary outcome(s) and measures Reliability/validity/ 
current use in 
clinical practice 


MACI00206 
(SUMMIT)(37) 


Change in KOOS 
Pain and Function 
(SRA) scores 


The KOOS instrument is a 
widely accepted and validated 
measure of knee function.(10) 
(Roos and Lohmander, 2003) 
The KOOS instrument, 
together with MRI and 
histological assessment, is 
recommended by the FDA and 
EMA for the assessment of 
cartilage repair of the knee  


Response rate at 104 weeks based on 
KOOS pain and function (SRA) score  


Change from baseline to Week 104 in KOOS 
ADL, QoL and other symptoms. 


Change from baseline to Week 104 in IKDC 


Change from baseline to Week 104 in SF-12 


Treatment failure rate 


Histology ICRS II at Week 104 


MRI assessment of structural repair at Week 
104 


These measures 
are commonly used 
to assess structural 
repair, daily 
functioning and 
quality of life. 


The IKDC is a 
validated knee-
specific measure of 
symptoms, function, 
and sports activity 
that is appropriate 
for patients with a 
wide variety of knee 
problems (Irrgang et 
al, 2001).(52) 


MACI00809 
(SUMMIT 
extension 
study)(38) 


 


Change from 
MACI00206 
baseline to Week 
156 in KOOS Pain 
and Function (SRA) 
scores 


The KOOS instrument is a 
widely accepted and validated 
measure of knee function. 
Roos and Lohmander, 2003) 
(10) The KOOS instrument, 
together with MRI and 
histological assessment, is 
recommended by the FDA and 
EMA for the assessment of 
cartilage repair of the knee 


Response rate at Week 154 based on KOOS 
pain and function (SRA) score  


Change from MACI00206 baseline to Week 
156 in KOOS pain and function, ADL, QoL 


MRI assessment of structural repair 
parameters at Week 156 


Change from baseline to in IKDC at Week 
156 


Change from baseline to Week 156 in SF-12 


Treatment failure rate 


These measures 
are commonly used 
to assess structural 
repair, daily 
functioning and 
quality of life 
(Irrgang et al, 
2001).(52) 
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Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Primary 
outcome(s) and 
measures 


Reliability/validity/ 
current use in clinical 
practice 


Secondary outcome(s) and measures Reliability/validity/ 
current use in 
clinical practice 


Basad (2010)(36) In the Basad study, 
the outcome 
measures were the 
Tegner (activity 
levels), Lysholm 
(pain, stability, gait, 
clinical symptoms) 
and ICRS scores.  


The Tegner activity grading 
scale is a validated measure of 
knee function developed to 
complement the Lysholm 
scale. (54) 


MRI scans were also taken 1 week post-
operatively to check for delamination and 
graft hypertrophy.  


Safety during the study was assessed by the 
continuous monitoring of adverse event (AE) 
reports 


MRI using 
specialized 
sequences has 
been shown to be a 
satisfactory 
technique for 
evaluating repair 
tissue in full-
thickness traumatic 
defects treated by 
microfracture (53) 
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Statistical analysis and definition of study groups 


State the primary hypothesis or hypotheses under consideration and the 


statistical analysis used for testing hypotheses. Also provide details of the 


power of the study and a description of sample size calculation, including 


rationale and assumptions. Provide details of how the analysis took account of 


patients who withdrew (for example, a description of the intention-to-treat 


analysis undertaken, including censoring methods; whether a per-protocol 


analysis was undertaken). The following table provides a suggested format for 


presenting the statistical analyses in the trials when there is more than one 


RCT. 
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Table 10  Summary of statistical analyses in RCTs 


Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Hypothesis objective Statistical analysis Sample size, power calculation  Data management, patient 
withdrawals 


MACI00206 
(SUMMIT)(37) 


The study was designed 
to detect differences in 
the co–primary 
endpoints of change 
from baseline to year 2 
for the patient’s KOOS 
pain and function 
subscores for patients 
treated with MACI and 
MF 


The changes from Baseline to 
Week 104 in KOOS Pain and 
Function (SRA) scores were 
analysed with a MANOVA 
model 


To power the study at 85% to 
detect a difference between 
groups, a total sample size of 144 
patients (72 patients per arm) was 
estimated based on the change 
from baseline to year 2 in the co–
primary efficacy endpoint of the 
KOOS pain and function subscales 
with an a of .05 (and accounting 
for patient discontinuation), 
assuming a difference of 12 points 
each for the KOOS pain and 
function subscores with standard 
deviations of 20 and 30, 
respectively, and a correlation 
coefficient of 0.56 between the co–
primary variables 


Missing data was handled 
using last observation 
carried forward (LOCF) and 
multiple imputation (MI) 


MACI00809 
(SUMMIT 
extension 
study) (38) 


The study was designed 
to examine the 5-year 
efficacy and safety of 
MACI compared with 
arthroscopic MF, in 
patients who received 
study treatment in study 
MACI00206  


Change from baseline to 
Week 156 in KOOS Pain and 
Function (SRA) scores was 
analysed with a MANCOVA 
model with treatment as fixed 
effects and baseline KOOS 
Pain and Function (SRA) as 
covariates 


There were no sample size 
calculations for this extension 
study. Sample size was based on 
elective participation of patients 
who received study treatment in 
the MACI00206 study. 128 
patients were included in the 
follow-up study. 


All observed data at study 
visits (baseline and Weeks 
24, 36, 52, 78, 104 and 
156) were included in this 
model and missing or 
incalculable KOOS 
subscale scores were 
imputed multiple times 
using a 2-step multiple 
imputation (MI) procedure. 


Basad The study hypothesised For continuous outcome Not reported All available data (not just 
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Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Hypothesis objective Statistical analysis Sample size, power calculation  Data management, patient 
withdrawals 


(2010)(36) that MACI would deliver 
better clinical outcomes 
than MF in the 
treatment of cartilage 
defects 


measures, a fully non-
parametric rank method was 
used to analyse the time 
courses of each of the 
scores. This allowed a unified 
longitudinal inferential 
analysis of the ordinal 
outcome measures (patient’s 
and surgeon’s ICRS scores 
and Tegner score) and for the 
(quasi-) metric Lysholm score 


those from patients with 
complete records) were 
used as this analysis is able 
to deal with incomplete 
records as long as missing 
values can be considered 
‘‘missing completely at 
random’’, which was the 
case 
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5.3.6 Provide details of any subgroup analyses that were undertaken and 


specify the rationale and whether they were pre-planned or post-


hoc. 


In the SUMMIT trial, a post hoc sub-group analysis was undertaken. The 


Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel χ2 (α=0.05) was used to analyze differences in 


response rates between groups by lesion size (>4 cm2, >5 cm2), lesion 


location (MFC/LFC/trochlea), and osteochondritis dissecans (OCD) etiology 


(yes/no). 


Participant flow  


5.3.7 Provide details of the numbers of patients who were eligible to 


enter the RCT(s), randomised, and allocated to each treatment. 


Provide details of, and the rationale for, patients who crossed over 


treatment groups and/or were lost to follow-up or withdrew from the 


RCT. This information should be presented as a CONSORT flow 


chart.  


SUMMIT and SUMMIT extension studies 


The disposition of patients from screening through to the end of 2-year follow 


up in the SUMMIT RCT is presented in Figure 2. Of those patients 


randomized to treatment in the SUMMIT trial, 65 and 63 were included in the 


SUMMIT 3-year extension study for MACI and MF, respectively.  
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Figure 2. Patient flow through the SUMMIT and SUMMIT extension trial 


 
Source: Saris et al. 2014 
Abbreviations: mFAS: modified full analysis set  
 


Basad (2010) 


The number of patients recruited and followed-up through the Basad (2010) 


trial is shown in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.. Of 60 patients 


Patients screened 
N=189 


Patients randomized 
N=144 


Failed screening 
N=45 


MACI 
N=72 


Microfracture 
N=72 


Second-look arthroscopy      N=60 
MRI evaluation at Year 1      N=69 
     Year 2      N=70 


Second-look arthroscopy      N=56 
MRI evaluation at Year 1      N=65 
     Year 2      N=69 


Completed   N=70 
Withdrawn   N=2 


Reason for withdrawal 


Adverse events   N=1 
Wished to withdraw  N=1 
Lack of efficacy   N=0 


Completed   N=67 
Withdrawn   N=5 


Reason for withdrawal 


Adverse events   N=1 
Wished to withdraw  N=1 
Lack of efficacy   N=3 


MACI patients analysed in the 
extension study (mFAS) 


N=65 


Microfracture patients analysed in the 
extension study (mFAS) 


N=63 


Lost to follow-up 
N=7 
Reasons: could not be 
reached, site not 
participating, no consent 


Lost to follow-up 
N=9 
Reasons: could not be 
reached, site not 
participating, no consent 
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randomised, 56 were randomised to treatment, 39 to MACI and 17 to 


Microfracture. 


 


Figure 3. Patient flow through the Basad (2010)(36) trial 


 


5.4 Critical appraisal of relevant RCTs 


5.4.1 The validity of the results of an individual study will depend on the 


robustness of its overall design and execution, and its relevance to 


the decision problem. Each study that meets the criteria for 


inclusion should therefore be critically appraised. Whenever 


possible, the criteria for assessing published studies should be 


used to assess the validity of unpublished and part-published 


studies. The critical appraisal will be validated by the ERG. The 


following are the minimum criteria for assessment of risk of bias in 


RCTs, but the list is not exhaustive.  


Patients screened 
N=60 


Patients randomized 
N=56 


Patients with osteochondral 
defects 


N=4 


MACI 
N=39 


Microfracture 
N=17 


Completed   N=33 
Withdrawn   N=6 


Reason for withdrawal 


Unknown   N=1 
Not reported   N=5* 


Completed   N=15^ 
Withdrawn   N=3^ 


Reason for withdrawal 


Pregnant   N=1 
Other    N=1 
Lack of efficacy   N=1 
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 Was the method used to generate random allocations 


adequate? 


 Was the allocation adequately concealed? 


 Were the groups similar at the outset of the study in terms of 


prognostic factors, for example, severity of disease? 


 Were the care providers, participants and outcome assessors 


blind to treatment allocation? If any of these people were not 


blinded, what might be the likely impact on the risk of bias (for 


each outcome)? 


 Were there any unexpected imbalances in drop-outs between 


groups? If so, were they explained or adjusted for? 


 Is there any evidence to suggest that the authors measured 


more outcomes than they reported? 


 Did the analysis include an intention-to-treat analysis? If so, was 


this appropriate and were appropriate methods used to account 


for missing data? 


5.4.2 Please provide as an appendix a complete quality assessment for 


each RCT. See section 10.3, appendix 3 for a suggested format. 


A complete quality appraisal of the SUMMIT and Basad (2010)(36) trial are 


provided in Appendix 3. 


5.4.3 If there is more than one RCT, tabulate a summary of the 


responses applied to each of the critical appraisal criteria.  
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Table 11  Quality assessment results for RCTs 


Trial no. (acronym) SUMMIT(37)/SUMMIT 
extension(38) 


Basad (2010)(36) 


Was randomisation 
carried out 
appropriately? 


Yes Yes 


Was the concealment of 
treatment allocation 
adequate? 


N/A N/A 


Were the groups similar 
at the outset of the study 
in terms of prognostic 
factors?  


Yes Yes 


Were the care providers, 
participants and outcome 
assessors blind to 
treatment allocation? 


Care Providers: No 


Participants: No 


Outcome Assessors: Yes  


No 


Were there any 
unexpected imbalances 
in drop-outs between 
groups? 


No No 


Is there any evidence to 
suggest that the authors 
measured more 
outcomes than they 
reported? 


No No 


Did the analysis include 
an intention-to-treat 
analysis? If so, was this 
appropriate and were 
appropriate methods 
used to account for 
missing data? 


Yes Yes  


 


5.5 Results of the relevant RCTs 


5.5.1 Provide the results for all relevant outcome measure(s) pertinent to 


the decision problem. Data from intention-to-treat analyses should 


be presented whenever possible and a definition of the included 


patients provided. If patients have been excluded from the analysis, 


the rationale for this should be given. If there is more than one 


RCT, tabulate the responses. 


SUMMIT 


Summary 
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The co-primary efficacy outcome for SUMMIT was change in KOOS Pain and 


Function (SRA) scores from baseline to Week 104. Treatment with MACI 


implant resulted in a significantly greater increase in KOOS Pain and Function 


scores from the baseline level compared with microfracture (p=0.001). The 


difference in mean change in pain score was 11.76 and the mean change in 


function (SRA) score was 11.41. Similar results were also found for the PP 


analysis. 


In a subgroup of patients with chondral defects sized < 4 cm2, treatment with 


MACI implant resulted in a greater increase in KOOS Pain and Function score 


from the baseline level compared with microfracture. The difference in mean 


change in Pain score was 12.59 and the mean change in Function (SRA) 


score was 10.16. 


Therefore, for the ITT and PP analyses and subpopulation of patients with 


defect size <4 cm2, for the co-primary efficacy outcome, MACI implant is 


superior to microfracture. MACI implant was also superior to microfracture for 


response rate based on KOOS scores and change in other KOOS domain 


scores. 


Primary efficacy outcomes 


The co-primary efficacy outcome of the SUMMIT trial was the change in 


KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) scores from baseline to Week 104. The ITT 


analysis of KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) scores for all patients is 


presented in Table 12. Within each subscale, items are summed and 


normalised to a value between 0 (extreme problems) and 100 (no problems).  


An improvement in KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) ratings was reported for 


patients in both treatment groups. Treatment with MACI implant resulted in a 


significantly greater increase in KOOS Pain and Function scores from the 


baseline level compared with microfracture (p=0.001). The difference in mean 


change in pain score was 11.76 and the mean change in function (SRA) score 


was 11.41. The MCID for KOOS is 10 points. Therefore, treatment with MACI 


implant resulted in a clinically and statistically significant improvement 


compared with Microfracture. Furthermore, the absolute difference between 


the two treatment groups at 2 and 3 year follow up was greater than 10 points 
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and thus MACI patients received a MCID compared to MF patients and thus 


clinically significant.  


Table 12  Mean change in KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) in all patients 
in SUMMIT (ITTa) 


 MACI Microfracture 
Difference 
between treatment 
groups 


Pain 


Number of subjects a  72 72  


Baseline 37.00 (13.52) 35.45 (12.09)  


Week 104 82.45 (16.18) 70.85 (24.22)  


Mean change (SD)  45.45 (21.08) 35.23 (23.91)  


Adjusted b mean change  44.13 32.37 11.76 


Function (SRA) 


Number of subjects a  72 72  


Baseline 14.86 (14.68) 12.57 (16.67)  


Week 104 60.90 (27.84) 48.71 (30.33)  


Mean change (SD)  46.04 (28.35) 35.83 (31.63)  


Adjusted b mean change  46.05 34.64 11.41 


p value 0.001 
Source: SUMMIT Table 10-1 pg 99 
Abbreviations: MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; SD, standard 
deviation; SRA, sports and recreational activities 
a Includes all randomised patients treated with MACI or microfracture 
b Model includes treatment, study site, baseline KOOS Pain score, baseline KOOS Function 
(SRA) score, age, total defect size, occurrence of previous surgery, duration of symptoms, 
and index lesion location. 
 
The PP analysis (Table 13) also showed significantly greater increases in both 


the KOOS Pain and Function scores for patients treated with MACI implant 


compared to patients treated with microfracture (p=0.001). 
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Table 13 Mean change in KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) in all patients 
in SUMMIT (PP a) 


 MACI Microfracture 
Difference 
between 
treatment groups 


Pain 


Number of subjects a  61 65  


Baseline 36.38 (13.19) 35.90 (11.87)  


Week 104 81.15 (17.03) 71.62 (23.82)  


Mean change (SD)  44.76 (21.98) 35.73 (23.46)  


Adjusted b mean 
change  


47.38 38.18 9.20 


Function (SRA) 


Number of subjects a  61 65  


Baseline 14.43 (15.20) 12.88 (17.03)  


Week 104 59.57 (27.60) 49.77 (30.71)  


Mean change (SD)  45.14 (28.64) 36.88 (31.96)  


Adjusted b mean 
change  


48.86 39.88 8.97 


p value 0.001 
Source: SUMMIT Table 14.2.1.2 
Abbreviations: MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; SD, standard 
deviation; SRA, sports and recreational activities 
a Per Protocol set was defined as those patients in the ITT set without any significant 
evaluability criteria violation that could possibly influence the efficacy analyses. 
b Model includes treatment, study site, baseline KOOS Pain score, baseline KOOS Function 
(SRA) score, age, total defect size, occurrence of previous surgery, duration of symptoms, 
and index lesion location. 
Taken together, the results from the ITT and PP analyses for the primary 


efficacy outcome demonstrate that patients treated with MACI implant have a 


significantly greater increase in both the KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) 


scores. 


Patients with chondral defects sized < 4 cm2 


A subgroup analysis of KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) scores for patients 


with chondral defects sized <4 cm2 is presented in Table 14. An improvement 


in KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) ratings was reported for patients in both 


treatment groups. Treatment with MACI implant resulted in a greater increase 


in KOOS pain and function score from the baseline level compared with 


microfracture. The difference in mean change in pain score was 12.59 and the 


mean change in function (SRA) score was 10.16. Therefore, in patients with 
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chondral defects sized <4 cm2, treatment with MACI implant resulted in a 


clinically significant improvement compared with microfracture. 


Table 14. Mean change in KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) in patients 
with defects sized <4 cm2 in SUMMIT 


 MACI Microfracture


Difference 
between 


treatment 
groups c


Pain 


Number of subjects a  37 40  


Baseline 37.99 (14.58) 36.18 (10.81)  


Week 104 80.48 (19.54) 66.56 (23.70)  


Mean change (SD)  42.49 (22.42) 29.90 (21.31)) 12.59


    


Function (SRA) 


Number of subjects a  37 40  


Baseline 16.22 (15.02) 13.25 (14.96)  


Week 104 57.30 (29.41) 44.87 (30.77)  


Mean change (SD)  41.08 (27.94) 30.92 (29.15) 10.16
Source: SUMMIT additional analysis, see Appendix 2. 
Abbreviations: MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; SD, standard 
deviation; SRA, sports and recreational activities 
a Includes all randomised patients treated with MACI or microfracture defect size 2 to 4 cm2 
b Model includes treatment, study site, baseline KOOS Pain score, baseline KOOS Function 
(SRA) score, age, total defect size, occurrence of previous surgery, duration of symptoms, 
and index lesion location. 
c Calculated post hoc 
 


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


Treatment response rate 


A summary of the KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) response rate results is 


presented in Table 15. The percentage of patients who achieved a response 


to treatment at Week 104 was significantly greater (p=0.016) for patients in 


the MACI implant group compared with the microfracture group. The results 


were also confirmed by the unstratified analysis (p=0.011).  


A subgroup analysis of KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) response rate for 


patients with chondral defects sized ≤ 4 cm2 is also presented in Table 15. 


This analysis was consistent with the analysis of the overall trial population, 


showing a higher response rate for patients treated with MACI implant 


compared with patients treated with microfracture.  
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Taken together, the results of the KOOS responder analysis support the 


clinical claim that, in patients with chondral defects sized ≤4 cm2, MACI 


implant is superior to microfracture. 


Table 15  KOOS Response rate a in all patients in SUMMIT (ITT b) 


N (%) MACI (n=72) Microfracture 
(n=72) 


p value c 


All patients 


Stratified by centre 


Responded 63 (87.5) 49 (68.1) 0.016 


Not responded 9 (12.5) 20 (27.8) 


Missing 0 3 (4.2) 


Unstratified 


Responded 62 (86.1) 48 (66.7) 0.011 


Not responded 7 (9.7) 18 (25.0) 


Missing 3 (4.2) 6 (8.3) 


Patients with defects sized ≤4 cm2 


N (%) MACI (n=37) Microfracture 
(n=41) 


p value c 


Responded 29 ( 78.38) 25 ( 60.98) NR 


Not responded 8 ( 21.62) 13 ( 31.71) 


Missing 0 3 ( 7.32) 
Source: SUMMIT Table 10-5 pg 106 and additional analysis, see Appendix 2. 
Abbreviations: ITT, intention to treat; MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; 
NR, not reported; SRA, sports and recreational activities 
a KOOS Response Rate: a patient is regarded as a responder for KOOS if a 10-point 
improvement in both KOOS Pain and Function (SRA) scores was achieved with respect to 
Baseline. Otherwise, the patient is regarded as a non-responder. 
b Includes all randomised patients treated with MACI or microfracture 
c P-value: calculated for response categories ‘Responded’ and ‘Not responded’ using a CMH 
χ2 Test (α=0.05) to compare between treatment groups 
 
Change in KOOS ADL, QOL and Other symptoms from Baseline to Week 


104 


A summary of the other KOOS subscale results (ADL, QOL, and Other 


Symptoms) is presented in. Improvement in ratings of ADL, QOL, and Other 


Symptoms was reported for patients in both treatment groups from Baseline to 


Week 104. The improvements for all 3 KOOS subscales were significantly 


greater for patients in the MACI implant group compared with the 


microfracture group in ADL (p<0.001), QOL (p=0.029), and Other Symptoms 


(p<0.001). These results are consistent with the results for the primary 
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efficacy outcome and support the claim that MACI implant is superior to 


microfracture. 


Table 16   Mean change in KOOS ADL, QOL and Other symptoms in all 
patients in SUMMIT (ITT a) 


 MACI Microfracture 
Difference 
between 
treatment groups 


ADL 


Number of subjects a  72 72  


Baseline 43.51 (18.15) 42.57 (19.55)  


Week 104 87.21 (16.47) 75.75 (24.21)  


Mean change (SD)  43.70 (24.52) 32.76 (26.78)  


Adjusted b mean 
change  


42.39 30.38 12.01 


p value <0.001 


QOL 


Number of subjects a  72 72  


Baseline 18.75 (14.65) 17.19 (14.06)  


Week 104 56.16 (23.91) 47.27 (26.99)  


Mean change (SD)  37.41 (27.24) 29.93 (28.11)  


Adjusted b mean 
change  


38.00 29.03 8.98 


p value 0.029 


Other symptoms 


Number of subjects a  72 72  


Baseline 48.26 (16.85) 44.39 (18.58)  


Week 104 83.73 (13.98) 72.23 (19.47)  


Mean change (SD)  35.47 (20.83) 27.31 (24.59)  


Adjusted b mean 
change  


34.37 22.76 11.61 


p value <0.001 
Source: SUMMIT Table 10-6 pg 108-109 
Abbreviations: ADL, activities of daily living; ITT, intention to treat; MACI, matrix-induced 
autologous chondrocyte implant; QOL, knee-related quality of life; SD, standard deviation 
a Includes all randomised patients treated with MACI or microfracture 
b least-squares adjusted means 


Change in International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) 


subjective knee evaluation from Baseline to Week 104 


The IKDC Subjective Knee Evaluation Form is a validated knee-specific 


measure of symptoms, function, and sports activity. A summary of the change 


from baseline in IKDC subjective knee evaluation scores is presented in Table 
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17. From Baseline to Week 104, patients in both treatment groups had 


increases in their IKDC scores. A strong trend towards a significantly greater 


mean improvement in knee function from Baseline to Week 104 was shown 


for patients in the MACI implant group compared with the microfracture group 


(p=0.069). 


Table 17. Mean change in IKDC in all patients in SUMMIT (ITT a) 


 


 MACI Microfracture 
Difference 
between 
treatment groups


Number of subjects a  72 72  


Baseline 32.87 (13.28) 29.29 (13.43)  


Week 104 65.74 (18.52) 58.84 (22.28)  


Mean change (SD)  32.94 (21.87) 29.31 (23.81)  


Adjusted b mean 
change  


32.65 26.71 
5.94 


p value 0.069 
Source: SUMMIT Table 10-7 pg 112 
Abbreviations: IKDC, international knee documentation committee; ITT, intention to treat; 
MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; SD, standard deviation 
a Includes all randomised patients treated with MACI or microfracture 
b least-squares adjusted means 


Change in SF-12 from Baseline to Week 104 


The SF-12 was used to measure health-related quality of life in the SUMMIT 


trial. A summary of the change in SF-12 Physical and Mental Component 


Scores, transformed into z-scores, is presented in Table 18 . From Baseline to 


Week 104, patients in both treatment groups had substantial increases in their 


Physical and Mental Component Scores. There was no significant difference 


between treatment groups in the improvement in the Mental Component 


Score (p=0.523). In contrast, patients who were treated with MACI implant 


experienced significantly greater improvements in their Physical Component 


Score compared with patients treated with microfracture (p=0.001). This result 


underlines the superior improvements in physical well-being achieved by 


treatment with MACI implant. 
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Table 18  Mean change in SF-12 scores in all patients in SUMMIT (ITT a) 


 MACI Microfracture 
Difference between 
treatment groups 


Physical Component Score 
Number of subjects a  72 72  
Baseline -1.77 (0.86) -1.93 (0.82)  
Week 104 -0.32 (0.89) -0.82 (1.12)  
Mean change (SD)  1.45 (1.20) 1.06 (1.21)  
Adjusted b mean 
change  


1.53 1.02 
0.51 


p value 0.001 
Mental Component Score 
Number of subjects a  72 69  
Baseline 0.04 (1.16) -0.17 (1.30)  
Week 104 0.45 (0.87) 0.49 (1.00)  
Mean change (SD)  0.41 (1.06) 0.63 (1.39)  
Adjusted b mean 
change  


0.44 0.53 
-0.09 


p value 0.523 
Source: SUMMIT Table 10-7 pg 112-113 
Abbreviations: ITT, intention to treat; MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; 
SD, standard deviation; SF-12; 12-Item short-form health survey 
a Includes all randomised patients treated with MACI or microfracture 
b least-squares adjusted means 


MRI at Week 104 


MRI assessments of structural repair parameters at baseline and Week 104 


were used to assess the degree of defect fill based on the thickness of repair 


tissue. The results of the analysis for MRI Degree of Defect Fill are presented 


in Table 19. At Week 104, improvement since study treatment in defect fill 


was evident for patients in both treatment groups. The defects were filled to 


more than 50% for the majority of patients and the proportion of patients with 


>75% defect fill was comparable between patients treated with MACI implant 


or microfracture. There was no significant difference between the treatment 


groups in MRI Degree of Defect Fill at Week 104. 
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Table 19. MRI degree of defect fill at Week 104 for all patients in SUMMIT 
(ITT a) 


Number of patients with degree 
of defect fill  


MACI 
n (%) 


Microfracture 
n (%) 


P value 


76 to 100% 35 (48.6) 41 (56.9) 0.920 


51 to 75% 23 (31.9) 12 (16.7) 


26 to 50% 4 (5.6) 7 (9.7) 


0 to 25% 8 (11.1) 9 (12.5) 


Measurement of agreement Weighted Kappa 0.571 


95% CI 0.421, 
0.722 


Source: SUMMIT Table 10-4 pg 105 


Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; ITT, intention to treat; MACI, matrix-induced 


autologous chondrocyte implant; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging 
a Includes all randomised patients treated with MACI or microfracture 


Histology ICRS II assessment at Week 104 


The quality of the cartilage repair was assessed using the ICRS II histology 


scoring system. The results of the “Overall Assessment” component of the 


ICRS II score are shown in Table 20 The mean ICRS II Overall Assessment 


score at Week 104 was comparable for the MACI implant and microfracture 


groups and there was no significant difference (p=0.717) between the 


treatment groups. 


Table 20. Microscopic ICRS II overall assessment at Week 104 for all 
patients in SUMMIT (ITT a) 


 MACI Microfracture 
Difference 
between 
treatment groups 


Number of subjects a  60 56  


Mean (SD)  64.3 (22.34) 64.3 (22.34)  


Adjusted b mean  63.82 62.31 1.52 


p value 0.717 
Source: SUMMIT Table 10-3 pg 103 
Abbreviations: ITT, intention to treat; MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; 
SD, standard deviation 
a Includes all randomised patients treated with MACI or microfracture 
b least-squares adjusted means 


SUMMIT extension study 


Co primary efficacy outcomes 
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Overall in this extension study, the interim results of patient follow-up to three 


years post-study treatment (i.e., Year 1 of the MACI00809 study) are 


consistent with the results reported in the MACI00206 trial at two years post-


study treatment. At Week 156, patients treated with MACI continued to show a 


statistically significant improvement in the Pain and Function (SRA) co-


primary endpoint compared to patients treated with microfracture in the full 


analysis set (p=0.046). The estimated mean difference between MACI and 


microfracture in change from baseline to Week 156 was 8.12 for Pain and 


12.57 for Function (SRA). The percentage of patients who responded to 


treatment at Week 156 (had at least a 10-point improvement in both Pain and 


Function [SRA] from baseline) was greater for patients in the MACI group 


(81.54%) compared to the microfracture group (66.67%), and this result 


trended towards statistical significance (p=0.065). (38) 


Secondary efficacy outcomes 


The results at Week 104 for the remaining KOOS subscales showing 


significantly greater improvement from baseline for patients in the MACI 


treatment group were supported by the results at Week 156, as all three of the 


remaining KOOS subscales were significantly greater for patients in the MACI 


group compared to the microfracture group: ADL (p=0.009), QOL (p=0.007), 


and Other Symptoms (p=0.014). These results were further supported by 


statistically significant results at Week 156 for additional patient-reported 


outcome measures included in the study.  


Furthermore, up to Week 156, fewer patients in the MACI group (n=1) have 


been judged to be a treatment failure by the Independent Treatment Failure 


Evaluation Committee compared to the microfracture group (n=3). This 


difference favoured MACI, but did not reach statistical significance due to the 


low incidence of events overall. There was no significant difference between 


the treatment groups in MRI Degree of Defect Fill at Week 156 (p=0.400), 


consistent with the results at Week 104 (p=0.920). A similar proportion of 


patients in both treatment groups evidenced >50% defect fill (MACI: 72.4%, 


microfracture: 74.5%) at Week 156. The treatment groups did not differ 


significantly on other MRI parameters, including graft integration or graft 


hypertrophy.  
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The results for secondary efficacy outcomes assessed at Week 156 were 


similar to those assessed at Week 104, illustrating that MACI remained 


superior to microfracture at 3-year follow-up (Table 21). 


Table 21. Secondary efficacy outcomes at Week 104 and Week 156  


 Week 104 Week 156 


 Estimated 
difference (SE) 


P-Value Estimated 
difference (SE) 


P-Value 


Modified 
Cincinnati 
Knee Rating 


0.99 ( 0.36)  0.006 0.79 ( 0.36) 0.030 


IKDC Knee 
Evaluation 
Overall Score 


5.91 ( 3.43)  0.085 7.68 ( 3.47) 0.027 


SF-12 Physical 
component 
score 


0.48 ( 0.17)  0.004 0.30 ( 0.17) 0.078 


SF-12 Mental 
Component 
score 


-0.12 ( 0.15)  0.414 0.04 ( 0.15) 0.809 


EQ-5D VAS 
score 


3.45 ( 2.81)  0.220 2.60 ( 3.29) 0.430 


 


Basad (2010){14) 


Summary 


The difference between baseline and 24 months post-operatively for both 


treatment groups was significant for the Lysholm, Tegner, patient ICRS and 


surgeon ICRS scores (P<0.0001). However, MACI was significantly more 


effective over time (24 months versus baseline) than MF according to the 


Lysholm (P = 0.005), Tegner (P = 0.04), ICRS patient (P = 0.03) and ICRS 


surgeon (P = 0.02) scores. There were no safety issues related to MACI or 


MF during the study. Therefore MACI was considered superior to MF in the 


treatment of articular defects over 2 years.  


Mean Lysholm score 


The mean Lysholm score in the MACI group improved from 52 at baseline to 


95 at 12 months. This improvement was broadly maintained at 24 months 


(mean score 92). In the MF group, these scores improved from 55 at baseline 


to 81 at 12 months but then declined to 69 at 24 month (Table 22). Individual 
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patients’ Lysholm scores showed maintained improvement over 2 years in the 


patients treated with MACI, but patients treated with MF showed a much 


broader scattering of results. The difference between baseline and 24 months 


post-operatively for both treatment groups was significant (P<0.0001), but 


MACI was significantly more effective over time than MF (P = 0.005). 


Table 22. Mean and median lysholm scores over time 


 Baseline 3 months 6 months 12 
months 


18 
months 


24 
months 


Mean 
MACI 


52 ± 26  77 ± 17 87 ± 17 92 ± 11 91 ± 13 92 ± 9 


Median 
MACI 


58  81 93 95 93 94 


N MACI 39  39 39 38 32 33 
Mean 
MF 


55 ± 25  66 ± 20 82 ± 18 82 ± 22 80 ± 22 69 ± 26 


Median 
MF 


56  70 88 90 90 70 


N MF 17  17 17 17 17 15 
Source: Basad 2009, Table 2 


The median Tegner score improved from level 2 at baseline to level 4 at 12 


months in the MACI group, and this improvement was maintained at 24 


months. The median Tegner scores improved from level 2 at baseline to level 


3 at 12 months in the MF group, and this improvement was maintained at 24 


months (Table 23). The difference between baseline and 24 months post-


operatively for both treatment groups was significant (P<0.0001), but MACI 


was significantly more effective over time than MF (P = 0.04).  


Table 23. Disposition of Tegner score levels and medians over time 


 MACI    MF    
 Baseline 6 


months 
12 
months 


24 
months 


Baseline 6 
months 


12 
months 


24 
months 


N 39  39 37 37 20 18 18 17 
Level 
10 


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


Level 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Level 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Level 7 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Level 6 1 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 
Level 5 1 1 5 7 0 1 1 1 
Level 4 1 10 11 16 1 3 6 6 
Level 3 11 24 15 11 6 13 9 8 
Level 2 12 2 2 1 5 1 1 1 
Level 1 12 1 0 0 8 0 1 1 
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Level 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Median Level 


2 
Level 
3 


Level 
4 


Level 
4 


Level 
2 


Level 
3 


Level 
3 


Level 
3 


Source: Basad 2009, Table 3 


The number of completers by ICRS score, by therapy, over time is shown in. 


The difference between ICRS patient scores at baseline and 24 months post-


operatively was significant for both treatment groups (P<0.0001), but MACI 


was significantly more effective over time than MF (P = 0.03). For the 


surgeon’s ICRS scores, the difference between baseline and 24 months post-


operatively was significant for both treatment groups (P<0.0001). MACI was 


significantly more effective over time than MF (P = 0.02). 


Table 24. Disposition of ICRS scores, by therapy over time 


ICRS 
score 


Therapy Baseline 3 
months 


6 
months 


12 
months 


18 
months 


24 
months 


I MACI 2 5 7 18 11 14 
 MF  1  4 2 2 
II MACI 4 17 22 14 15 14 
 MF 3 5 12 9 8 4 
III MACI 21 13 6 2 3 2 
 MF 10 9 3 3 2 3 
IV MACI 8      
 MF 2    1 1 
Source: Basad 2009, Table 4 
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5.6 Meta-analysis  


When more than one study is available and the methodology is comparable, a 


meta-analysis should be undertaken. This section should be read in 


conjunction with NICE’s ‘Guide to the methods of technology appraisal’, 


sections 5.3.9 to 5.3.12.  


5.6.1 The following steps should be used as a minimum when presenting 


a meta-analysis. 


 Perform a statistical assessment of heterogeneity. If the visual 


presentation and/or the statistical test indicate that the RCT 


results are heterogeneous, try to provide an explanation for the 


heterogeneity.  


 Statistically combine (pool) the results for both relative risk 


reduction and absolute risk reduction using both the fixed effects 


and random effects models (giving four combinations in all).  


 Provide an adequate description of the methods of statistical 


combination and justify their choice. 


 Undertake sensitivity analysis when appropriate.  


 Tabulate and/or graphically display the individual and combined 


results (such as through the use of forest plots). 


No meta-analysis was undertaken. 


5.6.2 If a meta-analysis is not considered appropriate, a rationale should 


be given and a qualitative overview provided. The overview should 


summarise the overall results of the individual studies with 


reference to their critical appraisal.  


NA 


5.6.3 If any of the relevant RCTs listed in response to section 6.2.4 


(Complete list of relevant RCTs) are excluded from the meta-


analysis, the reasons for doing so should be explained. The impact 
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that each exclusion has on the overall meta-analysis should be 


explored.  


5.7 Indirect and mixed treatment comparisons  


Data from head–to–head RCTs should be presented in the reference-case 


analysis, if available. If data from head–to–head RCTs are not available, 


indirect treatment comparison methods should be used. This section should 


be read in conjunction with NICE’s ‘Guide to the methods of technology 


appraisal’, sections 5.3.13 to 5.3.22. 


5.7.1 Describe the strategies used to retrieve relevant clinical data on the 


comparators and common references both from the published 


literature and from unpublished data. The methods used should be 


justified with reference to the decision problem. Sufficient detail 


should be provided to enable the methods to be reproduced, and 


the rationale for any inclusion and exclusion criteria used should be 


provided. Exact details of the search strategy used should be 


provided in section 10.4, appendix 4. 


An indirect comparison of MACI versus ACI and MACI versus mosaicplasty 


was undertaken as part of the MSAC submission for MACI in Australia in 


January 2013. As there was no time to update the indirect comparison, we 


report the story carried out for the MSAC here.  


A full review of the literature was undertaken at that time to identify all 


randomised trials evaluating the efficacy of MACI implant, ACI, microfracture 


and mosaicplasty treatments for patients with chondral defects of the knee. 


These trials would be used in conjunction with the pivotal SUMMIT trial to 


provide evidence for the clinical efficacy of each of the interventions. 


The following approaches were used to search for relevant data: 


 a search of published literature using the electronic database 


EMBASE.com, which allows concurrent searching of EMBASE and 


MEDLINE 
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 a search of the Cochrane Library and other health technology 


assessment websites  


The search strategies used are summarised in Appendix 4.  After reviewing 


the retrieved references, a manual search of the reference lists of relevant 


articles was performed.  A total of 756 citations were retrieved, including 605 


citations from EMBASE.com and 151 citations from the Cochrane library 


5.7.2 Please follow the instructions specified in sections 6.1 to 6.5 for the 


identification, selection and methodology of the trials, quality 


assessment and the presentation of results. Provide in 


section 10.5, appendix 5, a complete quality assessment for each 


comparator RCT identified.  


Table 25. Summary of identification of randomised trials from the search 
of the published literature  


 EMBASE 
(incorpora
tes 
MEDLINE) 


The 
Cochrane 
Library 


Number of citations retrieved by search 606 151


Number of citations excluded after title / abstract 
review 


  


 Duplicate citation 6 28


 Not a fully published study 1 21


 Wrong study type: not a randomised trial 434 12


 Wrong intervention: not MACI, ACI, microfracture 
or mosaicplasty 


70 72


 Wrong population: not human adults with chondral 
defects of the knee 


70 12


 Wrong comparator: not one of MACI, ACI, 
microfracture or mosaicplasty compared with 
another 


9 0


 Not English language 2 6


Total number of citations excluded 592 151


Total number of studies identified for full text review 14
Abbreviations: ACI, autologous chondrocyte implant; MACI, matrix-induced autologous 
chondrocyte implant; 


Further details of the selection of included studies are provided below. 


Systematic reviews of cartilage repair techniques 
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The literature search described above identified 14 relevant systematic 


reviews or technology assessment reports that included an assessment of 


MACI implant, ACI, microfracture or mosaicplasty (Table 26). The reference 


list of each review was cross checked with the citations identified from the 


literature search. None of the systematic reviews included any additional 


studies other than those already identified in the literature search at the time. 


Additionally, a recently completed randomised trial of MACI implant (SUMMIT) 


was not included in any of the systematic reviews.  
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Table 26. Systematic reviews containing MACI implant, ACI, 
microfracture or mosaicplasty 


Systematic review / HTA report 


Clar C, Cummins E, McIntyre L, Thomas S, Lamb J, Bain L, Jobanputra P, and Waugh N. 
(2005) Clinical and cost-effectiveness of autologous chondrocyte implantation for cartilage 
defects in knee joints: Systematic review and economic evaluation. Health Technology 
Assessment 9:iii-48. 


Harris JD, Siston RA, Brophy RH, Lattermann C, Carey JL, and Flanigan DC. (2011) Failures, 
re-operations, and complications after autologous chondrocyte implantation: a systematic 
review (Provisional abstract). Osteoarthritis. and Cartilage. 19:779-791. 


Jobanputra P, Parry D, Fry SA, and Burls A. (2001) Effectiveness of autologous chondrocyte 
transplantation for hyaline cartilage defects in knees: a rapid and systematic review 
(Structured abstract). Health Technology Assessment. 5:1-57. 


Jobanputra P, Parry D, Meads C, and Burls A. (2001) Autologous chondrocyte transplantation 
for cartilage defects in the knee joint (Structured abstract). Birmingham. : West Midlands. 
Health Technology Assessment. Collaboration.88. 


Kon E, Verdonk P, Condello V, Delcogliano M, Dhollander A, Filardo G, Pignotti E, and 
Marcacci M. (2009) Matrix-assisted autologous chondrocyte transplantation for the repair of 
cartilage defects of the knee: systematic clinical data review and study quality analysis. The 
American journal of sports medicine 37 Suppl 1:156S-166S. 


Magnussen RA, Dunn WR, Carey JL, and Spindler KP. (2008) Treatment of focal articular 
cartilage defects in the knee: a systematic review (Structured abstract). Clinical. 
Orthopaedics. and Related. Research. 466:952-962. 


Mithoefer K, McAdams T, Williams RJ, Kreuz PC, and Mandelbaum BR. (2009) Clinical 
efficacy of the microfracture technique for articular cartilage repair in the knee: an evidence-
based systematic analysis (Structured abstract). American. Journal of Sports Medicine 
37:2053-2063. 


Naveen S, Robson N, and Kamarul T. (2012) Comparative analysis of autologous 
chondrocyte implantation and other treatment modalities: a systematic review (Provisional 
abstract). Database of Abstracts. of Reviews of Effects.89-96. 


NICE (2008) The use of autologous chondrocyte implantation for the treatment of cartilage 
defects in knee joints: review of technology appraisal 16. Technology appraisal 89 


Swedish-Council-on-Technology-Assessment-in-Health-Care. (2000) Autologous chondrocyte 
transplantation in treating cartilage damage in the knee - early assessment briefs (ALERT) 
(Brief record). Stockholm. : Swedish. Council. on Technology Assessment. in Health Care. 


Vasiliadis HS and Wasiak J. (2010) Autologous chondrocyte implantation for full thickness 
articular cartilage defects of the knee. Cochrane database of systematic reviews 
(Online)CD003323. 


Vasiliadis HS, Wasiak J, and Salanti G. (2010) Autologous chondrocyte implantation for the 
treatment of cartilage lesions of the knee: A systematic review of randomized studies. Knee 
Surgery, Sports Traumatology, Arthroscopy 18:1645-1655. 


Vavken P and Samartzis D. (2010) Effectiveness of autologous chondrocyte implantation in 
cartilage repair of the knee: A systematic review of controlled trials. Osteoarthritis and 
Cartilage 18:857-863. 


Wasiak J, Clar C, and Villanueva E. (2006) Autologous cartilage implantation for full thickness 
articular cartilage defects of the knee. Cochrane database of systematic reviews (Online) 
3:CD003323. 


Abbreviations: HTA, Health Technology Assessment; NICE, National Institute for Clinical 
Excellence 
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Selection of included studies 


A total of 14 randomised studies were reviewed in full text. The process of the 


full text review is described below and a summary is presented in Table 27. 


The pivotal SUMMIT trial reported a responder analysis based on the KOOS 


score for MACI implant compared to microfracture. The clinical outcomes 


reported in each of the remaining randomised studies were reviewed. In order 


to be eligible for inclusion, the study must report a responder analysis based 


on the KOOS score. One study of ACI compared with microfracture{Saris, 


2009 105 /id} that reported a KOOS responder analysis was identified. The 


combination of the SUMMIT trial and Saris 2009 were selected to provide 


evidence for the efficacy of MACI implant, ACI and microfracture. 


There were no studies of mosaicplasty that reported a responder analysis 


based on the KOOS score. For mosaicplasty, the Modified Cincinnati Knee 


Score was selected as a proxy for a KOOS responder analysis. The 


adaptation of the Modified Cincinnati Knee Score for use in the economic 


model is described in later sections. Each of the studies containing a 


mosaicplasty treatment arm was reviewed and those that did not report the 


Modified Cincinnati Knee Score were excluded. Two publications from one 


study(30;55) reported the Modified Cincinnati Knee Score. The Bentley 


2012(56) publication was excluded as the study duration of 10 years was not 


comparable to the SUMMIT trial 2-year duration. The Bentley 2003(30) 


publication was selected for inclusion, at the time of the Australian 


submission. If we had redone the indirect comparison, the Bentley 2012 (56) 


study would not have been excluded, as this demonstrates the longevity of the 


MACI/ACI implants.   
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Table 27. Summary of the selection process for included studies 


Total number of studies identified for full text review 14


Number of citations excluded after full text review 


 Trial does not contain a KOOS responder analysis (MACI, ACI and 
microfracture studies) 


7


 Trial does not contain the Modified Cincinnati Knee (mosaicplasty 
studies only) 


4


 Trial duration was not comparable to SUMMIT trial (2 years) 1


Total number of citations excluded 12


Total number of included studies 2


Abbreviations: ACI, autologous chondrocyte implant; KOOS, knee injury and osteoarthritis 
outcome score; MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; 
 


Following the completion of the full text review process, two studies, Bentley 


2003(30) and Saris 2009(57), were selected for inclusion together with the 


SUMMIT trial. The citation for each of the included studies is presented in 


Table 28, below. 


Table 28. List of included studies 


Study ID Citations of included studies 


SUMMIT 


(MACI00206)(37) 


A Prospective, Randomized, Open-Label, Parallel-Group, 
Multicenter Study to Demonstrate the Superiority of Matrix-
induced Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (MACI® 
implant) versus Arthroscopic Microfracture for the Treatment of 
Symptomatic Articular Cartilage Defects of the Femoral 
Condyle including the Trochlea. 


Bentley 2003(30) Bentley G, Biant LC, Carrington RWJ, Akmal M, Goldberg A, 
Williams AM, Skinner JA, and Pringle J. (2003) A prospective, 
randomised comparison of autologous chondrocyte 
implantation versus mosaicplasty for osteochondral defects in 
the knee. Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery - Series B 
85:223-230. 


Saris 2009(57) Saris DB, Vanlauwe J, Victor J, Almqvist KF, Verdonk R, 
Bellemans J, and Luyten FP. (2009) Treatment of symptomatic 
cartilage defects of the knee: characterized chondrocyte 
implantation results in better clinical outcome at 36 months in 
a randomized trial compared to microfracture. The American 
journal of sports medicine 37 Suppl 1:10S-19S. 


 


5.7.3 Provide a summary of the trials used to conduct the indirect 


comparison. A suggested format is presented below. Network 


diagrams may be an additional valuable form of presentation. 
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Characteristics of included studies 


A brief summary of key trial characteristics for the SUMMIT trial, Bentley 


2003(30) and Saris 2009(57) is presented in Table 29. SUMMIT was a 


prospective, randomised, open-label, parallel-group, multicentre study. The 


study compared MACI implant (N=72) with microfracture (N=72) in patients 


aged 18 to 55 with Outerbridge Grade III or IV focal cartilage defect ≥3.0 cm2. 


Primary outcomes in the trial were change from baseline to Week 104 in knee 


injury and osteoarthritis outcome score (KOOS) pain score and KOOS 


function (sports and recreational activities (SRA) score. Secondary outcomes 


were response rate (defined as number of patients with at least a 10 point 


improvement in KOOS pain and function), change from baseline to 104 weeks 


in other KOOS domains (activities of daily living (ADL), knee-related quality of 


life (QOL) and other symptoms), international knee documentation committee 


(IKDC) subjective knee evaluation form, 12-Item Short-Form Health Survey 


(SF-12), histology and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) assessment.  


Bentley 2003(30) was an RCT conducted at a single hospital in the United 


Kingdom. The trial enrolled 100 consecutive patients with symptomatic 


chondral defects of the knee who were randomised to treatment with either 


ACI (N=58) or mosaicplasty (N=42). The mean size of the patients’ chondral 


defect was 4.66 cm2 and the range was 1 cm2 to 12.2 cm2. The study 


assessed treatment efficacy at two years post-surgery using the Modified 


Cincinnati Knee and Stanmore functional rating scores. The quality of the 


cartilage repair was assessed by ICRS grading and histology. 


Saris 2009(57) was a multicentre RCT conducted at 13 centres in Belgium, 


Croatia, Germany and the Netherlands. The study enrolled patients aged 


between 18 and 50 years with a single chondral defect of the knee sized 


between 1 cm2 and 5 cm2. Patients were randomised to receive either ACI 


(ChondroCelect) or microfracture and were followed-up after three years. 


Clinical efficacy was assessed using the KOOS instrument, with the results 


expressed as both change from baseline and as a dichotomised responder 


analysis. The study also used a visual analogue scale to assess efficacy and 


reported the rate of treatment failure and MRI assessment of repair quality. 
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Table 29 Summary of the characteristics of the included clinical trials 


Study ID Study 
design 


Study 
population 
characteristic
s 


Compared 
interventions 
(N) 


Clinical outcomes 


SUMMIT(3
7) 


Multicentre, 
Phase III, 
open-label, 
parallel-
group RCT, 
2-year 
follow-up 


Patients aged 
18 to 55 years, 
with at least 1 
symptomatic 
Outerbridge 
Grade III or IV 
focal cartilage 
defect ≥3.0 
cm2.  


MACI implant 
(N=72) versus 
microfracture 
(N=72) 


 


 Change from baseline to 
Week 104 in KOOS pain 
score and KOOS function 
(SRA) score. 


 Response rate at 104 
weeks based on KOOS 
pain and function (SRA) 
score  


 Change from baseline to 
Week 104 in KOOS ADL, 
QOL and other symptoms. 


 Change from baseline to 
Week 104 in IKDC 


 Change from baseline to 
Week 104 in SF-12 


 Treatment failure rate 
 Histology ICRS II at Week 


104 
 MRI assessment of 


structural repair at Week 
104 


Bentley 
2003(30) 


Single 
centre, 
open-label, 
RCT, 2-
year follow-
up 


100 
consecutive 
patients aged 
16-49 with 
symptomatic 
chondral 
defects of the 
knee; mean 
defect size 
4.66 cm2 


ACI (N=58) 
versus 
mosaicplasty 
(N=42) 


 


 Modified Cincinnati Knee 
(Excellent/Good/Fair/Poor) 


 Stanmore functional rating 
score 


 ICRS grading 
 Histology 


Saris 
2009(57) 


Multicentre, 
open-label, 
parallel-
group RCT, 
3-year 
follow-up 


Patients aged 
18 to 50 years, 
with single 
ICRS grade 
III/IV 
symptomatic 
cartilage lesion 
of the femoral 
condyles sized 
1-5 cm2 


ACI 
(ChondroCelec
t) (N=57 
randomised; 
51 treated) 
versus 
microfracture 
(N=61) 


 Change from baseline in 
KOOS 


 KOOS responder analysis 
 Visual analogue scale 
 Treatment failure rate 
 Magnetic resonance 


Observation of Cartilage 
Repair Tissue (MOCART) 
 


Abbreviations: ADL, activities of daily living; ICRS, International Cartilage Repair Society; 
IKDC, International Knee Documentation Committee; KOOS, knee injury and Osteoarthritis 
Outcome score; MACI; matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; MOCART, Magnetic 
resonance Observation of Cartilage Repair Tissue; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NA, 
not applicable; QOL, knee-related quality of life; RCT, randomised control trial; SF-12, 12-
Item Short-Form Health Survey; SRA, sports and recreational activities. 
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5.7.4 For the selected trials, provide a summary of the data used in the 


analysis. 


No studies that directly compared MACI implant and ACI using a KOOS 


responder analysis were identified. Consequently, to estimate the comparative 


effectiveness of MACI implant and ACI, an indirect comparison via 


microfracture was performed. The indirect comparison used the following 


data: 


 KOOS response rates from the SUMMIT trial (MACI implant versus 


microfracture) 


 KOOS response rates from the Saris 2009(57) (ACI versus 


microfracture) 


The KOOS instrument is a widely accepted and validated measure of knee 


function and includes the following 5 separately scored subscales which in 


total addressed 42 items: 


 Pain (9 items) 


 Function (SRA) (5 items) 


 Function in Activities of Daily Living (ADL; 17 items) 


 Knee-Related Quality of Life (QOL; 4 items) 


 Other Symptoms (e.g. swelling, restricted range of motion [7 items]) 


A 5-point Likert scale was used to record the response to each item ranging 


from 0 (no problems) to 4 (extreme problems). Within each subscale, items 


are summed and normalised to a value between 0 (extreme problems) and 


100 (no problems). A level of 10 points or more of improvement or decline 


represents the minimum clinically important difference (MCID).(10)  


The results from the KOOS assessment were used to assess whether 


patients had responded to treatment. A responder was defined as a patient 


with at least a 10-point improvement in both the KOOS Pain and Function 


(SRA) scores from baseline, based on the MCID for the KOOS 


instrument.(10)  
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The definition of response used in the SUMMIT trial was different to the 


definition of response used in the Saris 2009 study, although both were based 


on results from the KOOS instrument. 


The analyses presented in Saris 2009 included all patients who had 


undergone assessments at 36 months. To be consistent with the SUMMIT 


trial, a post hoc ITT analysis of the Saris 2009 data was also conducted. The 


ITT analysis included all patients who received ACI or microfracture treatment, 


with missing subjects classed as non-responders. 


To ensure consistency, the results from the SUMMIT trial were also 


reanalysed using the definition of response from Saris 2009, which was: 


 “an increase from baseline in overall KOOS of at least 10 percentage 


points and/or an increase from baseline of at least 10 percentage 


points in at least 3 of the 4 KOOS subdomains”. 


The authors of the Saris 2009 study note that the Function (SRA) domain was 


excluded from their KOOS analysis because of the large amount of missing 


data for this subdomain. This was taken into account in reanalysis of the 


SUMMIT trial data.  


The literature search did not identify any randomised trials of mosaicplasty 


that reported a response rate based on the KOOS score. The literature search 


identified one randomised study comparing ACI and mosaicplasty that 


reported the results from the Modified Cincinnati Knee score in four 


categories: ‘excellent’, ‘good’, ‘fair’ and ‘poor’.(30) These data have been used 


to create a proxy response rate, with patients who experienced an ‘excellent’ 


or ‘good’ results being classed as responders and patients who had a ‘fair’ or 


‘poor’ result being classed as non-responders. 


5.7.5 Please provide a clear description of the indirect/mixed treatment 


comparison methodology. Supply any programming language in a 


separate appendix. 


Though it was not explicitly reported, the indirect comparison of MACI and ACI 


was undertaken using the Bucher method.  
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5.7.6 Please present the results of the analysis.  


MACI versus ACI 


The analyses presented in Saris 2009(57) included all patients who had 


undergone assessments at 36 months. To be consistent with the SUMMIT 


trial, a post hoc ITT analysis of the Saris 2009 data was also conducted. The 


ITT analysis included all patients who received ACI or microfracture treatment, 


with missing subjects classed as non-responders. 


The results from the Saris 2009 study are presented in Table 30. In both 


analyses the proportion of patients who responded to treatment was higher in 


the ACI group; however, this trend did not reach statistical significance. 


Table 30 KOOS Response rate at 36 months in Saris 2009 


N (%) ACI Microfracture p value c


Saris 2009 


Number of patents 41 50 0.084


Responded 34 (83) 31 (62)


Not responded a 7 (17) 19 (38)


Saris 2009 ITT b 


Number of patients 51 61 0.09


Responded 34 (67) 31 (51)


Not responded 17 (33) 30 (49)
Source: Saris 2009 p15S. 
Abbreviations: ACI, autologous chondrocyte implant; ITT, intention to treat; NR, not reported 
a Includes patients with no clinically relevant change or worse response. 
b All values calculated post hoc 
c P value for ITT analysis calculated post hoc in ReviewManager 5. 


 


The results from Saris 2009 were combined with those from the SUMMIT trial 


in an indirect comparison of MACI implant compared with ACI. It should be 


noted that the SUMMIT trial and Saris 2009 had different durations. This may 


affect the results of the indirect comparison and should be considered when 


interpreting the results. The majority of the response to treatment for both ACI 


and MACI implant occurs soon after treatment, thus the difference in duration 


between the 2-year SUMMIT trial and the 3-year Saris 2009 study may have 


only a minimal effect on the analysis.  


The analysis of the efficacy of MACI implant compared with ACI consists of 


four indirect comparisons based on the available data. These analyses 
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included the data as reported in SUMMIT and Saris 2009 as well as the re-


analysed SUMMIT response rate and the post hoc ITT analysis of Saris 2009. 


The four indirect comparisons included here are: 


1. SUMMIT vs. Saris 2009 


2. SUMMIT vs. Saris 2009 ITT 


3. SUMMIT reanalysis vs. Saris 2009 


4. SUMMIT reanalysis vs. Saris 2009 ITT 


The results of each comparison are presented in Figure 4 below. Overall the 


analyses showed no significant difference between ACI and MACI in the 


likelihood of achieving a response to treatment.  
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Figure 4. ACI versus MACI implant via microfracture: KOOS response rates 


MACI implant versus microfracture 


Study or Subgroup


SUMMIT
SUMMIT reanalysis


Events


49
58


Total


72
72


Events


63
67


Total


72
72


Weight M-H, Random, 95% CI


0.78 [0.65, 0.93]
0.87 [0.76, 0.99]


Microfracture MACI Risk Ratio Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI


0.2 0.5 1 2 5
Favours MACI Favours microfractur


 


ACI versus microfracture 


Study or Subgroup


Saris 2009
Saris 2009 ITT


Events


31
31


Total


50
61


Events


34
34


Total


41
51


Weight M-H, Random, 95% CI


0.75 [0.58, 0.97]
0.76 [0.56, 1.04]


Microfracture ACI Risk Ratio Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI


0.2 0.5 1 2 5
Favours ACI Favours microfractu


 


ACI versus MACI via microfracture:  


Analysis 1: SUMMIT vs. Saris 2009 


RR 1.040 (0.762, 1.420) 


Analysis 2: SUMMIT vs. Saris 2009 ITT 


RR 1.026 (0.716, 1.470) 


Analysis 3: SUMMIT reanalysis vs. Saris 2009 


RR 1.160 (0.870, 1.547) 


Analysis 4: SUMMIT reanalysis vs. Saris 2009 ITT 


RR 1.145 (0.815, 1.607) 


Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; M‐H, Mantel‐Haenszel; RR, relative risk. 


 


MACI implant versus mosaicplasty 


Results 


The results from the Bentley 2003(30) study are presented in Table 31. 


Overall, 88% of patients treated with ACI and 69% of patients treated with 


mosaicplasty had an ’excellent’ or ‘good’ Modified Cincinnati Knee 


assessment at 12 months. For the purposes of the economic model, these 


patients have been classed as responders. Based on this analysis, patients 
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treated with ACI are significantly more likely to achieve a response to 


treatment than patients treated with mosaicplasty (p=0.03). 


Table 31 Modified Cincinnati Knee rating at 12 months in Bentley 
2003 


N (%) ACI Mosaicplasty p value a


Bentley 2003(30) 


Number of patients 58 42 0.03


Responder: ‘excellent’ or 
‘good’ 


51 (88) 29 (69)


Non-responder: ‘fair’ or 
‘poor’ 


7 (12) 13 (31)


Source: Bentley 2003 p226. 
Abbreviations: ACI, autologous chondrocyte implant 
a P value for ITT analysis calculated post hoc in ReviewManager 5. 
A relative risk analysis of the post hoc responder analysis of Bentley 2003 is presented 
graphically in Figure 5. The analysis shows that patients treated with mosaicplasty have a 
significantly lower likelihood of achieving a response compared with patients who received 
ACI (RR 0.79). 


Figure 5. Difference in Modified Cincinnati Knee response rates for 
mosaicplasty relative to ACI 


Study or Subgroup


Bentley 2003


Events


29


Total


42


Events


51


Total


58


Weight M-H, Random, 95% CI


0.79 [0.63, 0.98]


Mosaicplasty ACI Risk Ratio Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI


0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10
Favours experimental Favours control


 


Abbreviations: ACI, autologous chondrocyte implant; CI, confidence interval; M-H, Mantel-
Haenszel. 


Previous analyses have established that there is no significant difference in 


treatment response rate between ACI and MACI implant. Consequently, it can 


be concluded that the response rate for mosaicplasty relative to ACI can also 


be applied to mosaicplasty relative to MACI implant. Therefore MACI can be 


considered more efficacious than mosaicplasty. 


5.7.7 Please provide the statistical assessment of heterogeneity 


undertaken. The degree of, and the reasons for, heterogeneity 


should be explored as fully as possible. 


NA 
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5.7.8 If there is doubt about the relevance of a particular trial, please 


present separate sensitivity analyses in which these trials are 


excluded.  


NA 


5.7.9 Please discuss any heterogeneity between results of pairwise 


comparisons and inconsistencies between the direct and indirect 


evidence on the technologies. 


NA 


5.8 Non-RCT evidence 


Non-RCT, both experimental and observational, evidence will be required, not 


just for those situations in which RCTs are unavailable, but also to supplement 


information from RCTs when they are available. This section should be read 


in conjunction with NICE’s ‘Guide to the methods of technology appraisal’, 


sections 3.2.8 to 3.2.10. 


5.8.1 If non-RCT evidence is considered (see section 6.2.7), please 


repeat the instructions specified in sections 6.1 to 6.5 for the 


identification, selection and methodology of the trials, and the 


presentation of results. For the quality assessments of non-RCTs, 


use an appropriate and validated quality assessment instrument. 


Key aspects of quality to be considered can be found in ‘Systematic 


reviews: CRD’s guidance for undertaking reviews in health care’ 


(www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd). Exact details of the search strategy used 


and a complete quality assessment for each trial should be 


provided in sections 10.6 and 10.7, appendices 6 and 7.  


Identification and selection of studies 


As discussed in Section 5.2.7, a search for observational studies was also 


undertaken as part of the Australian MSAC submission. The same search 


strategy was used as for the identification of randomised trials (Appendix 2). 


Embase, Medline, The Cochrane Library, and the Sponsor’s databases were 
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searched with the aim to identify fully published English language 


observational studies of MACI implant with durations greater than two years. 


Any studies that did not provide both a baseline and post-baseline 


measurement for the reported clinical outcomes were excluded. This search 


identified five relevant studies. Two of these, Bartlett (2005)(35) and Ebert 


(2011 and 2012)(18;42), were randomised trials but have been included as 


supportive evidence here. Only the results of the MACI arm are considered 


from the Bartlett trial and for the Ebert trials all patients received MACI, but 


were randomised to different rehabilitation regimens. 


A further targeted search was undertaken for this submission based on known 


publications and an additional five studies were considered relevant for 


inclusion. A list of observational and supportive studies examining MACI is 


provided in Table 32. 
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Table 32. Observational studies relevant to the decision problem 


Study ID Publications 
Bartlett 2005(35) Bartlett W, Skinner JA, Gooding CR, et al.(2005) Autologous chondrocyte implantation versus matrix-induced 


autologous chondrocyte implantation for osteochondral defects of the knee. A prospective, randomised study. J Bone Jt 
Surg Ser B 87:640-645  


Behrens 2006(41) Behrens P, Bitter T, Kurz B, and Russlies M. (2006) Matrix-associated autologous chondrocyte transplantation 
/implantation (MACT/MACI)-5-year follow-up. Knee 13:194-202 


Genovese 2010(43) Genovese E, Ronga M, Angeretti MG, Novario R, Leonardi A, Albrizio M, Callegari L, and Fugazzola C. (2010) Matrix-
induced autologous chondrocyte implantation of the knee: mid-term and long-term follow-up by MR arthrography. 
Skeletal radiology 40:47-56 


Ebert 2011(42) Ebert JR, Robertson WB, Woodhouse J, Fallon M, Zheng MH, Ackland T, and Wood DJ. (2011) Clinical and magnetic 
resonance imaging-based outcomes to 5 years after matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation to address 
articular cartilage defects in the knee. The American journal of sports medicine 39:753-763 


Ebert  2012(18) Ebert JR, Fallon M, Zheng MH et al. (2012) A Randomized Trial Comparing Accelerated and Traditional Approaches to 
Postoperative Weight bearing Rehabilitation After Matrix-Induced Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation : Findings at 5 
Years. The American Journal of Sports Medicine; 40(7) 


Marlovits 2012(44) Marlovits S, Aldrian S, Wondrasch B, Zak L, Albrecht C, Welsch G, Trattnig S. (2012) Clinical and radiological outcomes 
5 years after matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation in patients with symptomatic, traumatic chondral 
defects. The American journal of sports medicine 40:2273-2280 


Ventura 2012(45) Ventura A, Memeo A, Borgo E, Terzaghi C, Legnani C, Albisetti W. Repair of osteochondral lesions in the knee by 
chondrocyte implantation using the MACI® technique (2012) Knee Surg Sports Traumatol Arthrosc. 20(1):121-6 


Zak 2012(46) Zak L; Aldrian S, Wondrasch B (2012) Ability to Return to Sports 5 Years After Matrix-Associated Autologous 
Chondrocyte Transplantation in an Average Population of Active Patients. The American Journal of Sports Medicine 


Vijayan 2014(47) Vijayan S, Bentley G, Rahman J et al. (2014) Revision cartilage cell transplantation for failed autologous chondrocyte 
transplantation in chronic osteochondral 
defects of the knee. Bone Joint Journal;96-B:54–8. 


Nawaz 2014(48) Nawaz SZ, Bentley G, Briggs T et al. (2014) Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation in the Knee J Bone Joint Surg Am; 
96:824-830 
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Assessment of study methodology 


A brief summary of key study characteristics for the included studies is 


presented in Table 33. The majority of studies were prospective case series or 


cohort studies with at least five years of follow-up for patients treated with 


MACI. Bartlett (2005)(35) was a prospective randomised trial comparing MACI 


and ACI. The results from the MACI arm have been presented here alongside 


observational data.  
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Table 33. Summary of the characteristics of included studies 


Trial ID Design characteristics Compared 
interventions 


Summary of main population characteristics Main outcomes 


Bartlett 
2005(35) 


Prospective randomised 
trial with 1 year follow-up


MACI and ACI Patients 15 to 50 years with chondral defects 
sized ≥1 


Modified Cincinnati Knee; 
Stanmore functional rating 
score; VAS 


Behrens 
2006(41) 


Prospective case-series, 
5 year follow-up 


MACI Patients aged 18 to 60 years with chondral 
defects sized 0.64 to 17.75 cm2 


Meyer; Tegner; Lysholm; 
ICRS; IKDC 


Genovese 
2010(58) 


Prospective case-series, 
5 year follow-up 


MACI Patients aged 20 to 50 years with chondral 
defects ≥ 2 cm2 


MRI (MOCART) 


Ebert 
2011(42) 


Randomised trial (all 
MACI), 5 year follow-up 


MACI Patients aged 18 to 60 years with chondral 
defects sized 1.0 to 9.0 cm2 


KOOS; SF-36; MRI 


Ebert  
2012(59) 


Randomised trial (all 
MACI), 5 year follow-up 


MACI Patients aged 16 to 63 years years with 
chondral defect sized 0.65 to 10.0 cm2  


MRI; KOOS; SF-36 
 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Prospective case-series, 
5 year follow-up 


MACI Patients aged 19 to 50 years with chondral 
defects sized >2 cm2 


KOOS; Modified Cincinnati 
Knee; Lysholm; IKDC 


Ventura 
2012(60) 


Prospective case-series, 
5 year follow-up 


MACI Patients aged 13 to 65 years with chondral 
defects sized 2.0 to 10.0 cm2 


VAS; Lysholm; Tegner 
MRI 


Zak 
2012(61) 


Prospective case-series, 
5 year follow-up 


MACI Patients aged 18-55 who met the German 
Societies of Traumatology and Orthopaedic 
Surgery regarding indications for ACI 


KOOS; Noyes sports activity 
rating scale; Tegner score 


Vijayan 
2014(47) 


Prospective cohort  with 
5 years follow-up 


MACI or ACI Patients 18-48 years with symptomatic isolated 
chondral or osteochondral lesion > 1 cm2 in the 
knee 


Cincinnati knee score; VAS 


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


Retrospective cohort 
study  with 10 years 
follow-up  


MACI (n=519) or 
ACI  


Patients aged 14-56 years with a symptomatic 
osteochondral defect range, 0.64 to 2.075 cm   


Survival; VAS pain score; 
Stanmore functional rating 
score 


Abbreviations: ACI, autologous chondrocyte implant; ICRS, international cartilage repair society; IKDC, international knee documentation committee; KOOS, 
knee injury and osteoarthritis outcome score; MACI, matrix‐induced autologous chondrocyte implant; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging;RCT, randomised 
control trial; SF‐36, 36‐Item short‐form health survey ; SRA, sports and recreational activities; VAS, visual analogue scale
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Study participants – inclusion and exclusion criteria 


A summary of the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the observational studies 


is provided in Table 34. The studies were comparable for age (range: 15 to 65 


years) of included patients but varied in defect size included. The most 


common exclusion criterion was obesity (e.g. BMI>35). 
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Table 34. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the observational studies 


Trial no. (acronym) Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  
Bartlett 2005(35) Patients between 15 and 50 


years of age, an isolated 
osteochondral defect larger 
than 1 cm2 and the ability to 
follow the rehabilitation 
programme 


Patients with osteoarthritis 
and inflammatory joint 
disease  


Behrens 2006(41) Patients between 18 and 60 
with localized cartilage defects 


Inflammable arthritis, total 
meniscectomy, knee 
instability, an inoperable 
valgus or varus deformity, 
patelladysplasia, or 
massive overweight 
(BMI>35) 


Genovese 2010(58) Grade III to IV lesions, 
according to the International 
Cartilage Repair Society scale 
(ICRS); Chondral or 
osteochondral lesions ≥2 cm of 
the femoral condyles, tibial 
plates, or patella in patients 
aged 18 to 50 years who had 
clinical symptoms such as 
knee pain or swelling 


Arthritis or bipolar kissing 
lesions; Untreated knee 
instability or axial 
deviation; Infectious, 
tumoral, metabolic and 
inflammatory changes 


Ebert 2011(42) Treated with MACI; 15 to 65 
years of age;  deemed able to 
follow the rehabilitation 
program 
 


A BMI >35, ligamentous 
instability, 
varus/valgusabnormalities; 
(>3º tibiofemoral anatomic 
angle); had undergone a 
prior extensive 
meniscectomy; or if they 
had ongoing progressive 
inflammatory arthritis 


Ebert  2012(59) Patients who had MACI; were 
15 to 65 years of age and 
deemed able to follow the 
rehabilitation program  


A BMI >35, ligamentous 
instability, varus/valgus 
abnormalities (>5 º 
tibiofemoral anatomic 
angle), had undergone a 
prior extensive 
meniscectomy, or had 
ongoing progressive 
inflammatory arthritis  


Marlovits 2012(44) Study participants were men 
and women 19 to 50 years of 
age with a defect size >2 cm2 
and no knee instability or 
malalignment (axis deviation 
>5 º) 


Obese patients (>20% of 
normal body mass index); 
had a total 
or subtotal resected 
meniscus (but not after 
partial meniscectomy), 
severe neurological 
disorders, metabolic 
arthritis, joint infections, 
tumours, psychiatric 
diseases, 
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Trial no. (acronym) Inclusion criteria  Exclusion criteria  
arthrofibrosis, or 
autoimmune diseases; or 
were pregnant 


Ventura 2012(60) Patients with symptomatic 
isolated or multiple localized 
osteochondral defects (2–10 
cm2) 


Inflammable arthritis, 
osteonecrosis, 
osteoarthritis, 
patelladysplasia, prior total 
meniscectomy, an 
inoperable valgus or varus 
abnormality, and obesity 
(BMI>30) 


Zak 2012(61) Symptomatic traumatic defects 
of articular cartilage of the 
knee; no restriction in 
number of defects; defect size 
>2 cm2; no knee instability; no 
malalignment; (axis 
deviation\5� ); female or male 
patients; age between 19 and 
50 years 


Patients younger than 50 
years; patients with body 
mass index >20% over 
normal; patients with 
uncorrected axis deformity 
�.5 ; patients who had 


total or subtotal meniscal 
resection; patients who 
were pregnant; and 
patients with severe 
neurologic disorders, 
metabolic arthritis, joint 
infection, tumor, 
psychiatric disease, 
arthrofibrosis, or 
autoimmune disease 


Vijayan 2014(47) A symptomatic isolated 
chondral or osteochondral 
lesion > 1 cm2 in the knee, and 
were considered likely to be 
able to complete the 
rehabilitation programme. All 
patients had been treated with 
primary ACI or MACI, which 
had failed to heal, 
experiencing intolerable pain 
and knee swelling 


A symptomatic isolated 
chondral or osteochondral 
lesion < 1cm2 in the knee, 
could not complete 
rehabilitation 


Nawaz 2014(48) All skeletally mature patients 
with a symptomatic 
osteochondral defect, 
regardless of size or depth, 
that was confirmed with 
magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) or arthroscopy were 
offered chondrocyte 
implantation 


Patients with tibiofemoral 
or patellar malalignment, 
clinical instability, a 
previous autologous 
chondrocyte implantation 
procedure, or known 
inflammatory arthritis were 
excluded from the study 


Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing 
submissions to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee 
 


Study subjects - patient characteristics at baseline 
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A summary of patient characteristics from the observational studies is shown 


in 
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Table 35. Overall, the studies were comparable in age and gender, with mean 


defect size ranging between 3 and 6 cm2.  
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Table 35. Baseline patient characteristics in the MACI observational studies 


Characteristic Barlett 
2005 


Behrens 
2006 


Genovese 
2010 


Ebert 
2011 


Ebert  2012 
Accelerated 
rehabilitation 


Ebert  2012 
Traditional 
rehabilitation 


Marlovits 
2012 


Ventura 
2012 


Zak 
2012 


Vijayan 
2014 


Nawaz 
2014 


N 47 38 13 41 31 32 21 53 70 22 519 
Mean age, 
years 


33.4 35 31 38.5 36.8 39.6 35.2 40 34.9 37.4 34 


Sex (% male) 59 50 77 51 68 66 86 NR 73 55 63 
BMI kg/m2 


Mean (SD) 
NR NR NR 25.5 25.7 27.3 NR NR (BMI 


>30 
excluded) 


NR NR NR 


Defect size 
mean (SD) 


6.0 4.1 4.2 3.0 3.21 3.32 5.1 4.3 (1.8) 5.3 
(2.9) 


4.47 ** 4.09 


Source: Bartlett 2005 p641; Behrens 2006 p195; Genovese 2010 p48; Ebert 2011 Table 1 p755; Ventura 2012 p122; Ebert 2012 p1528 and online 
supplement; Marlovitis 2012 Table 1 p2275; Zak 2012; Viajan 2014; Nawaz 2014 
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; SD, standard deviation 
** Converted to cm as defect sizes are reported in mm in the Vijayan paper.  
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Study outcomes 


The outcomes assessed in the included studies are shown in 
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Table 36. The most commonly assessed outcome measures included KOOS 


pain and function, Tegner activity scale, Modified Cincinnati Knee Rating, MRI 


and the VAS. 
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Table 36. Outcomes assessed in the included observational studies 


Outcome 
measure 


Bartlett 
2005(35) 


Behrens 
2006(41) 


Genovese 
2010(43) 


Ebert 
2011(4
2) 


Ebert 
2012(59) 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Zak 
2012(4
6) 


Vijayan 
2014(47) 


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


KOOS 
(including pain, 
function (SRA, 
ADL, QOL, 
other 
symptoms) 


          


Tegner activity           


Lysholm           


ICRS score           


Stanmore 
functional rating 
score 


          


Modified 
Cincinnati Knee 
Rating 


          


International 
Knee 
Documentation 
Committee 
Subjective Knee 
Evaluation 


          


12-Item Short-
Form Health 
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Outcome 
measure 


Bartlett 
2005(35) 


Behrens 
2006(41) 


Genovese 
2010(43) 


Ebert 
2011(4
2) 


Ebert 
2012(59) 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Zak 
2012(4
6) 


Vijayan 
2014(47) 


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


Survey 


Meyer            


SF 36           


EQ-5D           


VAS           


MRI           
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Statistical analysis 


A description of the primary study hypothesis and statistical analyses are 


presented in Table 37.   
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Table 37. Study aim and statistical analyses 


Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Study aim/hypothesis Statistical analysis 


Bartlett 
2005(35) 


To compares the clinical, 
arthroscopic and histological 
outcomes of osteochondral 
defects in the knee treated by 
ACI-C or MACI in a 
randomised trial. 


Clinical and arthroscopic 
assessments performed both pre-
operatively and after one year were 
compared using paired and unpaired 
t-tests. The level of significance was 
set at p < 0.05. 


Behrens 
2006(41) 


To clarify whether MACT 
proves suitable to treat 
cartilage defects and confirms 
objective and subjective clinical 
improvement over a period of 
up to 5 years after operation 


Statistical tests were performed using 
the Wilcoxon test and the Kruskal–
Wallis test. 


Genovese 
2010(43) 


To define magnetic resonance 
arthrography imaging findings 
of MACI grafts of the knee in 
order to describe implant 
behaviour and to compare 
findings with validated clinical 
scores 30 and 60 months after 
MACI implant 


NR 


Ebert 
2011(42) 


A significant improvement in 
clinical and magnetic 
resonance imaging–based 
(MRI-based) outcomes after 
MACI will exist throughout the 
postoperative timeline to 5 
years after surgery 


To investigate the progression of 
clinical and MRI-based outcomes 
over time, a 1-way repeated 
measures analysis of variance was 
used. Dependent samples t tests 
were used to investigate differences 
in each dependent variable between 
the assessment time points 


Ebert  
2012(18) 


A significant improvement will 
exist in clinical and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI)–
based scoring measures to 5 
years after surgery. 


Repeated-measures analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) was used to 
investigate the progression of the 
clinical and MRI scores over the 5-
year postoperative timeline between 
the accelerated and traditional 
groups. 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


A significant improvement in 
clinical and radiological 
outcomes after treatment of 
symptomatic, traumatic 
chondral defects of the knee 
with the MACI implant will be 
maintained up to 5 years after 
surgery. 


For data analysis, a 1-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) with repeated 
measures was performed to compare 
the respective scores at the different 
time points, as the clinical outcome 
data approximately followed a normal 
distribution. Significance was 
reached at P<.05. Mean values and 
standard deviations were calculated 
for clinically meaningful changes in 
the KOOS, IKDC, modified 
Cincinnati, and Tegner-Lysholm 
scores. 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


The study was carried out in 
order to evaluate clinical, 
radiographic, and histologic 


Paired t test (two sided test and a = 
0.05) was utilized to compare the 
preoperative and follow-up status. 
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Trial no. 
(acronym) 


Study aim/hypothesis Statistical analysis 


results with the MACI 
technique over a period of up 
to 5 years after operation. 


Differences with a p value <0.05 
were considered statistically 
significant. 


Zak 
2012(46) 


At the time of midterm follow-
up after matrix-associated 
autologous chondrocyte 
transplantation (MACT), return 
to recreational sports at the 
pre-injury level will be possible. 


The Kruskal-Wallis test and the 
Bonferroni-Holm test were used to 
compare the different location-
dependent groups pairwise, the 
Wilcoxon signed rank test for related 
variables to compute differences 
between pre- and postoperative 
clinical scores, and the Spearman 
rho correlation as a nonparametric 
test. A P value of <0.05 indicated 
statistically significant results 


Vijayan 
2014(47) 


To report experience of 
revision cartilage 
transplantation performed in 
patients with chronically 
symptomatic articular cartilage 
lesions after failed ACI or 
MACI. 


Mean pre- and post-operative scores 
were compared using the paired t-
test. The level of statistical 
significance was set at a p-value < 
0.05. 


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


To evaluate the midterm to 
long-term functional outcomes 
of 827 patients treated with 
autologous chondrocyte 
implantation or MACI , 
retrospectively identifying 
factors that may have 
influenced the outcome. 
(Of the 827 patients 308 
received ACI and 519 received 
MACI)  


Univariate and multivariate analyses 
were undertaken to investigate the 
influence of specific factors on graft 
survival. Each factor was evaluated 
in separate Cox proportional hazards 
models with use of hazard ratios, with 
95% CIs, describing the likelihood of 
failure when that particular factor was 
present. Wald tests were used to 
determine the significance of each 
variable. 
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Critical appraisal of study methodology 


A summary of the quality assessment of included studies using a modified 


version of the STROBE checklist is provided in Appendix 7. 


 


Key results of the observational studies 


A summary of the key findings from each of the included studies is provided in 


Table 38. Overall, the results from these observational studies support the 


medium term efficacy of MACI.  
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Table 38. Summary of key findings from the observational and 
supportive studies 


Study ID Key results Conclusion 
Bartlett 
2005(35) 


Both MACI and ACI resulted in 
improvement of the clinical score 
after one year. The mean 
modified Cincinnati knee score 
increased by 17.6 in the ACI-C 
group and 19.6 in the MACI 
group (p = 0.32). Arthroscopic 
assessments performed after 
one year showed a good to 
excellent International Cartilage 
Repair Society score in 79.2% of 
ACI-C and 66.6% of MACI grafts. 
Hyaline-like cartilage or hyaline-
like cartilage with fibrocartilage 
was found in the biopsies of 
43.9% of the ACI-C and 36.4% of 
the MACI grafts after one year. 
The rate of hypertrophy of the 
graft was 9% (4 of 44) in the ACI-
C group and 6% (3 of 47) in the 
MACI group. The frequency of 
re-operation was 9% in each 
group. 


The clinical, arthroscopic and 
histological outcomes are 
comparable for both ACI-C and 
MACI. While MACI is technically 
attractive, further long-term studies 
are required before the technique is 
widely adopted. 


Behrens 
2006(41) 


Five years after transplantation 8 
out of 11 patients rated the 
function of their knee as much 
better or better than before. 
Three of the four scores (Meyer, 
Lysholm-Gilquist and ICRS) 
showed significant improvement 
compared to the preoperative 
value. One score, the Tegner–
Lysholm score showed 
improvement, which, however, 
did not prove to be significant. 


The significantly improved results 
on three scores after 5 years 
suggest that MACI represents a 
suitable but cost-intensive 
alternative in the treatment of local 
cartilage defects in the knee. 


Genovese 
2010(43) 


At 60 months, the abnormality 
showed worsening in 1 out of 15 
cases. Integration showed 
improvement in 3 out of 15 
cases, and worsening in 3 out of 
15 cases. Two 
surfaces of the implant showed 
further deterioration at 
60 months, and 1 afflicted 
implant fully recovered after the 
same time interval. Implant 
contrast enhancement at 
30 months was seen in 2 out of 
15 cases, 1 of which recovered 
at 60 months. According to the 
MOCART score, 


Magnetic resonance arthrography 
improved the evaluation of implants 
and facilitated the characterisation 
of MACI integration with contiguous 
tissues. The follow-up showed 
significant changes in MACI, even 
at 60 months, allowing for useful 
long-term MR evaluations. 
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Study ID Key results Conclusion 
4 cases were rated 68.4 out of 75 
at 30 months and 65 out of 75 at 
60 months. The mean clinical 
score decreased from 8.6 out of 
10 at 30 months to 8.1 out of 10 
at 60 months. 


Ebert 
2011(42) 


A significant improvement (P< 
.05) was demonstrated for all 
Knee injury and Osteoarthritis 
Outcome Score and SF-36 
subscales over the postoperative 
timeline, as well as the 6-minute 
walk test and active knee 
extension. A significant 
improvement (P<.0001) was 
observed for the MRI composite 
score, as well as several 
individual graft scoring 
parameters. At 5 years after 
surgery, 67% of MACI grafts 
demonstrated complete infill, 
whereas 89% demonstrated 
good to excellent filling of the 
chondral defect. Patient 
demographics, cartilage defect 
parameters, and injury/surgery 
history demonstrated no 
significant pertinent correlations 
with clinical or MRI-based 
outcomes at 5 years, and no 
significant correlations existed 
between clinical and MRI-based 
outcome measures. At 5 years 
after surgery, 98% of patients 
were satisfied with the ability of 
MACI surgery to relieve knee 
pain; 86%, with improvement in 
their ability to perform normal 
daily tasks; and 73%, with their 
ability to participate in sport 5 
years after MACI. 


These results suggest that MACI 
provides a suitable midterm 
treatment option for articular 
cartilage defects in the knee. Long-
term follow-up is essential to 
confirm whether the repair tissue 
has the durability required to 
maintain long-term patient quality of 
life. 
 
At 5 years after surgery, 98% of 
patients were satisfied with the 
ability of MACI surgery to relieve 
knee pain; 86%, with improvement 
in their ability to perform normal 
daily tasks; and 73%, with their 
ability to participate in sport 5 years 
after MACI. 


Ebert  
2012(59) 


A significant time effect (P<.05) 
was demonstrated for all clinical 
and MRI-based scores over the 
5-year period. While the VAS 
demonstrated significantly less 
frequent pain at 5 years in the 
accelerated group, there were no 
other significant differences 
between the 2 groups. Between 
24 months and 5 years, a 
significant improvement (P<.05) 
in both groups was observed for 


The outcomes of this randomized 
trial demonstrate a safe and 
effective accelerated rehabilitation 
protocol as well as a regimen that 
provides comparable, if not 
superior, clinical outcomes to 
patients throughout the 
postoperative timeline. 
 
At 5 years after surgery, 94% and 
95% were satisfied with the ability of 
MACI to relieve their knee pain and 
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Study ID Key results Conclusion 
the sport and recreation subscale 
of the KOOS as well as a 
significant decrease (P<.05) in 
active knee extension for the 
traditional group. There were no 
significant differences (P< .05) in 
the MRI-based scores between 
24 months and 5 years after 
surgery. Patient age and defect 
size exhibited significant negative 
correlations (P<.05) with several 
MRI-based outcomes at 5 years, 
while there were no significant 
correlations (P< .05) between 
clinical and MRI-based 
outcomes. At 5 years after 
surgery, 94% and 95% were 
satisfied with the ability of MACI 
to relieve their knee pain and 
improve their ability to undertake 
daily activities, respectively. 


improve their ability to undertake 
daily activities, respectively. 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Significant improvements (P<.05) 
were observed for all 5 KOOS 
subcategories at year 1 and were 
maintained through year 5 in 
90.5%of patients (19/21). 
Treatment failure occurred in 
only 9.5%of patients (2/21). 
Significant improvements (P<.05) 
from baseline to year 5 were also 
observed for the IKDC score 
(30.1 to 74.3), the modified 
Cincinnati score (38.1 to 79.6), 
and the Tegner-Lysholm activity 
score (1.8 to 4.3). Similarly, the 
MOCART score significantly 
improved (P<.001) from baseline 
to year 5 (52.9 to 75.8). After 5 
years, complete filling (83%) and 
integration (82%) of the graft 
were seen in the majority of 
patients. Signs of subchondral 
bone edema were still present in 
47% of patients at 5 years. No 
product-specific adverse events 
were reported over the 5-year 
follow-up period. 


Patients treated with a MACI 
implant demonstrated significant 
clinical improvement and good 
quality repair tissue 5 years after 
surgery. The MACI procedure was 
shown to be a safe and effective 
treatment for symptomatic, 
traumatic chondral knee defects in 
this study. 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Two years after transplantation, 
Lysholm score increased from a 
preoperative mean value of 70 
(SD: 13.4) to 95 (SD: 6.4); the 
average VAS score decreased 
from a preoperative value of 5.2 


The MACI technique is a safe and 
clinically 
effective procedure, which has been 
proven to be valuable in treating 
osteochondral defects even over the 
long term. 
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Study ID Key results Conclusion 
(SD: 2.9) to 1.9 (SD: 2.1). The 
difference with respect to Tegner 
activity level did not prove to be 
significant. At 1 year, MRI scans 
documented a completely 
repaired defect with slight sub-
chondral bone abnormality in 38 
cases (70%). Satisfying 
outcomes were confirmed on 17 
patients who were re-evaluated 5 
years after surgery. At 60 
months, MRI scans showed 
complete integration with the 
surrounding native cartilage 
without any sign of detachment 
or bone marrow edema in 15 
cases (88%). 


Zak 
2012(46) 


The results 5 years after MACT 
showed mean values of 60.1 for 
the KOOS–sport, 67.4 for the 
Noyes, and 3.8 for the Tegner 
scores, meaning that regular 
sports activity such as cycling or 
running on flat ground, as well as 
medium-level manual labour, is 
possible. It was noted that 74.3% 
of our patients returned to at 
least their pre-injury sports level. 


Midterm postoperative results after 
MACT show that in a moderately 
active population, participation in 
regular sports is possible for most 
patients, at least at their pre-injury 
recreational level and intensity, and 
there is a good rate of return to 
sports. 


Vijayan 
2014(47) 


The mean modified Cincinnati 
knee score improved from 40.5 
(16 to 77) pre-operatively to 64.9 
(8 to 94) at their most recent 
review (p < 0.001). The visual 
analogue pain score improved 
from 6.1 (3 to 9) to 4.7 (0 to 10) 
(p = 0.042). A total of 14 patients 
(63%) reported an ‘excellent’ (n = 
6) or ‘good’ (n = 8) clinical 
outcome, 5 ‘fair’ and one ‘poor’ 
outcome. Two patients 
underwent patellofemoral joint 
replacement. 


This study demonstrates that 
revision cartilage transplantation 
with MACI after primary ACI and 
MACI can yield acceptable 
functional results and continue to 
preserve the joint. 


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


Kaplan-Meier survival analysis 
revealed that the unadjusted 
graft survival rate was 78.2% at 
five years and 50.7% and ten 
years for the entire cohort. No 
difference was found between 
the survival rates of the ACI-
C/ACI-P and MACI techniques 
(HR = 0.948, 95% CI = 0.738 to 
1.219, p = 0.678). There was a 
significant postoperative 


This study demonstrated an overall 
graft survival of 78% at five years 
and 51% beyond ten years following 
both autologous chondrocyte 
implantation techniques. Despite 
study limitations, the results 
demonstrate that autologous 
chondrocyte implantation/MACI for 
the treatment of osteochondral 
defects of the knee can achieve 
good results. 
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Study ID Key results Conclusion 
improvement in the function and 
pain scores of all three outcome 
measures (p < 0.002). 
Survivorship in the group with a 
previous cartilage regenerative 
procedure was inferior to that in 
patients with a previously 
untreated lesion, with failure five 
times more likely in the former 
group (HR = 4.718, standard 
error [SE] = 0.742, 95% CI = 
3.466 to 6.420, p < 0.001). 
Degenerative change in any 
compartment had a significant 
detrimental effect on 
survivorship, with survivorship 
worsening as the osteoarthritis 
grade increased (Grade 1: HR = 
2.077, 95% CI = 1.299 to 3.322, 
p = 0.002; Grade 2: HR = 3.450, 
95% CI = 2.646 to 4.498, p < 
0.001; and Grade 3: HR = 3.820, 
95% CI = 2.185 to 6.677, p < 
0.001). 
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Adverse events 


This section should provide information on the adverse events experienced 


with the technology in relation to the decision problem. Evidence from 


comparative RCTs and regulatory summaries is preferred; however, findings 


from non-comparative trials may sometimes be relevant. For example, post-


marketing surveillance data may demonstrate that the technology shows a 


relative lack of adverse events commonly associated with the comparator, or 


the occurrence of adverse events is not significantly associated with other 


treatments.  


5.8.2 If any of the main trials are designed primarily to assess safety 


outcomes (for example, they are powered to detect significant 


differences between treatments with respect to the incidence of an 


adverse event), please repeat the instructions specified in 


sections 6.1 to 6.5 for the identification, selection, methodology and 


quality of the trials, and the presentation of results. Examples for 


search strategies for specific adverse effects and/or generic 


adverse-effect terms and key aspects of quality criteria for adverse-


effects data can found in ‘Systematic reviews: CRD’s guidance for 


undertaking reviews in health care’ (www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd). Exact 


details of the search strategy used and a complete quality 


assessment for each trial should be provided in sections 10.8 and 


10.9, appendices 8 and 9. 


SUMMIT 


A summary of adverse events in the SUMMIT trial is shown in  


n (%) MACI (n=72) Microfracture (n=72) 


At Least 1 AE 57 (79.2) 61 (84.7) 


At Least 1 TEAE 55 (76.4) 60 (83.3) 


At Least 1 Related 
TEAE 


25 (34.7) 28 (38.9) 


At Least 1 Severe TEAE 7 (9.7) 10 (13.9) 
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.Error! Reference source not found. The proportion of patients with at least 


1 TEAE was 76.4% in the MACI implant group and 83.3% in the microfracture 


group. TESAEs were reported more frequently in the microfracture group (19 


patients, 26.4%) than in the MACI implant group (11 patients, 15.3%). TEAEs 


considered related to study treatment and severe TEAEs occurred at 


comparable rates in the two treatment groups. One patient (1.4%) in each 


treatment group discontinued the study prematurely due to TEAEs. No 


patients died during the study. 


Table 39. Summary of AEs (safety set a) 


Source: SUMMIT Table 11-1 pg 118 
Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; 
SAE, serious adverse event; TEAE, treatment-emergent adverse event; TESAE, treatment-
emergent serious adverse event 
a Includes all all randomised patients who underwent index arthroscopy 
 


Common adverse events 


An overview of TEAEs reported in >5% of patients in any treatment group, 


regardless of severity and relationship to study treatment, is provided in  


At Least 1 SAE 11 (15.3) 19 (26.4) 


At Least 1 TESAE 11 (15.3) 19 (26.4) 


Discontinued Study Due 
to TEAE 


1 (1.4) 1 (1.4) 


Any Death 0 0 


n (%) MACI (n=72) Microfracture (n=72) 


At Least 1 AE 57 (79.2) 61 (84.7) 


At Least 1 TEAE 55 (76.4) 60 (83.3) 


At Least 1 Related 
TEAE 


25 (34.7) 28 (38.9) 


At Least 1 Severe TEAE 7 (9.7) 10 (13.9) 


At Least 1 SAE 11 (15.3) 19 (26.4) 


At Least 1 TESAE 11 (15.3) 19 (26.4) 


Discontinued Study Due 
to TEAE 


1 (1.4) 1 (1.4) 


Any Death 0 0 
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. The most commonly reported individual TEAEs were nasopharyngitis (13.9% 


in the MACI implant group versus 9.7% in the microfracture group), cartilage 


injury (4.2% versus 12.5%), arthralgia (51.4% versus 63.9%), back pain 


(11.1% versus 9.7%) and headache (18.1% versus 29.2%).  


Table 40. TEAE per system organ class reported in >5% of patients in 
any treatment group (safety set a) 


n (%) 
MACI (n=72) 


Microfracture 
(n=72) 


Any TEAE 55 (76.4) 60 (83.3) 


Gastrointestinal Disorders 6 (8.3) 7 (9.7) 


Abdominal pain 0 (0.0) 5 (6.9) 


General Disorders and Administration 
Site Conditions 


10 (13.9) 10 (13.9) 


Pyrexia 4 (5.6) 2 (2.8) 


Treatment failure 1 (1.4) 4 (5.6) 


Infections and Infestations 23 (31.9) 17 (23.6) 


Influenza 4 (5.6) 5 (6.9) 


Nasopharyngitis 10 (13.9) 7 (9.7) 


Injury, Poisoning and Procedural 
Complications 


19 (26.4) 20 (27.8) 


Cartilage injury 3 (4.2) 9 (12.5) 


Procedural pain 3 (4.2) 4 (5.6) 


Musculoskeletal and Connective 
Tissue Disorders 


48 (66.7) 52 (72.2) 


Arthralgia 37 (51.4) 46 (63.9) 


Back pain 8 (11.1) 7 (9.7) 


Joint effusion 5 (6.9) 4 (5.6) 


Joint swelling 7 (9.7) 4 (5.6) 


Ligament sprain 2 (2.8) 4 (5.6) 


Nervous System Disorders 16 (22.2) 24 (33.3) 


Headache 13 (18.1) 21 (29.2) 


Respiratory, Thoracic and Mediastinal 
Disorders 


5 (6.9) 5 (6.9) 


n (%) MACI (n=72) Microfracture 
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Source: SUMMIT Table 11-2 pg 119-120 
Abbreviations: MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant TEAE, treatment-
emergent adverse event 
a Includes all all randomised patients who underwent index arthroscopy 


Discontinuations due to adverse events  


One patient (1.4%) in each treatment group discontinued the study 


prematurely due to treatment-emergent AEs. The patient from the MACI 


implant group discontinued due to impaired healing of the target knee that 


was moderate in intensity and possibly related to study treatment. The patient 


in the microfracture group discontinued due traumatic fracture and head 


(n=72) 


Any TEAE 55 (76.4) 60 (83.3) 


Gastrointestinal Disorders 6 (8.3) 7 (9.7) 


Abdominal pain 0 (0.0) 5 (6.9) 


General Disorders and Administration 
Site Conditions 


10 (13.9) 10 (13.9) 


Pyrexia 4 (5.6) 2 (2.8) 


Treatment failure 1 (1.4) 4 (5.6) 


Infections and Infestations 23 (31.9) 17 (23.6) 


Influenza 4 (5.6) 5 (6.9) 


Nasopharyngitis 10 (13.9) 7 (9.7) 


Injury, Poisoning and Procedural 
Complications 


19 (26.4) 20 (27.8) 


Cartilage injury 3 (4.2) 9 (12.5) 


Procedural pain 3 (4.2) 4 (5.6) 


Musculoskeletal and Connective 
Tissue Disorders 


48 (66.7) 52 (72.2) 


Arthralgia 37 (51.4) 46 (63.9) 


Back pain 8 (11.1) 7 (9.7) 


Joint effusion 5 (6.9) 4 (5.6) 


Joint swelling 7 (9.7) 4 (5.6) 


Ligament sprain 2 (2.8) 4 (5.6) 


Nervous System Disorders 16 (22.2) 24 (33.3) 


Headache 13 (18.1) 21 (29.2) 


Respiratory, Thoracic and Mediastinal 
Disorders 


5 (6.9) 5 (6.9) 
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injury; both of which were severe in intensity and not related to study 


treatment. 


Serious adverse events 


An overview of TESAEs, regardless of severity and relationship to study 


treatment, is presented in Table 41. TESAEs were reported more frequently in 


the microfracture group (26.4%) than in the MACI implant group (15.3%). The 


difference in incidence rates was mainly due to more serious cases of 


treatment failure, cartilage injury, and arthralgia in the microfracture group 


compared with the MACI implant group.  


TESAEs reported in more than 1 patient within any treatment group were 


treatment failure (1 patient in the MACI implant group and 4 patients in the 


microfracture group), cartilage injury (2 patients in the MACI implant group 


and 6 patients in the microfracture group), meniscus lesion (2 patients in the 


MACI implant group only), and arthralgia (3 patients in the microfracture group 


only). 
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Table 41. Summary of TESAEs (safety set a) 


n (%) 
MACI (n=72) 


Microfracture 
(n=72) 


Any TESAE 11 (15.3) 19 (26.4) 


Cardiac Disorders 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 


Arrhythmia 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 


Gastrointestinal Disorders 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Abdominal pain 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


General Disorders and Administration Site 
Conditions 


2 (2.8) 4 (5.6) 


Impaired healing 1 (1.4)  1 (1.4) 


Treatment failure 1 (1.4)  4 (5.6) 


Infections and Infestations 1 (1.4) 1 (1.4) 


Pneumonia 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 


Post-operative wound infection 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Wound infection staphylococcal 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Injury, Poisoning and Procedural 
Complications 


5 (6.9) 7 (9.7) 


Cartilage injury 2 (2.8) 6 (8.3) 


Graft delamination 1 (1.4)  0 (0.0) 


Head injury 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Meniscus lesion 2 (2.8) 0 (0.0) 


Transplant failure 1 (1.4)  0 (0.0) 


Traumatic fracture 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue 
Disorders 


1 (1.4) 7 (9.7) 


Arthralgia 0 (0.0) 3 (4.2) 


Arthritis 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Joint lock 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Knee deformity 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 


Loose body in joint 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Osteochondrosis 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Pain in extremity 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Patellofemoral pain syndrome 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Neoplasms Benign, Malignant and 
Unspecified (Incl Cysts and Polyps) 


1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 


Prostate cancer 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 
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Nervous System Disorders 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Multiple sclerosis 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 


Pregnancy, Puerperium and Perinatal 
Conditions 


1 (1.4) 1 (1.4) 


Abortion spontaneous 1 (1.4) 1 (1.4) 


Renal and Urinary Disorders 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 


Urinary retention 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 


Respiratory, Thoracic and Mediastinal 
Disorders 


1 (1.4) 1 (1.4) 


Pulmonary embolism 1 (1.4) 1 (1.4) 


Vascular Disorders 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 


Thrombosis 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 
Source: SUMMIT Table 11-5 pg 123-124 
Abbreviations: MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant; TESAE, treatment-
emergent serious adverse event 
a Includes all all randomised patients who underwent index arthroscopy 


No deaths occurred in the study. 


SUMMIT extension 


Overall, the interim safety results in this extension study are consistent with 


that reported in the MACI00206 clinical study report (results through Week 


104). No safety concerns have been observed and the safety profile remains 


consistent with the known safety profile of MACI. 


AE 


The proportion of patients with at least one AE of interest within three years 


was 11.1% in the MACI group and 4.2% in the microfracture group. 


Consistent with the results of the MACI00206 study, haemarthrosis was the 


only AE of interest reported in more than 1 patient in any treatment group (2 


patients [2.8%] in the MACI group and 1 patient [1.4%] in the microfracture 


group). 


TEAE 


The proportion of patients with at least 1 TEAE within three years was 79.2% 


in the MACI group and 86.1% in the microfracture group. The overall 


incidence of TEAEs did not increase at Year 3 (MACI: 50.0%, microfracture: 


39.3%) compared to that at Year 1 (MACI: 69.4%, microfracture: 73.6%) and 


Year 2 (MACI: 55.6%, microfracture: 60.6%). The incidence of TEAEs 
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considered related to study treatment within three years was comparable 


between the two treatment groups at Week 156 (27 patients [37.5%] in the 


MACI group and 30 patients [41.7%] in the microfracture group). This result is 


similar to that seen within two years (MACI: 25 patients [34.7%], 


microfracture: 28 patients [38.9%]). No patients have discontinued this 


extension study prematurely due to TEAEs or other reasons (prior to Week 


104, one patient in each treatment group discontinued the study due to a 


TEAE). 


TESAE 


The incidence of TESAEs within three years was comparable between the 


treatment groups: MACI=26.4%, microfracture=31.9%. The incidence of 


TESAEs within two years slightly favoured the MACI group: MACI=15.3%, 


microfracture=26.4%. Within three years, there were no TESAEs reported for 


5% or more of patients in the MACI treatment group, but there were three 


TESAEs reported for 5% or more of patients in the microfracture group: 


arthralgia (5 patients [6.9%]), treatment failure (6 patients [8.3%]), and 


cartilage injury (7 patients [9.7%]).  


No deaths occurred in this study. 


Basad (2010)(36) 


There were no treatment-related safety issues during the study. Any irritation 


experienced on increased weight bearing was eased by treatment with non-


steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and returning to partial weight-bearing for an 


additional week. One patient in the MACITM group had persistent pain after 


12 months. A second-look arthroscopy showed an even and firm regenerated 


tissue surface with good bonding to the surrounding tissue. 


5.8.3 Give a brief overview of the safety of the technology in relation to 


the decision problem.  


Safety analyses for SUMMIT show that MACI implant and microfracture have 


comparable safety profiles. TESAEs were reported more frequently in the 


microfracture group (19 patients, 26.4%) than in the MACI implant group (11 


patients, 15.3%).  
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5.9 Interpretation of clinical evidence  


5.9.1 Please provide a statement of principal findings from the clinical 


evidence highlighting the clinical benefit and harms from the 


technology.  


In the SUMMIT trial, treatment with MACI implant resulted in a significantly 


greater increase in KOOS Pain and Function scores from the baseline level 


compared with microfracture (p=0.001). The difference in mean change in 


pain score from baseline to 104 Weeks was 11.76 and the mean change in 


function (SRA) score was 11.41. MACI implant was also superior to 


microfracture for response rate based on KOOS scores and change in other 


KOOS domain scores. 


This result was confirmed at three year follow-up in the MACI extension study 


with an estimated mean difference between MACI and microfracture in 


change from baseline to Week 156 is 8.12 for Pain and 12.57 for Function 


(SRA) in the full analysis set (p=0.046).  


In the Basad (2010)(36) study, MACI was significantly more effective over 


time (24 months versus baseline) than MF according to the Lysholm (P = 


0.005), Tegner (P = 0.04), ICRS patient (P = 0.03) and ICRS surgeon (P = 


0.02) scores. There were no safety issues related to MACI or MF during the 


study. Therefore MACI was considered superior to MF in the treatment of 


articular defects over 2 years.  


5.9.2 Please provide a summary of the strengths and limitations of the 


clinical-evidence base of the intervention.  


The pivotal comparative evidence for MACI is derived from one well 


conducted, multiple-centre, RCT, conducted over two years, with medium 


terms data from a three year open-label extension, and one single centre two-


year RCT. As with many surgical studies, blinding of investigators and 


participants is almost impossible. However, in the SUMMIT study, outcome 


assessors were blinded to treatment allocation ensuring that measurement 


bias was avoided. 
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The fact that the trial included a large number of centres also meant that there 


has been no surgeon selection, ie only good surgeons were selected for MACI 


versus MF. The data has shown that results are consistent between centres 


indicating an absence of bias.  


The evidence provided includes longer-term (3-year) data providing some of 


the much-needed evidence base that MACI implants are effective over the 


longer term which to date was not available.  


A relevant and much used comparator has been used in the SUMMIT trial 


which makes any results relevant and well interpretable.  


Furthermore the trial included a range of lesion sizes. This allowed MACI and 


MF to be evaluated in a relatively wide range of patients. The evidence is 


therefore also more relevant to clinical practice, where a wide range of lesions 


will be seen and treated.  


Furthermore, the SUMMIT trial (and extension) represent the largest RCT in 


cartilage repair to date, comparing MACI to MF, a relevant comparator 


Finally the SUMMIT trial included a large range of clinical outcome measures 


in addition to the KOOS such as MRI assessment, histological assessment, 


the Modified Cincinnati Knee Rating System and the International Knee 


Documentation, which provided additional proof of the benefits of MACI 


versus MF. In addition quality of life measures were included, providing 


additional but different insights.  


Though we have presented 3 year data in this submission, these only 


represent relatively short-term results and longer term data are needed. This 


is evidenced by the fact that the extension study has a 3-year duration. 


However, 2 and 3 year results are in line with efficacy at similar time points in 


single centre cohort studies such as the study by Ebert.(42) 


 Histological assessment is complex as the results can vary in the same 


patients between samples taken at different sites. Also the interpretation of 


results is challenging even for very experienced assessors. Therefore 


histological data cannot alone, be provide persuasive evidence, which is why 


histological findings were only included as a secondary outcome in the 


SUMMIT trial.  
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The SUMMIT trial used the 4-phase standardized rehabilitation programme as 


described by Steadman(62) and this was the same for both MACI and MF 


patients. Compliance with the rehabilitation programme was high and may 


have improved the results in both arms. It is conceivable that this benefitted 


the MF arm as results for this technique were better in the SUMMIT trial than 


in other RTCs, cohort studies or real life.(7)  


A final limitation of the SUMMIT study is that surgeons were only able to 


contribute a small number of patients. However, as with any surgical 


procedure, the more frequently the surgeon performs it, the better the 


outcome of these surgeries. Therefore it is possible that less experienced 


surgeons provided suboptimal outcomes of interventions, though this can 


have affected both treatment arms.  


5.9.3 Please provide a brief statement of the relevance of the evidence 


base to the decision problem. Include a discussion of the relevance 


of the outcomes assessed in clinical trials to the clinical benefits 


experienced by patients in practice. 


This submission includes long-term data on MACI and MF and clearly shows 


that treatment with MACI leads to better results than with MF in lesions 


between 3 and 20cm2. However, it should be noted that MF is not normally 


used in lesions larger than 12-13 cm2.(62)  


An indirect comparison, though from 2013, is available and shows that 


treatment with MACI is not significantly different from ACI but better than MF. 


This is in line with current long-term clinical results.  


From the clinical data is clear that efficacy of MACI is independent of lesion 


size. This indicates that MACI can also be used as an alternative to 


mosaicplasty even if the actual indications of MACI is not for lesions less than 


3 cm2. Data from Solheim(63) and Bentley(30) well as the indirect comparison 


show that mosaicplasty is less effective than MACI and MF.  


Furthermore, data from Gomoll further shows that MACI also produces very 


good results in the patella, in addition to the femoral chondyle and thus should 


also be considered for use for lesions in the patella. This is shown by long-


term (4yr) data on 110 patients, 86% of whom rated their knees as good or 
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excellent after an ACI intervention(64). These results are echoed by those 


published by Briant.(65)   


5.9.4 Identify any factors that may influence the external validity of study 


results to patients in routine clinical practice; for example, how the 


technology was used in the trial, issues relating to the conduct of 


the trial compared with clinical practice, or the choice of eligible 


patients. State any criteria that would be used in clinical practice to 


select patients for whom treatment would be suitable based on the 


evidence submitted. What proportion of the evidence base is for the 


dose(s) given in the SPC? 


Patients receiving MACI implants are those younger patients who have mostly 


had an acute traumatic or sports injury. The patient population included in the 


clinical trial data reflects these patients very well, aiming at patients between 


18 years and 55 years of age. Therefore we are of the opinion that the trial 


data is comparable to the real world population. In clinical practice, eligibility 


for MACI would be assessed using selection criteria very similar to those used 


for the SUMMIT trial ie age (between 18 and 55 years of age), post-traumatic, 


single, isolated, symptomatic chondral defects (4–10 cm2) of the femoral 


condyle etc.  


Furthermore the SUMMIT trial included patients from 14 centres in 7 


countries, and thus also provides a good representation of patients 


everywhere not just in England and Wales. The study represents the largest 


RCT in cartilage repair to date, comparing different treatment modalities, and 


thus provides valid results.  


As MACI is not a regular drug, the dose was arrived at empirically and there is 


no real evidence base, other than the clinical trial data.  
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6 Cost effectiveness 


6.1 Published cost-effectiveness evaluations 


Identification of studies 


6.1.1 Describe the strategies used to retrieve relevant cost-effectiveness 


studies from the published literature and from unpublished data 


held by the manufacturer or sponsor. The methods used should be 


justified with reference to the decision problem. Sufficient detail 


should be provided to enable the methods to be reproduced, and 


the rationale for any inclusion and exclusion criteria used should be 


provided. The search strategy used should be provided as in 


section 10.10, appendix 10. 


Due to the acquisition of MACI by Aastrom from Sanofi, it was not possible to 


carry out a cost-effectiveness analysis. Cost-effectiveness evidence was 


presented to the MSAC submission in January 2013 and it was the aim to 


adapt this model to the English and Welsh situation, however due to time 


constraints in terms of the submission timelines, this was not possible. 


Therefore, there is no economic evidence available for MACI for England and 


Wales.  


The Australian cost-effectiveness model, which was based on the SUMMIT 


trial concluded that MACI was cost-effective. The submission in Australia 


focussed on lesion sizes between 2-4 cm2. However MACI was not listed in 


Australia due to a purported lack of evidence on the short-term and long-term 


benefits of (M)ACI versus MF and mosaicplasty though the MSAC did agree 


in their report(66) that “ that MACI and/or ACI may potentially be more 


effective for patients with large chondral lesions (>2cm2), however this was 


not supported by high quality evidence”. However this evidence is now 


available. In addition the target group is lesion sizes between 3 and 20 cm2 


which is more appropriate given that evidence has shown that efficacy of 


MACI is not limited by lesion size.  
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Description of identified studies 


6.1.2 Provide a brief overview of each study, stating the aims, methods, 


results and relevance to decision-making in England and Wales. 


Each study’s results should be interpreted in light of a critical 


appraisal of its methodology. When studies have been identified 


and not included, justification for this should be provided. If more 


than one study is identified, please present in a table as suggested 


below.  


Table 42 Summary list of other cost-effectiveness evaluations 


Study Year Country(ies) 
where study 
was 
performed 


Summary 
of model 


Patient 
population 
(average 
age in 
years) 


QALYs 
(intervention, 
comparator) 


Costs 
(currency) 
(intervention,
comparator) 


ICER 
(per 
QALY 
gained) 


Study 1        


Study 2        


Etc.        


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALY(s), quality-adjusted life year(s) 


 


6.1.3 Please provide a complete quality assessment for each cost-


effectiveness study identified. Use an appropriate and validated 


instrument, such as those of Drummond and Jefferson (1996)1 or 


Philips et al. (2004)2. For a suggested format based on Drummond 


and Jefferson (1996), please see section 10.11, appendix 11.  


Response 


6.2 De novo analysis 


Patients 


6.2.1 What patient group(s) is(are) included in the economic evaluation? 


Do they reflect the licensed indication/CE marking or the population 


                                            
 
1 Drummond MF, Jefferson TO (1996) Guidelines for authors and peer reviewers of economic 
submissions to the BMJ. The BMJ Economic Evaluation Working Party. British Medical 
Journal 313 (7052): 275–83. 
2 Philips Z, Ginnelly L, Sculpher M, et al. (2004) Quality assessment in decision-analytic 
models: a suggested checklist (Appendix 3). In: Review of guidelines for good practice in 
decision-analytic modelling in health technology assessment. Health Technology Assessment 
8: 36. 
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from the trials in sections 1.3 and 6.3.3, respectively? If not, how 


and why are there differences? What are the implications of this for 


the relevance of the evidence base to the specification of the 


decision problem? For example, the population in the economic 


model is more restrictive than that described in the (draft) SPC/IFU 


and included in the trials.  


Response 


Model structure 


6.2.2 Please provide a diagrammatical representation of the model you 


have chosen. 


Response 


6.2.3 Please justify the chosen structure in line with the clinical pathway 


of care identified in section 2.5. 


Response 


6.2.4 Please define what the health states in the model are meant to 


capture. 


Response 


6.2.5 How does the model structure capture the main aspects of the 


condition for patients and clinicians as identified in section 2 


(Context)? What was the underlying disease progression 


implemented in the model? Or what treatment was assumed to 


reflect underlying disease progression? Please cross-reference to 


section 2.1. 


Response 
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6.2.6 Please provide a table containing the following information and any 


additional features of the model not previously reported. A 


suggested format is presented below. 


Table 43 Key features of analysis 


Factor Chosen values Justification Reference 


Time horizon    


Cycle length    


Half-cycle correction    


Were health effects measured 
in QALYs; if not, what was 
used? 


   


Discount of 3.5% for utilities 
and costs 


   


Perspective (NHS/PSS)    
NHS, National Health Service; PSS, personal social services; QALYs, quality-adjusted life 
years 


Technology  


6.2.7 Are the intervention and comparator(s) implemented in the model 


as per their marketing authorisations/CE marking and doses as 


stated in sections 1.3 and 1.5? If not, how and why are there 


differences? What are the implications of this for the relevance of 


the evidence base to the specified decision problem? 


Response 


6.2.8 Please note that the following question refers to clinical 


continuation rules and not patient access schemes. Has a 


treatment continuation rule been assumed? If the rule is not stated 


in the (draft) SPC/IFU, this should be presented as a separate 


scenario by considering it as an additional treatment strategy 


alongside the base-case interventions and comparators. 


Consideration should be given to the following. 


 The costs and health consequences of factors as a result of 


implementing the continuation rule (for example, any additional 


monitoring required). 
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 The robustness and plausibility of the endpoint on which the rule 


is based. 


 Whether the ‘response’ criteria defined in the rule can be 


reasonably achieved. 


 The appropriateness and robustness of the time at which 


response is measured. 


 Whether the rule can be incorporated into routine clinical 


practice. 


 Whether the rule is likely to predict those patients for whom the 


technology is particularly cost effective. 


 Issues with respect to withdrawal of treatment from non-


responders and other equity considerations.  


Response 


6.3 Clinical parameters and variables 


When relevant, answers to the following questions should be derived from, 


and be consistent with, the clinical-evidence section of the submission 


(section 6). Cross-references should be provided. If alternative sources of 


evidence have been used, the method of identification, selection and 


synthesis should be provided as well as a justification for the approach. 


6.3.1 Please demonstrate how the clinical data were implemented into 


the model.  


Response 


6.3.2 Demonstrate how the transition probabilities were calculated from 


the clinical data. If appropriate, provide the transition matrix, details 


of the transformation of clinical outcomes or other details here. 


Response 


6.3.3 Is there evidence that (transition) probabilities should vary over 


time for the condition or disease? If so, has this been included in 


the evaluation? If there is evidence that this is the case, but it has 
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not been included, provide an explanation of why it has been 


excluded. 


Response 


6.3.4 Were intermediate outcome measures linked to final outcomes (for 


example, was a change in a surrogate outcome linked to a final 


clinical outcome)? If so, how was this relationship estimated, what 


sources of evidence were used, and what other evidence is there to 


support it? 


Response 


6.3.5 If clinical experts assessed the applicability of values available or 


estimated any values, please provide the following details3: 


 the criteria for selecting the experts 


 the number of experts approached 


 the number of experts who participated 


 declaration of potential conflict(s) of interest from each expert or 


medical specialist whose opinion was sought 


 the background information provided and its consistency with the 


totality of the evidence provided in the submission 


 the method used to collect the opinions 


 the medium used to collect opinions (for example, was 


information gathered by direct interview, telephone interview or 


self-administered questionnaire?)  


 the questions asked 


 whether iteration was used in the collation of opinions and if so, 


how it was used (for example, the Delphi technique).  


Response 


                                            
 
3 Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing 
submissions to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee. 
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Summary of selected values 


6.3.6 Please provide a list of all variables included in the cost-


effectiveness analysis, detailing the values used, range 


(distribution) and source. Provide cross-references to other parts of 


the submission. Please present in a table, as suggested below. 


Table 44 Summary of variables applied in the economic model 


Variable  Value CI (distribution) Reference to 
section in 
submission 


Age A years x to y (normal) Patient 
characteristics 
section 6.3.4 


Overall survival B months x to y (Weibull) Trial results 
section 6.5 


Etc. … … … 
CI, confidence interval 


 


6.3.7 Are costs and clinical outcomes extrapolated beyond the trial 


follow-up period(s)? If so, what are the assumptions that underpin 


this extrapolation and how are they justified? In particular, what 


assumption was used about the longer term difference in 


effectiveness between the intervention and its comparator? For the 


extrapolation of clinical outcomes, please present graphs of any 


curve fittings to Kaplan–Meier plots.  


Response 


6.3.8 Provide a list of all assumptions in the de novo economic model 


and a justification for each assumption. 


Response 


6.4 Measurement and valuation of health effects 


This section should be read in conjunction with NICE’s ‘Guide to the methods 


of technology appraisal’, section 5.4. 
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The HRQL impact of adverse events should still be explored regardless of 


whether they are included in cost-effectiveness analysis. 


All parameters used to estimate cost effectiveness should be presented 


clearly in tabular form and include details of data sources. For continuous 


variables, mean values should be presented and used in the analyses. For all 


variables, measures of precision should be detailed.  


Patient experience  


6.4.1 Please outline the aspects of the condition that most affect patients’ 


quality of life.  


Response 


6.4.2 Please describe how a patient’s HRQL is likely to change over the 


course of the condition. 


Response 


HRQL data derived from clinical trials  


6.4.3 If HRQL data were collected in the clinical trials identified in 


section 6 (Clinical evidence), please comment on whether the 


HRQL data are consistent with the reference case. The following 


are suggested elements for consideration, but the list is not 


exhaustive. 


 Method of elicitation. 


 Method of valuation. 


 Point when measurements were made. 


 Consistency with reference case. 


 Appropriateness for cost-effectiveness analysis. 


 Results with confidence intervals. 


Response 
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Mapping  


6.4.4 If mapping was used to transform any of the utilities or quality-of-life 


data in clinical trials, please provide the following information. 


 Which tool was mapped from and onto what other tool? For 


example, SF-36 to EQ-5D.  


 Details of the methodology used. 


 Details of validation of the mapping technique. 


Response 


HRQL studies  


6.4.5 Please provide a systematic search of HRQL data. Consider 


published and unpublished studies, including any original research 


commissioned for this technology. Provide the rationale for terms 


used in the search strategy and any inclusion and exclusion criteria 


used. The search strategy used should be provided in 


section 10.12, appendix 12.  


6.4.6 Provide details of the studies in which HRQL is measured. Include 


the following, but note that the list is not exhaustive.  


 Population in which health effects were measured.  


 Information on recruitment.  


 Interventions and comparators. 


 Sample size. 


 Response rates.  


 Description of health states. 


 Adverse events. 


 Appropriateness of health states given condition and treatment 


pathway. 


 Method of elicitation. 


 Method of valuation. 


 Mapping. 


 Uncertainty around values. 
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 Consistency with reference case. 


 Appropriateness for cost-effectiveness analysis. 


 Results with confidence intervals. 


 Appropriateness of the study for cost-effectiveness analysis. 


Response 


6.4.7 Please highlight any key differences between the values derived 


from the literature search and those reported in or mapped from the 


clinical trials. 


Response 


Adverse events 


6.4.8 Please describe how adverse events have an impact on HRQL. 


Response 


Quality-of-life data used in cost-effectiveness analysis  


6.4.9 Please summarise the values you have chosen for your cost-


effectiveness analysis in the following table, referencing values 


obtained in sections 7.4.3 to 7.4.8. Justify the choice of utility 


values, giving consideration to the reference case. 


Table 45 Summary of quality-of-life values for cost-effectiveness 
analysis 


State Utility value Confidence 
interval  


Reference in 
submission 


Justification 


Health state 1  HS1    


Health state 2 HS2    


Etc. …  …  


Adverse event 1 AE1    


Adverse event 2 AE2    
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6.4.10 If clinical experts assessed the applicability of values available or 


estimated any values, please provide the following details4: 


 the criteria for selecting the experts 


 the number of experts approached 


 the number of experts who participated 


 declaration of potential conflict(s) of interest from each expert or 


medical specialist whose opinion was sought 


 the background information provided and its consistency with the 


totality of the evidence provided in the submission 


 the method used to collect the opinions 


 the medium used to collect opinions (for example, was 


information gathered by direct interview, telephone interview or 


self-administered questionnaire?)  


 the questions asked 


 whether iteration was used in the collation of opinions and if so, 


how it was used (for example, the Delphi technique).  


Response 


                                            
 
4 Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing 
submissions to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee. 
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6.4.11 Please define what a patient experiences in the health states in 


terms of HRQL. Is it constant or does it cover potential variances? 


Response 


6.4.12 Were any health effects identified in the literature or clinical trials 


excluded from the analysis? If so, why were they excluded?  


Response 


6.4.13 If appropriate, what was the baseline quality of life assumed in the 


analysis if different from health states? Were quality-of-life events 


taken from this baseline?  


Response 


6.4.14 Please clarify whether HRQL is assumed to be constant over time. 


If not, provide details of how HRQL changes with time. 


Response 


6.4.15 Have the values in sections 7.4.3 to 7.4.8 been amended? If so, 


please describe how and why they have been altered and the 


methodology.  


Response 
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6.5 Resource identification, measurement and valuation 


This section should be read in conjunction with NICE’s ‘Guide to the methods 


of technology appraisal’, section 5.5. 


All parameters used to estimate cost effectiveness should be presented 


clearly in a table and include details of data sources. For continuous variables, 


mean values should be presented and used in the analyses. For all variables, 


measures of precision should be detailed.  


NHS costs 


6.5.1 Please describe how the clinical management of the condition is 


currently costed in the NHS in terms of reference costs and the 


payment by results (PbR) tariff. Provide the relevant Healthcare 


Resource Groups (HRG) and PbR codes and justify their selection. 


Please consider in reference to section 2. 


Response 


6.5.2 Please describe whether NHS reference costs or PbR tariffs are 


appropriate for costing the intervention being appraised. 


Response 


Resource identification, measurement and valuation studies 


6.5.3 Please provide a systematic search of relevant resource data for 


the UK. Include a search strategy and inclusion criteria, and 


consider published and unpublished studies. The search strategy 


used should be provided as in section 10.13, appendix 13. If the 


systematic search yields limited UK-specific data, the search 


strategy may be extended to capture data from non-UK sources. 


Please give the following details of included studies: 


 country of study 


 date of study 


 applicability to UK clinical practice  


 cost valuations used in study 
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 costs for use in economic analysis  


 technology costs. 


Response 


6.5.4 If clinical experts assessed the applicability of values available or 


estimated any values, please provide the following details5: 


 the criteria for selecting the experts 


 the number of experts approached 


 the number of experts who participated 


 declaration of potential conflict(s) of interest from each expert or 


medical specialist whose opinion was sought 


 the background information provided and its consistency with the 


totality of the evidence provided in the submission 


 the method used to collect the opinions 


 the medium used to collect opinions (for example, was 


information gathered by direct interview, telephone interview or 


self-administered questionnaire?)  


 the questions asked 


 whether iteration was used in the collation of opinions and if so, 


how it was used (for example, the Delphi technique).  


Response 


Intervention and comparators’ costs  


6.5.5 Please summarise the cost of each treatment in the following table. 


Cross-reference to other sections of the submission; for example, 


drugs costs should be cross-referenced to sections 1.10 and 1.11. 


Provide a rationale for the choice of values used in the cost-


effectiveness model discussed in section 7.2.2.  


                                            
 
5 Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing 
submissions to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee. 
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Table 46 Unit costs associated with the technology in the economic 
model 


Items Intervention 
(confidence 
interval) 


Ref. in 
submission


Comparator 1 
(confidence 
interval) 


Ref. in 
submission 


Etc. 


Technology 
cost 


     


Mean cost of 
technology 
treatment 


     


Administration 
cost 


     


Monitoring 
cost 


     


Tests      


Etc. …  …  … 


Total      


 


Health-state costs 


6.5.6 Please summarise, if appropriate, the costs included in each health 


state. Cross-reference to other sections of the submission for the 


resource costs. Provide a rationale for the choice of values used in 


the cost-effectiveness model. The health states should refer to the 


states in section 7.2.4. 


Table 47 List of health states and associated costs in the economic 
model 


Health states Items Value Reference in 
submission 


Health state 1 Technology   


Staff   


Hospital costs   


Etc.   


Total   


Health state 2    


Etc. … … … 
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Adverse-event costs 


6.5.7 Please summarise the costs for each adverse event listed in 


section 6.9 (Adverse events). These should include the costs of 


therapies identified in sections 2.7 and 2.8. Cross-reference to 


other sections of the submission for the resource costs. Provide a 


rationale for the choice of values used in the cost-effectiveness 


model discussed in section 7.2.2.  


Table 48 List of adverse events and summary of costs included in the 
economic model 


Adverse events Items Value Reference in 
submission 


Adverse event 1 Technology   


Staff   


Hospital costs   


Etc.   


Total   


Adverse event 2 Technology   


Staff   


Etc. … … … 


Miscellaneous costs 


6.5.8 Please describe any additional costs that have not been covered 


anywhere else (for example, PSS costs). If none, please state.  


Response 
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6.6 Sensitivity analysis 


This section should be read in conjunction with NICE’s ‘Guide to the methods 


of technology appraisal’, sections 5.1.11, 5.8, and 5.9.4 to 5.9.12.  


Sensitivity analysis should be used to explore uncertainty around the 


structural assumptions used in the analysis. Analysis of a representative 


range of plausible scenarios should be presented and each alternative 


analysis should present separate results. 


The uncertainty around the appropriate selection of data sources should be 


dealt with through sensitivity analysis. This will include uncertainty about the 


choice of sources for parameter values. Such sources of uncertainty should 


be explored through sensitivity analyses, preferably using probabilistic 


methods of analysis.  


All inputs used in the analysis will be estimated with a degree of imprecision. 


Probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) is preferred for translating the 


imprecision in all input variables into a measure of decision uncertainty in the 


cost effectiveness of the options being compared.  


For technologies whose final price/acquisition cost has not been confirmed, 


sensitivity analysis should be conducted over a plausible range of prices. 


6.6.1 Has the uncertainty around structural assumptions been 


investigated? Provide details of how this was investigated, 


including a description of the alternative scenarios in the analysis.  


Response 


6.6.2 Which variables were subject to deterministic sensitivity analysis? 


How were they varied and what was the rationale for this? If any 


parameters or variables listed in section 7.3.6 (Summary of 


selected values) were omitted from sensitivity analysis, please 


provide the rationale. 


Response 
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6.6.3 Was PSA undertaken? If not, why not? If it was, the distributions 


and their sources should be clearly stated if different from those in 


section 7.3.6, including the derivation and value of ‘priors’. If any 


parameters or variables were omitted from sensitivity analysis, 


please provide the rationale for the omission(s). 


Response 


6.7 Results 


Provide details of the results of the analysis. In particular, results should 


include, but are not limited to, the following. 


 Link between clinical- and cost-effectiveness results. 


 Costs, QALYs and incremental cost per QALY. 


 Disaggregated results such as LYG, costs associated with treatment, costs 


associated with adverse events, and costs associated with follow-


up/subsequent treatment. 


 A statement as to whether the results are based on a PSA. 


 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves, including a representation of the 


cost-effectiveness acceptability frontier. 


 Scatter plots on cost-effectiveness quadrants. 


 A tabulation of the mean results (costs, QALYs, ICERs), the probability 


that the treatment is cost effective at thresholds of £20,000–£30,000 per 


QALY gained and the error probability. 


 


Clinical outcomes from the model 


6.7.1 For the outcomes highlighted in the decision problem (see 


section 5), please provide the corresponding outcomes from the 


model and compare them with clinically important outcomes such 


as those reported in clinical trials. Discuss reasons for any 


differences between modelled and observed results (for example, 


adjustment for cross-over). Please use the following table format 


for each comparator with relevant outcomes included. 
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Table 49 Summary of model results compared with clinical data 


Outcome Clinical trial result Model result 


Progression-free survival C1 R1 


Post-progression survival C2 R2 


Overall survival C1+2 R1+2 


Adverse event 1 C3… R3… 


Etc. … … 


6.7.2 Please provide (if appropriate) the proportion of the cohort in the 


health state over time (Markov trace) for each state, supplying one 


for each comparator.  


Response 


6.7.3 Please provide details of how the model assumes QALYs accrued 


over time. For example, Markov traces can be used to demonstrate 


QALYs accrued in each health state over time. 


Response 


6.7.4 Please indicate the life years and QALYs accrued for each clinical 


outcome listed for each comparator. For outcomes that are a 


combination of other states, please present disaggregated results. 


For example: 


Table 50 Model outputs by clinical outcomes 


Outcome LY QALY Cost (£) 


Progression-free survival L1 QALY1 Cost1 


Post-progression survival L2 QALY2 Cost2 


Overall survival L1+2 QALY1+2 Cost1+2 


Adverse event 1 L3 QALY3 Cost3 


Etc. … … … 
LY, life years; QALY, quality-adjusted life year
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6.7.5 Please provide details of the disaggregated incremental QALYs 


and costs by health state, and of resource use predicted by the 


model by category of cost. Suggested formats are presented 


below.  


Table 51 Summary of QALY gain by health state 


Health 
state 


QALY 
intervention 
(X) 


QALY 
comparator 
(Y) 


Increment Absolute 
increment 


% absolute 
increment 


Health 
state 1 
(HS1) 


XHS1 YHS1 XHS1 – YHS1 |XHS1 – YHS1| |XHS1 – YHS1|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


HS2 XHS2 YHS2 XHS2 – YHS2 |XHS2 – YHS2| |XHS2 – YHS2|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


… … … … … … 


Adverse 
event 1 
(AE1) 


XAE1 YAE1 XAE1 – YAE1 |XAE1 – YAE1| |XAE1 – YAE1|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


AE2 XAE2 YAE2 XAE2 – YAE2 |XAE2 – YAE2| |XAE2 – YAE2|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


Total  XTotal YTotal XTotal – YTotal Total 
absolute 
increment 


100% 


QALY, quality-adjusted life year 


Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing 
submissions to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee 
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Table 52 Summary of costs by health state 


Health 
state 


Cost 
intervention 
(X) 


Cost 
comparator 
(Y) 


Increment Absolute 
increment 


% absolute 
increment 


Health 
state 1 
(HS1) 


XHS1 YHS1 XHS1 – YHS1 |XHS1 – YHS1| |XHS1 – YHS1|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


HS2 XHS2 YHS2 XHS2 – YHS2 |XHS2 – YHS2| |XHS2 – YHS2|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


… … …  … … 


Adverse 
event 1 
(AE1) 


XAE1 YAE1 XAE1 – YAE1 |XAE1 – YAE1| |XAE1 – YAE1|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


AE2 XAE2 YAE2 XAE2 – YAE2 |XAE2 – YAE2| |XAE2 – YAE2|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


Total  XTotal YTotal XTotal – YTotal Total 
absolute 
increment 


100% 


Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing 
submissions to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: 
Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee 


 


Table 53 Summary of predicted resource use by category of cost 


Item Cost 
intervention 
(X) 


Cost 
comparator 
(Y) 


Increment Absolute 
increment 


% absolute 
increment 


Technology 
cost 


Xtech Ytech Xtech – Ytech |Xtech – Ytech| |Xtech – Ytech|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


Mean total 
treatment cost 


Xtreat Ytreat Xtreat – Ytreat |Xtreat – Ytreat| |Xtreat – Ytreat|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


Administration 
cost 


Xadmin Yadmin Xadmin –
 Yadmin 


|Xadmin –
 Yadmin| 


|Xadmin – Yadmin|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


Monitoring 
cost 


Xmon Ymon Xmon – Ymon |Xmon – Ymon| |Xmon – Ymon|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


Tests Xtests Ytests Xtests – Ytests |Xtests – Ytests| |Xtests – Ytests|/ 
(Total absolute 
increment) 


Etc. … … … … … 


Total XTotal YTotal XTotal – YTotal Total 
absolute 
increment 


100% 


Adapted from Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (2008) Guidelines for preparing submissions 
to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (Version 4.3). Canberra: Pharmaceutical Benefits 
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Advisory Committee 


Base-case analysis 


6.7.6 Please present your results in the following table. List interventions 


and comparator(s) from least to most expensive and present ICERs 


in comparison with baseline (usually standard care) and then 


incremental analysis ranking technologies in terms of dominance 


and extended dominance.  


Table 54 Base-case results 


Technologies Total 
costs 
(£) 


Total 
LYG 


Total 
QALYs 


Incremental 
costs (£) 


Incremental 
LYG 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER (£) 
versus 
baseline 
(QALYs) 


ICER (£) 
incremental 
(QALYs) 


         


         


         


ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LYG, life years gained; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years 


 


Sensitivity analyses 


6.7.7 Please present results of deterministic sensitivity analysis. 


Consider the use of tornado diagrams.  


Response 


6.7.8 Please present the results of a PSA, and include scatter plots and 


cost-effectiveness acceptability curves.  


Response 


6.7.9 Please present the results of scenario analysis. Include details of 


structural sensitivity analysis. 


Response 


6.7.10 What were the main findings of each of the sensitivity analyses? 


Response 


6.7.11 What are the key drivers of the cost-effectiveness results? 


Response 
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6.8 Validation 


6.8.1 Please describe the methods used to validate and quality assure 


the model. Provide references to the results produced and cross-


reference to evidence identified in the clinical, quality of life and 


resources sections.  


Response 


6.9 Subgroup analysis 


For many technologies, the capacity to benefit from treatment will differ for 


patients with differing characteristics. This should be explored as part of the 


reference-case analysis by providing separate estimates of clinical and cost 


effectiveness for each relevant subgroup of patients.  


This section should be read in conjunction with NICE’s ‘Guide to the methods 


of technology appraisal’, section 5.10.  


Types of subgroups that are not considered relevant are those based solely 


on the following factors. 


 Individual utilities for health states and patient preference. 


 Subgroups based solely on differential treatment costs for individuals 


according to their social characteristics. 


 Subgroups specified in relation to the costs of providing treatment in 


different geographical locations within the UK (for example, when the costs 


of facilities available for providing the technology vary according to 


location). 
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6.9.1 Please specify whether analysis of subgroups was undertaken and 


how these subgroups were identified. Were they identified on the 


basis of an a priori expectation of differential clinical or cost 


effectiveness because of known, biologically plausible, 


mechanisms, social characteristics or other clearly justified factors? 


Cross-reference the response to section 6.3.7. 


Response 


6.9.2 Please clearly define the characteristics of patients in the subgroup. 


Response 


6.9.3 Please describe how the statistical analysis was undertaken. 


Response 


6.9.4 What were the results of the subgroup analysis/analyses, if 


conducted? Please present results in a similar table as in 


section 7.7.6 (Base-case analysis). 


Response 


6.9.5 Were any obvious subgroups not considered? If so, which ones, 


and why were they not considered? Please refer to the subgroups 


identified in the decision problem in section 5. 


Response 


6.10 Interpretation of economic evidence  


6.10.1 Are the results from this economic evaluation consistent with the 


published economic literature? If not, why do the results from this 


evaluation differ, and why should the results in the submission be 


given more credence than those in the published literature? 


Response 
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6.10.2 Is the economic evaluation relevant to all groups of patients who 


could potentially use the technology as identified in the decision 


problem in section 5? 


Response 


6.10.3 What are the main strengths and weaknesses of the evaluation? 


How might these affect the interpretation of the results? 


Response 


6.10.4 What further analyses could be undertaken to enhance the 


robustness/completeness of the results? 


Response 
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Section C – Implementation 


7 Assessment of factors relevant to the NHS and 


other parties  


The purpose of this section is to provide an analysis of any factors relevant to 


the NHS and other parties that may fall outside the remit of the assessments 


of clinical effectiveness and cost effectiveness. This will allow the subsequent 


evaluation of the budget impact analysis. Such factors might include issues 


relating to service organisation and provision, resource allocation and equity, 


societal or ethical issues, plus any impact on patients or carers.  


7.1 How many patients are eligible for treatment in England and 


Wales? Present results for the full marketing authorisation/CE 


marking and for any subgroups considered. Also present results for 


the subsequent 5 years. 


Aastrom expect that up to 500 individuals are eligible for treatment with MACI. 


This maximum of 500 is expected at year 5. This is based on the estimate that 


was provided by NICE in the scope of the current technology assessment. It is 


expected that the total number of cartilage procedures will increase with the 


number of knee arthroscopies performed, which keeps pace with population 


growth. This is expected to be 0.6% per year between 2010 and 2035, and 


this was used to estimate the total number of cartilage procedures in year 1 to 


5 (Table 55). We have included only MF and MACI/ACI as we were limiting 


ourselves to lesion sizes between 3-20cm2 for which mosaicplasty is not 


indicated.  


Table 55 Procedure numbers by year  


Product Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 


MACI 175 180 200 225 250 


ChondroCelect 175 180 200 225 250 


MF 9,256 9,304 9,322 9,330 9,339 
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Total  9,606 9,664 9,722 9,780 9,839 


 


7.2 What assumption(s) were made about current treatment options 


and uptake of technologies? 


We have assumed the maximum number of procedures as estimated by NICE 


will be carried out in year 5 and that the 500 patients are divided equally 


between MACI and ChondoCelect.. The remainder of procedures would be 


carried out using MF. We have also assumed that patients will get one 


procedure, with the exception of re-opeations, which have been included 


separately. 


7.3 What assumption(s) were made about market share (when 


relevant)?  


We have assumed that the 500 patients/procedures are divided equally 


between MACI and ChondoCelect. this is based on the expected mean lesion 


size being in the range 4 to 7 cm2 . We have assumed that no other 


treatments have any market share in this market which was defined as 


cartilage lesions with a size between 3 and 20 cm2.  


7.4 In addition to technology costs, please consider other significant 


costs associated with treatment that may be of interest to 


commissioners (for example, procedure codes and programme 


budget planning). 


In addition to the costs that we have included, it is reasonable to assume that 


the re-operations after MF, even with MACI or ACI, do not have the same 


success rates as primary MACIs or ACIs. This is based on long-term data 


from the longitudinal follow up of patients which indicated an 80% success 


rate of MACI after a patient had first been treated with MF and then re-treated 


with MACI or ACI, as evidence by several studies. [ Minas 2009] [Nawaz 


2014] [Vijayan 2014]  This would then lead to additional costs downstream 


which currently have not been included in the budget impact model.  
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7.5 What unit costs were assumed? How were these calculated? If unit 


costs used in health economic modelling were not based on 


national reference costs or the PbR tariff, which HRGs reflected 


activity?  


Unit costs for MACI and ACI are list prices, obtained from Aastrom and eMC 


dictionary of medicines and devices respectively. Cost for MF is based on 


NHS reference costs. Cost for the procedure used to implant either ACI or 


MACI has been assumed to have the same costs as MF. This cost was 


obtained from NHS reference costs, elected procedures 2013.  


7.6 Were there any estimates of resource savings? If so, what were 


they? 


There are resource savings from using MACI (or ACI) as a first-line treatment 


option, based on the long-term success rate of MACI, which is higher than 


that of MF, 1.4% and 4.2% respectively at 3 years, based on the SUMMIT 


study and 1 year extension data. However, data from the Saris 2009(57) study 


comparing ACI to MF reported failure rates of 2.9% and 11.5% respectively. It 


is widely believed that the MF failure rate observed in the SUMMIT trial is 


much lower than in clinical practice (possibly due to the study-determined 


rehabilitation programme), and therefore we thought it of importance to 


include an additional analysis that uses other published rates. Using these will 


lead to more treatment failures with MF than in the base cases analysis, which 


will require additional interventions. Based on clinical opinion, we have 


assumed that all failures with MACI or ChondroCelect will result in a repeat 


MACI/ACI, while all failed MFs will result in a MACI or ACI. The changed 


failure rates of these re-operations have not been taken into account in this 


model but should again offer additional savings as repeat MACI/ACI have 


higher success rates after a prior MACI/ACI (9% failure rate)(47) than after a 


prior MF (~20% failure rate).(67) 


7.7 What is the estimated annual budget impact for the NHS in 


England and Wales? 
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The estimated annual budget impact for England and Wales is as shown in 


Table 56 below. This includes both MACI and ACI. The budgetary impact 


model demonstrates that in year 1, the impact of MACI/ACI amounts to £3.7m 


rising to £8.3m in year 5. This amounts to £16,689 per implant (based on 500 


original implants), i.e. lower than the cost of the implantation (an average of 


£17,263 for MACI and ACI) and rehab, showing that there are cost-offsets 


versus MF alone as a first-line treatment.  


Table 56  Budgetary impact MACI and ACI 


Scenario Year 1  Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  Year 5 
World with 
MACI and 
ChondroCelect 
1st line 


                        
36,558,890  


                      
39,580,284  


        
43,101,444  


     
44,173,026  


           
45,226,498  


World without                          
30,577,328  


                      
33,486,579  


        
36,416,996  


     
36,646,628  


           
36,877,274  


Difference = 
budgetary 
impact 


                        
5,981,562  


                        
6,093,704  


           
6,684,448  


       
7,526,398  


             
8,349,223  


However using the alternative failure rates as obtained from the Saris 


2009(57) study we performed an additional analysis which takes into account 


the higher failure rates for both ACI/MACI and MF. This results in more re-


operations for MF and thus reduces the overall budget impact model to 


around £7.8m in year 5, equating to around £15,569 per implantation (based 


on 500 original implants), indicating the further savings from the higher failure 


rate of MF as shown in Table 57 below.  


Table 57  Budgetary impact MACI/ACI using Saris failure rates  


Scenario Year 1  Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  Year 5 
World with 
MACI and 
ChondroCelect 
1st line 


                        
41,418,086  


                      
49,318,839  


        
57,758,646  


     
58,851,428  


           
59,925,062  


World without                          
35,577,663  


                      
43,527,574  


        
51,518,813  


     
51,829,096  


           
52,140,393  


Difference = 
budgetary 
impact 


                        
5,840,424  


                        
5,791,265  


           
6,239,833  


       
7,022,332  


             
7,784,669  
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The calculations related to the re-operations may include a slight 


overestimation as these did not take into account the re-operations already 


having occurred.  


 


7.8 Are there any other opportunities for resource savings or 


redirection of resources that it has not been possible to quantify? 


Not included as part of the budgetary impact, are potential cost savings due to 


a reduction in the loss of work productivity. This is especially relevant to this 


group of patients who are relatively young and likely to be employed.  
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8 References 


Please use a recognised referencing style, such as Harvard or Vancouver. 


Response 
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9 Appendices 


9.1 Appendix 1 


9.1.1 SPC/IFU, scientific discussion or drafts.  


9.2 Appendix 2: Search strategy for section 6.1 


(Identification of studies) 


The following information should be provided. 


9.2.1 The specific databases searched and the service provider used (for 


example, Dialog, DataStar, OVID, Silver Platter), including at least: 


 Medline 


 Embase 


 Medline (R) In-Process 


 The Cochrane Library. 


Response 


9.2.2 The date on which the search was conducted. 


Response 


9.2.3 The date span of the search. 


Response 


9.2.4 The complete search strategies used, including all the search 


terms: textwords (free text), subject index headings (for example, 


MeSH) and the relationship between the search terms (for 


example, Boolean). 


Response 


9.2.5 Details of any additional searches, such as searches of company 


databases (include a description of each database). 


Response 
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9.2.6 The inclusion and exclusion criteria. 


Response 


9.2.7 The data abstraction strategy. 


Response 


9.3 Appendix 3: Quality assessment of RCT(s) 


(section 6.4) 


SUMMIT  


Study question How is the question 
addressed in the study? 


Grade 
(yes/no/not 
clear/N/A) 


Was randomisation carried out 
appropriately? 


An Interactive Voice 
Response System was 
used 


Yes 


Was the concealment of treatment 
allocation adequate? 


NA NA 


Were the groups similar at the outset 
of the study in terms of prognostic 
factors, for example, severity of 
disease?  


Comparable baseline 
demographic and disease 
characteristics 


Yes 


Were the care providers, participants 
and outcome assessors blind to 
treatment allocation? If any of these 
people were not blinded, what might 
be the likely impact on the risk of bias 
(for each outcome)? 


Outcome assessors were 
blinded but participants and 
care providers were not 


Outcome 
Assessors: 
Yes 


Care 
Providers: No  


Participants: 
No   


Were there any unexpected 
imbalances in drop-outs between 
groups? If so, were they explained or 
adjusted for? 


N/A No 


Is there any evidence to suggest that 
the authors measured more 
outcomes than they reported? 


 No 


Did the analysis include an intention-
to-treat analysis? If so, was this 
appropriate and were appropriate 
methods used to account for missing 
data? 


All randomized and treated 
patients were analyzed. 
Last observation carried 
forward was used for 
missing data imputation 


Yes 


Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (2008) Systematic reviews. CRD’s guidance for 
undertaking reviews in health care. York: Centre for Reviews and Dissemination 
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Basad  (2010) 


Study question How is the question addressed in 
the study? 


Grade 
(yes/no/not 
clear/N/A) 


Was randomisation carried 
out appropriately? 


Patients were allocated consecutive 
numbers in the order of their study 
entry and then randomised to 
receive either MACI or MF via a 
computer-generated randomisation 
list 


Yes 


Was the concealment of 
treatment allocation 
adequate? 


NA NA 


Were the groups similar at the 
outset of the study in terms of 
prognostic factors, for 
example, severity of disease?  


Yes, except for the difference in 


symptom duration, which was 0.3 
years longer in the MF group 


Yes 


Were the care providers, 
participants and outcome 
assessors blind to treatment 
allocation? If any of these 
people were not blinded, what 
might be the likely impact on 
the risk of bias (for each 
outcome)? 


No blinding was reported. Not 
blinding outcome assessors could 
have introduced bias into outcome 
assessment tools 


No 


Were there any unexpected 
imbalances in drop-outs 
between groups? If so, were 
they explained or adjusted 
for? 


The MF group had three dropouts. 
One patient became pregnant 6 
months after treatment, one was an 
early treatment failure and received 
OATS after 10 months, and one 
discontinued without giving a 
reason. One patient discontinued 
from the MACI group without stating 
a reason 


No 


Is there any evidence to 
suggest that the authors 
measured more outcomes 
than they reported? 


NA No 


Did the analysis include an 
intention-to-treat analysis? If 
so, was this appropriate and 
were appropriate methods 
used to account for missing 
data? 


All available data (not just those 
from patients with complete records) 
were used as this analysis is able to 
deal with incomplete records as long 
as missing values could be 
considered ‘‘missing completely at 
random’’, which was the case 


Yes 


Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (2008) Systematic reviews. CRD’s guidance for 
undertaking reviews in health care. York: Centre for Reviews and Dissemination 
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Study ID or acronym  


Study question How is the question 
addressed in the 
study? 


Grade 
(yes/no/not 
clear/N/A) 


Was randomisation carried out appropriately?   


Was the concealment of treatment allocation 
adequate? 


  


Were the groups similar at the outset of the 
study in terms of prognostic factors, for 
example, severity of disease?  


  


Were the care providers, participants and 
outcome assessors blind to treatment 
allocation? If any of these people were not 
blinded, what might be the likely impact on the 
risk of bias (for each outcome)? 


  


Were there any unexpected imbalances in 
drop-outs between groups? If so, were they 
explained or adjusted for? 


  


Is there any evidence to suggest that the 
authors measured more outcomes than they 
reported? 


  


Did the analysis include an intention-to-treat 
analysis? If so, was this appropriate and were 
appropriate methods used to account for 
missing data? 


  


Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (2008) Systematic reviews. CRD’s guidance for 
undertaking reviews in health care. York: Centre for Reviews and Dissemination 


 


9.4 Appendix 4: Search strategy for section 6.7 (Indirect 


and mixed treatment comparisons) 


Summary of search strategies 


Database  
(dates 
covered) 


Search terms Citations 
retrieved 


Final 
number of 
citations 
(excluding 
duplicate 
citations) 


EMBASE.com  


(Includes 
MEDLINE and 
EMBASE 1966 


#1: 'knee'/exp OR 'knee injury'/exp OR 
'knee injury'/syn OR knee* OR patella* 
OR trochlea* OR (lateral OR medial OR 
femoral OR femur OR tibial AND 
condyle*) OR 'distal femur' 


151,078 605 
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Database  
(dates 
covered) 


Search terms Citations 
retrieved 


Final 
number of 
citations 
(excluding 
duplicate 
citations) 


to August 2012) 


(Searched on 
21 August 
2012) 


#2: cartilag*:de,ab,ti OR 
chondrocyt*:de,ab,ti OR 
osteochondral*:de,ab,ti OR 
chondral*:de,ab,ti OR 
'chondrogenesis'/exp OR 'cartilage 
cell'/exp OR 'cartilage cell'/syn OR 'or 
articular cartilage' OR 'cartilage 
injury'/exp OR 'cartilage 
degeneration'/exp OR 'osteochondritis 
dissecans'/exp OR 'osteochondritis 
dissecans'/syn 


105,061 


#3: 'autotransplantation'/syn OR 
'autotransplantation'/exp OR (autolog* 
OR autogen* OR chondrocyt* AND 
(transplant* OR implant*)) OR maci OR 
aci OR chondrocelect OR tgx001 OR 
cartipatch OR biocart 


81,224 


#4: 'chondroplasty'/exp OR 
chondroplasty OR 'microfracture'/exp OR 
microfracture OR 'micro fracture' OR 
'marrow stimulating technique' OR 
'articular drilling' OR 'articular 
resurfacing' 


1,272 


#5: mosaicplasty OR 'mosaic 
chondroplasty' OR (osteochondral OR 
chondral OR cartilag* AND (autograft* 
OR allograft* OR graft*)) 


10,551 


#6: #3 OR #4 OR #5 89,321 


#7: #1 AND #2 AND #5 3,102 
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Database  
(dates 
covered) 


Search terms Citations 
retrieved 


Final 
number of 
citations 
(excluding 
duplicate 
citations) 


#8: 'comparative study'/exp OR 
'comparative study' OR 'clinical trial'/exp 
OR 'clinical trial' OR 'randomized 
controlled trial'/exp OR 
'randomization'/exp OR 'single blind 
procedure'/exp OR 'single blind 
procedure' OR 'double blind 
procedure'/exp OR 'double blind 
procedure' OR 'triple blind 
procedure'/exp OR 'triple blind 
procedure' OR 'crossover procedure'/exp 
OR 'crossover procedure' OR 
'placebo'/exp OR placebo* OR random* 
OR rct OR 'single blind' OR 'single 
blinded' OR 'double blind' OR 'double 
blinded' OR 'treble blind' OR 'treble 
blinded' OR 'triple blind' OR 'triple 
blinded' OR 'prospective study'/exp OR 
'prospective study' 


2,598,769 


#9: #7 AND #8 606 


Cochrane 
library 


(searched 21 
August 2012) 


 Cochrane 
reviews 


 Other reviews 
 Technology 


assessments 
 Trials  


#1: "knee"/exp OR knee* OR patella* 
OR trochlea* OR (lateral OR medial OR 
femoral OR femur OR tibial AND 
condyle*) OR "distal femur" 


19,943 151 


#2: cartilag* OR chondrocyt* OR 
osteochondral* OR chondral* OR 
"chondrogenesis"/exp OR "cartilage"/exp 
OR "cartilage diseases"/exp OR 
"cartilage, articular"/exp OR 
"osteochondritis dissecans"/exp OR 
"osteochondritis dissecans" 


1,071 


#3: "transplantation, autologous"/exp OR 
(autolog* OR autogen* OR chondrocyt* 
AND (transplant* OR implant*)) OR maci 
OR chondrocelect OR tgx001 OR 
cartipatch OR biocart 


5,287 


#4: "arthroplasty, subchondral"/exp OR 
microfracture OR "micro fracture" OR 
"marrow stimulating technique" OR 
"articular drilling" OR "articular 
resurfacing" 


33 


 #5: mosaicplasty OR "mosaic 
chondroplasty" OR (osteochondral OR 
chondral OR cartilag* AND (autograft* 
OR allograft* OR graft*)) 


154 


 #6: #3 OR #4 OR #5 5,380 
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Database  
(dates 
covered) 


Search terms Citations 
retrieved 


Final 
number of 
citations 
(excluding 
duplicate 
citations) 


 #7: #1 AND #2 AND #6 151 


 


9.4.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria. 


Table 58. Summary of the selection process for included studies 


Total number of studies identified for full text review 14


Number of citations excluded after full text review 


 Trial does not contain a KOOS responder analysis (MACI, ACI 
and microfracture studies) 


7


 Trial does not contain the Modified Cincinnati Knee 
(mosaicplasty studies only) 


4


 Trial duration was not comparable to SUMMIT trial (2 years) 1


Total number of citations excluded 12
Total number of included studies 2


Abbreviations: ACI, autologous chondrocyte implant; KOOS, knee injury and osteoarthritis 
outcome score; MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implant 
 


9.4.2 The date on which the search was conducted. 


 a search of published literature using the electronic database 


EMBASE.com, which allows concurrent searching of EMBASE and 


MEDLINE (conducted on 26 June 2012) 


 a search of the Cochrane Library and other health technology 


assessment (HTA) websites (conducted between 26 to 29 June 2012) 


 grey literature search (conducted between 26 to 29 June 2012) 


 manual checking of reference lists of all relevant articles. (conducted 


between 26 to 29 June 2012) 


9.4.3 The date span of the search. 


1996 to November 2012  
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9.4.4 The complete search strategies used, including all the search 


terms: textwords (free text), subject index headings (for example, 


MeSH) and the relationship between the search terms (for 


example, Boolean). 


See above  


9.4.5 Details of any additional searches (for example, searches of 


company databases [include a description of each database]). 


Internal company 


databases 


(searched 22 


November 2012) 


 5 3 
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9.4.6 The inclusion and exclusion criteria. 


Response 


9.4.7 The data abstraction strategy. 


Response 


9.5 Appendix 5: Quality assessment of comparator 


RCT(s) in section 6.7 (Indirect and mixed treatment 


comparisons) 


Saris 2009 
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Study question How is the 
question 
addressed 
in the 
study? 


Grade 
(yes/no/not 
clear/N/A) 


Was randomisation carried out appropriately?   


Was the concealment of treatment allocation adequate?   


Were the groups similar at the outset of the study in 
terms of prognostic factors, for example, severity of 
disease?  


  


Were the care providers, participants and outcome 
assessors blind to treatment allocation? If any of these 
people were not blinded, what might be the likely impact 
on the risk of bias (for each outcome)? 


  


Were there any unexpected imbalances in drop-outs 
between groups? If so, were they explained or adjusted 
for? 


  


Is there any evidence to suggest that the authors 
measured more outcomes than they reported? 


  


Did the analysis include an intention-to-treat analysis? If 
so, was this appropriate and were appropriate methods 
used to account for missing data? 


  


Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (2008) Systematic reviews. CRD’s guidance for 
undertaking reviews in health care. York: Centre for Reviews and Dissemination 


 


Bentley 2003 


Study question How is the question 
addressed in the 
study? 


Grade 
(yes/no/not 
clear/N/A) 


Was randomisation carried out 
appropriately? 


Random sample 
numbers 


in sealed envelopes 


Yes 


Was the concealment of treatment allocation 
adequate? 


NA NA 


Were the groups similar at the outset of the 
study in terms of prognostic factors, for 
example, severity of disease?  


No comparison of 
patient demographics 
provided 


Unclear 


Were the care providers, participants and 
outcome assessors blind to treatment 
allocation? If any of these people were not 
blinded, what might be the likely impact on 
the risk of bias (for each outcome)? 


NA No 


Were there any unexpected imbalances in 
drop-outs between groups? If so, were they 
explained or adjusted for? 


Unclear Unclear 
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Is there any evidence to suggest that the 
authors measured more outcomes than they 
reported? 


All outcome measures 
mentioned in methods 
were reported in 
results 


No 


Did the analysis include an intention-to-treat 
analysis? If so, was this appropriate and 
were appropriate methods used to account 
for missing data? 


Unclear Unclear 


Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (2008) Systematic reviews. CRD’s guidance for 
undertaking reviews in health care. York: Centre for Reviews and Dissemination 


Study ID or acronym  


Study question How is the question 
addressed in the 
study? 


Grade 
(yes/no/not 
clear/N/A)  


Was randomisation carried out 
appropriately? 


  


Was the concealment of treatment allocation 
adequate? 


  


Were the groups similar at the outset of the 
study in terms of prognostic factors, for 
example, severity of disease?  


  


Were the care providers, participants and 
outcome assessors blind to treatment 
allocation? If any of these people were not 
blinded, what might be the likely impact on 
the risk of bias (for each outcome)? 


  


Were there any unexpected imbalances in 
drop-outs between groups? If so, were they 
explained or adjusted for? 


  


Is there any evidence to suggest that the 
authors measured more outcomes than they 
reported? 


  


Did the analysis include an intention-to-treat 
analysis? If so, was this appropriate and 
were appropriate methods used to account 
for missing data? 


  


Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (2008) Systematic reviews. CRD’s guidance for 
undertaking reviews in health care. York: Centre for Reviews and Dissemination 
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9.6 Appendix 6: Search strategy for section 6.8 (Non-RCT 


evidence) 


The following information should be provided. 


9.6.1 The specific databases searched and the service provider used (for 


example, Dialog, DataStar, OVID, Silver Platter), including at least: 


 Medline 


 Embase 


 Medline (R) In-Process 


 The Cochrane Library. 


See Appendix 2. 
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9.7 Appendix 7: Quality assessment of non-RCT(s) in 


section 6.8 (Non-RCT evidence) 


9.7.1 Please tabulate the quality assessment of each of the non-RCTs 


identified.  


A quality assessment was undertaken based on the STROBE checklist. If the 


study had provided the information then it was given a “Yes”, if not a “No”, or 


otherwise a “not clear” or not applicable 
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Table 59. Quality assessment of studies based on the STROBE checklist 


 Grade (yes/no/not clear/N/A) 
Criteria Bartlett 


2005#(35) 
Behrens 
2006(41)


Genovese 
2010(43) 


Ebert 
2011*(42)


Ebert  
2012*(59) 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Zak 
2012(46)


Vijayan 
2014(47)


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


1(a) Indicate the 
study’s design with 
a commonly used 
term in the title or 
the abstract 


Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No 


1(b) Provide in the 
abstract an 
informative and 
balanced summary 
of what was done 
and what was found 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


2 Explain the 
scientific 
background and 
rationale for the 
investigation being 
reported 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


3 State specific 
objectives, including 
any pre-specified 
hypotheses 


No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 


4 Present key 
elements of study 
design early in the 
paper 


Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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 Grade (yes/no/not clear/N/A) 
Criteria Bartlett 


2005#(35) 
Behrens 
2006(41)


Genovese 
2010(43) 


Ebert 
2011*(42)


Ebert  
2012*(59) 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Zak 
2012(46)


Vijayan 
2014(47)


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


5 Describe the 
setting, locations, 
and relevant dates, 
including periods of 
recruitment, 
exposure, follow-up, 
and data collection 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


6(a) Give the 
eligibility criteria, 
and the sources 
and methods of 
selection of 
participants. 
Describe methods 
of follow-up 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


7 Clearly define all 
outcomes, 
exposures, 
predictors, potential 
confounders, and 
effect modifiers. 
Give diagnostic 
criteria, if applicable 


No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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 Grade (yes/no/not clear/N/A) 
Criteria Bartlett 


2005#(35) 
Behrens 
2006(41)


Genovese 
2010(43) 


Ebert 
2011*(42)


Ebert  
2012*(59) 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Zak 
2012(46)


Vijayan 
2014(47)


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


8 For each variable 
of interest, give 
sources of data and 
details of methods 
of assessment 
(measurement). 
Describe 
comparability of 
assessment 
methods if there is 
more than one 
group 


Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  


9 Describe any 
efforts to address 
potential sources of 
bias 


No No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No 


10 Explain how the 
study size was 
arrived at 


No No No Yes Yes No Yes No No No 


11 Explain how 
quantitative 
variables were 
handled in the 
analyses. If 
applicable, 
describe which 
groupings were 
chosen and why 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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 Grade (yes/no/not clear/N/A) 
Criteria Bartlett 


2005#(35) 
Behrens 
2006(41)


Genovese 
2010(43) 


Ebert 
2011*(42)


Ebert  
2012*(59) 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Zak 
2012(46)


Vijayan 
2014(47)


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


12(a) Describe all 
statistical methods, 
including those 
used to control for 
confounding 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


(b) Describe any 
methods used to 
examine subgroups 
and interactions 


NA Yes NA Yes Yes NA NA Yes NA Yes 


(c) Explain how 
missing data were 
addressed 


No No No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes 


(d) Cohort study—If 
applicable, explain 
how loss to follow-
up was addressed 


NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes 


13(a) Report 
numbers of 
individuals at each 
stage of study—eg 
numbers potentially 
eligible, examined 
for eligibility, 
confirmed eligible, 
included in the 
study, completing 
follow-up, and 
analysed 


No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 
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 Grade (yes/no/not clear/N/A) 
Criteria Bartlett 


2005#(35) 
Behrens 
2006(41)


Genovese 
2010(43) 


Ebert 
2011*(42)


Ebert  
2012*(59) 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Zak 
2012(46)


Vijayan 
2014(47)


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


(b) Give reasons for 
non-participation at 
each stage 


No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 


14(a) Give 
characteristics of 
study participants 
(eg demographic, 
clinical, social) and 
information on 
exposures and 
potential 
confounders 


No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 


15. Cohort study—
Report numbers of 
outcome events or 
summary measures 
over time 


NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes NA NA Yes 
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 Grade (yes/no/not clear/N/A) 
Criteria Bartlett 


2005#(35) 
Behrens 
2006(41)


Genovese 
2010(43) 


Ebert 
2011*(42)


Ebert  
2012*(59) 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Zak 
2012(46)


Vijayan 
2014(47)


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


16. (a) Give 
unadjusted 
estimates and, if 
applicable, 
confounder-
adjusted estimates 
and their precision 
(eg, 95% 
confidence interval). 
Make clear which 
confounders were 
adjusted for and 
why they were 
included 


No NA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


(b) Report category 
boundaries when 
continuous 
variables were 
categorized 


Yes Yes NA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


17 Report other 
analyses done—eg 
analyses of 
subgroups and 
interactions, and 
sensitivity 


analyses 


Yes Yes NA Yes Yes NA Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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 Grade (yes/no/not clear/N/A) 
Criteria Bartlett 


2005#(35) 
Behrens 
2006(41)


Genovese 
2010(43) 


Ebert 
2011*(42)


Ebert  
2012*(59) 


Marlovits 
2012(44) 


Ventura 
2012(45) 


Zak 
2012(46)


Vijayan 
2014(47)


Nawaz 
2014(48) 


18 Summarise key 
results with 
reference to study 
objectives 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


19 Discuss 
limitations of the 
study, taking into 
account sources of 
potential bias or 
imprecision. 


Discuss both 
direction and 
magnitude of any 
potential bias 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


20 Give a cautious 
overall 
interpretation of 
results considering 
objectives, 
limitations, 
multiplicity of 
analyses, results 
from similar studies, 
and other evidence 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


21 Discuss the 
generalisability 
(external validity) of 
the study results 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 


Modified version of the STROBE checklist  
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* RCT where both groups received MACI but different rehabilitation programs 
# Prospective randomised study
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Appendix 8: Search strategy for section 6.9 (Adverse events) 


The following information should be provided. 


9.7.2 The specific databases searched and the service provider used (for 


example, Dialog, DataStar, OVID, Silver Platter), including at least: 


 Medline 


 Embase 


 Medline (R) In-Process 


 The Cochrane Library. 


Response 


9.7.3 The date on which the search was conducted. 


Response 


9.7.4 The date span of the search. 


Response 


9.7.5 The complete search strategies used, including all the search 


terms: textwords (free text), subject index headings (for example, 


MeSH) and the relationship between the search terms (for 


example, Boolean). 


Response 


9.7.6 Details of any additional searches (for example, searches of 


company databases [include a description of each database]). 


Response 


9.7.7 The inclusion and exclusion criteria. 


Response 


9.7.8 The data abstraction strategy. 
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Response 


9.8 Appendix 9: Quality assessment of adverse event 


data in section 6.9 (Adverse events) 


9.8.1 Please tabulate the quality assessment of each of the non-RCTs 


identified.  


Response 


9.9 Appendix 10: Search strategy for cost-effectiveness 


studies (section 7.1) 


The following information should be provided. 


9.9.1 The specific databases searched and the service provider used (for 


example, Dialog, DataStar, OVID, Silver Platter), including at least: 


 Medline 


 Embase 


 Medline (R) In-Process 


 EconLIT 


 NHS EED. 


Response 


9.9.2 The date on which the search was conducted. 


Response 


9.9.3 The date span of the search. 


Response 


9.9.4 The complete search strategies used, including all the search 


terms: textwords (free text), subject index headings (for example, 


MeSH) and the relationship between the search terms (for 


example, Boolean). 
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Response 


9.9.5 Details of any additional searches (for example, searches of 


company databases [include a description of each database]). 


Response 


9.10 Appendix 11: Quality assessment of cost-


effectiveness studies (section 7.1) 


 Study name 


Study question Grade 
(yes/no/not 
clear/N/A) 


Comments 


Study design  


1. Was the research question 
stated?  


 
 


2. Was the economic 
importance of the research 
question stated?  


 
 


3. Was/were the viewpoint(s) of 
the analysis clearly stated and 
justified?  


 
 


4. Was a rationale reported for 
the choice of the alternative 
programmes or interventions 
compared?  


 


 


5. Were the alternatives being 
compared clearly described?  


 
 


6. Was the form of economic 
evaluation stated?  


 
 


7. Was the choice of form of 
economic evaluation justified in 
relation to the questions 
addressed? 


 


 


Data collection 


8. Was/were the source(s) of 
effectiveness estimates used 
stated?  


 
 


9. Were details of the design 
and results of the effectiveness 
study given (if based on a single 
study)?  
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10. Were details of the methods 
of synthesis or meta-analysis of 
estimates given (if based on an 
overview of a number of 
effectiveness studies)?  


 


 


11. Were the primary outcome 
measure(s) for the economic 
evaluation clearly stated?  


 
 


12. Were the methods used to 
value health states and other 
benefits stated?  


 
 


13. Were the details of the 
subjects from whom valuations 
were obtained given?  


 
 


14. Were productivity changes 
(if included) reported 
separately?  


 
 


15. Was the relevance of 
productivity changes to the 
study question discussed?  


 
 


16. Were quantities of resources 
reported separately from their 
unit cost?  


 
 


17. Were the methods for the 
estimation of quantities and unit 
costs described?  


 
 


18. Were currency and price 
data recorded?  


 
 


19. Were details of price 
adjustments for inflation or 
currency conversion given?  


 
 


20. Were details of any model 
used given?  


 
 


21. Was there a justification for 
the choice of model used and 
the key parameters on which it 
was based?  


 


 


Analysis and interpretation of results 


22. Was the time horizon of cost 
and benefits stated?  


 
 


23. Was the discount rate 
stated?  


 
 


24. Was the choice of rate 
justified?  


 
 


25. Was an explanation given if 
cost or benefits were not 
discounted?  


 
 


26. Were the details of statistical 
test(s) and confidence intervals 
given for stochastic data?  
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27. Was the approach to 
sensitivity analysis described?  


 
 


28. Was the choice of variables 
for sensitivity analysis justified?  


 
 


29. Were the ranges over which 
the parameters were varied 
stated?  


 
 


30. Were relevant alternatives 
compared? (That is, were 
appropriate comparisons made 
when conducting the 
incremental analysis?)  


 


 


31. Was an incremental analysis 
reported?  


 
 


32. Were major outcomes 
presented in a disaggregated as 
well as aggregated form?  


 
 


33. Was the answer to the study 
question given?  


 
 


34. Did conclusions follow from 
the data reported?  


 
 


35. Were conclusions 
accompanied by the appropriate 
caveats?  


 
 


36. Were generalisability issues 
addressed?  


 
 


Adapted from Drummond MF, Jefferson TO (1996) Guidelines for authors and peer reviewers 
of economic submissions to the BMJ. The BMJ Economic Evaluation Working Party. British 
Medical Journal 313 (7052): 275–83. Cited in Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (2008) 
Systematic reviews. CRD’s guidance for undertaking reviews in health care. York: Centre for 
Reviews and Dissemination 


9.11 Appendix 12: Search strategy for section 7.4 


(Measurement and valuation of health effects) 


The following information should be provided. 


9.11.1 The specific databases searched and the service provider used (for 


example, Dialog, DataStar, OVID, Silver Platter), including at least: 


 Medline 


 Embase 


 Medline (R) In-Process 


 NHS Economic Evaluation Database (NHS EED) 


 EconLIT. 
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Response 


9.11.2 The date on which the search was conducted. 


Response 


9.11.3 The date span of the search. 


Response 


9.11.4 The complete search strategies used, including all the search 


terms: textwords (free text), subject index headings (for example, 


MeSH) and the relationship between the search terms (for 


example, Boolean). 


Response 


9.11.5 Details of any additional searches (for example, searches of 


company databases [include a description of each database]). 


Response 


9.11.6 The inclusion and exclusion criteria. 


Response 


9.11.7 The data abstraction strategy. 


Response 


9.12 Appendix 13: Resource identification, measurement 


and valuation (section 7.5) 


The following information should be provided. 


9.12.1 The specific databases searched and the service provider used (for 


example, Dialog, DataStar, OVID, Silver Platter), including at least: 


 Medline 


 Embase 
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 Medline (R) In-Process 


 NHS EED 


 EconLIT. 


Response 


9.12.2 The date on which the search was conducted. 


Response 


9.12.3 The date span of the search. 


Response 


9.12.4 The complete search strategies used, including all the search 


terms: textwords (free text), subject index headings (for example, 


MeSH) and the relationship between the search terms (for 


example, Boolean). 


Response 


9.12.5 Details of any additional searches (for example, searches of 


company databases [include a description of each database]). 


Response 


9.12.6 The inclusion and exclusion criteria. 


Response 


9.12.7 The data abstraction strategy. 


Response 
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10 Related procedures for evidence submission  


10.1 Cost-effectiveness models 


NICE accepts executable economic models using standard software – that is, 


Excel, TreeAge Pro, R or WinBUGs. If you plan to submit a model in a non-


standard package, NICE should be informed in advance. NICE, in association 


with the ERG, will investigate whether the requested software is acceptable, 


and establish if you need to provide NICE and the ERG with temporary 


licences for the non-standard software for the duration of the appraisal. NICE 


reserves the right to reject economic models in non-standard software. A fully 


executable electronic copy of the model must be submitted to NICE with full 


access to the programming code. Care should be taken to ensure that the 


submitted versions of the model program and the written content of the 


evidence submission match. 


NICE will need to distribute an executable version of the model to consultees 


and commentators because it will be used by the Appraisal Committee to 


assist their decision-making. On distribution of the appraisal consultation 


document (ACD) or final appraisal determination (FAD), and the evaluation 


report produced after the first committee meeting, NICE will advise consultees 


and commentators by letter that the manufacturer or sponsor has developed a 


model as part of their evidence submission for this technology appraisal. The 


letter asks consultees to inform NICE if they wish to receive an electronic copy 


of the model. If a request is received, NICE will release the model as long as it 


does not contain information that was designated confidential by the model 


owner, or the confidential material can be redacted by the model owner 


without producing severe limitations on the functionality of the model. The 


letter to consultees indicates clearly that NICE will distribute an executable 


copy, that the model is protected by intellectual property rights, and can be 


used only for the purposes of commenting on the model’s reliability and 


informing a response to the ACD or FAD. 


Manufacturers and sponsors must ensure that all relevant material pertinent to 


the decision problem has been disclosed to NICE at the time of submission. 
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There will be no subsequent opportunity to submit information unless it has 


been specifically requested by NICE.  


When making a submission, manufacturers and sponsors should check that: 


 an electronic copy of the submission has been given to NICE with all 


confidential information highlighted and underlined 


 an executable electronic copy of the economic model has been submitted 


 the checklist of confidential information (provided by NICE along with 


invitation to submit) has been completed and submitted. 


10.2 Disclosure of information 


To ensure that the appraisal process is as transparent as possible, NICE 


considers it highly desirable that evidence pivotal to the Appraisal 


Committee’s decisions should be publicly available. NICE recognises that 


because the appraisal is being undertaken close to the time of regulatory 


decisions, the status of information may change during the STA process. 


However, at the point of issuing the FAD or ACD to consultees and 


commentators, all the evidence seen by the Committee should be available to 


all consultees and commentators. 


Under exceptional circumstances, unpublished evidence is accepted under 


agreement of confidentiality. Such evidence includes ‘commercial in 


confidence’ information and data that are awaiting publication (‘academic in 


confidence’). Further instructions on the specification of confidential 


information, and its acceptability, can be found in the agreement between the 


Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI) and NICE 


(www.nice.org.uk). 


When data are ‘commercial in confidence’ or ‘academic in confidence’, it is the 


manufacturer’s or sponsor’s responsibility to highlight such data clearly, and to 


provide reasons why they are confidential and the timescale within which they 


will remain confidential. The checklist of confidential information should be 


completed: if it is not provided, NICE will assume that there is no confidential 
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information in the submission. It is the responsibility of the manufacturer or 


sponsor to ensure that the confidential information checklist is kept up to date.  


The manufacturer or sponsor must ensure that any confidential information in 


their evidence submission is clearly underlined and highlighted. NICE is 


assured that information marked ‘academic in confidence’ can be presented 


and discussed during the public part of the Appraisal Committee meeting. 


NICE is confident that such public presentation does not affect the 


subsequent publication of the information, which is the prerequisite allowing 


for the marking of information as ‘academic in confidence’.  


Please therefore underline all confidential information, and separately 


highlight information that is submitted under ‘commercial in confidence’ in 


turquoise and information submitted under ‘academic in confidence’ in yellow. 


The manufacturer or sponsor will be asked to supply a second version of the 


submission with any information that is to remain confidential removed. The 


confidential information should be ‘blacked out’ from this version, taking care 


to retain the original formatting as far as possible so that it is clear which data 


have been removed and where from. For further details on how the document 


should be redacted/stripped, see the checklist of confidential information. 


The last opportunity to review the confidential status of information in an STA, 


before publication by NICE as part of the consultation on the ACD, is 2 weeks 


before the Appraisal Committee meeting; particularly in terms of ‘academic in 


confidence’ information. The ‘stripped’ version will be issued to consultees 


and commentators along with the ACD or FAD, and made available on NICE’s 


website 5 days later.  


It is the responsibility of the manufacturer or sponsor to ensure that the 


‘stripped’ version of the submission does not contain any confidential 


information. NICE will ask manufacturers and sponsors to reconsider 


restrictions on the release of data if there appears to be no obvious reason for 


the restrictions, or if such restrictions would make it difficult or impossible for 


NICE to show the evidential basis for its guidance. Information that has been 
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put into the public domain, anywhere in the world, cannot be marked as 


confidential.  


Confidential information submitted will be made available for review by the 


ERG and the Appraisal Committee. Confidential information may be 


distributed to all consultees with the permission of the manufacturer or 


sponsor. NICE will at all times seek to protect the confidentiality of the 


information submitted, but nothing will restrict the disclosure of information by 


NICE that is required by law (including in particular, but without limitation, the 


Freedom of Information Act 2000). 


The Freedom of Information Act 2000, which came into force on 1 January 


2005, enables any person to obtain information from public authorities such as 


NICE. The Act obliges NICE to respond to requests about the recorded 


information it holds, and it gives people a right of access to that information. 


This obligation extends to submissions made to NICE. Information that is 


designated as ‘commercial in confidence’ may be exempt under the Act. On 


receipt of a request for information, NICE will make every effort to contact the 


designated company representative to confirm the status of any information 


previously deemed ‘commercial in confidence’ before making any decision on 


disclosure. 
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Abbreviations  


ACI autologous chondrocyte implantation 


ACL anterior cruciate ligament 


AE adverse event 
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BMI body mass index 


BSC best supportive care 
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OA osteoarthritis 
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SmPC summary of product characteristics 
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1 Executive summary 
Cartilage damage can be debilitating for patients, causing pain, deterioration of function and 
greatly limiting normal activities. Ultimately, unless treated, the knee will continue to 
degenerate, eventually resulting in the need for total knee replacement (TKR). 


ChondroCelect® is an innovative method for regeneration of hyaline cartilage, which 
constitutes a superior and longer lasting repair of cartilage damage than currently available 
treatment options, fully compliant with the SANCO directives on cell and tissue.1-3 The 
efficacy of ChondroCelect was demonstrated in a head-to-head trial compared to 
microfracture (MFx), the current standard of care in the National Health Service (NHS). In 
this pivotal study of 118 patients (57 ChondroCelect vs 61 MFx), TIG/ACT/01, 
ChondroCelect showed numerically superior efficacy to MFx at all timepoints; the difference 
was statistically significant in patients with recent (<3 years) lesions. Further supportive 
evidence was provided by the compassionate use programme of ChondroCelect (n=370) 
and a non-interventional study (TGX001-2001 [n=153]), in which outcomes were consistent. 
The duration of evidence shows sustained efficacy for up to 60 months and similar safety 
profile to MFx (with identical numbers of procedure related adverse events).  


A risk-sharing scheme, where a partial refund is given for patient who fail in the first 3 years 
after treatment, has been submitted to the Department of Health (Section 3.9). In Belgium a 
similar scheme is in place for patients with a recent lesion (<3 years from the onset of 
symptoms, a pre-specified subgroup in TIG/ACT/01). The experience from this scheme is 
that only four rebates were required from 254 patients over 3 years, with no patients failing in 
the 3rd year. This scheme demonstrates better results than those seen in the clinical studies, 
but also that SOBi are prepared to share the risk of implementing ChondroCelect. 


Whilst the incidence of cartilage damage requiring treatment in the UK population is 
estimated at 10,000 per year, ChondroCelect is not the appropriate treatment for the majority 
of patients. The optimal patient group for treatment with ChondroCelect are those aged 18-
50 years (the population of TIG/ACT/01), with the onset of symptoms less than three years 
before the procedure is performed. Only patients where debridement has failed, who have a 
lesion between 1 to 5cm2 are suitable, with the procedure performed by knee specialists. We 
expect approximately 293 procedures in year 1, increasing to 632 in year 5. 


To demonstrate the value of ChondroCelect, a Markov model was constructed in Microsoft® 
Excel. Using NHS reference costs, clinical efficacy data from TIG/ACT/01, published utility 
values, and the ChondroCelect list price of £16,000, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio 
(ICER) was £6,812 per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) compared to MFx. The model was 
most sensitive to its time horizon and extrapolation of efficacy after the trial duration. The 
ICER remained under £20,000 in 98.8% of probabilistic simulations. Over the 75 year time 
horizon (when all patients are assumed to have died), we predict a 53% reduction in 
TKRs/TKR revisions required (607 for ChondroCelect vs 1,286 for MFx). 


ChondroCelect is a first in class product, which is safe and durable, successfully restoring 
damaged cartilage, attaining results superior to standard of care in the UK. This is backed by 
a risk-sharing scheme. As first line treatment for a select group of patients it provides 
exceptional value for money to the NHS and better outcomes for patients.  
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2 Product description and licensing 
ChondroCelect (10,000 cells/µL implantation suspension) is a product consisting of 
characterised viable autologous cartilage cells expanded ex vivo expressing specific marker 
proteins. Each vial of product contains 4 million cells in 0.4 mL cell suspension, 
corresponding to a concentration of 10,000 cells/µL.4 


ChondroCelect is indicated for the repair of single symptomatic cartilage defects of the 
femoral condyle of the knee (International Cartilage Repair Society [ICRS] Grade III or IV; 
2cm² or greater) in adults. Concomitant asymptomatic cartilage lesions (ICRS Grade I or II) 
might be present. Demonstration of efficacy is based on a randomised controlled trial 
evaluating the efficacy of ChondroCelect in patients with lesions between 1 and 5cm2.5 


ChondroCelect received the first marketing authorisation for an advanced therapy medicinal 
product in 2009.6 Advanced-therapy medicines are different from conventional medicines, 
which are made from chemicals or proteins. ChondroCelect is classified as a tissue-
engineered medicine, based on the four main groups described below7: 


• gene-therapy medicines: these contain genes that lead to a therapeutic effect. 
They work by inserting 'recombinant' genes into cells, usually to treat a variety of 
diseases, including genetic disorders, cancer or long-term diseases. A recombinant 
gene is a stretch of DNA that is created in the laboratory, bringing together DNA from 
different sources; 


• somatic-cell therapy medicines: these contain cells or tissues that have been 
manipulated to change their biological characteristics. They can be used to cure, 
diagnose or prevent diseases; 


• tissue-engineered medicines: these contain cells or tissues that have been 
modified so they can be used to repair, regenerate or replace tissue; 


• combined advanced-therapy medicines: these are medicines that contain one or 
more medical devices as an integral part of the medicine. An example of this is cells 
embedded in a biodegradable matrix or scaffold. 


As a result, ChondroCelect meets biopharmaceutical-standard criteria and provides a 
supportive pharmacovigilance concept, a risk-management plan and SmPC. In addition, 
quality assurance, reproducibility, standardisation of manufacture and specific potency are 
regulated resulting in a product which is materially different from those products which are 
exempt from licensing. 


3 Treatment pathway 


3.1 Patient numbers 


It is estimated that every year in the UK 10,000 people experience cartilage damage which 
requires treatment. However, not every lesion will require, or be suitable for treatment with 
characterised chondrocyte implantation (CCI) (Section 3.4). 


Patients in Belgium will experience a similar treatment pathway to that experienced by 
patients in the UK and data from the experience of using ChondroCelect in Belgium acts as 
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a good basis for estimating the number of likely procedures in the UK. Data from Belgium, 
where ChondroCelect is fully reimbursed by an established remuneration programme, show 
that the number of procedures performed using ChondroCelect were 51 (year 1), 93 (year 2) 
and 110 (year 3). Adjusting for the population difference between Belgium and the UK, it is 
estimated that ChondroCelect would be used for 293 (year 1), 534 (year 2) and 632 (year 3) 
procedures. The budget impact of this is further explored in Section 6.4. 


3.2 Cartilage structure and defects 


Cartilage defects of the knee vary in severity. Small, acute lesions may be diagnosed 
incidentally using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or arthroscopy of the knee. These 
lesions can be asymptomatic initially, although they may progress. Larger and/or more 
chronic lesions may cause pain, catching, locking and swelling. 


Chondral lesions that are left untreated can progress, resulting in debilitating joint pain, 
dysfunction and degenerative arthritis. In the medium-term this can result in persistent and 
increasing limitation of activities and in the longer-term the need for a prosthetic replacement 
of the knee. These lesions are associated with ongoing costs to the NHS as well as effects 
on the health, HRQL and daily activities of the patient.  


Hyaline-like articular cartilage has a complex structure. This gives it viscoelastic properties 
and mechanical durability, with the ability to resist shearing forces and adapt to compressive 
forces. In the knee, articular cartilage assisted by the synovial fluid distributes the load 
between the femur and tibia to avoid high point stresses on load-bearing areas and to 
provide a low friction-bearing surface. To fulfil its mechanical function, articular cartilage 
does not have a blood, nerve or lymphatic supply.  


The only cells in articular cartilage, the chondrocytes, are relatively sparse and embedded in 
the extracellular matrix, which prevents them moving to the site of injury. The inability of cells 
to reach the site of cartilaginous injury means that, in skeletally-mature adults, articular 
cartilage does not spontaneously heal or regenerate if damaged. Shallow or partial-thickness 
cartilage injuries, which do not reach the underlying bone, have the least self-healing 
capacity due to the inaccessibility of chondrocytes to repair the damage.8 


However, this process does not usually produce repair tissue the same as the original 
hyaline-like articular cartilage; it is more likely to form fibrocartilaginous tissue. 


The structure of fibrocartilage is different from that of articular cartilage and has a simple 
linear organisation. The type of collagen also differs; Type I and X collagen predominate in 
fibrocartilage; while articular cartilage mainly consists of Type II (with some Type IX). 
Different types of cartilage have different mechanical properties and Types I and X may be 
associated with calcification, in which cartilage becomes bony. Fibrocartilage is adapted to 
resist tensile (stretching) forces (for example in tendons and ligaments) rather than 
compressive forces. Unlike articular cartilage, it does not provide a frictionless gliding 
surface, and it is much less hard-wearing. 


Where repair has been attempted the process does not usually produce tissue the same as 
the original hyaline-like articular cartilage. It is more likely to form fibrocartilaginous tissue 
often leading to a temporary improvement in symptoms, but as noted above this tissue does 
not have the performance characteristics of the original hyaline-like articular cartilage. The 
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initial improvement following cartilage repair surgery has been shown to deteriorate after 
about 18 months post-surgery9-12 with recurrence of symptoms and limitation of activity.  


Injuries to articular cartilage are associated with the development of osteoarthritis (OA).8, 13-20 
OA substantially reduces the patient’s HRQL and may require total knee replacement and/or 
long-term drug treatment. 


3.1.1 Classification of articular cartilage lesions 


Individual articular cartilage lesions are usually classified using the ICRS classification 
scheme (Table 1). 


Table 1: ICRS classification of articular cartilage lesions  
ICRS grade Description 


0 Intact cartilage 


I Superficial (soft indentation or superficial fissures and cracks) 


II Lesion less than half the thickness of articular cartilage 


III Lesion greater than half the thickness of articular cartilage 


IV Lesion extending to subchondral bone 


Key: ICRS, International Cartilage Repair Society. 
Source: Brittberg 200321 


 


3.3 Treatment options 


Patients with cartilage injury can be treated in a variety of ways; initial treatment may consist 
of lavage, debridement and pain relief. This initial treatment is designed to alleviate the 
symptoms rather than affect a repair of the cartilage; many factors influence treatment 
choice for cartilage repair (Section 3.6).  


Interventions available to re-establish the cartilage surface by trying to repair the tissue, 
include: 


• Marrow stimulation techniques 


− The most commonly practiced type of this technique is MFx, whereby small 
holes are drilled into the bone in order to allow vascular bone cells to move to 
the bone surface and stimulate tissue repair. This type of procedure is most 
likely to produce fibrocartilage. 


− Mosaicplasty is a technique that involves harvesting and transplanting many 
small cylindrical osteochondral plugs from the less weight-bearing area of the 
knee and inserting them into drilled tunnels in the defective section of 
cartilage. It should be noted that mosaicplasty is unsuitable for lesions of the 
patella. 


• Regenerative procedures 


− Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) comprises a series of procedures. 
First, chondrocytes are harvested from the knee joint. The cells are then 
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cultured for a few weeks to expand the cell population. In a second surgical 
procedure, the cultured chondrocytes are implanted into the damaged area. 
Each damaged area is carefully debrided and covered with a periosteal tissue 
flap or a porcine collagen membrane, beneath which the autologous cells are 
injected.  


− Matrix-applied ACI (MACI) is a modification of the ACI treatment, where 
autologous chondrocytes are cultured before being shipped in a collagen 
matrix, which is then implanted. This product has been acquired by Aastrom 
(May 2014), and, whilst licensed in Europe (EU) and listed as part of this 
MTA, sales of MACI throughout the EU have been suspended.22 


− CCI is also a modification of ACI whereby the cells grown and implanted are 
selected to keep the chondroctye phenotype which results in a greater 
likelihood that, on re-implantation, the chondrocytes will form hyaline-like 
cartilage. This is the technique used for ChondroCelect. 


Of the procedures considered as part of this MTA, both location and size inform the 
treatment option selected (Figure 1).  


Figure 1: Treatment choice depending on location and size of lesion 
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3.4 Description of technology: CCI using ChondroCelect 


CCI using ChondroCelect consists of three steps (see also Figure 2): 


1. An arthroscopy is performed to assess the cartilage defect and to take a small biopsy 
of cartilage from a low-weight-bearing area of the knee. 


2. The chondrocytes contained in the biopsy are freed from the extracellular matrix by 
enzymatic treatment in a laboratory and expanded in cell culture. ChondroCelect is 
manufactured using a process in which a gene marker profile is used to determine in 
vivo cartilage-forming potential. This is based on the Ectopic Cartilage Formation 
Assay.23 


3. Following expansion, a second procedure is performed, during which ChondroCelect 
is implanted. There are two methods for performing this part of the procedure: the 
‘Brittberg’ technique (Figure 2) and the ‘cell-seeding’ technique (Figure 3). In the 
former a biological membrane (periosteum or collagen) is sutured over the defect and 
the cell suspension injected underneath; for the latter a bioresorbable membrane is 
seeded with ChondroCelect cells and sutured cell side down to the cartilage defect 
and the edges sealed with fibrin glue. TIG/ACT/01 used the Brittberg technique with 
a periosteal flap while the compassionate use programme used a collagen 
membrane. The cell-seeding technique is now predominantly used.  


 


Figure 2: An illustration of CCI using the Brittberg technique 


 
Key: CCI, characterised chondrocyte implantation. 


Figure 3: An illustration of CCI using the cell-seeding technique 


 


Key: CCI, characterised chondrocyte implantation. 
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Rehabilitation is very important after CCI, as it is after any cartilage repair procedure. The 
manufacturer provides a support service for post-operative rehabilitation. Physiotherapists 
can access a website (www.mycartilagerehab.org) to download a patient specific 
rehabilitation programme based on the location and size of the repair among other factors. A 
rehabilitation protocol has been developed by the manufacturer in conjunction with 
orthopaedic surgeons in The Netherlands. This aims to maximise the repair process noting 
the phases of chondrocyte development as outlined in Table 2. 


Table 2: Comparison of the rehabilitation phases according to Hambly et al, Gillogly et 
al and Reinhold et al 
Hambly et al Reinhold et al and Gillogly et al 


1. Repair and protection (0 – 4 weeks) 
Suture of cells, inflammation and proliferation 


1. Proliferation phase (0 – 4/6 weeks) 
Protection of the operated region 


2. Inauguration (4 – 8 weeks) 
Cell differentiation and start of maturation 
phase 


2. Transition phase (4 – 12 weeks) 
Acquisition of force in repaired tissue 


3. Maturation (8 – 12 weeks) 
Cell differentiation and maturation phase 


4. Integration (12 – 26 weeks) 
Maturation and integration of cells 


3. Remodelling phase (3 – 6 months) 
Continued remodelling of the tissue into a more 
organised structure 


5. Functional adaptation (26 – 52+ weeks) 
Maturation and integration of cells 


4. Maturation phase (as from 4 – 6 months) 
Tissue reaches complete development 


6. Return to sports (26 – 78+ weeks) 
Maturation and integration of cells  


Source: Hambly et al 200624, Gillogly et al 200625 Reinhold et al 200626 


 


The general aims of rehabilitation with timings post-surgery are provided in Table 3. This 
shows that it is expected that full range of movement can be achieved approximately 7–8 
weeks, reaching complete load bearing capacity around Week 9–10. 


  



http://www.mycartilagerehab.org/�
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Table 3: Rehabilitation guideline summary 
Time post-
surgery 


ROM Load Force and function 


Preoperative No limit No limit Prevent atrophy 


Day 2 - 5 Total CPM 3h/day 
 
Extension of CPM 5 – 
10°/day 


No load RICE 
Full slides 
Isometric exercises 
Myofeedback 


Week 2   Closed and open chain exercises 
Hydrotherapy 


Week 3 0 – 90º active flexion 10 – 15 kg with 
crutches 


Cardiotraining in arms 


Week 4 0 – 110º active flexion Increase by 10 kg, 
tempo depending on 
defect 


Bicycle and/or rowing ergometry up 
to 1 h/day 


Week 5   Bilateral closed chain exercises 


Week 6 0 – 130º active flexion Reduce the use of 
crutches depending on 
defect 


Unilateral closed chain exercises 
depending on defect 


Week 7 FULL ROM  Increase of knee load during 
functional activities 


Week 8   Proprioceptive training 


Week 9  COMPLETE LOAD Improve muscle control, force and 
endurance 


Week 10    


Week 11    


Week 12    


3 – 6 months   Steps within ROM 
Biking/rowing with mild resistance 
Bipedal landing on mini-trampoline 
Build up specific force within safe 
zone (e.g. triplings) 


6 – 9 months   Increase resistance 
Increase loop training 
High load isometric control in 
loaded zone 
Eccentric training full ROM low 
impact, safe zone high impact 


9 – 12 months   Sport-specific exercises for low 
impact sport allowed (no pivoting 
sports and open skills) 
High impact sports not allowed 


> 12 months 
 


  
 
 


Sport-specific exercises for high 
impact sports 
Low impact sport exercises 


Key: CPM, ROM, range of movement. 
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3.5 Innovation of ChondroCelect 


ChondroCelect is manufactured using a process in which a gene marker profile is used to 
determine in vivo cartilage-forming potential. Unlike previous cell-therapy products implanted 
in ACI procedures, ChondroCelect has regulatory approval for its controlled and consistent 
manufacturing process, based on optimised parameters that include enzymatic release, cell 
culture media, seeding density, time, harvesting procedures and shipping conditions.23, 27, 28 


Following growth and harvest of the chondrocytes, the characterisation of cells (see Figure 
3) is based on: 


• histological assessment (stable in vivo tissue formation) at the tissue level; 


• three-dimensional cultural assays (proteins and proteoglycans associated with 
cartilage matrix formation) at the cellular level; 


• marker analysis (marker genes important for cartilage biology) at the molecular level. 


Figure 3: Comparison of cell populations that pass and fail proprietary in vivo assay 
on gene expression profiles 


 


 


Previous cell-based products for ACI used chondrocytes which had not been chosen based 
on a predicted capacity to form stable hyaline-like cartilage in vivo.23 These products were 
expansions of all the chondrocytes sampled, which included those chondrocytes that would 
not reliably regenerate hyaline-like cartilage. The CCI expansion process yields highly 
chondrogenic cells by minimising chondrocyte dedifferentiation and thereby preserving the 
phenotype (that is, the behaviour and appearance) of articular cartilage cells. This is 
illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Diagrammatic comparison of uncharacterised and characterised cell 
culturing 


 


 


Adult human articular chondrocytes have a finite capacity to form stable articular cartilage in 
vivo. This capacity is lost during in vitro expansion of cells, resulting in the loss of phenotypic 
stability that can lead to poor quality cartilage repair.23, 29-31 Building on the work of Dell’Accio 
et al28, manufacturing methods and protocols have been developed that enhance the 
capacity of expanded cells to form stable hyaline-like cartilage when implanted in patients. 
This is important for clinical outcomes because better quality of repair tissue is predictive of 
improved long-term durability.32 The process is designed to: 


• maintain the differentiation potential and phenotypical stability of the cells, increasing 
their ability to produce hyaline cartilage;23 


• preserve the integrity and function of the cells, particularly their ability to produce 
hyaline cartilage;5 


• produce autologous cartilage cells, expanded ex vivo through a highly controlled and 
consistent manufacturing process. 


ChondroCelect has been developed to enhance the results of cell-based therapy for 
cartilage lesions so that repair tissue resembles the original articular cartilage rather than 
fibrocartilage. It offers the prospect of producing fully functional and durable repair tissue, 
which restores the anatomy as close as possible to its original state. This is intended to 
improve or cure symptoms, improve HRQL and reduce the risk of developing OA in the 
affected knee. 


3.6 Key advantages of characterised chondrocyte implantation 


Some key advantages of CCI that offer the possibility of better results compared with 
marrow stimulation techniques (MFx and mosaicplasty) for cartilage repair are summarised 
in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Summary of advantages of CCI compared with MFx and grafting 
Cell-based 
therapy vs 


Advantage of CCI 


MFx CCI with ChondroCelect produces cartilage more closely resembling the original 
hyaline cartilage rather than fibrocartilage.31 


MFx The ChondroCelect implant does not form a clot and therefore is not associated with 
clot retraction. 


MFx 
Mosaicplasty 


CCI results in less damage to the anatomy of the knee in the area of the cartilage 
damage, minimising further damage to the surface of the cartilage and reducing the 
chances of inducing or accelerating the development of OA. 


• In the case of MFx, the tidemark and subchondral bone plate are breached 
and may lead to bone-forming cells accessing the area of the defect; this is 
thought to contribute to the deterioration of symptoms and the development of 
OA.33 


• In the case of mosaicplasty, the anatomy is altered at both the donor site (in 
autografting) and the implantation site (in both autografting and allografting) 
making it difficult to ensure congruence between the opposing surfaces. 


Mosaicplasty The ChondroCelect implant is fluid which allows it to adopt a shape that fits the 
surface required by the position of the lesion and the contours of the opposing 
surface. 


Mosaicplasty CCI does not involve creating injury in the donor site. 


Key: CCI, characterised chondrocyte implantation; MFx, microfracture; OA, osteoarthritis. 


3.7 Current recommendations for treatment 


There are no internationally accepted treatment guidelines on how and when to treat 
cartilage lesions, or which treatments to choose for particular sizes or characteristics of 
defects. A recent survey of 242 European orthopaedic surgeons revealed that there is 
consensus that debridement and/or MFx is first-choice treatment for full-thickness cartilage 
lesions up to 3cm2.34 A variety of treatments were preferred for lesions exceeding 3 cm2: in 
this survey, MACI was preferred by 33.5% of the experts, followed by MFx (19.0%), 
debridement (15%), mosaicplasty (9.5%), and several other techniques such as abrasion.34 


As can be seen, there is no firm consensus as to the ‘best’ treatment of cartilage defects, 
even for well-defined subgroups. A range of factors influences the choice of treatment of 
cartilage injuries, including: 


• the demands the patient’s normal lifestyle places on the knee; 


• the patient’s age; 


• the length of time since the injury was sustained; 


• the location, size, number and depth of cartilage defects; 


• other injuries to, or disorders of, the knee, including damaged ligaments, torn menisci 
and malalignment of the knee. 


3.7.1 NICE guidance 


In 2005, NICE published guidance based on a Technology Appraisal of ACI.35 This did not 
recommended ACI for the treatment of articular cartilage defects of the knee joint except in 
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the context of ongoing or new clinical studies designed to generate robust and relevant 
outcome data, including the measurement of HRQL and long-term follow-up.  


As a result, in the UK MFx is the most common procedure performed to repair cartilage 
injuries of the knee (see Figure 5). However, this tends to require follow-up procedures due 
to failure. 


However, as previously noted, ACI using ChondroCelect is more likely to form hyaline-like 
cartilage than MFx and when this is successful it is likely that patients will not require further 
procedures (see Figure 6).  


Figure 5: Current treatment pathway 
 


  
Key: BSC, best supportive care; MFx, microfracture. 
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Figure 6: Treatment pathway with ChondroCelect 


 
Key: BSC, best supportive care; MFx, microfracture. 
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3.8 Training and support 


CCI using ChondroCelect is a technique that should only be performed by specialist knee 
surgeons. The manufacturer of ChondroCelect supports the use of its product by providing a 
fully funded, comprehensive training package. Part I of the package consists of a scientific-
medical-surgical component, while Part II covers the logistical-administrative part. Prior to 
being able to receive a biopsy kit for healthcare professionals (HCPs) ChondroCelect, both 
parts of the training must be provided to those HCPs who will be performing the procedure. 
In addition, full training in the handling and administration of ChondroCelect is also provided 
to the hospital pharmacists. Once training has been fully completed by all nominated HCPs 
within a hospital, training certificates are issued by the manufacturer, which are provided to 
the HCP and kept on file by the manufacturer. 
Training logs will be kept by the hospitals and Sobi. 


At yearly intervals the hospital is contacted by the manufacturer to ascertain whether any 
additional HCPs require training. If this is the case it will be scheduled and performed in a 
timely manner. 


If a trained HCP performs ≤2 CCI procedures per year, the HCP should receive refresher 
training. 


3.9 ChondroCelect risk-sharing scheme (Commercial in confidence) 


- A scheme to provide a rebate to the NHS on a risk-sharing basis will be submitted to 
Patient Access Schemes Liaison Unit (PASLU). Under the scheme, the manufacturer 
will 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 


 


Failure has been defined as: 


The need for a re-intervention affecting more than 20% of the surface of the index lesion, 
prompted by the persistence or recurrence of symptoms related to the index knee   
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4 Clinical efficacy of ChondroCelect 


4.1 TIG/ACT/01 


Demonstration of efficacy is based on a randomised controlled trial (TIG/ACT/01) evaluating 
the efficacy of ChondroCelect in patients with lesions between 1 and 5cm2. This Phase III 
trial compared ChondroCelect with MFx and reported results at 1-year36, 3-year37 and 5-year 
follow-up.38 


4.1.2 Study design and methods 


Patients were aged 18 to 50 years (mean 33.93 and 33.92 for CCI and MFx respectively, 
range 18-50) and had a symptomatic single lesion of the articular cartilage of the femoral 
condyles, between 1cm2 and 5cm2 in size. Patients with significant knee abnormalities, 
patellar lesions, OA, previous MFx performed less than 1 year earlier or previous 
mosaicplasty were excluded. Patients were not excluded for prior debridement and lavage or 
repaired anterior cruciate ligament injuries. 


After screening for eligibility, all patients underwent arthroscopy and were then randomly 
allocated to CCI (n=57) or MFx (n=61). Surgeons performed both the CCI and MFx 
interventions in a standardised manner. After surgery, both groups of patients were enrolled 
in an identical rehabilitation programme and followed-up according to the same schedule. 


One hundred patients were included in the extension phase of the pivotal study (46 CCI and 
54 MFx), and 87 patients were clinically evaluated at 36 months post-procedure (42 CCI and 
45 MFx). 


Histologic analysis 


Twelve months post procedure, cylindrical full-thickness cartilage biopsy specimens of 2mm 
diameter were obtained arthroscopically from the centre of the repair tissue with a custom-
made biopsy needle. The overall histology assessment scores were determined by two 
blinded independent histopathologists specialising in cartilage histology, who assessed the 
quality of cartilage repair. The histopathologists also evaluated individual components of 
cartilage repair related to chondrocyte phenotype, tissue structure and other possible 
negative features of cartilage repair. Each item was scored using a 100mm visual analogue 
scale (VAS).  


MRI structural outcome 


Characteristics of the articular cartilage repair tissue were evaluated by MRI scans 
performed at baseline and 12, 24 and 36 months after CCI or MFx according to magnetic 
resonance observation of cartilage repair tissue (MOCART)39, 40 and 9 additional items. This 
was scored independently by two musculoskeletal radiologists blinded to treatment 
allocation. A third reader provided final scoring in the case of discrepancy. Four MOCART 
subscales were selected a priori as the most relevant for evaluating cartilage repair quality: 
filling of the defect, surface of the repair tissue, subchondral lamina and subchondral bone 
reaction. Of the 9 additional parameters, level of subchondral bone plate was identified a 
priori to be of particular interest, as elevation of the bone front had been previously reported 
in MFx procedures.9, 11, 33 
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Assessment of clinical outcome 


Clinical outcome was assessed using the self-administered Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis 
Outcome Score (KOOS) questionnaire.41-45 This consists of five subdomains: 
symptoms/stiffness, pain, activities of daily living, function in sports and recreational 
activities, and HRQL. Scores for the summed (overall KOOS) and individual subdomains 
were transformed to a scale of 0 to 100, with 0 representing extreme knee problems and 100 
representing no knee problems.  


The sports domain was not included in the overall KOOS because too many items were not 
reported by the patients. According to the pre-specified statistical analysis plan, if more than 
two items had not been completed, the response was considered invalid and no score 
calculated for that specific domain of the KOOS. 


Safety 


Safety was assessed by physical examinations, vital signs, electrocardiograms, clinical 
laboratory tests and continuous monitoring of adverse events (AEs). All AEs experienced by 
the patient from the time of Screening Visit 1 (Day 28) until completion of both the initial 12-
month and extension studies were recorded in the case report form. Investigators were 
required to assign a causal relationship to the study procedure (CCI or MFx). All AEs were 
monitored until there was a return to normal or until the condition became stable or had 
resolved. The patient continued to be followed after completing the study if any AE had not 
stabilised or resolved at the end of the study period. 


For the initial 12-month study the causal relationship refers to whether an AE was 
considered to be related to the combination of both surgical procedure and ChondroCelect 
administration for patients in the CCI group and surgical procedure alone for patients who 
were assigned to the MFx group. 


Treatment failure 


Treatment failure was defined as a decision by the surgeon that re-intervention was 
necessary because of the persistence or recurrence of symptoms. 


Health-related quality of life 


HRQL was evaluated by administration of the SF-36 questionnaire during the extension 
phase of the study at 18, 24, 30, 36, 48 and 60 months post procedure. 
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4.1.2 Results 


Baseline demographics 


The two treatment groups were well matched regarding patient baseline characteristics 
(Table 5). 


Table 5: Summary of baseline demographics at baseline 


 
 


Histological results 


Structural repair was assessed at 1 year by histopathologists blinded to the treatment using 
computerised histomorphometry and the Overall Histology Assessment Score. At 1 year 
post-procedure, histology of biopsies showed significantly better structural results in the CCI 
group compared with the MFx group (Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9).36 These results show 
that CCI is associated with more chondrocyte-like cells and a higher proteoglycan content of 
the cellular matrix, which gives the tissue the ability to resist compression – an essential 
feature of durable articular cartilage. The repair tissue of CCI patients was less fibrous and 
showed elements indicating true regeneration and reconstitution of native articular cartilage 
structure. Repair tissue composed of fibrocartilage is more likely to degenerate and become 
symptomatic than hyaline or hyaline-like repairs.9, 11, 33, 46-49 
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Figure 7: Computer-assisted histomorphometry results at 12 months post-procedure36 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8: Overall histology assessment by two blinded histopathologists at 12 months 
post-procedure36 


 
Key: VAS, visual analogue scale.
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Figure 9: Components of histology assessment by two blinded histopathologists at 12 months post-procedure36 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Key: VAS, visual analogue scale.
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MRI structural results 


At 36 months post procedure, no statistically significant between-group differences were 
observed for the preselected MOCART subscales considered reflective of cartilage repair 
quality. When considering the mean absolute values, comparable results were noted except 
for subchondral bone reaction, indicating that CCI-treated patients developed less 
subchondral bone reaction than MFx-treated patients over the 36-month post-operative 
period (p=0.056). Progressive elevation of the subchondral bone plate compared with 
baseline was observed at 36 months in both treatment groups but was markedly less 
pronounced with CCI than MFx (8.3% vs 12.1% at baseline; 25.0% vs 51.5% at 36 months).  


Radiographic results 


In 49 patients, radiographic data were available at baseline and 60 months. Four of 49 
patients (8%) had a Kellgren Grade 2 score; there was no significant difference in the 
frequency of radiographic changes between ChondroCelect- and MFx-treated patients at 60 
months. 


KOOS 


The mean change in overall KOOS from baseline in all patients is shown in Figure 10. Both 
the CCI and MFx groups had statistically significant improvements in overall KOOS, 
reaching a peak at about 18 months for MFx with a slight fall thereafter compared with a 
continued improvement to 36 months for CCI patients, which was maintained thereafter. 


Figure 10: Mean overall KOOS change from baseline (all patients) 


 
Dashed line = CCI, solid line = MFx  
Key: CCI, characterised chondrocyte implantation; KOOS, Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; MFx, 
microfracture. 
Note: *p<0.05 
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Sub-set analysis: onset of symptoms <3 years 


The same pattern is seen in patients whose onset of symptoms was less than 3 years prior 
to CCI or MFx (Figure 11). However, in this group there is a statistically significant and 
clinically relevant difference in improvement in the CCI group compared with the MFx group 
at 60 months ([mean ± SE] 25.96±3.45 vs 15.28±3.17, respectively; p=0.026). Significant 
differences between CCI and MFx patients were also observed in the pain and HRQL 
domains. Finding an improved result from cell-based therapy in patients with more recent 
onset of symptoms is consistent with earlier literature.50, 51 


Figure 11: Mean overall KOOS change from baseline (<3 years since onset) 


 
Dashed line = CCI, solid line = MFx 
Key: CCI, characterised chondrocyte implantation; KOOS, Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; MFx, 
microfracture, SE, standard error. 
Note: *p<0.05 


 


Adverse events 


AE data were available for 43/51 CCI patients (84.3%) and 45/61 MFx patients (73.7%) for 
the 60-month study period. The majority of AEs were mild or moderate. Serious AEs leading 
to prolonged or renewed hospitalisation occurred in 20% of patients in both groups. 


In the CCI group, five serious AEs occurred. Two (hypersensitivity and ligament rupture) 
were considered ‘unlikely’ to be related to the treatment, two were considered ‘possibly’ 
related (deep vein thrombosis and arthralgia) and one (tendinitis) was considered ‘probably’ 
related to the procedure. 


In the MFx group, five serious AEs (syncope, intervertebral disc disorder, spinal column 
stenosis and sciatica, and synovial cyst) were considered ‘unlikely’ to be related. 


All other serious AEs (10 CCI and 18 MFx) were considered not to be related to the 
procedure. 


The most common treatment-emergent AE reported for patients in the CCI and MFx groups 
was arthralgia (75% vs 62%, respectively) and after 36 months (14% vs 4%, respectively). 
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Joint swelling was reported by 22% of CCI patients compared with 7% of MFx patients 
(p=0.026); beyond 36 months, this event was reported in only one patient (MFx group). 


Joint crepitation was significantly more common in the CCI group than in the MFx group 0-18 
months after surgery (12% vs 2%, p=0.028), between 18 and 36 months after surgery (11% 
vs 0%, p=0.011) and from 36 months onward (9.3% vs 0%, p=0.053). Slightly more patients 
in the CCI group compared with the MFx group reported joint effusion between 36 and 60 
months after surgery (12% vs 2%, p=0.106). None of the cases of joint crepitation or effusion 
were rated as serious or severe. 


At 60 months, most of the AEs had resolved (ongoing: effusion, 3/37 CCI [8.1%] and 1/40 
MFx [2.5%]; joint crepitation, 1/37 CCI [2.7%] and 1/40 MFx [2.5%]). 


Re-intervention and time to failure 


Seven out of 51 (13.7%) CCI patients had a re-intervention on the index lesions during the 
study compared with 10/61 (16.4%) for MFx patients (see Table 6). The failure rate at 5 
years in patients with recent onset of symptoms was 9% in the CCI group compared with 
18% in the MFx group. Median time to failure in those who failed was 50 months in the CCI 
group compared with 27 months in the MFx group.  


Table 6: Characteristics of failure versus non failure 
 Re-intervention No re-intervention 


 CCI (n=7) MFx (n=10) CCI (n=44) MFx (n=51) 


Mean age, y (range) 33.7 (29-40) 32.0 (18-45) 33.6 (18-50) 34.3 (19-50) 


Patients <35 years, % 57% 50% 57% 47% 


Mean height, cm (range) 169 (158-190) 173 (161-183) 178 (157-197) 178 (158-192) 


Mean weight, kg (range) 66 (50-87) 72 (51-84) 80 (52-100) 82 (57-129) 


BMI, % of patients 
≤25 
>25 and ≤30 
>30 


 
86% 
14% 
0% 


 
60% 
30% 
10% 


 
45% 
50% 
5% 


 
49% 
41% 
10% 


% of male patients 14% 30% 70% 75% 


Mean symptom duration since 
onset, y (range) 


6.81 (0-17) 4.36 (0-18) 2.9 (0-15) 3.1 (0-12) 


Mean lesion size, cm2 (range) 3.5 (2-5) 2.3 (1-5) 2.6 (1-5) 2.5 (1-5) 


Acute symptom onset, % 43% 60% 48% 57% 


Abnormal opposite knee 
condition, % 


71% 10% 32% 20% 


Previous knee surgery, % 
None 
1 
≥2 


 
14% 
43% 
43% 


 
20% 
40% 
40% 


 
14% 
57% 
30% 


 
24% 
59% 
18% 


Concomitant lesions (ACL, 
menisci, other), % 


86% 80% 86% 77% 


Key: ACL, anterior cruciate ligament; BMI, body mass index; CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; MFx, 
microfracture. 
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Health-related quality of life 


At 36 months SF-36 scores were similar in both treatment groups and although numerically 
better for ChondroCelect, there was no significant difference in the HRQL between treatment 
groups, or the US standardised population. 


Table 7: SF-36 summary scoresa at 36 months 


 
Key: a normalised data to permit comparison with US population (as assessed in 1998) 


 


Data from the SF-36 at 60 month follow up showed similar scores as for 36 months.  
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4.2 Compassionate use programme 


The results of a non-comparative study of 370 patients in a compassionate use programme 
have been reported.52 Despite the limitations of the study’s design (i.e. there is no 
comparative evidence), the findings are summarised here as they report effectiveness and 
safety results consistent or better than those in the TIG/ACT/01 trial, but in clinical practice 
rather than a research setting. 


4.2.1 Study design and methods 


Participants were patients treated with ChondroCelect between October 2004 and July 2008. 
Patients had symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee, but there were no 
predefined eligibility criteria for entry into the study and no prospectively-defined outcome 
measures. Defect sizes were recorded in order to calculate the dose of ChondroCelect and 
surgeons were trained in the use of ChondroCelect as part of a routine educational 
programme.  


Patients were excluded for a number of specific reasons: 


• if an active infection was identified at the time of biopsy 


• cartilage damage was associated with significant OA lesions  


• a known history of hypersensitivity to: 


− penicillin G  


− streptomycin sulphate 


− amphotericin B as 


− products of bovine origin. 


Patients (n=370) were treated in 43 orthopaedic centres in seven European countries. 
Safety data were collected from 334/370 (90.3%) patients and effectiveness data from 
282/370 (76.2%) patients. 


The procedure performed differed slightly from that used during TIG/ACT/01 in that the 
implantation of ChondroCelect was secured using a biological membrane rather than an 
autologous periosteal flap (TIG/ACT/01). 


Each participating surgeon was requested to provide completed AE collection sheet per 
patient with all clinically relevant, knee-related AEs, as well as a Clinical Global Impression 
scale of improvement (CGI-I) and efficacy (CGI-E) for each patient, retrospectively derived. 
For each AE, the start and stop dates, the outcome, severity and relationship to 
ChondroCelect and to the study procedure were requested as well as the seriousness and 
the action taken. All reported serious adverse events (SAEs), both knee related and not 
knee related, were also collected. 


The CGI-I is a 7-point categorical scale with three categories of improvement and three 
categories of worsening (minimally, much and very much), centred around a category of ‘no 
change’.53  


The CGI-E is a 4-point scale with the categories ‘very good’, ‘moderate’, ‘slight’ and 
‘unchanged or worse’.53  
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Both CGI-I and CGI-E are surgeon-rated scales, where CGI-I intends to measure the clinical 
global impression of the clinician with respect to the improvement (or worsening) of the 
patient since baseline or pre-surgery; while CGI-E rates the clinician’s global impression of 
the patient’s degree of improvement that is considered to be related to the intervention only. 
The results were assessed also in patients with short-term (0–≤18 months; mean = 9 
months; standard deviation [SD] = 4.58 months) and midterm follow-ups (>18 months; mean 
= 27 months; SD = 6 months). 


The full analysis set (FAS) included all patients treated, the safety analysis set (SAS) 
included all patients for whom a safety assessment was received, and the effectiveness data 
set (EDS) consisted of patients for whom effectiveness and safety data were received (Table 
8). 


Table 8: Patient flow from the compassionate use programme  
Patient group n Reasons for exclusion 


Biopsied 399 n/a 


FAS 370 Implantation was not performed in 29 patients: no/insufficient cells 
isolated from biopsy (n=12); cells stopped growing (n=11); patients 
refused implantation/did not show for surgery (n=4); positive sterility 
test result (n=1); low cc score (n=1). 


SAS 334 For 36 patients no safety data could be received 


EDS 282 For 52 patients no CGI data could be received 


Key: CGI, Clinical Global Impression; EDS, effectiveness data set; FAS, full analysis set; n/a, not applicable; 
SAS, safety analysis set. 
Source: Vanlauwe 201138 


4.2.2 Results 


Baseline demographics 


Baseline demographic and medical data are presented in Table 9. 


Table 9: Key clinical outcome results from the compassionate use programme 
Demographic 


Age, mean (SD), years 33.7(9.6) 


Sex, % male 56.7 


Weight, mean (SD), kg 77.1 (14.2) 


BMI, mean (SD), kg/m2 25.0 (3.4) 


Cartilage lesion size, mean (range), cm2 3.51 (0.25–20.0) 


Cartilage lesion location, n (%) 
 Medial femoral condyle 
 Patella 
 Lateral femoral condyle 
 Trochlea 
 Femoral condyle 
 Tibial plateau 
 Not specified 


 
190 (43.3) 
84 (19.2) 
66 (15.1) 
39 (8.9) 
32 (7.3) 
13 (3.0) 
13 (3.0) 
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Single lesions 
Multiple lesions 


330 (87) 
49 (13) 


Key: BMI, body mass index; SD, standard deviation. 
Source: Vanlauwe 201138 


 


Clinical outcomes 


Key clinical outcome results are summarised in Table 10 


Table 10: Key clinical outcome results from the compassionate use programme 
Outcome measure Category n (%) 


CGI-I very much improved 82 (29.1%) 


much improved 109 (38.7%) 


minimally improved 47 (16.7%) 


no change 20 (7.1%) 


minimally worse 11 (3.9%) 


much worse 4 (1.4%) 


very much worse 2 (0.7%) 


TOTAL 275 (100%) 


CGI-E very good 107 (37.9%) 


moderate 102 (36.2%) 


slight 33 (11.7%) 


unchanged or worse 31 (11%) 


TOTAL 273 (100%) 


Key: CGI-E, Clinical Global Impression scale of efficacy; CGI-I, Clinical Global Impression scale of improvement. 
Source: Vanlauwe 201138 


 


Most subgroups did not show different responses to treatment. Findings were similar in 
those who had ≤18 months compared with >18 months follow-up, those with a patellar lesion 
compared with femoral lesions, and those with large lesions compared with small lesions.  


However, differences were found in patients with single lesions compared with multiple 
lesions 


• CGI-I: 204/231 (85.7%) improved compared with 10/44 (77.3%), respectively, 
p=0.056.  


• CGI-I: rated ‘much’ or ‘very much’ improved in 162/231 (68.7%) and 29/44 (65.9%), 
respectively, p=0.36.  


• CGI-E: rated ‘moderate’ or ‘very good’ in 179/229 (75.2%) and 30/44 (68.2%) 
respectively, p=0.17. 
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Adverse events 


A total of 313 clinically relevant, knee-related AEs were reported in 155/334 (46.4%) 
patients. Those occurring in ≥2% of patients are shown in Table 11. 


Table 11: Safety outcomes reported in ≥2% of patients in the compassionate use 
programme 
Adverse event n (%)  


None 179 (53.6) 


Knee pain 79 (23.8) 


Joint effusion 29 (8.6) 


Joint swelling 27 (8.2) 


Joint crepitation 20 (6.1) 


Muscle atrophy 20 (6.1) 


Joint range of motion decreased 19 (5.7) 


Tendon disorder 13 (3.9) 


Joint lock 11 (3.2) 


Therapeutic product ineffective 11 (3.2) 


Bone swelling 10 (2.9) 


Joint instability 10 (2.9) 


Synovitis 10 (2.9) 


Arthrofibrosis 8 (2.5) 


Cartilage hypertrophy 7 (2.1) 


Source: Vanlauwe 201138 


 


Of the AEs reported, 233/313 (74.4%) were considered unlikely to be related or unrelated to 
ChondroCelect; 243/313 (77.6%) of the AEs were mild or moderate; 178/287 (62.0%), were 
considered to be related to surgery. Nine out of 18 (50%) reports of joint crepitation were 
considered to be related to ChondroCelect. 


Twenty-four SAEs were reported to have occurred in 20 (6%) patients. Seven of these 
concerned arthrofibrosis of the involved knee (five patellar lesions and two medial femoral 
condyle lesions) and required manipulation under anaesthesia. Three SAEs were reported 
as possibly related to ChondroCelect and related to the surgery (one joint range of 
movement decreased and two therapeutic product ineffective). The other SAEs were 
considered not related to, or unlikely to be related to, ChondroCelect. 


The AEs reported in this study are consistent with those expected in patients undergoing 
knee surgery and chondrocyte implantation; except that the rate of cartilage hypertrophy is 
much lower (2.1%) than previous reports using other cell-therapy products for ACI which 
reported re-interventions of up to 50% for this reason.54 
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4.3 Non-interventional study: TXG001-2011 


The interim results of a non-interventional study55 are presented below. Despite these being 
an interim assessment and early results representative for the short term outcome only (12 - 
24 months), the findings are summarised here as they report effectiveness and safety results 
consistent or better than those in the TIG/ACT/01 trial, but in clinical practice rather than a 
research setting. 


4.3.1 Study design and methods 


TGX001-201155 is an ongoing non-interventional study that is conducted as an open label, 
prospective, multi-centre registry in which efficacy and safety data is collected from routine 
clinical follow-up in a ‘real life’ setting. 


The study was initiated in Belgium and the Netherlands where ChondroCelect treatment is 
fully reimbursed by an established national/hospital remuneration programme. Data is being 
collected in Belgian hospitals through site monitoring, whereas data from hospitals in the 
Netherlands are obtained through an existing data collection programme managed by the 
Dutch Orthopaedic Society (NOV).  


308 patients had been enrolled at the time of the interim report (database lock 7 March 
2014) a baseline value has been obtained for 228 patients in total (89 Belgium, 139 The 
Netherlands). Of these, 153 have already reached the 6-month or a further follow-up time 
point (statistics dataset). The age at implantation varied from 15 to 50 years with an average 
(median) age of 32 years. 


4.3.1 Results 


Clinical outcome 


Analysis of the data shows that the clinical benefit as measured by the KOOS is clinically 
relevant and comparable to the outcome observed in the pivotal TIG/ACT/01 study (Figure 
12). Moreover, the size of improvement from baseline is similar to the outcome observed in 
the early symptom onset subgroup (< 3 years) that showed a statistically significant better 
outcome over the microfracture comparator group in the TIGACT01 study. This is an 
expected outcome as patients with a recent symptom onset are actively being targeted in 
routine practice.  
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Figure 12: Mean change from baseline in overall KOOS in TXG001-2011 (statistics 
dataset) 


 
 


Safety 


A total of 133 Adverse Events (AEs) had been reported by data lock point. Table 12 provides 
a summary of all AEs that were considered to be at least possibly related to ChondroCelect.  


Table 12: Summary of all related AEs from TGX001-2011 (MedDRA version 14) 


 
 


Seventeen serious AEs were reported in total, which included 6 treatment failures and 2 
cases of deep venous thrombosis. No deaths were reported.  


No new safety signals were identified as a result of this interim analysis. 
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Treatment failure 


Treatment failure was defined as the need for a re-intervention affecting more than 20% of 
the surface of the index lesion, prompted by the persistence or recurrence of symptoms 
related to the index knee. To date, six treatment failures have been reported in the non-
interventional study. Most failures could be attributed to the complexity of the underlying 
clinical condition. 


All cases of treatment failure except 1 were considered to be possibly related to 
ChondroCelect. One case of treatment failure was associated with cartilage hypertrophy and 
one case with exostosis. Only one other SAE (a corpus liberum case) was considered to be 
posibly related to ChondroCelect.  


4.4 Belgian reimbursement scheme 


Observational data regarding the use of CCI in Belgium provides an additional source of 
efficacy evidence, having been provided to Belgian authorities as part of the reimbursement 
process.56 The data provided includes the number of CCI procedures undertaken over a 3-
year period in Belgium from 1st May 2011 to 30th April 2014, and a record of the number of 
treatment failures during this time. 


The observed data shows increasing use of CCI in Belgium, with 51 procedures in year 1, 93 
procedures in year 2 and 110 procedures in year 3. From this total number of patients, 
treatment failed in 2 patients within 1 year after the CCI procedure. A further 2 patients failed 
within 2 years of the procedure. No further failures were reported within the third year post-
procedure among the 51 patients recorded for the full 3-year period. 


4.5 Conclusions for clinical efficacy 


The clinical data presented from TIG/ACT/01 demonstrate that ChondroCelect has a similar 
safety profile to MFx, with better efficacy in all measures (though statistical significance is 
not reached in all cases). The mean lesion size treated in the study (approximately 2.5cm2) 
is typically encountered in clinical practice and may be expected to respond well to both 
ChondroCelect and MFx.36 


A review by Minas et al57 of 329 patients treated with MFx also demonstrates that defects 
which had prior treatment affecting the subchondral bone failed at a rate three times that of 
non-treated defects. These data demonstrate that marrow stimulation techniques have a 
strong negative effect on subsequent cartilage repair. Care should be exercised when 
selecting first-line treatment for cartilage defects that are amenable to ACI. 


Additional data from the compassionate use programme have been presented that support 
the most likely uses of ChondroCelect in clinical practice – the results for both safety and 
efficacy are consistent with the clinical trial programme. 


Furthermore, early results from the non-interventional study in patients with an early 
symptom onset confirm the clinical benefit at a similar level as observed in the TIG/ACT/01 
study. 


In combination, these results would support use of ChondroCelect as first-line repair 
treatment for eligible patients, as shown in Figure 6. 
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5 .Cost-effectiveness analysis 


5.1 Introduction 


A de novo economic model has been developed to assist the Evidence Review Group in 
estimating the cost-effectiveness of ChondroCelect CCI as part of this MTA. A previous 
approach to modelling the cost-effectiveness of CCI for the repair of articular cartilage 
damage was developed by Gerlier et al58 in the Belgian setting. The existing model was, 
however, constructed some time ago and takes a decision tree structure which fails to 
account for failure of treatment other than at 3 years. As a new UK-specific Markov model 
was constructed for the present submission. 


5.2 Model details 


Details of the overall structure of the cost-effectiveness model, including comparators and 
the model perspective, are described below. 


5.2.1 Treatment pathway and comparator 


Various treatment options were considered as potentially relevant comparators in the 
development of the model, described in Section 3, including: 


• MFx 


• MACI 


• Mosaicplasty 


• Debridement 


• Best supportive care ([BSC] e.g. pain relief) 


Based on the licensed position of ChondroCelect and on clinical input, the MFx procedure 
was considered to be the only relevant comparator for CCI. MFx is the standard of care that 
is commonly used to treat knee cartilage defects in the UK, and can be performed in a 1 day 
clinic. Alternative treatment options were omitted for the reasons detailed in Table 13. 


Table 13: Treatment options considered for inclusion in the cost-effectiveness model 
Treatment Reason for model exclusion 


MACI Not currently available in Europe 


Mosaicplasty Rarely used in the UK and not recommended by NICE59 


Debridement Included as a subsequent therapy 


BSC Included as a conservative subsequent therapy 


Key: BSC, Best supportive care; MACI, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation; NICE, National 
Institute for Health and Care Excellence; UK, United Kingdom. 


5.2.2 Model structure 


The structure of the Markov model is depicted in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Model structure 


 
Key: BSC, Best supportive care; CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; MFx, microfracture; TKR, total knee 
replacement. 


Patients enter the model at the time at which they receive either CCI or MFx. Patients 
remain in this initial procedure state for 1 cycle (1 month). The treatment may result in a 
successful resolution of the knee cartilage defect. However, over time the defect can 
become problematic once again. At this point the initial treatment is deemed to have failed, 
and patients move on to receive a debridement to remove the damaged tissue, followed by 
either a second MFx or a first MFx having received ChondroCelect, or alternatively 
conservative pain relief treatment. Patients who received subsequent treatment with MFx will 
receive a debridement and pain-relieving BSC if MFx fails.  


Over time, patients on BSC will deteriorate to the point at which they are assessed for a 
TKR. A proportion of these will receive the procedure, while some will be deemed unsuitable 
and will become unresolved patients, these patients have higher ongoing costs, and a lower 
quality of life. A TKR can fail over time, at which point patients are assessed for a TKR 
revision, subsequently either receiving the revision or becoming unresolved patients. 
Patients are able to receive up to two TKR revisions. If the second TKR revision fails, 
patients move to the unresolved health state. Unresolved patients continue to receive 
treatment to relieve pain but undergo no further operative procedures.  


Patients can die in any health state due to background all-cause mortality or to a (low) level 
of risk for patients undergoing TKR. 
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5.2.3 Model perspective 


The present model is applicable to the UK NHS and Personal Social Services (PSS). Costs 
are reported in UK Pounds Sterling and represent direct costs incurred by the NHS. 
Accordingly, the NICE Guide to the Methods of Technology Appraisal has been followed 
where possible.60 


The model time horizon is 75 years, sufficient to capture the majority of differences in costs 
and outcomes associated with the treatment of cartilage in patients with a mean age of 33 
years. A model cycle length of 1 month is used, however, patient movements are subject to 
a half-cycle correction (meaning on average transitions occur halfway through the month). 


Costs and health outcomes are discounted at a rate of 3.5% per annum to obtain their 
present value, in accordance with the NICE methods guide.60 


5.3 Model inputs 


Details of inputs used in the model, from sources of efficacy data to costs and HRQL, are 
presented in the subsections below. 


5.3.1 Patient characteristics 


The patient population included in the model is the highly targeted patient TIG/ACT/01 trial 
population, and therefore the patient characteristics relevant to the model have been 
obtained from the clinical study report61 as follows: 


• Proportion female:   35.6%  


• Mean age at baseline:  33.92 years (standard deviation: 8.54) 


These characteristics are included in the model because background all-cause mortality is 
dependent on age and gender. Additionally, the impact of decreasing HRQL with age is 
determined by a patient’s starting age, whilst the younger patients are, the more likely they 
are to reach the stage of requiring a TKR, and TKR revisions. 


5.3.2 Efficacy 


The model utilises time to treatment failure (TTF) as a proxy measure of treatment efficacy. 
This was defined as a necessary reintervention (i.e. new procedure) for the same defect in 
TIG/ACT/01.61 In the model, patients reside in the ‘Success’ health state following CCI or 
MFx until the point of treatment failure, when they go on to receive subsequent treatment.  


The transition probability of moving from primary treatment success to treatment failure in 
each 1-month model cycle was informed by the TTF Kaplan–Meier plots reported by 
Vanlauwe et al.38 These were based upon 5 years of follow-up of the TIG/ACT/01 trial and 
subsequent compassionate use programme.  


A line of best fit was calculated for each Kaplan–Meier plot, shown in Figure 14. The formula 
for each line of best fit is provided in Table 14. Where the value for ‘Not failed’ is deemed to 
be over 1, this was capped at 1. 
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Table 14: Lines of best fit to TTF Kaplan–Meier data 
Dependent variable Constant term Coefficient R2 


CCI failure at month X 1.022034 -0.00234 * (X) 0.8337 


MFx failure at month X 1.014648 -0.00351 * (X) 0.8795 


Key: CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; MFx, microfracture; TTF, time to treatment failure. 


Figure 14: Lines of best fit to TTF Kaplan–Meier data 


Key: CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; KM, Kaplan–Meier; LOBF, line of best fit; MFx, microfracture; 
TTF, time to treatment failure. 


 


The TTF profile of CCI is better than that of MFx, meaning patients are resolved for longer 
before they require a new procedure for the same defect. This translates to benefits in the 
model by delaying progression along the treatment pathway shown in Figure 13, including 
TKR and unresolved health states. 


Base case TTF setting 


The base case analysis applies a TTF rate per month using the observed Kaplan–Meier 
data, and beyond this point applies the relevant gradient per month from Table 14 to incur a 
linear rate of treatment failure each month. The following scenario analyses are also 
explored in Section 5.5.1: 


• Scenario analysis 1: Uses the observed TTF Kaplan–Meier data, followed by the 
respective linear failure rate. On the CCI arm, the MFx linear failure rate is applied 
after 20 years (i.e. no CCI benefit after 20 years) 
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• Scenario analysis 2: Uses the observed TTF Kaplan–Meier data, followed by the 
respective linear failure rate. On the CCI arm, the MFx linear failure rate is applied 
after 10 years (i.e. no CCI benefit after 10 years) 


• Scenario analysis 3: Uses the observed TTF Kaplan–Meier data, followed 
immediately by the MFx linear failure rate per month for both model arms (i.e. no CCI 
benefit beyond the observed data) 


• Scenario analysis 4: Uses the lines of best fit for the model duration (i.e. no use of 
the observed Kaplan–Meier data), restricted at a maximum value of 1. 


Figures representing the TTF applied in the model in each of these scenarios are provided 
below. 


Figure 15: CCI and MFx failure over time – base case setting (Kaplan-Meier data, then 
relevant line of best fit) 


 
Key: CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; MFx, microfracture. 
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Figure 16: CCI and MFx failure over time – scenario analysis 1 (CCI failure rate 
maintained until 20 years) 


 
Key: CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; MFx, microfracture. 


Figure 17: CCI and MFx failure over time – scenario analysis 2 (CCI failure rate 
maintained until 10 years) 


 
Key: CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; MFx, microfracture. 
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Figure 18: CCI and MFx failure over time – scenario analysis 3 (both arms have the 
MFx failure rate after the trial period) 


 
Key: CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; MFx, microfracture. 


Figure 19: CCI and MFx failure over time – scenario analysis 4 (line of best fit used for 
the entire model duration) 


 
Key: CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; MFx, microfracture. 


 


Observational CCI data 


A scenario analysis is explored utilising observed CCI data, used to inform the 
reimbursement process in Belgium (see Section 4.4). These data reflect the treatment failure 
profile of CCI likely to be observed in a normal clinical setting, rather than a trial setting. The 
data are applied in the model as failure rates, shown in Table 15. 
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Table 15: Observed CCI procedures and failures submitted as part of Belgian 
reimbursement process 


Year after CCI Number of patients’ 
data recorded Number of failures Failure rate in year 


1 254a 2 0.79% 


2 144b 2 1.39% 


3 51 0 0.00% 


Key: CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant. 
Note: a, 51+93+110; b, 51+93. 
Source: Correspondence with National Institute for Health and Disability Insurance56 


 


In this scenario analysis, the annual failure rates shown above are applied at the midpoint of 
the relevant year (i.e. it is assumed that the failures happened halfway through the first, 
second or third year after CCI). Four alternative methods of extrapolating CCI failure beyond 
this point are explored in this scenario analysis: 


• Analysis 1: Assume the weighted average failure rate from the observed data applies 
after year 3 – 0.89% per year, converted to a rate of 0.07% per month (i.e. CCI 
benefit is maintained). 


• Analysis 2: Assume the weighted average failure rate holds until year 20, with the 
MFx linear failure rate applied thereafter (i.e. no CCI benefit after 20 years). 


• Analysis 3: Assume the weighted average failure rate holds until year 10, with the 
MFx linear failure rate applied thereafter (i.e. no CCI benefit after 10 years). 


• Analysis 4: Assume the rate of CCI failure equals the MFx failure rate after year 3 
(i.e. no CCI benefit beyond the observed data). 


5.3.3 Subsequent treatment 


As presented in Figure 13, upon failure of the knee cartilage following initial treatment with 
CCI or MFx patients move through a sequence of subsequent treatments. Patients receive a 
debridement of the knee, followed by either an MFx procedure or BSC (pain relief). Patients 
who received an MFx at this stage go on to receive a debridement and BSC upon further 
failure of the knee. Over time the joint may deteriorate to the point at which the patient is 
assessed for a TKR; if this procedure is not undertaken, patients remain unresolved. TKR 
patients may receive up to two revisions. 


Debridement 


Upon failure of initial treatment with CCI or MFx, all patients receive a debridement of the 
knee to remove the failed tissue. 


Microfracture 


The proportion of patients who receive subsequent MFx following initial treatment is 
assumed to depend upon the initial treatment given. In particular, if a patient initially received 
an MFx procedure, it was assumed that they are less likely to receive a second MFx 
compared to patients who initially received CCI.  
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In the base case analysis, based upon clinical expert advice, it is assumed that 90% of CCI 
patients who fail will go on to receive a subsequent MFx. This is varied to 50% in sensitivity 
analysis. Of patients who receive MFx initially, it is assumed that 5% receive a second MFx; 
a clinical expert advised that this proportion is in fact very low, and even 5% could be a 
conservative assumption for CCI. This value is increased to 50% in sensitivity analysis to 
test its importance in determining model results. In both arms, the remaining failed patients 
receive a debridement followed by pain-relieving BSC. 


The failure rate of a subsequent MFx procedure is estimated using an exponential 
distribution. Rates of MFx failure at specific time points reported in two TIG/ACT/01 studies 
for MFx patients were used to fit a corresponding distribution.37, 38 An exponential survival 
function has a constant failure rate, which was converted to a monthly rate and applied in 
each model cycle to estimate the number of patients who fail over time following subsequent 
MFx. Details of the resulting exponential distributions are provided in Table 16. 


Table 16: Source of subsequent MFx TTF data applied in scenario analyses  


Source Reported MFx 
failure rate 


Exponential log-
scale to achieve 
reported failure rate 


Resulting monthly 
failure rate 


Vanlauwe et al38  16.4% at 5 years 3.32910 0.30% 


Saris et al37 11.5% at 3 years 3.20098 0.34% 


Key: MFx, microfracture; TTF, time to treatment failure. 


In the base case analysis the monthly failure probability is 0.30%, since the Vanlauwe et al38 
study reports more recent data than the Saris et al37 paper (5-year follow up versus 3-year 
follow up). The alternative rate of 0.34% per month is applied in sensitivity analysis (see 
Section 5.5.1). If the subsequent MFx followed an initial MFx, the efficacy above – based 
upon TIG/ACT/01 trial publications – is reduced based upon clinical expert advice. Here, it is 
assumed that the second MFx is half as effective as the first one (i.e. twice the rate of 
failure). 


Upon failure of MFx, patients receive a debridement of the knee prior to commencing BSC. 


Best supportive care 


Patients who receive BSC, after a debridement following the failure of their initial treatment 
and potentially subsequent MFx, are subject to a treatment failure rate estimated using an 
exponential distribution.  


Two UK sources of evidence reporting the efficacy of debridement and arthroscopy 
procedures are used to provide estimates of the monthly failure rate.62, 63 These are shown in 
Table 17. No efficacy is directly attributed to the BSC pain relief medication. 


Table 17: Source of BSC TTF data applied in the model 


Source 
Reported 
debridement failure 
rate 


Exponential log-
scale to achieve 
reported failure rate 


Resulting monthly 
failure rate 


Bernard et al 200462 18.0% at 5 years 3.22665 0.33% 


Forster et al 200363 20.0% at 1 year 1.49994 1.84% 


Key: BSC, best supportive care; TTF, time to treatment failure. 
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In the base case analysis the exponential survival function that satisfies the higher failure 
rate (20.0% after 1 year) is applied, based upon a clinical expert advising on the low 
expected efficacy of debridement. The impact on model results of applying the lower failure 
rate (1.84% per month) is explored in sensitivity analysis (see Section 5.5.1). 


Total knee replacement 


After failure of BSC, it is assumed that the knee cartilage has deteriorated sufficiently to 
require a TKR pre-assessment. It is assumed all patients receive at least this pre-
assessment, required to evaluate whether the patient is suitable for a TKR.64 A previous 
cost-effectiveness model developed by Clar et al65 assumed that 50% or 100% of patients 
will be deemed suitable for a TKR; a clinical expert advised that this patient group would 
almost certainly be suitable for TKR, therefore this proportion is 95% in the base case 
model. 


NHS sources suggest that a TKR is expected to resolve knee defects for 10 to 20 years.66, 67 
In the base case analysis therefore, the midpoint duration of 15 years is assumed to be the 
expected time to TKR failure. This duration was validated by a clinical expert. To translate 
this into an expected failure rate per cycle, an exponential survival function was calculated 
with a mean value of 15 years (over a 75-year time horizon). The monthly failure rates 
associated with a mean TTF of 10 years and 20 years are applied in sensitivity analyses. 
Monthly failure rates and their corresponding exponential function log-scale parameters are 
provided in Table 18. 


When a TKR fails, the patient is assessed for a TKR revision. In the base case, the same 
proportion of patients suitable for the first TKR is deemed to be suitable for a revision (95%). 
A TKR revision is assumed to resolve the knee defect for an expected duration of 10 years, 
with a higher monthly failure rate than the original TKR; a clinical expert advised that a TKR 
revision will not be as effective as the original procedure. Patients can receive up to one 
further TKR revision; where this process is repeated once again. Patients who are unsuitable 
for a TKR or revision, or who fail following their second revision, become unresolved 
patients.  


Table 18: TKR failure applied in the model based upon a defined expected TTF 


Expected TTF Exponential log-scale to 
achieve expected TTF 


Resulting monthly failure 
rate 


10 years 2.29894 0.83% 


15 years (base case) 2.71215 0.55% 


20 years 3.01962 0.41% 


Key: TKR, total knee replacement; TTF, time to treatment failure. 


Treatment of unresolved cases 


Patients with unresolved knee cartilage defects receive BSC (pain relief medication), but 
receive no further operative treatment. There is no direct efficacy achieved using BSC. 


5.3.4 Mortality 


Patients can die (transitioning to the death health state) at any time in the model. The 
mortality rate per month used is UK all-cause mortality, obtained from the National Life 
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Tables for England & Wales (2010-12).68 The annual rate varies by age and gender; there is 
a higher background mortality rate for males, meaning over time females take up a larger 
proportion of the population. This was accounted for when calculating the average mortality 
rate, from a mean starting age of 33 years with 64.4% of the population being male.61 The 
resulting general population annual probability of death is converted into a mortality rate per 
month.  


All patients are subject to the background UK probability of dying, while patients undergoing 
a TKR operation are subject to a risk of mortality during the procedure as well as the general 
mortality risk. In the base case analysis this probability is 1.6%, given that the NHS 
estimates a 98.4% survival rate nationally.69 A study by Mahomed et al70 reports a 0.7% and 
1.1% probability of death during a TKR and TKR revision respectively (in the US Medicare 
setting), meaning a TKR revision has a 57.1% greater mortality risk than the initial TKR. This 
same increase is applied to the base case TKR mortality risk (1.6%), providing a 2.5% 
probability of death during a TKR revision. The TKR mortality rates reported by Mahomed et 
al are included directly as a scenario analysis.  


Finally, a scenario analysis is included in the model (presented in Section 5.5.1) whereby a 
hazard ratio (HR) is applied to the background UK mortality rate for patients in the 
unresolved health state. This therefore assumes that patients with continuing knee cartilage 
defects and no further treatment options will have a higher chance of mortality than the 
general population. In the base case no difference is assumed (HR=1); scenario analyses 
increase this HR to 1.2.  


5.3.5 Costs 


Costs were obtained from UK sources and are relevant to NHS/PSS. Cost items include the 
cost of each procedure, of rehabilitation post-procedure, of TKR and TKR revisions, and of 
pain relief medication.  


Procedure costs 


The cost of ChondroCelect (cell product) includes all costs associated with the CCI product 
itself; the training of staff, the necessary CCI Kit, transit of cells to and from the laboratory, 
cell culture.  


The costs of other procedures were retrieved from the literature and from the health 
technology assessment of ACI performed by Clar et al.65 These costs include costs of 
surgery, days as an inpatient and follow-up physiotherapy. All costs were updated to 2014 
using the latest Hospital & Community Health Services (HCHS) index.71 NHS reference 
costs were also consulted, however, important cost items such as that of a TKR could not be 
identified. 


All procedure costs are detailed in Table 19. 
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Table 19: Unit cost of procedures 
Treatment Details Unit cost Source 


ChondroCelect 


Product including two-
way courier and 
development of cell 
culture 


£16,000 UK price of 
ChondroCelect 


 
Procedure (1 of 2) – 
arthroscopy and cell 
harvest 


£722.45 Clar et al 


 
Procedure (2 of 2) – 
arthrotomy, outpatient 
setting 


£109.65 
NHS72 


(Trauma & 
orthopaedic) 


MFx – base case 
analysis cost 


Procedure, inpatient 
setting, rehabilitation £2,817,79 


Clar et al 65 
(Aberdeen Royal 
Infirmary) 


MFx – scenario analysis 
cost 


Procedure, day case, 
rehabilitation £964.87 


Clar et al 
(Southampton 
General Hospital) 


Debridement and 
arthroscopy Procedure £722.45 Clar et al 


TKR Procedure, rehabilitation £6,500.85 Clar et al 


TKR revision Procedure, rehabilitation £12,093.24 Clar et al 


Key: HCHS, Hospital & Community Health Services; MFx, microfracture; TKR, total knee replacement. 
Note: Costs reported by Clar et al were uplifted using the HCHS index inflation indices: 2005-06 (240.9) vs. 
2012-13 (289.1). 


Additionally, a TKR assessment appointment is required when a patient’s condition 
deteriorates sufficiently following a debridement and BSC medication.64 The unit cost of this 
assessment is incurred regardless of whether the patient is deemed suitable for TKR or not. 
An appointment with a general practitioner (GP) is assumed to be followed by referral for a 
trauma & orthopaedics outpatient appointment for this assessment. The unit cost of a GP 
appointment, including direct care staff costs but excluding qualification costs, is £37. The 
unit cost of the outpatient appointment is £109.65, as reported in Table 19. The total unit 
cost of a TKR assessment is therefore £146.65. 


ChondroCelect risk-sharing scheme 


ChondroCelect has a risk-sharing scheme (Section 3.9) whereby a rebate on the cost of CCI 
(£16,000) can be claimed for patients who fail within 3 years of the treatment. The scheme 
operates as follows: 


• Patient fails within 1 year of CCI procedure: 75% rebate to the NHS 


• Patient fails within 2 years of CCI procedure: 50% rebate to the NHS 


• Patient fails within 3 years of the CCI procedure: 25% rebate to the NHS 


This rebate is accounted for in the cost-effectiveness model, with the relevant rebate to the 
NHS paid every month up to 3 years. Model results are presented both with and without the 
scheme in place. 
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Rehabilitation costs 


The cost of rehabilitation through physiotherapy is included in the model. The cost is 
included within the unit costs of MFx and TKR procedures shown in Table 19. Following CCI, 
physiotherapy has been costed based upon the study TIG/ACT/01 rehabilitation schedule as 
follows: 


• Outpatient visits at Week 8 post-procedure, and follow-up Months 3, 6, 9 and 12.  


The unit cost of a rehabilitation admission for joint replacement is incurred at each 
rehabilitation visit required by the schedule. This cost is £42.47, obtained from NHS 
Reference Costs (2012-13).72 This is incurred at every rehabilitation visit required by the 
rehabilitation schedule. Since the model cycle length is 1 calendar month, the cost of the 
visit at Week 8 is applied during the model cycle following the procedure. 


Pain relief medication costs (best supportive care) 


Pain relief medication, given as conservative BSC, is assumed to consist of paracetamol and 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).73 In the base case analysis the model 
assumes that 50% of BSC/unresolved patients can manage their pain relief with 
paracetamol only, while the remaining 50% require NSAIDs. The relative use of paracetamol 
and NSAIDs was varied in sensitivity analysis (see Section 5.5.1). 


Paracetamol in the UK is primarily received over the counter (OTC) as this is a relatively 
young and active population (and therefore unlikely to receive ‘free’ prescriptions), and 
therefore is assumed to incur no cost to the NHS. NSAIDs included in the model were 
informed by the NHS Choices information on osteoarthritis (a related condition). Their unit 
costs were obtained from the British National Formulary (BNF)74 and the Electronic Market 
Information Tool (eMIT)75 tool was consulted to find the relative usage of each pack size 
listed by the BNF. This information is shown in Table 20. 


Table 20: Cost of NSAIDs included in the model  


NSAID73 Dosage74 Pack74 Pack Cost74 Total 
prescriptions75 


Share of 
prescriptions75 


Celecoxib 200mg 
daily 


60 x 100mg 
30 x 200mg 


£21.55 
£21.55 


Not required 
(same price) 


Not required 
(same price) 


Diclofenac 
sodium 


75-150mg 
daily 


84 x 25mg 
84 x 50mg 


£1.25 
£1.10 


64,622 
1,513,610 


4% 
96% 


Etoricoxib 30mg daily 
28 x 30mg 
28 x 60mg 


£13.99 
£20.11 


41,682 
135,315 


23% 
77% 


Ibuprofen 
900-
1200mg 
daily 


84 x 200mg 
84 x 400mg 
84 x 600mg 


£3.08 
£3.15 
£6.93 


447,358 
2,576,430 
263,609 


14% 
78% 
8% 


Naproxen 1250mg 
daily 


56 x 250mg 
56 x 375mg 
56 x 500mg 


£2.71 
£6.42 
£50.2 


443,839 
34,924 
684,047 


38% 
3% 


59% 


Key: NSAID, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 
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The above data were used to estimate a weighted average NSAID unit cost per month of 
£9.79. As only 50% of BSC patients use NSAIDs, with the remaining 50% receive OTC 
paracetamol, the prevailing cost of pain relief medication to the NHS is £4.90 per month. 


Management of unresolved patients 


The model includes a cost associated with the ongoing management of unresolved patients. 
This is informed by a prospective RCT in UK patients with lower limb osteoarthritis, which 
reported the extent and cost of medical resource use required in typical OA management.76 
Data on healthcare resources used by 159 patients receiving typical OA care were collected 
in a questionnaire, during interviews at 1 year and through reviews of patient notes. 
Resources included GP visits, treatment visits, medications, outpatient visits, 
physiotherapist, prescribed aid, complementary therapy and other therapies.  


Unit costs came from the NHS tariffs, BNF and PSSRU, with a mean total direct cost of 
£320.34 (2002) per patient per year reported. When adjusted for inflation using the HCHS 
index71, this is £384.43 per year, or £32.04 per calendar month on average. This cost is 
applied in the month each month for patients with unresolved defects. 


5.3.6 Health-related quality of life 


There is a lack of literature reporting utility scores in patients with a knee cartilage defect. A 
pre-surgery utility score of 0.41 was obtained from the EQ-5D questionnaire filled in by 22 
patients on a waiting list for knee surgery by Derrett et al.77 The gain in utility score observed 
after ACI was 0.23, compared to 0.06 after a mosaicplasty. 


The health technology assessment report by Clar et al65 assumed successful knee surgery 
was associated with a utility gain of 0.1. However, no utility scores were reported for different 
health states. Utility scores utilised in the present model, derived from study TIG/ACT/01, 
were consistent with this assumption, and are based on the UK norms developed for the SF-
6D questionnaire.1 


Trial utility data 


Utility values included in the present analyses are based upon an analysis of the SF-36 
questionnaires collected during the TIG/ACT/01 for up to 60 months. These were analysed 
as follows, reported by Gerlier et al.58 in a previous cost-effectiveness analysis of CCI: 


• Utility scores were derived from the answers to the SF-36 questionnaire at each visit 
using the algorithm from Brazier and Roberts78 


• Utility scores were calculated by response status to KOOS in order to characterise 
the gap between symptomatic and asymptomatic patients, regardless of the surgical 
treatment received 


• Correlations were calculated between the utility scores and the KOOS overall scores 


                                                


1 The SF-6D is a scoring algorithm from a subset of questions in the SF-36. Eleven questions are 
used from the SF-36. These questions were used to construct health scenarios that were evaluated 
using the standard gamble technique in a representative sample of the UK population. The algorithm 
assigns a utility score to each health state. 
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• Given the good linear correlation observed between these scores, a linear functional 
relationship was estimated in order to predict utility scores at earlier visits (between 
baseline and Year 2) 


The resulting utility scores, and how they have been assigned to the main health states of 
the present model, are detailed in Table 21. Additionally, a low utility value for patients with 
severe osteoarthritis prior to receiving a TKR was assumed to apply for patients undergoing 
a TKR.79  


The utility experienced with osteoarthritis, used to inform the utility of unresolved patients 
shown in Table 21, was obtained from a study by Ruchlin et al80, cited in the Gerlier et al58 
analysis. In the base case the SF-6D value is used (0.52), however a lower EQ-5D value is 
used in a scenario analysis (0.44). The difference in utility between 'no clinical success after 
surgery' and 'pre-surgery' is added to this value to give the utility of unresolved patients 
(0.557 in the base case model, 0.477 in the scenario analysis). 


A scenario analysis is also included which applies a higher utility value for patients who 
undergo a successful TKR or TKR revision, with the alternative value of 0.730 obtained from 
the collection of patient reported outcomes among all NHS patients undergoing a TKR.81  


Additionally, decreasing utility over time is included in the model using the age-related UK 
population EQ-5D weights reported by Kind et al.82 The age-related weight at the mean 
patient age of 33 years is 0.93. In the model, this is used as the base weight (i.e. set equal to 
1). The Kind et al values decrease over time, and these age-related decreases are applied in 
the model relative to the base weight used. For example, Kind et al estimate that a 50 year 
old will have an age-related utility weight of 0.85. Relative to the weight at the mean starting 
age of 33, this value is equivalent to a weight of 0.9140, or an 8.6% utility decrease. 


Table 21: Utility scores associated with the main health states of the model 
Health state Value Source/method Applicable health states 


Initial score (pre-
surgery) 0.6540 


Predicted baseline utility 
score (linear functional 
regression: KOOS/utility) 


During initial CCI or MFx 
procedure 


Clinical success 
after surgery  0.8170 Average utility of KOOS 


respondersa 
Successful CCI or MFx 
(including subsequent MFx) 


No clinical success 
after surgery 0.6910 Average utility score of 


KOOS non-respondersa Receiving BSC 


Undergoing a TKR 0.5177 Batty & Birrell, 201179 During TKR or TKR revision 
procedure 


Following successful 
TKR and/or revision 0.6830 


Utility with osteoarthritis plus 
the difference between the 
utility of successful surgery 
and pre-surgery 


Following successful TKR 
and/or revision 


Unresolved 
(unsuitable for TKR 
or failed 
TKR/revision) 


0.5570 


Utility with osteoarthritis plus 
the difference between no 
clinical success after surgery 
and pre-surgery 


Unresolved cases 


Key: BSC, best supportive care; CCI, characterised chondrocyte implantation; EQ-5D, EuroQoL five dimensions; 
KOOS, Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; MFx, microfracture; SF-6D, Short form six dimensions; 
TKR, total knee replacement. 
Note: a Utility estimated by KOOS response used as a proxy for patients having successfully resolved defects. 
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5.3.7 Adverse events 


The cost of adverse events were not included in the model as there were no key differences 
in between treatment arms in TIG/ACT/01 (see Section 4.2.2), therefore they are not likely to 
be important drivers of cost-effectiveness results. The only adverse reaction included is 
mortality as a result of TKR and TKR revision procedures. 


5.3.8 Time horizon 


As noted within the scope, the NICE methods guide60 stipulates that the model time horizon 
should sufficiently reflect differences in costs and outcomes between the treatments being 
compared. The base case time horizon is 75 years, selected because at this time point 
effectively all patients (>99.9%) have progressed to the death health state. A short model 
time horizon would not capture the long term benefits of CCI, which maintains knee cartilage 
for longer and, in doing so, puts off the need for TKR procedures, and deterioration to having 
an unresolved problem, for longer. The majority of CCI costs are incurred upfront, and 
therefore a short time horizon would unjustly fail to allow its benefits to be accrued to offset 
the early cost. Scenario analyses are provided around the time horizon, including a short 
term 5-year horizon and a medium-term 40-year horizon, however these are insufficient for 
the base case analysis, with 99.6% and 76.1% of patients still alive at these time points 
respectively. 


5.4 Base case results 


5.4.1 Comparison of model and trial outcomes 


Outcomes predicted by the model were compared with the 5-year TIG/ACT/01 follow-up 
outcomes reported by Vanlauwe et al.38 Given the use of the Kaplan-Meier data for TTF in 
the base case model, treatment failure in the model at 5 years is highly similar to failure 
observed in the trial (Table 22). The marginally higher 5-year failure reported in the model is 
due to the background mortality calculations applied. 


Table 22: Comparison of 5-year treatment failure in the model and TIG/ACT/01 
Treatment Model TIG/ACT/0138 


Microfracture 18.5% 18.2% 


ChondroCelect 15.6% 15.2% 


Note: TIG/ACT/01 failure at 5 years obtained from digitised KM plot in the publication. 


5.4.2 Summary results 


With ChondroCelect risk-sharing scheme 


Discounted base case model results, with the ChondroCelect risk-sharing scheme included, 
are presented in Table 23. 
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Table 23: Base case cost-effectiveness results (including risk-sharing scheme) 


Model arm 
Total Incremental 


ICER 
Costs LYs QALYs Costs LYs QALYs 


MFx £13,547 22.88 15.40         


ChondroCelect £22,347 23.11 16.69 £8,801 0.23 1.29 £6,812 


Key: ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LYs, 
life years; MFs, microfracture; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years. 


ChondroCelect is associated with a small gain in life years compared to MFx, attributed to 
the reduced number of TKR procedures with their increased risk of mortality. The QALY gain 
of 1.29 for patients who receive ChondroCelect is much more substantial, achieved by fewer 
patients deteriorating to the point of receiving BSC only, or deteriorating further to become 
unresolved cases. Additionally, fewer patients receive a TKR and incur the associated low 
temporary utility weight. Patients treated with ChondroCelect incur a higher total cost over 
the 75-year time horizon: £22,347 compared to £13,547. This equates to an incremental cost 
of £8,801 per patient, which reflects the reduction in total knee replacements and other care 
and somewhat offsets the additional cost of the procedure. 


The resulting incremental ICER for ChondroCelect relative to MFx is £6,812 per incremental 
QALY gained. At a cost-effectiveness threshold value of £20,000 per incremental QALY 
gained this ICER equates to a net monetary benefit (NMB) to the NHS of £17,039. 


Without ChondroCelect risk-sharing scheme 


Discounted base case model results without the ChondroCelect risk-sharing scheme are 
presented in Table 24. 


Table 24: Base case cost-effectiveness results (without risk-sharing scheme) 


Model arm 
Total Incremental 


ICER 
Costs LYs QALYs Costs LYs QALYs 


MFx £13,547 22.88 15.40         


ChondroCelect £22,586 23.11 16.69 £8,801 0.23 1.29 £6,997 


Key: ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LYs, 
life years; MFs, microfracture; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years. 


Excluding the risk-sharing scheme from the model increases the total cost of ChondroCelect 
by £239, raising the ICER to £6,997. Given the ICER increase is minimal (£185) the scheme 
makes negligible difference to the cost-effectiveness case of ChondroCelect. As such, 
results from this point forward are based upon the model with the scheme included. 


5.4.3 Disaggregated cost results 


The total discounted costs shown in Table 23 are disaggregated into the various cost 
components included in the model in Table 25. 
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Table 25: Base case discounted cost results disaggregated by cost item 
Cost item MFx ChondroCelect Increment 


Procedure (including rehabilitation) £2,818 £17,044 £14,227 


Failure-related rebate £0 -£239 -£239 


Secondary treatments (MFx, debridement) £731 £2,032 £1,301 


TKR (inc. assessments & revisions) £9,111 £3,236 -£5,876 


Treatment of unresolved patients £886 £274 -£612 


Total costs £13,547 £22,347 £8,801 
Key: ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; MFx, microfracture; TKR, total knee replacement. 


The largest difference is cost is caused by the relative procedure costs (including 
rehabilitation), where ChondroCelect is associated with an additional cost of £14,227 per 
patient. This is eroded across other cost items however - savings are achieved through the 
ChondroCelect risk-sharing rebate (£239), and the reduction in the number of patients 
requiring a TKR or becoming unresolved cases. The cost of secondary treatment is higher 
among ChondroCelect patients because a larger proportion go on to receive MFx. On the 
MFx model arm, more patients progress immediately to BSC with only a small percentage 
receiving a second MFx. 


5.4.4 Disaggregated health outcomes 


The total discounted health outcomes shown in Table 23 are disaggregated across model 
health states in Table 26 and Table 27. 


Table 26: Base case discounted life year results disaggregated by health state 


Health state MFx ChondroCelect Increment 


Patients on initial treatment 0.08 0.08 0.00 


Patients responding to initial treatment 10.09 12.66 2.57 


Patients responding to subsequent MFx 0.29 6.05 5.76 


Patients responding to BSC 2.49 1.01 -1.48 


Patients undergoing TKR 0.08 0.03 -0.05 


Patients following successful TKR 7.54 2.56 -4.98 


Patients unresolved 2.30 0.71 -1.59 


Total LYs 22.88 23.11 0.23 


Key: BSC, best supportive care; ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; MFx, microfracture; 
TKR, total knee replacement; LYs, life years. 
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Table 27: Base case discounted QALY results disaggregated by health state 


Health state MFx ChondroCelect Increment 


Patients on initial treatment 0.05 0.05 0.00 


Patients responding to initial treatment 7.94 9.84 1.90 


Patients responding to subsequent MFx 0.21 4.36 4.15 


Patients responding to BSC 1.58 0.61 -0.97 


Patients undergoing TKR 0.04 0.01 -0.02 


Patients following successful TKR 4.50 1.48 -3.01 


Patients unresolved 1.07 0.32 -0.74 


Total QALYs 15.40 16.69 1.29 


Key: BSC, best supportive care; ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; MFx, microfracture; 
TKR, total knee replacement; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years. 


Model results suggest that a patient can expect to require no reintervention for 12.7 years 
(discounted) following ChondroCelect, an additional 2.6 years compared to MFx. Further 
QALYs are gained by ChondroCelect patients receiving a subsequent MFx procedure 
(whereas initial MFx patients are much less likely to do so, and if they do, the revision fails 
more quickly). MFx patients are more likely to receive BSC and to deteriorate to the point of 
requiring TKR or becoming unresolved cases. 


5.4.5 Patient distribution over time 


The total life years shown in Table 26 are depicted graphically in Figure 20 and Figure 21 
below. These Markov traces show the evolution of life years over the 75-year model horizon, 
by displaying the proportion of patients in each health state over time. ChondroCelect 
patients spend visibly less time having received a TKR/TKR revision and in the unresolved 
health state. 
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Figure 20: Markov trace for ChondroCelect patients 


 


Figure 21: Markov trace for MFx patients 


 


5.4.6 Utility over time 


The change in the mean utility value, which combined with life years determines QALYs over 
time, is presented in Figure 22. This shows a decreasing utility over time following initial 
response to therapy, as patients gradually progress to treatment with BSC, receive a TKR or 
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become unresolved cases. The ‘steps’ where mean utility falls are caused by a reduction in 
age-related utility weights at that time. 


Figure 22: Modelled mean utility over time 
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5.5 Sensitivity analyses 


Sensitivity analyses were performed to identify the structural assumptions to which the 
model is most sensitivity, and to determine the uncertainty around the base case ICER. The 
former was explored using scenario analyses, where a key model assumption was varied 
and the change in model results assessed. Uncertainty around the base case ICER was 
evaluated through probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA). 


5.5.1 Scenario analysis 


Efficacy scenarios 


• Use of the observed TTF Kaplan–Meier data, followed by the respective linear failure 
rate. On the CCI arm, the MFx linear failure rate is applied after 20 years (i.e. no CCI 
benefit after 20 years) 


• Use of the observed TTF Kaplan–Meier data, followed by the respective linear failure 
rate. On the CCI arm, the MFx linear failure rate is applied after 10 years (i.e. no CCI 
benefit after 10 years) 


• Use of the observed TTF Kaplan–Meier data, followed immediately by the MFx linear 
failure rate per month for both model arms (i.e. no CCI benefit beyond the observed 
data) 


• Use of the lines of best fit for the model duration (i.e. no use of the observed Kaplan–
Meier data), restricted at a maximum value of 1. 
 


• Observed data from Belgium for ChondroCelect: Assume the weighted average 
failure rate from the observed data applies after year 3 – 0.89% per year, converted 
to a rate of 0.07% per month (i.e. CCI benefit is maintained). 


• Observed data from Belgium for ChondroCelect: Assume the weighted average 
failure rate holds until year 20, with the MFx linear failure rate applied thereafter (i.e. 
no CCI benefit after 20 years). 


• Observed data from Belgium for ChondroCelect: Assume the weighted average 
failure rate holds until year 10, with the MFx linear failure rate applied thereafter (i.e. 
no CCI benefit after 10 years). 


• Observed data from Belgium for ChondroCelect: Assume the rate of CCI failure 
equals the MFx failure rate after year 3 (i.e. no CCI benefit beyond the observed 
data). 
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Table 28: Results of scenario analyses around efficacy assumptions 


Input Base case 
assumption Scenario analysis Incremental 


Costs 
Incremental 


QALYs ICER 


Base case model - - £8,801 1.29 £6,812 


Treatment failure Informed by KM then 
relevant LOBF 


 KM then LOBF. CCI 
benefit for 20 years £9,027 1.27 £7,125 


Treatment failure Informed by KM then 
relevant LOBF 


 KM then LOBF. CCI 
benefit for 10 years £9,516 1.20 £7,908 


Treatment failure Informed by KM then 
relevant LOBF 


Informed by KM then 
MFx LOBF £9,824 1.16 £8,472 


Treatment failure Informed by KM then 
relevant LOBF 


Informed by relevant 
LOBF only £8,182 1.39 £5,871 


ChondroCelect 
efficacy data TIG/ACT/01 data used 


Observed Belgian 
data (extrapolated 
using mean failure 
rate) 


£4,979 1.73 £2,873 


ChondroCelect 
efficacy data TIG/ACT/01 data used Observed data, CCI 


benefit for 20 years £7,917 1.45 £5,473 


ChondroCelect 
efficacy data TIG/ACT/01 data used Observed data, CCI 


benefit for 10 years £8,995 1.29 £6,948 


ChondroCelect 
efficacy data TIG/ACT/01 data used 


Observed data 
followed by MFx 
failure rate 


£9,704 1.19 £8,176 


 
These results show the ICER to be reasonably consistent to most structural assumptions 
related to the efficacy of ChondroCelect and MFx (Table 28). If the ChondroCelect failure 
rate is equal to MFx following the 5-year trial TTF data, the ICER increases to £8,472, which 
is still within the range typically considered to be cost-effective (£20,000 per QALY). This is a 
conservative scenario as it means patients are equally likely to fail ChondroCelect and MFx 
beyond the observed TIG/ACIT/01 data. All other ICERs are lower than this scenario.  


The ICER falls to just £2,873 if the observed ChondroCelect usage and failure data in 
Belgium is used to inform the ChondroCelect failure rate. This reflects the reduction in 
failures observed in clinical practice relative to the study TIG/ACT/01. A clinical expert 
consulted by SOBi confirmed that data from ChondroCelect use in Belgium will accurately 
estimate usage and failure in the UK.  


Subsequent treatment efficacy scenarios 


• The failure rate of subsequent MFx set to 11.5% failure at 3 years 
• The failure rate of second MFx (i.e. for subsequent MFx on the MFx arm only) is 


equally as effective as initial MFx (informed by Vanlauwe et al.)38 
• The failure rate of debridement and BSC set to a highly optimistic 18.0% failure at 5 


years 
• Expected TTF for TKR and TKR revisions reduced to 10 years 
• Expected TTF for TKR and TKR revisions increased to 20 years 
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Table 29: Results of scenario analyses around the efficacy of subsequent treatments 


Input Base case 
assumption Scenario analysis Incremental 


Costs 
Increment
al QALYs ICER 


Base case 
model - - £8,801 1.29 £6,812 


Subsequent 
MFx failure 16.4% at 5 years38 11.5% at 3 years37 £9,038 1.25 £7,218 


Second MFx 
failure Half as effective 


Equally as effective 
as TIG/ACT/01 
MFx 


£8,902 1.27 £6,985 


Subsequent 
debridement 
failure 


20.0% at 1 year63 18.0% at 5 years62 £11,639 1.10 £10,567 


TKR failure 
Expected after 15 
years (after 
revision = 10 years) 


Both expected after 
10 years (low 
efficacy) 


£8,039 1.34 £6,004 


TKR failure 
Expected after 15 
years (after 
revision = 10 years) 


 Both expected 
after 20 years (high 
efficacy) 


£9,973 1.20 £8,322 


The base case ICER is reasonably insensitive to structural assumptions around the efficacy 
of subsequent treatments. If a TKR is expected to fail sooner, the ICER falls as each TKR is 
less effective, and ChondroCelect delays the need for TKR by maintaining a successfully 
resolved cartilage defect for longer. The biggest difference is observed when the efficacy of 
debridement is increased such that failure at 5 years would be 18.0%, relative to the base 
case of 20.0% after 1 year; however, a clinical expert advised that poor efficacy is expected 
when treating with debridement. 


Subsequent treatment usage scenarios 


• Equal subsequent use of MFx (50% after both ChondroCelect and MFx) 
• All BSC patients receive NSAIDs (cost met by NHS) 
• All patients assessed for first TKR are suitable for TKR (50% for revisions) 
• All patients are suitable for TKR and subsequent revisions 
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Table 30: Results of scenario analyses around subsequent treatment 


Input Base case 
assumption Scenario analysis Incremental 


Costs 
Incremental 


QALYs ICER 


Base case model - - £8,801 1.29 £6,812 


Use of subsequent 
MFx 


90% following 
ChondroCelect 


50% after both 
ChondroCelect and 
MFx 


£11,308 0.46 £24,490 
5% following MFx 


Composition of pain-
relieving BSC 


50% of patients 
receive NSAIDs 


100% of patients 
receive NSAIDs £8,714 1.29 £6,745 


Suitability for TKR 
95% of patients are 
suitable for first 
TKR 


100% of patients 
are suitable for first 
TKR 


£9,922 1.39 £7,138 


Suitability for TKR 
95% of patients are 
suitable for any 
TKR or revision 


100% of patients 
are suitable for any 
TKR or revision 


£8,371 1.26 £6,663 


Of the assumptions made regarding subsequent treatments given, the ICER is only sensitive 
to the proportion of patients given a subsequent MFx procedure (Table 30). If this is equal 
across model arms, with a 50% likelihood of the second intervention being an MFx 
procedure, the ICER increases to £24,490. However, this assumption would mean that half 
of all patients whose first MFx procedure has failed will receive another one; clinical expert 
advice sought by SOBi confirmed that only a very small proportion of patients will receive a 
second MFx procedure. The ICER is insensitive to the remaining assumptions listed above. 


Time horizon scenarios 


The model time horizon was varied from 5 years to 70 years to evaluate the impact on model 
results (Table 31). 


Table 31: Results of time horizon scenario analyses 
Scenario analysis time 
horizon Incremental Costs Incremental QALYs ICER 


5 years £13,839 0.05 £291,867 


10 years £13,177 0.16 £83,159 


20 years £11,177 0.51 £21,910 


30 years £9,427 0.89 £10,543 


40 years £8,940 1.14 £7,842 


50 years £8,832 1.26 £7,029 


60 years £8,804 1.29 £6,828 


70 years £8,801 1.29 £6,812 


The model is invariable sensitive to the time horizon, given that the majority of costs on the 
ChondroCelect arm are incurred early in the model while its benefits, including a reduction in 
TKR procedures required and delaying progression to the unresolved health state, are 
experienced in the longer term. After just 5 years the ICER is very high, falling to a value 
within the range typically considered cost-effective after 20 years (£21,910). By 30 years the 
ICE is well within the cost-effective range at £10,543. The base case time horizon is 75 
years, selected because at this time point effectively all patients (>99.9%) have progressed 
to the death health state. This is therefore appropriate, given that the NICE methods guide60 
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stipulates that a cost-effectiveness analysis should have a time horizon sufficient to reflect all 
important differences in costs or outcomes between technologies. 


Other scenarios 


• Utility: lower quality of life associated with unresolved health states 
• Mortality: further increased mortality for unresolved patients (HR = 1.2) 
• Mortality: lower risk of death during TKR (informed by Mahomed et al70.) 
• Discounting: no discounting of costs or outcomes 
• Time horizon: time horizon varied in 10-year increments 
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Table 32: Results of other scenario analyses 


Input Base case 
assumption 


Scenario 
analysis 


Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs ICER 


Base case model - - £8,801 1.29 £6,812 


Utility of unresolved 
cases 0.557 0.477 £8,801 1.75 £5,024 


Higher quality of life 
associated with 
successful TKR 


0.683 0.730 £8,801 1.08 £8,113 


Mortality 


No difference 
between resolved 
and unresolved 
mortality rate 


Mortality of 
unresolved 
patients is higher 
(HR=1.2) 


£8,825 1.32 £6,684 


TKR Mortality 


TKR risk = 
1.6%69  TKR risk = 0.7%70 


£8,728 1.22 £7,151 
TKR revision risk 
= 2.5%69  


TKR revision risk 
= 1.1 %70 


Discounting 


Costs and 
outcomes 
discounted at 
3.5% per year  


No discounting £3,440 3.22 £1,070 


Discounting 


Costs and 
outcomes 
discounted at 
3.5% per year  


Costs and 
outcomes 
discounted at 
1.5% per year  


£6,339 2.12 £2,995 


The base case ICER is robust to changes in the majority of other scenario analysis tested 
(Table 32). Reducing the utility value associated with having an unresolved cartilage defect 
improves the cost-effectiveness of ChondroCelect, with a resulting ICER of £5,024, as 
ChondroCelect delays deterioration to the unresolved health state. The ICER increases 
when the utility associated with a successful TKR increases, since this makes TKR a better 
treatment option, and ChondroCelect delays the need for TKR. 


The model is reasonably sensitive to the discount rate applied; no discounting of future costs 
or health outcomes reduces the ICER of £1,070, while discounting uniformly at 1.5% 
provides an ICER of £2,995. This is highly cost-effective, with the long-term benefits of 
ChondroCelect no longer eroded by an annual discount rate meaning incremental QALYs 
increase to 2.12 per patient. Incremental costs also fall, since future costs are higher on the 
MFx arm as more patient deteriorate to receive a TKR and TKR revisions, and these are no 
longer eroded by discounting. The uniform discount rate of 3.5% used in the base case 
analysis corresponds with the NICE Methods Guide.60 However, it should be noted that the 
Methods Guide stipulates that the lower discount rate of 1.5% may be considered suitable 
where health outcomes are improved over a very long period (Section 6.2.19).60 This may be 
therefore be relevant for consideration in the case of ChondroCelect.  
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5.5.2 Probabilistic sensitivity analysis 


PSA was performed to estimate the uncertainty around the base case ICER. This involved 
using distribution information for model inputs, or estimating a reasonable distribution in the 
absence of alternative information, and sampling values from each distribution 
simultaneously. Model results were recorded using each set of sampled input values a total 
of 1,000 times to provide an estimate of the mean PSA results and a dispersion of results, 
reflecting uncertainty around them.  


Mean results from the 1,000 PSA runs show the base case ICER to be consistent, with little 
parameter uncertainty; the PSA ICER of £6,565 is very close to the base case value (Table 
33). This relative certainty is reflected in the cost-effectiveness plane showing each 
individual PSA result; incremental costs are well clustered between £5,000 and £10,000, 
whereas incremental QALYs are more dispersed, ranging from around 1.0 to 1.7 QALYs 
gained (Figure 23). This dispersion shows that there is relatively greater uncertainty in the 
incremental QALY gain than the incremental costs. 


Table 33: Mean results of 1,000 PSA simulations (standard deviation in parentheses) 


Model arm 
Mean Total Incremental 


ICER 
Costs LYs QALYs Costs LYs QALYs 


MFx 
£13,630 


(1,930) 


23.25 


(0.60) 


15.78 


(2.08) 
        


ChondroCelect 
£22,461 


(1,026) 


23.55 


(0.17) 


17,12 


(1.86) 
£8,831 0.31 1.35 £6,565 


Key ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LYs, life years; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years. 
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Figure 23: Results of 1,000 PSA simulations 


 
Almost all simulations lie to the south-east of the £20,000 ICER line, meaning at a cost-
effectiveness threshold of £20,000 per incremental QALY gained the model predicts 
ChondroCelect to have a 98.8% chance of being cost-effective. At a threshold value of 
£30,000, there is a 99.6% likelihood that ChondroCelect is a cost-effective use of NHS 
resources. These are reflected in the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve (CEAC) shown in 
Figure 24 below, where MFx is cost-effective at very low threshold values. ChondroCelect 
becomes the probable cost-effective option at a threshold value between £6,000 and 
£7,000.  


Figure 24: CEAC estimated based upon 1,000 PSA simulations 
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5.6 Conclusions for cost-effectiveness 


A de novo economic model has been developed to estimate the cost-effectiveness of 
ChondroCelect versus MFx. The model utilises data from publications on the pivotal trial, 
TIG/ACT/01, which included MFx as its active comparator arm. Time to treatment failure has 
been used as a proxy for treatment efficacy, with patients deemed to be successfully 
resolved to the point at which they require a subsequent reintervention. Patients can receive 
up to 2 surgical interventions, followed by pain relieving measures and then a TKR and TKR 
revisions. 


The present analysis predicts ChondroCelect to be a highly cost-effective use of NHS 
resources, with a base case ICER well below the threshold range typically considered cost-
effective by NICE. Results are robust to structural assumptions and parameter uncertainty. 
There is some sensitivity present around the proportion of patients who receive an MFx 
reintervention – likely to be lower following initial MFx compared to ChondroCelect – and 
model time horizon. However this is to be expected, as ChondroCelect accrues long term 
benefits to the NHS by staving off the need for treatment with only pain relief measures, the 
need for TKR and the progression to patients living with unresolved cartilage defects. A 
shorter time horizon would ignore these important future benefits to the NHS, in terms of 
resources saved and procedures avoided, and more importantly to the quality of life of the 
patient. 


6 Resource implications 


6.3 Resource use outcomes 


The total number of different procedures was extracted from the cost-effectiveness model, to 
inform the likely impact on NHS resources. A reduction in required procedures caused by the 
introduction of ChondroCelect will free up hospitals and health care professionals to provide 
other care.  


If 632 patients were to be treated with ChondroCelect, 86 would have received a secondary 
MFx by 5 years, compared to just 6 patients who initially received MFx. However more MFx 
patients would already have progressed to the point of requiring a TKR, with 41 TKRs 
predicted compared to just 3 among ChondroCelect patients.  


Over a 75-year time horizon, again more patients on the ChondroCelect arm will receive a 
secondary MFx (546 compared to 31), as this procedure is less likely in patients who 
received an initial MFx procedure. The key resource benefit of ChondroCelect is its reduction 
in the need for TKRs. It is estimated that 571 patients out of 632 initially treated with MFx will 
require a TKR at 75 years, compared to just 321 ChondroCelect patients. An estimated 716 
TKR revisions will be performed on MFx patients; 287 on ChondroCelect patients. In total, 
this means 679 fewer TKR/TKR revision procedures will be performed over a 75 year period, 
if 632 patients received ChondroCelect instead of MFx; a reduction of 52.8%. 


6.4 Budget impact 


The budget impact to the NHS of introducing ChondroCelect has been estimated based 
upon the patient numbers presented in Section 3.1. For the purpose of this analysis, the 
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number of patients in year 3 (632 patients) was assumed to remain stable for years 4 and 5. 
Undiscounted cost results at years 1 to 5 were extracted used within the model and applied 
to the relevant number of patients for each year.  


The cost-effectiveness model results account for the impact of mortality, cost offsets, 
reintervention and all other costs detailed in Section 5 of this document. These factors are 
therefore accounted for in the budget impact estimates. The budget impact has been 
estimated for ChondroCelect and MFx, with the difference in each year representing the net 
impact of ChondroCelect in that year. These results, reflect the all differences in costs and 
therefore the budget impact of treating these patients as a whole, are provided in Table 34.  


The introduction of ChondroCelect would lead to an estimated net budget impact of 
£4,155,954 in year 1, rising to £8,715,612 in year 5 as more patients receive the procedure. 


Table 34: Estimated NHS budget impact of ChondroCelect 


Year Number of 
patients 


Budget impact in year Net Budget Impact 
(ChondroCelect – 


MFx) MFx ChondroCelect 


1 293 £825,614 £4,981,568 £4,155,954 


2 534 £1,532,734 £9,064,809 £7,532,075 


3 632 £1,880,912 £10,716,119 £8,835,207 


4 632 £1,992,764 £10,730,824 £8,738,061 


5 632 £2,122,940 £10,838,552 £8,715,612 


Key: ChondroCelect, characterised chondrocyte implantation; MFx, microfracture; TKR, total knee replacement. 
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8 Appendices 


8.1 Exploratory cost-effectiveness analysis: MFx vs No MFx 


To consider whether MFx is itself a cost-effective treatment options in the first place, the 
model was used to undertake an exploratory analysis and obtain the ICER relative to BSC. 
For this analysis, the model was manipulated such that all patients on the MFx arm failed 
after 1 cycle. These patients all went on to receive BSC, and possible future TKRs. No MFx 
costs were therefore incurred, and no MFx-related efficacy was experienced. This results in 
a total discounted cost of £18,354, and 13.55 total QALYs, per patient (Table 35).  


These results were compared to the base case MFx model arm results to compute an ICER. 
The use of MFx is associated with a lower total cost, as without MFx patients progress more 
rapidly to receive TKR and TKR revisions. Without MFx patients receive the utility associated 
with BSC management straight away, and more quickly reach the unresolved health state, 
leading to lower total QALYs. MFx therefore dominates no MFx, with cost savings (£4,807) 
and a QALY gain (1.85). 


Table 35: Exploratory model results of MFx vs no MFx 


Input Total Costs Total QALYs Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


Microfracture £13,547 15.40    


No use of MFx £18,354 13.55 -£4,807 1.85 Dominated 


Key: ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; MFx, microfracture. 


8.2 Exploratory cost-effectiveness analysis: TKR vs No TKR 


To evaluate TKR compared to no TKR, the model was manipulated similarly. For this 
analysis, the starting age of patients was increased from 33 years to 50 years, as a clinical 
expert advised that younger patients are less likely to be considered for TKR. All patients on 
the MFx arm failed after 1 cycle, and went on to BSC. In one model they were allowed to 
receive TKRs and revisions as normal, while in another model TKRs were not allowed. In 
this model, there was no assessment for TKR; patients who would otherwise have been 
assessed for TKR moved to the unresolved health state.  


These exploratory results are provided in Table 36. When TKR is permissible, incremental 
costs are £9,408, reflecting the costs associated with the assessment and procedure. The 
possibility of receiving a successful TKR operation leads to a QALY gain of 1.10. While this 
analysis therefore does not show TKR to dominate no TKR, the resulting ICER of £8,587 is 
well within the range typically considered to reflect a cost-effective treatment. 


Table 36: Exploratory model results of TKR vs no TKR 


Input Total Costs Total QALYs Incremental 
Costs 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER 


TKR not allowed £6,750 10.50    


TKR allowed £16,157 11.60 £9,408 1.10 £8,587 


Key: ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; MFx, microfracture. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 


OsCell’s  John Charnley Laboratory manufactures culture‐expanded Autologous Chondrocytes as an 


Advanced Therapy Medicinal Product (ATMP), in addition to autologous bone marrow‐derived MSCs. 


The  technology  currently  under  appraisal  is  the  implantation  of  autologous  chondrocytes  into 


patients with symptomatic chondral and osteochondral defects in knee joints, known as Autologous 


Chondrocyte Implantation (ACI). The OsCell product does not have a marketing authorisation but is 


manufactured  under  an MHRA Manufacturing  and  Importation  Authorisation  for  Investigational 


Medicinal  Products  (MIA[IMP])  licence  No.  21276.  Additionally  we  have  applied  for  a  Hospital 


Exemption Licence. Two other ACI products have been licensed by the EMA in Europe in the form of 


MACI®by  Sanofi  (the  marketing  authorisation  having  recently  been  transferred  to  Aastrom 


Biosciences DK ApS August 26th 2014, EMEA/H/C/2522/T/3) and ChondroCelect by TiGenix. ACI with 


periosteum has FDA approval in the USA. 


The Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Orthopaedic Hospital (RJAH), Oswestry, has been treating patients 


with  OsCell‐manufactured  autologous  chondrocytes  since  1997.  In  1999,  OsCell moved  into  the 


purpose‐built  John Charnley Laboratory manufacturing  suite. Thirty  to  forty patients are currently 


treated with ACI each year at RJAH.  


 


2.  CONTEXT OF THIS REPORT 


Oscell’s  John Charnley  Laboratory manufactures  culture‐expanded autologous  cells  in an NHS  cell 


manufacturing  facility based  in a specialist orthopaedic hospital, the Robert  Jones and Agnes Hunt 


Orthopaedic Hospital NHS Foundation Trust (RJAH). Oscell, which employs 1 fulltime and 2 part‐time 


employees, has  resulted  from co‐operation between RJAH NHS Trust, Keele University and a  local 


charity, the Orthopaedic Institute Ltd (Reg no. 1044906). 


 


Five sources of evidence are reported in this submission: 


Appendix 1: REACT. A cohort study of 162 patients treated with ACI to the knee at RJAH between 


1996 and 2010 using OsCell manufactured chondrocytes.  


Appendix 2: ACTIVE. The multicentre prospective  randomised  controlled ACTIVE  trial  (Autologous 


Chondrocyte  Transplantation/Implantation  Versus  Existing  treatments),  sponsored  by  Keele 


University, hosted by RJAH and funded by the Medical Research Council (MRC).   390 patients were 


randomised  to  receive  either  autologous  chondrocytes  or  control  treatment  (microfracture, 


microfracture  plus  collagen  or  mosaicplasty).  Cells  used  were  either  OsCell  manufactured 
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chondrocytes  or  chondrocytes  from  commercial  manufacturers.  Follow‐up  for  this  trial  is  still 


underway. 


Appendix 3: Studies of quality of repair (by MRI, histology and biochemical analyses) 


Appendix 4: A comparison of the different  forms of ACI. A  literature review  focussed on different 


studies of ACI. 


 


3.  BACKGROUND  


Chondral  defects may  occur  after  trauma,  or  spontaneously. Whatever  the  cause,  the  defect  is 


unlikely  to  heal  satisfactorily  and  inflammation  develops  in  the  adjacent  synovium.  The 


symptomatic defect  tends  to enlarge with  time. Some patients can  control  symptoms by  limiting 


activity levels and may manage for a decade or two without significant progression. In most cases, 


however,  the  defect  progresses  and  other  defects may  also  develop,  the  joint  space  narrows, 


osteophytes  form and stiffness and pain  increase. Some simple surgery such as debridement may 


help and encourage the healing process (Hubbard et al., 1996). The Hubbard study  is of note as  it 


included  a  control  group  where  arthroscopy  alone  was  used.  The  control  group  did  not  have 


spontaneous  improvement  in symptoms at 5 years, evidence of the need for a surgical treatment. 


Many  different  types  of  treatment  have  been  developed  over  the  last  20  years,  in  particular 


microfracture, mosaicplasty and autologous chondrocyte  implantation  (ACI). An osteotomy within 


the  joint may  be  appropriate  if  there  is  underlying malalignment,  or  joint  replacement may  be 


indicated if the disease has progressed too far. 


 


Osteochondral defects  involve  loss of both bone and cartilage  in a  joint. A particular condition of 


osteochondritis dissecans affects the knee with a prevalence of approximately 1  in 5000. This may 


heal  in  the  teenage  patient,  or may  require  surgery  to  fix  a  loose  osteochondral  fragment.  If 


osteochondral defects persist into patients’ early 20’s then they tend not to heal spontaneously but 


gradually  increase their symptoms. Treatment options  include bone grafting, ACI or osteochondral 


allografts. In due course knee replacement may be indicated. 


 


As described in the NICE document ‘Appendix B ‐ Final Scope’, ACI has been introduced as one of the 


treatment options to re‐establish the articular surface in a joint with symptomatic chondral defects. 


The  interest  in successful treatment of such defects  is due to the belief that  if  left untreated, they 


are  likely  to  lead  to  the  development  of  osteoarthritis  in  that  joint  with  the  consequent  likely 


eventual  need  for  arthroplasty.   Unfortunately  if  joint  replacement  is  performed  in  the  younger 
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patient  then  there  is  a  significant  risk  of  early  revision  with  14%  of  uni‐compartmental  knee 


replacements  in  the  knee  failing  by  5  years  (Australian  Joint  Registry: 


https://aoanjrr.dmac.adelaide.edu.au/). Subsequent surgery is more costly than primary surgery and 


carries a  significant  risk of  infection,  further  failure and a  lifetime  risk of above‐knee amputation. 


This risk of expensive and repeated surgery occurs in 1 in 270 patients who have a knee replacement 


below the age of 50 years. An above‐knee amputation leads to significant loss of mobility, and some 


patients have severe persisting pain. Knee replacement itself leads to significant pain and stiffness in 


10% of patients, such that many patients do not have good function.  It  is for this reason that both 


patient and  surgeon  seek  alternatives  to  treat early arthritis  in  the  knee with  the aim of at  least 


delaying  joint replacement and avoiding a revision surgery  in  later  life. Results  from other centres 


demonstrate that ACI  is appropriate for treating joints with early OA  in the younger patient (Minas 


et  al  2010).  They  reported  that  92%  of patients  (mean  age  38  years  at  time of  treatment) were 


functioning well at 5 years postoperatively and were able to delay the need for  joint replacement. 


They conclude that given the limited number of treatment options for young osteoarthritic patients, 


autologous chondrocyte  implantation may offer  improved quality of  life  to  this subset of patients. 


Minas et al (2009) have also reported that treatment of primary  lesions  is beneficial  in comparison 


to those in which a previous chondral repair technique, such as microfracture, has been performed. 


Defects  that  had  treatment  involving  breaching  the  subchondral  plate  prior  to ACI,  resulted  in  3 


times as many failures of ACI than those treated first with ACI. 


 


Only  chondrocytes  can  form  cartilage. We  believe  that  the  regeneration  of  cartilage with  a  cell 


therapy  is  the  most  appropriate  solution  to  treat  chondral  defects,  as  cartilage  is  the  evolved 


solution to providing good joint function.  


 


3.1 Mechanism of action 


Autologous  chondrocyte  implantation  (ACI)  was  first  described  in  1994  by  Brittberg  et  al.    ACI 


involves obtaining a cartilage biopsy from a healthy area of articular cartilage, chondrocytes are then 


isolated  and  expanded  in monolayer  culture,  and  implanted within  the  cartilage  defect,  under  a 


periosteal  flap  or  a  synthetic  collagen membrane  (Brittberg  et  al.,  1994).  It  is  theorised  that  the 


implanted chondrocytes are the main producers of the new tissue that  is formed within the defect 


(Lutianov  et  al.,  2011),  and  studies  of  tracked  chondrocytes  do  indeed  confirm  that  they  form 


cartilage  in  the defect  (Dell’Accio  et  al, 2003). Chondrocytes  cultured by Oscell  and  inserted  into 


chondral defects in patients are known to synthesise a mixture of hyaline and fibrocartilage matrices 


comprising collagen types I, II and X, and proteoglycans (Roberts et al., 2003). In this way the applied 
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chondrocytes  fill  the  defect  and  restore  a  substantial  thickness  of  new  repair  cartilage  which 


protects  the underlying bone  from  fluid  incursion  and provides  a  low  friction  surface  for  smooth 


articular joint motion. In addition, these chondrocytes attach to the freshly cut surfaces of cartilage 


at the edge of treated defects to provide lateral integration of repair tissues (Roberts et al., 2003).  


Two randomised controlled clinical trials have demonstrated superiority of chondrocyte cell therapy 


over microfracture,  the SUMMIT  trial of MACI  (Saris et al 2014) and  the TiGenix  trial of ACI with 


Chondrocelect (Saris et al 2008). Superiority for one treatment compared to another  is most often 


described  in  terms  of  the  structure  of  the  repair  cartilage  as  resembling  a  hyaline  versus 


fibrocartilage composition and organisation. In these terms, early comparisons have shown that ACI 


is also superior to mosaicplasty  (Bentley et al., 2003) and,  in terms of functional outcome, the ACI 


procedure has shown  improved functional outcome compared to mosaicplasty  in a 10‐year follow‐


up study of 100 patients with large joint lesions (Bentley et al., 2012). 


3.2 The Comparators 


Mosaicplasty, microfracture and ACI all became available  in  the same period. Mosaicplasty  is now 


rarely used as it is technically demanding. Microfracture carries concerns about bone ingrowth into a 


defect, or other unknown effects that  limit the options  for subsequent treatment  following  failure 


(Minas 2009).  ACI has become difficult due to the recommendation from NICE to perform it only in 


the context of long term studies and the licencing requirement from the Human Tissue Authority for 


taking a cartilage biopsy, both of which are difficult outside specialist centres. 


Micro‐drilling  has  been  introduced,  chondroplasty  is  being  tried  and  the  application  of  different 


matrices (for example AMIC or Hyalofast) are being used. 


Osteochondral transplantation is increasing in some specialist centres, using allograft imported from 


the USA. This is difficult to arrange, expensive, and has a failure rate of 18% (Chahal et al., 2013). 


 


3.3 Indications 


Patients with a significantly symptomatic chondral or osteochondral defect  in  the knee where any 


underlying mal‐alignment, instability or loss of meniscus is also corrected. 


 


3.4 The Product 


The product  is  supplied as an autologous  cell  therapy product of 1  to 20 million  cells  in a  sterile 


syringe  in autologous serum  in a volume of 0.2 to 0.6ml of autologous serum as prescribed by the 


surgeon. A single dose is inserted at the time of surgery. 
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4. CLINICAL EFFECTIVENESS 


Patient’s symptoms  improve on average by 15  to 20 points on  the Lysholm self‐assessment scale. 


Those who benefit by 12‐15 months post‐treatment will usually continue to benefit in the long term, 


at least for a decade (Bhosale et al., 2009). 


 


4.1 Patient selection 


Patients are eligible for ACI treatment  if they have symptomatic chondral or osteochondral defects 


on  the medial  or  lateral  femoral  condyle,  tibial  plateau,  trochlea  or  patella  that  are  considered 


suitable  for  treatment with  ACI.  Contraindications  to  ACI  include  generalised  osteoarthritis with 


numerous osteophytes,  inflammatory arthritis, anaphylaxis  to products used  in  the manufacturing 


process and factors that predict a low probability of symptom relief and cannot be corrected.  These 


may  include  older  age,  female  gender  or malalignment  or  bone  loss which  cannot  be  corrected. 


Contraindications which  can be  corrected  include  smoking, obesity, opiate use or  the  inability  to 


comply with rehabilitation requirements. 


Precipitating  causes  or  associated  conditions  that  could  lead  to  advanced  osteoarthritis must  be 


corrected prior to or at the same time as ACI.  This may mean including procedures such as tibial or 


femoral  osteotomy,  patellar  realignment,  trochleoplasty,  patellaplasty,  bone  graft,  meniscal 


transplantation and ACL repair. 


4.2 Outcome measures 


The principal outcome measure used in many clinical studies is a clinical score of pain and function. 


The Lysholm score is a long‐established commonly used such score. We have validated an improved 


weighting of a self‐assessment Lysholm score for patients with cartilage defects (Smith et al., 2009). 


4.3 Evidence from our studies 


The REACT Study 


REACT,  a  review  of  our  own  patient  cohort  to  15  years,  found 


**********************************************************************************


*************************** (See Appendix 1). 


The ACTIVE Trial 


ACTIVE  (Autologous  Chondrocyte  Transplantation/Implantation  Versus  Existing  Treatments)  is  a 


MRC‐funded  multicentre  randomized  controlled  trial  comparing  between  ACI  and  control 


treatments.  The  control  treatments  included  debridement,  abrasion,  drilling,  microfracture, 
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mosaicplasty, AMIC and bone graft, chosen according to the surgeon’s preference. Patients could be 


included  if they had a symptomatic chondral defect(s) on the medial or  lateral  femoral condyle or 


trochlea/patella needing  surgery, which was considered suitable  for ACI/MACI and at  least one of 


the existing alternative treatments, and  if a previous procedure on the same defect, carried out at 


least 6 months previously, had not relieved symptoms. Patients were excluded when the defect was 


more  than 12 cm2. Twenty‐nine centres  took part, enrolling 390 patients  (145  in each group). The 


stated first primary outcome was “cessation of benefit” but this has proven difficult to measure. The 


second primary outcome was an independently assessed Lysholm score. According to this outcome, 


there was no difference between the two treatment groups during the first four years. However, at 


year 5 mean Lysholm score of patients treated with ACI (73.1±22.9SD) was significantly higher than 


that of patients in the control group (66.6±25.1SD; p=0.03). 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


********************************************************************************** 


An optional sub‐randomization addressed the question whether two types of ACI, namely ACI using 


periosteum and ACI using collagen membrane, have a different clinical outcome. The evidence from 


this part of  the  trial  suggests ********************************************************* 


(Appendix 2).  


Studies of Repair Tissue 


We  have  reported  some  correlation  of  clinical  outcome  with  the  graft  appearance  on  MRI. 


Assessments of biopsies of our patients have found better histology in chondral defects treated with 


chondrocytes  under  a  cover  of  Chondro‐Gide®  than  with  periosteum.  Standard  microscopy, 


immunohistochemistry and near  infra‐red  spectroscopy  studies on  small  tissue biopsies  found  the 


best tissue in the treated region is in the location closest to the bone in a healed defect. Substantial 


amounts of proteoglycan have been measured in these biopsies (see Appendix 3). 
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5.  ADVERSE EVENTS 


Serious adverse events  (SAEs) were collected  for all subjects enrolled  into  the ACTIVE  trial  for  the 


first 12 months following the study intervention. 


 


An  adverse  event  was  considered  serious  if  it  was  fatal,  life  threatening,  caused  permanent 


disability,  required  hospitalisation  or  prolonged  a  hospital  stay.  In  addition,  the  following  were 


defined a requiring reporting as an SAE in the study protocol: cases of infection of the wound/joint, a 


fall causing causing injury and deep vein thrombosis.   


 


Data was collected via subject questionnaires at 2 months, 6 months and 1 year post  intervention.  


Local investigators also reported SAEs, and subject medical notes were reviewed for adverse events 


during monitoring visits.  Relatedness was assessed by the local investigator who was not blinded to 


treatment allocation.  All SAEs were coded using MedDRA version 17.0. 


 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


************************************* 
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Table removed 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Table I: Frequency and detail of adverse reactions experienced by patients treated by ACI in a multi‐
centre randomised trial, ACTIVE. 


 


6.  QUALITY CONTROL 


6.1  Overview. 


The  John  Charnley  Laboratory  provides  an  in‐house,  non‐commercial  clinical  service,  culturing 


autologous chondrocytes for clinicians whose patients have suffered cartilage damage. The unit was 


purpose  built  in  1999  by  a  specialist  cleanroom manufacturer  and was  designed  to  comply with 


EudraLex Volume 4, Annex 1. The Laboratory  is  inspected by the MHRA and holds a manufacturing 
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licence  for  investigational  medicinal  products  (licence  number  21276).    The  detailed  MHRA 


inspections cover both facility management and quality management. 


 


6.2  The OsCell Program.  


ACI in Oswestry remains true to the principals of the original Gothenburg procedure.   Traditional ACI 


involves a  two  stage process with arthroscopic harvest  followed by a cell culture period  (typically 


three weeks)  resulting  in  a  cell  suspension being used during arthrotomy.   The  cell  suspension  is 


injected behind a membrane which has been sutured over a cartilage defect.  The wholly autologous 


manufacturing process involves cells being isolated from cartilage harvested by trained orthopaedic 


surgeons, the cells are then cultured under controlled conditions and returned to the surgeons for 


implantation after time  in culture during which they have proliferated and have been screened for 


microbial contamination. 


 


The  production  of  biological medicinal  products  involves  biological  processes  and materials  and 


these display  inherent variability,  the  range and nature of  the products with  respect  to  “dose”  is 


variable  but  a minimum  of  one million  cells  is  provided  as  a  cell  suspension.    Each  cell  batch  is 


patient specific. Cells are only processed  from patients who have been screened negative  for HIV, 


Hep B, Hep C, Syphilis and HTLV (Anti‐HIV‐1,2,  HbsAg, Anti HBc, Anti‐HCV‐Ab, Syphilis, HTLV‐I), this is 


in accordance with EU Directive 2006/17/EC (HTA ref 001:2006).  


 


The manufacturing operation is carried out within a clean room suite.  All procedures are performed 


by trained personnel in Grade A working environments (Class II microbiological safety cabinets), the 


background  is maintained at Grade B.   Throughout processing, a  laser particle counter  is operated, 


settle plates are exposed, and finger dabs are also performed.   There is a documented daily, weekly 


and monthly cleaning regime and the clean room is annually validated by external contractors. 


 


Harvested tissue is allocated a unique number on arrival in the facility and this number is retained to 


provide  traceability  throughout processing.   Aliquots of all  spent  tissue  culture  fluids are  sent  for 


microbiological screening according to established protocols.  Pre‐release criteria include Endotoxin 


testing  in addition to cell counts and viability assessment.   To date, no cell batches have been  lost 


due  to  laboratory  acquired  infection,  no  endotoxin  tests  have  been  positive  and  cell  viability 


achieves 95‐100% at return.   The  John Charnley Laboratory and OsCell program  illustrate how  the 


NHS can achieve a cost effective and successful provision of advanced cell therapy services. 
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7.  COSTS AND BENEFITS 


7.1  Costs 


ACI  is  a  two‐stage  procedure.  The  current  costs  of  ACI  as  reimbursed  to  the  RJAH  Orthopaedic 


Hospital according  to  the National Tariff Payment System  (2014/2015)  is £2,398  for  the  first stage 


and £6,876 for the second stage, giving a total of £9274.  Including the market forces factor (MFF), 


the  costs  are  £9565.  These  prices  include  the  costs  of  the  operations  and  hospital  stay,  the 


autologous  cells  and  any  further  required  implants,  such  as  a  collagen  membrane,  and  are 


irrespective of the cell manufacturer. The cells used at the RJAH Orthopaedic Hospital are cultured at 


its in‐house cell production facility, the John Charnley Laboratory.  The current costs of running this 


facility within the NHS amount to £4125 per ACI patient.  


The current tariff costs of the comparator procedures, again as reimbursed to the RJAH Orthopaedic 


Hospital,  are  £5,642  for  a  Total  Knee  Replacement  (TKR),  and  £2,396  for  a  microfracture,  an 


osteotomy or a mosaicplasty procedure.  Including the MFF, these costs are £5819 and £2471. Again, 


these prices are all‐inclusive.   Based on these current costs as reimbursed to the RJAH Orthopaedic 


Hospital, the  incremental cost for ACI over microfracture, osteotomy or mosaicplasty  is £7094. The 


incremental cost for ACI over TKR is £3746. Both incremental costs include the MFF. 


Further data on  the  costs of ACI  and  some of  its  comparators  (microfracture, microfracture plus 


collagen membrane, and mosaicplasty) was collected as part of a randomized controlled trial of ACI 


versus  alternative  surgical  treatments  (ACTIVE).  This  further  data  refers  to  personal  and  societal 


costs (out‐of‐pocket expenses, time off work, etcetera) and was collected using patient‐maintained 


diaries. However, a detailed analysis of this data has not yet been finished. 


7.2  Benefits 


As part of the same randomized trial (ACTIVE), data was also collected on the health‐related quality 


of life benefits of ACI and its comparators in the form of annual EQ‐5D‐3L health profiles. Using these 


profiles, and UK utility values  (MVH Group, 1995), EQ‐5D‐3L  index scores were estimated and  the 


cumulative number of quality‐adjusted life years (QALYs) calculated. A preliminary analysis of these 


data has been  carried out by health  economists  at  the University of Nottingham. At  the  time of 


analysis, a sufficiently large number of patients had reached the 8‐year point (27 in the control and 


29 in the ACI group; Table II) to allow a reasonably reliable analysis. However, too few patients had 


reached the 9‐year point (5 in the control and 2 in the ACI group), and thus this time point will not 


be taken into account. 
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The mean EQ‐5D index of both ACI and the control treatments (microfracture, microfracture plus 


collagen membrane and mosaicplasty) 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


***********************************  


Table II and Fig 1removed 
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**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


************************************************************************ 


 


Table III removed.  
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Values  were  calculated  using  area  under  the  curve,  interpolating  linearly  between  time  points. 
Differences  in  baselines  EQ‐5D  index  scores were  controlled  for  by measuring  benefit  as  change 
from baseline (Manca, 2005). 


Figure 2 removed 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


7.3 Incremental cost per QALY 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


********************************* 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


******************************************************************* 


7.4 Difference in benefits between the main comparator treatments and suppliers of cells for ACI  


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


***********************************************. 


 


Figure 2.   Pattern of cumulative baseline‐adjusted QALYs over  time  for  the  two  treatment groups 
(control and ACI) in the ACTIVE randomized controlled trial 
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Figure 3 removed 
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**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


************************** 


Table IV removed 


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


**********************************************************************************


********************************************************************************** 


8.  FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 


There are a multitude of  studies worldwide working on modifications of ACI  for  treating chondral 


defects;  these  include  sourcing  cells  from  alternative  populations  (for  example,  adipose‐derived 


MSCs), using  alternative delivery  systems  including many different  scaffolds  (eg 1), using primary 


cells rather than culture‐expanded cells (eg autologous bone marrow derived mononuclear cells) or 


applying a scaffold post‐microfracture (Chondrotissue®). Many have been tried in patients but not as 


part of a  randomised  clinical  trial. Below are 4 areas of development  that our  centre  is  currently 


working on. 


 


8.1  ACI with alternative cell types. 


In  January 2014 we  commenced  the  running of a  single  centre  clinical  trial, ASCOT, under MHRA 


Manufacturing  and  Importation  Authorisation  for  Investigational  Medicinal  Products  (MIA[IMP]) 


licence  No.  21276  (EudraCT  number  2010‐022072‐31).  The  trial  is  comparing  cultured‐expanded 


autologous Mesenchymal  Stromal  Cells  (MSC) with  chondrocytes  or  a  combination  of  the  2  cell 


types; clinical outcome at 12 months is the primary outcome. The rationale behind the combination 


of  cells  are  reports  in  the  literature  that MSCs might be  favourable  to  chondrocytes  and  further 


reports  of  synergic  benefits  from  co‐culturing  MSCs  with  other  cell  types.  To  date  no  other 


randomised clinical trial has  included a combination of applied cells, as with the 3‐armed design of 


ASCOT.  An  important  objective  of  this  trial  is  characterisation  of  the  implanted  cell  populations 
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(growth kinetics, flow cytometry, microarrays etc) which will be correlated with clinical outcome at 


approximately 1 year post‐treatment; it is hoped that this will help to define ‘cell potency’ which is 


required by the regulatory bodies but is actually not yet defined. 


8.2  Improved patient selection. 


Cell  therapy may  not  be  appropriate  for  all  patients  for  a  variety  of  reasons.  Predicting  those 


patients that will benefit most from ACI would not only improve the outcome for individual patients 


but  would  lead  to  a  greater  cost‐benefit  of  the  procedure  generally  and  better  use  of  health 


resources.  Research  work  ongoing  in  our  centre  indicates  that  we may  have  identified  a  novel 


biomarker capable of predicting and  identifying  those patients who are  likely  to  fail  to respond  to 


ACI (Wright et al, 2013a). The use of pre‐operative biomarkers to guide the inclusion or exclusion of 


patients  could  prove  very  useful.  Biomarker  measurement  also  has  the  potential  to  guide 


improvement of the local homoeostasis in a joint prior to cell therapies. 


 


8.3  Use of FT‐IRIS for assessing quality of repair.  


Our  collaborative  studies  demonstrating  that  Fourier  transform  infrared  spectroscopy  (FT‐IRIS) 


provides information on both the composition and structure of the repair tissue may lead to a novel 


and  less  invasive method of providing  this  information  than  the current methods  that necessitate 


removing a small biopsy. Professor Pleshko who is based in Pennysylvania University, USA and whom 


we have carried out this work with, is part‐way to developing a probe, the aim being that it could be 


used arthroscopically to provide as much information on the quality of the repair tissue, but without 


removing any (Hanifi et al 2013).  


 


8.4  Use of ACI in the ankle and hip. 


ACI  has  primarily  been  used  in  the  knee  joint,  but may  also  be  effective  in  other  joints.  Small 


numbers of patients with chondral defects in their ankles have been treated but no randomised trial 


has been run as far as we are aware. The patients whose ankles have been treated with ACI  in our 


centre  (n=56) show significant  improvement. Analysis of  the  first 34 of  these showed ankle scores 


improving from a mean of 52 pre‐operatively to 70 (where 0 is worst and 100 is best) at a mean of 


55 months post‐treatment;  the average  satisfaction  score was 3.4  (0  representing much worse, 4 


representing  extremely pleased). Our patients have  continued  to benefit  in  the  longer  term with 


follow up now out to 10 years for the first patients (Whittaker et al 2005; Johnson et al 2013).  There 


are also reports from other centres with similar results; no adverse events are seen with this type of 


surgery other than post‐operative pain and stiffness that lasts for approximately 2 months.  
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Results of the use of ACI in 16 patients in the Oscell programme with chondral defects in the hip are 


currently being collated  for publication. Our preliminary opinion  is  that ACI  is more challenging  in 


this joint although our most ambitious case of ACI has been performed as a salvage procedure in the 


hip  with  very  encouraging  results  (Akimau  et  al  2006).    Fontana  in  Milan  has  developed  an 


arthroscopic  technique  for ACI  to  the hip with  good  results  in  the medium  term  (Fontana  et  al., 


2012).  In  this  retrospective comparison study of 30 patients,  the Harris Hip Score  improved by 39 


points in the ACI group compared with only 10 points in a group treated by debridement alone.  


 


9. WIDER NHS IMPLICATIONS  


The current number of ACI patients treated yearly within the NHS is relatively small. According to the 


most  recent  annual  Hospital  Episode  Statistics  (2012‐2013),  the  number  of  “Open  autologous 


chondrocyte implantation into articular structure” (code W71.4) was 147. In addition, there were 34 


“Endoscopic autologous chondrocyte  implantation of knee  joint” (code W85.3) and 24 “Endoscopic 


autologous matrix  induced chondrogenesis of  joint”  (code O19.1), which are most  likely codes  for 


matrix‐assisted forms of ACI. 


If ACI was to be offered by the NHS as a primary treatment then we predict the demand could be in 


the order of 850  cases per  year on  the basis  that we have  seen no major  change  in  the  rate of 


referrals to specialist hospitals, and there are difficulties  in providing this type of service  in general 


hospitals. The difficulties include the need for a licence to harvest a cartilage biopsy, the high cost of 


cells  if no discount can be obtained from an  industrial supplier of cell culture, and the difficulty of 


arranging a cell production facility outside a teaching or similar hospital. 


 


10.  INNOVATION 


Do you consider the technology to be innovative in its potential to make a significant and substantial 


impact on health‐related benefits and how it might improve the way that current need is met (is this 


a ‘step‐change’ in the management of the condition)? 


Regenerative medicine per se is generally considered to be innovative technology in its potential to 


benefit patients.   ACI has been one of the most common regenerative medicines to be used  in the 


clinic  in  terms  of  numbers  of  patients  treated,  not  only  in  orthopaedics  but  also  in most  other 


specialities in medicine.  Having faced the challenges and crossed the bridge from being licensed by 


the HTA only to being considered as a pharmaceutical product and licensed by the MHRA, it is to be 


hoped that it could now move forward faster. If certain changes can be made to make it more easily 
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and widely available to more patients, it could certainly make a ‘step‐change’ in the treatment of the 


degenerate joint. 


Do you consider that the use of the technology can result in any potential significant and substantial 


health‐related  benefits  that  are  unlikely  to  be  included  in  the  quality‐adjusted  life  year  (QALY) 


calculation?  


Whilst ACI has been shown to have a benefit of 1.8 QALY’s, it is recognised that the EQ5D, which the 


calculation of the QALY is based on, is a crude assessment tool.  Additional benefits which it would 


not pick up are the  likely alleviation or delay of a joint replacement, which successful treatment by 


ACI would  result  in. Such arthroplasty  is not only  costly, especially  if  it  results  in a  revision when 


performed in young patients or due to the increased longevity of the average‐aged population, but 


also restricts the activity levels and well‐being of the patients. 


Please identify the nature of the data which you understand to be available to enable the Appraisal 


Committee to take account of these benefits. 


Appropriate data  should become  available  from  long  term  studies  (these  are necessary  since OA 


with its resultant need for arthroplasty is a chronic and slowly developing condition.  Indeed we have 


2 on‐going studies which we hope should be able to contribute to such data.  One is the MRC‐funded 


ACTIVE trial (comparing ACI with alternative treatment) with its final 10 year outcome anticipated in 


2021; the other is an Arthritis Research UK‐funded study, comparing the rate of development of OA 


in  patients  treated  with  ACI  in  our  centre  with  patients  treated  by  alternative  methods 


(microfracture or debridement). We should have data available on that within 12 months. 
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11. Appendices 


Appendix 1 The REACT Study 
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Appendix 2 : The ACTIVE Trial 


CONFIDENTIAL in entirety 
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Appendix 3: Studies of quality of repair (by MRI, histology and biochemical analyses) 


 


In addition  to clinical  function, we and others have  studied  the newly  formed  cartilage  in defects 


treated by OSCELL using MRI and histology of biopsies of the repair tissue.  


 


A. Imaging 


In addition to self‐assessment and clinical assessment of cartilage repair procedures it is desirable to 


find objective means to assess the outcome of ACI or other cartilage repair procedures. Arthroscopy 


can directly  assess  the  cartilage  surface but  is  invasive  and  can only  assess  the  cartilage  surface.  


Imaging offers a non‐invasive alternative. 


The ideal imaging exam should be able to assess the graft, adjacent cartilage and bone and the joint 


overall. The best overall imaging modality for this is MRI; its only weakness being limited information 


on the bone part of the joint. 


Conventional MRI is non‐invasive, not harmful, reproducible and repeatable and is the investigation 


of choice  in cartilage  imaging. MRI can be used  to assess  the ACI graft,  its  integration  to adjacent 


cartilage and the bone marrow deep to the graft. However it cannot assess graft histology (Tins et al 


2005). There is correlation of clinical outcome with the graft appearance on MRI, though it is limited 


(Takahashi et al 2006, De Windt et al 2013). Generally the better the defect site has been filled with 


graft material  and  the more  normal  the  subchondral  bone  on  follow‐up  imaging  the  better  the 


clinical outcome. A better quality of tissue is also seen where a patient does not have large numbers 


of  osteophytes  already  present  (Glaser  et  al.,  2007).  Other  findings  from  imaging  studies 


demonstrate  that 65% of patients had  complete  fill of defect  at 1  year post‐treatment,  and  that 


changes  in  the  subchondral  bone were  common with  47%  showing  oedema,  12%  cysts  and  4% 


sclerosis Takahashi 2006, Minas et al 2010). De Windt also found some correlation between clinical 


outcome and T2  index, a non  invasive  technique based on  the MRI signal  relaxation properties of 


tissues. 


Ultimately  MRI  is  well  suited  to  demonstrate  total  graft  failure  and  procedure  complications. 


However in any individual patient it is difficult to accurately predict future clinical outcome from the 


current imaging appearance. 


 


B. Histology 


Many  histological  studies  of  repair  tissue  have  been  performed  in  our  centre;  these  include 


evaluating the morphology of the cartilage which has formed, identifying different matrix molecules 


or proteases which are present, and attempting to develop new, less invasive methods of obtaining 
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the same amount of  information. The scientific community  is very  interested  in  the quality of  the 


tissue  which  forms  at  the  site  of  ACI  and  how  closely  it  resembles  native  articular  cartilage,  a 


specialised  form of hyaline cartilage. The underlying belief  is  that a  repair  tissue more  resembling 


native cartilage will have a better long term survival and better clinical results. However, histological 


quality of the repair tissue has not been an outcome measure in all clinical studies, partly due to the 


invasive nature of obtaining the necessary samples.  Biopsy and histology has been performed in 50 ‐


60% of  the patients  treated  in our  centre and also 2  significant  trials of ACI versus microfracture 


(Knutsen et al 2004, Saris 2008). In an effort to standardise reporting of histology, a researcher from 


the  OsCell  group,  based  at  the  RJAH  Orthopaedic  Hospital,  instigated  the  setting  up  of  the 


International  Cartilage  Repair  Society  (ICRS)  Histological  Endpoint  Committee  which  lead  to  the 


development of a score, ICRS I (Mainil‐Varlet et al 2003). This first version has now been superseded 


by the ICRS II Histology Score (Mainil‐Varlet et al 2010). The ICRS II score is widely used in cartilage 


repair studies and forms part of the ICRS recommended guidelines for use in preclinical and clinical 


trials (Hoemann et al 2011). The use of this score with its recommendation that the full depth of the 


repair tissue  is assessed (from the articulating surface to the attachment with the underlying bone, 


rather  than a  small portion of  the  repair), has  resulted  in  the  repair  tissue being more commonly 


reported as containing some  fibrocartilage than earlier studies of ACI. Another parameter of great 


interest  is whether  the  type of collagen present  is  that most commonly  found  in hyaline cartilage 


(type II collagen) or that in fibrocartilage (type I collagen). Our study of 65 biopsies from 58 patients 


8–60 months  after  treatment  by  ACI  alone  (n=55)  or  in  combination  with mosaicplasty  (n=10), 


showed  that  the  repair  cartilage  was  2.89±1.5mm  thick,  that  there  was  good  basal  integration 


between  the  repair cartilage, calcified cartilage and  subchondral bone  (Roberts et al., 2009). Sixty 


five  percent  of  the  biopsies  were  predominantly  fibrocartilage  and  consisted  mostly  of  type  I 


collagen  and  also  contained  the  ‘immature’  form  of  type  II  collagen,  IIA  procollagen,  15% were 


hyaline  cartilage  (mostly  type  II  collagen),  17% were  of mixed morphology  and  3% were  fibrous 


tissue (mostly type I collagen). Type II collagen and IIA procollagen were usually found in the lower 


regions near  the bone and most  type  II collagen was present 30–60 months after  treatment. The 


presence of type IIA procollagen in the repair tissue supports our hypothesis that this is indicative of 


a developing cartilage, with the ratio of type  II collagen:procollagen  IIA  increasing from <2%  in the 


first two years post‐treatment to 30% three to five years after treatment. This suggests that cartilage 


repair tissue produced following ACI treatment, is likely to take some years to mature (Roberts et al., 


2009). There  is also evidence of enzymatic activity (aggrecanase and matrix metalloproteinases) on 


the proteoglycan populations  in the repair tissue, consistent with matrix remodelling (Roberts et al 


2001).  
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Later studies from our group have investigated the presence of other matrix molecules, clusterin and 


lubricin  (McCarthy  et  al  2013;  Roberts  et  al  2010).  These  are  both  located  at  the  surface  of 


articulating cartilage and they play vital roles in normal function of cartilage.  


 


A study has recently been published comparing clinical and histological outcome of 88 patients who 


had received ACI, 55 with a periosteal patch (ACI‐P) and 33 with a Chondro‐Gide® patch (ACI‐C) 


(McCarthy and Roberts 2013).  Within each patch type group, there was a significant improvement 


in Lysholm score from pre‐operatively to that taken at the time of biopsy (from 39 to 52 (P=0.007) 


and 50 to 75 (P=0.0001) for ACI‐C and ACI‐P respectively), but the level of improvement at the time 


of biopsy and at latest follow‐up (up to 13 years post‐ACI) was not significantly different between 


the two groups.  Compared with ACI‐P, the repair tissue formed from patients treated with ACI‐C 


demonstrated a significantly higher score for cellular morphology (ICRS II score), significantly better 


surface morphology from medial femoral condyle treated defects (ICRS II score) and a significantly 


higher proportion of hyaline cartilage formation (OsScore). Patients treated with ACI‐C 


demonstrated significantly more collagen type II immunolocalisation  compared to ACI‐P.  This was 


despite the patients having received ACI‐C being significantly older (mean age 38.7±8.1 years) than 


those having received ACI‐P (mean age 34.2±10.1 years) at the time of treatment (P= 0.04) and the 


mean size of defect treated with ACI‐C being significantly larger than that treated with ACI‐P (P= 


0.009) and the ACI‐C treated patients having a significantly lower Lysholm score pre‐operatively 


(P=0.04). We concluded that a better quality of repair tissue formed with ACI‐C compared with ACI‐


P, such that we suggest that Chondro‐gide® should be used instead of periosteum during ACI where 


possible. 


 


C. Biochemical composition 


Biochemical  composition  has  been  examined  using  the  specialised  techniques  of  fluorophore‐


assisted carbohydrate electrophoresis (FACE) and fourier‐transform  infrared spectroscopy (FT‐IRIS). 


These are both  suitable  techniques  for qualitative and quantitative assessments on  small  samples 


such  as  the  biopsies  of  repair  tissue  by  necessity  must  be.  FACE  has  been  used  to  study  the 


glycosaminoglycan  (GAG)  content  whilst  FT‐IRIS  has  provided  information  on  the  biochemical 


composition (collagen and proteoglycan), as well as how the matrix is organised. Results from both 


of  these  techniques were evaluated by comparing  to  immunohistochemical staining of sections of 


the  repair biopsies. FACE was used  to analyse biopsies of  repair  tissue  from 8 patients 12 months 


post‐ACI and compare the GAG content to post‐mortem age‐matched samples (Sharma et al 2007). 
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This demonstrated  that  levels of chondroitin and keratan sulphate were 2‐fold  lower  in  the repair 


tissue  compared  to  the  age‐matched  controls;  the  profile  of  the  repair  tissue was  ‘younger’  by 


comparison, with lower levels of chondroitin‐6‐sulphate than expected for the age of the patient.  


FT‐IRIS has been used by collaborators  in the USA to obtain  information on sections of biopsies of 


repair  cartilage  from  our  centre  (Hanifi  et  al  2012,  2013).  This  technique  applied  to  histological 


sections  collected  onto  low‐emissivity  slides  could, with  the  use  of multivariate  spectral models, 


effectively  provide  information  on  the  PG  content,  both  types  I  and  II  collagen  content  and  the 


organisation of the collagen fibres, all from one 7 micron thick section. It thus provides an extremely 


large amount of information on a very small amount of tissue, and has the potential to improve on 


existing techniques. 
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Appendix 4: Literature Review 


This  section will  focus on  those  studies  reporting different  types of ACI of  the knee, as  there are 


many existing reviews of ACI trials. 


 


A  review  by  researchers  in  Singapore  of  comparisons  of  different  types  of  ACI  found  7  relevant 


publications  relating  to  this  topic  (Goyal et al 2013). They concluded  there was weak evidence  for 


superiority of ACI with a collagen membrane over the use of periosteum. They  found no evidence 


that matrix‐based  ACI  is  better  than  the  original  ACI with  periosteum.  They  support  the  use  of 


accelerated rehabilitation with strong evidence.  We have applied the same search criteria they used 


and  found only one  further  subsequent publication,  to give 8 publications  in all, briefly described 


below.  


 


(i) ACI vs MACI® for osteochondral defects of the knee (Bartlett et al 2005). 


In this trial of 91 patients, 44 received ACI‐C and 47 received MACI®.  


In MACI® the cells have been attached within Chondro‐Gide® or a similar membrane, which allows 


for easier handling of the cells.  


There were  difficulties  in  the  randomisation  process  of  this  trial  and  16  patients were  excluded 


because despite being treated with MACI®, their lesions were in retrospect not thought suitable for 


MACI®. There was  a  significant  improvement  in both  groups  as measured by  the Cincinatti  score 


with an 18 point  rise  in  the ACI‐C group and 20 point  rise  in  the MACI® group, but no  significant 


difference between  the groups. Arthroscopic assessment at 1 year  found  the ACI‐C  to be good  to 


excellent  in 79% of the ACI‐C and 67% of the MACI® group. Hypertrophy of the graft was similar at 


9% in the ACI‐C group compared to 6% in the MACI® group, and re‐operation was 9% in both groups. 


Histology of  the ACI‐C was  reported as good  to excellent  in 79%  compared  to 66%  in  the MACI® 


group.  This  study  found  that  patients with  previous  surgery  in  the  form  of  a mosaicplasty  or  a 


carbon‐fibre  implant,  or multiple  previous  surgeries,  had  a  25  point  lower  Cincinatti  score  post‐


operatively of only 35. There were no graft  failures  in  the ACI group, but  two  failed  in  the MACI® 


group. 


We conclude that the main advantage of using MACI® is the ability to do the procedure more quickly 


than ACI. We see no evidence that its use gives superior clinical results compared to ACI.  


 


(ii) Randomised trial of ACI with Periosteum versus ACI with Chondro‐Gide®(Gooding et al 2006). 


This  randomised  trial  compared  the  use  of  periosteum  against  a  collagen membrane.  There was 


improvement in both groups, with a 2 year Cincinnati functional score of good or excellent in 66% of 
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the periosteum  group  and  74% of  the Chondro‐Gide®  group.    36% of  the ACI‐periosteal patients 


required  shaving of hypertrophic  growth  at one  year  compared with none of  the Chondro‐Gide® 


grafts. We note this trial ran from March 1999 to February 2002 and was soon after the introduction 


of ACI to that centre. We know it is difficult to harvest a thin layer of periosteum and this may have 


impacted on the outcome of the study. Our centre moved to the use of Chondro‐Gide® in place of a 


periosteal patch in 2002.  The high rate of re‐operation in the Gooding study may also be related to 


the  type of  rehabilitation used at  that  time. A  later  trial  from  the  same  institution  that  ran  from 


February  2002  to  April  2003  used  accelerated  rehabilitation  regimes  and  reported  9%  rates  of 


hypertrophy (Bartlett, 2005). 


 


(iii) ACI with periosteum versus MACI® (Zeifang 2010) 


This randomised clinical trial  in Germany was on only 21 patients with an average age of 29.  It did 


however  find  a  statistically  significantly  better  improvement  in  ACI with  periosteum  over matrix 


associated ACI, despite the small numbers in the trial. The Lysholm score rose to 86 at 12 months in 


the ACI group compared with 76  in  the M‐ACI group.  It should be noted  that  this M‐ACI differs  in 


some respects  from the MACI® provided by Genzyme  (and  later Sanofi) as the matrix used was of 


polygalactin and polydioxanone rather than collagen.  


We conclude that M‐ACI with the material used is significantly inferior to ACI with periosteum. 


 


(iv) ACI with periosteum compared with ACI with a collagen membrane (Samuelson, 2012) 


This health‐economic study in Nebraska, USA, was designed to address the issue of an increasing use 


of a collagen matrix in the USA where only periosteum is licenced for use. The main manufacturer of 


a collagen matrix has not sought FDA approval as the cost of obtaining approval is so high, and the 


use relatively specialised. The membrane is thus used ‘off‐label’. Surgeons in the USA are able to use 


devices ‘off‐label’ in a manner supported by the FDA. 


This study found ACI with a collagen membrane to be more cost‐effective at $9243 per QALY than 


ACI with periosteum at $9466. An appropriate amount of  theatre  time and cost  is  included  in  the 


calculation. As part of the study they compared the reported rates of graft hypertrophy from various 


studies and  found  it  to be 25%  for ACI with periosteum compared  to 10%  for ACI with a collagen 


membrane. 


 


(v) ACI in two age‐groups (Neimeyer 2010) 


In this study ACI was performed with a collagen membrane that was loaded with chondrocytes just 


for 10 minutes before implantation. This is slightly different from MACI®, where cells are cultured in 
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the membrane  in  the cell production  facility  for 1  to 2 days prior  to  implantation. The aim was  to 


compare a younger with an older group and the older group aged from 40 to 57 years. The rise  in 


Lysholm  score  was  20  points  at  1  year  with  no  significant  difference  in  those  under  40  years 


compared with those over 40 years. 


 


(vi) A  randomized  trial  comparing  accelerated  and  traditional  approaches  to  post‐operative 


weight‐bearing  (Ebert 2012)  


This  study  compared  between  standard  rehabilitation  to  full  weight  bearing  at  11  weeks  and 


accelerated rehabilitation to full weight bearing at 8 weeks. There was  less pain, a  longer 6‐minute 


walking distance and  improved knee extension range at all periods up to 2 years. At five years, the 


only  difference  between  the  two  groups was  less  frequent  pain  in  the  accelerated  rehabilitation 


group.. No attributable adverse effects of accelerated rehabilitation were found.  


 


(vii) ACI with accelerated rehabilitation (Wondrasch 2009). 


In  this  randomised  trial  all  patients  had MACI®  but  in  one  group  rehabilitation  encouraged  full 


weight bearing at 6 weeks compared  to 8 weeks. Less knee effusion was  seen  in  the more active 


group. No significant difference  in clinical  function  improvement was seen at 2 years, but only 31 


patients were in the study and so there may be benefits that could not be measured. From our own 


experience  we  consider  it  is  likely  that  small  improvements  in  selection,  in  technique  and  in 


rehabilitation will be developed in coming years, and improve the outcome of ACI. 


 


(viii)  ACI in the knee. Mid to long‐tem results (Nawaz, 2014) 


The group  in Stanmore has used a range of different techniques over the years,  including ACI with 


periosteum, ACI with collagen membrane and ACI as MACI®. This audit was able to look at results in 


827 patients out of 1000 cases performed out to 12 years from implantation. The cohort of patients 


with MACI® was  subsequent  to  the  group with ACI  and  the  study  does  not make  an  analysis  of 


outcome with time as a controlled variable. Generally most centres learn over time how to optimise 


patient  selection,  a particular  surgical  technique,  and  rehabilitation. The Nawaz paper  reports on 


failure  rates, with  failure defined as  failure defined as any of  the  following:  (1) graft delamination 


proven either by MRI or arthroscopy;  (2) a new  surgical  intervention,  including arthroplasty, high 


tibial osteotomy, or another revision procedure (graft hypertrophy was not counted as a failure); (3) 


a VAS pain score within  less  than 2 points of  the preoperative score; or  (4) a Stanmore  functional 


score  that was  the  same  or worse  than  the  preoperative  score. According  to  this  definition,  the 


cumulative  failure  rate  at  10  years  for  both  types  of  procedures  was  51%,  with  no  difference 
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between them (p=0.68). We therefore do not see evidence  in their report to support either MACI® 


or ACI as superior. 


The risk of failure was significantly higher  in the older patients and  in those with more severe joint 


degeneration as assessed by the Kellgren‐Lawrence grading system, a system strongly relying on loss 


of  joint  space  and  formation  of  osteophytes.    These  findings  confirm  our  own  observations 


(Takahashi  et  al  2006;  Bhosale  et  al.,  2009).  Failure  was  less  likely  for  lesions  in  the  lateral 


compartment, and where there had not been previous cartilage repair procedures. 
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH AND CARE 
EXCELLENCE 


Premeeting briefing 


Autologous chondrocyte implantation for repairing 
symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee 


(including a review of TA89) 


This premeeting briefing is a summary of: 


 the evidence and views submitted by the companies, the consultees and their 


nominated clinical experts and patient experts and  


 the assessment report.  


It highlights key issues for discussion at the first Appraisal Committee meeting 


and should be read with the full supporting documents for this appraisal.  


Please note that this document is a summary of the information available before 


comments on the assessment report have been received.  


Key issues for consideration 


Clinical effectiveness evidence 


 The NICE scope lists as interventions 3 different autologous chondrocyte 


implantation (ACI) technologies, ChondroCelect (TiGenix), matrix applied 


characterised autologous cultured chondrocyte implant (MACI; Vericel 


Corporation), and traditional ACI. The scope lists a number of comparators:  


microfracture, mosaicplasty, osteotomy, knee replacement and best supportive 


care. The assessment group (AG) considered microfracture to be the main 


comparator for any size of lesion. It considered mosaicplasty to be a comparator 


but noted that it is now in limited use for small defects only. It did not consider the 


other comparators listed in the scope to be appropriate comparators (see the 
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comparators section of the PICO table in section 3.1 for more details). What are 


the most clinically appropriate comparators?  


 Second generation ACI-C (the ‘C’ refers to the use of a collagen cap) and third 


generation ACI-M (the ‘M’ refers to the use of a matrix/collagen membrane) are 


used in clinical practice in the UK, but have developed from the earlier (first 


generation) versions of ACI-P (the ‘P’ refers to the use of a periosteum cap). The 


longest term data (for example, the TIG/ACT trial and the early years of the 


ACTIVE trial) comes from the use of ACI-P which has been superseded in clinical 


practice in the UK. Is there any difference in the clinical efficacy of different 


generations of ACI, and what are the Committee’s views for how it should interpret 


potential differences? 


 A number of studies suggest that ACI is less successful in people who have had 


previous microfracture than if it is done as first repair, because microfracture 


damages the subchondral bone. Although not suggested in the final scope of the 


appraisal, should the sequencing of different procedures for cartilage repair (for 


example microfracture followed by ACI) be considered in the guidance 


recommendations? 


Cost effectiveness evidence 


 For the economic analysis the AG have treated ACI as a class rather than 


assessing the cost effectiveness of the 3 separate interventions. Is this 


appropriate or is there evidence to suggest that the interventions have clinically 


different outcomes that would have to be modelled separately?   


 There were variations across the AG model, the ChondroCelect model and the 


OsCell cost effectiveness analysis in the costs assumed for the 2 ACI procedures. 


The costs assumed for the first procedure were £710 for the AG model, £722 for 


the ChondroCelect model, and £2398 for the OsCell analysis. The AG assumed 


the second procedure would be performed as a day case whereas the 


ChondroCelect model assumed it would be in an outpatient visit. Excluding the 


cost of the cells, the costs assumed for the second ACI procedures were £1030 


for the AG model, £110 for the ChondroCelect model, and £2751 for the OsCell 
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analysis. What are the most appropriate procedure costs to be used in the base 


case analysis? 


 The AG used a cell cost of £16,000 which is based on the approximate list prices 


of ChondroCelect and MACI. However, it is known that there are confidential 


discounts provided to the NHS by the manufacturers which vary by time and 


location. In addition, the OsCell cells are not commercially available, but the 


OsCell submission estimated a production cost of £4125. The AG addressed the 


issue of the cost of cells by sensitivity analysis. What is the most appropriate cost 


of cells to be used in the base case analysis? 


 The utility values reported from the ACTIVE trial are ************** than those 


reported from the TIG/ACT trial of ChondroCelect (used in the base case), and the 


use of different utility values has a large impact on the ICER. Which source of 


utility values is most appropriate? 


 Key limitations in the economic analyses included uncertainties with long-term 


treatment failure and progression rates. How does the Committee view the 


evidence of the long-term effectiveness of ACI and how these uncertainties have 


been addressed in the existing models? 


 


1 Background: clinical need and practice 


1.1 The underside of the patella, or kneecap, is covered with articular 


cartilage, a type of hyaline cartilage, which is found on many joint 


surfaces. Hyaline cartilage is normally very smooth, promoting frictionless 


movements of the joints and also acting as a shock absorber. The cellular 


component of hyaline cartilage is the chondrocyte, which is responsible 


for the production and maintenance of the cartilage matrix which is formed 


mainly from a protein called type 2 collagen. Cartilage has no blood and 


nerve supply, and has a limited potential for self-repair.  


1.2 Cartilage damage can be caused directly by injury, various types of 


arthritis, or spontaneously. Cartilage damage may also arise because of 


knee instability or abnormal loading, for example after a ligament injury or 
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damaged meniscal cartilages. Obesity may also affect knee cartilage. In 


young people the most common cause of hyaline cartilage damage is 


sporting injuries. Symptoms associated with the loss of hyaline cartilage 


include knee pain, knee swelling, joint locking (that is, where a joint 


becomes stuck in one position) and giving way of the joint. In addition, 


damage to the cartilage and surrounding tissues can lead to osteoarthritis 


in later life and can also lead to a requirement for total knee replacement 


(TKR) or partial knee replacement (PKR) surgery because of increasing 


pain and disability. People who undergo a knee replacement have an 


increased mortality risk during surgery.  


1.3 It is estimated that every year in the UK, around 10,000 people are 


indicated for the treatment of cartilage damage. The number of people 


with symptomatic cartilage defects suitable for autologous chondrocyte 


implantation is estimated to be between 200 and 500 per year in the UK. 


The true incidence and prevalence of hyaline cartilage damage in knee 


joints is not known. This is partly because cartilage defects may arise from 


a variety of direct injuries, and they may also arise indirectly many months 


or years after a previous knee injury. In addition, people with knee 


symptoms that are a result of cartilage defects may present to a variety of 


medical practitioners, and may be evaluated with differing diagnostic 


approaches.   


1.4 Knee injuries requiring hospital admission are associated with a significant 


impact on quality of life. In professional sportsmen and women, and in 


people who have physically demanding jobs, cartilage injuries, in addition 


to limiting quality of life, may lead to loss of employment. Current 


treatment options aim to relieve symptoms and include knee lavage with 


or without debridement (removal of damaged cartilage) and procedures to 


re-establish the articular surface. Microfracture is a common procedure 


used to re-establish the articular surface, which involves drilling small 


holes through the bone underlying the damaged area to allow the marrow 


cells to fill the defect. However the fibrocartilage formed is less durable 
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than natural hyaline cartilage, and cartilage repaired like this wears out 


over the years. Microfracture is normally used for lesion sizes of less than 


13 cm2. Mosaicplasty (also known as osteochondral transplantation) 


involves transplanting small sections of cartilage and underlying bone 


from a less weight-bearing part of the knee into the damaged area. 


Mosaicplasty can only be used for small areas of damage (less than 4 


cm2) because the transplanted sections have to come from elsewhere in 


the knee, usually the trochlea.  Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) 


involves the harvesting, culture and implantation of healthy cartilage cells 


(chondrocytes) into the area of the cartilage defect. Larger lesions and 


failed cartilage repair are generally managed by osteotomy (realigning of 


the knee) and knee replacement. 


1.5 ACI comprises a series of procedures. First chondrocytes are harvested 


arthroscopically from the affected knee joint by a cartilage biopsy. The 


chondrocytes are cultured in a laboratory to increase their number and in 


a second surgical procedure the chondrocytes are implanted into the 


damaged areas of the cartilage to form a new layer of hyaline or hyaline-


like cartilage. ACI is not used where there is joint instability that cannot be 


corrected simultaneously or where there is existing osteoarthritis.  


1.6 ACI has evolved over many years. In the first generation of ACI, the 


cultured chondrocytes were placed in the cartilage lesion, in liquid form, 


and then covered with a cap made from periosteum (ACI-P) which is the 


tough fibrous tissue that covers bones, while in the second generation this 


cap was made from collagen (ACI-C). In the third generation of ACI (ACI-


M) the chondrocytes are seeded on to a porcine collagen membrane 


which ensures a homogeneous cell distribution and avoids the risk of 


chondrocyte leaking from the liquid cell suspension. The branded MACI 


product (see section 2.4) is provided in the form of a collagen membrane 


in which the cultured chondrocytes have already been seeded. MACI is 


therefore a third generation ACI technique only. ChondroCelect is 


provided in the form of a vial containing the cultured chondrocytes, and, 
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as with traditional ACI, the cells can be used for first, second or third 


generation ACI. Unlike MACI, ChondroCelect and traditional ACI require a 


separate commercially available collagen membrane to be used for third 


generation ACI. Additionally, both ChondroCelect and MACI only use 


selected chondrocytes – this is called characterised chondrocyte 


implantation (this does not apply to traditional ACI). In this process, cells 


most likely to produce hyaline cartilage with predominantly type II collagen 


(rather than a less resilient fibro-cartilage which produces mainly type I 


collagen), are identified and selected by using a panel of biomarkers.  


1.7 There are no UK guidelines, or internationally accepted treatment 


guidelines, on how and when to treat cartilage lesions. A survey published 


by Steinwachs et al. (2011) involving 242 European orthopaedic surgeons 


revealed a consensus for debridement and/or microfracture as a first 


choice treatment for full-thickness cartilage lesions of up to 3 cm2. For the 


treatment of lesions larger than 3 cm2 there was less agreement: ACI (any 


generation) was preferred by 33.5% of the experts, microfracture by 19% 


and debridement by15% and several other techniques. The most 


appropriate place for ACI in clinical practice has been described by the 


Medical Services Advisory Committee (a Committee advising the 


Australian health minister) for the treatment of a full thickness chondral 


defect surrounded by healthy cartilage in an otherwise healthy knee. 


Current NICE guidance (technology appraisal 89) does not recommend 


autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) for the treatment of articular 


cartilage defects of the knee except in the context of ongoing or new 


clinical studies because, at the time of the appraisal (2005), the data 


available (particularly long-term data) was too limited to draw conclusions 


about the relative cost effectiveness of ACI versus treatment alternatives. 


The assessment group (AG) described the potential treatment pathway 


that might involve ACI as follows: 


 Patient has persistent pain and limitation of activities such as sport, 


despite symptomatic treatment and physiotherapy. Symptoms include 
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pain, locking, and the knee giving way, and can impair quality of life as 


much as osteoarthritis. 


 Patient is referred to orthopaedic specialist. 


 Investigations are carried out: usually an MRI scan first, then 


arthroscopy, and often debridement and lavage. 


 A regenerative procedure is carried out, such as ACI or microfracture. 


2 The technologies 


ChondroCelect  


2.1 ChondroCelect is used as part of an ACI procedure. The ChondroCelect 


product is a vial containing selected characterised viable autologous 


human cartilage cells at a concentration of 10,000 cells per microlitre. 


ChondroCelect was approved in October 2009 and has a UK marketing 


authorisation for the repair of single symptomatic cartilage defects of the 


femoral condyle of the knee (International Cartilage Repair Society grade 


III or IV) in adults. The randomised controlled trial that supported the 


marketing authorisation for ChondroCelect included patients with lesions 


between 1 and 5 cm². The summary of product characteristics does not 


specify one particular method of administration, but notes that the clinical 


data which supports the marketing authorisation is based on 


ChondroCelect used with a periosteal cap (first generation ACI-P). It also 


notes that although the clinical safety of ChondroCelect has not been 


evaluated with other forms of implantation, it may also be used with a 


collagen membrane (second generation ACI), or with a commercially 


available collagen membrane in which the cells are seeded prior to 


implantation (third generation ACI).  


2.2 The ChondroCelect summary of product characteristics lists the following 


as the most frequently occurring adverse reactions: arthralgia (joint pain), 


cartilage hypertrophy, joint crepitation (popping and cracking sounds in 


the joint), joint effusion (abnormal amount of fluid in the joint), treatment 


failure and delamination (separation of the uncalcified articular cartilage 
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from the calcified cartilage). The summary of product characteristics also 


lists the following adverse reactions related to surgical intervention of the 


knee: (postoperative) joint swelling, arthralgia, pyrexia, arthrofibrosis 


(excessive scar tissue), and decreased range of motion of the knee. For 


full details of adverse reactions and contraindications, see the summary of 


product characteristics. 


2.3 The list price of the ChondroCelect product is £18,301 for 1 vial containing 


4 million cells in 0.4 ml implantation suspension (price excluding VAT; 


eMC Dictionary of Medicines and Devices Browser). Costs may vary in 


different settings because of negotiated procurement discounts. 


MACI 


2.4 MACI refers to matrix associated chondrocyte implantation. The branded 


MACI product is a porcine derived type I/III collagen membrane in which 


characterised viable autologous chondrocytes have been seeded. The 


implant has a density of 500,000 to 1,000,000 cells per cm2, which is 


trimmed by the surgeon to the size and shape of the cartilage lesion. 


MACI was approved in Europe in June 2013 and has a marketing 


authorisation for the repair of symptomatic, full-thickness cartilage defects 


of the knee (grade III and IV of the Modified Outerbridge Scale) of 3 to 20 


cm2 in skeletally mature adult patients. MACI is, by definition, a third 


generation ACI technique. 


2.5 The MACI summary of product characteristics lists the following as the 


most frequently occurring adverse reactions: symptomatic graft 


hypertrophy and graft delamination (complete or partial, possibly leading 


to loose bodies in the joint or graft failure). The summary of product 


characteristics also lists the following adverse reactions related to surgical 


intervention of the knee: haemarthrosis (bleeding into joint spaces), 


arthrofibrosis, localised surgical site inflammation, localised surgical site 


infection and thromboembolic events. For full details of adverse reactions 


and contraindications, see the summary of product characteristics. 
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2.6 The list price quoted in the submission for the MACI product is £16,226 for 


1 implant (price excluding VAT). Costs may vary in different settings 


because of negotiated procurement discounts.  


Traditional ACI 


2.7 The OsCell John Charnley Laboratory is an NHS laboratory at the Robert 


Jones and Agnes Hunt (RJAH) Orthopaedic Hospital in Oswestry. The 


facility has its own specially developed cell-culture facilities and has been 


providing autologous chondrocytes for use in ACI since 1997. It is the only 


NHS facility that currently cultures cells for use in ACI. The OsCell product 


is manufactured under an MHRA Manufacturing and Importation 


Authorisation for Investigational Medicinal Products (MIA[IMP]) licence 


which enables the technology to be supplied to hospitals around the UK 


and in Norway for use in clinical trials only. The facility has also applied for 


a Hospital Exemption Licence which would enable OsCell to culture the 


cells and supply chondrocytes for use in ACI in a hospital under the 


exclusive professional responsibility of a medical practitioner. The 


submission notes that 30 to 40 people are currently being treated with ACI 


each year at RJAH. Unlike ChondroCelect and MACI, the cells produced 


by OsCell are not characterised. OsCell has stated that they prefer to 


implant cultured chondrocytes under a sutured membrane (second 


generation ACI-C) because it is associated with cartilage with more type II 


collagen, but that they also seed cells into a membrane (third generation 


ACI-M) in patients where it is difficult to get the suturing of a membrane 


over cells. 


2.8 The OsCell product does not have a marketing authorisation and it is 


therefore not commercially available. The OsCell submission states that 


production of cells in Oswestry cost £4125 per patient. The submission 


notes that the technology is indicated for use in “patients with a 


significantly symptomatic chondral or osteochondral defect in the knee 


where any underlying mal-alignment, instability or loss of meniscus is also 


corrected”. It is supplied as an autologous cell therapy product of 1 to 20 
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million cells in a sterile syringe in a volume of 0.2 to 0.6 ml of autologous 


serum as prescribed by the surgeon. A single dose is inserted at the time 


of surgery.  


3 Remit and decision problem(s) 


3.1 The remit from the Department of Health for this appraisal was: To 


appraise the clinical and cost effectiveness of autologous chondrocyte 


implantation within the applicable licensed indications for repairing 


symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee (to include a review of 


technology appraisal 89 where appropriate).  


 Final scope issued by NICE Additional comments or 
specifications in the Assessment 
Group’s protocol  


Population  Adults with a symptomatic 
cartilage defect (chondral 
defect) but without advanced 
osteoarthritis”. 


The chondral defects can be 
on the femur, tibia or patella 


No age restriction is given in the 
scope from NICE, but in past trials, 
patients had a mean age of 32, 
range 16 to 49, with about 60% men. 
In most cases, the cartilage damage 
was due to injury, usually from sport. 


The AG’s model therefore considers 
a hypothetical cohort of 1000 
patients with symptomatic articular 
cartilage defects of the knee with a 
starting age of 33 years followed 
from their first repair 


The AG noted that 
******************************************
******************************************
******************************************
************************  


 Final scope issued by NICE Additional comments or 
specifications in the Assessment 
Group’s protocol 


Intervention   Characterised 
Chondrocyte Implantation 
using ChondroCelect  


 Matrix-applied 
characterised autologous 
cultured chondrocytes 
(MACI) 


 Traditional autologous 
chondrocyte implantation 
(currently authorised on 


The technology is evolving, and the 
longest term data come from 
versions of ACI which are 
superseded. 


 


In examining the cost effectiveness 
of ACI, the AG consider the use of 
ACI as one class of interventions. 
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hospital exemptions from 
the ‘advanced therapy 
medicinal products’ 
regulation) 


 Final scope issued by NICE Additional comments or 
specifications in the Assessment 
Group’s protocol 


Comparators  As appropriate for lesion size:


 Microfracture (marrow 
stimulation) 


 Mosaicplasty  


 Osteotomy (realignment 
of the knee) 


 Knee replacement 


 Best supportive care 


The interventions will be 
compared with each other 
where appropriate. 


The main comparator is 
microfracture, for any size of lesion.  


Mosaicplasty is used less frequently, 
but remains a comparator for small 
lesions. 


The inclusion of knee replacement is 
inappropriate: it is not used in young 
people with isolated cartilage defects 
but rather, it is a longer-term 
intervention if the damage leads to 
advanced osteoarthritis.  


Osteotomy is not considered a 
comparator, but it may sometimes 
be used in combination with ACI to 
realign a knee. Osteotomy may 
feature in modelling since it can be 
used to postpone knee replacement 
in younger people. If ACI is 
successful, the costs of osteotomy 
may be avoided. 


Best supportive care is interpreted to 
be non-operative intervention, 
including symptomatic relief from 
analgesics such as paracetamol and 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
agents, and rehabilitation 
interventions such as physiotherapy. 
The AG assumed that conservative, 
non-surgical treatments such as 
physiotherapy would be tried first, 
and so would not be a comparator, 
************ 
******************************************
******************************************
******************************************
******************************************
******************************************
********* 


 


 Final scope issued by NICE Additional comments or 
specifications in the Assessment 
Group’s protocol 


Outcomes   pain The outcome measures used in ACI 
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 knee function including 
long-term function 


 rates of retreatment 


 activity levels, such as 
return to work or sport 


 avoidance of 
osteoarthritis, and knee 
replacement 


 adverse effects of 
treatment 


 health-related quality of 
life. 


 


studies include; 


 the Lysholm score which 
assesses function and symptoms 
on a scale of 0 to 100 


 the Tegner score which grades 
activity level on a scale from 0, 
disability due to knee problems, 
to 10, ability to take part in 
competitive sports at national 
level 


 the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis 
Outcome Score (KOOS) 
assesses pain, symptoms, 
activities of daily living, sport and 
recreational activities, on a scale 
of 0 to 100. 


The commonest adverse event is 
failure to repair the area of damaged 
cartilage. 


 


 


3.2 The AG commented that although the final scope for this appraisal did not 


consider sequencing of different technologies for the repair of cartilage 


defects, the place of ACI in the treatment pathway needs to be examined. 


4 Clinical effectiveness evidence 


ChondroCelect submission – clinical evidence 


4.1 The submission supporting ChondroCelect provided evidence of clinical 


effectiveness from 4 sources: (1) the randomised controlled trial, 


TIG/ACT/01/2000; (2) a ‘compassionate use’ case series; (3) the registry-


based cohort study, TGX001-2001; (4) the Belgian reimbursement 


scheme. 


4.2 The TIG/ACT trial was a randomised controlled trial comparing first 


generation (ACI-P) ChondroCelect (n=57) with microfracture (n=61) in 


adults between 18 and 50 years with symptomatic cartilage defects of the 


femoral condyles (lesion size between 1 and 5 cm2). Previous knee 


procedures had been performed on 37% of those in the ACI group and 
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21% of those in the microfracture group. At 60 months follow-up, 


ChondroCelect was associated with a greater overall KOOS score of 


21.17 compared with 14.07 for microfracture, although this result was not 


statistically significant (p=0.068). The KOOS score comprised 5 


subdomains: activities of daily living, pain, symptoms/stiffness, quality of 


life and function, sports and recreational activities. ACI was associated 


with a greater score compared with microfracture for each subdomain but 


the difference in each was not statistically significant. In addition, health-


related quality of life outcomes using the SF-36 were numerically better 


for ChondroCelect compared with microfracture, but there was no 


significant difference between treatment groups. Radiographic results 


from 49 patients taken at baseline and at 60 months showed no 


statistically significant difference between the 2 groups. Treatment failure, 


defined as a re-intervention affecting more than 20% of the index lesion, 


occurred in 13.7% of people in the ChondroCelect group and 16.4% of 


people in the microfracture group. Over the 5 years, more people in the 


ACI group experienced at least 1 related AE compared with the 


microfracture group (82% compared with 62%). The AEs were mostly mild 


to moderate in intensity. In a subgroup analysis, people with onset of 


symptoms of less than 3 years duration in the ChondroCelect group had a 


greater mean improvement in KOOS score than the microfracture group 


with a statistically significant  difference of 10.69 (95% CI 1.30 to 20.07, 


p=0.026).  


4.3 The ‘compassionate use’ case series was a non-comparative study of 370 


people with symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee that were 


treated with second generation (ACI-C) ChondroCelect. There were no 


predefined entry criteria. The outcomes in this study were the Clinical 


Global Impression measures of improvement (CGI-I) and efficacy (CGI-E). 


The CGI-I outcomes ranged from very much worse to very much 


improved, with the results showing good outcomes (much improved or 


very much improved) in 68% of people. The CGI-E outcomes ranged from 


unchanged or worse to very good, and indicated that 38% of people had 
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very good results, 36% had moderate improvement, 12% had slight 


improvement, and 11% were unchanged or worse.  


4.4 The registry cohort study (TGX001-2011) is an ongoing ‘non-


interventional’ study initiated in Belgium and the Netherlands where 


ChondroCelect is funded. From the total cohort of 308 people, 153 


reached 6 months or more of follow-up. Interim analysis showed an 


increase in KOOS score at up to 36 months, but numbers at each follow-


up period were not given. Six treatment failures (defined as the need for a 


re-intervention for more than 20% of the treated area) and 2 DVTs were 


among a total of 17 serious AEs observed.  


4.5 The Belgian reimbursement scheme provided observational data 


regarding the number of ChondroCelect procedures in Belgium 


undertaken over a 3-year period from May 2011 to April 2014, and a 


record of the number of treatment failures during this time. The data 


showed increasing use of ChondroCelect, with 51 procedures in year 1, 


93 procedures in year 2 and 110 procedures in year 3. Treatment failure 


occurred in 2 patients within 12 months of the procedure and a further 2 


patients failed between 12 and 24 months. Among the 51 people to reach 


3 years follow-up no treatment failures were reported. 


AG comments 


4.6 The AG commented that the TIG/ACT trial was a good quality trial but 


results may now be better with second generation ACI-C. The AG stated 


that it regards first generation ACI-P (used in the TIG/ACT trial) as 


obsolete because it has no clinical advantages over second or third 


generation ACI and it requires more theatre time and has more 


subsequent costs (shaving of hypertrophy). 
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MACI submission – clinical evidence 


4.7 The submission supporting MACI described clinical evidence primarily 


from the SUMMIT study (including the SUMMIT extension study), and 


Basad et al. (2010). 


4.8 SUMMIT was an open-label, multicentre (16 European sites) randomised 


controlled trial comparing MACI with microfracture in 144 adults aged 18 


to 55 years with symptomatic cartilage defects of the knee. Patients had a 


mean age of 33.8 years and a mean lesion size of 4.8 cm2 (inclusion 


criteria for lesion sizes of 3 cm2 or more). Previous knee surgery was 


observed for 90% of people in the MACI and almost 84% of people in the 


microfracture group. The co–primary efficacy endpoint was the change in 


the KOOS pain and function sub-scores from baseline at 2 years 


(n=137).There was a statistically significantly greater improvement from 


baseline to 2 years in mean KOOS pain and function sub-scores with 


MACI compared with microfracture (pain: difference between ACI and 


microfracture of 11.76, p=0.001; function: difference between ACI and 


microfracture of 11.41, p=0.001). There was a similar statistically 


significant improvement in the pain and function scores for a subgroup of 


people with a lesion size of less than 4cm2. A statistically significantly 


greater improvement in secondary outcomes was also observed for 


patients treated with MACI compared with microfracture on the KOOS 


subscales of activities of daily living (difference between ACI and 


microfracture of 12.01, p<0.001), knee-related quality of life (difference 


between ACI and microfracture of 8.98, p=0.029), and other symptoms 


(for example, swelling, restricted range of motion [7 items]; difference 


between ACI and microfracture of 11.61, p=0.001).  


4.9 The SUMMIT study was followed by an ongoing 3-year extension study. 


The details and interim results from the first year of follow-up were 


presented by the company and designated commercial-in-confidence. The 


extension study is an open-label design comparing MACI (n=65) with 


microfracture 
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(n=63).****************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


**  


4.10 Basad et al. compared MACI (n=40) with microfracture (n=20) in adults 


aged 18 to 50 years. Arthroscopy was done in all patients to assess 


eligibility for the study which included a symptomatic chondral lesion of 


the femur or patella of a size between 4 and 10 cm2. Previous surgery, if 


any, was not reported.  People in the MACI group had symptoms for 


2.2 years and those in the microfracture group for 2.5 years. The primary 


outcome measures included the Tegner, Lysholm and ICRS scores, and 


were measured at 8 to 12 weeks, 22 to 26 weeks and 50 to 54 weeks 


after surgery. The definition of failure was not given. All patients 


underwent a post-surgery rehabilitation programme. Fifty-six people (39 in 


the MACI group and 17 in microfracture group) completed at least 6 


months of follow-up and 48 people (33 in the MACI group and 15 in the 


microfracture group) completed 2 years of follow-up. There was a 


statistically significant difference between baseline and 24 months post-


operative scores for both MACI and microfracture for the Lysholm, 


Tegner, surgeon ICRS scores and patient ICRS questionnaire (all 


p<0.0001). MACI was associated with a statistically significantly greater 


improvement from baseline compared with microfracture in Lysholm 


(p=0.005), Tegner (p=0.04), ICRS patient (p=0.03) and ICRS surgeon 


(p=0.02) scores at 24 months. 


4.11 The submission for MACI presented an indirect comparison of MACI and 


older generation ACI techniques. The indirect comparison included the 2-
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year data from SUMMIT for (third generation) MACI (see section 4.8) and 


the TIG/ACT trial for first generation (ACI-P) ChondroCelect (see section 


4.2), with microfracture as the common comparator. The indirect 


comparison showed no statistically significant difference between older 


generations of ACI and MACI in the likelihood of achieving a response to 


treatment. An indirect comparison was also carried out to compare MACI 


with mosaicplasty. This analysis used results from the Stanmore trial, 


published by Bentley et al. (2003), which was a randomised controlled trial 


comparing people with symptomatic chondral defects of the knee with 


either ACI (n=58) or mosaicplasty (n=42). Results of the Stanmore trial 


showed ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ results in 88% after first generation (ACI-P) or 


second generation (ACI-C) compared with 69% after mosaicplasty. In a 


post-hoc analysis the company classified people with ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ 


results as responders, and showed that people who had mosaicplasty had 


a statistically significantly lower likelihood of achieving a response 


compared with people who had first or second generation ACI (relative 


risk of 0.79, confidence interval of 0.63 to 0.98). Based on the finding that 


there was no statistically significant difference in treatment response rate 


between older first generation ACI-P and MACI (see section 4.11), the 


company argued that MACI would also be superior to mosaicplasty.  


AG comments 


4.12 The AG rated the quality of the Basad study using the modified Coleman 


methodology score as poor, although it stated that this was partly due to 


failure to report items. The AG commented that the Basad group has 


significant experience with ACI so their results may be better than might 


be seen in routine care. It also commented that the patients in the Basad 


study had fairly short duration of symptoms, which may improve outcomes 


after ACI. With regard to the SUMMIT study, the AG commented that the 


efficacy of ACI may have been underestimated relative to microfracture 


for 2 reasons. Firstly, because of the long duration of symptoms before 


ACI (people in the MACI group had knee symptoms for a mean of 5.8 


years, and the microfracture group had knee symptoms for 3.7 years); 
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secondly, because of the high proportion (approximately 37%) that had 


previous knee surgery (not including diagnostic arthroscopy), which has 


been shown to reduce the efficacy of subsequent ACI procedures. 


OsCell submission – clinical evidence 


4.13 The OsCell submission reported clinical evidence for traditional ACI from 


2 sources:  


1. The ACTIVE trial: an ongoing multicentre randomised controlled trial of 


ACI (n=195; ************************************************). compared 


with standard treatment (n=195; could include microfracture [***], 


microfracture plus collagen membrane [***], mosaicplasty [***] 


debridement, abrasion, drilling, or bone graft) in people with a 


symptomatic chondral defect(s) on the medial or lateral femoral 


condyle or trochlea/patella whose condition has failed previous 


treatment and who were also considered suitable for ACI.  


2. The REACT study: a cohort study of *** patients with chondral or 


osteochondral defects treated with traditional ACI (not all in the knee – 


hips and ankles were also treated) in the RJAH Orthopaedic Hospital, 


Oswestry. 


 
4.14 ************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************
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************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************* 


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


*  


4.15 ************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


***********************************************The submission included 


evidence from a study by McCarthy and Roberts (2013) which compared 


second generation ACI-C (n=55) with first generation ACI-P (n=33) from 


patients treated with the OsCell product (traditional ACI). The 


improvement in Lysholm score at latest follow-up (up to 13 years post-


ACI) was not statistically significantly different between the 2 groups.  
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However, compared with ACI-P, the repair tissue formed from people 


treated with ACI-C demonstrated a significantly higher score for cellular 


morphology (ICRS II score), surface morphology from medial femoral 


condyle treated defects (ICRS II score) and a significantly higher 


proportion of hyaline cartilage formation (OsScore). These results were 


observed despite people having received ACI-C being significantly older 


at baseline than those having received ACI-P (mean age 38.7years 


compared with 34.2 years, p= 0.04), the mean size of the lesion treated 


with ACI-C being significantly larger than that treated with ACI-P 


(p=0.009), and despite the ACI-C treated patients having a significantly 


lower Lysholm score before surgery (p=0.04). The study concluded 


concluded from this that ACI-C is better than ACI-P as the former leads to 


repair of the defect with better quality tissue.  


AG comments 


4.16 The AG rated the quality of the ACTIVE study using the modified Coleman 


methodology score as good. It commented that not all of the listed serious 


adverse events from the ACTIVE trial looked serious, and noted that 


osteoarthritis was classed as a serious adverse event on the grounds that 


it represented treatment failure.  


Assessment report – clinical effectiveness 


4.17 The AG carried out a systematic review for clinical effectiveness data 


searching specifically for existing reviews that focussed on comparing the 


effectiveness of ACI (any generation) with microfracture. Twelve relevant 


systematic reviews were identified which included primary studies of first 


generation ACI-P compared with second generation ACI-C, ACI 


compared with MACI (third generation), open compared with arthroscopic 


ACI, ACI compared with mosaicplasty, and ACI compared with 


microfracture. The AG commented that ACI studies across the reviews 


were heterogeneous: follow-up was between 6.5 months and 7.5 years, 


mean age was between 26.4 and 40.4 years, between 47 and 80% were 


men, mean lesion size was between 1.9 and 6.4 cm2 and duration of 
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symptoms before the intervention ranged between 1.5 and 10 years. The 


AG also commented that the reviews had various limitations, including: 


poor quality (because of small sample sizes, inadequate durations of 


follow-up, lack of allocation concealment, not enough information on 


method of randomisation, losses to follow-up and blinding of assessment 


scoring); the heterogeneities of patients recruited; variations in previous 


surgery, the ACI methods used, and the outcomes measured. Therefore 


the results of the identified reviews were considered to be mostly 


inconclusive on the choice between ACI and microfracture. 


4.18 The AG noted the following observations from the reviews: 


 There may be slightly longer delay with ACI than with other 


interventions to reach maximal functional improvement. 


 ACI (all generations) may have a more durable long-term repair tissue 


compared with microfracture. 


 Compared with second generation ACI-C, first generation ACI-P was 


associated with a higher rate of graft hypertrophy (over 20% compared 


with only 3%) and higher failure rates (7.7% compared with 1.5%). 


 Outcomes were better for younger people, those who were more 


active, those with shorter symptom duration, and those who had not 


had a previous failed surgical intervention.  


 Results were better for smaller lesions overall, but ACI produced better 


results compared with microfracture in larger lesions (and its effect was 


largely independent of lesion size). 


4.19 The AG carried out a further systematic review of clinical trials that 


focussed on studies using second or third generation ACI between 2010 


and 2014. The search excluded trials of first generation ACI on the basis 


that it has been replaced by second and third generation ACI. Two 


randomised controlled trials were identified in this review that were 


relevant to the decision problem, Saris et al. (2014; SUMMIT trial), and 


Basad et al. (2010) each comparing MACI with microfracture (the details 
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of these studies are summarised above in sections 4.9 and 4.10, 


respectively).  


4.20 The assessment group commented that microfracture was significantly 


less expensive than ACI, and that it was effective in the short term in most 


patients. It suggested that on this basis one would expect microfracture to 


be used as a primary procedure, and ACI should be used if microfracture 


failed. However, it noted strong evidence from a study by Minas and 


colleagues that prior microfracture makes subsequent ACI less effective. 


The AG noted that this evidence implied that the benefits of ACI as a first 


procedure may be underestimated for studies in which ACI was used in 


people who had previous knee surgery. It also suggested that a case 


could be made for ACI to be used as the primary procedure. 


4.21 The AG commented on the strengths and weaknesses of the clinical data, 


stating that there is now longer term follow-up than was available for 


previous appraisals, and data from several new trials: the ACTIVE trial 


has data up to 8 years follow-up (and will eventually have 10 years of 


follow-up on all patients); the TIG/ACT trial has 5 years of follow-up; the 2 


trials of MACI compared with microfracture have currently 2 years of 


follow-up. The AG stated that there were limitations in the evidence 


because of the evolving nature of the technology, and because the 


longest term data come from versions of ACI which have been largely 


superseded. The AG stated that most, but not all, studies suggest that 


ACI is more effective than microfracture if used soon after the cartilage 


injury. 


5 Comments from other consultees 


5.1 A professional group, the British Association for Surgery of the Knee 


(BASK), made several points for consideration. It stated that when 


referring to size of the defect in terms of treatment options, it is important 


to consider the size of the defect in relation to size of the knee, and noted 


that a 2 cm diameter defect may be almost a half condyle width in a small 
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knee. With regard to comparators, it stated that osteotomy and total knee 


replacement are not comparators, and that only microfracture and 


mosaicplasty are surgical comparators. The professional group also 


commented on the evidence for the location of the lesion, and noted that 


the majority of randomised controlled trials are on femoral condyle defects 


as these are easier to recruit as a standard group. It stated that evidence 


is emerging in cohort studies when the location is the patella suggesting 


that patella lesions perform equally as well as condyle defects with ACI. It 


stated that mosaicplasty and microfracture perform poorly on the patella. 


5.2 The patient group, Cell Therapy Catapult submitted a statement that 


argued for, although not specifically dictated by legislation, products 


supplied under the hospital exemption scheme to be excluded from NICE 


MTA when licensed products are available for the same indication. It 


stated that this is because hospital exemption products are not subject to 


the clinical development process including meeting rigorous regulatory 


requirements for scientifically proven quality, safety and efficacy that apply 


to licensed products 


6 Cost effectiveness evidence 


ChondroCelect submission – cost effectiveness 


6.1 The ChondroCelect submission presented a de novo Markov economic 


model. The model cycle length was 1 month, average age was 33 years 


and the model time horizon was 75 years.  The model structure allowed 


both temporary and permanent successes of ACI. If either microfracture 


or ACI failed, the patient had debridement and then either went on to have 


a second repair (second repair would be microfracture only), or the patient 


was offered pain relief. If the second repair failed the patient had 


debridement and pain relief only. The model used clinical effectiveness 


data on the time to treatment failure from the TIG/ACT trial. Utility scores 


were obtained from a paper by Gerlier et al. (2010) in which KOOS scores 


and responses to the SF-36 questionnaires collected up to 60 months 
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post-surgery in the TIG/ACT trial were analysed and used to derive 


utilities (see table 7 of appendix B for the utility scores associated with 


each health state).  


6.2 The model used NHS reference costs and a cost for ChondroCelect of 


£16,000 (see table 8 of appendix B for the costs used the model). The 


cost of procedures included the costs of surgery, inpatient stays and 


physiotherapy follow-up.  The cost of arthroscopy and cell harvest 


(procedure 1) was £722.45, and the cost of arthrotomy conducted in an 


outpatient setting (procedure 2) was £109.65.  The total cost of ACI was 


£22,586, and the total cost of microfracture was £13,547.  The costs of 


adverse events were not included in the model as there were no key 


differences between treatment arms in the TIG/ACT trial. Microfracture 


was the only comparator in the model. The key assumptions of the model 


were that fewer patients who had ACI needed second repairs and that 


patients that had ACI had a longer duration of success (which postponed 


the need for a knee replacement). Total QALYs gained for ACI compared 


with microfracture were 1.29. The corresponding ICER for ACI compared 


with microfracture was £7,077 per QALY gained. The main driver of cost 


effectiveness was the time to failure of the first repair. 


AG comments 


6.3 The AG stated that the economic model in the ChondroCelect submission 


was logical. It stated that the cost for implantation of the cells was an 


under-estimate because the procedure would be done as a day-case not 


an outpatient visit.  It commented that the utility values were plausible, 


that it was a reasonable assumption for microfracture to be the only 


relevant comparator for ACI and that overall the model assumptions and 


results looked plausible. 


MACI submission – cost effectiveness 


6.4 The submission for MACI did not present a cost effectiveness analysis but 


did provide a budget impact/costing forecast for England and Wales 
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based on the assumption that there would be 500 ACI procedures, half of 


which would be with MACI. It explored 2 scenarios, one with MACI or ACI 


as the first procedure, and the other with microfracture as the first 


procedure, and then calculated the difference in costs between these 2 


scenarios to estimate the budgetary impact. Based on data for failure 


rates from the SUMMIT trial, it estimated that there would be cost-savings 


from using MACI/ACI of £5.9 million in year 1 to £8.3 million in year 5. 


These savings were due to the lower reoperation rate after MACI/ACI.   


AG comments 


6.5 The AG commented that the budget impact cost calculations provided in 


the MACI submission seemed reasonable and plausible. 


OsCell submission – cost effectiveness 


6.6 The OsCell submission provided a prospective cost-effectiveness analysis 


for the ACTIVE trial but did not present an economic model. The analysis 


used quality of life (EQ-5D) data based on up to 8 years of follow-up. The 


costs for ACI were stated according to the National Tariff Payment 


System (2014/2015) as reimbursed to the RJAH hospital and included 


operations, hospital stays, the cells and any further implants. It assumed a 


cost for the first ACI procedure of £2,398 and a cost for the second stage 


procedure of £6876 (including the cost for cells based on production by 


OsCell of £4125). The total cost of ACI was therefore £9274, or £9565 


when an additional ‘market forces factor’ was taken into account. The 


submission stated that the incremental cost of ACI over microfracture was 


*****. 


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


*****. 


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


**.  
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AG comments 


6.7 The AG commented that it was not clear how the reported EQ-5D results 


were converted to QALYs. It also noted that 


the********************************************************************************


*****************************************. 


Assessment report – cost effectiveness 


6.8 The AG identified 6 studies that included full economic analyses (including 


economic models) on the use of ACI, microfracture and mosaicplasty for 


repairing symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee. It 


commented that each study lacked long-term clinical follow-up data and 


good quality of life data.  


6.9 The AG constructed a Markov model of the cost effectiveness of ACI as a 


class compared with microfracture (model structure is shown in Figure 1; 


see table 6 of appendix B for details of the main model inputs and a 


comparison with those of the ChondroCelect model). The model uses a 


lifetime horizon (patients can live to 100 years) and a cycle length for the 


model set at 1 year and transitions between each health state occurring at 


the end of each cycle. A hypothetical cohort of 1000 people with 


symptomatic articular cartilage defects of the knee with a starting age of 


33 years is followed (many people with cartilage injury are young and 


involved in sports which is where most of the injuries occur) from their first 


repair with either an ACI or microfracture. The analysis was conducted 


from the perspective of the NHS and personal social services (PSS). An 


annual discount rate of 3.5% was applied to both costs and outcomes. 


The main comparison was between ACI and microfracture. The base-


case analysis used data mainly from the TIG/ACT trial of ChondroCelect 


and the SUMMIT trial of MACI, both of which compared ACI with 


microfracture, and data for knee replacement was taken from published 


literature.  The dashed line in the model indicates that at 55 years, the 


person can choose to have a knee replacement (total or partial).  
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Figure 1. Markov model structure for patients with articular cartilage defects of the knee joint 
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6.10 The analysis considered a number of outcomes after the first procedure, 


including permanent success, temporary success or failure. Permanent 


success meant the person could stay in the successful primary repair 


health state until they die. Using response rates taken the SUMMIT study 


for MACI it was assumed that most patients (87.5% who had ACI as a 


primary procedure, and 68.1% who had microfracture as primary 


procedure) did not need a second repair. For temporary success (in the 


remaining patients), the analysis considered the need for subsequent 


further repairs or later total or partial knee replacement(s). The AG 


presented 2 scenarios following a first repair with either ACI or 


microfracture:  


 scenario 1: all second repairs were ACI  


 scenario 2: all second repairs were microfracture. 


With repair failure, a person could have another repair, or could decide 


against another repair and treat symptoms with pain medication. The 


person would probably develop osteoarthritis, and may have 1 or more 


knee replacements in later life. It was assumed that people over the age 


of 55 could not have an ACI and could only have a knee replacement or 


symptomatic care. Adverse events were not included as there were no 


important differences between ACI and microfracture. For the base-case 


analysis, data was mainly for the knee repairs from the TIG/ACT trial of 


ChondroCelect and the SUMMIT trial of MACI, both of which compared 


ACI with microfracture (see table 1).  For knee replacement, data was 


used from published literature.   
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Table 1. Sources of the progression rates used to calculate transition probabilities between different health states 


Health state Progression rates used to calculate transition 
probabilities 


Study details for source 


Patients receiving an ACI procedure  (all second repairs ACI) 


Primary repair 
 


Based on 3-year progression rates for people who progressed 
from primary repair to: 


 Successful primary repair: rate of 83.0%  
 Second repair: rate of 3.9%  
 No further repair: rate of 13.1%  


Saris et al (2009)  
TIG/ACT study – 3 year results 
ACI-P with ChondroCelect vs MF 


Successful primary  
 


Based on 2-year progression rates for people who progressed 
from a successful primary repair to: 


 Remain in successful primary repair: 87.5%  
 12.5% move to no further repair state and of these 


12.5%, 10% will move from the successful primary to 
the second repair health state.   


Saris et al (2014) 
SUMMIT study – 2 year results 
MACI vs MF 
 


Second repair 
 


Assumed to be the same as primary repair rates except there 
are no further repairs (83% success vs 17% failure over 3 
years) 


Saris et al (2009)  
TIG/ACT study – 3 year results 
ACI-P with ChondroCelect vs MF 


Successful second 
 


Assumed to be the same as a successful primary: 87.5% 
remain in successful second state, vs 12.5% who move to the 
no further repair health state.   


Saris et al (2014) 
SUMMIT study – 2 year results 
MACI vs MF 
 


Patients receiving an MF procedure  (all second repairs MF) 
 
Primary repair 
 


Based on 3-year progression rates for people who progressed 
from primary repair to: 


 Successful primary repair: rate of 62.0%  
 Second repair: rate of 11.5%  
 No further repair: rate of 26.5% 


Saris et al (2009)  
TIG/ACT study – 3 year results 
ACI-P with ChondroCelect vs MF 
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Successful primary  
 


Based on 2-year progression rates for people who progressed 
from a successful primary repair to: 


 Remain in successful primary repair: 68.1%  
 31.9% move to the no further repair health state and of 


these 31.9% patients, 10% will move from successful 
primary to second repair  


Saris et al (2014) 
SUMMIT study – 2 year results 
MACI vs MF 
 


Second repair 
 


Assumed to be the same as primary repair rates except there 
are no further repairs (62% success vs 38% failure over 3 
years) 


Saris et al (2009)  
TIG/ACT study – 3 year results 
ACI-P with ChondroCelect vs MF 


Successful second 
 


Assumed to be the same as a successful primary: 68.1% 
remain in successful second state, vs 31.9% who move to the 
no further repair health state.   


Saris et al (2014) 
SUMMIT study – 2 year results 
MACI vs MF 


Patients receiving an ACI procedure  (all second repairs MF) 
 
Second repair 
 


People who had a second repair can have a successful 
second repair (rate of 83.6% at 5 years) or do not receive a 
further repair (rate of 16.4% at 5 years).   


Vanlauwe et al (2011) 
TIG/ACT study – 5 year results 
ACI-P with ChondroCelect vs MF 


Successful second 
 


68.1% remain in successful second state, vs 31.9% who 
move to the no further repair health state.   


Saris et al (2014) 
SUMMIT study – 2 year results 
MACI vs MF 


Patients receiving an MF procedure  (all second repairs ACI) 
 
Second repair 
 


People who had a second repair can have a successful 
second repair (rate of 69.1% at 10 years) or do not receive a 
further repair (rate of 30.9% at 10 years).   


Biant et al (2014) – case series following 
ACI-C (n=85) and ACI-P (n=19) 


Successful second 
 


68.1% remain in successful second state, vs 31.9% who 
move to the no further repair health state.   


Saris et al (2014) 
SUMMIT study – 2 year results 
MACI vs MF 
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6.11 The model used utility values for knee repairs from a study by Gerlier et 


al. who compared ACI with MF using data from the TIG/ACT 


ChondroCelect trial. The Gerlier study used a short-term model with a 


time horizon of 5 years to take into account knee pain and mobility after 


the initial intervention (quality of life information was obtained from a 5 


year randomised controlled trial using the SF-36 questionnaire) and also a 


long-term model with a time horizon of 40 years to take into account the 


development of osteoarthritis after 15 years and the need for a total knee 


replacement after 20 years.  The AG used 2 other studies to supplement 


utility values for knee replacement and knee arthroscopy.  Utilities are 


presented in table 2. Further information on the source of utility values is 


found of pages 102 to 105 of the Assessment Report. 
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 Table 2 Base-case mean utility values used in the AG’s economic model


 First repair ACI First repair MF Source 
Repairs 
Before primary repair 0.654 Gerlier et al (2010) 
Successful primary  
1st year 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
5 years + 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.654 


 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 


Before second repair 0.654 Gerlier et al (2010) 
Choose not to have a 
second repair 


0.691* Gerlier et al (2010) 


Second repair ACI MF ACI MF  
Successful second 
1st year 
2nd year 
3rd year 
4th year 
5 years + 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.654 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.789 
0.789 


 
0.760 
0.817 
0.817 
0.817 
0.654 


 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 
Gerlier et al (2010) 


No further repair 0.691 Gerlier et al (2010) 
Replacements 
Before first KR (TKR) 0.615 Dong & Buxton (2006) and Jansson & Granath 


(2011) 
Before first KR (PKR) 0.615 Dong & Buxton (2006) and Jansson & Granath 


(2011) 
Successful first KR - TKR 0.780 Dong & Buxton (2006)  
Successful first KR - PKR 0.780 Dong & Buxton (2006)  
Before further TKR 0.557 Gerlier et al (2010) 
Successful further TKR 0.780 Dong & Buxton (2006)  
No further TKR 0.691 Gerlier et al (2010) 
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6.12 Costs for the different procedures (ACI, microfracture, partial or total knee 


replacement) and for outpatient visits and rehabilitation are shown in 


table 3.  The model used national reference costs where possible (NHS 


references costs, 2013) supplemented by the previous HTA report on 


cartilage defects in knee joints (Clar et al, 2005).  All unit costs were 


presented in pounds sterling (£) in 2012/13 prices.   


Table 3. Base-case mean costs used in the economic model 


Procedure Information Unit cost 
(£) 


Source 


ChondroCelect 
and MACI 


Product including courier 
services and development of 
cell culture 


16,000 Price for ChondroCelect 
stated in submission 


 Procedure 1 – arthroscopy and 
cell harvest 


710* Clar et al (2005) 


 Procedure 2 – arthrotomy (day 
case) 


1,030* Clar et al (2005) 


 Total cost  17,740  
Microfracture Procedure (inpatient) 3,020* Clar et al (2005) 
First TKR 
(PKR or TKR) 


HRG code: HB21C – major 
knee procedures for non-
trauma, category 2, without 
complications 


5,676 NHS reference costs 
(2013) 


Further TKR Second TKR 12,959* Clar et al (2005) 
Outpatient visit HRG code: WF01A – non-


admitted face-to-face 
consultant led outpatient 
attendance  


102 NHS reference costs 
(2013) 


Rehabilitation HRG code: REHABL2 – 
rehabilitation for joint 
replacement 


256 NHS reference costs 
(2013) 


* Cost inflated to 2012/13 prices using the HCHS index [Curtis, 2013] 


The cost of the ACI (ChondroCelect and MACI) included the costs 


associated with cell development, including the ACI kit, staff time and 


transporting the cells to and from the laboratory.  It assumed the 2 


procedures in an ACI (removal of the cells, and implantation) could be 


performed as day cases.  The cost of the microfracture procedure 


included an inpatient stay because, unlike after ACI, the patients can have 


considerable pain after microfracture because of the drilling into bone.  


Based on consultation with clinical experts, the model also included the 


costs outpatient visits and rehabilitation visits in the first year (see table 4). 
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Table 4. Base-case resource use for economic model 


Components 
(over a year) 


Procedure Source 
ACI MF TKR 


Inpatient days 0 1 4.5 Expert clinical 
opinion 


Outpatient visits 6 3 2 Expert clinical 
opinion 


Rehabilitation 
visits 


3 3 0 Expert clinical 
opinion 


 


6.13 The AG used the term ACI as a generic term to cover all relevant forms of 


ACI. The base-case discounted ICER for ACI compared with 


microfracture ranged from over £14,395 per QALY gained (if the second 


repair was ACI in both arms) to £15,598 per QALY gained (if the second 


repair was microfracture in both arms). Figure 2 presents the cost-


effectiveness acceptability curve for the base-case results for all 


sequences. The graph shows that at a willingness to pay of £18,000 or 


more for a QALY, ACI as a first procedure (followed by a potential second 


repair of ACI or microfracture) is likely to be more cost-effective than if 


microfracture is used as a first procedure (followed by potential second 


repairs of ACI or microfracture).   


Figure 2. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve. The choice of a 
potential second repair is represented in parentheses.   
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6.14 The first sensitivity analysis was performed because the AG stated that it 


is known that there are confidential discounts provided to the NHS by 


manufacturers. To represent this, the AG applied between 25% and 75% 


discounts to the acquisition cost of the cells which led to a reduction in the 


ICER (if the second repair was ACI in both arms) from approximately 


£14,400 per QALY gained in the base case to £10,523 (25% discount), 


£6651 (50% discount) and £2779 (75% discount; approximately the same 


acquisition cost of traditional ACI) per QALY gained. If the second repair 


was microfracture in both arms the base case ICER reduced from 


approximately £15,600 per QALY gained in the base case to £11,404 


(25% discount), £7210 (50% discount) and £3016 (75% discount).  The 


AG carried out further analyses using utility data from the ACTIVE trial (as 


presented in the OsCell submission), using costs of both commercially 


produced cells and OsCell cells. 


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************************


************************************************************************* 


6.15 The key drivers in the base case were the cost of cells for ACI and the 


relative durations of benefit derived from ACI and microfracture. Although 


there was some variation among studies, after the first few years after 


treatment, ACI provided a greater gain in QALYs and led to greater cost 


savings to the NHS because fewer people needed a second repair or a 


knee replacement, and also the need for a first knee replacement was 


postponed which reduced the need for second knee replacement. 


6.16 The AG commented that the limitations in the economic analyses included 


uncertainties with long-term progression rates and quality of life data.  It 


stated that longer-term data from the ACTIVE trial will provide useful 


information in the future. 
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7 Equality issues 


7.1 Both ChondroCelect and MACI products contain animal derived products 


which may be an issue for people with particular religious and cultural 


beliefs. The ChondroCelect submission states that the optimal patient 


group for treatment with ChondroCelect is people aged 18 to 50 years 


(the population of TIG/ACT study) but it would be important not to 


discriminate potentially healthy patients based on age alone 


8 Innovation 


8.1 ACI products are considered as "regenerative medicines" which are 


inherently innovative. The ChondroCelect submission stated that 


ChondroCelect has regulatory approval for its controlled and consistent 


manufacturing process, based on optimised parameters that include 


enzymatic release, cell culture media, seeding density, time, harvesting 


procedures and shipping conditions. The submission details the use of 


characterised chondrocyte implantation (CCI) which it stated results in 


highly chondrogenic cells by minimising chondrocyte dedifferentiation and 


thereby preserving the behaviour and appearance of articular hyaline 


cartilage cells (rather than fibrocartilage). The ChondroCelect submission 


also noted other advantages of CCI compared with microfracture and 


mosaicplasty, which are detailed in table 5: 


Table 5. Summary of advantages of CCI compared with microfracture and 
mosaicplasty (adapted from page 15 of the ChondroCelect submission 
Cell-based 
therapy vs 


Advantage of CCI 


Microfracture CCI with ChondroCelect produces cartilage more closely resembling the 
original hyaline cartilage rather than fibrocartilage.31 


Microfracture The ChondroCelect implant does not form a clot and therefore is not 
associated with clot retraction. 


Microfracture 
Mosaicplasty 


CCI results in less damage to the anatomy of the knee in the area of the 
cartilage damage, minimising further damage to the surface of the cartilage 
and reducing the chances of inducing or accelerating the development of OA.


 In the case of microfracture, the tidemark and subchondral bone plate 
are breached and may lead to bone-forming cells accessing the area 
of the defect; this is thought to contribute to the deterioration of 
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symptoms and the development of OA.  


 In the case of mosaicplasty, the anatomy is altered at both the donor 
site (in autografting) and the implantation site (in both autografting 
and allografting) making it difficult to ensure congruence between the 
opposing surfaces. 


Mosaicplasty The ChondroCelect implant is fluid which allows it to adopt a shape that fits 
the surface required by the position of the lesion and the contours of the 
opposing surface. 


Mosaicplasty CCI does not involve creating injury in the donor site. 


CCI, characterised chondrocyte implantation; OA, osteoarthritis. 


 


8.2 The MACI submission stated that MACI is a third generation ACI which 


represents a marked improvement over the first 2 generations. It stated 


that compared with the OsCell product and ChondroCelect, MACI is 


easier to use, as it can be easily cut to size and shape by the surgeon. It 


also cited evidence by Barlett that MACI implantations are quicker to 


implant meaning they require less theatre time.  


8.3 The OsCell submission stated that if changes were to be made to make 


ACI more easily and widely available to more patients, it could certainly 


make a ‘step-change’ in the treatment of the degenerate joint. It also 


stated that there are additional health-related quality of life benefits as a 


result of ACI which the EQ-5D would not capture, including the likely 


alleviation or delay of a joint replacement, which is not only costly, but 


also restricts the activity levels and well-being of the patients. 
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Appendix A: Supporting evidence  


Related NICE guidance 


Published  


 Autologous chondrocyte implantation for the treatment of cartilage defects in the 


knee joints. NICE technology appraisal guidance 89 (2005); this guidance updated 


and replaced NICE technology appraisal 16 (2000) 


 Partial replacement of the meniscus of the knee using a biodegradable scaffold. 


NICE interventional procedure guidance 430 (2012) 


 Mosaicplasty for knee cartilage defects. NICE interventional procedure guidance 


162 (2006) 
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Appendix B: Supporting evidence  


Figure 3. Model structure presented in the ChondroCelect submission  


 


 
BSC, Best supportive care; CCI, characterised chrondrocyte implant; MFx, microfracture; TKR, 
total knee replacement
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Table 6 Comparison of main model inputs between the ChondroCelect model and the AG model  
 ChondroCelect Model AG Model 
Model structure Markov model structure that allows temporary and 


permanent success (see figure 3, page 39) 
Markov model structure that also allows temporary and permanent 
success (see figure 1, page 27)  


Comparators Microfracture only Microfracture only 
Perspective NHS and Personal Social Services NHS and Personal Social Services 
Cycle length 1 month 1 year 
Discounting  3.5% per annum 3.5% per annum 
Mean age of patients 
receiving a procedure 


33.9 years 33 years 


Time horizon 75 years Lifetime horizon (patients can live to 100 years) 
Separated by gender Yes (35.6% female) No 
Allows temporary and 
permanent success 


Yes Yes 


Assumptions around 
second repair  


Microfracture only: it was assumed, based on clinical 
advice, that when ACI fails, 90% of patients will receive 
MF and when MF fails only 5% of patients receive 
another MF  
 
Assumed based on clinical advice that a second MF 
following a first MF would be half as effective  


Microfracture or ACI: 4 scenarios:  
ACI(ACI), ACI(MF), MF(MF), MF(ACI) 


Assumptions around TKRs Maximum number of 3 TKRs 
TKRs suitable for 95% of cohort  
 


Maximum number of 2 knee replacements 
First knee replacement can be either partial total  
Knee replacements suitable for people over 55 years of age 


Main clinical data inputs for 
ACI 


Used TTF from 5 year results of and subsequent 
compassionate use programme  
  
Used data for ACI-P with ChondroCelect vs MF 
(Vanlauwe et al 2011). Used TTF data as a proxy of 
treatment efficacy: hence, it assumed everyone who did 
not receive a subsequent therapy was a 'success'. 
 
 


See table 1 for details.  
Used TIG/ACT study (3 year results rather than the 5 year results) 
 
Key difference between AG and ChondroCelect models is that the 
AG model allows for failure based on TTF data but also uses the 
longer term response data: hence, it assumes non-responders have 
also 'failed'.  
 


Costs  See table 8 
 


See table 3 


Utilities for knee repairs See table 7: based on TIG/ACT data by Gerlier et al.  See table 2: based on TIG/ACT data by Gerlier et al.  
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Assumes that the utility for patients after MF for Year 5 and beyond 
is lower than previous years (ACTIVE data) 
 
Sensitivity analysis used data from the ACTIVE study 


Adverse events Not included Not included 
Results Incremental costs for ACI vs MF: £8,890 and £9,129 


(corrected by AG) 
 
Incremental QALYs for ACI vs MF: 1.29 
 
ICER for ACI compared with MF was £7,077 per QALY 
(corrected by AG) 


Procedure Incremental 
costs £ 


Incremental 
QALYs 


ICER £ (cost 
per QALY 
gained) 


MF (ACI) - - - 
ACI (ACI) 14,524 1.6273 8,925 
MF (MF) - - - 
ACI (MF) 14,921 1.5245 9,788 
MF (ACI) - - - 
ACI (ACI) 14,314 0.9944 14,395 
MF (MF) - - - 
ACI (MF) 14,877 0.9537 15,598 


 


Main cost drivers The cost of the cells and the fact that fewer people 
needed further repair or TKR with ACI compared with 
microfracture. 


The cost of the cells, but over the lifetime horizon, there are QALYs 
gained from using ACI, and there are cost savings to the NHS later 
due to fewer people needing a second repair, fewer people in need 
of a TKR, and fewer people moving to the no further 
repair/replacement health states. 
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Table 7 Utility scores associated with the main health states of the ChondroCelect economic model (adapted from page 49 of 
ChondroCelect submission) 
Health state Value Source/method Applicable health states 


Initial score (pre-surgery) 0.6540 
Predicted baseline utility score (linear 
functional regression: KOOS/utility) 


During initial CCI or MFx procedure 


Clinical success after surgery  0.8170 Average utility of KOOS respondersa 
Successful CCI or MFx (including subsequent 
MFx) 


No clinical success after surgery 0.6910 
Average utility score of KOOS non-
respondersa 


Receiving BSC 


Undergoing a TKR 0.5177 Batty & Birrell, 2011 During TKR or TKR revision procedure 


Following successful TKR and/or 
revision 


0.6830 
Utility with osteoarthritis plus the difference 
between the utility of successful surgery and 
pre-surgery 


Following successful TKR and/or revision 


Unresolved (unsuitable for TKR 
or failed TKR/revision) 


0.5570 
Utility with osteoarthritis plus the difference 
between no clinical success after surgery and 
pre-surgery 


Unresolved cases 


Key: BSC, best supportive care; CCI, characterised chondrocyte implantation; EQ-5D, EuroQoL five dimensions; KOOS, Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score; MFx, 
microfracture; SF-6D, Short form six dimensions; TKR, total knee replacement. 


Note: a Utility estimated by KOOS response used as a proxy for patients having successfully resolved defects. 
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Table 8 Base-case mean costs used in ChondroCelect economic model (adapted from page 46 of ChondroCelect submission) 
Treatment Details Unit cost Source 


ChondroCelect 
Product including two-way courier and 
development of cell culture 


£16,000 UK price of ChondroCelect 


 
Procedure (1 of 2) – arthroscopy and 
cell harvest 


£722.45 Clar et al 


 
Procedure (2 of 2) – arthrotomy, 
outpatient setting 


£109.65 
NHS 


(Trauma & orthopaedic) 


MFx – base case analysis cost 
Procedure, inpatient setting, 
rehabilitation 


£2,817,79 
Clar et al  (Aberdeen Royal 
Infirmary) 


MFx – scenario analysis cost Procedure, day case, rehabilitation £964.87 
Clar et al (Southampton 
General Hospital) 


Debridement and arthroscopy Procedure £722.45 Clar et al 


TKR Procedure, rehabilitation £6,500.85 Clar et al 


TKR revision Procedure, rehabilitation £12,093.24 Clar et al 


Key: HCHS, Hospital & Community Health Services; MFx, microfracture; TKR, total knee replacement. 


Note: Costs reported by Clar et al were uplifted using the HCHS index inflation indices: 2005-06 (240.9) vs. 2012-13 (289.1). 


 





